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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT 
1970-72 
This year, for the first time, The Report of the President 
is incorporated in a regular issue af THE ALUMNUS. 
The UNM ALUMNUS Is published monthly except july by The 
University of New Mexico Alumni Association and sent 
frea to former studmlts of record and other friends of 
the University. Editorial and business offices, Suite 200, New 
Mexico Union, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131, Second class postage 
paid at Albuquerque, N.M. 
The University of New Mexico docs not discriminate against 
any person on the ground of sex, race, color, or national 
origin In any of Its programs or activities. 
The University of New Mexico campus 
during the past few years has reflected 
quite accurately academic life across 
the country. There have been spiraling 
enrollments, frustrations for students as 
well as faculty and administration as 
resources have been strained to meet 
demands, violence, and change. In this 
report I have attempted to analyze some 
of the events we have experienced and 
the changes that have come about. The 
most interesting and perhaps the most 
significant change has been in student 
attitude. I do not foresee a return to 
the apathy that marked the 1950s, but I 
do see a move away from violence as a 
means of redress and toward an emphasis 
on changing the system by working 
I through the system. 
c::::=Y-"~":;W'~ 
FERREL HEADY r 
President 
Tile University of New Mexico 
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PERSPECTIVES 
NCHANGE 
Patterns of growth, change, and progress of a 
university are no more certain or predictable 
than those of any other social organism. Who, 
for example, could have predicted 30 years ago the 
great change that was to take place in higher 
education as a result of the GI Bill? Yet, in the 
course of but a very few years, the pattern of 
higher education in the United States was 
radically altered. Advanced education, 
traditionally an elitist preserve, was opened to 
the masses. 
Similarly, who could have predicted correctly 
the changes experienced by higher education in just 
the past two years? Not only has there been 
change, but also re-evaluation of both goal 
and role of universities is underway. 
Higher education-and the University of New 
Mexico was no exception-was put to the rack 
during the latter years of the 1960s and the first 
two years of this decade, which are the focus of 
this report. The ivory tower concept, however 
1 untrue it might always have been, was completely 
' obliterated. The university became the rallying 
I point for many of society's dissident voices. 
i The. campus drew the spotlight of attention as 
never before. Because the causes of many of the 
things the angry and sometimes violent protestors 
objected to were rooted in society generally and 
not in the university, the campus demonstrations 
have sometimes seemed like bootless exercises in 
antiestablishmentarianism. However, when they 
are examined in perspective, even as short a view 
as we now have, a number of effects become 
apparent. 
Before looking at the impact of the 
last few years, a brief review of events is 
necessary. I do not propose to go into great 
detail since they have been well chronicled 
elsewhere. The most serious were those which 
disrupted normal operations on the University 
of New Mexico campus early in May, 1970, 
following the move into Cambodia by American 
forces from South Vietnam. That series of events 
began as an anti-war protest but changed, whether 
by manipulation or not, into an internal, 
University problem. During the following year, 
although the University was the subject of a 
great deal of debate both within and without its 
walls, there were no major demonstrations, 
normal operations were not disrupted and there 
was no violence on campus. In June, 1971, 
there was violence in Albuquerque. But while it 
swirled around the edges of the University campus, 
there was no direct involvement by University 
students or faculty and there was no encroachment 
on nor damage to University property. A year 
later, during the second week in May, 1972, 
events in Southeast Asia again touched off a 
sizeable campus demonstration. Although the 
protest continued, with varying degrees of 
support, for several days, its focus remained on 
the Vietnam War. There were confrontations 
between police and demonstrators in which 
several persons were wounded by shotgun pellets, 
one seriously. There was little damage to 
University property and normal classroom and 
administrative functions were not interrupted. 
The events in 1970 covered a period from May 
6 to 11 and were sparked not only by the 
Cambodia invasion, but also by the shooting 
deaths of three students at Kent State 
University in Ohio. They followed two years of 
sporadic incidents, none of which seriously 
disrupted normal functioning on campus, turmoil 
related to the war in Indoch.ina and to campus 
happenings here and elsewhere. The 1970 
occurrences included an appearance by Jane 
Fonda on campus which led to activity by student 
and non-student dissidents; an all-night sit-in 
at the Air Force ROTC building; a movement for 
a "student strike;" the temporary closed own of 
normal operations on the afternoon of May 6 in the 
wake of stabbings at the flagpole by Johnson 
Gymnasium and scattered other acts of violence; 
occupation of the New Mexico Union by student 
and non-student protestors, which led to a 
court order to vacate it, carried out on May 8 
by law enforcement officials, including, as it 
turned out, the National Guard and accompanied 
by further, regrettable acts of violence; and a 
brief strike by some Physical Plant Department 
employes. Several persons were injured by 
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bayonet wounds on the Mall outside the Union, 
as the building was being vacated. 
Approximately 120 persons were arrested, many 
of them non-students. There was some damage to 
the Union building and some of its equipment. 
The 1970 events and their accompanying violence 
constituted the greatest internal threat to the 
University yet experienced during these 
turbulent times. While the original cause of 
the protest activities was something far beyond 
the University's ability to rectify in any way, 
the movement later turned inwards, perhaps 
partly out of frustration and partly by design, 
upon the University itself. The protest became a 
demand to make the University an advocate for 
a cause or causes, rather than a center for 
analysis and criticism of all aspects of 
society. The autonomy and integrity·which 
constitute the bedding ground for the particular 
genius of the American university were . 
threatened by the dissident students and their 
supporters. Beyond that, there was an 
attempted power play. The occupants of the 
Union challenged the ownership of the building 
and the authority of the Regents to exercise 
control of the campus. 
Both the threat and the challenge were met 
head-on and were put down. Despite the highly 
vocal and visible machinations and 
expostulations of the protest group, the heavy 
weight of opinion among all campus 
constituencies was that to convert the 
University into an agency for social change or 
international causes, however worthy or 
important they might seem at the time, would be 
to destroy the institution's independence and, 
ultimately, seriously devaluate its worth. The 
Regents, the administration, and most of the 
faculty and students stood firm on the 
principle that individuals on campus have the 
same Constitutional rights of expression of 
opinions as citizens anywhere, but the 
University, as an institution, must avoid an 
advocate's position. The challenge to Regental 
authority, a reflection of the national clamor 
of the times for "student power" and 
i 
''participatory democracy," was effectively 
answered in several ways. First, there was the 
court order for evacuation of the New Mexico 
Union and the subsequent enforcement of the 
order. (It is unfortunate that through a gap in 
communications the University administration 
was not notified that the National Guard was 
going to advance on campus, for at the time, 
the peaceful evacuation of the building by 
state and city forces seemed assured. Even 
more regrettable was the injury of several 
persons at that time, as well as the previous 
stabbings at the flagpole.) Later in the 
summer, !be Regents adopted a code of rights 
and responsibilities on campus, spelling out in 
detail what in the past had been thought to be 
generally understood, although unwritten. 
rt is reflective of the times, which have 
evoked from the young people a stronger than 
usual challenge to traditional hierarchical 
authority, that a detailed code is needed. The 
rhetoric of the challenge would seem to 
indicate that it is the need for authority itself 
that is questioned. The fact of the matter is, 
1 it is only the identity of the hierarchy that 
1 is under question. 
The Regents policy statement made clear what 
sorts of conduct would be considered 
unacceptable and what sanctions might be 
, applied. It reaffirmed the Regents' ultimate 
responsibility for control and management 
of the University. It underlined the point that 
while the Regents may delegate responsibility 
for various campus functions, they cannot 
delegate, irrevocably, their final authority. 
As the major threats to the University were 
being met, some adjustments in grading 
practices were made by the faculty to 
facilitate the orderly close of the semester. 
The grading options were temporary, for 
Semester rr, 1970, only, and permitted the 
University to revert quickly to normal 
operations following a week of turbulence. 
The crisis of May, 1970. was our first 
expedence with organized disruption and 
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violence. It made a noticeable impression 
upon both the University and the public 
at-large, overshadowing other events of the 
year. However, it is not an isolated 
phenomenon nor unrelated to what had gone 
before both here and at other campuses 
throughout the nation. Nor, has it been 
unrelated to what has followed. 
The University of New Mexico learned mu.ch from 
the 1970 experience. I have already noted the 
action of the Regents to update the policy on 
rights El!1d responsibilities. In this statem(lnt, 
a new dimension was added permitting the 
President of the University, in consultation with 
others, to declare a state of emergency on campus 
in times of crisis. During a period of emergency, 
extraordinary authority is granted to hasten the 
business of decision-making. We learned that in a 
time of change, and i!l brief periods of confusion, 
the unexpected may be expected to happen. As a 
consequence, we developed firmer lines of 
communication internally and with city, 
county, and state authorities. 
Our hard-gained knowledge served well when, in 
May, 1972, another war-provoked demonstration 
provided the University with several tense days and 
nights. During the 1972 events, the focus remained 
on national policy as it related to Indochina, The 
students and their non-student supporters did not 
challenge the authority of the Regents, firmly upheld 
two years previously. Close communications 
between the University and outside authorities 
prevented some potentially serious 
police-student confrontations on campus. 
Improved internal communications ultimately 
was a major factor in dispelling the threat of 
violence. 
It is not possible to predict wilh any degree 
of certainty that the University of New Mexico 
will not be visited with violence or disruption 
ngain, But I believe that, as we examine 
what has happened on campus and in our 
society-looking beyond turmoil-during the 
past few years, we can conclude that the 
possibility is lessened. 
To begin with, the violent events that I have 
discussed did not simply occur when they did, 
out of nothingness, as a panty raid might have 
10 or 15 years earlier. During the years since 
1965 there had built up on American campuses a 
feeling of frustration with a society that 
showed itself to have feet of clay and with 
universities that seemed rigidly disinclined 
to do anything other than what they had done 
for decades. Disillusioned with society and in 
college for any of a number of reasons, 
including parental pressure, avoidance of the 
military draft, and career indecision among 
others, students seized on the university as a 
potential instrument for change. While not all 
students were as vocal as the minority, on many 
important points throughout the past six or 
seven years, the majority of students has 
been in sympathy with the outspoken minority of 
activists. If they were not, events could 
never have become as extreme as they did. Many 
students who felt themselves alienated from 
the "establishment mainstream" (although 
whether they actually were is open to question) 
looked upon the university as a sort of last 
great hope for society. They invested the 
university of their concept with many things it 
could not be or do. They, in fact, imputed to 
a secular institution spiritual powers and 
obligations. When the university could not 
live up to their expectations, their 
frustration became even more bitter. At the 
same time, many students chafed under academic 
regulations formulated at a time when . 
universities catered to a much smaller and 
more academically select group. It is 
important to remember that the enrollment of 
the University of New Mexico more than doubled 
between 1960 and 1970. During the fall of 
1970 alone, the student population grew by 15 
percent and the following semester was up 17 
percent over the previous year. Additionally, 
a much broader spectrum of the general 
population became represented in the 
University's enrollment, 

With these sorts of frustrations, plus the 
pressure of heavy and rapidly increasing 
enrollments on University resources, it was 
relatively easy in 1970 for activist students 
and non-students to generate sympathy, if not a 
widespread following. 
After 1970, a number of things happened to ease 
the felt pressures on our college-age young men 
and women. Foremost is the Vietnam War. The 
attitude towards American involvement in 
Southeast Asia underwent a marked change. 
Whereas in 1969 and '70 most Americans and 
New Mexicans were supportive of the United 
States war effort, by May of 1972, most were 
ready for a negotiated settlement and withdrawal 
of American forces. Expert observers of such 
things have yet to reach a unanimous 
conclusion about the role of the protest 
movement in bringing about the shift in public 
opinion. With the end of the draft a strong 
possibility, many male college students in 1972 
began to feel less compulsion to remain in 
college if they really didn't want to be there, 
The anti-military posture of the protest 
movement may have been a factor in the 
movement towards an all-volunteer, professional 
armed force, 
On the academic side there have been changes, 
too, Some were begun before 1970, but the 
tmpact has been felt since then. One of the 
most prominent on the University of New Mexico 
campus was the inauguration and development of 
the Bachelor of University Studies degree. 
This program was begun as an alternate to the 
rather rigid selection and progression of 
courses toward a bachelor's degree, with 
major and minor fields of study. Students 
pursuing a B. U.S. degree could largely fashion 
their own course of study avoiding, if they 
chose, the requirements for major or minor, or 
for languages, or for science. On the other 
hand they might choose to specialize in a 
given area even more deeply than would be 
required for a major under the traditional 
plan. UNM granted its first B. U.S. degrees to 
a handful of students in 1969. In 1972, more 
I 
than 480 B.U.S. degrees were awarded and there 
were indications that the number would climb 
in succeeding years. 
One of the demands of 1970 was for "relevancy" 
in academic offerings. One of the results of 
the May crisis of that year was a briefly 
flourishing "free university." This was a 
student-oriented collection of "courses" dealing 
with just about anything a group of four or five 
or more persons found interesting. Many of the 
topics dealt with immediate social or political 
problems, others were much more esoteric. 
The University provided space for !his 
experiment, but no other support. During the 
1970-71 academic year, interest in the free 
university, called "Amistad," dwindled and 
although it continued on a reduced scale with 
student government funding, much of the 
function it served was taken over by the 
Undergraduate Seminar Program, begun in 1969-70. 
The USP offers one hour credit per semester 
for study in any area of interest to a group 
of 15 .students. Courses may be initiated at 
[student request or by faculty members. They 
may be taught by regular faculty members or 
, by non-faculty who have the required knowledge 
of a particular subject. Many topical issues, 
which do not fit regular course work, are 
handled well in this format. Through USP, to 
be pursued a topic need be deemed relevant by 
only 15 students and an instructor. 
Another area of concern on campus as well as in 
society generally during the late 1960s 
and early '70s was equal opportunity for 
minority groups. Members of minorities fell 
they needed a special identity and a concerted 
voice on campus to open the opportunity of 
higher education to more of their people. 
They felt also that their roles in society, as 
reflected in academic offerings, were less 
visible than they should be. They felt that 
without special attention they were being lost 
in the shuffle. The matter was under 
discussion and consideration for many months on 
the UNM campus. Finally, in 1970, study centers 
with University-paid coordinators were opened 
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for Chicano, Afro-American, and Native American 
students. The centers were designed for social 
and academic service. They have helped provide 
insights into the needs of their members and to 
leaven our academic offerings with more 
classes relating to the history, sociology, 
literature, and culture of New Mexico's three 
largest minority groups. Subsequent to the 
funding of the ethnic centers, a women's 
center fashioned on rather similar lines 
was opened. 
At the beginning of this report period, 
relations between the University of New Mexico 
and some of its off-campus constituencies 
were strained as a result of the 
much-publicized Love Lust Poem incident of 
1969. The University was the object of 
investigation by a special Legislative University 
Study Committee, and there were some 
acrimonious exchanges between the University 
community and members of the committee. At the 
time of the 1970 disturbances, feelings still 
ran high between the two groups. During the 
following year, however, communications 
improved and by 1972, a degree of rapport had 
been reached which resulted in sponsorship by 
the legislative committee of a $10 million 
bonding proposal to purchase badly needed books 
for the libraries of all of the state's 
publicly supported four-year colleges and their 
branches, as well as the New Mexico Junior 
College and New Mexico Military Institute. 
As the school year 1971-72 came to a close, 
even though it was marked by a demonstration that 
brought tear gas and shotgun pellets and some 
rock throwing, it was still in considerable 
contrast to May, 1970. Some of the 
frustrations and disillusionments of the 
earlier year remained in evidence. But there 
was no widespread sympathy for non-war-related 
"causes," and there was a marked disinclination 
toward violent and disruptive action. 
Some of the reasons for the difference, I 
believe arc those that I have outlined here: 
the University's adherence to its traditional 
policies of institutional integrity and 
Constitutional authority, academic innovations 
designed to meet the needs of the large and 
complex campus of the 1970s, and societal 
response to some of the off-campus problems 
which were at the root of much of the campus 
unrest. 
The decade of the '70s, born in turmoil, already 
has shown marked progress and even more 
promise. There is no doubt, however, that 
higher education will continue in a period of 
transition, marked by even more changes, trying 
to cope with the needs and circumstances of 
these interesting times. But the arena for 
action is less likely to be the university 
campus. And the action is less likely to be 
violent, although perhaps even more 
far-reaching in its consequences. 
Jl 

THE MATURING 
CAMPUS 
For more than a decade there scarcely has been 
a time at the University of New Mexico when 
construction crews were not at work on new 
buildings. The pace has quickened during 
recent years, largely as a resuU of the 
foresight of academic planners and legislators 
and the support of the state's voters. The 
University now is at about the midpoint of a 
building program funded in a manner unique in 
the nation. In 1966, voters throughout New 
Mexico gave overwhelming support to a 
long-range bond issue proposal to provide 
instructional, research, and library buildings 
on all of the campuses of the state-s-upported 
institutions of higher learning. Thus was 
provided $42.5 million for statewide academic 
use, to be made available through relatively 
short-term bond issues to be sold at two-year 
intervals over a 10-year span. The first bonds 
were sold in 1967. There were subsequent 
issues in 1969 and '71 and there are to be two 
more, in 1973 and'75. 
The serial bond issue was fashioned to assure 
New Mexicans that there would be classrooms, 
laboratories and library space for them in 
future years at their universities. The 
soaring enrollments of the '60s had campuses 
bulging and the projections showed even more 
students on their way. Since 1966 thestudent 
population at the University of New Mexico has 
increased by more than 50 percent and the same 
is true at many of the other four-year 
institutions in the state. Had there been no 
provision for building needed facilities, many 
hundreds of New Mexico students would not have 
been able lo attend their own state universities. 
The State Board of Educational Finance, in 
cooperation with the institutions, developed a 
formula for distributing the bond funds, based 
on a variety of factors including, but not 
limited to, enrollment, space utilization, 
types of instructional und research programs, 
and condition of existing buildings. Under the 
formula, 85 percent of the bond money must be 
used for instructional, research, or classroom 
facilities. It may not be used for administrative 
offices, support services, and the like. 
The remaining 15 percent, allocated entirely 
at the discretion of the BEF, may be committed 
to projects outside the formula and to 
non-academic buildings. 
Atlhe time the bonding proposal was approved, 
federal participation in the cost of constructing 
academic buildings was considerable, amounting 
in many instances to one-third of the total. 
It was presumed that the state money could be 
"stretched," through the matching federal 
grants, to a production level much higher than 
the state bonds alone would perm if. As it 
happened, however, in 1969, federal funding 
under the Higher Education. Facilities Act was 
reduced to but a small fraction of what it had 
been and New Mexico's universities were forced 
to rely almost solely on the state funds. 
This turn of events again marked the importance 
of the prior long-range planning and action to 
meet university needs. Many other states were 
in a much less enviable position in that 
regard than was New Mexico. 
Since the first bonds were issued in 1967, the 
University has completed or is in the process 
of completing with the money 21 construction 
projects in excess of $17,300,000 in total 
project costs. The state bond issue provided 
$12,029,126 of this total. Several of the 
projects have price tags of we II over 
$2,000,000: projects such as the Law School's 
Bratton Hail, the Psychology Building, and the 
new Drama addition to the Fine Arts Building. 
While the state bond issue has provided most 
of the money for these large buildings, other 
monies have been available from federal sources 
and other University funds, such as revenue 
bond issues, gifts, and income from property 
owned by the University. 
When all construction made possible by the 
statewide bond issue has been completed, 
probably about 1977, the Central Campus will, 
for all practical purposes, be complete: that 
is, unless there should be a very large 
increase in enrollment in the middle or late 
'70s, a happenstance entirely unforeseen at 
this time. Projections of enrollments by the 
BEF and by our own Institutional Research 
Office indicate a leveling off of enrollment 
in the years ahead. 
'Developments in the Health Sciences, such as 
the Cancer Research Center, indicate the North 
Campus may be the site of much of the new 
construction in the later years of this decade. 
Following are the buildings erected with long-term 
state bonds and the amount .provided by the bond 
issue, with total project cost in parentheses: 
Automotive Shop $ 152,427 ($ 170,177) 
Research Center Addition 169,000 ( 357,515) 
Naval Science Remodeling 64,000 ( 64,000) 
Chemistry Addition 1,205,966 ( 1,643,465) 
Computing Center Addition 381.000 ( 426,137) 
University Blvd, Right-
of-Way 350,000 ( 350,000) 
Fino Arts Addition 140,000 ( 271,763) 
Bratton Hall (Law) 1,123,295 ( 2,006,364) 
Education Remodeling 61,000 ( 61,000) 
joaquin Ortega Hall 
(Languages) 930,000 ( 1,729,733) 
Air Conditioning of 
Mitchell & Bandelier 
Halls 263,000 375,250) 
Economics-Sociology 
Remodeling 226,500 ( 228,500) 
Water Well 163,000 ( 196,500) 
Geology Addition 547,950 ( 610,000) 
johnson Gym Remodeling 110,000 ( 110,000) 
Anthropology Addilfon 325,000 ( 1,075,000) 
Psychology Building 1,814,000 ( 2,048.000) 
Physics Labolotorics & 
Lecture Hall 738,988 ( 917,000) 
Ornma Building 1,930,000 ( 2,495,000). 
Lecture Hall 752,000 ( 1,400,000)' 
Arllluildin~ 560,000 ( 2,450,000)' 
'Estirnated 
II 
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OME SIGNIFICANT 
EVELOPMENTS 
,rhe University of New Mexico, through its 
'eaching, research and public service missions, 
.ach day touches the lives of thousands of 
\lew Mexicans. As the state's comprehensive 
miversity it has acquired a reservoir of human 
esources that could not exist outside the 
cademic setting, resources that can and do 
erve the state both inside and outside the 
Joundaries of the University physical plant. 
ecause of the University's School of Medicine 
' nd the proximity of the Los Alamos Scientific 
~aboratory, the University was selected as the 
site for a Cancer Research Center 
~Nhich will have unique capabilities to be 
applied in the search for a cure foF cancer. 
ifhe Los Alamos pi-meson accelerator will be 
used by University and Los Alamos physicians 
imd scientists on an experimental basis for the 
lreatment of certain types of cancer. 
Researchers are hopeful that this type of 
~adiation therapy will prove successful in 
"exploding" and eliminating cancerous growths 
within the patient's body without other 
1dverse effects. 
fhe Cancer Center, a multi-million dollar 
project, is being funded by the National Cancer 
Institute with assistance from the State of 
'Jew Mexico which has shown enthusiastic 
;up port for the Center, obliging $1,000,000 in 
Jonds for construction and providing 
1ppropriations each year since 1971 for operating 
;osts. 
·n addition to emphasis on radiation therapy, 
.he Center will employ conventional methods of 
;ancor treatment and will extend its research 
nto other types of cancer treatment such as 
:hcmotherapy and immunology. 
Jr. Morton M. Kligerman was named Director of 
he Center in 1971 and program development was 
;tarted immediately. 
m 
Nhile the School of Medicine was a key 
attractant to the Cancer Research Center, the 
College of Fine Arts, wHh Dean Clinton Adams 
and Professor Garo Antreasian leading the way, 
drew the world-renowned Tamarind Institute to 
the University. The addition of Tamarind makes the 
University the nation's principal collegiate center of 
lithographic art. The Institute, formerly in Los 
Angeles, was the leader of the international 
renaissance of lithographic printmaking. 
Tamarind's relocation to the University has 
brought to the campus and to New Mexico dozens 
of the nation's foremost artists and printers, 
as well as students who wish to study the 
lithographic art form under masters. 
m 
The School of Business and Administrative 
Sciences during the past two years has 
developed an innovative program to extend its 
services well beyond the physical limits of 
the campus. The new Executive Development 
Program is designed for working executives 
throughout New Mexico who wish to keep abreast 
of the increasingly complex management field 
and/or upgrade their skills. The offering 
has been met with enthusiasm in the business 
community and each year all openings have been 
filled. Under the Executive Development 
Program, top level managers from business, 
industry and some government agencies may come 
to the University every other weekend during 
the academic year for a two-day period of 
intensive management studies tailored to the 
in-service manager. At the end of the first 
year participants receive a certificate of 
achievement. If they choose, and a number 
have, they may go into a second year's 
curriculum for credit and, upon the successful 
completion of that year's work, receive a 
Master of Business Administration degree. 
ill 
The University of New Mexico has had a role to 
play in one of the most dramatic and 
potentially most significant events in all 
human history-the landings of men on the 
moon. Lunar samples from Apollo 11 in late 
9 
1969 and from other space flights in subsequent 
years have been brought to the University for 
intensive research. Dr. Klaus Keil, Director of 
the Instit.ute of Meteoritics, is among only 
about 100 primary investigators worldwide of 
moon rock and soil samples. Not only has the 
University been the recipient of samples obtained 
by American moon explorers, but it also has 
received for study samples gleaned by the Soviet 
Union in an unmanned moon exploration. Dr. Keil 
was one of but a few American scientists given 
the opportunity to analyze the Russian samples. 
The projects I have mentioned are only some 
among many. During the past two years the 
University has inaugurated a cooperative 
work-study program in Engineering, working 
with industrial employers in Albuquerque and 
elsewhere in the state and region. A highly 
specialized burn and trauma unit has been 
developed at Bernalillo County Medical Center 
under auspices of the medical school.lt is 
the only such facility in a wide area and 
provides a life-saving capacity hitherto 
nonexistent in New Mexico. The University's 
international commitment has expanded with 
specially designed Spanish language programs 
in education for personnel sent to the 
Albuquerque campus by Latin American 
govemmental agencies. 
m 
The biggest headlines written about the 
University of New Mexico in recent years 
generally have had to do with controversy, 
protests, and, regrettably, on one or two 
occasions, violence. But the facts are that 
such events have been sidelights only, not the 
main event. The University has continued its 
steady progress along the paths of teaching, 
research, and service and has grown not only 
in size but in stature also. 
II 
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF INTERCOLLEGIAT~ ATHLETICS 
July l• 1971 ~ June 3Q, 1972 · 
Pete McDavid 
Athletic Director• 
I. At the varsity level our t.eams have comp~ted in the· 
following sports: football, basketball, track; cross 
country., baseball, tennis, wrestling, swimmi'ng, g()lf, 
gymnastics and skiing. Freshman teams played regular 
schr;idules in football and basketbalL A total of 160 
athletes received major letter ~wards.; 47 freshmen 
athletes were awarded numerals in football and basket-
ball, making a grand total of 207. 
We have completed our sixth season in the new 
University Basketball Arena. Even thoUgh 011r attendance 
dropped somewhat, \'Te were still among th.e nation's 
leaders - a total of 186,660, an average of 13,333 each 
g8.111e. 
Our football team, under the guidance of Rudy 
Feldman, turned in another .excellent season finishlng 
second in the Western Athletic Conference and with .an 
overall 6-3-2 record. Attendance was definitely better 
than in past years, but still does not reflect the 
caliber of ball that is being played. We are initiating 
one of the most exhaustive season ticket sales drives 
ever in the history of the University and are hopeful 
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that we will have capacity crowds at most of! our contests. 
Rocky Long, our fine quarterback, graduated this past 
·season and received numerous well-deserving honors. He 
was the Western Athletic Conference Back of the Year and , 
was honored at a banquet in Tucson_by the Conquistadores 
Club. He also made the \ole stern Athletic Conference First 
Team and was, the first athlete in the history of our 
school to receiVe a N.C,A.A. graduate school scholarship. 
The following were also All-Conference selections: 
Tom Walker - Guard 
John Urban - Tackle 
Tod Klein - Center 
John Shipkowaki was our first participant in the ShX'ine 
North-South Game held in Miami. 
Most of the honors in swimming this past year were 
in our water polo program. Coach Mechem's team won the 
District 7 Championship and Rick Klatt was named an All-
American. 
The folJ.owing young men also gained honors in their 
~ respective sports: Larry Brooks and John Cottam were our 
first athletes qualifying for participation in the N.C.A.A. 
Championships in skiing. Dave Newquist and Paul Simson 
\'tere All-WAC golfers. Dan Fitzgerald, an outfielder, .and 
Hank Garcia, third baseman, made the All-Conference teams 
in baseball. The following track men were Conference 
Champions in their respective events: Eric Smiding, javelin, 
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who also e13tablished a new record,· 260 1 1111, Reid Cole, 
880 yard champion, Ingemar Jernberg, pole vault.e,nd 
Ingemar Nyman also setting a new school record in the 
high jump at 7 1 111 • The following ttere Conference 
Champions in wrestling: David Romero, 126# Division, 
Lloyd Devore, 134# Division, Bruce Davis, 190# Division. 
In gymnastics the following were Conference .Champions: 
John Aitken, high bar and Jim Ivi.Belc, all-around and 
parallel bars, and Fred Card.enas, side horse. . These 
individuals were named All-Allierican in gymnastics as 
a result of placing among the top ten in the N.C.A.A. 
finals: Dana Shelley in floor exercise, Jim Iviaek 
in long horse and Mark Hopkins also in long horse, 
Jim Aitkens in parallel bars. 
He are proud of the fact that Rocky Long and Joe 
Hartshorne both made the Conference All-Academic teams. 
In basketball, Mike Faulkner, graduating senior, was 
named to both the Lobo Invitational and the Far Wes.t 
Classic All-Star teams. 
Our football team placed first in offensive rushing' 
in the Conference and was also second nationally in 
rushing. The wrestling team was the co-champion of our 
Conference, the highest ever in history. ',l'he gylilnastics 
team won the Conference championship for the fourth time 
and placed fifth in the N.C.A.A. Championships. 
. ' 
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The following attractions were held this year in 
either Johnson Gymnasium or the University Arena: -
L New Mexico High School swimming Tournament 
2. Ne.w Mexico High Sohoc,>l Band Festival . 
3. New Mexico High School Cheerleaders Clinic 
4. New Mexico State Science Fair 
5. Fifth, Annual Lobo Invitational Basketball 
Tournamen.t 
6. National Youth Sports Program sponsored by the . 
University of New Mexico in collaborati~n with 
N.C.A~A: and thEi President's Council on 
~hysical Fitness 
In addition, our Athletic Department .acted as hosts to 
the following events: 
L New fl!exico High School Tracie Championships 
2. New Mexico High School Tennis Championships 
3. New Mexico High School Cross Country Championships 
11. New Mexico High School Decathalon Championships 
5. New Mexico High.School Activities Association 
Wrestling Clinic 
6. New Mexico High School Coaches .Association 
D01mtown Lions Coaching School. and All-Star 
Basketball and Football games. 
1. Annual Fall TUcker Golf Tournament 
II. Significant Plans and Recommendations during the 
Academic Year 1972-·73. 
There has been further progress relat;Lve to the 
addition contemplated f'or University Arena. Several 
,. 
meetings have been held l-lith the school architect and 
.. 
.. 
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at the present time, l'/e are thinking in terms that the 
expansion would accomodate 40-50,000 people. Plans als.o 
call for renovating in addition to the press hope and the · 
probability of installing an artificial type. track. 
to 10,000 chairback seats will als.o be given serioua 
5,000 
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We tdll be on Regional TV f9r two or our basketball, 
games this oomil'lg season. We are also pleased that KGGM-.TV 
will be carrying delayed TV on most of our home games and 
live TV on all out of town games. KOB, KGGM and KDEF will 
be carrying by radio all our football and basketball games, 
both ho.me and away. With thesethree stations, it is 
felt we will be reaching very adequately our many alumni 
who are interested in these programs. 
we are pleased that our football e;ame with the 
University of Arizona is a part of the ABO football ser.ies. 
The game has a kickoff time schedule~} at 1:50 p.m. arid 
will cover the entire Rocky I<!ountain area .and part· of the 
Pacific Coast. 
Our fine, ne\'1 swimming faoil1 ty will open. this fall 
and we will be honored by having been chosen to host the 
N.C.A.A. Hater Polo Championships. 
III. Outside Professional Activities of Staff' Members:· 
Athletic Director - Pete McDavid 
N.C.A.A. Committee on Committees 
National Athletic Directors Association Policy 
Committee 
... 
~.·· 
:...6-
Advisory Board of: Ariztm!i Sports Foundat:lon 
(Fiesta Bowl) Chairman of WAC At.hletic 
· Directors Section · 
IV. Appointments to Staff: 
JohnBecker---.,-------------Assiatant Football. coacn 
Del Wight---~,-----------~--Assi,stant Footbal.l··coach 
John lvhisena~t-------,.-----.ASBistant Bas~etball .coach· 
Don McGuire----------------Asst •. Sports Info. Director 
Bob King.-.~----------:...-------Assistant Athletic Director 
No;vm· .Ellenberger-,...---------Head Basketball Coach ·· 
v. Separations from Staff: 
Gary Sloan------------------Assistant. Football Coach 
Leon Fuller ... --..;----.,--------,Ass.istartt FootbalL Coach. 
John Dolzadelli-----·-------,Assistant Athletic ;Director 
(Retired) 
... 
THE REPORT OF THE COMPUTING CENTER 
July 1, 1971 -June 30, 1972 
Stoughton Bell, Director 
This report contains the following sections: 
Jl.n Overview 
Policy 
Computer Use Committee 
Staff 
Facilities 
Services 
Use of Facilities 
Appendices 
During the 1971-72 fiscal year, the staffing level 
increased only slightly over the previous year. The 
major hardware change during the year was the addition 
of a third 2365 Core Storage Unit and an IBM 1130 Comput-
ing System located at the College of Engineering. Of 
signific~nt note was the decision by University officials 
upon recommendation by the Computer Use Committee to 
purchase portions of the leased computing system. 
Although a newer version of one of the three operat-
ing systems was implemented to replace an earlier version, 
the conversion took place with no interruption in service 
to a majority of the users. The implementation of the 
update; the continuance of user assistance, and day-to-day 
~ 
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operation occupied the majority of the staff time during 
the year. A typical week found 25 permanent employees 
working at the Computing Center, and they were assisted 
by about 20 part-time student and work-study employees. 
As in the past, tours through th~ Computing Center 
were provided to various groups of interested people 
including UNM staff and faculty members, prospective 
faculty members, public school groups from-Albuquerque 
and other areas, and Boy Scout troops. 
The overall budget of the Center increased 12.9 
percent from its 1971 level. The budget figures for the 
two fiscal years are shown below along with three general 
categories of expenditures. 
FY71 FY72 
Salaries & Fringe Benefits $236,000 $277,000 
Equipment Costs 481,000 528,000 
Other (Supplies, travel, etc.) 37,000 46,000 
Total $754,000 $851,000 
2 
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Policy 
Through the Computing Center the University provides 
computer resources to faculty, staff and students on an 
equal basis. Although charges are levied for use of the 
resources by sponsored or funded projects, no charges are 
made against departments or individual users for that use 
made in connection with course or non-sp6nSored work. An 
accounting is maintained of the resources used by all users 
and is available to the administratio~ and all users. 
In general, jobs making the least demand on there-
sources are run first and all Computing Center services 
are focused on helping users make optimum use of the 
facilities. 
The staff is available to all segments of the Uni-
versity for advice and consultation, but it is not the 
policy of the University to assign Computing Center staff 
to a project. Users do their own analysis, program de-
sign, coding and keypunching. 
The rates for computing services which were in effect 
during FY71 remained in effect in FY72. The calculation 
of the rate is based on the total budgeted cost of the 
Computing Center including salaries, hardware costs in-
cluding maintenance, fringe benefits, supplies and over-
head, divided by the total number bf productive hours. 
This rate of $220 per hour is charged for all non-
3 
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instryctional and funded research work within the University. 
Non-University work is charged a rate of $450 per hour, 
which reflects the additional hardware cost to UNM for 
performing non-UNM work. This is in accordance with the 
contractual obligations between UNM and IBM relating to 
the use of the equipment for educational purposes. 
At the end of the year, with the recommendation of 
the Computer Use Committee, remote low s~eed terminals 
funded previously from NSF monies under control of. the 
Ufiiversity vice presi~ents were transfe~red to the Comput-
ing Center budget. This change was possible due to the 
savings realized from the purchase of some items of the 
installed system. Also, the Computer Use Committee ~f­
firmed its position regarding " ... recommending future 
computer needs". In discussing the viability of a "comput-
ing pod" to be located on the west side of the main campus, 
the Committee in concert with representatives of the Col-
lege of Engineering recommended that such a pod be acquired 
and be a part of the regular Computing Center equipment 
inventory and responsibility. To this end, a Digital 
Equipment Corporation PDP-11 was placed on order June 27, 
1972, for installation during September, 1972. 
4 
Computer Use Committee 
The Computer Use Committee, a joint faculty and 
administrative committee charged to "study future needs ... 
for all forms of computer services ... and review and 
approve recommendations to the President in matters of 
future computer needs" met six times during the year. 
The Committee members were as follows: 
J. Barbour (English) 
S. Bell (Computing Center) ex officio 
S. Ben-David (Economics) 
J. Embry (ASUNM Representative) 
J. Hardy (GSA Representative) 
R. Harris (Psychology) 
K. Kastella (Physiology) 
D. Kidd (Biology) Chairman 
W. Kyner (Mathematics) 
C. Leavitt (Physics) 
C. Mattox (Art) 
K. Morgan (Anthropology) . 
B. Peterson (Electrical Engineering) 
J. Perovich (Vice President, Business & Finance) 
S. Smith (Vice President, Administration & Development) 
C. Travelstead (Vice President, Academic Affairs) 
5 
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Staff. 
Permanent staff as of June 30, 1972, including additions 
and separations, was as follows: 
Name 
Administrative 
Bell, Stoughton 
Bartlett, Joanne 
Moynihan, Michell& 
Applications Group 
McMahan, W. H. 
Cox, Patricia 
Fitzer, Paul 
Friedenbach, Ken 
Grayson, Elizabeth 
Lofgren, Marcia J. 
Martinez, Karen 
Speechly, Betty 
Whetstone, Anner 
Whitford, Cheryl 
Wolf, Gertrude 
Operations Group 
Aragon, J.D. 
Beauchamp, Roger 
Horner, Paul 
Hughes, William 
Gage, William** 
Kirkwood, Billy 
McCharen, Joe 
Molina, Carlos 
Specter, Chris 
Trimble, Robert 
Systems Group 
McDonald, Rufe J. 
Corcoran, Daniel** 
Dow e., James 
Fisher, Stephen 
Gatchell, Douglas 
Iden, James 
Pettit, R. G. 
Ranyan, Roberta** 
Director 
Administrative Secretary 
Administrative Secretary 
Manager 
*Applications Supervisor 
Applications Programmer 
Applications Programmer 
Keypunch Operator 
Staff Secretary 
Staff Secretary 
Applications Programmer 
Keypunch Operator 
Applications Programmer 
Records Clerk 
Manager 
Computer Operator. 
Computer Operator 
Computer Operator 
Computer Operator 
Shift Supervisor 
Computer Operator 
Computer Operator 
Computer Operator 
Computer Operator 
Manager 
Systems Programmer 
Systems Programmer 
Systems Programmer 
Systems Programmer 
Systems Programmer 
Systems Programmer 
Systems Programmer 
9/66 
9/71 
2/69 
7/69 
5/70 
4/70 
8/70 
7/71 
2/70 
3/72 
6/67 
3/70 
12/67 
9/69 
8/69 
7/70 
8/71 
l/72 
4/72 
2/62 
3/71 
1/68 
12/69 
2/69 
9/67 
9/71 
10./69 
3/69 
4/70 
6/69 
7/69 
12/71 
Separated 
l 0/71 
6/72 
3/72 
7/71 
12/71 
11/71 
10/71 
4/72 
* Effective July, 1971 (formerly Applications Programmer) 
** From Student Payroll 
6 
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Facil i.ti es 
Hardware As of June 30,' 1972, the Computing Center 
operated an IBM System 360/Model 67 with 768,000 bytes of 
core storage. Directly attached to the computing system 
are various devices whose functions are to support the 
effective utilization of the computer. These devices, 
located in the Computing Center, are liste4 in Appendix A 
with an indication of the individual device's lease or 
purchase status. 
In addition, other supporting devices such as remote 
terminals, keypunches and a plotter are available for use. 
The location and lease/purchase status is also shown in 
Appendix A. 
Software At the end of fiscal 1971-72, the follow-
ing major software was operational. 
Operating Systems: Control Program-67, OS Release 
20.1 with HASP, RAX Version 4.2 
Programming Language Compilers and Applications 
Software: FORTRAN IV (D, G and H levels), 
ANS COBOL, COBOL F, PL/1, BASIC ASSEMBLER, 
ASSEMBLER F, RPG, ICES, LISP, BMD, MIX, ECAP, 
GPSS, MPS, COBOL XREF, KWIC, FORMAT, SCRIPT, 
TIDY, INDEX, NASTRAN, CINDA, SCEPTRE, PLOT 
routines, WATFOR, SSP, Conversational Statistics 
7 
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Services 
The major mission of the Center is to provide a com-
puting facility for the use of the students, faculty 
and staff of the University. The major service provided 
is "running" the users' jobs on the computer. 
Keypunches are available for users with that type 
of requirement; and to assist the user in .. getting as 
successful a run as possible as soon as possible, user 
assistance services are maintained. 
By the beginning of the academic year, an updated 
version of Volume I of the User's Guide was issued which 
reflected the conversion to OS Release 20.1 Wit~ HASP. 
Volume II, intended for more advanced users, received 
further revision and will be released tD the users pend-
ing completion of the revisions. 
Other Computing Center-produced documentation was 
modified and its format was standardized for consistency. 
There was also a change made in the manner in which the 
user obtained do~umentation. In the past, a user had 
to purchase documentation as an out-of-pocket cost. 
With the change, the user can obtain a copy of most 
documentation simply by submitting a job using his as-
signed job number. 
A document room is available which contains mostly 
documents specific to our facility as well as a few 
trade journals and some textbooks. 
8 
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Additional services provided to our users include 
non-credit short courses in FORTRAN, PL/1 and Job Control 
Language, demonstrations and tours, and visiting classes 
within the University to discuss with groups of users 
how they can use the facility. Also provided is a termi-
nal loan service which, after its inception last year, 
seems to be assisting user departments in their determina-
tion of which type of remote computing eq~ipment will 
meet their needs. 
Use of Facilities 
Appendix B summarizes for each college the total 
number of hours of computing used for the year. As in 
the pastj the "Other" category in6ludes Center staff 
use as well as that use by non-academic departments, 
high school students under the direction of faculty 
members, Computer Science Club and commercial users. 
9 
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~ N APPENDIX A 
Manufacturer 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBH 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
I B~l 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
Western Union 
RCA 
Texas Instruments 
Omnitec 
Hazeltine 
Number Description 
2067 
2365 
2365 
2860 
2870 
2314 
2821 
2540 
1403 
2841 
2311 
2400 
2848 
2702 
2260 
2741 
1050 
083 
1620 
407 
026 
029 
526 
ASR-33 
ASR-33 
720 
ASR-33 
Central Processing Unit 
Core Storage Unit(l) 
Core Storage Unitf2) 
Selector Channel 
Multiplexor Channel 
Disk Storage · 
Unit Record Control 
Card Reader/Punch 
Printer 
:Disk Control Unit 
'Disk Drive (6) 
Tap"e Drive (5) 
Terminal Control Unit(3) 
Transmission Control 
Video Display Unit(24) 
Communications Terminal 
( 5) 
Communications Terminal 
(3) 
Sorter (2) 
Computer 
Accounting Machine 
Keypunch (4) 
Keypunch (17) 
Summary Punch 
Teletype (2) 
Teletype (2) 
Remote Terminal (2) 
Teletype 
Display Terminal 
Location 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
Math Computing Lab 
(3)Computing Center (l)Economics (l)Education (l)Computing Center 
(l)Los Alamos Grad School (l )Business 
(l)Computing Center (l)Psychology 
Engineering 
Engineering (2)Computing Center (2)Engineering (9)Computfng Center 
(8)0ther campus locations 
Psychology 
Education 
Chemistry 
(l)Computing Center 
(l)UNM Medical School 
Computing Center 
Computing Center 
- ~.-------
Leased (L) or 
Purchased {P) 
p 
p 
L 
p 
p 
L 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
L 
p 
4-1-72) 
4-1-72) 
one- 11-7·1) 
4-1-72) 
4-1-72) 
( 1) p; (4)L 
(l)P; (2)L 
p 
p 
p 
p 
(l)P; (16)L 
p 
L 
L 
p 
p 
p 
0 
~ 
N APPENDIX A (continued) 
The following equipment additions and deletions occurred during the year: 
IBM 2365 Core Storage Unit added .at Computing Center Leased 
IBM 1403 Printer added at Coilege of Engineering Leased, removed 6-6-72 
IBM 2501 Card Reader added at College of Engineering Leased, removed 6-6-72 
IBM 1130 Computing System ~dded at College of Engineering Leased, removed 6-6-72 
IBM 2701 Transmission Contol Unit added at Computing Center Leased, removed 6-6-72 
.. --.-·--· -· --
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UNIVERSITY OF 'NEW MEX IC 0. 
COMPUTING Cf,NTER 
REPCRT ON COMPUTER USE FOR 
ALL USERS OF 18M 5360 MQD 67 
FOR THE PERIOD 
06/20/72 
MAY 16• 1972 THROUGH ~UNE 15o 1972 
DEPARTMENT 
ARTS & SCieNCES 
INSTRUCT ION 
~NSPONo F;ESEARCH 
SPONSOR!:.D RESeARCH 
TOTAL 
BU~I~C:S~ ADMINISTi<ATION 
INSTP.UCT!ON 
UNSPCNe RESEARCH 
SPONSORED RESEARCH 
TOTAL, 
EDUCATION 
INSTRUCT ION 
UHSFCN. RESEARCH 
SPONSOR.S::D R:OS!:::ARCH 
TOTAL 
.. 
ENGINEERING 
INSTRUCT ION 
Ul\'SFCNe ReSEARCH 
4~ SPONSORf:D PF.S:::ARCH 
TOTAL 
FINE .•. ART::: 
lNSTRUCTION 
tiNSPONo RC:SEJ'.RCH 
SPOr>;SC'R::CO R':':S:=:ARCH 
TOT,8L 
LAW 
INSTFUCT ION 
CNSFO~•• RESEARCH 
SPONSOR:::O P.ES::ARCH 
TOTAL 
NUMBER 
OF RUNS 
2ol27 
940 
322 
3,389 
275 
197 
0 
472 
435 
211 
0 
646 
815 
69 
2 
886 
7 
47 
0 
54 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
TIME ~HCURS) 
THIS PERIOD 
66.5&2!-3·. 
27.3478 
a.3845 
102.2846 
7o7823 
4.5078 
.oooo 
12.2901 
9.8674 
13.3626 
.oooo 
2.3.2300 
34 • .3625 
5o0710 
o0104 
39.4439 
o1388 
loS512 
.oooo 
1.6900 
• 0000 
.oooo 
itOOOO 
.oooo 
TIME (HOURS) 
SINCE ~ULY lo 1971 
1141.3314 
449.2146 
9e.4806 
1689.0266 
77.0144 
23.7361 
.oooo 
100.7505 
234.1380 
189.6618 
.3497 
424.1495 
704.3898 
115.6450 
13. 2J393 
833.3241 
11.4336 
18.1770 
.oooo 
29.6106 
.oooo 
o51;,~1 
.oooo 
e5151 
DEPARTMENT 
MEDICINE 
It.STRUCTION 
UNSPONe q~S~A~CH 
SPONSORED RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
NURSING 
INSTRUCTION 
UNSPONe RESEARCH 
SPONSORED RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
PHARMACY 
INSTRUCTION 
UNSPONe RESEARCH 
SPONSORED RES~ARCH 
TOTAL 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 
INSTRUCTION 
UNSFO~. RESEARCH 
SPONSORED KESEARCH 
TOTAL 
MILITARY SCIENCES 
INSTRUCTIC!N 
UNSPCNe R2SEA~CH 
SPOfi;SCRC:D •RESC:.I\R CH 
TOTAL 
GENERAL STUDIES 
INSTRUCTION 
UNSPONe RF-SEAqcH 
SPO~SORED RESEARCH 
TOTAL 
CTHER 
INSTRUCTION 
UNSPONe RES~ARCH 
SPONSCPED RES~ARCH 
SYSTEMS 
TOTAL 
TOTALS 
INST::>UCTION 
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REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
July 1, 1971 - .June 30, 1972 
INTRODUCTION 
During Fiscal Year 1971-72, a re-organization of the 
Development/Alumni offices transpired. Each of these. func-
tions became separate entities with the respective Directors 
reporting directly to the Vice President for Administration 
and Development. Nevertheless,·a v~r'/ essential c::lose work-
ing relationship between these offices has been maintained. 
A new Director of Development, Mr. Bill Weeks, was· 
appointed Septerober 1, 1971 replacing Mr. Lars Halama who 
accepted.a position with the Presbyterian Hospital. President 
Ferrel Heady gave the general assignment to the Development 
Office of soliciting any and all support possible, both of a 
financial and non-financial nature, from all possible sources 
for the University of New Mexico. 
This broad assignment has been followed by pursuing the 
following more specific objectives: 
1) To provide through the Greater UNM Fund 
an opportunity for individuals and groups 
to voluntarily give financial support to 
the University of New Mexico. 
2) To assist in the Legislative Liaison effort 
of the University of New Mexico. 
3) To promote a better understanding of the 
University of New Mexico and to interpret 
i'tS programs, its progress, and its needs to 
the public. 
31. 
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I. ACTIVITIES & DEVELOPMENTS DURING FISCAL YEAR 1971-72 
Fund Development and Reporting 
The Development Office continues to be the principal 
repository of records of gifts. made to the University of 
New Mexico. Gifts are solicited, accepted, receipte9, re-
corded, and acknowledged by this office. From records so 
compiled, the Greater UNM Fund Annual Report is published 
annually to show the source and purpose of gifts and. to 
list the individual donors. This compilation does not in-
clude gifts-in-kind such as land, books, and objects of 
art. Only cash and securiti'es are included. 
The Development Office is receiving good cooperation 
from other campus departments. and offices in reporting to 
this office. Proper recognition to donors in the annual 
gift report is thus made possible. 
This office also reports to national organizations 
such as the Council for Financial Aid to Education and the 
American Alumni Council in order that the University of 
New Mexico's record of private support may be included in 
compilations of non-governmental financial aid to higher 
education. 
The following figures have been compiled by the 
Development Office concerning gifts to the University of 
New Mexico for this past fiscal year, 1971-72. 
32 
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Total dollar amount of support increased by approx-
imately 6%, from $790,260 to $835,516. 
Alumni support, in terms of dollars, increased by al-
most 50% from $50,703 to $75,706. 
The growth in total number of donors was approximately 
18%, with the increase from 4,195 to 4,939. 
The growth in numbers of alumni giving was 9~/c going 
from 1,905 to 2,086. 
SOURCES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
Number of Donors 
Source 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 •1971-72 
ALUMNI 1771 1587 1625 1905 2086 
Friends 825 1259 1066 1457 1863 
Organizations 267 237 201 184 139 
N.M. Business 261 279 222 355 527 
Nat. Business 129 123 134 131 182 
Fdtns., Estates, 
Misc. 563 389 397 163 142 
TOTAL 3816 3874 3645 4195 4939 
AMOUNT DONATED 
Source 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 
ALUMNI $ 53,512 $53,347 $ 33,388 $ 50,703 $ 75,706 
Friends 84,882 63,003 75,535 83,349 131,651 
Organizations 118,020 141,961 169,067 168,542 158,687 
N.M. Business 16;021 42,001 31,253 47,054 46,812 
Nat. Business 45,994 69,338 91,007 69,010 77,638 
Fdtns., Estates, 
Misc. 431,096 413,028 404,063 371,602 345,022 
TOTAL $749,525$782,678 $804,313 $790,260 2835,516 
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PURPOSES FOR WHICH GIFTS WERE DONATED 
PurEose 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 
Scholarships, 
Fellowships, 
Loans $446,830 $330,452 $318,817 $311,62_1 $290,305 
Instruction 83,900 48,567 7,276 51,006 48,100 
Research 109,262 2971759 276,592 193,169 197,366 
Unrestricted 38,663 44,976 40,066 36,346 26,389 
Special Projects 6,416 14,790 128,436 169,731 238,468 
Library Materials 5,519 5,106 9,110 10,937 7,786 
Building Construe-
tion 45,743 22,000 12,490 10,000 15,648 
Chapel 648 70 3,446 3,643 1,975 
Equipment 723 1, 705 6,000 2,782 2,629 
Galleries & 
Museums 21, 8·21 17,253 2,080 1,025 6!850 
TOTAL 2749!525 2782,678 2804,313 2790,260 2835,516 
In accordance wit_h statutory requirements and University 
policy, those gifts which were earmarked for a specific purpose 
were allocated and spent for the intended purpose. 
ALLOCATIONS 
Unrestricted gifts were disbursed by the Allocations 
Committee composed of the following alumni, faculty and admin-
istrative staff: 
Dr. Arnold Koschmann, Chairman 
Mrs. Clyde Hill, Alumni· 
Mr. John Perovich, Vice President for 
Business & Finance 
Mrs. Claud Marie Senninger, Faculty 
Dr. Ches.ter Travelstead, Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Mr. Alfred Valdez, Alumni 
Mr. Bill Weeks, Director of Development 
During the past fiscal year, the amount of $16,250 was 
allocated by this committee from unrestricted funds for the 
following purposes: 
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Alumni Association High School Achievement Awards 
Maxwell Museum Acquisitions 
Community Visitations by UN:M Choral Groups 
Lawrence Ranch Conferences of Community Leaders 
Design & Planning Center for Architectural 
Students 
Art Museum Purchase Plan Grant matched by the 
National Foundation of Arts and Humanities 
Theophile Gautier Sympdsium 
Honors Program Conference 
Visiting Lecture Series 
GREATER UNM FUND BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
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$ 4,000.00 
1,000.00 
4, ooo.oo· 
800.00 
300.00 
4,000.00 
1,500.00 
500.00 
150.00 
$16,250.00 
During the past fiscal year, an attempt has been made to re-
vitalize the Greater UNM Board of Directors who as far as can be 
determined have not met during the past three years. viscussions 
were held by the Director with the chairman, Mr. Glenn Emmons and 
with the newly-elected president of the Alumni Association, 
Mr. Collister Redmond. 
The following people have agreed to serve on the Board commenc-
ing with a September,, 1972 meeting: 
Mr. Glenn Emmons, Chairman, 1-year term 
Dr. Randolph Seligman, 2-year term 
Mr. Don Wilson, 3-year term 
A copy of the present constitution which outlines the duties 
and powers of the board is enclosed as Appendix II. 
LEGIS~TIVE LIAISON ACTIVITIES 
The Director of Development attended seven meetings of the 
New Mexico State Legislature during the past fiscal year. In add-
ition, he attended two receptions for legislators from Bernalillo 
County and t\oJo receptions for the entire state leg_islature. 
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LIBRARY BOND ACT OF 1972 
The New Mexico Legislature, in its 1972 session, approved 
almost unanimously a bill calling for issuance of $10 million 
worth of general o~l:i?ation bonds, in an annual series "of five 
$2. million issues beginning in 1973, to finance the acquisition. 
of materials for libraries at the state's publicly-supported in-
stitutions of higher l~arning. Before the bonds can be sold, 
the proposal must be approved by the state's voters. The bond 
proposition will be on the ballot for the November, 1972 general 
election. 
The Development Office has participated in two meetings 
with representatives of the other six state institutions at 
which plans were proposed and finalized for courses of action 
which would best provide information to the voting public con-
cerning the need and value of passage of the bond issue. In 
addition, the.Development Office has participated in a number 
of discussions and meetings among our own campus groups for the 
same purpose. Other activities on this matter have been {1) to 
assist in securing endorsements from statewide organizations, (2) 
serving as a co-ordination center for the .formation of "Action 
for Education" committees in each county of the state which are 
composed of alumni re'presentatives from each of the state-
supported institutions of higher education, {3) contacting local 
service clubs with regard to arranging dates on which campus 
speakers might present the critical need for passage of the bond 
issue and {4) accepting, receipting and acknowledging private 
contributions from all sources which are designated for the use 
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of the "Act-ion for Education" committee in educating the 
voting public. 
BOARDS'AND COMMITTEES 
The Director of Development served on the following 
boards and committees : 
Greater UNM Fund Board of Directors (ex-officio) 
Executive Committee of the Alumni Association 
(ex-officio) · 
Executiv.e Committee of the Friends .of the Library 
Greater UNM Fund Allocations Committee 
Committee on Restricted Gifts 
Committee on Gifts to Libraries, Museums and 
Galleries 
Committee on Scholarships and Prizes 
II. OTHER ACTIVITIES 
Alumni Tours 
1) On October 15, 1971, one hundred fifty-six 
alumni and friends visited San Francisco and 
attended the University of New Mexico versus 
San Jose football game. 
2) On November 26, 1971, four ·hundred sixteen 
alumni and friends toured the Hawaiian Islands 
and attended the University of New Mexico 
versus the University.of Hawaii football game. 
Chamber of Commerce 
This office maintained a membership in the 
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce. In addition 
to attending the monthly breakfast meetings, 
the Director of"Development participated in the 
Chamber's "Roadrunner" program of visitations to 
other New Mexico communities. The following 
37 
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communities were thus visited: Alamogordo, 
Belen, Clovis, Moriarity, Portales, Roswell, 
Ruidoso, Socorro, Truth or Consequences and 
Tucumcari. 
Professional Meetings 
The following professional meetings were 
attended by Mr. Weeks: 
Miscellaneous 
1) The District VII Conference of 
the American Alumni Council in 
Juarez, ~exico, February, 1972. 
2) The American Alumni Council Suwmer 
Institute in Educational Fund Rais-
ing at Aspen, Colorado, August 1972. 
Miscellaneous activities participated in by Mr. 
Weeks during the past year were: 
1) An oral report to the President's 
Public Advisory Committee 
2) Participation in the Community Leaders 
Conference at the Lawrence Ranch 
3) Membership in the Albuquerque Rotary 
Club 
4) Membership in the New Mexico Boosters 
Club 
39 
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III. PlANS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE 
It is the recommendation of t'he Development Office that 
discussions among appropriate administrative officials of the 
University be initiated as soon as possible concerning 'the total 
University development ·program. A number of specific points 
needing attention in these discussions are as follows: 
1) Needs 
a) What are the estimated financial needs of the 
University of New Mexico presently and in 
future projections? 
b) What is a fair estimate of the percentage of 
this total that will need to be acquired from 
private sources? 
c) Are there now or in the forseeable future 
specific needs for non-recurrent capital fund 
raising campaigns? 
d) Do we have or need to originate a system for 
prioritizing needs which are to be met through 
private funding? 
2) Potential Sources of Private Support for the Univer-
sity of New Mexico 
a) Annual Giving Campaign 
b) Corporate and Foundation Support 
c) Student Development Activities 
d) Deferred Giving 
3) Optimal size of development effort with regard to 
staffing and operating expense 
4) Co-ordination of all University fund-raising 
efforts 
IV. SEPARATIONS FROM STAFF 
11rs. Mary Nelson, Accounting Clerk, resigned effect-
ive November 12, 1971 to accept a position with 
Presbyterian HospitaL She was replaced .by Mrs. Marie 
Flowers on the same date. Subsequently 1 Mrs. Flo\o;ers 
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resigned effective June 16, 1972 because of preg-
nancy. 
40· 
A replacement has not been hired at thiS time. The 
student assistant, Mr. Charles Vickers, was employed 
full time during the summer and has done outstanding 
work. A replacement will be hired in the near ·future, 
however, the job description may reguire revision. 
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PERSONNEL 
UNM DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
Director of Development 
Administrative Secretary 
Accounting Clerk 
Student Aid to Accounting 
Clerk 
1971-72 
Lars Halama 
March 15, 1965 - June 30, 1971 
Bill Weeks 
September 1, 1971 to present 
·Ann Lucero 
August 1, 1967 to pre~ent 
Mary Nelson 
June 4, 1968 to November 12, 1971 
Marie Flowers 
November 11, 1971 - June 16, 1972 
Charles Vickers 
June 12, 1970 to present , 
,. 
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Appendix II 
THE CC~ST!TuTION OF 
OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ~reW MEXICO 
ARTICLE I • NAl-1E 2\J.\lD PURPOSE 
Section 1. Name: The name of this organization shall be The 
Greater UI:-1M Fund,-refe:rred to herein as the "Fund''• 
Section 2. N:1tu:re: The Fund shall be awholly non-pr!:'fit or-
ganization within -ti1e- University administration, organized for edu-
cational purposes. · 
sec;:t~o~ 3. ~!:.~J?.£lE.~: To. assist in developing and incre::lsing 
the fam .. lJ.t:J.es of tha um.versJ.ty of New Mexico for brcadst' edn·~a­
tional opportunities and service to its students and alurrcni ;mc1 to 
the citi11ens of the State of New !11exico by encouraging gif·:.:s, f.com 
privai:e sources, of money, securities, real and p<::rsonal pr0perty, 
includj)•,g '\>ierks of art, historical documents and papers, and museum 
specimens having educational, artistic, or historical vahte, to the 
University for the foregoing purposes. For the nccomplishm':lnt of 
these ends, the Fund shall be an agency of the Regents to p:rono·ce 
and coordinate all such gifts to the University. 
ARTICLE II. 'l'RE BOA!\D OF D!Ri!:C'r'OnS 
Ser.tion 1. Number: The B~ard of Directors shall consist of 
seven (7) voting members and two (2) ex officio members wi·chout 
vo·te. 
Section 2. r.Iannor of Selection: The members of the Board 
shall be appointacT;-orsi1ai1qiialify by virtue af·office, as fol-
lor,m: 
Voting Herr.bers; 
(a) Th::13e ( 3) a 1 umni of the University appointed by 
the Board of Directors of the Alumni Association. 
(b) The President of the Alumni Association. 
(c) The Academic Vice-President of the University. 
(d) The Comptroller of the University. 
(e) A repres~ntative of the office of Student Aid 
of the Univer::;H:y. (Amonc'iod 9/17/65) 
Non-Voting Members: 
(a) The Di-.:,'3::!:o't' of D~vel0p.:r.t!!!l'!: of the University 
(ex () iLi.::d . ._,) 
(b) The Director of Alumni Relations of the Univer-
sity (ex officio) 
Section 3. ~~~ of Office: Each appointed member shall serve 
for a period of th'cee f':L:::cal yoars. A mer:1b~r may be reappointed to 
the Committee fox: a:1 additional term or terms. All other m<?.mbers 
shl'lll se:r.1•e for the period during which they hold the office 't'?hich 
qu~lifies them for merr~e~ship. 
(Nnte: To begin the program, one appointed member will serve until 
J~me 30, 1964, one until June 30, 1965, and oae until June 30, 1966.) 
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Section 4. Vacancies: In the event of death, disahi~i'cy, resig-
mrtir:m or removal of anymember, a successor shall be pro:nptly appoil}.t~C: 
o~ d2signated by the authority which made the original apvoin·tment. A 
pe~son appointed to such a vacancy shall serve the unexpired term of 
the person he replaces. 
Section 5. Functions and Powers: The functions and po'ill3:t"S of 
the Fund Board of Directors shall be: 
(a) Generally: To act in an advisory capacity in assi•.;·!:ing 
the Director of Development to carry out University ef-
forts relating to the purposes of the Fund. 
(b) Specifically: 
1. To encourage private financial support of the 
University from all sources. 
2. To identify areas where private financial sup-
port is needed by the University and to estab-
lish purposes for which support is to be soli-
<?ited. 
3. To p:~ovide advice and assistance to the Direc-
tor of Devclopl'!'.er.t regarding the solicit~t:ion 
p;:oo:rr.am (rna iling piece conten·t, timing and cJis-
t:cihut:ion; prospect information, corporat~ ap-
p~als, founcJation proposals, deferred giving, 
inau~ance plans, etc.) 
4. To mnke recow~endations to thP- P~esident of the 
Unbers i·ty regarding the expen:'l itures (purpo.sas 
<mc1 am<:>unts) o-:: unrest:c ictcd moni11s c,n5 t'hq tH::e 
of n.cm-monetary gifts that may be rcc.:aived through 
the Fund. · 
5. To e~tablish such by-laws ~nd policies and to 
eJ.cc-c c::1c1 app:-iat such offi:::8Z'S and corr.r::ittcss 
as ar0 neccsaary to carry out the purposes of 
the FllnCl. 
Section 6. !i<?.~i:=..~.r·.?tQ.= •rhe 3oard sh~ll be called to meet e>t the 
discretio•1 of the C.:hcJ:::rnan or when requested by three (3) voting mem-
bers of the Board. 
Section 7. Qu0:rmn: A quorum shall be a majority of voting mem-
bers of the Board:~rr~jority vote of those members of the Board con-
stituting the quorum shall determine all actions taken at a meeting 
except as provided in Article v, sections 1 and 2 and Article VI, 
Section 1. 
be: 
Section 8. Officers: Officers of the Board of Directors shall 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Chairman: The Chairman shall be elected by the Board from 
among. the three members appointed from the Alumni Aosoci-
ation. A majority of those voting will. suffice f-Jr elec-
tion. He shall serve for a period of one year and may be 
re-elected, provided he is still a member of the Board. He 
shall preside over all meetings and shall appoint all com-
mittees of the Board. 
Vice.-Chairman; The Vice-Chairman shall be elected by the 
Board from its own membership. A majority of those voting 
will suffice for election. In the absence of the Chairman, 
he shall preside at meetings. 
Secretary: The Director of Development shall serve as 
secretary of the Board for the purpose of issuing all 
notices and recording all proceedings. 
Executive Director: The Director of Development shall 
act as Executive Director of the Fund. He shall be ap-
pointed by the President of the University and shall be 
responsible directly to him for the organization and op-
eration of the Fund and other phases of the development 
program. 
ARTICLE III. FINANCES 
Section 1. Fiscal Year; The fiscal year of the Fund shall coin-
ciae with that of-the university of ~Tew Nexico (July 1 to June 30). 
Section 2. Solicitations: Funds may be solicited only for pur-
poses r.eco~mended by the Board of Directors to the President of the 
University and approved by him. 
Section 3. Contributions: All contributions and gifts shall be 
rn<~de to the Regen·ts of the University of Nm'l Mexico. The Cniversity 
Business Office will account for all gifts received through the Fund. 
-3-
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Section 4. Rec~roi~q of contributions: All cont~ibut!cns rn~de 
to the Uni•mrsit;i"'"Z1~-TIF.M1.~7>ci.cOEF.r'Ou9h the Fund shall be :t:ecorc'ied by 
th~ Unive!:sity Bt1ai::.::lG:J Office. A monthly statement and annual finan-
cial report prepared by the Business Office shall shot--1 the amount of 
monies received by the Fund~· expenditures from the Fund by the Uni-
versity, and an inventory of assets of the Fund. 
Section 5. ~ £! contributions: 
(a) In all cases in·which gifts are restricted as to use, they 
shall be used for such restricted purposes only, provided 
that the Regents have accepted such gifts. Restric·t.ions 
as to use imposed by the donor shall be compatible with 
established gift policies of the Regents. 
(b) In all cases in which the gift is unrestricted 53 to use, 
the funds shall be used for such purposes of the University 
as the Regents, through the President of the University, 
may determine. The Board of Directors shall make recom-
mendations to the President of the University to the use 
anc allocation of the unrestricted funds. 
Section 6. Repor~s concerning Approved Expenditures: Upon the 
approval by the President of the university of expenditures of un-
restricted funds, the .Director of Development shall notify the college, 
department or University agency affected. The college, department or 
agency shall report in detail to the Board of Directors, through the 
Djrector of Development, on the actual use of funds made available to 
them. 
Section 7. Expenses of The~ All expenses of the Fund shall 
be paid by the University, and no part of any gift, grant, or con-
tribution received through the Fund shall be applied to such expenses 
unless specifically designated for such expenses by the donor. 
ARTICLE ·IV • STANDING AND TEMPORARY 
COMMITTEES. (Amended 9/17/65) 
Section 1. Greater .!ill!:! .Elli:!.§. Alloca.tions Committee. 
A. Functions 
1. To establish.policies regarding the ex-
penditure of Unrestricted money in the 
Fund. 
2. To recommend financial support for pro-jects of its own determination or those 
that may be formally presented to it. 
3. To submit such poli'.:lies and recommenda-
tions for the review and approval of the 
Board of Directors of the Greater UNM 
Fund. 
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(B) Me~~ership, appointment and term of office. 
1. The Allocations Committee shall be ccm-
poDed of seven (7) members. 
a. Two appointed members representing 
faculty. 
b. Two appointed members representing 
Alumni. 
c. The Academic Vice-President of the 
University. 
d. The Comptroller of the University. 
e. The Director of Development of the 
University. 
2. Appointed members shall be named by the 
Chairman of the Greater UNM Fund with 
the approval of the Board of Directors. . 
They shall serve for a period of one year 
from July 1st to June 30th. A member may 
be reappointed for an aaditional term or 
terms. 
3. other members shall qualify by virtue of 
office and shall serve while they hold 
the office. 
Section 2. Other committees shall be appointed from time to 
time by the Chairman with the approval of the Board. 
ARTICLE V • AMENDMENTS AND BY LAWS 
(Amended 9/17/65) 
Section 1. Amendments: Subject to the approval of the Regents, 
this Constitution may be amended at any meeting of the Board of Dir-
ectors, provided written notice of the contemplated amendment is sub-
mitted, along with a copy of the proposed amendment or amendme~ts, 
to the rnembars of the Board at least two weeks prior to the meeting. 
A majority vote of all voting members (4) shall be necessary to pass 
an amendment. 
Section 2. By-Laws: By-Laws not in conflict with this Consti-
tution may be adopted, amended or repealed by a majority vote (4) of 
the Board of Directors. 
ARTICLE VI. RATIFICATION 
(Amended 9/17/65) 
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Sect5.on 1. This Constitution shail take effect upon its approval 
by a two-thirds vote (5) of the Board of Directors and upon its further 
approval by the Regents of the University of New .!>texico. 
Approved by Board of Regents 3/16/63 
Amenc'led by Greater Ui'!M Fund Board of Directors 9/17/65 
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Popejoy Hall 
The University of New Mexico 
Annual Report 1971-72 
William J. Martin,. Director 
Popejoy Hall was in use 293 days during fiscal 1971-72 and 
presented 153 programs to an overall attendance of 150,000. A list 
of programs and rehearsals is attached: 
Popejoy Hall Staff includes the follo~ing: 
William J. Martin 
Georg W. Schreiber 
Jayne P. Lund 
Nancy Bower 
Maria Bakas 
10 Students 
2 Students 
1 Student 
24 Students 
Director 
Technical Director 
Adminis. Secretary 
Cashier 
Cashier 
Stage Crew 
Part-time Box Office help 
Clerk-typist, part-time 
Usherettes 
Popejoy Hall and the Cultural Committee of the Associated Students 
continued the joint arrangement whereby student fees' ($25,000.00) were 
applied to offset a portion of the costs of prog;amming. In return, 
members of the student body were offered the opportunity to subscribe 
to the programs at a 75% discount, and to purchase tickets to non-subscriber 
events at one half price. The programs thus jointly sponsored are listed 
in the attached statement. Total discount tickets issued to students 
were 14,500 and valued at $35,000.00, 
Gross ticket sales to all events 
Gross revenue from rents & service chgs 
Total gross revenue 
Gross cost of opera (including programs) 
Operating Loss 
$ll5,828.74 
61,787.85 
$177,616.59 
$190,945.10 
- 13,328.51 
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The University of New Mexico 
Popejoy Hall 
Annual Report 1971-72 
William J, Martin, Director 
The Cultural Committee of the Associated Students was satisfied 
with the co-sponsorship arrangement and decided to continue the arrange-
ment for another year. The Committee requested $29,000.00 for fiscal· 
1972-73 and the Senate approved an amount of $29,000.00. The Cultural 
Program Committee also approved the schedule of events attached. 
·~ 
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POPEJOY HALL 
July, 1971 
15-17 
22-25 
29 
August, 1971 
20-22 
23-24 
27-29 
September, 1971 
10 
12-15 
16-19 
19 
24 
28 
October, 1971 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
7 
8 
9 
11 
12-14 
15 
16-17 
19 
20 
21-22 
23-24 
26 
29 
.. PROGRAMS FROM JULY 1, 1971 
THROUGH JUNE 30, 1972 
Gypsy - Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Association 
11 " 
-u .N .M. Band 
Wizard of Oz -·Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Association 
Freshman Orientation 
Wizard of Oz - Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Association 
Lecture - J, Bond 
rehearsal - King Lear - Classics Theatre 
King Lear - Classics Theatre 
rehearsal - Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Lecture - Tijerina 
Parkview Baptist Church . 
A.S.O. Young People's Concert 
Albuquerque Youth Symphony 
Travel Film - Korea 
Little Angels of Korea 
rehearsal- U.N.M. Orchestra 
Audubon Film 
U.N.M. Orchestra 
String Clinic 
Community Concert 
Bell Telephone Films 
U.N.M. Marching Band 
Film -MEDEA 
rehearsal - Albuquer~ue Symphony Orchestra 
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
rehearsal -Albuquerque Children's Theatre 
Beauty & Beast - Albuquerque Children's Theatre 
Travel Film - England 
Mariachi Band 
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POPEJOY HALL PROqRAMS 1971-72 
January, 1972 
1-2 
4 
8 
10 
11 
12-13 
15 
17 
18 
20-21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27-29 
Audubon Film - Gray 
Community Concert 
U.N.M. Choir 
Heredia - Guitarist 
rehearsal - Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
To Be Young, Gifted, And Black 
rehearsal - U.N.M. Band 
U.N.M. Band 
Los Angeles Philharmonic 
A.S.O. Young People's Concert 
Ski Movies 
THe'Miser- National Players 
Taming of the Shrew ·- National Players 
Audubon Film 
Speaker's Committee 
U.N.M. Orchestra 
rehearsal - Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Albuquerque Symphony Orchest~a· 
U.N.M, Chorus 
·Last of the Red Hot Lovers 
Episcopal Diocese , 
My Fair Lady - Albuquerque Civi~ Light Opera Association 
My Fair Lady - Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Association 
Promises,Promises 
Wildlife Film 
Sierra Leone Dance Group 
Travel Adventure Film 
rehearsal - A.S.O. Opera 
A.S.O. Hansel and Gretel 
Orientation 
Community Concert 
workshop - Harlem Dance 
Harlem Dance. 
Albuquerque Youth Symphony 
rehearsal - Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
New Mexi.co Music Educators Association 
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POPEJOY HALL PROGRAMS 1971-72 
February, 1972 
5 
6 
7 
9 
11 
12 
15 
16 
17-18 
19-20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
29 
March, 1972 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11 
13-14 
15 
16 
19 
25-26 
27-28 
29 
Travel Film ~ Pollard 
Canadian Opera 
Vienna Boy 1 s Choir 
Popejoy Lecture - Borgstrom 
rehearsal - Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Community Concert 
Butterflies Are Free 
rehe~sal -Albuquerque Children's Theatre 
Peter & Wolf - Albuquerque Children's Theatre 
Osipov Balalaika 
Audubon Film 
U.N.M. Band 
rehearsal - Afro•American Studies 
Afro-American.Studies· 
U.N.M•. Orchestra 
Lovelace Lecture - Senator Goldwater 
District 7 Concert 
District 7 Competition 
Travel Film 
Community Concert 
rehearsal - Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra ' 
U.N.M. Band 
Future Homemakers 
workshop - Murray Louis Dance 
Murray Louis Dance . 
Audubon Film 
rehearsal - Rodey Theatra 
Hans Brinker and the Silver Skates - Rodey Theatre 
A Cappella Choir 
rehearsal - Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Association 
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POPEJOY HALL PROGRAMS 1971-72 
April, 1972 
1-4 
5-9 
10 
11 
12 
13-14 
14 
15 
16-21 
22 
23-26 
27-,29 
May, 1972 
·3-4 
4 
8 
13 
14 
15-17 
18-19 
20 
21 
25 
26 
27 
28 
June, 1972 
3 
9-11 
15:-18 
25 
rehearsal - Albuquerque Civ~c Light Opera Association 
King and I - Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Assoc;l.ation , 
Ballet Folklorico · 
rehearsal - U.N.M. Chorus and Orchestra · 
U.N.M. Orchestra and Chorus 
District 7 Band 
·rehearsal - Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra 
Albuquerque Symphony Orches~ra 
rehearsal - Rodey Theatre 
Albuquerque Youth Symphony 
rehearsal - Rodey Theatre 
Brecht On Brecht - Rodey Theatre 
rehearsal - Black Experience 
Black Experience 
U.N.M. Band 
rehearsal - :Albuquerque Youth Symphony 
Albuquerque Youth Symphony 
rehearsal - Classics Theatre 
She Stoops To Conquer - Classics Theatre 
Medical School Commencement 
She Stoops To Conquer - Classics Theatre 
Film - Wings OVer Alaska 
rehearsal - Hayden Ballet 
Hayden Ballet 
St. ~ius Graduation 
Barbershop Quartet , 
Annie Get Your Gun - Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Assoc. 
II • It 
Amway Corporation. 
KNME-TV CHANNEL 5 
1130 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD, NORTH 
ALBUJ;JUERJ;JUE,NEW MEXICO 87106 
THE REPORT OF KNME TELEVISION 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
F. C. Hempen, Director 
On May 1, 1972, KNME TELEVISION, Channel 5, entered into its 
fifteenth year of broadcasting. 
The license is in the name of the Board of Regents of the 
University of New Mexico and the Board of Education of the Albuquerque 
Public Schools. Programs are broadcast thirteen hours per day, Monday 
through Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 5:00 to 10:00 p.m. For fourteen 
weeks in the summer months, the schedule is reduced to a five-hour day, 
seven days a week, Monday through Friday, and Sunday. Saturday broad-
casting from 5:00- 10:00 p.m. was begun on October 9, 1972. 
The Public Broadcasting Service network provides 18 1/2 hours of 
evening broadcasting per week. 
University Related Programs 
The following programs were produced in cooperation With the 
University of New Mexico and/or University related. 
THE INDIAN SPEAKS - one half-hour per we,ek featuring University of New 
Mexico people as co-producers. The series Was begun in September 1972, 
and was presented each week through November 18, 1972. It was dropped 
due to the producer's inability to continue. 
RIGHT ON! - one half-hour per week presented in cooperation with some 
University of New Mexico faculty and staff and with the City of Albuquerque. 
LOBO LAIR - fifteen minutes once-a-week of sports information from the 
University of New Mexico featuring Eddie Groth, Sports Information 
Director at UNM. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO REPORTS - fifteen minutes once-a-week 
produced by the University of New Mexico News Bureau and presenting 
information on cultural and public service aspects at the University of 
New Mexico. 
CONCERT HALL- twenty-eight 30-minute programs featuring UNM Music 
Department personnel in performance. Programs were produced by Music 
Department administration. 
UNM PRESS - three 30-minute programs done in the Spring of 1972 
featuring authors of books to be released by the University Press. 
CHEMICAL CULTURE - twenty 30-minute programs produced by 
DRUG, a federally funded project administered by the UNM Psychology 
Department. The programs were dubbed to AV format for use in 
Albuquerque Public Schools and were stored on video tape for presentation 
via KNME Television in the Fall of 1972. 
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SESSIONS - five 30-minute music programs featuring local musicians in 
performance, 
Telecourses for the Albuquerque Public Schools and Forty-three School 
Districts in the State of New Mexico: --
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE SIX, a twice-a-week twenty-minute program 
of science instruction for the Sixth Grade, and SUPPLEMENTARY 
SCIENCE SIX were broadcast with George Fischbeck as a Science 
teacher, 
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE FIVE and SCIENCE FARE FIVE continued also 
twice-a-week for a twenty-minute period with George Fischbeck. 
ELEMENTARY MUSIC FOUR, FIVE, and SIX taught by Marinell Dungan, 
Kathleen McVicker and Nancy Johnson respectively, continued their twice-
a-week twenty-minute programs, 
ELEMENTARY SPANISH, HABLEMOS ESPANOL was video taped in 1969 
at the time it was presented and continued through 1972 via video tape. 
PROGRAMS WITH CIVIC AND STATE AGENCIES 
Albuquerque Children's Theatre - presentation of material relating to 
care of pets in ANIMALAND series. 
Albuquerque City Manager's Office - production of weekly half-hour 
series on affairs of city government. 
Albuquerque Goals - cooperation in determining continuing education 
needs of Albuque:r.que and production of several half-hour series 
during 1971-72. 
Albuquerque Guitar and Vihuela Society - production of three half-hour 
music programs during 1971-72. 
Albuquerque Humane Society- production of forty half~hour chil!'[ren's 
animal care programs. 
Albuquerque Junior Symphony - presentation of music information on 
Albuquerque concerts during last year and 1972. 
Albuquerque Light Opera - presentation of programs of interest to 
children. 
Albuquerque Musician's Union - assistance in coordinating ten-minute 
performances by local musicians. 
Albuquerque Police Department - presentation of material to Albuquerque 
citizens. 
Albuquerque Public Schools - eleven telecourses per week, occasional 
administration reports, production of slide/tape annual report, 
and overlOO tours for individual teachers. 
Albuquerque Senior Citizens Center - assistance in producing programs 
for elderly New Mexicans. 
Albuquerque Tutors Association - assistance in prodding information 
on home education for elderly New Mexicans. 
All Indian Pueblo Council - production of weekly ha1-f-hour series 
speaking to New Mexico Indians about their problems. 
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American Association of Retired Persons - cooperation and coordination 
of series for elderly New Mexicans. 
American Legion - assistance in bilingual discussion prog:ram and in 
producing programs for elderly New Mexicans. 
Children's Television Workshop - production of SESAME STREET and new 
reading program THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting - presentation of evening public tele-
vision programs. 
Dairy Council of Rio Grande - assistance in nutrition programs for elderly 
New Mexicans, dental information to New Mexico school children, 
and presentation on the New Mexico State Fair. 
Drug Abuse Education Center - coordination of drug information material 
to parents and children, production o£ Law Day Special and assistance 
in acquiring 11 spots" on drug abuse. 
Encino House (HUD Housing) -assistance in presenting housing information 
to senior New Mexicans. 
Independent New Mexican Party - assistance in producing political party 
reports during 1971-72. 
International Association of Financial Counselors - assistance on financial 
management for elderly New Mexicans. 
NationalAeronautics and Space Administration - pre·sentation of monthly 
report on activities of NASA. 
NeW Mexico Attorney General's Office - presentation of information segments 
for CHANNEL FIVE REPORTS, THE AGELESS, and THE INDIAN 
SPEAKS. 
New Mexico Commission on Aging - presentation of weekly series for 
elderly New Mexicans. 
New Mexico Council of Churches - production of RELIGIOUS NEWS pro-
grams. 
New Mexico Employment Security Administration - assistance in producing 
programs of interest to elderly New Mexicans. 
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New Mexico Health and Social Services - presentation of health education 
material. 
New Mexico Parks and Recreation Department - presentation of information 
on New Mexico park and recreation availabilities. 
New Mexico Poetry Society - production of program series featuring 
New Mexico poets. 
New Mexico State Archives - presentation of historical films in New 
Mexico. 
New Mexico State Democratic Party- assistance in producing political 
party reports during 1971..:·72. 
New Mexico State Legislature - presentation of occasional half-hour 
reports during 1971, 1972. 
New Mexico State Governor's Office- presentation of monthly government 
news report. 
New Mexico State Parent Teachers Association - to promote a series of 
drug education programs. 
New Mexico State Police - presentation of material to New Mexico moto'l:'is·ts. 
People's Constitutional Party- assistance in producing political party reports 
during 1971-72. 
Presbyterian Hospital- assistance in producing programs for elderly New 
Mexicans. 
Public Broadcasting Service - coordination of evening public television 
programs. 
Public Service Company in New Mexico. Presentation of viewpoints on 
environmental protection. 
Red Cross of Albuquerque - safety information to school children in the 
New Mexico school system, and programs of interest to elderly 
New Mexicans. 
Roswell Technical Vocational Institute - presentation o£ p_rograms on 
watchmaking and skills. 
•' 
Santa Fe Camera Club - assistance in producing programs for e~derly 
N.ew Mexicans which was later placed on permanent exhibit at the 
Museum of New Mexico. 
Santa Fe Senior Citizen Center - assistance in producing programs for 
elderly New M~xicans. 
Senior Citizens Center of Mora County- assistance in producing progranu 
fo1· elderly New Mexicans, which was later placed on permanent 
exhibit at the Museum of New Mexico. 
S1nall Business Administration - presentation of six programs on financial 
management for small businesses. 
Social Security Office - assistance in producing programs for elderly 
New Mexicans. 
Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory - presentation of bilingual 
pre-school program MI ESCUELITA for contents and coordination. 
State Department of Education - presentation of vocational education in the 
State. 
State Department of Education - coordination of drug information program 
to schools in New Mexico. 
United States Bureau of Land Management - presentation of viewpoint on 
main and public lands. 
United States Congressman Harold Runnels' Office in Washington -
presentation of monthly government news report. 
United States Congressman Manuel Lujan's Office in Washington-
presentation of monthly government news report. 
United States Forest Service - presentation of outdoor recreational 
problems in the Sandia Mountains. 
United States Senator Joseph Montoya's Office in Washington - presentation 
o£ monthly government news report. 
Unive1·sity of New Mexico Community College of Continuing Education -
coordination in establishing needs for continuing educi'tion in 
Albuquerque and in presenting information on scholastic opportunities 
for elderly New Mexicans. 
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University of New Mexico Institute for Social Research and Development -
assistance in producing programs on status of New Mexico business, 
and in producing program on Law Day, 1972. 
University of New Mexico Music Department - presentation of weekly half-
hour music programs, CONCERT HALL, 
University of New Mexico News Bureau- presentation of weekly news report 
from the UNM campus. 
University of New Mexico Sports Information Office - presentation of weekly 
UNM sports wrap-up. 
Vista Volunteers - assistance in producing programs for elderly New Mexicans 
and in presenting volunteer information to young New Mexicans. 
White House Gonfer.ence on Aging - assistance in producing programs for 
elderly New Mexicans. 
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During 1971-·72, KNME attempted to establish the needs of its 
audience by conducting an extensive study of the expressed problems 
in its coverage area. This was accomplished in the following ways. 
The KNME Program Manager answered approximately 200 letters 
relating to new programs and modifications of existing programs, 
xeceived over 1, 000 telephone calls from New Mexico citizens desiring 
pxogramming not otherwise available, and attended over 100 meetings 
dealing with KNME's ability to present material for various special 
intexest gxoups. During all of these activites the efforts of the Program 
Manager was to establish what was needed in the media to meet the needs 
of as many different segments of the population as possible. 
As part of his functions, the KNME Program Manager served on 
the. Policy Boards of The Albuquerque Drug Abuse Education and Coordinating 
Centex, the Governox' s Advisoxy Council on Aerospace Education, the 
Regional Medical Program, the Albuquerqu~ Goals Continuing Education 
Committee, and as a member of several other committees. The Acting 
Program Manager serves as the Chairman of the Electronic Media Tas1< 
Force of the New Mexico Inter-Church Agency. 
In addition to the above contacts which are generally with community 
leaders, KNME attempted to receive input from the general public by 
presenting a half-hour television call-in program in which the audience 
was encouraged to call the KNME Program Manager with suggested pro-
6:1. 
gram ideas for the Fall 1972. This program was presented in mid-March 
and was extremely successful producing over 100 suggested from people 
not otherwise heard on this topic. Carlos Molina, a KNME Producer, was 
available to take calls in Spanish. 
Proposed New Programming for FallE.£.1972 
Beginning in the Fall of 1972, KNME proposed to continue some 
series presently offered and to strive to produce materials in areas not 
presently covered in our schedule. Continuing series are: teleclasses 
for The Albuquerque Public Schools, bilingual discussion programs, animal 
humane, programs covering Albuquerque problenis from the City Manager's 
Office, UNM sports and news programs, and several programs from the 
Public Broadcasting Service, the national program service. Proposed 
new programs: bilingual pre-school featuring Alex Chavez of the University 
of New Mexico, State Departlnent o£ Education programs, Weekly half-hour 
New Mexico State Investment program, 8 1/2 hours. Specials: (as appropriate) 
drug series 20 1/2 hours, university series, public affairs, performances 
by local musicians. 
PLANS 
The second studio is still in the planning stage. The size has 
been increased to 100 1 x 150' with a 35' floor-to-ceiling clearance. The 
television equipment for this new studio is contingent upon a grant from 
the Broadcast Facilities Act. Each year for the past four years, we have 
filed a continuation of our request which began in 1966, and for the fourth 
year, there have not been funds available to grant our request. We shall 
update our file again this year for the fifth time- -hopefully, that it will 
be granted next year. The file must be updated each year even though we 
do not receive funds in order to hold our position number. If we did not 
file, we would have to go to the bottom of the list. 
The KNME Maintenance and Custodial Crew planted grass on 
top of the hill, and what the wind didn't blow away, grew. A new silhouetted 
lighted sign was placed on the front of the building which in~icates Channel 
5 Television, Albuquerque Public Schools and the University of New Mexico. 
The cable system has been making plans to wire the City of 
Albuquerque. The KNME Administration has been an active participant 
as an interested observer with the cable development. We believe that 
KNME has an important role to play as a producing agent for a cable-type-
distribution system. 
Plans are under way and experiments are under way with a new 
type of distribution system; namely, the video cassette. This unit produced 
by the Sony Corporation in Japan is the most successful of its type today. 
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We intend to set up pilot programs in the corning year in selected schools 
of the Albuquerque Public Schools System. 
Studies have been made of the Production, Engineering, and 
Operations Departments that will result in an operational manual for each 
o£ the Divisions. The rough draft has been finished, and after corrections, 
it shall be printed and distributed to our staff. 
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLLEGE AND DEPARTMENTS 67 
Administration of the College has become increasingly complex 
as the nurnber of departments and other entities increases along \'lith 
a larger faculty and st1.1dent enrollment. During the past year no 
changes ~.,ere JTlade in staff and use of regular committees from the 
previous year except for introduction on July 1, 1971 of the position 
of st:udent counselor. This ne\'T position, ably filled by its first 
incumbent, ~1aria Geer, has served as a valuable contact ~.,i th students 
and a lubricant of office efficiency. 
Three chairmen were evaluated in accordance ~.,ith the schedule 
adopted earlier: Professors Potter (Biology), Cohen (Economics), and 
Regener (Physics). Prior to evaluation Professor Potter said to me 
that he planned to resign after the 1971-72 academic year. l•le con-
ducted the evaluation anyway, as a means of focussino attention on 
departmental matters. Professors Cohen and Regener were reappointed 
for three year terms. 
Three ne~·T chairmen \'Tere appointed for 1972-73: t'7ayne Pace is 
the new chairman of S'!)eech Communications, succeeding Nayne Eubank, 
~·Tho resigned after t,.,enty vears as deoartment chairman; Paul Silverman 
is the net•T chairiTlan of Biology, succeeding Loren Potter, ,.,ho resigned 
as chairman after thirteen years. Harry Basehart is the ne~., chairman 
of Anthropology, succeedin~ Jack Campball, ,.,ho held that position 
since 1969. Professors Campbell, Potter, and Eubank t·Till devote their 
time to teaching and research. Ne are all indebted to them for their 
many years of dedicated service. 
Simon Kao served as actinq chairman of r,~athematics in the absence 
of Lambert Koopmans, Nho was on sabbatical leave for the year 1971-72. 
The prooer place for Cornnuting Science has troubled the Mathematics 
Department, the best solution is separation. 
Jerome Brody ~o1as appointed director of the ~~axt11ell T4useum for 
1972-73. Assisting him in curatorial positions ~o1ill be Professors 
Camobell and Rhine of the Anthronolooy DePartment and an able staff. 
A dePartment of Communicative Disorders was created, effective 
July 1, 1972 1 and its .,ersonnel Nere senarated from the deoartment 
of Sneech Communications. Chairman of the ne1·1 denartrnent is Lloyd 
Lamb. The ne~o1 denartment has facilities on the main campus and in 
the ~~edical School. r1uch of its activity is suonorted by grants from 
several federal aoencies • 
. Paul Davis resiqned as director of Freshroan English and has 
been succeeded by Scott Catlett, effective 1972-73. 
The German section of the department of Hodern and Classical 
Languages is noN rePresented by its at·m associate chairman. The 
Present incumbent is Robert Holzanfel. 
The Sociolocty Department under1o1ent a series of crises and 
disputes, laraelv reflective of di~ferences in educational Philosonhy 
and the presumed role of the denart~ent. The reoort of the Socioloqy 
Department, attached, should be read for details. The PhD in 
Sociology was approved by the faculty and the Regents. 
Largely as a result of too frequent absence of the dean from the 
campus and a crm•1ded schedule in bett·teen trins, Ne had very fet-1 
meetings of the Faculty Advisory and Student Advisory Committees. I 
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expect, however, that the backlog of oroblems t-lill keep these 
committees occupied durinq the neN academic year. 
~tembershin of the F'acul ty Advisory Committee Nas as follm'ls: 
James Judqe, Anthronoloay 
Paul Kerkof, Bioloav 
1
•
7illiam F. Coleman,· Chemistry 
Paul Jonas, Economics 
David Johnson, Encrlish 
Delmar Dyreson, Geography 
Roaer Anderson, Geolocrv 
Ferenc Szasz, History· 
Plillard Hunsley, Journalism 
H.T. Davis, ~-lathematics 
George Peters, "lodern and Classical Lanauages 
Fred Schueler, Philosonhy 
David Polfe, Physics 
Tom Friden, Psychology 
Patrick r·~cNamara, Socioloay 
Gerald "· Goldhaber, Sneech Communications 
Paul Hain, Political Science 
The Student Advisory Board consisted of the follm'ling: 
David ~~orrison, Anthronoloav 
Harold Anamosa, Biology - ·· 
Thomas Stark, Chemistrv 
James Dotv, Economics 
Carol A. ~7illiams, EnCTlish 
Roxana H. ~~oore, C-eocrranhy 
David l<eyes, Geology 
Charles Cutter, Historv 
Elmira Gonzales, IAA -
David Brands, Journalism, Chairman 
John Gilbert, ffathematics 
Patricia "Rose, r•odern and Classical Lancruaaes 
Brvan Cum11'.ins, Political Science 
Kathv r1cKibben, Philosoohy 
Arthur Craw!ord, Physics 
Nancy B. Lee, Psychology 
Linda Callot-Tav, Socioloqv 
Nancy Voida, soeech Commi.mications 
The Arts and Sciences Comnittee on Human Research, resoonsible 
for anorovinq research Projects that involve the u~e of human 
subjects, was co!"l'nosed of the follm·Tinq faculty members: 
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Dolores Butt, Speech Communications·, Chair:I'lan 
Alan Prank, Psvchiatrv 
Peder Johnson,'Ps¥chology 
Patrick H. '1cl\Tamara, Sociology 
James r•, Sebring, Anthronoloqy 
The Pro~otion Advisory Co~mittees for 1971-72 consisted of 
the follol·Iincr members: 
HUi.'!A~UTIES 
Hubert Alexander, Philosonhv, Chairman 
Ernest Tedlock, Enclish -
Tamara Holzanfel, 1·1odern and Classical Lanauaaes 
Gerald Nash, History 
Leonard Jer~ain, Journalis~ 
Dolores Butt, Sneech COT'1!'\Unications 
NATURAL SCIENCES . AND r1ATHE117-\TICS 
t•ralter I<yner, ~~athematics, Chairman 
~1arvin P,iedesel, Bioloav 
Geor0e Clark, Geoloav -
John Green, Phvsics 
Peder Johnson,· Psycholony 
SOCIAL SCIEI~CES 
David Hamilton, Bconol"!ics, Chairtnan 
J.J. Brodv, Anthror>oloav 
Robert caP..nbell, Geocrranhy 
Jay Sorenson, Political Science 
Harold 'Ieier, Sociology 
In addition to the foreaoina standina co~mittees, several 
ad hoc com!llittees "7ere created. 
BIOLOGY AND CHEt~ISTRY CO't!·1ITTEE TO COUSIDER STUDENT NEEDS 
'
1
.L. Riedesel, Bioloov, Chairman 
John N. Beakley, Biolo~w 
James s. Findley, Siolo~y 
Paul R. Kerkof, Biology 
C0rt'1ITTEE TCl APPOINT THE POPEJOY. PROFESSORS 
Edith Buchanan, Enalish, Chairl"!an 
Sanford Cohen, Econol"!ics 
Klaus Keil, ' 1eteori tics and GeolOCTY 
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In response to an appeal against adverse tenure decisions in 
the Sociology Department, a committee was aooointed to hear the cases 
and make recommendations. The members of the committee were Richard 
Netzler, Hoyt Tret>Jbridge, and Henry Neihofen. Professor Tro~·lbridge 
\'las chairman. 
Finally, as part of the move to ne\•7 group requirements, a 
special committee under the chairmanshiP of Paul Davis studied the 
question of communication skills and presented its recommendations 
to the Arts and Sciences faculty. The recommendations ,.,ere adooted. 
~1embership of the conuni ttee, in addition to its chairman, consisted of: 
Dean G. Brodkey, Elementary Education 
Cullen B. 0\olt:ms; Speech Communications 
John R. Green, Physics 
Richard Hurphy, Geoaraphy 
Frank Ikle, History 
Archie Bahm, Philosoohy 
Philip Crumo, GA, Socioloay 
I \tlish to express my thanks to the members of the faculty "rho 
served on standing and ad hoc committees for their dedicated service. 
t·Je owe a special debt of gratitude to those members of the faculties 
of other schools and colleges who so kindly came to our assistance. 
During 1971-72, as in nrevious years, Dean Dittmer \'las res-
ponsible for student affairs t-1ithin the College, alona \o!ith helP of 
the rest of the staff. Raloh Norman 1·1as responsible for develooinq 
several alternative budget oronosals for further funding of new 
curriculum Planning in the sciences; heloing the ad b££ committee 
on the four-course nlan (see belm~) and, above all, handling the 
College travel budaet. Robert Jesoersen was on leave Semester I. 
On his return he reassumed resoonsibilitv for nreoaration of materials 
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and analysis of staffing, salary, budaet, and summer school problems. 
He also met with the Student Advisorv Board. 
In Decenher 1971, ~1rs. Bess Bullock retired and was succeeded 
by Lynette Pilson, whom Most of us have kn01·m from her nrevious 
service at the Universitv. Durinq the nast year l·Te studied the 
ooeration of the A&S office and exoect to make a fe~·' changes in 
assignments sometime soon. 
Aonroximately fifty ne;·r faculty aonointments l·rere ll'ade, effective 
1972-73, to fill neN nositions and renlace retirements and resiqna-
tions. About 90 candidates Nere intervie~·red. .1\.djacent tables shaN 
promotions, retirements, seParations, and ne11 anooint!"'ents. 
The nressures of overcro1·1ded classrooms have continued. 
Shortage of laboratory instructors -- graduate assistants as well 
as restrictions on class size at the unper division level and shortacre 
of senior faculty for multiPle sections have been the main bottlenecks 
UP to nOl\1, It is not yet clear D:V 1<7hat !l'eans laboratories T.'lill be 
manned in the face of limits imposed on the number of graduate assist-
ants. One denartment is exoeriMentincr T..rith full-time instructors. 
Overcrowding and shortacres of sections, relative to oricrinally 
budgetted resources, l'lere also exnerienced b;v Encrlish and flodern 
and Classical Languacres in the staffin~ of freshMan classes. As 
a result of additional laboratories and sections authorized bv the 
.l\cademic Vice President relatively fetor freshMen Nere exclUded fro!!' 
freshman courses. 
Although office, classroor>, and laboratory soaces criven to 
different departments of the College have imoroved considerably and 
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are becomin9 still better, there are still prospective shortages. 
Mathematics needs more adequate office, seminar, and .related facili-
ties and is the last major department of the University without 
satisfactory quarters. The Bioloqy Denartment .has now qro,·m into 
its building and wiJ.l need more space in the near future. Ne are 
all lookincr for,..rard to the ne'ltT Huwani ties Building, eycent that 
heavy pedestrian traffic on the outside deck of Orteqa may be 
unduly disturbing. Psychology is readv to move into its ne'I'T building. 
and Physics is moving into new undergraduate teaching facilities. 
Staff needs continue to exert pressure. For example, Geology 
needs three technicians: a draftsman-photographer, a chemist, and 
rock preparator and curator. Chemistry needs an instrument tech-
nician and a glass blmoTer. The r!axwell r1useum is seriously short 
of docents and staff to care for its collections. Anthropology 
needs an administrative assistant. 
Other serious areas of shortage are: travel budget for faculty 
to attend professional meetings, eouipment budqets f.or our science 
as well as Communicative Disorders and Speech Cotnll'unications depart-
ments, and surmlies and eJcpense budgets of all departments. 
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Faculty Promotions, Retirements, Separations and Appointments . --- 74 
PROI!-iOTIONS 
To Full Professor: 
Le~·Tis R. Binford 
Troy S. Floyd 
Gary Clyde Hufbauer 
Paul Jonas 
Karl H. Schwerin 
Bernard Spolsky* 
To Associate Professor: 
Alfred S. Carasso 
Gustave A. Efroymson 
Archie G. Gibson 
Liang-Shin Hahn 
Richard J. Harris 
'1>7illiam f.!. Litchman 
Gilbert H. Herkx 
Clifford R. Qualls 
David A. Remley 
Janet Roebuck 
Ferenc t•1. Szasz 
Robert E. Tapscott 
Ed\·Tard A. t\lalters 
To Assistant Professor: 
Leon Jesus t1arquez 
RETIRENENTS 
Florenc.e Ellis 
Willis Jacobs 
Donald R. HcKenzie 
SEPARATIONS 
Gerald Adeleye 
!-'7illiam J. Brisk 
Randal Cruickshanks 
Ronald Dolkart 
Anthropology 
History 
Economics 
Economics 
Anthropology 
Anthropology 
Hathematics & Statistics 
Hathematics & Statistics 
Mathematics & Statistics 
f·1athematics & Statistics 
Psychology 
Chemistry 
Sociology 
Mathematics & Statistics 
English 
History 
History 
Chemistry 
Chemistry 
~1odern & Classical 
Languages 
Anthropology 
English 
Modern & Classical 
Languages 
History 
Political Science 
Political Science 
History 
*Also promoted to Professor in Elementary Education. 
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SEPARATIONS (continued) 
James A. Donaldson 
Allen Gerlach 
Lee Hansen 
Dorothy Holland 
Harley D. Holt 
John Hunger 
Kenneth Horgan 
11ichael Nichols 
~7illiam c. Primm 
Bernard Saalfeld 
Nilliam Shimer 
Norman VanCott 
Robert D. Nrinkle 
Additional separations listed 
APPOINT~1EUTS 
Anthropology: 
Biology: 
Anita Louise Alvarado 
Patricia Draper 
Jefferv q, Froehlich 
Henry C. Harnending 
Carol Ann Smith 
t1artha I!. T·leigle* 
Paul A. Silverman 
Larry L. Barton 
Joe Scott Altenbach 
Mar~aret T. Dilley 
Chemistry: 
TholT'as n. Niemczyk 
Cary T. r1orroN 
Economics: 
Allen Kneese 
Manoranjan ~~ajumdar 
Nillia!ll D. Schulze 
Nathematics & Statistics. 
Historv 
Chemistry 
English 
Political Science 
Political Science 
Anthropology 
Anthropology 
Soeech communications 
Political Science 
Sneech Communications 
Economics 
Political Science 
at end of table. 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Professor, Dept. Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Ins·tructor 
Assistant Professor 
Visi t •. Assist.Prof. 
Visit. Adjunct Professor 
Visit. Assist. Professor 
Assistant Professor** 
*Appointment is ~ "lith Anthronolocw, ~ ,.Ti th English. 
**t·7as Visiting Assistant Professor~last year. 
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APPOINT~~NTS (continued) 
English: 
Patrick J. Gallacher 
David c. HcPnerson 
Patricia Clark Smith 
nartha ~!. Neigle 
Geography: 
Geology: 
History: 
Douglas H. Gordon 
Jonathan F. Callender 
Paul Bre~-Ter 
Richard Hartin Berthold 
Carl F. Herbold, Jr. 
Barbara Pope 
Karl John Seitz 
Robert Wayne Slenes 
James Goldsmith 
Allen P. Gerlach 
Journalism: 
Charles Coates 
r1athematics: 
Cleve B. ~'oler 
Nancy ~1. •1oler 
ilodern & Classical Languages: 
KC).dir Djelal 
Peter S. !1elloN 
Guillerll'o Ara 
Peter Karl Pabisch 
Alfred Rodriquez 
John T. Timm 
James r·1aharg 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor* 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor~ll .... ll .. llll 
.?'>ssistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Visit. Assistant Professor 
Visit. Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Visit. Assistant Professor 
Visiting Lecturer 
Visiting Lecturer 
Visit. Professor (Sem.II) 
Assistant Professor 
Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
*Appointment is .!;z with English, !:! ~'lith Anthropology. 
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APPOINTI-1ENTS (continued) 
Philosophy: 
Physics: 
r-latthieu Casalis 
Helena Elstein 
Donald Clark Lee 
Carl Russell Stern 
John Linsley 
Political Science: 
Judd Conway 
John Robert Ehrenberg 
Peter Lupsha 
James ~~. r1cCormick 
:Iiles T'!blpin 
Psychology: 
Paul D. Kottler 
Carole E. .of fir 
Sociology: 
David Alvirez 
Pedro bavid 
Freida Gehlen 
Chukwueroeka Om-IUbu 
Speech Communications: 
~·Jayne c. Pace 
Sandra Lee Corless 
Hilory Horan 
Richard t1. I<rause 
~>Iilliam P. Neal 
Assistant Profes.sor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Adjunct Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Visit. Assistant Professor* 
Visit. Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Professor** 
Assistant Professor*** 
Assistant Professor 
Professor, Dept. Chairman 
Lecturer 
Lecturer 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor, Director of 
Forensics 
*Also Visiting Assistant Professor for 1972 summer session. 
**Visiting Professor 1971-72. 
***Visiting Assistant Professor - 1971-72. 
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APPOINTHENTS (continued) 
American Studies: 
Gwen Argersinger 
Charles D. Biebel 
Jlodern and Classical Languages (addi tiona!) : 
Bruha Hannemann 
Peter s. Hellen 
ADDITIONAL SEPARATIONS 
Judith Nallace Carev 
Einar Hille 
Enrique LaFourcade 
Harold Alfred rtacKay 
Anthony Ut;ralde 
Marqery Herrington 
Gerald Traut 
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Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Visiting Lecturer 
Visiting Lecturer 
Speech Cowmunicatiohs 
rtathematics & Statistics 
rtodern & Classical Lang. · 
Biologv 
socioioay 
Biology 
Biology 
78 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP~'ENTS 
A grant of about $29,000 'I'Tas received frol"\ the National 
EndoNment for the Humanities to finance nlanninl'T of an alternative 
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curriculum that :mioht be suitable for certain students. The proposed 
neN curriculum !·Tould consist of the folloNint;T: {1) freshman year 
three interdisciplinary courses, humanities, social sciences, and 
natural sciences; (2) sonhorn.ore vear -- study of a "the111e" -- e.g. 
"environment", ''ethnicity", "1·1ar and peace", etc.; (3) junior year 
the traditional major; (4) senior vear -- study of a theme -- oerhaos 
same thel"l.e as studied in sonhomore vear, but Hi th backqround of · 
major -- in research seminars and service as student teacher. Task 
forces ~·1ere created for the freshr>an humanities (Dai.vd Jones, Jack 
Kolbert, Michel Pillet, and Ferenc Szasz) and social sciences 
(Elinor Barrett, _qichard Barrett, :Oandall Chruikshank, ·.Peter Gregory, 
and Georae Huaco) courses and environment (Richard Anderson [chairman], 
Howard Dittmer, Edl·Tin Hoyj:, Gary Hufbauer, Charles 1lattox, and 
Ed r-Talters), and Nar and peace {Jay Sorenson [chairman], remainder 
of committee to be selected) themes. The Humanities grouo has 
developed a first-semester oroaram Nhich will be qiven a trial in 
1972-73. Planninq for the second-semester t-7ill continue. The 
Social Science group could not agree on a course of studv so I·Te 
shall try again t·li th another group. Environment and r•tar and Peace 
grouns did not get beyond nrelill'inary considerations.. I hope that 
toTe can make more nro~ress in 1972-73. Joel Jones, 1-1ho was servinq 
as coordinator t·rill be diverted to other ta:sks as an ACE intern in 
1972-73. The experimental Procrram should be ~uided by someone l'lho 
can devote about half time to i.t~ Several members of these 9rouns, 
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including one chairman, are from the faculty of the Colleqe of 
Fine Arts. We ex!-)ect members of the faculties of other schools 
and colleges to participate as the number of crrouos is increased. 
The effect of ne1·r group requirements for a dec;rree from the 
College of Arts and Sciences, effective September 1972, will be 
80 
under observation. Up to now, no clear signal has emerqed recrarding 
the foreseeable educational and logistic effects~ During the summer 
of 1972 tore bec:ran to screen freshmen ~"ho intend to enter the Collecre 
of Arts and Sciences regardinq their Nriting ability, t-Tith the 
objective of either .excusincr a student_ from Enqlish 101 or recommend'7 
ing special tutorial 1.,rork as alternatives to enrollment in Enc:rlish 
101. 
The ne~o1 groun requirements alloN the student to select five 
out of six fields: humanities, natural sciences and mathematics, 
social sciences, foreign languages, fine arts, and comwunication 
skills. A student is not admitted into the Colleae unless he or 
she meets a minimum standard for writing. The student may; if 
necessary, receive credit for taking English 101 uo to three times, 
or may be exempt comoletely, denendinq upon his or her test Per-
formance. 
An ad hoc committee, made UP of Professors Barry Ames (Poli-
tical Science), George P. Schueler (Philosophy), James R. Gosz 
(Biology), and Robert T•7. Kern (History), recommended, after some 
study, the adoption of a "four-course" plan -- i.e. a tyoical 
proqram of four 4-credit courses instead of the present tvoical 
program of five or six courses -- for the College of Arts and 
Sciences. The prooosal is still under studv. 
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The Deoartments of History and Sociology t1ere each examined by 
a oanforth Committee. The History dePartment is now stuqyin0 the 
recommendations of its committee. The Socioloqy PhD and future 
staffing plans reflect its committee's recommendations. 
Some discussions were held t·rith the Student and Faculty Advisory 
Committees regardinq qradin~ ptactices. Analysis of aradincr by 
denartment shoNed a continuation of the UP"toTard trend in average 
grade throuah Semester I, 1971-72, although there is no evidence 
that the upward movement of grades is correlated ~·Tith a correspond-
ing improvement in the qualitv of academic ~·Tork or the quality of 
pre-university orenaration. In most deoartments the averacre of 
grades given in Semester II, 1971-72 fell below the same semester 
of the nreceeding yea1:. There still appears to be a substantial 
difference among the gradinq practices of different departments in 
the College. 
All departments have in effect or cinder development a system 
of Periodic student evaluation of teaching. There was considerable 
debate t-Ti thin the Colleoe about the seat of authroi tv for such 
evaluation and hot·l much information should pronerly be qiven by 
the denartment to the dean. I hone that this issue can be settled 
in a Nay that does not imProperly intrude on faculty and departmental 
Prerogatives yet at the same time qive the dean and other adminis-
trative officers sufficient information on the basis of ~1hich they 
must act. 
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8.1 
A meetinc:r t.,ras held t·lith representatives of Sandia Base and 
the Los Alamos laboratory regardina establish~ent of a consortium 
to support research and teachina on a broad snectru~ of nroblems 
relating to war and neace. Ma.jor initiative in the formation of. the 
consortium \'las taken by Jay Sorenson. 
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DEPARTMENTAL AND FACULTY ITEHS OF SP.BCIAL NOTE 
The attached departmental reoorts should be read in their 
entirety. Departments have snent the nast year in pursuit of the 
norMal business of teaching and research, evaluation and revision 
of curricUla, and additions and deletions of courses. I~nortant 
sponsored research pro~rams are under 11ay in wany deoartwents 7 many 
of the University's scholars continue their t-Tork urisuooorted by 
outside aaencies. A fe,., i tetns culled from the deoartmental rePorts 
are: 
83 
The r1axNell '1useuiT' of Anthronology was enlarqed to a 
---multiple of its previous size and Jerome Brody ,.,as appointed 
as director. 
David Hamilton ,.,as president of the Association for 
----EvolUtionary Economics during 1972. 
__ . __ The Geology Department, rePresented by Abraham Rosenzqeig, 
was host of the annual meeting of the American 
Crystallograohic Association. Holfgana Elston Nas 
a u.s. delegate to a meetina of the International 
Union of Geodesv and Geophysics in the Soviet Union. 
I<laus Keil ,.,as elected president of the Electron Microprobe 
Analysis Society of Awerica. 
Accreditation of the Journalism Department Nas reaffirmed 
----after an inspection bv the American Council on Education 
for Journalism. 
Jack Kolbert "YTas named honorarv French consul for 
---the Ne\<T !-texico area by the French aovernMent. 
Archie Bahm rePresented the United states in Indonesia at 
---the founding o·f the Indonesian Philosonhical society. 
. Frank Loqan is President-elect of the South,.,estern 
----Psychological Association. 
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STUDENTS, 1971-72 
The Colleqe of Arts and Sciences was responsible for ~~of 
the student credit hours taught at the University of New ~1exico 
(Table II), a substantial increase in relative amount over pre-
vious years. At the same time, registration of students enrolled 
in Arts and Sciences fell or reamined about the same as in the 
previous year (Table J.). The exolanation is in the students 
enrolled in the Bus deqree nroqram, \oJho are nrimarily enqaged in 
taking Arts and Sciences courses but who do not choose to meet Arts 
and Sciences deqree requirements. Chanqes in enrollments in classes 
by departments have been quite uneven in recent years, although 
all three major areas -- humanities, natural sciences and mathe-
matics, and social sciences -- are represented by departments having 
greater than averaqe increases in enrollments. The differences in 
crro\1th rates in nart reflect student interests and in oart reflect 
limits on enrollments imposed by departments because of shortages 
of snace or personnel or both. 
Data in Tables IV, V, VI, and VII indicate numbers of degrees 
awarded. The "decline" in bachelor's degrees is attributable to the 
shift of a significant number of students to BUS as noted above. 
Declines at the ~ and PhD levels are real. 
Table VIII shot-.•s orobations, susnensions, and releases from 
nrobation. It appears as thouqh t-le have reached a nlateau after the_ 
sharp drop of the Rprinq of 1970 in academic hardshin cases. Table 
IX indicates comparable exPerience at the other end of the spectrum. 
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Table X shoNs the a\oTards of academic distinctions. It is 
interesting that only about half of the Arts and Sciences. students 
nominated £or Phi Kappa Phi accepted the invitation to become 
a member. 
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YEAR 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1909-70 
197o-71 
1971-72 
Increase 
1971-72 
Over 
1966-67 
YBAR 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
Increase 
1971-72 
over 
1970-71 
1971-72 
Over 
1966-67 
TABLE I 86 
NU!'IBER OF STUDENTS EHROLLED 
COLLEGE OF ARTS Al·JD SCIENCES, 1966-67 - 1971-72 
%Inc.over %Inc.over 
SEH. I Prev.year SEf·1. II Prev.year 
1,993 19.5 2,032 9.2 
2,239 12.3 2,248 10.6 
2,367 5.7 2,474 10.0 
2,454 3.7 2,412 - 2.5 
2,541 3. 5. 2,518 4.4 
2,563 0.9 2,490 - 1;1 -· 
570 28.6 458 22.5 
TABLE II 
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT, UNU AND A&S 
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS A&S .f?ER CENT 
UNM A&S OF TOTAL 
208,845 65.8 
219,298 65.1 
226,690 65.0 
234,288 63.9 
267;234 62.9 
279,705 6-&;-6 e:, C). f? 
-4.3% 4.4% 
-17,426 12,381 
22.13% 25.33% 
90,273 70,860 
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TABLE III 
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS BY DEPART~1ENTS 
DEPT. 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 % Incr. 1967-72 
Am. Stds. 1,222 ..... __ 
Anth. 12,380 13,139 15,098 16,190 20,543 19,616 58.44 
Biol. 17,816 18,665 18,794 18,218 19,816 23,855 33.89 
Chern. 12,227 12,620 12.,597 11,805 13,797 16 t 805 37.44 
Econ. 8,347 9,609 9,298 9,387 11,135 10,369 24.22 
Engl. 33,069 35,014 34,917 37,610 41,601 38,604 16.73 
Geog. 3,165 4,017 3, 794 4,141 5,126 5,664 78.95 
Geol. 7,328 7,858 9,100 9,803 10,232 10,072 ~1.# 
1-Iist. 21,672 23,058 23,684 22,938 22,986 22,725 4.85 
Journ. 1,392 1,601 1,747 2,020 2,272 2,474 77.72 
?::1ath. 24,517 24,733 23,417 23,787 25,138 25,973 5.93 
r!&CL. 18,479 19,397 20,888 21,101 23,675 22,036 19.24 
Phil. 4,589 5,198 4,709 6,808 10,260 11,619 153.19 
Phys. 7,608 8,091 8,753 8,508 9.,155 11,210 47.34 
Pol.Sci. 8,436 7,892 9,683 9,990 10,265 9,790 16.05 
Psych. 13,634 13,911 15,563 16,649 23,092 23,440 71.92 
Soc. 8,171 6,843 8,119 8,234 10 ~ 877 . 13,383 63.78 
Sp.Comm. 6,015 6,497 6,529 7,099 7,354 10,848 80.34 
Inter-
Dept. 1,555(a) 
TOTALS 208,845 219,298 226,298 234,288 267,324 279,705 25.33 
(a) Student credit hours earned in an exnerimental interdisciplinary 
course taught during Semester I, 1967-68. The course attracted 
many students ~1ho ~·TOuld ordinarily have enrolled in oo1i tical 
science, sociology, and other departments. 
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TABLE IV 
DEGREES ANARDED, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR'S DEGREES ADVANCED DEGREES 
Year No. of % Inc. Over I1aster' s (a) Doctor's 
Deqrees Prev. Year No. % Inc. No. % Inc. 
1967 423 6.8 13((' 16.0 n 105.0 
1968 511 20.8 171 31.5 47 14.6 
1969 601 17.6 162 -5.3 62 31.9 
1970(b) 601 .o 167 3.1 72 16.1 
1971 592 -1.5 171" 2.4 73 1.4 1972 435 -26.5 no. -2_4. 0 47 _-:jc; " 
Total 
No. %In 
171 .30 
218 27 
224 2 
239 6 
244 2 
177 -'7 
c. 
.5 
.5 
.a 
.7 
.1 
.5 
5-Year 
Incr. 12 2.8 0 0 12 25.5 6 3.4 
(a) These fiqures do not include '1aster of Arts in Teachincr and 
"laster of Education in Science decrrees. 
(b) This is the first vear for grantinq the B.U.S. degree. 
T.l~BLE V 
DEGREES ANARDED, A&S AND UN~1, 1967 AND 1972 
BACHELOR'S DEGREES ADVANCED DEGREES 
COLLEGE 1967 1972 % Inc. 1967 1972 % Inc. 
Arts and Sciences 542 435 -24.0 175 177 1.0 
Other Colleges* 669 848 21.0 299 357 16.0 
UNX1 i211 1283 5.0 474 534 11.0 
*Excludes LaN and •1edici11e. 
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89 
TABLE VI 
DEGREES ANARDED, BY DEPART11ENT, 1970-72 
BACHELORS !1ASTERS DOCTORAL 
DBPARTHENT 1970 1971 1972 1970 1971 1972 1970 1971 1972 
American St,** 4 1 3 
Anthropology 35 57 37 14 l6 5 4 2 1 
Art* 5 3 1 
Biology 77 80 77 17 18 13 2 4 2 
Chemistry 35 33 28 4 1 8 6 6 3 
Cornp.Lit. 3 
Dietetics* 1 1 
Economics 20 15 15 5 3 4 1 1 
Econ-Phil. 1 2 
English 71 68 44 12 18 18 11 7 10 
English-Phil. 9 7 
Foreign Studies 12 14 11 7 14 
Geography 6 10 2 1 4 
Geology 9 15 6 7 4 2 3 5 6 
History 89 64 60 15 13 19 7 16 4 
Ibero-Arnerican 
Studies** 3 
Journalism 19 .16 11 
Hath. & Stat. 24 28 27 9 18 12 10 7 7 
Died. Tech. 3 1 1 
H & CL 54 55 34 2S 18 17 6 10 3 
Philosophy 7 7 2 8 4 4 1 1 1 
Physics & Astr. 14 9 2 9 2 5 2 5 
Pol. Sci. 53 63 27 6 6 6 
Psychology 51 64 54 5 4 8 12 8 5 
Sociology 32 22 21 3 2 
Speech 10 10 5 15 21 6 
Horne Econ.* 1 
f1.A.T. *** 27 29 
~1. EC!. Sci.*** 2 
TOTALS 6:38 635 474 196 192 134 71 73 46 
*Uot departments of the College of Arts and Sciences, but major or 
minor is allowed under certain conditions. 
**Interdisciplinary programs at the doctoral level. 
***Excluding the tl.A.T. and ?l.Ed. Science degrees, the totals 
for Arts and Sciences are 162, 167, and 172. 
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TABLE VII 90 
BACHELOR DEG~EES ANARDED ·. 
BY COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
NITH A & s ~1AJORS I 1970-72 
DEPARTMENT 1970 1971 1972 
Anthropology 1 0 0 
Biology 2 : 4 3 
Chemistry 0 1 1 
English 34 45 23 
G~or;rraohy 0 2 0 
G:=ology 1 0 0 
History 20 34 16 
Journalism 1 0 0 
I·1ath. & Stat. 5 3 2 
f'l & CL 6 9 4 
Philosophy 0 1 1 
Political Science 7 6 6 
Psychologv 0 3 3 
Sociology 0 0 0 
Speech 5 11 4 
Communication Arts 13 26 10 
Social Studies 
Composite 22 26 6 
Science Cornoosite 8 10 9 
TOTALS 125 178 88 
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TABLE VIII 
ACADEr-:IC PROBATIONS, SUSPENSIONS AND RELEASES 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 
SE!1ESTER No. % NO. % No~. 
Semester I 
On Probation 363 14.8 135 5.3 
Suspended 29 1.2 17 0.7 
Released from 
Probation 68 2.8 69 2.7 
. 
Semester II 
On Probation 176 7.3 87 3.5 
Suspended 7 0.3 32 1.3 
Released from 
Probation 91 3.8 25 1.0 
Number of students enrolled in Arts and Sciences: 
Semester I, 1971•72 
Semester II, 1971-72 
TABLE IX 
2,563 
2,490 
132 
11 
50 
132 
lB 
44 
DEAN'S LIST, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES: 
. 
HU~'BER OF STUDENTS NITH C-PA OF 3. 00 AND ABOVE 
FOR l'iORI< OF' 15 HRS. OR 110RE TAI<EN IN THE SE!·1ESTER 
1970-71 1971-72 
% 
5.1 
0.4 
1.9 
5.3 
0.7 
1.8 
Grade-Point Semester I Seme!'lter II Semester I Semester I 
Avera_ge No. % No. % No. % Ho. 
4.00 47 1.8 66 2.6 54 2.1 71 2. 
3.50-3.99 202 7.9 218 8.7 157 6.1 167 6. 
3.00-3.49 316 12.4 321 12.7 282 11.0 293 ll. 
TOTALS 565 22.2 605 24.0 493 19.2 531 21. 
I 
% 
9 
7 
8 
3 
NOTE: % represents the nercentage of the total Arts and Sciences 
enrollment for the semester indicated. 
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9.1 
HONORS IN GENERAL STUDIES: 
Cum laude 
Magna cum laude 
Summa cum laude 
DEPARTl'IENTAL HONORS: 
German 
t1athematics 
Psychology 
Philosophy 
GRADUATED NITH DISTINCTION: 
ELECTED TO PHI BETA I<APPA: 
Juniors 
Seniors 
Not.UNATED TO PHI KAPPA PHI*: 
Juniors 
Seniors 
'!'ABLE X 
8 
8 
0 
1 
4 
1 
1 
6 (of 6) 
41 (of 57) 
1 (of 8) 
16 
7 
10 
57 
42 (of 113) 43 
* Of the 121 nominated in the entire universitv, 88 acceT?ted; 
23 of these were in Arts and Sciences (1 junior and 22 seniors). 
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TH.E .ANNUA.i.. REPORT OF THE DEI'AR'n!ENT OF Al~THROPOLOGY 
JULY 1, 1971 - JUNE 30, 1972 
JOHN H. CAMPBELL, CHAlPMAN 
I. GENERAL DEPAR'l'MENTAL INF01U-1ATION 
A. S:1gnifies.m:. schiev~ments durin&~ academic year, 1971 - 1972. 
During the first six weeks of the regula~ 1971 Summer Session, the 4lat 
Annual F;!.eld Session in Antln:opology was held under the direction. of P.rofesaor 
.w. James Judge. Archaeological excavations ware undertaken at Tijeras Pueblo, 
a sita sonw f:l.fteen miles fram Albuquerque, occupied during the 13th and i4th 
centuries. Thirty··five studento f11:om UNM end other universities throughout the 
country pa~ticipated in the session which was designed to train th~ in all 
aspeets of professional archaeological field work and laboratory anmlysia. 
Reeea&ch at the site, oriented touard defining the relationship between prehis-
torie demography and subaiatcnce technology, continued at the site throughout 
the year and will again be carried out during the forthcoming 1972 Summer 
Sea& ion. 
In addition, under the direction of Professor Frank C. Hib~en, a section 
of. the fiold n:hool was held in 1972 at early Paleo-Indian and Western Archaic 
aites in the vicinity of Comanehe Spr~ga, a locality south of Albuquerque on 
the east aide of the Rio Grande Valley. And in 1972 three groups of University 
of New~~co graduate and undergraduate students received training in 
archaeology and ethnology in the highlands of Ecuador; in the central Brooks 
Range Alm:lka; and :tn the Copper River Valley • Alaska and the southern Yukon, 
Canada, under the d:b:ael!ion of. Profeaaors Linda s. Cordell, Lewis R. Binford 
and John M. Campball, raapec~ively. Other graduate and undergraduate students 
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in anthropolOS1 participat~a in 0~ conducted reaearch projects ~n several 
other states and in France, Holland a;td Peru. 
During the period cove?ed by this report, 45 graduate students of a total 
of 66 carried on ou~ rolls were supported by granta-in-aid, including fellowships 
and asaistantshipe, f~om the following ~rgani~ations: Canada Council, Clover 
Enterprises Amedcsn Ind:tan Histodcal Project. il'ulbright Graduate Fellowship, 
Ho:o:izon Land Corporation, i:lationai De1Senae Education Act, National Bndot~nt 
for the Humau:.!.ties, National Park Service. National Science Foundation. Rio 
Rancho Estates, School of American Research, Southwestern Educational Coopera-
tive Laboratory, and the University of New Mexico. 
The following visiting scholars pr~sented lectures or led a~rs in the 
Department: Anita L. Alvarado (Universi~ of Arizona), Patricia Draper 
(Harvard Un1v~Sra1ty), Jeffery fl. Froehlich((Harvard University). Henry c. 
Harpending (Harvard University), Riclulrd N. Henderson (Yale University). 
Jaan E. Jackson (Stanford Un1.vera:U:y) • Anne Klingelhofer (UniVaraity of California 
at Santa Barbara) • .Jeuold E. Levy (Portland State University) • R. S. :HacNeis.h 
(R. s. Peabody Foundation)~ Rier~rd K. Nelson (University of Hawaii), ~arol 
Anne Smith (Stanfol!d Univera:U:y) • ~7:l.lliam E. Taylor (National Museums of 
C!illade) • :Harta H. Weigle (University of PellDaylvlmia), Edwin Wilmsen (Univer-
sity of Michigan). 
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~jter several years of effort, ae reflected in previous annual re~orta 
to you, the Mah"Well Muveum of Anthropology building was greatly enlarged 
during the period covered here. This physical addition to the Museum and 
Anthropology Department quarte~s required that various museum activities be 
curtailed or suspended during the construction period, as reflected by 
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some of the following data. In my report to you of June 1, 1971 Museum 
attendance was noted as about 72,450 individuals for the period June 1. 197o-
June 1. 1971. Attendance for the period June 1, 1971-June 1, 1972 '<71.1.8 approxi-
mately 55,000. Five Educational .Docents conducted a total of 533 toura during 
the ·period covered in the present report. as compared with 465 tours for the 
previous period. 1~e numhera of visitors involved in Museum tours during 1971-
1972 increased to 16,139 from 14,262 in the previous period. The number of 
pre-tours (visits to local schools) increased to 113 from 65. The total number 
of persons served under the Museum education program (including those who 
were instructed in the Museum) numbered 20,113 during the period reported 
here, as compared with 16,702 for the previous period. In addition to visits 
from the Director of the American Association of Museums and from staff 
members of the Loa Angeles Museum of Art, museum professionals from Bangkok, 
Hexico, Slveden and several South }.merican countries visited in 1971-1972. 
lfuseum Staff - Pzofessor .Jolm f:i. Campbell "Cias appointed Director on 
July 1, 1971. Uuring the period covered here, Professor Stanley Rhine was 
appointed Associate Curator of Physical Anthropology, Mr. Richard Dunatchik 
1i7SB appointed full-t::!.me Preparator and Photographer • lfias Beverly Barsook 
was appointed full-time Sales Deak Manager, and l1!c. Ronald Ratkevic:h uss 
appointed full-time Cataloger. Staff activities, among others, included 
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participation in national and international museum conferences by Curator, 
Professor J. J. Brody; l:be winning of the Popejoy literary award by Professor 
Brody for his book,.~ Painters~~ Patrons; lectures on Indian arts 0 
and c~fts and other anthropological subjects, to civic organizations by staff 
members; and consultant and appraisal services to citizens ot~ng archaeological 
and ethnological materials. 
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Huseum Collectiona - From July 1, 1971 to May 30, 1972, 227 specimens were 
accessioned. Outstanding gifts included a collection of objects from India from 
Miss Irene Fisher and Dr. Warner; a large, wor1d-ldde collection of archaeological 
and ethnological specimens from Dr. Frank c. Hibben; a l.a1:ge Rio Grande wool 
rug from Dean Nathaniel Wollman; three Maria pots frl)m Mrs. Anita Da, in memory 
of her husband ~ir. Popovi Da; a larg<a Zia olla from Miss Mary I<ilmer, on behalf 
of her late mother, Mrs. Cora Brown; and a large collection of Pueblo pottery 
from Mr. :t:dmond C, Shaw. There 1i'ere no loans of materials to the Museum. Loans 
from the Museum included six entries of a total of 48 specimens. 
1ruaeum exhibitions - For the benefit of the Education Division of the 
Museum, a large permanent exhibit on Pueblo culture from P, III to modern 
times (P.V.) ~a installed during the period covered here, In addition, an 
exhibit from the Y~seum's ~;ell Collection containing Navajo textiles, baskets, 
pottery and a large portion of Mrs, uorothy Maxwell's Kachfna doll collection 
t~as installed. "Out of Silence," a temporary exhibition of photographs of 
Northwest Coast totem poles was also held, 
1ruaeum Extension Services - In addition to the regular education pre-tour 
program. Mr, Ronald Ratkevich initiated a fossil-early-man program fer the' local 
Public Schools. Hr. Richard (Dick) Dunatchik was instrumental in inaugurating 
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a photography prog'Clllll for elementary atudente at the Armijo School. 
Hua111um Sales Desk - I refer you to page 4, paragraph 2 of my report to 
you of June 1, 1970 regarding the initial success of the Museum sales desk. 
That facility continues to grow and bring in revenues at an increasing rate. 
Its gross sales for the period covered here were $30,000 as compared with 
$15,000 for the previous pe'l:iod. J!rom July 1, 1971 to June. 30, 1972. financial 
activities of the Museum Sales Desk (estimated) are as follcr~s: Gross sales 
$30,000; cost of sales $13,500; gross profit $16,500; expenses $7,673; net 
profit $8,827. 
Museum and Departmental BUilding Expansion - Ground was broken for the 
previously mentioned additions to the Department of Anthropology - Ma~ell 
Museum bUilding in August, 1971. The Museum part of the new facility will have 
twice the gallery space and three times the collection area of the present 
Museum. The Departmental part will have new offices end laboratories suffi-
cient to house mo~e than 40 persona. In addition, and within the same building, 
extensive naw quarters are being constructed for the University of New Mexico-
United States Department of the Interior New Mexico Archeological Center 
{for.merly the UNM M.U.S.D.I. Chaco Canyon 'Project). Completion of all of this 
construction is scheduled for June 23, 1972. Total coat will be approximately 
$1,000,000. 
University of Naw Mexico-United States Departoent of the Interior N~1 
Mexico Archeological CenteZ' - In my reports to you of June 1. 1970 and .Tune 
1, 1971 I described the history and background of this project and its progress 
dllt'bg iw first yeor of eifoc~iva op~ration. For the pell:'!od ¢O'I.'lllrod here I 
quote ita actiVities an ~eccntly rcpotted to m$ by Dr. Robert B. Lister, 
Profaaoor of Anthropology and Di~eeto~ of the Centcre: 
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"During the 1971-72 acsdemic year the joint University of New 
Mexico National Park Se'&'vice Net~ ~Iexico Archeological Centelt' 0 previoualy 
kncron1 as the Chaco Canyon Archeological Center, enlarged its staff to 
five full-time individuals and four part-time people. two of whom are 
UNM students, t.md conducted the following programs: 
1. Continued aseembling the multidisciplinary bibliography on 
the Chaco area. the compiling of data pertaining to archeological 
collections from Checo 0 and searching for unpublished manuscripts 
and photographic records of the region. 
2. Developed computer compatable forms for recording a variety of 
archeological data. 
3. Expanded our competence and equipment for interpretation of 
va'&'ious types of aerial imagery and our collection of aerial photo-
graphs of the Chaco area. A grant from the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration supports a large part of this research w~ich 
has resulted in revealing an extensive set of ancient "roads" 
throughout the area and in a better understanding of water control 
systems associated with many ~:~£ the prehistoric population centers. 
4. Continued contractll£!1 arrangements ~71th the UNM Biology and 
Anthzoopology departments for. research in Chaco. and negotiated a 
contract with the Geography Department, The Anthropology Department 
has completed and reported upon its archeological survey of a part 
of Chaco Canyon National Monument and the Biology and C-eography 
departments axe continuing their ecological and geomorphological 
studios. 
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5. Established cooperative agreements with the US Geological 
Survey for long-range geological studies and for obtaining aerial 
imagery, University of Pennsylvania for ae~ial photographs, Prescott 
College for photo interpretation, University of Michigan for pollen 
and all~ial studies, and the Soil Conservation Service for soil 
studies. 
6. As the sUllllller begins • '<Te have a fourteen man archeological 
au:;,-vey team, most crew members of which are UNM Anthropology stu-
dents, and a small excavation team at work in Chaco Canyon. 
Other achievements and activities during the Academic Year 1971-1972 -
During the period covered by this report we have lost one senior faculty 
mel!lber through ~;etir~lllel.lt and two junf_or members through resignations. 
However, we have added silt new members of the rank of Assistant Professor~ 
These additions give us additional. strength in African, Latin American and 
Southwestern ethnology; folklore; and phYsical anthropology for a total 
faculty of Assistant Professor to Professor rank of 23 persons. 
B. Numbers, Achiavel!l2llts and Postgraduate Activities of Students. 
Dudng the 197o-1971 Academic Yea7 •. 24 students received the Bachelor of 
Arts Degree in Anthropology. An Additio1Ull 13 students received baccalaureate 
degre~a with a minor in anthropology. Ten students received the Master of 
Arts Degree in Anthropology. Ti1o stuc,tents received the Ph.D. 
C. Significant Plana and Recommendations !2!, ~ ~ Future. 
In lliJ annual report of last year I remarked that while over the previous 
several years this Department had achieved most of its major. co~qrete aims, 
ther~ remuiuo~ a numbar of prooblarna or potential problems to be reaolved. 
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Specifically, I noted that :!.t seemed to us that the Department was in danger 
of becoming too large, and I also said that it was already so large (in 
Faculty, and in Student enrollments) that it was essential that we be permitted 
a full time administrative assistant to the Chairman. 
Neither of these ~70 problema have yet been resolved. H~ever, in regard 
to the former, and as you have agreed, it is our hope that within the next 
few years we will attain a ma::d.mum faculty of no more than 2S Full-Time 
Equivalent members (we will have a F.T.E. Faculty of about 20 in the Academic 
Yea'i:' 1972-1973) and that ~7e will establish the ceiling at that level. In 
regard to the latter problem, 1 have appointed Assistant Professor Cordell as 
Assistant Chairman, to assume duties in that capacity at the beginning of the 
1972-1973 Academic Year. Ar:J compensation her teaching responsibilities will 
be redueed by one-half. 1 am certain that Professor Cordell will excell as 
Assistant Chairman. 1 am not so certain that such an appointment, from the 
teaching and research Faculty, is the beet way in which to resolve the ad-
minis·trativca housekeeping chores which accrue to a large and active Department. 
Other problmns, revisions or projects which must be dealt with in the 
neat' future include the stabilization of our graduate program and (at your 
request, nay your demand) the inauguration of a system of formal evaluntion of 
Faculty member teaching and research. As 1 have told you, Professor Bs.sehart 
and I hsve diccooaed these t'lfo projects in detaU, end under his direction the 
Anthropology Faculty will complete both of them during the coming year. 
'The most significant near futut:.e Departmental che.nge is that of the 
nppointment of Profesaor Basehm=t sa Chairman, to Maume duties at the be-
ginning or the 1972.-1973 Academic Year. Professor Dasehnrt has the trust and 
:t0.0 
conf:tdl!lnc:e of oll of ua, and the F.::~.culty joina 100 in aaying that we are 
d0l~ghted that he has ag~eed to accept the appointment end that he is by far 
the best of all candidates. 1 have every hope and thought that you ood the 
members of the Central Administration will aw.ard him the same confidence and 
cooperation that it has been my pr:!.t~~l,ledge to enjoy these ptl/31: eight years. 
ln this regard, while l have anticipated with enthusiasm ~ resignation 
8!1 Cl'Ulb:msn. I depart the post with both a sense of accomplisbn:ent and with 
1eespect for the Department, the College and the Universit}•. This 1:iberal 
environment• in which I have worked as Chai'P:man, has been one which hna 
permitted me to resch ~ goals, and to have s lot of fun in the bargain. 
D. A,Ppointr!M!nts !!?_ ~· 
Anita Louis<a Alvan:sdo, Aasiatant P~:ofesaor of Anthropology; 
Effective date. August 23p 1972. 
Patll:icia C, Drape1:. Assistant l.'Yofessor of Anthropology; Effective. 
date. August 23, 1972. 
Jaffezy W. Froehlich, Assistant Profeasor of Anth&-opology; Effective 
date, August 23 0 1912. 
Heney c. Harpeul:ting, .Assistant Profe!lsor of Anthropology; Effective 
date. Augw~~: 23, 1972. 
Carol Ann Smithu Aas:!.stant Profeeaor of Anthropology; Effective 
date, August 23, 1912. 
Matrta ~7e::tgle, Assiatant Professor of Anthropology $nd English; 
Effective date, August 23~ 1972. 
E. Separ11tio_as~ fLOill Staff. 
Flo!e~11Ce H. Ellis. Pli:ofesaor of Anthropology; Effective date~ Dec. 
1.01 
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Michsal Nichols • Aea;l.stant Profeasor of Anl:hropology; Effective date • 
August 30, 1972. 
Kenneth Morgan, Aos:l.etant Profe,ssor of Anthropology; Effective date, 
Jwe 30, 1972. 
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. l;I. COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED OtLliiDY.V!DUAL BIOGR..\PBICAL SUPPLEMENTS 
1... Advanced Studx_: 
Cordell. L. s. -Ph.D., June 1972 0 "Settlentent P~tte:m Ch~ges at Mesa Verde: A Teet Case for 
Computer Simulation in ArchaeolQSY• 
2. Snbbaticall.s, ~of absence,~ teacbina else-l'lhere. ~. 
~·. durins.!:!!!! period. · · 
Basehart~ H. W. 
Binford. L. R. 
Bock, P. K. 
Brody, J. J. 
Campbell, J. M. 
Cordell, L. s. 
Ellis, F. H. 
-Sabbatical Februnry - June 1971 
-Travel to France, England, Alaska, 
South Carolina, Lawrence, Kansas. 
-Leave of Absence - Teaching .at 
Stanford University, Depsrtm!3nt of 
Anthropology. 
-Travel to East Coast to photograph 
Prehistoric Eald!l!O Art for upcoming 
- book. 
-Trnvel to Alaska, Florida, N/:!<1 York, 
Washington, D.C., Otf:O'Ja, Ontario, 
Canada. 
-Arcl1aeological and Ethnographic·re-
search in the highlands of Ecuador, 
Summer 1972. · 
-Sabbatical, Spring 197!. Travel by car 
over 7000 miles in Eu'i':opie, enpecially 
Spain, Portugal, France. Less in 
Italy. Ge'l:II!SnY, Slilitzerland, Belgium. 
Study object; 16th and 17th century 
houees and c:tty walla shu.rl.ng a:f:milarity 
to those dep:tcted on bone carved. inlay 
for gun e:n:cmrated :l.n our worlc at San 
Gabriel del Yungue, first catlital of 
Ne-<7 l>W2tico. Also other Eur.opean traits 
of thie period. 
-TeaChing in summer program of University 
of Colorado Anthropological Institute. 
-Sabh1fd.cal!. 0 Spring 191!. Stwibs in Neu 
Guil!iecp Jl'NtiJ, Sm!lltll'ap No..:th AWJtraU.s. 
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List~r, R. H. 
Sebring, J. M. 
Sch~rerin, K. H. 
Spolsky, 'B. 
Springer, G. P. 
Spuhler, J, N. 
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-Smithsonian InstitutiOn Research Field 
Trip; England, France, Spain, Portugal, 
~lorroco - (Jan.-Mar., 1971). 
-Mexico - (Nov • .,-Dec,, 1971): American 
Philosophical Society Research Trip. 
-Sabbatical Leave, Fall Semester. 1971. 
-New York 
-Sabbatical, Semester I, 1971-72, 
-Israel, September 1971. 
-one month leave without pay for the 
purpose of teaching in the Lillla Work-
shop and consultations with counselors 
of potential foreign students. 
-Leave of Absence, Academic Year 1971-72, 
3. !!!'.!! scholastic ~!!• fellowshi:e!,, ~·: 
Binford, L. R. 
Brody, J, J. 
Hibben, F. c. 
Rigsby, B. 
SchWerin, K. H. 
Spolsky, B. 
Spuhler, J, N. 
4. Publications: 
llnrrett, R • .A. 
-Promotion to full Professor of Anthropo-
logy. 
-Indian Painters and White Patrons was 
voted best in Southwest Non-Fiction by 
the Southwest Regional Border Librarian 
Association (El Paso). 
-Listed in Register of Distinguished 
International Scholars. 
-Australian American Educational 
Foundation Senior scholar A»ard (Ful-
bright) to Australia for 1972 Academic 
Year. 
-Promoted to full Professor. 
-Guggenheim l!ellowsbip, September 1971 to 
August 1972. 
-Fellowship; Center for Advanced Study in 
the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford 1 
California, 1971-1972. 
-Article: "Social Hierarch)' and Intimacy 
in A Spanisb Town'', accepted for pub-
lication iuEthnoloe.t~ to appaar in the 
October 1972 issue. 
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Publications (cont.) 
Basehart. H. w. 
Brody, J • .J. 
Ellis, F. H. 
Newman, s. 
Rigsby. B. 
Spolsky, B. 
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-Postdoctoral Training in Anthropology. 
Nt!!Wsletter ~ ~ American Anthropolo-
Rical Asaociat:!.on 12:6»8• ''Mescalero 
Apache :Bank Organization and Leadership," 
reprinted in Apacbean Culture Histo;y 
~ Ethnolow (ed. by K. H. Basso and 
M. E. Opler). pp. 35-49. Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press. 
-Indian Painters and White Patrons, 
University of N~~ Mexico Preas. 
-Pueblo Witchcraft and Medicine in §Y'8teiiis of~ .Aiiie'rican Witchcraft 
~ Sorcecy, (Deward Walker, Jr. ed.) 
Anthropology J!!onographs of the University 
of Idaho, No. 1, pp 37-72. 
-Some boolt reviews. 
-Bel1a Coola Reduplication. Interns-
~ Journal .!!£. American Linguistics 
37:34-38 (1971). 
-~:!!!!.Prehistory of Language,~ 
Maey ~· Linguistics 27: 97:-100 (1971). 
-"Some Pacific. No'Cthwest Native Language 
Names for the Sasquatch Pheno~ncin," 
N'ortht~est Anthropological. Research~ 
5:15;3-156, l97l •. 
. -Attitudinal Aspects of Secon~ La~guage 
Lea.rning. Reprinted in TESOL Newsletter, 
. Voluma v, No. 1, 1971. - · 
-Reduced Reduadancy as a Lan~uage Testing 
Tool. 4pplicatione .!!£. Linguistics: 
Selected papers .2!_ ~ ~ Internation-
!! Congress of Applied Linguistics • · 
Cambrldse, September, .!222_, ~~ited by 
G.E; Perren and J. L. M. Trim, Ca¢bridge 
University Press, 1971. PP 383-90. 
-(with Wayne Holiu) Literacy in the Verna-
cu1ar: 'Ibe Case of Navajo. 
-In Studies in ~~age ond Lingu!st~cs 
1970,..71, edited by Jacob Ornstein, Univ. 
<i'f"'Teias at El Paso Press, 1971 •. 
-rt,printed in Literasg Work, No; 1., 1971~ 
-Reprinted in Bilinpl Education !.!!!, 
lndinns» United States Bu~enu of Indian 
Affairs CU&'tiet~ll.IJl~ Bull!.etia No.3, 1971» 
'pp. 59-65. 
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Publications (cont.) 
Spolslty • B. 
Spuhler, J.N. 
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-The Limits of Language Education. The 
Linguistic Reporter, Vol. 130 No. 3-,-
Summer 1971. 
-The Language Barrier to Education. In 
Interdisciplinary A.pproaches ~Language, 
edited by G. E. Perren. CILT Reports and 
Papers No.6, pp. 8-17. 
-Genetic, Linguistic, and Geographic 
distances in native North Ameri.ca, :r.N: 
J. S. Weiner • ed. , The Assessment of 
biological .!!,fj:inity and . distance aiiiOD.s 
~ populations., Oxford University 
Press, 1971. 
-Genetic and glottochronological distances 
between North American Indian groups, 
American J. Pl1ysical Anthropology. 35 
(2): 296, 1971. 
5. ~Research Projects of Creative~_!!! Progress ..2!'.. Completed 
Durin&~~: · 
Barrett, R. A. 
Bmsehart, H. w. 
Brody, J. J. 
Campbell, J. M. 
-Contract to revise doctoral dissertation 
for publication by Holt • Rinehart and 
Winston. The manuscript is approximately 
half finished; the deadline for completion 
is September 1. 1972. 
-"Traditional History and Political Change 
among the Matengo of Tanzania," AFRICA, 
Spring or Summer issue, 1972. Review: 
-Review: Ward Goodenough, Description .S!! 
Comparison.!!!, Cultural AnthropoloGY• 
AMERICAN Mmm.OPOLOOIST, forthcoming. 
-"Concomitants of Differential Agricul-
tural Intensity among the Matengo of 
of Tanzania," to be submitted to 
ETHNOLOGY. 
-Analysis of Matengo ec~omie life (in 
process). 
-l1orking proglt'ess on Prehistoric Eskimo 
Art book. to be written with John M. 
CsmpbeU. 
-Joint paper (Cllapter for book) entitled 
The .1\r~tic and Subarctic; In Press. co-
authored uith Professor Linda Cordell. 
Campbell, J. M. 
Cordell, L. s. 
Ellis, F. H. 
Hibben, F. c. 
Lister, R. H. 
!forgan, K. 
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-Book, on Pzoehistoric Eskimo Art, co-
authored with Professor J. J. Brody, 
in ·preparation. 
-other papers, in preparation. 
,, 
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-(with Brian M. Fagan) Mercati to Durk-
heim (Chapter X) and Toward Explanation 
(Chapter XI). In: Brian M. Fagan .!!!. the 
Beg:f.nnins: .!!t Introduction~ Archaeology. 
Little Brown, Boston 1972. 
-(with John M. Campbell) Arctic and Sub-
arctic. ,!!!. Archaeology, ed. by Shirley 
Gorenstein. 1972. 
-Book almost completed on Southwestern 
Archaeology and Ethnology for Chandler 
Publishing CUDipany. 
-Ezce.vation Paleo-Indian, Rio Gr.snde Valley. 
-University New Mexico Research Grant. 
-Horizon Corporation Grant. 
-Chief, New Mexico .t\t'cheological Center -
Engaged in Long-term multi-disciplinary 
research progrl!lll in Chaco Canyon. 
-Chapter on population cytogenetics for 
new addition of Handbook of North 
American Indians--in progus;:--
-Ghapter on the biology and geneticS of 
twirlning for new addition of Handbook of 
North American Indians-in progress. -
-Maintenance of the albino polYmorp~sm 
in New World populations-: a model--
in progress. 
-A sketch of the Zuni language for the 
Handbook of North American Indians, Vol. 
XV· (Langungesr:-
-COllq)arative study of animal and plant 
vocabulary of Bella Coola7 an Indian 
language of British Columbia, to de-
termine the eztent to which native 
terms have been retained as against 
vords borrowed from linguistically non-
related groups living in the same en-
viro=nt. 
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~ Resea&:eh l'rcjec:.ta (cant). 
Rhine, S. -Cotmnents on "Tooth Wear and Culture ••• " 
by Stephan MOlnar submitted october 15, 
1971 to Journal Current Anthropology. 
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-Appointed Associate Curator of Physical 
Anthropology, Maxwell Museum of Anthro-
pology. Given responsibility for 
organizing, cataloging and preserving 
Museum's collection of s~eletsl material. 
Rigsby. B. -Work on manuscript of a practical Gitksan 
dictionary. 
Sebring, J. M. -Continuing -research and wrlting; book en 
research in North India nearly completed. 
-Paper entitled"The Formation of New 
Castes: A Probable Case from North India" 
accepted for publication in the American 
Anthropologist, June 1972 issue. 
Spolsky, B. -Director, lfavajo Reading Study: contract 
entitled "A Study of the Potential and 
Effect of Teaching Navajo Children to 
Read in Their Own Language First." Funded 
by the Bureau of Indian Affai-rs 1/29/71 
to 8/31/71, $15,000; modified by an in-
crease of $5,000 on ~1By 17. Gift from 
John Nuveen and Company in the amount of 
$4,000 on 8/3/70; matching funds from 
Ford Foundation 7/1/71 to 6/30/72- $20,000. 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 8/31/71 to 
6/30/72, $5,000. 
-Publications: 
Progress Report No. 8: Literacyo in the 
Vernacular: ~arch, 1971). 
Progress Report No. 9= A computer assist-
ed study of the Vocabulary of Si~Yenr 
Old Navajo children, 1971. 
Progress Report No. 10: A Spoken Word 
Count of Six Year Old Navajo Children, 1971. 
Progress Report. No, 11: Navajo Spelling 
Lists, 1971. 
Progress Report No. 12: Grapheme and Unit 
Frequencies in Navajo, 1971. 
Progress Report N'o. 13: Navajo Language 
Maintenance :tl; Six Year Olds in 1970, 
1971. 
Progress Report No. 14: Na~tajo Language 
Maintenance Ill: Accessibility of SChool 
ond Town 48 a Factor in Language Shift, 1971. 
Spolsky, 13, 
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Progress Repo~t No. 15: Prepazing Read-
ing,Mator:l.cl.s in Nsvajo 0 1971. 
Progresn RepoE't l1o. 16: Englis~ Loma 
Horde ·in the Speech of Six-Year Old 
Navajo Children, 1971. 
-Navajo Dial0ct Pilot Study with Garland 
Bills. Funded by Un:l.vardty of N~7 
MexicO Rea~srch Allocations Committee, $2.ooo. l97o-71. 
-Lingu:istica and Education: OveltView. 
c~gm~;~ ~in !4_nguiatica,. Voltime. 
_g: L1n,wistica ,!!!.!! Adjacent Arts ~ 
Sciences. Edited by Thomas A. Sebeo.k~ 
Arthur s. Abramson, Dell Hymes, Herbert 
Rubenstein. Edward Stanki~7icz.. ru:~d 
Bsmfu:d Spolsky. l~outon tind Ct~mpmiy. 
(publication plmmed for 1972) • . 
109 
-curP:ent ~ ,!!!. Eliucst:Lonal Lingu!s~. 
Mouton 1.1nd Co. (in prepali:al:ionh 
-Th~ Field of Educational Linguistics. 
~o appesE' es introduction to ~ove. 
-Att;ttud:l.nal Aolpsctc of Second LangiJilge 
Ll:lru:iting. To be reprinted in Teachina 
~~.!!~Language.~ 
Edition. Edir.ed by Ha~old B~ Ulen and 
~Uii\§ell t-l. Ca~bdl.. The McGraw-Hill 
»~~~·camp~, 1972. 
-a h_angua_B~ Education ~ M:i.notit:z. 
Childrell!: Selected ReadinlF!.• ~ewb.uey 
UoM3e Publiahers (in p~eparation) • 
. -J.t,ilw:~.~oga Tsat!ng: The Problm of. 
V~!!l:l~me::Lcm.. To ba printed in lillooinss. 
~ ~i'!~l:ll.l!lh !!!. .! ~ ~m~m,: !!?!, 
. 'li:o!!leberee 1:1!>'1«!1 'l'tJ!!Cbcli:-T!rtdlll~OO D ad:U:ed by 
UU/l!geoa R.-ftf!unino .!lllld R:!.clln~d lleyD • 
.. Bil1nguoliatll in the Sil*-l'otllt'-Q!d navajo 
eh:J.id, Bam!llll:d Spolotey ood t-l'&yile 'Holm. 
Peper presented to the Confarancc on Child 
Langu11ga, Chicago, Hovallilicr 22-24, 1971. 
-Revieu. of I!&dJ!. CM.ldh~ ,!!~1 
Educseicm. Vera P. Jnhn~ Viv1Sil M. Homer. 
llnd othero. To appen.: in ~ Lang!i!_!l..s!! 
Joul!:nllll, 
-l'::nglioh Lom li1orda :!.n the Sp<aed1 of Yeung 
HavL'.jo Cb:Lldren. To bo :tncltro.cd in a 
volume on Southwest B:l.lin&;!alieui~ ed. by 
Ps.ul R. Tuntete. 
-~m: of Loot~ooao Stv:l!!lct.m:oo ~ Ccnt'E'tmt 
by P.cbm~€: illi Piat&-o fl:o eppollll!' iltl X.t2m[;Wg<~. 
.· 
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~ Research Pr~eeta (cont) • 
Spolsky, B. -Prospects for the Survival of the Navajo 
Language. To be included .in a book as 
yet untitled. 
Spuhler, J. li. -P11:ojeet with G. Lindzey and J. Loehlin 
on Race, Environment and Performance in 
Man, supported by the Center for Advanced 
Study in the Behavioral Sciences and the 
Social Science Research Council. 
6. Activities .!!!, Learned ~ Professional Societies: 
Basehart, H. w. 
Binford, L. R. 
Brody, J. J. 
Campbell 0 J o M. 
Cordell. L. s. 
Morgan. Ko 
Nichola, M. Jo P. 
R:Lgsb:r, B o 
-Paper, "Traditional History and Politi-
cal Process among the Matengo of Tan-
zania." read at Southwestern Anthropolo-
gical Society annual meeting, Tucson, 
Arizona, April 1971. 
-Attended Archaeological meetings and read 
papers in France, University of Kansas 
in LSlaence, University of North Caro-
lina at: Chapel Hill, and at the AAA 
meetings in Miami. 
-Chairman of Accreditation Committee for 
American Association of Museums, 
American Association of Museums Meeting. 
-Mountain Plains Museum conference (paper 
given on Educational Docents Program). 
-Delivered paper in symposium on Eskimo 
culture, annual meetings, Society for 
American Archaeology. 
-Attended meeting of the Society for 
~:dean Archaeology, Miami, Florida. 
-Meetings , the American Association of 
Physical Anthropologists---April 1971. 
-Meetings, the American Eugenics Society-
November 1971. 
-Paper read: Annual Meeting, American 
Anthropological Association, NYC, 
November 19, 1971, "Uto-Aztecan Velar 
Nasals". 
-Attended 6th international Congress on 
Salieh&n Langusgao, August, 1971, Victoria, 
B.c., Canada. 
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Activities !!! Lea;rned ! !!.2!.· .l?E£. (cont.} 
Rigsby. B. (cont.) 
Scht~erin. K. H. 
Spolsky, B. 
Springer. G. P. 
Spuhler, J. N. 
-Delivered colloquium paper, "Some Lin-
guistic Insights into Recent Ts~shian 
Prehistory," at Arizona State Univ., 
Department of Anthropology, Nov. 15 • 
1971. 
-Member of MA, Sigma XI, S.~7.A.A. 
-Committee for Research and Development 
in Language Instruction. Indiana Univ., 
Bloomington. March 1971. 
-Paper: The Foreign Language Teacher in 
the Computer Age. 
-Conference on Interdisciplinary 
Approaches to the Study and Teaching of 
Modern Languages, London, England, April 
4-6. 1971. 
-Paper: The Language Barrier to Education. 
-Invited participant to the Conference on 
Individualizing Foreign Language Instruc-
tion, May 6-8~ 1971, Stanford University. 
ooAd Hoc Anthropology Advisory Panel Meet-
ing. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, Office of Education. 
Washington, D. c., July 301 1971. 
-Elected to membership in Prog~~ Inter-
amaricano de Linguistics y Ensenan-
za de Idiomas. 
-Completed term on the Board of LASPAU; 
served as chaiTIIlall of the LASPAU Nomina-
ting Colll'lllittee. 
-Elected CHairman-Elect of the Council of 
Graduate Schools. 
-Appointed Chairman of the Editorial 
Board for the Graduate Reeord Examina-
tions Board for the Voluma entitled: 
Graduate Programs and Admissions Manual. 
-Read paper at the annual meeting of the 
American Association of Physical Anthro-
pology in Boston, April, 1971. 
Continued to serva on the Editorial Board 
of the Association. 
-Consultant, World Health Organization. 
Geneva. June-July, 1971. 
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7. ~ Professional Activities 
Barrett, R. A. 
Basehart, B. W. 
Brody, J. J. 
Campbell, J. M. 
Hibbeg, F. c. 
Lister. R. H. 
N~, S. 
-Delivered a lecture on "Primitive Lw" 
to the UNM Student Bar Association at 
their invitation. It 'illS given sometime 
in November of 1971. 
-Chairman, Cultural Anthropology Fellow-
ship Review Coi!J!Ii:l.ttee, National Institute 
of Mental Health • meeting in .Washington 
D. c. , March 1971. 
-Six talks given during 1971 on various 
SBpecta of Indian art. 
-~!ember, Board of Governors, Arctic 
Institute of North ~rica. 
-E:ecutive Secretaxy, Arctic institute of 
North America - Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, Alaska Ar:chaeological Project. 
-TV • KNME Series 
-Two TV appa~ances in connection with New 
Menco Archeological Center. 
-Talks to NeM Me:d.co Council on Social 
Studies, New Me:ico Archeological 
Society. 
-Lecture. Uniworsiey of New Mexico 
Community Collage--Fall. 1971. 
-Lecture, Departmsnt of Genetics , Univ. 
of Alberta, · Cllllada--June 1971. 
-Lecture, Depat'tment of Genetics, Univ. 
of Alberta, Canada-November. 1971. 
-Revi~er of two reaearch proposals for 
the Naticmal Scl.Qnce Foundation and of 
one plropcaal for tbe Wenner-Gren Founda-
tion for Anthropological Research. 
-Membet', Ad.Viaor.:r Editorial Board, 
Linguistic Inqtrl:ey (M.I.T. Pr®Ss). 
-M~mber • Ad"'iaoey Board • Language and 
Style (publiahed at Southam Illinois 
University.) 
-Taught wou:Itsbop (one-week) on Gitltsan 
praeticml orthography to Dlltive speakers 
in Haselton, B.C., Canada, August, 1971. 
Rigsby. B .• (eont.) 
Springer. G. P. 
•j_j_J 
-Taught illiahga praerdesl ot>thogf:'aphy 
to vi!llit:l,ng delegation of thE"ee Nisbga 
men ~d obaezved bilingual/bicultural 
progrS!lW in two Nmrsjo land schools. Nov. 
1971. 
-Associate Editor • Amer.:Lesn AJtthropologist. 
-Editorial Boru:d 9 1l:n:dm-Stnte Univers:li!:y 
Consortium for Latin America. 197Q-71. 
-Editorial Aiivisoey :Board. If!.nguiatic 
Reporter • 
..Colll!Mincement Speech, City University of 
New Yorlt, Graduate Division." 
-Member of accreditation team. Clarew:~nt 
Uilivcra:U:y Center, November 1971. 
-Member st la~ge. Division of Behavioral 
Sc1enee 0 National Research Council. 
-Memher 9 S.cl~ance Award Commiti:ee. Un:l,ted 
Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa. 
-Associate Editor, Ruman Biology. 
B. Non-Teaching Universit~ Service: 
-Member of Committee for Dean Hollman to 
plan ar~ prapaxe ~ freahmsn interdisci-
plinary eourae in the social sciences. 
-2d:!tor • SOliTHWESTmut JOURNAL O).l' 
ANTHROPOLOGY. 
-Graduate Adviaor • Ant:hro-J?Olog"J • 
... university Press Committaa • 
.-Raeearcb Policy Comnittea. 
-nieaertation Director, 6 ~h.D. Stuqents. 
-National Coumd! of lloy Scouts mamber. 
-Cha:b:llmnp Depsl'l:il!ent of Anthropology, 
-Aihtisor. u.s. Dopm:tmsnt State • 
.-Ifacll!lli:y M'itiGon:-Sp!ting allcii Fel!.l. 1971. 
-Cciriputb~ UeG C~tt:ca--beg!Mi!tlg ll'all, 
1911. 
-.fisaiGtmtl: ~"llllil'C!lm11'!1 0 D~pm:i:ll:!.mt of lmi:btt"o-
pclcgr-ll'olll.9 1911. 
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Non-Teaching University Serv~ce. (cont.) 
Nichola, M. J. P. 
Rhine, S. 
Rigsby, B. 
Sebring, J. M. 
Schwerin, K. H. 
Spolsky, B. 
Spuhler, J. N. 
9. ~ SC!Nice: 
Ellis, 1!. H. 
Hibben, F. C. 
~cO-editor, Southwestern Journal of 
An~hropology. 
-Chairman, Comprehensive Examination 
Committee, Anthropology. 
-:Melitber for Anthropology: Committee on 
L:f.Jiguis tics md Language Peda'gogy. · 
-Undergraduate Advisor for Anthropology 
mt~.j'o'rs. 
-Research Policy Colllllittee, Sprlng· i971. 
-ISRAD Subcommittee of Research Policy 
Committee. Spring, SUllllller, 197.1 •. 
-Sigma XI Executive Committee, ·Fall, 1971. 
-Vice-President's Committee on Drug Abuse, 
Spr~g, 1971. · 
-Assistant Chairman of the Anthropology. 
Depai:tment. 
-AdVisor for the Indo-American Associa-
tion. 
-Associate Editor to Southwestern Journal 
of Anthropology. 
-Academic Tenure and Promotion Committee. 
-Graduate Committee - Subcommittee on 
Enrollment Limitation. 
-Chairman, Joint Subcommittee of the 
Graduate Committee and the Curricula 
Committee on Evaluation of Academic 
Progr8.111S. 
-Task Force on Cultural Diversity~ College 
of Education. 
-Member and Chairman, (Faculty) University 
Publications Committee. 
-Teaching 1 week seminar in Southwestern 
Archneology and Ethnology • concentrated 
work at Ghost 'Ranch, Aug. 21-30. 
-Zoolcgical Society. 
-Governor's Comnittee on Environment 
~ SeltVice {cont.) 
Schvorin, K. B. 
10. Personal Information: 
Sebring. J. M. 
Spolelty, B. 
Springer. G. P. 
us 
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-Ullivara:f.ty P<arl:iclpation in Civic Affairs. 
-child (son) botu Sep'-elllher, 1971. 
-Ruth Miriam Spolsl.7 • Februat:y 20, 1971. 
-Divorced. 
,. 
'116 
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ADDENDUM TO SECnON ON BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS: 
Prof. w. James Judge's biographical supplement form did not reach him before 
the ditto masters had been completed. Relevant information from his form 
follows as a separate listing, to avoid retyping the ditto masters. 
4. Publications: 
S. ~Research: 
-The Archeology of Fort Vasquez. Journal 
.2! J:.!!!. Colorado~ Historical Society, 
Vol. XLVIII, No. 3, 181-203. 
-An Interpretative Framework for Under-
standing Site Locations. !! G. Gumermao, 
ed., The Distribution of Prehistoric 
Population Aggregat;es, Prescott College 
Press. · 
-Excavation of Tijeras Pueblo, 1971-1972 
(in progress) 
-Archeological Survey of Chaco Canyon 
National Monument. Work completed; full 
report on file. NPS sponsored research; 
$15 .. 000. 
-Environmental Impact Study for proposed 
coal gasification project in Northwestern 
New Mexico. Completed; full report on 
file. Battelle Columbus LaboratQrics, 
sponsor; $1500. 
-Paleo Indian Settlement Technology in New 
Mexico; article in press, Science. 
-Review of Gumerman, Black !!esa. In press, 
American Antiguity. 
6. Activities.!!!, Learned~ Professional Societies: 
7. ~ Professional Activities: 
-Participant: School of American Research 
Advanced Seminar on Prehistoric Seasonality, 
Dec. 1971. Paper presented; Paleo Indian 
and Archaic Subsistence Strategies as a 
Function of Seasonality. 
-Participant: Southwestern Archeological 
Research Group; 'rucaon meetings, 1972. 
-Papers read, Society for American Archeology 
meetings, May 1972: 1) The Pield School: 
A Training Session or Legitimate Research? 
2) The Chaco Canyon Archeological Survey, 
1971. 
-Member: National Park Service Ruins 
Stabilization Committee. Advisor; 
Nominating CCV!IIittee, Society for American 
Archeology. 
Addendum (cont.) 
8. !!2a-Teaching Univerai!:!_ Service: 
W. James Judge 
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1.:1(' 
-Acting Ch~rman. Anthropology, Summer 1971, 
1972. 
-Director, Archeological Field School 
-Member, Faculty Advisory COIIllllittee, College 
of Arts and Sciences 
-Member, Visiting Lecturer Committee 
-Member, Danforth Fellowship Committee 
-Member, Advisory Group, Native American 
Studies. 
-Anthropology Faculty representative to N~w 
Mexico Archeological Center. 
-Dissertation Director, 4 Ph.D. students. 
The: ~apQrt of the Southwe'Stern Journ:ai ~tf Alitbtopo~ogy 
July 1, 1~71 .. Jt.i~E!. ~o. t!Jtt 
:ttar:r;_r.~llebart, El,t~i;ora S~anley.NP.Wman and Bruce lt:!.$sby, Coli>Bditora 
$'our i.t;Jsl.l!lf?. q~ the SQ~STEIW JOUIUliA'4 OJI 41¢$0P~()cy W¢re 
puliibhed during the .ff.l!cai yea:~;; SU!IIllat'; -1\ut'!Jllill, ii!.l<l Winter Uti 
(Vql. ?,7• Was. 2, ~. and 4) aru:l ~P~~i:l$; 1972 '(V0~. ?8, ~. 1). 'filer~ 
were 410 pages .in the .fout:: isauea, es c~;Smpared t(! 4U printed ~n 1970• 
1sm. 'lbe .figl,l:(l'ls C:!»1!orm to tbe ~11ttqru t ob:j,er;:tJve:s of ptiblhh~P$ !i 
voiuine of approximately 400 psses annul.liiy. 
the nucilie::r; of mEjnt)scl:':(pt:s. submitted fCir :revtew :!.~cre:a"ed. dud~ the 
period to i33, wht.ah ~a the 1ex-ge1lt tll.i!nber J:e.~e1ved in Jo~rnal history. 
'the rise in submissions is relatively tll<:idest, however, in I!Oti'I'Parison to 
the 121 mat~uscj:lpta ptilce!liled :f.n the 19/P-1!>71. f'hcti!.l yeat .¢~nd, p<!ri:it:!,J• 
larly, .relative to the 30 per cent increase in 1968,..19()9. Nineteen 
art::icl~s wc;Jr~ pu~liah¢4 ¢l*'~tl8 the rear, whereaQ .M WE!re pr!,nted ttt t;IJe 
pi'eced:l.ns yesrJ the g:~:eater length 9f the attiCllel! accepted pteiiUillllbly 
t'eJlresents chance: fluctqatiot)., since .there .has beel:i. no policy change in 
the ct:l.ter$.a for the aeieotion of papers • 
. Cultural anthropology continues u tM major .Qf.scipU.nary interest 
o£ Jou'rji.al .cont:r;tbu:to~a; 16 of the :19 publf.$hea paper$ war~ c1ass~fi{;!d 
in th:f.a category. At the. IU!me time, the articies within the <:ultural 
field represented an exc;epl:ion.alb wid!! ):'aogge pf probll:illia lilll-'1 topics. 
Ollly five papers dealing with the tredidonatl.y active, area of killship 
an.d social organization ware published, aa compiu;ed to. the 13 artf.c).ea l~ 
thia·categox-y which appeared during the prevlouiJ year. Two papeu alllll'y.zed 
problema in culture~ <,1cology, two dqaJ.t wttl! P!J;Y¢hologica1 antl¢opql98Y 
and, for tha flr.et U\1\a, three art:f.cleu were devoted to problelllS of 
ethnicU:y, a topic ubich ·Jiaa received inc7;'easi,ng (lttent;:ion receJtt;lY. 
Th<~ ;remaining four papers were too diverse for toptcd categorb:at:f.on; 
rang:i.ns from .an exam:l.ilation of \ltban .\i;ro-~er:f.<;ar( cultural d~inllicil 1;o a 
c.onsideration of migration patterns among agrarian J~cn;kera !n. interior 
ntadl. The increasing concern of ant;hropologist;s 1o1ith non-tradit;i~.al; 
eubject matter and with problema of contemporax-y cuitutei!i ia reflected in 
1 
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f!lv~ -of J;ha arti<ilea; th.e topic: I! df!i.ll,:: w:i.~h iudi.lt:ilil etbQi~ -identity 
a:mo~- ·&e~t!haJ_:l,~ed ·Aatetlc'-~ Inclit4~a. :titual ~n el;\ I$ir•eU ·e~tl!llc ~~aso~u~. 
soqi,fll, pa~hoios:teS: e~~ sc;;uthwefl,terl:l lnd~li#IJ•. ~il4 the. :tw(i r;a;perat illreadi 
·not.f!d. :)ih~oh ~h~u~s #b.a'ill>~ilc'ks ~n4 :lnte~lC!r ~raz:l.!ia'l'): ~P~it~l;Q. '!be · 
th.ree other majol:· anthrop~.Pg:i.c;at d:l,-..¢tpUi1.1l~'"';.;,.pb;tui~ai ,aritbtopl)l¢8}', 
t.itcl-!aeotl)gy,_~l'lg J:Lng~~sdc~~;. ... wE!tJ~.ellchJ:'~'Preflentiad by.~ id.rigia ii:tt .. Qla. 
. . ' . . ~ . . . . " ' . 
iii,. thiii! Jotsrnsi volume~ ~e ]lubl;lall~d \COfj.ttibut;lOtt~ ~9Vered a. variE!t:y 
of giiozr~;phlcal regi61l.~l Uotth, Q~nt~a-:t 1 and .J3out:h Al!le~;~caJ ~tU!gaf{~arJ 
.~a.at ~deal indta'; Iaittel; the ~i.l:i.pp,ina&, ~nd t.be C~ribhl:lau• 
With Dr. RiMby a~:ltti!~t 91J. l~i~li!ve dudns. i:he Spt'J,ng an:d il!U semesters 
l97;!, tM Jo\-'tnal was .~Pri:~n;lte inElecur:i.M the .:~¢:t'-lr~cefi of Jfu. St:aniey 
~e~n B!l co~.editor i:ol' the SJ.lr.ing. -~ !1c4d:~t:ion, .Dr. Karl Sch,uer~n 
aea.:l.steii tM ~d:l.tors in t:J:te teview· of .. manuE!cri,P~t.l d!lrinS th,h j)~fd(il:l ·6n4 
aasumeii ~,tddl(:ional e~it:odal duties i.n Ju~$ lHZ• ~itbQugh DJl• 'tlaael!stt 
has ·been appointed .chail;~n ot :the Uepartllie1lt of Anthropology, lie· wiU: 
conl;i)J.ile as editor,. llOrking 'tt)ith Dr. Schwerin in th¢ !\UI;iniln. With the 
support of th!.l University Ac:fud,n:i.~.t;-4tion ~rtd. the approval' ~f the Board q)t 
Regents, Pr. ~ew-nian wUl re!lume his position as co•ed;ttor in Spr:i.Qg 1973 
to enable Dr. Rigspy to aS8Uilil:l ruli .. tiille t~chil'l$ tesponsib:l.lit_ies. W4en 
. . 
the existing vacancy in ~nthtopolbgic~:~l linguistics is filled; J)r •. R.:I.gs~:r 
eXpeCts t;o retl.lrn. .t;o- activf.f ~4od: on .t:he edito:ti!ll ~t:af.f• 
ThE! ·virtually un:l.nt;erl'.'\lpteii ~EI~ord 9£ a~mual gl;owth in subscriptiob;a 
ended .abruptly in fiscal 1971 ... _1972; .subacri.ptions ~ot~ned 2(i~l (2102 
domeet:l.(), .529 .foreign) ao c;olllpared tp 2790 (~246 do!11es.t.ic, 544 forei!1;nJ 
in the preceding :rear. ihis .6% decline. follows a reduc~io11 :l,n tht:! i"<ite 
of ,growth from Iii. yearly inc;ease of; .9bou~ tO~ .ip: .tece!lt yoal:s to. lest! than 
5~ in 1970•1971,. It is possible that the loss of ,subscriberf,l may .ref.l~ct 
the increaeed eubscript:l.on charge of $7 PEir a>inwn, though thcr~ is ncr. 
direct evidEince that this is the case. 
At the end af the .f.iscal yes; Jolil:nai .receipt$ were only ·$9,8~4 lr& 
cotlpar:!son to. $11; 16~ fe>r the previous year, even t)lougb.. 1-ti.c::ome eb.ould 
teffect t:h.e higher subacript:lon rate. i::ollect:l.on~ frQ!i subscdberc have 
been. extremely slow;. a t:hec~ I'.Jf the files in Augus~ revealed t.Jta~ 9Ql 
indiViduals or ins.tttutiona. bad ·not yet pa1,d .fo:r V'oltiine 2.1. 'T'ne'se 
delayed accounts included 3-SS :inst.U:utions (281 dQillest:l.c, 74 ~oteign), 
!!rtd 546 inqiviciuda; put eliperience i1ldicates t;hat a very high .rate ot 
2 
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co1t~ct19i:L -Q!iq b~ e~eii!li!~ ·~!:n:'il)g the fall. · tt 'is llli:J:dly sutprtdna 
~j) '11Qt~ tba.t ~nsUtutioni! ~gmp:rh" ~pp,;-oxi.ma~al¥ 4()'4>\?f cletf.nquol\~1!1. 
pre$uillliQb bE!ql,luso l;lf cumberE!OIII~ ~a~en;i: pi'.o:Cedurl:ls. ' 
Th!i! ratio of r~c~ipte ($?,ais3) to J)rind~s ~;qst~: ·(~12.425)· wal\1 
71%, '¢i ~hl!lrp .dec'!!ea~E!" fr'¢)ll. t;h~ ?8%· of the previous YEllilr·. l?t1ilt:1ns 
cosl:t;i wer:~. nigher (~ta.4~s:,vet'~\ia ·$UJ40(}) ~licl, as 1;1oted .~ilrU¢t, 
rE~ci!f.p.!:,~ we.re lc,mcr. ~ncoma aourcea. distribute!! :aii f!>1:1ows: 91% i;"olii 
sublledpt!ons (com_p,aJ:~d t;q. '139% ~ast; yea~); Si 'from roy~it:tils (a decreasa· 
-~~ 1~ frOl:!l_last year); 1~ f!rom &ale of: Ink~' f.seue!i (I::Ompcred t¢ !)% J,ast 
y!lar') • . 
Ttie dei;edol:'ati'Qn ;in the Hnsndai poait~on at. ~h~LJo~l. t~n!$ 
the dii!Vt:!loptnt:il:ft of! ~Jl. e#f.lctlve. editoriat 'staf~ i!?!'e ~lie mo.sl: challeJ!glng 
curr:ent probienis for the ed~tor. tJ;!!di!:~o~all:i~U!~s procedut(;!s, 
qestgned tg. ~ons!dar !;he pedpsteu,ic · p:r:Qt:Uviti~~ of· ant:hi:c;)poiogfse~. 
witl be cbanf;E~cl 4udn~;~ t:b.e tl~¢al yel,lr !n ·0;-der to eliminate delayed · 
cc?Uectit~ns and provi,de more t',eaU.~tti.~ income tigl.lf{ls.: now~ver 1 
l!ddit.ion,al itip!J!!!e ~e ~e¢dE!t1: (1) to meet .. thl!l d~ ·.of over 1~01. in 
J>Ostal ~bargeq for sacond•qiass me:U wll.:l.ch :wtll ~t!'ke l.'HEic~ over the 
ill!llt~ thrfi!e y$ars; (2) f:o reduce the ~-!Ork .!oa4 of l;he editors, lc>ss~bit:! 
.source$ of iiu::o~e 1ncl)l~£'J: llQVEit.de~l!s tt9Jli. boolt \lUbl:i.~~ei'a' ~n<l::OeMed 
eubsc:t~ptioll rates_; l?age charges for authors·. The h!il;er practice hali 
been adopteil by vt!ri~l'l jo\ltn.aif! ~tt tb.e n!i:t\lt-~1 ilcie~qes, b\St Ms not 
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lleeti .accepted by socbtl sc~enae journals. Adve:tt;l.sing and. highe-r 
subaor:lptiPn charges 1il:t'e ~cerl;cdtJ, 1,nc0r,lie $Q\lt'.¢EiiiJ -~f.' cil;'cillat~6n dsclinus, 
sp !!oes ;'ldverd.s~ng, lf!!!vertheless, these ~p_pear t;o be. the .most: reasonabte 
avenues :for fw::ther (!~plc.irAtlCin• Fil!<'lllY, !t !!b.Q\l~d be ·;-~membered that, 
aitbough t;he impottot;lce of. t:hll decline in subacdpUonb ie not to be 
minimized, f;he .1,ncome for \Toltll® '(.1 wili lJe llll_l.ci:l ~:teiii;Gl; than present 
collections indicate. 
Purit~s 1971-1912, permission l;o reprint ett:S.4es oristndly 
publ;iahed in the Journal ~ms granted to the. fpfi~wing; 
Samir K. Ghosh, _Structure ~ Change· .h !:h!i. Himalaya a, 
1 article · 
JNight; B. Heath, Contemporary Cultures ~- Sociedes .!!f 
tat!n Ame:tica, 1 art;icl.e · · · · · · · ·· 
David Ka~lan and Robert Manner•, Culture ~eort• 1 art:lc1e 
l 
. ~ ' ' . 
Jindq "<i'' .Sl;it"41n :J~''tl P\'l'l4 w. M!:Md ·.· 11l$ .tult:ure 
. ,'~tli~eni,: l:,.~~~~~ Y ··:.· ··· · .•.. '1:• "'7' •· .·.· p • 
. . ~1~ .a,. ct9~t~ll;- (nv!.:ttinmetjtat Q!o~t~htilo~ ;~,J.andiJc§ll· · 
.· :coliliJ!~Iltlol:!. t. -~~i,el~ · ·· ·.·.· ... ·.· . · · " · : : : ·' , .. '. · . 
• ·· JQ~~ . .r~ ~ni~M~ 'ftnnal)~Jt~ ~htat ~. fti!ttuiat ·:Aptht~t!o~car •.. · · · 
.· l'4~t:~q'~tj; . , .... , ......... · .·; '. /.• . . :' . . ... · ... ,.· 
uitvtti .:f~¢q.,•~Jt, ~~U~14.<f :~P'k,. l ·at~i;~« . 
·rtf4\15t~~ . ltf!i."~~Qtt~4,.J')Uitsa!. ,vsi~e! •. :~ · ~;.ti91~ 
· ~otse· ~ · ·S~tbpso~ · !'1iv,!:he ~&rsltdvtt~ • 2. .att1 ie.~: 
.. :. . .. . • ·.' .. ·• .• , -:· .f ... , . ~... .. . . , ·'·, ..... : .... r: ..... •,, ... ~ .. , . . 
·• .. )'l!;~. :\f~U~ ~~iilw~~Q • . QttESii ~~aber:" ·l <~tJ;t¢le · 
U.~~t4. ~.f.~ at \itrot:te:t~ct. b&P~~. Ji ~f~~CJ:~~ · . . 
~~·!'$ ~~~~en!(~U.~. "$'cl\®t ~h~d9t:• g ~tt'#~~-· ... fQ~ ttti!qQ~~ 
~.' 
.li~ile~J; .. · . . · · · · · . 
,. ~· ' .. ' 
· ~e~~r··~~ 'li!til:l: ~61#' :wl!t~lt~t;"., (~~nnt~··.~lllfcs,, l @tttd~. · 
c. ... :t.oti\:!s ~t~~.,.~n~ l?~~• M~tt~~•lil• '&fi ~,ltvoiut~oila!'X; Pe't~J!eCtiVEto ~ att!:f.iiJ.e .· . """";" ... · ..... ' . : .. · . . 
nt~e~tt~et ·#t~~ •. :rl:!~4~J~S;i :Jn :iit¢h!!£i!'i(i81/ 'Z .~td~~~ . i'l . . . . .. · 
·'l'l,te. ~~.oti~1 !?t ~he t~;~pr1:il.~ ilutti\?l!'$~li!J:~o~~-Wre · t4;:· l\il.:4.:~~?rt~sh~~d :att;iqtlia; 
~'& ii9~~4 t~ l•~~ ·y~a1;'~ ~eport;,, 'ell¢ JQi)t~~' JtQ'It'~~fs~~~·~ bo f~" f§t·~e"' 
pd\'l~b& <l~t'tti$bt!i9 ~t.tter. . . . . · . · 
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The Report of the Department of Biology 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
Loren D. Potter, Chairman 
I. General Departmental Information 
A. Significant Achievements During the Academic Year, 
1971-72: 
Increased enrollments and increased research 
programs have quickly filled space in the biology 
addition and it is time to be planning another 
addition. With the appointments for 1972-73 there 
is room for only one more faculty appointment to 
reach the cap~city of 24 professors for which the 
present buildings were planned. The department was 
active in planning for the new science lecture hall. 
Since the introduction of the disorganized non-
advisement system, it is difficult to know how many 
undergraduate majors there are. Of the 102 graduate 
majors, about one third are post-master or Ph.D. 
candidates. Our efforts continue to emphasize the 
biological viewpoint of the department by scheduling 
regular departmental seminars which include, in 
addition to local faculty and graduates, guest 
lecturers cosponsored with Phi Sigma Honorary 
Biological Society. Guest lecturers have included: 
Dr. Clifford S. Crawford, UNM 
The Unusual Desert Millipede 
Dr. Robert Lister, UNM 
NeN Mexico Archeological Project with Emphasis 
on Chaco Canyon 
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Dr. Paul D. Whitson, NMSU 
Desert Vegetation Dynamics: Big Bend National 
Park 
Dr. Robert K. Selander, UT - Austin 
Biochemical Population Genetics 
Dr. Herbert Dessauer, LSU Medical School 
Electrophoretic and Immunological Methods for 
Comparing Proteins 
Dr. John S. Mecham, Texas Tech Univ 
Frogs and the Origin of Species 
Dr. Georg Borgstrom, Mich State U 
The Human Biosphere 
Dr. W. A. Dick-Peddie, NMSU 
Vegetation Changes in Southern NM During the Past 
100 years 
Dr. Paul H. Silverman, UI 
Malaria Vaccination: Recent Progress 
Dr. Leo Demskii UNM Medical School 
Behavioral Effects of Electrical Stimulation o£ 
the Fish Brain 
Dr. Jay M. Savage, USC 
The Need for a Humanistic Biology 
Dr. Harold E. Dregne, Texas Tech Univ 
Pesticide Movement in the Environment 
Brother Edwin Mattingly, UNM 
The Possibilities of Captive Survival of the 
Peregrine Falcon 
Dr. F. Herbert Bormann, Yale 
Nutrient Cycling in Forest Stands 
The cooperative research program of the 
Association of Western Universities has resulted in 
the appointment of several graduate and undergraduate 
students and of Or. Paul Kerkof to conduct summer 
research at Lovelace Foundation in physiology and 
radiation bjology. 
123 
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Cooperative research grants with the National 
·Park Service and the U.S. Forest Service have been 
arranged by Dr. William Degenhardt and Dr. Gordon 
Johnson. 
Financial support was renewed from the Water 
Resources Institute to Dr. David Kidd and Dr. 
Gordon Johnson for a study of nutrient cycling and 
primary productivity in Elephant Butte Reservoir 
and for a study on mercury in reservoir systems. 
New programs have been initiated by Dr. James Gosz 
in forest hydrologic-nutrient cycling and by Dr. 
Michael Rosenzweig in mathematical modeling 
analysis in aquatic systems. 
The National Science Foundation is supporting 
several research programs. One to Drs. David Kidd 
and Loren Potter is part of a multi-discipline 
research project under RANN on the Assessment of 
Man's Activities in the Lake Powell Region. Another 
is to Dr. Clifford Cra\'lford for research on desert 
invertebrates. 
Several new agencies grants have been obtained, 
e.g. the Research Corp. which is funding a study by 
Dr. Donald Duszynski and Dr. James Findley on 
toxoplasmosis in wild cats in New Mexico. 
Research on transport of viable organisms by 
satellites has been granted to Dr. John Beakley, 
by NASA. 
1.24 
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Increased researcl1 activity has occurred within 
the depaTtment without outside agency support 1 many 
pr.ojects being assisted by UNM Research Committee 
support. 
The department has been active in two c.ooperative 
university-federal agency ventures. One is the New 
Mexico Arche.ological S.ociety, housed on campus in 
co.operation with the National Park Service. An 
ecological survey of the Chaco Canyon area is being 
continued by students and faculty of the department. 
The department chairman has represented the 
university in the formation of the Eisenhower 
Consortium for Western Environmental Forest Research, 
a consortium of nine Rocky Mountain Universities and 
the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station, to study the interactions of man and forest 
environments. Formed in Feb. 1972, it has already 
funded a dozen research projects in the region. 
Definite strides have been made in providing 
computer facilities within the department to be used 
both in teaching and in research. 
In preparation for lectures in a large science 
lecture hall, Dr. Kidd has been experimenting with 
Dr. Kline of Instructional Media Services, in the 
use of various techniques of TV projections to 
improve presentations over that of even small 
classrooms. 
1.25 
•· 
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With the increased public interest in 
environmental problems, many faculty members have 
played an increasing role in public service, 
During the 1971-72 year, about 91 B.S., 26 
master's, and 9 doctoral degrees were awarded in 
biology. 
B. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Future: 
Future plans and developments for the next 
several years will be under the direction of Dr. 
Paul Silverman, appointed as departmental chairman 
as of July 1, 1972. He brings an active research 
program in parasite vaccines, a vital interest in 
good university education, and a recognition of 
education evaluation indicated by his recent election 
to presidency of the North Central Association of 
Colleges. 
It is essential that the new science lecture 
hall be completed in 1973-74. Plans must be made 
for an addition to the biology building for both its 
expanded teaching responsibilities and for the great 
expanse in its sponsored research programs, which 
interestingly have developed during a time of 
decreasing agency support. 
Continued effort must be made to gain proper 
fi:;cal support for the graduate program of the 
department and of the university. Gains have been 
made in a stricter selection process which will 
improve quality and control quantity. 
.126 
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C. Appointments to Staff: 
The equivalent of 37. graduate teaching 
assistants and three curatorial assistants were made 
in 1971-72. Appointments were made for two NSF 
Trainees, two NDEA Trainees, and one NSF Faculty 
Fellow. 
Miss Barbara Sturbaum was appointed in August, 
1~71 as Technician. 
Mr. Michael Bogan was appointed as a temporary 
part-time instructor in Semester I and as a full-
time Lab Preparator in Semester II. 
Faculty appointments for 1972-73 include the 
following: Dr. Paul Silverman as Professor and 
Chairman; Dr. Larry Barton, Assistant Professor in 
the field of microbial physiology to replace Dr. 
James Booth; and Dr. J. Scott Altenbach, Assistant 
Professor to assist in the teaching of the freshman 
general biology courses. The department is 
complimented in obtaining acceptances of its choice 
from top qualified candidates. 
D. Separations from Staff: 
Dr. James Booth, Assistant Professor in 
microbiology, will be leaving the department at the 
end of the academic year. 
.127 
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II. Composite of Information Requested on Individual 
Biographical Supplements: 
1. Advanced study 
Degenhardt, William G. , 1) Took Fortran IV course · 
offered by Computer Center, Spring 1971. 
2. Sabbaticals, leaves, etc. 
Beakley, John Wm., 1) Travel - Mexico. 
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Travel - Spain and North Africa. 
Degenhardt, William G., 1) Travel - collecting 
activities throughout New Mexico and West Texas. 
Duszynski, Donald W., 1) 3 days in Nov. with Dr. J. K. 
Frenkel at the Univ of Kansas Medical Center 
learning the Savin-Feldman dye test for toxoplas-
mosis. 
Gosz, James R:, 1) Ecosystem studies- (Detritus) 
Workshop, Univ of Georgia. 
Rosenzweig, Michael L., 1) Research trip to S.E. 
Arizona, July and August. 
3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc. 
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Fellow N.M. Acad of Sci 1971. 
Hoff, C. Clayton, 1) Listed in Dictionary of 
International Biography, sixth edition, 1970; 
2) Reappointed (for three years) Research Associate, 
Dept. of Entomology, The American Museum of Natural 
History. 
Kerkof, Paul R., 1) Participant in the Assoc. 
Western Univ. Fellowship Program at an Atomic 
Energy Commission Site, the Lovelace Foundation 
Fission Product Inhalation Laboratory in Albuquerque. 
Riedesel, Marvin L., 1) Chm. Environmental & other 
factors IN Int'l Hibernation-Hypothermia !V 
Symposiuiil; Jan 3-8, 71, Snowmass, Colo,; 2) Member, 
Society for Cryobiology 1971;~ 3) Member, 
Ecolo.gical Society of America 1971; 4) Member, 
Physiological & Ecology Section of Ecological 
Society of America 1971. 
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Traut, Gerald L., 1) Elected to membership in the 
Society of the Sigma Xi, April, 1971. 
4. Publications 
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Effects of 7,12-dimethylbenz 
(a) anthracene (DMBA) in fish cells in vitro. 
Submitted to Nature. -- -----
Crawford, Clifford s., 1) Primary geo-orientation in 
sod webworm moths. J. Res. Lepid. 9:65-74. 1970 
(1971); 2) Concealment behavior of nymphs of 
Blaberus giganteus L (Dictyoptera: Blattaria) in 
relat~on to the~r ecology. Rev. Biol. Trop. 18: 
53-61. 1970 (1971) (with J. L. Cloudsley-
Thompson); 3) Comparative reproduction in Crambus 
harpipterus and Agriphila plumbifimbriella, 
sympatric Crambinae in the Jemez Mts. of New 
Mexico. Ann. Entomol. Soc. Amer. 64:52-59. (1971); 
4) Water relations and desiccation-avoiding 
behavior in the vinegaroon Masti~oproctus 
giganteus (Archnida: Uropyg~).nt. Exp. & Appl. 
14:99-106. (1971) (with J. L. Cloudsley-Thompson). 
Degenhardt, William G., 1) Habitat preferences of 
Cnemidophorus inornatus and C. neomexicanus with 
references to cond~t~ons contribut1ng to their 
hybridization. Copeia, 1971 (2): 357-3:59; 2) Bufo 
boreas boreas in New Mexico. Southwestern 
Naturalist 16(2):219. 
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Modern Plant Biology, D. Van 
Nostrand, Reinhold, N.Y. Pubt. in Jan. 1972. 
Duszynski, Donald W., 1) Increase in size of Eimeria 
separata oocysts during patency. J. Parasit. 
57:948-52; 2) Tissue Preparation Techniques for 
Electron Microscopy. Biol. Dept., UNM v+76; 
3) Los Parasites, A Syllabus for Parasitic 
Protozoa and Helminths, Biol. 482L, Biol. Dept., 
UNM. ix+84. 
129 
Findley, James S., 1) Spermatogenesis in some neotropical 
species of Myotis (with Don Wilson) Jour. Mamm., 
52:420-426, 1971. 
Kerkof, Paul R., 1) Characteristics of Cells 
Dissociated from Mouse Mammary Glands. II. 
Metabolic and Enzymatic Activities of Parenchymal 
Cells from Lactating Glands. Abraham, S., P.R. 
Kerkof, and S. Smith. Biochemica et Biophysica 
Acta, In press. 
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Kidd, David E., 1) "Interdependence in biology" 
accepted by editor of "Interdependence; An Inter-
disciplinary Study" Chapt. 2, publication date 
unknown; 2) Book review: "Methods of study in 
Natural History" by L. Agassiz, accepted by editor· 
of American Biology Teacher. 
Ligon, J. David, 1) Late summer-autumnal breeding of 
the Pinon Jay in New Mexico. Condor, 73:147-153; 
2) Notes on the breeding of the Sulphur-bellied 
Flycatcher in Arizona, Condor, 73:250-252; 3) 
Review: Check-list of the birds of New Mexico by 
John P. Hubbard, Auk, 88:936-937, 
Mackay, Harold A., 1) Property and Structure variation 
of CVD pyrolytic carbon felt composites in 
relation to heat treatment, Amer. Chern. Soc. 
preprints, p. 455-472, March-April 1971, Vol 31:1. 
Potter, Loren D., 1) 1971. Natural reproduction of 
winterfat. (Eurotia lanata) in New Mexico. J. 
Range Management 24:24-30 (with Robert Woodmansee). 
Riedesel, Marvin L., 1) Riedesel, M.L. and G. L. 
Rigler. In Press 1972. Bioenergetics of 
mammalian hibernation In Raymond J. Hock 
Symposium, Edited by G:-Edgar Folk, Desert Res. 
Inst., ~niv. of Nev., Symposium held June 28, 1971, 
Boulder City, Nev. 2) Riedesel, M.L. In Press 
1972 Chapter: Blood composition and chemistry In 
Biology of Bats Volume III, Edited by William--
Wimsatt (Academic Press). 
Rosenzweig, Michael L., 1) Strength of Graphical 
Predation Theory (in press: Science (AAAS); 2) 
Patterns of Food Space and Diversity in Rodents 
in Desert Environments, Junk W. V., Tne Hague, 
in press. 
5. Other research projects or creative work in progress 
Beakley, John William, 1) Host parasite metabolic 
relationships of rickettsiae - two papers 
submitted for publication; 2) Survey of airborne 
fungi - one paper in preparation; 3) Work in 
progress - pollution of the Rio Grande with 
Salmonella; 4) Preparation of solicited research 
contract with NASA-MSC in preparation. 
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Bourne, Earl W., 1) Correlations of academic 
performances in certain course at UNM with scores 
on the Medical College Admission Test. 
Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Research on water relations 
in Diplocentrus scorpions; 2) NSF, $30,000, 
"Cold-Hard~ness Development in ScoloJ?endra 
Centipedes, Mastigoproctus Whipscorp~ons, and 
Diplocentrus Scorpions". Dec. 1971-Dec. 1973. 
Degenhardt, William G., 1) A new sagebrush lizard 
(SceloJ?orus graciosus) from New Mexico and Texas. 
In rev~ew, Herpetolo~ica: 14 typed pages; 2) 
Distribution and hab~ts of the turtles of New 
Mexico. About 40 typed pages +maps, complete 
except for introduction (submit Dec, '71), Res. 
Allee. grant - $400; 3) Additional specimens of 
the snakes, Tantilla cucullata Minton and T. 
diabola Fouquette & Potter, w/comments on Their 
status. About 15 typed pp. 
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Biomass Production, Sagebrush 
Area, Northern New Mexico, two papers in process. 
Duszynski, Donald W., 1) Host & parasite interactions 
during single & concurrent infections with Eimeria 
nieschulzi & B. separata in the rat. J. Protozoal. 
18 (In press); 2) Two papers have been submitted 
to J. Protozoal. & are in review at present; 
3) Two UNM Grants in aid of research have been 
funded: $900 for research microscope to supplement 
existing research & $624 to study cuticle of 
desert millipede with Dr. Crawford; 4) Research 
Corp. has funded $5025 to study toxoplasmosis in 
wild cats in New Mexico. 
Findley, James S., 1) Phenetic relationships among 
bats of genus Myotis- In press -Systematic Zool.; 
2) Aerodynamic aspects of bat wings - in press -
Journ. Mamm.; 3) The baculum of bats of the genus 
Myotis. M.S.; 4) Numerical taxonomic techniques 
in estimating ecologic structure of animal 
communities - under way; 5) Article on Insectivora 
sold to Encycl. Britannica, to appear in future. 
Gosz, James R., 1) Hydrologic-Nutrient Cycle 
Interactions in Undisturbed and Man-Manipulated 
Ecosystems (Watersheds), Water Resources Research 
Grant, $8976. July 1 1971-June 30, 1972. 
1.31. 
11. 
., 
r 
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Hoff, C. Clayton, 1) Pseudoscorpions phoretic on 
ceramby.cid beetles in Si tgreaves National Forest, 
Arizona. 
Johnson, Gordon V., 1) Water Resources Research 
Institute: $9,919, An i£~estigation of primary 
productivity using the C method and an analysis 
of nutrients in Elephant Butte Reservoir (with D. 
Kidd), 7/1/70 - 6/30/71; 2) $12,000, Analysis of 
nutrient supplies for algae in Elephant Butte 
Reservoir and ... mercurials ... , (with D. Kidd, J. 
Garcia), 7/1/71 - 6/30/72; 3) U.S. Forest 
Service, $2,200, Drought tolerance of alkali 
sacaton seedlings, 6/3/70 - 12/31/71. 
Johnson, William W., 1) Analysis of behavioral 
differences between stocks of Drosophila 
melanogaster that had been selected for mating 
speed and those which had been selected £or high 
competitive ability of males for mates. 
Kidd, David E., 1) OWRR, $12,000, Analysis of 
nutrient supplies for algae in Elephante Butte 
Reservoir and An analysis of mercurials in the 
Elephant Butte ecosystem, 1971-72 with G. Johnson; 
2) NSF, $46,600, Primary productivity, indexes · 
of eutrophication process and marginal vegetation 
of Lake Powell, 1971-72, with L. D. Potter. 
Koster, William J., 1) Completed study of fossil 
fishes of pluvial Lake Estancia. 
Ligon, J. David, Research completed, in MS form: 
1) Pinon seed assessment by Pinon Jays, with D. J. 
Martin; 2) Social organization in a flock of 
1.32 
captive Mexican Jays, with J. Ruby; 3) Successive 
discrimination reversal in three species of New 
World Jays, with K. Branch and J. Cully. In progress 
4) Molt in the Pinon Jay, with J. L. White; 5) 
Mobbing behavior in the Pinon Jay, with J. Cully; 
6) Annual reproductive cycle in the Pinon Jay; 
Social Behavior in captive Pinon Jays. 
Mackay, Harold A., 1) Floristic studies of the alpine 
tundra of the Sangre de Cristo Mountain Range 
from Salida, Colorado to Santa Fe, New Mexico; 
2) Plant population studies from the same locale. 
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Potter, Loren D., 1) Cholorophylls and carotenoids 
in aspen bark. (MS submitted to Ecology in June, 
1971); 2) NSF (RANN) $46,600, June 15,1971-72, 
Primary productivity, indexes of eutrophication 
processes, and marginal vegetation of Lake Powell 
(with David Kidd); 3) Research on soil, snowbank, 
air and bark temperatures in spruce-fir, Sandia 
Mountains. 
Riedesel, Marvin L., 1) Doctoral dissertation 
research, W. G. Ewing,-Proposal UNM 105/69, 
NSFP2Bll23-000, pending, 
Rosenzweig, Michael L., Submitted to Ecology: 1) 
Habitat selection experiments with a coexisting 
pair of heteromyid rodents; 2) Commentary: 
Beware the ecopolitical Frankenstein monster. 
Submitted to the American Naturalist: 3) 
Evolution of the predator isodine; and 4) 
Exploitation in three trophic levels. 
Traut, Gerald L., 1) Revision of laboratory manual 
for introductory course for non-majors. 
6. Activities in learned and professional societies 
Beakley, John William, 1) Sec., UNM Chapt of the Soc. 
of the Sigma Xi; 2) Attended SW & RM AAAS, Tempe, 
Ariz. joint author on three papers. 
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Western Region Assoc. of Advisors 
for the Health Professions, Asilomar, Cal., March 
17-19, 1971; 2) UNM Chap AAUP- Treasurer. 
Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Presented paper on sod 
webworm moth gee-orientation at S.W. Branch, 
Entom. Soc. of Amer. meeting, El Paso, Feb. 1971; 
2) Presented paper on desert millipedes at SW&RM 
AAAS meeting, Tempe., Ariz., April, 1971. 
Degenhardt, William G., 1) Annual meeting, Amer. 
133 
Soc. of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists, Los Angeles, 
June 1971; 2) Chm. of meeting, Soc. for the Study 
of Amphibians & Reptiles, UNM, Aug. 1971; 3) 
Elected Treasurer of Southwestern Assoc. of 
Naturalists; 4) Nominated for Board of Governors, 
Herpetologist's League. 
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Paper- AAAS SW Div. April, 
Tempe, Ariz,; 2) N.M. Academy of Sci., President, 
1972; 3) N.M. Acad. Sci. meeting, U. of Albq. & 
N.M. Tech; 4) Chm. AAAS SW Div. Nominating Comm. 
·--
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Duszynski, Donald W., 1) April, '71, SW Assoc. 
Parasitologists meeting, College Station, Texas, 
presented paper on host-parasite interactions; 
2) May, '71, Rocky Mt. Confer. Parasit., Helena, 
Mont·ana, presented paper on host-parasite inter-
actions; 3) Aug., 1 71 attended national parasit. 
meetings in L.A.; 4) Sept., '71 attended AIBS 
national meetings in Ft. Collins, Colo. 
Findley, James S., 1) Chairman, Index Comm. Amer, 
Soc, Mamm.; 2) Chm: Small Grants Comm. ,ASM; 
3) Editorial board, Journ. Mamm.; 4) Board of 
Directors, ASM; 5) Paper read at Vancouver, B.C. 
meeting of ASM, June 1971; 6) Paper read at 
Nov. 1971 meeting at UNM of 2nd North Amer. Bat 
Symposium. 
Gosz, James R., 1) AAAS Regional meeting; 2) AIBS 
National meeting; 3) ESA National meeting. 
Hoff, C. Clayton, 1) Member of the Fellowship Comm. 
RM&SW Div., AAAS. 
Johnson, Gordon V., 1) Paper at the RM&SW Div. of 
AAAS at Tempe, Arizona, April 22-24, 1971, Primary 
productivity studies of Elephant Butte Reservoir, 
N.M. (co-author with D. Kidd); 2) Attended: 
Symposium on Thermocouple Psychrometers at Logan, 
Utah 3/17 - 19, 1971; 3) Ann. meeting of Amer. 
Soc. Plant Physiologists at Asilomar, Calif., 
8/22 - 26, 1971; 4) Co-author of paper with R. 
Nelson at the RM&SW Div. of AAAS at Tempe, 
Arizona, April 22-24, 1971: Preparation of 
carbon-14 labeled plant tissue for liquid 
scintillation counting. 
Johnson, William W., 1) Attended Genetics Soc. of 
Amer. meeting in Rochester, New York. 
Kerkof, Paul R., 1) Amer. Soc. of Biological 
Chemists meeting, San Francisco, Calif. June 13-18, 
1971; 2) The Endocrine Society 53rd meeting, 
San Francisco, Calif. June 24-26, 1971. 
Kidd, David E., 1) State director of "Outstanding 
Biology Teacher A'~ard" for NABT; 2) Book reviewer 
for "The American Biology Teacher". 
Koster, William J., I) Assoc. Editor, Swanews. 
:.134 
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Ligon, J. David, 1) Paper at annual meeting of 
Cooper Ornithological Soc.; 2) Paper at symposium 
dealing with rare and endangered Red-Cockaded 
Woodpecker, sponsored by U.S. Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries & Wildlife, at Okefenokee National 
Wildlife Refuge. 
Mackay, Harold A., 1) 161 Annual meeting of the 
Amer. Chern. Soc., March-April, 1971, paper read. 
Potter, Loren D., 1) Pres. of SW and Rocky Mtn. Div. 
of AAAS: 2) Editorial service for Ecology, Ecol, 
Soc. of Amer.; 3) Reviewer of NSF research 
grants requests. 
Riedesel, Marvin L., 1) Editor, 1971. Health-
related problems in arid lands, symposium. Comm. 
on Desert & Arid Zones Research, RM&SW Div. AAAS, 
April 22-23, Arizona State Univ., Tempe, Ariz. 
2) Invited participant, 1971. Riedesel, M.L. and 
G. L. Rigler. Bioenergetics of mammalian 
hibernation In A symposium to honor Raymond J. 
Hock, June 28;" 1971, Boulder City Nevada; 3) 
Attendee, August 1971, Society for theStudy of 
Amphibians & Reptiles, UNM; 4) Attendee, 1971, 
North American Bat Conference, November 26-27, UNM; 
5) Attendee, Fall 1971. New Mexico Academy of 
Science, University of Albuquerque; Papers read 
at Professional Societies: 6) Rigler, G.L. and 
M.L. Riedesel. Abstract 1971. Urine volume and 
urinary nitrogen of dehydrated ground squirrels 
and rats. Cryobiology 8:310. 7) Rigler, G.L. 
and M.L. Riedesel. Abstract 1971. Short-term 
nitrogen balance studies of water- and food-
deprived ground squirrels. Fed. Proc. 30:483, 
Ros.enzweig, Michael L., 
study of evolution at 
theoretical basis for 
and victim. 
1) 28 Dec. Society for 
AAAS meetings, paper, A 
coevolution of predator 
Traut, Gerald L., 1) Attended AIBS meetings in Fort 
Collins, Colo., 8/30 - 9/2, 1971. 
7. Other professional activities 
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Consultancies: MacMillian 
Publishing Company. 
Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Consultant on desert 
millipedes to International Biological Program, 
summer, 1971. 
:135 
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Degenhardt, William G., 1) Rev. 
and Southwestern Naturalist; 
Service Collaborator; 3) Big 
Advisory Council for Big Bend 
papers for Herpetologica 
2) National Park · 
Bend Research 
National Park. 
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Judge State Science Fair; 
2) Evaluation for Summer Science Institute; 3) 
Chm. to select Earth Studies Program for N.M, Acad. 
of Sci., N.M. Tech; 4) Consultant for Kennecott 
Copper Corp. in ec.ological study; 5) 29 talks to 
New Mexico groups. 
Duszynski, Donald W., 1) Dec. 9, '71, presented 
seminar on toxoplasmosis to Dept. of Biology, 
N.Mex. St. Univ., Las Cruces; 2) consultant to 
Dr. J. H. Burress, M.D., & to VanAtta Laboratory 
in Med. Arts Square, in regard to symptoms and 
identification of parasites & parasite related 
diseases. 
Findley, James S., 1) Responsible for installation 
of NTSYS multivariate statistical programs at 
UNM Computing Center, at personal cost of approx. $100. - . . 
Kidd, David E., 1) Seminar, Museum of Northern Ariz. 
"Conceptual basis of eutrophication" Aug. 3, 1971; 
2) Seminar, Biol. Dept. New Mexico State Univ. 
"Eutrophication indexes related to Elephant Butte" 
3) Speech, State Jaycees meeting for UNM speaker 
bureau, "Don't drink the \l'ater and don't breathe 
the air"; 4) AAAS paper: "Primary prod. studies 
of Elephant Butte Reservoir, New Mexico", with G. 
Johnson, spring, 1971. 
Koster, William J., 1) High school talk; 2) 
consultations regarding fish and aquatic biology. 
Ligon, J. David, 1) Informal talks to two church 
groups and boy scout troop; 2) Talk to Albuquerque 
Chapter National Audubon Soc. 
Mackay, Harold A., 1) Presentation: "Some edible 
plants of the Rocky Mountains" Sandia Mountain 
Wildlife and Conservation Association, 7 July, 1971. 
Potter, Loren D., 1) Lectures on Concepts of Ecology, 
Arch. 281; 2) principal address at SW Regional 
Conservation & Recreation Workshop; 3) Presidential 
address, SW AAAS; 4) member Advisory Board for N.M. 
Archeological Center; 5) Lecture on Ecology in 
New Mexico, Conservation Workshop, Campus. 
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Riedesel, Marvin L., 1) Reviewer, Research Grant 
Proposal, Research Corp.; 2) Reviewer, Research 
Grant Proposals, physiological processes section, 
NSF; 3) Secy. Comm. on Desert and Arid Zones 
Research, SW&RM Div., AAAS; 4} Lecturer, AIBS, 
Visiting Biologists Program for Colleges; 5) 
Lecturer, New Mexico Acad. of Sci., Visiting Sci. 
Program for Jr. & Sr. High Schools. 
Rosenzweig, Michael L., 1) Have reviewed several 
papers each for the American Naturalist, Ecology 
and Science; 2) Ad hoc reviewer for NSF research 
proposals; 3) Two grant proposals in prep. (NSF 
and NM WRRI); 4) in prep: Speciation and species 
diversity. Talk to Biology, U. of Utah. 
8. Non-teaching University service 
1.37 
Beakley, John William, 1) Member, Entrance & Credits 
Comm.; member, E & C subcomm. on waivers; 2) Chm. 
Registration Comm.; 3) Medical Technology Adviser; 
4) Faculty Adviser to Campus Crusade for Christ, 
Int. 
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Preprofessional Advisor (Health 
professions); 2) Chm., Preprofessional Comm.; 
3) Chm., Biology Curriculum Comm., 4) Student 
Standards Comm. 
Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Member: Continuing Educ. 
Comm. 
Degenhardt, William G., 1) Departmental Graduate 
& Faculty evaluation committees; 2) Curator of 
Herpetology, Museum of Southwestern Biology. 
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Membet - Entrance & Credits 
Comm.; 2) Chm. Visiting Popejoy Professorship 
Selection & Planning Comm.; 3) Attend several 
other planning comm. 
Findley, James S., 1) Acad. Freedon & Tenure Comm.; 
2) Curator of Mammals, Museum of Southwestern 
Biology. 
Gosz, James R., 1) Graduate Comm. (Biology); 2) 
Search Comm. for Biology Chairman; 3) Ad hoc 
Comm for 4 course semester plan (A & S); 4) 
Search Comm. for 2 new faculty members. 
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Hoff, c. Clayton, 1) Member of the UNM Press Comm.; 
2) In charge of selection of biology books for 
Zimmerman Library; 3) Member of selection comm. 
for Grad. Assts., Biology Dept. 
Johnson, Gordon V., l).UNM Library Comm, (through 
6/30/71); 2) UNM Comm. on Radiological Control; 
3) Dept. Comm. on Faculty Evaluation; 4) Grad. 
Asst. Selection Comm.; 5) Dept. Chm. Search Comm. 
Johnson, William W., 1) A & S Advisory Comm.; 2) · 
Supervisor of Biology Sectioners (Sem, II, 1970-71), 
3) Dept. Chm. Search Comm. 
Kerkof, Paul R., 1) A & S Faculty Advisory Comm. 
Kidd, David E., 1) Chm. Univ. Computer Use Comm.; 
2) member Dept. Curriculum Comm.; 3) director of 
10 teaching assistants and one prepara.tor. 
Koster, William J., 1) Member dept. curricula comm. 
2) curator of fishes. 
Potter, Loren.D., 1) Member, Lawrence Ranch Advisory 
Comm.; 2) Faculty advisor, UNM Ski Club; 3) 
Member of UNM Rural Lands Comm.; 4) Science 
Lecture Hall Comm.; 5) UNM representative in 
formation of Eisenhower Institute for Forest 
Environment Research; 6) Program Comm. for 
Eisenhower Institute; 7) Member Graduate Comm. 
Riedesel, Marvin L., University Comm.: 1) Member, 
Drug Use and Education; 2) Member, Humane Care 
of Laboratory Animals; Department of Biology 
Comm.: 3) Chm. Graduate; 4) Member, Special 
Comm. for biology faculty evaluation. 
Traut, Gerald L., 1) Biology Dept. Seminar Chm,; 
2) Univ. Curricula Comm. (Sem. I); 3) Advisor 
for Phi Sigma Society - Biol. Honorary; 4) 
Dept. freshman advisor; 5) Selection Comm. for 
Biol. Grad. Assts. (Sem. I); 6) Judge, N.Mex. 
State Science Fair, Socorro. 
9. Public service 
Beakley, John William, 1) Deacon, Hoffmantown 
Baptist Church; 2) Teacher, Adult Mens Bible 
Class. 
!' 
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Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Member, Cibola Forest 
Multiple Use Advisory Council; 2) Member, N. M. 
Environmental Institute (Advisory Board). 
Degenhardt, William G. , 1) Judged in Regional Science 
Fair, March 1971. 
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) In charge of student 
requests to Rotary Nov. & bee. 
Johnson, Gordon V., 1) Local board member of United 
Ministries Counseling Center; 2) board member 
Sombre Del Monte Christian Church; 3) Judge 
Regional Science Fair; 4) Webelos den leader in 
Cub Scouts. 
Johnson, William W., 1) Judge at New Mexico State 
Science Fair (Socorro). 
Ligon, J. David, 1) Active in Boy Scout Troop 166. 
Potter, Loren D., 1) Numerous talks to public groups 
on ecology. 2) Judge at Regional Science Fair 
student research papers. 
Riedesel, Marvin L., 1) Member, Del Norte High 
Schcol Parent Advisory Council; 2) Member, Del 
Norte High School Booster Club; 3) Comm .. member, 
BSA, Troop 166, Albuquerque. 
10. Personal information 
Ligon, J. David, 1) Divorced. 
. ' 
THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEHISTRY 
July 1, 1971 to June 30, 1972 
Guido H. Daub, Chainnan 
I. General Departmental Information 
A. Significant Achievements during the Academic Year 1970-71. 
Seven undergraduate majors received the B.S. degree and 
twenty-four students received the B.A. degree in Chemistry. Ten 
students received the Masters degree and six students rec.eived 
the Ph.D. degree. This is comparable to previous years except 
that the number' of Masters degrees conferred was higher. 
The department purchased a Perkin'Elmer model 402 Ultra 
Violet Spectrophotometer, Varian EM300 NMR Spectrometer, an 
additional set of Wang calculators and accompanying electronic 
package, and an additional cavity for our EPR Spectrometer from 
its permanent equipment budget. This equipment will be used by 
both undergraduate and graduate students in both teaching and 
research programs. 
We have also been able to improve our situation with 
respect to laboratory facilities and needed equipment for our 
teaching program with additional funds provided by the Committee 
of Vice Presidents. These funds amounted to $34,000 and were 
used to purchase fume hoods for the general chemistry laboratory; 
pH meters, gas chromatographs, recorders, Spectronic 20 
spectrophotometers, and electroanalytical deposition apparatus for 
the quantitative analysis laboratory; analytical balances for the 
general chemistry laboratory; and additional equipment for the 
:1.40 
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physical chemistry laboratory. We appreciate the efforts of 
the Dean of Arts & Sciences in our behalf and the action of the 
Committee of Vice Presidents in this matter. We are not out of 
the woods yet and it appears at this time that we still have a 
ways to go to make the physical chemistry laboratory adequately 
equipped with the necessary instrumentation. 
Enrollments in Chemistry are steadily increasing and the 
1.41 
need for additional equipment for our teaching laboratories 
continues. r do not expect this pressure to taper off or decrease 
over the next few years. We have now been using our new Chemistry 
building for over two years and already are beginning to feel the 
need for more space especially for teaching undergraduate 
lab-oratories in the area of general chemistry, organic chemistry 
and quantitative analysis. 
Our Biochemistry program jointly sponsored with the department 
of Biochemistry in the School of Medicine is steadily gaining in 
that a considerable number of new students in our graduate program 
are interested in this area. We hope that this relationship will 
con~inue in the future. 
The departmental needs for a combined wood and metal shop 
technician was temporarily solved by hiring of a new man who is a 
senior in the department of Industrial Education. ~he need for such 
a person on our staff will continue and it is hoped that at least 
in the near future, such part time help will suffice. 
The repair and maintenance of laboratory instrumentation 
equipment in the departments of Biology, Geology and Chemistry 
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continues to function smoothly under the guidance of Mr. Earle 
George. This program does require expenditure for parts for such 
maintenance. Perhaps a budget for such materials should be set up for 
these three departments to enable us to keep the equipment in first 
rate condition. 
A Governance report for the Chemistry Department was finally 
completed and approved by the faculty. A copy of this report is 
attached as Appendix I of this report. We will put this plan into 
operation starting with the fall semester of 1972. 
The department has also modified, with the intent to improve, 
our requirements for the graduate program through the work of a 
committee chaired by Dr. E. A. Walters: This committee report 
resulted in an extensive reorganizat:lon in course content in the 
graduate program which will be in effect in the fall semester 1972. 
A committee chaired by Roy D. Caton reorganized portions of 
our undergraduate program and these changes also will be in effect 
this coming fall. Included in these changes were mo4ifications 
strengthening requirements for both B.A. and B.S. degrees in 
Chemistry, 
A Departmental Ad Hoc committee on requirements for promotion 
and tenure gave a preliminary report to the faculty during the past 
year. This report is attached as Appendix II of this report. 
Progress was made in the evaluation of the departmental staff 
in the teaching program. In the fall semester 1971, all full time 
faculty on the staff were evaluated by students in their respective 
classes. These evaluations were tabulated and sent to the office 
·I 
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of the Dean of Arts & Sciences. This system of student 
evaluation in our department will continue and we hope to 
develop a more suitable questionnaire. 
B. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future 
Renovation plans for the old building have not been completed, 
and it is hoped that those changes which were in the plans may be 
completed during the next several years. Specifically some improvements 
were made in Chem 101 lecture hall and we have presently in the 
mill, the replacement of laboratory table tops in rooms 204 and 204A. 
Many of the table tops in the old wing have been seriously damaged 
during the past 18 years and are in need of replacement. I suggest 
that over the next three or four years every effort be made to 
replace badly damaged table tops with new ones. Whether the funds 
for this should come from the departmental budget or from additional 
funds provided by the administration must still be determined. 
One of the major needs of the department, and for that matter 
the entire University, is a glass blower, who can not only take care 
of the glass blowing needs of the University, but is also 
quaLified to teach a technical class in glass blowing especially 
to students. at the graduate level. This recommendation was made 
last year and we did make some progress in that a committee was 
appointed to investigate these needs. The committee report which 
was submitted to the Academic Vice President encouraged the 
appointment of a person to this position; however, lack of funds in 
the budget forced the administration to put off positive action on 
this to a future date. I recommend that every effort be made by the 
I 
• J 
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University Administration to add such a person to the University 
staff by July 1973. Sister schools such as the Universities of 
Wyoming,-Colorado, Colorado 'State, Idaho and many more have on 
their staff a full time University glass blower. Such a person 
can save the University money in the long run, and every effort 
should be made to create such a post at the University of New 
Mexico. 
The Chemistry Department still has need for additional 
permanent equipment for use at the graduate research level. One 
such piece of equipment which was ordered in November 1971 is a 
Varian XLlOO NMR spectrometer. The Committee of Vice Presidents 
agreed to help with the purchase of t11:1.s instrument to the. extent 
of providing $75,000 toward its cost. Other sources of funds 
will be the Chemistry Department permanent equipment budget, the 
Department of Biochemistry and a pending grant which has been 
submitt.ed to the National Science Foundation. We hope to have 
delivery of this instrument by November, 1972. The acquisition 
of this research spectrometer will greatly increase the capabilities 
of the department in graduate research encompassing all the fields 
of Chemistry. The efforts of the Dean of Arts & Sciences in our 
behalf in the acquisition of these funds from the Vice Presidents 
is acknowledged and appreciated. 
In my report of last year I stated that the city fire marshall 
was critical of safety conditions in the Chemistry building. 
Specifically it was recommended that all refrigerators used to store 
chemicals should be of the explosion proof type and a suitable 
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fire alarm system and emergency lighting system should be 
installed in the old wing of the building. None of these 
deficiencies has been rectified because of other pressing needs. 
Within the next few years these safety needs should be corrected 
probably with some financial assistance from special funds 
provided by the administration. 
As reported last year the Chemistry Department also has 
need for a larger number of graduate assistants. This deficiency was 
partly met for the coming year by an increase of ten in our 
number of allotted slots for Graduate Assistants. Thus, the 
department has been given twenty-seven positions which according 
to my estimate for the fall of 1972 will still remain defic~ent 
by five slots. It is recognized by both the Dean's Office and the 
Office of the Vice President that this situation should be 
improved; however, at the present time no solution has been found. 
With enrollments in Chemistry steadily on the increase, a need for 
additional Graduate Assistants will continue. I think we have 
made a considerable amount of progress .in this area during the 
past two years but we still have a long way to go. I should 
point out again that all of our Graduate Assistants are currently 
used in our teaching program as laboratory instructors. 
As you ~now, the Chemistry department now contains and 
maintains a number of rather sophisticated instruments such as the 
mass spectrometer, two NMR spectrometers, two ultra violet 
spectrophotometers, and ·several IR spectrophotometers for use in 
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both research and th~ teaching program. During the past few years 
it has become apparent that the task of maintaining these· 
instruments is a great one and that we should consider hiring an 
additional staff member to operate and help maintain these 
instruments for the department. The operation of these 
instruments by untrained personnel has resulted in damage which 
would have been avoided by the supervision of an Instrumental 
Services Technician. I am recommending that serious consideration 
be given to the hiring of a person with this title starting July 
1, 1973. An estimated salary for such a position would be $7,000 
$8,000. 
As you know we have lost both the services of Dr. Bernard Kenna 
of Sandia Laboratory who was an Associate Professor part-time 
and we have recently accepted the resignation of Associate Professor 
Lee D. Hansen who has left us to accept a position at Brigham 
Young University. At this time it seems imperative that the 
Chemistry Department faculty be increased by at least two full-
time faculty members by the fall semester 1973-74. As you know we 
will have a visiting professor this coming academic year and I am 
recommending that this be converted to a permanent position with the 
addition of one more person to replace Dr. Hansen. These appoint-
ments should be in the areas of Organic Chemistry and Inorganic Chemistry. 
These staff additions are necessary for several reasons as follows: 
1. With the construction of the new lecture hall the General 
Chemistry course will be taught as one large lecture section of up 
to 900 students. Such an operation will necessitate the addition 
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of quiz or discussion sections in our freshman course. We 
will have to have along with the. lecture section smaller 
classes (of approximately 30 students per class) set up to 
provide discussion and quiz periods for these students. This 
method of teaching General Chemistry is used at most large univer-
sities and was at one time used at the University of New Mexico, 
but increased enrollments and a lack of increase in staff forced 
the department to abandon this system some years ago. My present 
plan is to have these discussion and quiz sections manned by 
the faculty and I feel that we have an excellent case for adding 
faculty based on this plan. 
2. There is very little room in our teaching assignments to 
allow for a faculty member to take a sabbatical leave. -The size 
of our faculty as now constituted will probably call for at least 
one faculty member per year requesting, and being entitled to, 
sabbatical leave. Two of our faculty have requested such leave 
for next spring and another is requesting such leave for the 
academic year 1973-74. Additional faculty must be obtained if 
such leaves for our present staff are to be granted. 
3. The faculty of our department is blessed with heavy 
teaching loads. Additional staff is needed to partly relieve 
this burden. 
The budget for the Chemistry Department for the past 
academic year for Supplies and Expense was $44,600 and for 
Permanent Equipment was $22,250~ for a total operating budget of 
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$66,850. In addition to this amount, the department was 
granted $34,000 by the Committee of Vice Presidents for 
additional needed facilities, equipment and supplies, making 
the total operating budget equal to $100,850, not including 
salaries. It is my understanding that this increased budget 
was overspent and that the University absorbed these costs. It 
is clear to me that the budget allotted to the Department of 
Chemistry for operational expenses (permanent equipment and 
supplies and expenses) is inadequate to meet our needs. In a 
recent discussion with Dean E. G. Meyer of the College of Arts & 
Sciences at Wyoming University, he told me that the operating 
budget of their Chemistry Department, that is funds provided by 
the University, was $105,000 per year. The student enrollment 
at the University of Wyoming is presently one-half that of the 
University of New Mexico, and although I have no figures on the 
enrollment in tbeir Chemistry Department, 1 am confident that 
it is less than ours. ~fhen the budget is determined for the 
academic year 1973-74 an appreciable increase for the operation 
of the Chemistry Department must be considered. 
C. Appointments to the Staff 
Mr. Thomas N. Niemczyk who will be completing the Ph.D. 
degree in analytical chemistry at Michigan State University in the 
fall of 1972 has been appointed as Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
starting Semester II, 1972-73. Mr. Niemczyk will be a valuable 
addition to our analytical chemistry staff and has had experience 
~·-
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with conducting an integrated analytical-physical chemistry 
laboratory at the advanced undergraduate level similar to the 
one we are initiating this coming year. 
Dr. Cary J. Morrow has been appointed as Visiting Assistant 
Professor of Chemistry for the academic year 1972-73. He has just 
completed a two year post-doctoral appointment at the University 
of California, Berkeley. The addition o£ Dr. Morrow for the 
coming year should improve the effectiveness of the organic 
chemistry faculty and provide needed help in the general chemistry 
program. 
Mrs. Barbara M. Lehmann joined the staff in }~y, 1972 as 
Departmental Secretary, replacing Mrs. ~etty Eckman, 
Mrs. Beverly Neely joined the staff in July, 1972 as Staff 
Secretary replacing Mrs. Bernie Schingle. 
Mrs. Mary Owens joined. the staff in July 1972 as Storekeeper 
replacing John Wilson who retired July 1, 1972. 
The Department will hire Hilde E. Frick as Administrative 
Ass~stant as of August, 1972. She will replace Mrs. Lorraine 
Deck who has assumed full-time duties as an Instructor in the 
Department. Miss Frick was Departmental Secretary for the 
Chemistry Department from 1962 to 1967 and we welcome her return 
as Administrative Assistant. 
D. Separations from the Staff 
Mrs. Betty Eckman resigned as Departmental Secretary in May, 
1972. 
.. 
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Mrs. Bernie Schingle resigned as Staff Secretary half-time 
in June, 1972. 
Mr. John Wilson retired July, 1972 as Storekeeper at age 65. 
As~ociate Professor Part-time Bernard Kenna resigned in 
May, 1972 to devote full time to his position as staff member at 
.the Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Associate Professor Lee D. Hansen resigned as of July, 1972 
to assume a position as Research Associate at Brigham Young 
University. 
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II. Composite £f Information Requested ~ Individual Biographical 1.5.1 
Supplements. 
1. Adv~~: 
(a) UILLIAM F. COLEMAN: Completed postdoctoral work August, 1971 .• 
(b) WILLIAM LITCHMAN: Summer faculty traineeship awarded by AWU from 
July 1 to August 20, 1971 at Los Alamos, New Mexico. 
2. Sabatticals, ~of Absence,~ Teaching Elsewhere,~.~: 
(a) GUIDO H. DAUB: Accompanied the UNM golf team to St. Andrews, 
Scotland from April 2, 1971 to April 10, 1971 as coach and 
chaperon. 
(b) LEE DUANE HANSEN: Sabbatical - July 1, to October 31 at University 
of Lethbridge, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada. October 31 to December 
31 at Charles F. Kettering Research Labs, Yellow Springs, Ohio. 
(c) ULRICH HOLLSTEIN: Summer appointment Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory. 
(d) DON R. MCLAUGHLIN: Completed sabbatical leave at Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory. Hired as a visiting staff member at LRL during the 
summer. 
(e) ROBERT TAPSCOTT: 16th National Meeting of the American Chemical 
Society. 
(f) NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH: 11th Symposium on Electron, Ion and Laser 
Beam Technology, May, Boulder, Colorado; Travel to Mexico (June); 
Travel to Wisconsin (December). 
(g) EDWARD A. WALTERS: Visited Cal. Tech. for consultation regarding 
possible compound for study. 
3. ~ Scholastic ~. Fellowships, ~ 
I 
j 
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(a) ROY D. CATON: Selected as teacher of the month for October by 
Las Campanas. 
(b) DOUGLAS NECKERS: Fellow of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 
(c) E. P. PAPADOPOULOS: $800.00 research grant from Research 
Allocations Committee. 
4. Publications: 
{a) FRITZ ALLEN: 
"Dichroism of TMV in Pulsed Electric Fields", by F. S. Allen and 
K. E. Van Holde, Biopolymers, 10-5, 865 (1971). 
(b) ROY D. CATON: 
"Reference Electrode for Electrochemical Studies in Fused Alkali 
Metaphosphates", Analytical Chemistry 43, 660-662 (1971). 
"Chronopotentiometric and Electrode Potential Investigations in 
Molten Equimolar Sodium and Potassium Metaphosphates", Analytical 
Chemistry 43, 663-670 (1971). 
(c) WILLIAM F. COLEMAN: 
"Concentration Dependence of the Luminescence of Cr+3 Doped NaMgAl 
(oxalate) 3"9H2o" by w. F. Coleman and L. S. Forster in press. 
(d) GUIDO H. DAUB: 
"A Stereochemical Approach to Self Quenching Studies in Some 
Bridged E_-Quaterphenyl Systems" by T. W. Whaley, G. H. Daub and F. N. 
Hayes, Organic Scintillators and Liquid Scintillation Counting, 
Academic Press Inc., New York, 1971, pp. 425-430. 
"Lifetime Fluorescence Efficiency and Scintillation Studies on Some 
~-1,2-Diarylethylenes" by R. B. Lehmann, G. H. Daub, F. N. Hayes 
and J. Yguerabide, Ibid., 1971, pp. 441-457. 
"The Photooxidation of 2,5-Diphenyloxazole (PPO)" by M. E. Ackerman, 
G. H. Daub, F. N. Hayes and H. A. Mackay, Ibid., 1971, pp. 315-325. 
"Synthesis of 2,2'-Dimethy1-E_-quaterphenyl" by R. L. Taber and G. H. 
Daub, Synthesis, May 1971, pp. 261-262. 
(e) LEE D. HANSEN: 
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L. D. Hansen and E. A. Lewis, "The Evaluation of Aqueous TRI~ 
Solutions as a Chemical Standard for Titration Calorimetry", 
d· ~· Thermodynamics, 1, 35 (1971). 
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L. D. Hansen, E. A. Lewis, J. J. Christensen, R. M. Izatt, and 
D. P. Wrathall, "Electrostatic and Resonance Energy Effects in 
Proton Ionization from Pyridinecarboxylic and Anilinesulfonic Acids", 
d· Am. ~· §.££. , 93, 1099 (1971). ' 
L. D. Hansen and D. J, Temer, "Effects of Hydrocarbon Chain Length on 
the Thermodynamics of Formation of bis-~-Alkylamine)silver(I) Complex 
Ions", Inorg. ~·, 10, 1439 (1971). 
L. D. Hansen, D. Kenney, w. M. Litchman, and E. A. Lewis, "A Thermo-
metric Titration Experiment for Analytical and Physical Chemistry", 
J. Chern. Ed., in press (1971). 
L. D. Hansen and E. A. Lewis, 1'The Analysis of Binary Mixtures by 
Thermometric Titration Calorimetry", Alli!l· ~·, 43, 1393 (1971). 
L. D. Hansen and L. G. Hepler, "Field and Resonance Components of 
Substituent Effects in Relation to the Hammett Equation", Canadian 
Journal of Chemistry, in press (1971). 
(f) ULRICH HOLLSTEIN: 
"Interaction of Phenazines with Polydeoxyribonucleotides~', Biochemistry 
. 10, 497-504 (1971). 
"Polydeocythymedylate as Template for Complimentary Enzymatic 
Synthesis", FEBS Letters, 19, 15-18 (1971). 
"The Inhibition of RNA Synthesis by Myxin", Biochemistry, in press. 
(g) MILTON KAHN: 
"Fast Neutron Activation: Sample Preparation Utilizing Graphite as a 
Diluent", Journal of Radioanalytical Chemistry, 1, 81-87 (1971). 
(h) WILLIAM LITCHMAN: 
"A Study of Nitrogen-15 NuiSear Magnetic Resonance Shifts in Pure 
Methylamines and Pure CH3c N", Journal of Physical Chemistry, 75, 932 (1971). . 
''Nitrogen-15 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Shifts and Coupling Constants 
for the Methylamine Hydrochlorides in Aqueous Solution", Journal of 
Physical Chemistry~. 1758 (1971). 
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(i) DON R. MCLAUGHLIN: 
"Interaction Correlation Energy and the Van der Waals Attraction 
Between Two He Atoms", Chemical Physics Letters, 12, 244 )1971). 
(j) DOUGLAS C. NECKERS: 
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"Developmental Photochemistry", Journal of Organic Chemistry 1§., 1838 
(1971). 
"Photochemistry of Benzo [!?.J thiophene", Journal of Organic Chemistry, 
December 1971. 
(k) ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT: 
"Photochemistry of Coordination Compounds" by Balzani and Balzani, American 
Scientist, 59, 1971, 472. (Book Review) 
"A Stereochemical Investigation of Tartrate(4-)-Bridged Binuclear 
Complexes", 15th Annual Report on Research Petroleum Research Fund, 
1970, 222. (Report). 
(1) NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH: 
"Laser Induced Degradation of Inorganic Systems", N. E. Vanderborgh, 
W. T. Ristau and S. Coloff, Record of 11th Symposium on Electron, Ion 
and Laser Beam Technology, San Francisco Press Inc., 403. 
(m) DAVID L. VANDERJAGT: 
Fed. Proc. 30, 1252 (1971); abstract of paper presented at the 
ASBC meeting San Francisco, June 1971. 
Full paper "Calorimetric Determination of the Micro Ionization 
Constants of Glutatheone and Evaluation of the Question of 
Secondary Structure" submitted to JACS, December 1971. 
(n) EDWARD WALTERS: 
"Proton Transfer from Cyanocarbon Acids III. General Base Catalyzed 
Detritiation and Bromination of Malononitrites; The Rates of the 
Reverse Reaction", by Hibbett, Long and Walters, Journal Amer. 
Chemical Society, 11. 2824 (1971). 
5. Other Research Projects .Q.!. Creative E£!:!s.l.!l Progress .Q.!. Completed during 
Period. 
(a) FRITZ ALLEN: 
Completed and submitted paper on Sequence ~ffects and Nucleic Acid 
Circular Dichroism; obtained grant from Sandia Corporation ($13,000) 
for the construction of an instrument to measure electro-optic 
phenomena. 
-16-
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(b) ROY D. CATON: 
In progress (a) "Diffusion transport in Molten Metaphosphate 
glasses" ·with J. Higlio; (b) "Ion Exchange in Nonaqueous Solvents" 
with H. Shafer; (c) "Electro-oxidation of Substituted Nitroanilines" 
with N. Fawcett; Completed: "Analytical Applications of the 
Tetraphentyl Ammonium Cation" with R. Dosch. 
(c) WILLIAM F. COLEMAN: 
Research in the Emission properties of doped solids funded by Sandia 
Corporation ($15,000). 
(d) GUIDO H. DAUB: 
Paper submitted to the Journal of Organic Chemistry, "The Snythesis 
of Some New Azabenzo[a]pyrenes and Monomethylazabenzo[a]pyrenes" 
by R. Phillip~ and G. Daub. 
(e) LORRAINE DECK: 
To be published: Wrote chapter on Pyrazines and chapter on Phenazine 
to be published in 1972. Edited and updated 4 chapters for a book on 
heterocycles to be published. Reveiwed papers for the Journal of 
Heterocyclic Chemistry. 
(f) ULRICH HOLLSTEIN: 
Biosynthesis of phenazines (NIH, $36,000). Interaction of Phenazines 
with Polydeoxyribonucleotides (RAC $500). X-Irradiation of 
Polydeoxyribonucleotides (AWU/LASL). Synthesis of Modified N2-
substituted DI~xyguanosines. Synthesis of Substituted Diphenylamines. 
Synthesis of C labelled compounds. 
(g) MILTON KAHN: 
"Development of Activation Analysis Procedures for the Determination of 
Elements in Organometallic Compounds", with N. Stalnaker and B. Kenna. 
"Some Aspects of the Preparation of Carrier-Free Isodate-131, with D. D. 
Jackson. 
(h) WILLIAM LITCHMAN: 
"Matrix Isolation of Free Radicals formed During a Microwave Discharge'', 
Sandia Corporation grant. 
(i) DON R. MCLAUGHLIN: 
Sabbatical sponsored in part by LRL completed, with a number of 
publications of research completed, submitted or in preparation. 
Completed the work of Merle Benson's thesis and submitted for 
publication (unsponsored) completed unpublished studies of high 
dimensional numerical integration computer codes, in collaboration 
with Robert Pexton of LRL. 
-17-
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(j) DOUGLAS C. NECKERS: 
Petroleum Research Fund Grant 114760131 for $12,000 for "Photochemistry 
of Fused Heterocycles". 
(k) L. P. PAPADOPOULOS: 
Reactions of Pyrrole with Isocyanates. 
"Preparation and Reactions of N-Ethoxycarbonylpyrrole-2-carboxamide 
and Pyrrole-1,2-dicarboximide", accepted for publication by Journal 
of Organic Chemistry. · 
Reactions of Pyrrole with Isothiocyanates. 
"Preparation and Reactions of N-ethoxycarbonyl-Thio-2-pyrrole-
carboxamide arid 2-Thio-1,2-pyrrole-dicarboximide" is in preparation. 
(1) ROBERT TAPSCOTT: 
PRF/ACS Grant #4251-AC3 $20,000. Research Allocations Committee 
"Reaction Between Asymmetric Molecules", $1,810. 
(m) NICHOLAS VANDERBORGH: 
32 1. Uptake of P by Algal Systems (WRR! $7,500) 
2. Electrochemistry in Sulfolane 
3. Laser Degradation of Polymeric Systems 
4. Ultrasonic Velocity Measurements to Quantify Gaseous Mixtures. 
5. Gamma Scanning Spectroscopy. 
(n) DAVID L. VANDERJAGT: 
New grants: NIH Grant for 1971-72 "Chemical and Coenzymic Reactions 
of Gutathione". Research Corp. Grant for equipment October 1.970. 
Renewal of Sandia Grant "Chemical and Biological Properties of a-
Dicarbonyls". 
(o) EDWARDS WALTERS: 
"Activated Proton Transfer", NSF Grant GP-10596 $22,000. 
6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies 
(a) FRITZ ALLEN: 
Attended meeting of the American Society of Biological Chemists in 
San Francisco and delivered paper on sequence effects and nucleic acid_ 
circular dichroism. 
(b) ROY D. CATON: 
Presented paper at the Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical Chemistry: 
"Spectrophotometric Determination of Some Transition Metal Ions 
Dissolved in Equimolar KP03-NaP03 Glass", March 4, 1971. 
-18-
Alternate Councilor and Education Chairman for the Central New 
Mexico Section of the American Chemical Society. 
(c) GUIDO H. DAUB: 
Attended the National Organic Chemistry Symposium in Ann Arbor 
from June 14, 1971 to June 16, 1971. Attended the Rocky Mountain 
Chairmen's Meeting in Fort Collins, Colorado and associated 
symposium from November 8 to 9, 1971. 
(d) LEE D. HANSEN: 
Seminars given at University of Calgary, University of Lethbrigge, 
University of Saskatchewan at Regina, and University of Minnesota. 
(e) ULRICH HOLLSTEIN: 
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March National Meeting Am. Chern. Soc., Los Angeles, paper read 
l~iosynthesis of ptienazines". June, Los Alamos Conference on uses of 
C. October, Houston, Robert A. Welch meeting on Bioorganic Chemistry 
and Mechanisms. November, San Antonio, Regional Meeting, Am. Chern. 
Soc. paper read: "Pigments from Pseudomonas Aureofaciens. Prof. 
Societies: Am. Chern. Soc.: Org. Che. Section; Central N. M. Section, 
ACS; Royal Dutch Chern. Society; AAUP Referee for J. Am. Chern. Soc. 
and Biochemistry. 
(f) MILTON KAHN: 
Member of Sigma Xi; Phi Kappa Phi; Amer. Chern. Society, Inorganic 
and Physical Sections; AAAS (fellow); 21 Club; New Mexico Academy of 
Science. 
(g) WILLIAM LITCHMAN: 
Paper accepted for Spring meeting ACS in Boston. Attended first 
Carbon-13 conference in Los Alamos, June 1971. Presented paper at 
Spri~g meeting ACS in Los Angeles, April 1971. 
(h) MIRIAM MALM: 
Attended spring meeting of ACS in Los Angeles. Attended annual meeting 
of Editorial board of International Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry. 
(i) DON R. MCLAUGHLIN: 
Attended conference ort rntermolecular Potential Energy Surfaces held 
at the Univ. of Calif., at Santa Cruz. 
(j ) DOUGLAS NECKERS : 
Gordon conference - Free Radicals and Aging, Durham, New 
Hampshire. ACS Lecture Tour, Spring 1971. 
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(k) ROBERT TAPSCOTT: 1.58 
Treasurer, Central New Mexico Section of ACS. Attended 16lst 
National Meeting of ACS, los Angeles. Member of lotal committee 
to. set up Spring 1972, American Cryst. Assoc. meeting. 
(1) DAVID L. VANDERJAGT: 
ACS Regional meeting, San Antonio, Dec. 1971, paper presented 
in Organic Chemistry disivion. ACS Regional meeting, San Antonio 
December 1971, paper presented in Biochemistry division. 
(m) EDWARD A. WALTERS: 
Attended National ACS meeting in Los Angeles. Served as Advisor 
and elected as councilor for the Central New Mexico section of ACS. 
Attended sectional meeting in Albuquerque, Las Alamos, and Santa Fe. 
7. ~Professional Activities 
(a) FRITZ ALLEN: 
Consulted and gave seminar at Oregon State University on Nucleic Acid 
Circular Dichroism. 
(b) ROY CATON: 
Consultant for Sandia Laboratories. Reviewed one paper for 
Analytical Chemistry. 
(c) ULRICH HOLLSTEIN: 
Cooperative research with Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
Submitted following proposals: Am. Cane. Soc. "Optical properties 
of complexes between polydeoxyribonucleotides and anti-tumor 
agents", NIH, "Interaction of phenazine with polydeoxyribonucleotides". 
PRF "Substituent effects on electron impact fragmentation of benl!lene.NIH 
Biosynthesis of phenazines. 
(d) MILTON KAHN: 
Served as Judge for a Paper Session of Junior New Mexico Academy of 
Science. Served as referee for Proposal submitted to the Petroleum 
Research Fund. Served as a referee for manuscript submitted for 
publication in the Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry. 
(e) WILLIAM LITCHMAN: 
Teaching course in square dancing at UNM. Director Lloyd Shaw 
Summer Dance Institute. 
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(f) DON R. MCLAUGHLIN: 
Consultant to LRL as indicated under.item 2. 
(g) DOUGLAS NECKERS: 
Invited lecturer at Louisiana State 
(h) NICHOLAS VANDERBORGH: 
Lecture: Sandia Laboratories, "Gas Chromatograph", Sept. 1971. 
Lecture: Acid-Base T1trations in Sulfolane, UNM, May 1971. 
(i) EDWARD WALTERS: 
Reviewed paper for J. ACS and a proposal ofr NSF. Lectured to 
159 
West Mesa optomis.ts on "Pollution and the Internal Combustion Engine-
Chemists Viewpoint. 
8. Non-teaching University service 
(a) FRITZ ALLEN: 
Surplus coordinator for chemistry dept., Chairman of Chemistry dept. 
stockroom committee; participant in dept. application to NSF under-
graduate research participation program artd the NSF unde~graduate 
equipment program. 
(b) ROY D. CATON: 
Chairman of Dept. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee; Alternate 
member of Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, Graduate School 
Fellowship Selection Committee; Faculty Sponsor of UNM Section of 
UNM Varsity Ski Team. 
(c) WILLIAM F. COLEMAN: 
A&S Advisory Committee; participant in Honors Program; Retreat 
at D. H. Lawrence Ranch; Departmental Committees include Graduate 
Curriculum, Undergraduate Curriculum, URP proposal preparation, 
Promotion and Tenure Guidelines, NSF Undergraduate Equipment 
Proposal Committee and Integrated Lab Committee. 
(d) GUIDO H. DAUB: 
Chairman of Chemistry Dept. 
(e) ULRICH HOLLSTEIN: 
Chairman of Departmental Governance Committee, Departmental Graduate 
Recruitment and Selection Committee, Departmental Seminar Committee, 
Member of University Graduate Committee and University Graduate 
Subcommittee on Financial .Aid, Chairman A&S Advisory Committee. 
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(f) MILTON KAHN: 160 
Member of General Honors Council; Member of Research Policy Committee; 
Member of a Sub-Committee on Classified Research for the Research 
Policy Committee; Member of a Sub-Committee on Budget ·for the Research 
Policy Committee. Departmental Committees: Seminar Committee, 
Graduate Committee, Undergradiate Curriculum Committee, Student 
Advisor, Committee-on-Studies for Graduate Students: in Chemistry: 
John Phillips, Howard Shafer, Bud Whaley, Francine Lawrence, Nelso.n 
Stalnaker. in Biology: John Mexal, Lyman Spaulding, Royce 
Brockett. in Physiology (Medical School): Marjorie S. Lucci. 
Completion of Doctoral Dissertation, "Neutron Activation Analysis: 
Sample Preparation Utilizing Graphite As a Diluent" by N. Stalnaker -
under direction of M. Kahn and B. Kenna. 
(g) WILLIAM LITCHMAN: 
Member Seminar stockroom, Graduate recruitment, Guidelines committees. 
Chairman UNM-Sandia Colloquium Committee. Advisor & Caller for 
Wagonwheels Square Dance Club. 
(h) MIRIAM MALM: 
Member of Registration Committee of UNM. Member of Undergraduate 
Curriculum Committee 
(i) DON R. MCLAUGHLIN: 
Served on departmental safety and library committees. 
(j) DOUGLAS NECKERS: 
Wrote NSF-URP proposal 
(k) E. P. PAPADOPOULOS: 
Chemistry Dept. Graduate Studies Committee. Chemistry Dept. 
Library Committee. 
(1) ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT: 
Chairman General Chemistry Committee; Graduate Curriculum Committee; 
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee; Graduate'Recruitment Committee; 
Committee on Studies; A&S Promotion Advisory Committee. Wrote 
Teaching Ass t' s }lanual and Chern 101 Lab Manual. 
(m) NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH: 
Chairman Library Committee (University); Member Credit Committee 
(Coronado CU); Deans Advisory Committee on CERF; Departmental 
Committee; GSRS, Safety, Library. 
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(n) EDWARD WALTERS: 
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee; Graduate Studies Committee; 
Committee on Radiological Control; Subcommittee on Drug Abuse & 
Education; General Chemistry Committee; Committee on Studies. 
9. ~ Service 
(a) WILLIAM LITCHHAN: 
Professional square dance caller. Secretary Central New Mexico 
District Caller's Association. Presented Square Dance exhibitions 
as a public service using Wagonwheels dancers. 
(b) DON R. MCLAUGHLIN: 
16:1 
Active missionary for the LDS church; also served as missionary group 
leader in LDS Fourth Ware; secretary to the Albuquerque State 
mission Presidency. 
(c) NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH: 
Member: First Hethodist Church, and other groups. 
(d) EDWARD WALTERS: 
Treasurer of Lutheran Campus Council of Albuquerque. 
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APPENDIX I 
Chemistry Department Governance Report 
Departmental Chairman. 
The department shall function under the leadership of a chairman who shall 
have· the following duties: 
1. To provide leadership for the department. 
2. To call and preside over staff meetings. 
3.. To keep the staff informed of events which concern the entire 
department. 
4. To appoint an alternate chairman to act in the chairman's stead. 
5. To have charge of and to maintain all official correspondence, records 
and departmental announcements in the catalog or other university 
publications. 
6. To maintain official reco~ds. 
7. To coordinate all acad~mic matters relating to the ultimate conferment 
of students' degrees. 
8. To represent the will and needs of the department. 
9. To appoint departmental committe~s and to serve as ex-officio member 
on all. departmental committees with the exception of the salary 
sub-committee (vide infra) of which he shall be chairman. 
10. To rep~rt to the staff semi-annually on expenditures from all unrestricted 
accounts of the Department of Chemistry, regardless whether or not these 
accounts are under his name. 
11. To personally make decisions in emergency situations. 
12. To work and be available in his office for the 9 academic months and 
for one month or its equivalent during the summer for remuneration on 
a 10-month appointment. 
13. To assign, after consultation with the faculty, teaching and. other 
specific duties to individual staff members. 
,. 
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14. To consult \~ith .the. staff concerning the hiring and duties of non-
. academic personnel and their salary and salary raises. 
15. To co~sult with the staff concerning the hiring of academic personnel. 
The chairman shall have the r_ight to declare any motion as a "matter of 
special importance" 1~hich requires two-thirds of the resident faculty 1 s vote 
for passage. 
Departmental Faculty. 
In addition to the general role of the faculty defined in the Faculty 
Handbook, the faculty of the Deparfment of Chemistry shall be subject to the 
following: 
1. Departmental fac~lty members are defined as staff members holding 
tenured or tenurable positions. 
2. Hembers shall have the following responsibilities: 
a) To formulate the aims of the department. 
b) To accept committee assignments and to take part actively in 
the work of the committee. 
c) · To review, approve, develop, modify or reject programs, policies 
and suggestions relating to instructional, financial or personnel 
matters. 
d) To teach assigned courses, 
e) To hold office hours. 
f) To be available to students, colleagues and the department. 
g) To attend staff meetings. 
-.:l-
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Neeting and Voting Rights, 
1. Special staff meetings shall be called on a request in '~iting by 
three departmental faculty members stating the purpose of such 
meet'ing, 
2. Any member shall have the prerogative to call for a vote on any 
matter brought before the staff. 
* * * 
Grievances. 
Experience has shown that various types of grievances may arise from time 
to time in the Department of Chemistry. The follow~ng constitutes a mechanism by 
which parties can present their complaints and o~tain a hearing. It is by no 
means intended to open the door for a multitude of complaints, be it petty or 
severe, but to allow for an escape valve to those '~ho feel that t~ey_ have 
legitimate reasons to air a grievance. 
The departmental chairman shall arbiter grievances after bringing the parties 
concerned together in a hearing. Unless he can arrive ~t a mutually agreeable 
solution within reasonable time and '~ith a reasonable minimum of effort, he 
shall appoint an ad hoc committee to arbitrate the grievance. If the efforts of 
this committee also fail, the entire departmental staff shall seek a solution. 
In case the staff is also unsuccessful, the matter shall be brought before the 
Dean of the College of Arts and Science. 
·•.· .. 
Dean ~f the Coll.ege ~f Arts and Science, 
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Specific grievances by undergraduates against pa.rticular graduate teaching 
assistants shall be heard and arbitrated by the instructor l~ho supervises the 
laboratory in question. Any staff member approached by a grieving student shall 
infol:1Jl the appropriate laboratory instructor. In severe cases the major professor 
of this graduate student shall be informed and the matter shall be brought before 
the Graduate Recruitment and Selection Committee. 
Committees. 
The function of the committees is to assist the chairman in his decisions 
and to ensure that the department functions harmoniously and efficiently. The 
number of committees as well as their membership shall be kept 1~ithin narrow 
limits, such as suggested by the following committee-subcommittee structure. 
1. Personnel Committee consisting of the chairmen of the following 
subcommittees: 
a) Promotion SubcommHtee consisting of all faculty of higher rank 
than the faculty member under consideration. 
b) Tenure Subcommittee consisting of all tenured faculty. 
c) Sabbatical Subcommittee consisting of two or three members 
from among three highest ranks. 
d) Sa1aries Subcommittee - This committee shall consist of the 
Departmental Chairman as committee chairman, one tenured and one 
untenured faculty member. The committee shall determine general 
guidelip.es for salaries as well as salary increases on a year to 
year basis. The final authority shall lie 1dth the 'chairman. 
2. Undergraduate Instruction Com~ittee consisting of the chairmen of the 
following subco~ittees: 
a) Recruitment and Freshman Subcommittee - Tl~o or three members working 
with high schools and organizing the teaching of freshman chemistry 
,. 
and all matters related thereto. 
b) Undergraduate Curriculum and :Honors Subcommittee consisting of t~m or 
three members dealing 1~i th curriculum problems concerning the 
sophomore through senior year. Dealing l~ith chemistry major's 
honors and exploring and initiating curricula changes, especially 
coordination (integrated lab, integrated courses, etc.) Perhaps 
' membership should exceed three. 
3. Graduate Instruction and Research Committee consisting of the chairman 
of the follo1ving subcommittees: 
a) Graduate Recruitment and Selection Subcommittees consisting of 
two or three members 1~orki.ng ~n the recruitment of prospective 
graduate students, their selection and appointment to teaching 
assistan~ships and fellowships. . Searching for ever-increasing 
sources of financial aid to graduate students. Annual recornm~nda-
tions, based on performance, for financial aid. 
b) Graduate Curriculum and Studies Subcommittee consisting of two or 
three members dealing with the academic progress of graduate 
students such as entrance, initial. advisement, exams, etc. and with 
the development of the graduate curriculum. 
c) Seminar Subcommittee consisting of two or three members coordinating 
I. matters concerning various types of seminars to be given by students, 
faculty, or visitors. Publicity, evaluation (students), social 
functions, funds, and invitations. 
4. Finance Co~mittee - This is the largest committee consisting of the 
chairmen of the follmving subcommittees: 
a) Annual Supplies and Stockroom Subcommittee - This could probably 
be handled by one staff menbet an~ one TA plus ancillary help. 
It deals with the annual (or semiannual) order. 
,, 
b) Equipment Expenditure and Haintenance Subcommittee consisting 1.68 
of t\-10 or three members dealing with the expenditure of the annual 
equipment budget concerning major equipment and with matters of major 
repair ajld maintenance, 
c) ,Library Subcommittee consisting of one or t\~o members '~orking on 
a balanced expenditure of our annual library budget and related funds; 
care of departmental reading room; purchase of educational moving 
picture films. 
d) Safety Equipment and Haintenance Subcommittee consisting of one or 
tHo members with functions as at present but in addition periodic 
safety indoctrinati<;>n of faculty and students. 
e) Public Relations and Social Functions Subcommittee consisting of 
one or t\~o members working on ma.t ters ·relating to the academic image 
of the depar,tment toward the outside and the nonacademic image of 
the department toward the inside. 
The subcommittees under 1 are expected to meet only once per year •. The 
remaining structure imposes an average committee load of about two subcommittees 
per faculty member for the work subcommittees under 2, 3, and 4. 
The Departmental Chairman shall appoint the committee members and their 
' 
chairmen for periods of 2 and some initially for 3 years. The Departmental 
Chairman shall replace a subcommittee chairman if in his judgment a lack of activ~ 
ity in that subcommittee becomes evident. No faculty member shall serve on more 
than 3 subcom.'llittees '~ith the exclusion of the subcommittees under l. The appro-
priate student-body representative shall be asked to appoint one undergraduate 
to each subcommittee 2a and 2b and one graduate to each subcommittee 3a, 3b, 3c, 
4a, 4b, 4c, 4d and 4e. 
.~ · ... ~I 
.. 
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Hain committees shall meet occasionally to discuss and coordinate activi-
ties of their subcommittees while subcommittees shall meet more frequently. 
All committees and subcommittees shall publicize times of their meetings and 
any staff member shall have the prerogative of suggesting relevant items for 
their agenda. Each committee shall transmit brief minutes to its members and 
to the departmental chairman and it shall report periodically to the entire 
faculty either at staff meetings or through written reports. Such reports 
shall be made at least once every three months. 
Inasmuch as committees serve in an advisory capacity no major policies 
or major policy changes shall be enacted by a committee without a favorable 
faculty vote. In particular, 'qhere evaluation criteria are involved, a 
committee shall seek faculty approval. Ho~o~ever; a committee shall be .empowered 
to interpret and apply these cii_ted.a, once they are approved. In borderline 
'cases the entire staff shall decide to~hether a policy (change) is ·major or minor. 
Amendments to add, delete or change_in this document shall require a 
proposal submitted in. ~•rit:ing to staff members, shall be discussed at the 
next staff meeting and shall lie on the table for at least one week before 
final action is taken. 
APPENDIX II 
Report of Ad Hoc Committee on Promotion and Tenure 
Guidelines for Chemistry 
.170' 
I. Tenure 
Three a:t'eas of -interest are publications, teaching, and service; with 
publications and teaching carrying equal weight and service, perhaps, 
somet~hat less. Personality, while an additional factor, is never to be 
the deciding factor if the man is acceptable in the other areas. 
A. Publications: 
It is recommended that the level of performance be at least two publica-
tions in national journals, Extenuating circumstances may mitigate this, 
such as: 
1. An excellent teaching effort, perhaps of. a special nature, which has 
required a large percentage of the man's time, may be considered. 
2. The man may have had no research support. This may be considered as 
long as item 6 was pursued. 
3. Papers resulting from 1vork at other locales should be counted as long 
as, in the publication, at least partial credit in some form is given 
to UN!:-1. 
4. Research projects which require long periods of time should be part 
of the consideration. 
5. Less competent, inexperienced, or borderline graduate students can 
be a detriment to research progress. 
6. The responsibility is on the faculty member's shoulders to write and 
actively pursue research and equipment grants. 
7. Presentation of a paper at national or regional meetings will be 
acknowledged and may carry some weight especially if it is followed by 
a publication. 
B. Teaching: 
The primary qualities of good teaching include a~ sufficient preparation 
for lectures, b) availability to students (i.e. keeping office hours), 
c) reasonable rapport 1vith students (i.e. is friendly e';lough to allow 
the students to ask questions and bring up problems, etc.), and d) 
competence in his specialty which would be apparent to good and/ or 
advanced (graduate) students. 
:1?2 
1. Student evaluation of teaching is to be done by means of a period-
ically administered (~ once per semester) questionaire. These results 
are to be kept absolutely confidential with only two exceptions: 
a. the department chairman may consult these in the man's presence when 
tenure is being considered, 
b. the department chairman may consult these in the man's presence when 
advancement is being considered. 
The department cl1airman may prepare a summary of these results for 
discussion with tenured faculty and later should be a part of a supportive 
report to the Dean. The faculty memberinvolved may give permission to 
allow any other faculty member to see the evaluations. 
2. Faculty evaluation of teaching should also be considered but must 
be viewed as a qualitative measure only. Experience from team teaching 
may carry more weight. It must be remembered that feedback from students 
is only hear-say. In general, we are not in favor of faculty or groups 
of faculty "sitting in" on the s~bject 1 s lectures. 
C. Service: 
Service to the department is considered to be of greater importance 
than service on university-wide committees. In the case of departmental 
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committees, the chairman of the committee.will be consulted concerning 
the subject's activity, If the subject is the cl1ai;rman of the committee 
the activity of the committee will reflect the chairman's service. 
II. Advancement 
Advancement will be based on publications, teaching, and service. The 
relative weights of the three are the same as for tenure. An outstanding 
contribution in research can offset minimal progress in teaching and 
~~· Outstanding contributions i~1 the area of service is not 
enough to offset poor teaching or lack of research or both, It is important 
that progress in research be evident. Faculty members of higher rank than 
the subject will be consulted by the chairman before his recommendation is 
made to the Dean. 
III. Merit Raises 
Merit raises are permanent raises independent of the normal "cost of 
living" raises given to everyone. The basis of a merit raise will be a 
significant teaching or research effort culminating in or producing 
worthwhile results. The fraction of money for merit raises from the 
tota1 departmental allotment for raises will be deternined by the depart-
mental chairman. Money remaining after normal "cost of living" raises 
have been distributed will be used for merit raises, 
• 
.. 1' 
? . 
'Xbe Repor~· of."tho· Depar.tmeilt Qf 'Economics • 
Ju1y 11 l971 - Jline ~1), 1912 
Sa~fotdCohe~r Chalr~n 
·,•; 
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1. G!neral pepartmental Informatloq 
A. As ii :t~~uit of tho 'l;'eturn 'to c~us of two ata~-= !lleillbeta who 
~ . . . 
had ~en on long tom over~eaa aslllsmwnts, it was poadble to 
. inc~easa: tile number of sections ~t · c·~rtain basi~ 300 J,evel· courses 
and7 .thus, to reduC:• •verase class size. aOIIle:wbat. A greater 
relf.it~ge on teaching asaistanta ·at tho· p:dncipies level wal! an 
ad~f.tional factor which helped to reduce Class size presaure•-
New c:·ourse offerings wer~ made in econom1c plam1ing (Prof. JOnaa)., 
coD!itruction an4 usf! of economic ~ata (Prof • .Brown), and. tb~ l.atln 
American economte• (Prof. Gregory). The l•tter course was especially 
devised for students with a Lattn•Amerlcm interest bu~ with little 
background in economics~ 
Ten undergraduate majors l~ economics wiii graduate this seroi:u!ter:. 
One of tbese, Hiss Jane Rep~o, will cont1.aue ber atudit~a in eco~c;_&i · 
aa a graduate student at Vi~ginta folytechnic Univeraiey. Several 
others have e~pressed an interest in graduate work.at Th~ Univtrait,y 
of New Mexico. The Department will award six maatera degrees ard 
one docto~ate. 'l'he Ph.D. :vill be tbe second granted by the. D!!parb:Dent. 
The. recipient, Mr. Cary Santoni, has been appointed aadatant 
professor of econ~ca, Kansas Stata College, .Emporia • 
.·_. 
At' the present tiliie, w" have six~;. three. ,und~rs:-;4.dilate . · 
' .; .. · .... . ·-
». The Depa;:tment is maviQg into • phase i.n wicb 1110re rosou:;;c•s· . · 
l(ill hav¢ to be devoted to direction of diaserta~iotul. F,Lv.:i 
·. . . .. - . 
·start 'work on t:hetr dissertations. .By ~he e~ of ~~r, 1?'7.2, 
four l!IOre ~·u h~ve at~empted ·:their c:Qte. tlleo~ ·,e~w~Uoni· ~a~~ ::· 
if Sil~c:essful, .they will be witbtn OM seme.ter o{l;fteir dtsaert:•tton 
work. This will create·a ne~.condiet~n slnci!r ••'}io~ed _above,· o~l;. 
' . - ... - . 
two doctorates have been t~warded tp da~e !!nd .these 'stuc!enta were 
. . .. ' ·. ,' . '- .. 
writing. at different: times, Itt ot:!:ier w;,,:d~( we: b.iive 11ever had a 
. sitUatij)n in wb:l.ch 1110re tha11 one studen~ W.ls working (;n a: 
dissertation at a~ one time. 
. . . . 
The appoinlnflnt of au, l!ddid.onai. stcaff ~mber wit~, '.a. s~daU.za• 
tion in natural resources plua tfle appointment of.Dr •. :Alle.alCneeae 
. . -. . ' 
as an adjunct professor 0 pens up a pbiS~ibility of an exp~nd~d teaching 
and research program in the M.tura1 reaaurcea field •. 
'rbe resigruttion of our departmenul llpecialiat. in l!lllcro-ec~noaiica· 
brought to light the extent to Which ~ are tJtln in tbe aenera1· core 
theory area and particularly in.lliacro•eco~iea i!lt the ~aduate l~vel. 
Efforts to replace thit resi$l'l.e.<i ataff 1110JI!}Hir '!llr• uaauccessful Since. 
there ia llppareqtly a shortage of tnacro apecialiiit:a ~n the )DarkeJ;~ 
Recruitment efforts will be rene~ in ~rot fall. 
., 
I' 
_. ·-. 
-3· .· ,''' 
. ··>·. 
:. • '".·I· . ,• • ."-.: ~. . . :! '~ ..... : .. 
. c~ · 4ppotni:!114~t;s. t? staff/ · 
•• -··~_,·. -_.~; ~:"..,-:~ .'·.~_-... c • • . •• •• -~-··. • :-·, 
.· ·.w~11t_-'$ctiui~•/'.~8$t~tiil)t: Ptotes$otl ~&U~t, 1~12 . 
Al;l~n: ~e!lf!p .;4ij'un~t pr~~··~~~ •. i~7~:o>.1~1 ;'AUf.Us;~' ·· 19.72 
- • ; • - r . • . ' ·:J; ,, . ~ -~-' :. -.. •. 
·'' p".~·~~:par4i'~i91\8 i ' ;·~, ~~:·.: 
.-.,:~~-it.·.·_.··. _·, ···-.·· •• ;.:·.~--.· - :' ,-,· ... •'!),' ~ 
'. ..!forma~ V•nOo~.ti 'ssst~t:i!lt ei:oti!$11ior, Ai.sullt., J,~7~ ' 
David ~aJ.idovsl~, asd$t~nt ,1)7;0fi!,.s~r1 '$1\tpt~~r,· .. l?lJ 
.:;. - ._ 
. .-;";,' 
;.r 
.. 
<~~ul i'ti~tlt:L~~sen~. ~asso·~~a.~e ptof~uiaor~ 197i.:.72 . 
"• · .. 
Peter ·l!aitli~ .. aas~clat$ ·p~ofes'aor, ;~9n·;;,j3,' :-· .. ··· 
.. · 
·, 
-.: 
·.·: 
' .. 
II Sutmtiary of Staff Record 
1. · Visiting Asdstant Professo,r Mr;inpranjan M4Ju111Ciar 
rec~i:ved -~-11~ Ph~D., State U.n1-veraity of ~ew York at }luf:falo, 
June1 ·l972. 
2 •. Professor SanfordCo!len'sttavels included Venezuelli, ' 
July, 1971; Iarael, Januacytl972; ~e:a:to Rico, April1 197~. · 
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Professor .Peter Pregory trayelled to Guatemala1 Spring1 .1972 • 
. IIrofessor J;'aul Jonas finfshed asstgmiient as S~atistical ,: 
Advisor 1 U •• s. Age~;~cy for· Intet:n!ltional Development India ~ss:l.on1 
Aug,· '16_, i97l. · Travel: South Asia1 Near ~ast1 Europe:. 
.3. · Professor Albert .. Church received a :Post-Doctor fell,owship 
from _the John c. ·Lin~oin Institute !~r ~ study on tl\e 1~ses 
of Statistical Models :l.ill!.eddential 'Appraising". May ·20, 1971 
through June 11 1972. 
4. Publications: 
Gerald J. Boyle • Professor 
Published by Nat:l.ona_l League of Citi.es 
a) Revenue and Expenditure Projections. for the 
Albuquerque Public Schools: 1971•1975. (44 pages) 
b) Revenue and Expenditure Projections for the 
City of Albuquerque: 197i·l975. (35 pages) 
c) Revenue and Expend~t~:te Ptojt!ctions for 
Bernalillo C6~!1ey: 1971•1975 (93 p.ages) 
Pbam Chung • Associate Professor 
"Iasues on the .Soviet Development_ Path: A .Theoretical 
Examinati.on111 The Indian Journal of Economics, October, i.97l. 
''Notea on the Optimai Product Nix in a Centrally Planned 
System," ·Journal of PoU.til!al Economy 
"On Product Diversification and Facjtor Allocationt A 
Midilllllm Coefficient .of Variation Criterion, '1 Malaysian 
Economic Review• 
; ' 
-s-
II Cont. 
.t . 
4. ·. PJ,iblications :. · (Cont) 
hofess6r Albert .M. Church .. ASsistant frofessor 
.''Minimiiing 'the. Cost of Cri~",. (e.bstr~ct) 1 \tes!;ern 
Econorid.cs ,rournal, Volume .91 No.· 31 September ~9711 P• 343. . . 
'.'A C9mment on the General Tb.~orem of the Second. Best;" 
'lolith Gary Santoni, forthcoud.ng.:in Review .of· Ecoriolliic 
Studies. · · · ·· 
·~nimi#ng the Cost; of .CtiiiU!," '.Artzon& .Review, 
forthcoming (subject to approval) (for revisiollll) 
'''I'wo book r~views in th~ .Ipi:ermountatn E~onolliic Reviett. 
. . ~ - •, . . ,... 
Sanfo;rd .cohen • Professor. and Chliirman.· 
. . . ·,.. 
"Collective Bar.sainiag Agi:eementa·f.n·Venea:uela," 
Labor Development Abroad, December 1971, Vol. 161 
Ni:l. 11 and 1~, pp. 18·~3. .. · 
Micha Gipser - Atisgctate Profe&oor . · 
-' f78 
''Economic Policy ~or: Water Resources and Placement flows," 
Natural. Re1iources JourMl, Vol,. 111 No, 4, October, .1971. 
''Education and ~conollliC ·Welfare 1 ' 1 Sodal Science Quarter b. 
Vol, 521 Ho. 4, March, 1972. · · · 
"All Xntagratio~ of the Agdcqltu<t.al Demand fl,lnction for . 
Water and the Hydrologic Model.of the. Pecos Basin," Accepted 
for publication by Water Resources. Research, 
David Hamilton - Professor 
Consumer Protection in New Ml!x:ico (Ravi$ec1 edition) 1 
Bulletin 1801 Division of Gaverrunent Research, UNM 
·~e Paper War on Poverty;" review ~rtiele in The Journal 
of Economic I•sue&; September, 1971, 
179· 
II Cont. 
4. Publications: (Cont) 
Gary yufbnuer • Associate Professor 
''west Pakistan Exports: Effective Taxation, Policy 
Pr.omotion, 4nd See~oral Di.ncrimination~ u in W.P. Falcon, 
G.F,. Papanek, ed:f,tors, Develgpment Pglicy II: 'l'he, . 
Pakistan Experienc:!J. Harvard Vnivers:l.ty Press, Cambddge1 1971, pp. 56-114. . . 
Review of A,J. Harman~ The InterMtf.Oruil Comeuter Industrt: 
Innoyation and Comparative Advantage, in Journal of 
International Economies, February 19721 pp._ 96·97. 
l_aul Jonas - Associate· Professor.· 
''Projections and F'orecasts. for the rndian Economy, 1969•801 1' 
li:conometrica (July 1971); .An Ar!.alysis of Bovine Milk -
ConsuD!2tion in Haiox: .Indian ~fet~opolitan Mea$, (Monograph,-
PP• 250) 1 u.s. Agency for Interna.tional Development India ~iission1 New Delhi, Aug. 1971; '"the Nature of a Pdce 
Systel!l in a 'Classical 1 Sov~et;•Type Eeonolllj'-," Jahrbucll der 
W!rtilchaft Osteuropas, Vol.. III. East .auropean Research 
Instit!lte, Munil.ch1 May, 1972. 
Review of W, Isard's General Theor~1 tope published i~ 'the 
Journal of Political Econo'!!X; "A Probit Model for tile 
Evaluation of the Tata Family Planning Project: A Case 
Stu.:!y for Miaapplied Grants;" to be published in 
K. Boulding !!~· (ed~s.) International Grants Econgmy 
(Wadsworth: Belmont1 Calif. 1972)~ 
Alfred t. Parker - Associate Profess2r 
'"rteble Damage Action _. A Financial De.terrent To Antitrust 
Violation'l 111 'lite Antircust Bulletin, Vol. XVI, Number 31 Fall, 1971, p. 483•505. 
Norman Van Cott • Assistant Professor 
''Monopoly and the General Price Level; An Explanation Via 
tbe Income-Expenditure Mcldei, 11 J;ntertnountain JtconOm:f.c 'Revie", 
Spring, 1972. 
-....... _..z·• ";!' 
,---------- -- --- -
-7- tso· 
II Cont. 
5. Research Projects; 
Shaul Ben-David ... ASsociate Professor . 
Dept. of Interior, Offic'e of Water Resources Research -
Rio Grande. l'roject, $2~1 424.00,; July 11 197.1 ;.. June 301 ~972 (3r:9 year); Analysis of iVater Charaeterist:Lcs of Manufacturing 
industries and Their Adaptability to Semi•Arid Re$ions1 $101 425.001 July i, 1972 - June 301 1972 (1st year), 
Water Resources Research Institute, 'New 'Mexicci.State 
Ulliversity - l~ater as 11· Lim:l.~ng Factor in Indian 
·Economic Development, $51ooo.oo, July 1, 1972 .. June 30, 1972 •. 
Nat:l.onal Science Foundation - Lake Powell Research Projecc:, $14o;ooo, July 1, 19.72 • June 301 1974, (Proposals an!l · 
meetings this year.) 
Gerald Boyle - Professor 
Sponsored by Albuquerque: Urban QblieJ;"vatory: 
a) Study of service charge financing for City of Albuquerque 
($351 000 for 12 mos.) 
b) Benefit/cost analy,sis of manufacturing in albuquerque 
SMSA ($301 000 for 12 mos.) 
Lee Brown - assistant Professor 
Dept. of the Interior, Office of Water Resources Research ., , 
Analysis of Water Characteristics of Manufacturing Industries 
~nd ·Their AdaptaPillty to Se~-Arld Regions; $10,425.001 
July 1, 1972 - .Juoo 301 1972 (lst }'ear). 
Water Resource11 Research. Institute, tlew Mexieo State 
University • Water aa a Limiting Factor in Indian.Ecop,omic 
Development, $5,000.001 July 1, 1972 • June 30, 1972. 
National Science Foundation • Lake ~owe11 Research Project, 
$140,;0001 July 11 1972 • June .301 1974. (Pl:'ojl!ct proposals 
and meetings with other investigators done thie year). 
~esources for the FUture ·- Study bf Solid Waste Problem in 
New lofexieo, $4,0oo.oo, Pcbruaey 1, 1972 - May 311 197Z: 
June 1, 1972 - tiay 311 1973, 
-a~,, 
·1s1. 
II Cont. 
5. Research Projects: (Cont) 
Pham Chung - Associate Professor 
''On Utility Interdep~ndence and Optimal International Grants. 1' 
1'So~ Aspects of the Theory of Grants Econqmics," 
Albert Church - Assistant Professor 
August, 1971 through June, 1972. Sponsot;": The City of 
Santa Fe, AmoUnt $111 500. ''The Design and Implementation: 
of a llat:a Collection and Analysis System Concerning Crilllinal 
Activities' for the City of Santa Fe." 
''Capital:l.zation of the Effective P~:operty Tax Rate on Single 
Falllily Residences." 
Peter Gregory - Professor 
Study of the deterlllinants of industrial wages. in the process 
of Japanese industrial development. Final manuscript virtually 
co~leted. To be published Py the International Labour Q£fiqe. 
Dav:i.d Uamilton ~ Professor 
Research project in ·Nutrition Improvement Program at UNM 
Medical School • funded. by OEO. 
Gary Hufbauer - Associate Professor 
11
',rhe Te~oral and Spatial Benavior of Urban Land Rents an4 
Municipal Costs1 " and kindred studies (unsponsored research). 
Alfred Parker - Associate Professor 
The Public Welfare Loss Resulting P'rpm a Curtailment of 
Natural Gas Consumption in New Mexieo1 sponsored by Southern 
Union Gas, Dallas, Texas. 
''Measuring Damages in Private Treble Damage Actions" 
"TI:.'eb~e DlllDllges • Fact or Fantasy in hivate Antitrust Cases" 
''Treble Damages in Perspective - A Comment" 
''The Gruat Pipe Conopiracy'1 
S~r Workshop for APS 6th Grade Teachers, New Mexico 
Council on Economic Education, $2000. 
•9• .. 
ii Cont~ 
6. Activities in Lear.ned and ProfesSional,. $oc;:ieties: 
Shaul Ben-David., Asspciate_Professot 
Meetings attended: UCOWR - CorvaU.tt OregoQ. 
··~_ .•. --.-_. __ ~- isz · _-_-/ 
New Mexico Water -Confe.rence ... Las Cruces, Ji,M. 
REERIO Energy Conference • Lalli CrticM, N.M, 
AEA Annual Meetings • New ot+e~ns 
Papers read_: AWRA • Cornell. university, · Ithaca., 
New York, :Papa.,: on Rio Grande Project, 
Lee Brown • ABoistant -ftofessor 
l'.eetings att«1nded: New Mexico Water Conference .. taw C~Cii!l!, N.M._ 
AEA Annual Meetings • New Orleans1 Louisiana 
Albe;t Church - Assistant Professor 
Paper presented at the Western Economic_s ASsociation,. August, 
1971,: "Mini.lni~f.ng ;~e Cost: of ddme, 11 
Attended ASSA-AEA meetings in New Orleans, December 27-291 1971. 
Sanford Cohen • Professor and Cbaipmsn 
Attended American gconomic Association meetings, New Orleans, 
Dec., 1971; International Conference on Trends in Industrial 
ltelations, Tel Aviv, Israel, January, 1972; Delivered two. 
lectures, lecture series, Inter•American University, San 
Gorman, Puerto Rico, April, 1972; Lecturer, u.s. Dept. e>f-
Labor1 International Manpower Institute, May, 1972, 
David Hamilton - Professor 
Vice•Preaident of Association £or ~volutionary Economics, 1971; 
President of Association f!or Evoluf:ionary Economics, 1972~ 
Member of Nominating COlllllittee of RMSSA; Chaired session at 
Ne'l Orleans l!l8eting ot AEA in December, 1971, at: AFEE:; Read 
paper '"'be Tecbnoatructure7 'l'be Technological Imperative, 
and the :Profit Motive.,'' at RMMSA at Salt Lake City, April 28,_ 1912 
Paul Jonas • Associate Prqfessor 
American EconQPdc Association, New Orleans, Louisiana; 
Discussant at the meeting Monopoly fractices (Dec. 291 1971); 
llidt;estern Economic .Association; St. Louis, Missouri; Read 
paper, '''l'be Nature of a Pdc:e Syiitem in a 'classical 1 Soviet• 
'Iype Economy" (April 201 1972); Rocky .Mountain Soc:Ul Scienc!! 
~~--
•lQ-
1 
I li Cont. 
Paul Jonas (Con!i}· 
Assoe:Lat:i.on.,. Salt ta~e: City, U!:ab, R41!ad paper uDepolitizat:f.ori 
in UungaryJ Refo~mers W:i.th~t Issues," (Apt:U 281 1972); 
Invited by the . ~ngar~an AcacieJ:IlY o~ Sc:ieil.ces. and i:h~ 
Hungarian Cciimlittee o! the International Geogrsph:i.~ UW.cn · 
to'£' l!!ct)lres arid c:e~naVJJ;t~tion. .~o Budapest·, :Paper ill · 
pl,'Ci!paration1 !'Current l:sau~s of International Envi"romnental 
Science: (Aug~ )..•15);" Coilfereu:ce on lnternat1ona1 Grants 
Econ01:11y 1 Au$ilburg1 Germaey •. · P~per .in .llreparat1on1 · '~rants 
and, Su.cc:es!S Indica,tors.'', (Aiig• 23,. ~972). ·· · 
.. 
ManorAAjan :W1umdar - VisH:iru; neiat:it~t Professo~' ·· 
A.B.A. annual ~et:ing (New ~leans, l>ec. 71) attended and· 
read paper. · 
Alfred Parkei - Associate Professor 
AEA Meeting "' ilec1 19?1• 
Nol'llUln tan Cott • · As~tatent J!rofess'* 
Attended Western Economic Association meeting. August:1 1971 
in Vancauv¢r1 British Col~ia, C~nad~. Presented p~per: 
Michael PC>lanyi1 . A Key~sia~ MOnetarist; Money in tile. 
Keyn!!d:an J.tevolutf.on." Abstl:aet published in ,A~,tg, 1971) 
Western Economic Journal, Co•author .... P. Cra:l.gRobe:ttS, 
7. Other rrofessiona! Activities: 
Gerald Boyle • Professox 
a) :Pour ·appearances before .NM Itouse and Senate ~ommiti:ees 
to expll!lin and !iupport the CompreMnsiva Tax Credit 
Proposal; b) Radio speech in .behalf of ColliP.• Tax. Credit; 
c) Sp~teeh to alitiual meeting of New Mtlxico Mun~ciptll · ., 
League DO municipal finance. 
Albert 9hurch , • Assistant Professor. 
Conaul~ant and ~esearcb.aseociate in a study of propert,y ~ea 
in ~rtfo:rd, Conn.; Spe&tcJ\ on "Optimal {lrinle Control." stveu 
before. the University l!eisht:a Optimist Cl11b1 December 2~; h~ . . 
•U· 
.!1 coat; 
1. Qtber Profesdonal ActiVid,es~·,- (Coni:) 
Sanford Cohen • ·Ptofess·or and Chair~Mn 
Labor arbitrati.on ' 
Off·l;~us ·t.dk to Depar.tment of Econolll!i!s, University of 
Ul,f.no1s, Chicago Circle, March, 1971, on "Tbeoretic<!ll 
Aspects of Workmen 'a Compensation. 11 
Semi~.'$~ talk .on same subtlect to staff ()£ tile National 
CoDJ,Uission on State Wbf;ktnen 'a Co~~~pensation Laws, Marcbi 
1971. Papet co\lllllissioned by.'the. Coll¥1liasionwaa joint 
pa.pet:.llf Ptofe.ssor Giaser.and my's~lf. Papet." .to be 
publial:led by the Collll!lission in.a volume of Technical faper~:~. 
Consultancy to Jn,stituto Amerieano Par.a E.l J)esarrol:l.o del 
SindicalislllO.:Libre and Regional Oftice for Central American 
Planudng of USAlD to prepare a study of industrial wages 
. in the Centtal Ame~i::Jtn CollllllOp .Market co11ntries lilnd. a . . 
p-!1per on wage pplicy iSsues .for thes~ cQuntdes. Preliminary · 
Visit wae undertaken in the spring of .1972. to .aurvl!y available · ·. 
da:i:a and plan f~ the C::oliection Qj; data. During thd .I!Umtnet' 
of l972,..the project wiUbe completed. and a paper ortwage 
policy presented to a regional semi!Ulr. in 'l'eguc~galpa:1 Honduras• 
Dav!d Hamilton • Professor 
Served as cbair!Mn at aeadon of .New Mexico .Public Realth 
Association, May 2, 1972 fn ,Albuq1,1erque. 
Paul Jonas • Associate Professor· 
.Lecture series, ''J.>rob:Lng the Future," Sarasota1 Florida, ~ew College1 April, 1972• 
Alfr~d Parker • Associate Professor 
Speaker - BernalUlo County Medical Asaociationi Consultant -
Montoya & Montoya Attorneys . 
8. Non-Teaching UniversttyServicei 
Pham Chung • ABsociate Professor 
HorabOr .of National an,d Inter!Ult~onal .Affairs CoD:IIII1.ttee; Mem!M!J' 
of a nU!IIber of Ph.D. dissertation comQiittees. 
.. -, 
II Cont. 
8, Non-Teaching 1Jni'li'ersit;Y Service: (Cont) 
Albert Church • Asnistant Piofessor 
. . 
li'aculty Advisor to the E~ortomica Department honor society 
·sanford Cohen- professor and· Chairman· 
Chairman, Department of Ec(lnomice; Chairlll1Sii1 ISRAD 
ExecutiV!! Committee; Ad!7:l.sor)' c:qmlttee, Divillion 
of Public Administration. 
185 
·Served .as member of tne National Endowment for the Humanities• .. 
committee Which was charged with the .task of preparing a ~ew 
introductory cours¢, to· the social· sciences for fres-n, 
Spring semester, 1972.,, 
David Hamilton - Professor 
Member of Academic F_reedom and Tenui:''!! Committee; Member 
of Univerllity J.>resa Collllllittee; Chairman of A & S Social 
Science Promotion Advisory Comittee 
Garx; Hufbauer - Associate Professor 
Vice President, Phi Beta Kappa; Member, Faculty Compensation 
Committee. 
Alfred Parker - A&sociatei .Professor 
Chairman, Coomittee on Lower Division couraeliJ; Member 
Athletic Council · 
ponald Tailby • Asaqeiate PrQfessor 
Curricula Committee 
Lee Brown - Assistant Professor 
Retirement and Insurance Committee 
9. Public Service: 
&ee Brown - Assistant Prof~ssor 
?reaident, Albuquerque Consumer Federation; ~easurer and 
Teacher, Albuquer~ue Childbirth Educ, Aaan. 
~' ; ~ ·: 
ll: Cont. 
9. Public Service (Cant) .. ·· 
' ·.· 
GaryHufbauer -·Associate Professor 
'lrust~e1 Manzano ~ay School 
r"!'. 
~-
•· 
~;~n~; m'E*"8('·r·J:' (~t:~ ~rne n;t':?£~\:lt~·i,'fl·~~rr ~~n~ ~~:~:;l~lSFl 
Jt~ly iv 1971 - Jti!ll!e 30, 1972 
Jo!.14:lph Z11Vi11d:U -- Chdrmnn 
I. GRtmRM. lm'ORMATXION 
A, SlGNll'NXCAWT ACH~MENTS D:!VRXNG Tim AcADEMIC YEAR 1971,.72. 
1.87 
Xiilllr:tJD.g 1971-72 the department cond1.11ded two illlportant ptoj®~etl·, (ravioiof.'l 
of th!!! gene1Cal eurriteultilll .ttnd of Ph.D. requir<tlmrent:IB) b!l!gun in tb<1:1 Pr.eceding 
iilC~dl!lmie year; it continued to experilllent with course and tMeh~r <WIIluation 
by student~; and it became iavolved with several new project§ and a~tiviti~s 
which will continue into 1972-73. Perhapl!l it in a mistake to nttel!lpt to apply 
tbe term aehill'lV,!!!1!.D...! to our work in thil! pllu!lt ycear. ~" oil<llllll!l •·o i~~~plly 
tbat ~rk on a purtieulsr probl({lm or in .u partieml~r arM of acnllem:1<e ot· 
profeslliom~l rellporul.'i.bllit:t cap. be finished or completed. Yet thin year Wt! 
havm thought le~a and l~su about fin~l ~olutionn and mora and mor~ about :be 
conti~ing str~ggle to understand th@ peopl~ ~ith whom we arc involved and 
1971-72 may well li~ in th~ balunc~ b~t~en our villingnGsa to consid~r 
eh.ung<e in any area .at any tilll!!l and om: refuiial to deludtil ourselv~19 inw thin!.-
iiC!J!: ·llhat <!! ep®eifie change in policy or proc:ll!dur4ll vill bceom~ anything 111\'re 
than a t~mporary resol~t1o~ of n~ed~. But so much for acad<!!mie weltschmerc, 
1. C~rrie~l~ Revi~ion 
hring the fllll th~e dl!lpart~nt approvil?d the llllllbaJtantial r~orgunbntion 
illl 1:urd.c:u1um th.ilt b'Jd bPen nrepllrlt'd by the: l!lpec:ii'!l Curri~ulum Col!llllittee 
in 1970-71. The ~~vio~d curriculum, vhicb b~comea effective for the 1972 
n~r seadon, <!?IJt!lbliaheo for thr> first time sepdZ:llte undergrnil~(l.t~ And 
nud ft~ll 1972 indicates; that implementation of the nw c:ouroe oyl!lt<t:cn 
11VUl ?.ttq\1\ilr>: f.!ill:®ifiUl '\t\(H1J\ht. .rnnd lt~g'<ll!!it IClODilUJlltl\l.tlOill bill!l:lliii!~n ll:!!.<tnlty 
.cu:ul wtqndcv,\lkte•. '!ie.t W<!'l Pl:t'!~ etill (lptimiut:l.e alltld r<l!llldy to ~~Jor!.t foi." <~Ill 
Opl!mmtilll;g c•l!lr:ri~:ul.= >111 lilttlr.~l.:ti'Vil'l IW t:hi:! abJ!i!tr~et cuv:riclllll!m Uwt nw 
lllPP'.!IillW~m illl th:tl univeruity .!!.~!!· 
2 •. · RG!vil!if.on of Ph,D, E!Jeqi!llr<em~nt!ll 
· Du~ing th~ fall th~ de@&t't~~t al2o approv~d tb@ ~~i~ion~ in th~ 
requirelll«lntt~ for thil! Ph,D, that ht:~d b2en rt!!comJWnded by .nn ad hoc ccDI\llitt<:~e 
in th$ Gpring of 1971. Aei:;ox:d:lng to th~ n®u proc~!dur~ll'l, :o.dopt-,.,d o~ 
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Do!Jcftlmbi!lr 14-, rauch Ph.D. crtud<1Jnt d<eg:l.goo hi~B prQgram in doU@ tC::onsultat:lon 
t3'ith a regunlndy ll<etiviS Committe<a on Studili?~; &nd tl:l!l.t committe<e h01~ frJ!A. 
suthority over .cowra'£1 awl0ction o;r any oth<er requ:h'®ll<ent& which might bl!l 
jMd~~d ewitsbla to r.h® ~tMd~nt•~ int@r~~tg and train:l.~g. ·~p~ mo~t inno-
vativ~ pa~~ of th~ r@vi~ed r~qulr@m2nta provid@c an option to th~ trndi• 
HI!:ID!!al writt~n JI:QIXIPtc!htJMiV<l! ll!:X!!lmi~M~t!on. With tb<e compli!!tion of eourlllll 
work. n BtMd~nt mtty ~ho@~~· to pr~$@nt two job~ of uor4p which ~ nre c~llius 
p~ojecta~ ~g ~n ~lt~rndti~ to th® ~itt@n ~~~i~tion. Proj~ct® nr~ 
l'<Si!J.I!.d:o~d to dc;mon.utt'lilt~& tblfl llll.line t'Elng-a of knowl!!!dgt; f;ll!ld alcill§ that tb~ 
W':tittl:ln. mmminutitlf.l t:oeill t!l. Tl:w llt~.l"<f <lptio;n, bm;dlvm.-. eignifiet:mtly" promotul 
th~l iu'\H.•~;~f.du-lllity tb.illt 111 g& l!ll!ljor goal of tha -tnt1:re p:togrttin revidon. ~lb<!ln 
th!I ~lllliv<all.'~lty C:t$dllU!I.t£ Cot!l!llittuJe <:~pprovilld 011r !?b.D. t'lfNiB:f.ont: in April. 
it: w:m J)!'llt'tictJJlurly att>nti'V<:J toe thi!" -prl3j~<et option W<a acl.tnowllllilgri!ld to the 
cul:mlitt€'<1.' thnt ta;,D option b •ln<l'll!':d.melnt:lll nnd agr;eed to :r.orort 0\!1 th'i!! r~e~ult!!i • 
of om- reJtp~doru:;:; ~tUh the nhw pro~edi!lre;s <HI Will are ublu:J to a~Imly:~:li'l thGom. 
Obvluudy this i~ anotb•N<' _ch~ug~ tb~t WE'! do not lllxpltlet to b4! fin!1l. W"" think 
tbtlt ue hnv<' Ddor>t~d ll:ll <tl>citing, $-!llnova~tiva r!.'!vision. but o11.ly :impl~menta­
tf.Qn of th~ new nl:'o:::~dun:~:!'i uU.l tillll ua w;etb'OJ:' tl'l: UJ.ot further r~iaion 
tdll bocomn sdvienblmo 
.---------~~--- -- --- --
3. Cour11N~ EvM.1Mr.1tion PrcgraUIJ. 
.A:ft(!l;r our £irat rlfil:pilldtn<&nt with ~ unbend e:ouru® lilVOllW!ltion in the 
apring of 1971, ~~ d~eided that ~inc~ our original q~e6tionnmi~@ fi@®tn<&d 
~~c~i#IJ:o!U"ily comp li<e!Bl tfl!d for lll t!llld~n tl!l• l!l r®v !Ilion' ttalll ill ord~er. So we 
had no lJl®ll!l!riltl t:10UrG<e II.'!Wht&tion in Sem!l!;uter I 1!811.0 appoint®d a eomm:Ltt<t@ 
to prepare a revi~<!!d q~~otionnuire for ~s~ during Se~ster It. The form 
®ventully propoei?Jd by the committl!l~! und adopted by th® dGtpartiOOtU: proved 
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to b® quit~ briaf. On it $tUdentn w~r~ a~k<!!d ~imply to ev~lu~t~ te~~her *~d 
cour3~ sepantcely a~eording to the wtand&u:d ueadl!lmie grading cod~ (ABeDI!'). 
Stud<e~:atm vf<erc allilo !nvU:.sd. to cODJ!llant fredy on the gt>ades asi/Jign<ild. l-:<12 
hope th~ 1:'4llilU1ta will be intdU.gibl4ll and qAI!Irilful, but thoy mumt otmit t~tudy 
f.n too £!111. Th~ ll!val~mt!cn wau eondQJict<!id throughout t:h<a d·~partm<!!nt dltlrilll,7 
the l~111t ttco WIEl!!!ltl!l of ths tvli!~l\lt~;;r, ~and tabulation of re!ilults wHl r@qllllir~ 
con~id~rabl~ ti~ dllllring tha summ@r. 
4. PlanniAB for th111 Nw BWll8lnitie,;; Building 
FrOlll the vl!iry biegi1lll\'lilllg of the year plunning for the new Hum&!nit:i.·a~ 
Building absorbed a gr~at ~~~ of depart~nt~l energy. Sine~ we we~e un~ 
prepar~d for thiG projGct vbaa th@ call for ~pa~e n~eds c~® in S~ptember, 
rJe hnd to commit an extraordinary amount of time to generating and col~ 
lectins b~~ic idea~ fir$t and then to r$fining thes~ ideas int~ n vor~bl~ 
progrrun of Upi!!c:lf:l.ellltiong 'rbe e01Jirli~ of di111cusaion and negotiation batW'ilen 
that odg:!.od effort 11nd the preoent almost-final pb:M han lbcean l.oag nnd 
itr0gulQr. Yet the pl~no ueem to justifY all the fuss and t~i!! energy expendeda 
~1~ 1r.Lll haw the Mtu~nl light v~ ao much w11nt in all f11culty officraa. Our 
cluster princivle of office arr•nge~nt baa been adcpt@d. We b*vw a library, 
an experiiM!ntal clal!laroolll, aelilinar rooll)l;l, adequate administrativw uork 
spac0, and a promising lounge. So far we have reason to be ~lensed. 
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5. Departmental Colloquium 
In an effort to pro~ote broader awareness Hithin the departm@nt of the 
research and teaching interests of individ~l faculty and graduate etudents, 
: . 
tile department instituted last fall what t.1il1 h111nceforth be. c~lled the 
Departmental Colloquium. ~~eting ueekly or biweekly throughout the year, 
the c~iloquium features papers or other presentations by students; faculty, 
or g'uestl!l, and genl!!ral discussion by all those present. ~onard lleld, Ken 
. . 
Johnson, David Reiiiley, Paul Zolilrod, Yvonne Jebe~on, :Oa~l LaM; Susan · 
Dewitt, David Jones, Bob Fle~ing, Enid Howarth, and Morris Eaves appear~d 
in the.colloquium during 1971-72. Their collecti~e ,performance and the 
re.spollSe of thlllir audienc~~ promiat!l a rich future Jor :the Collo!!idum. 
6. Freahmnn English Program 
·After three years of consistently effective service Paul Davis resigned 
as Director of Freshman English at the <end of the, acadelllic: · yll!ar. He will 
bs replaced by Scott Catlett. ;Profe~bor Catlett expects.to continue the 
empbasea e!3tablishi!!d by his pr~decessor. but he faces some new problems 
particularly because of the changes adopted by Arts and Sciences in English 
proficiency and college group r~quirements. The new requirement for demon-
strated competency in English writing will be adminiotered ip the department 
through a special test to be offered periodically throughout the year. That 
teat uas delligned and tried during the spring, and students will begin taking 
it during summer orientation. Administration and grading of the test un-
doubtedly will be a major new and continuing responSibility of the Director 
of Freshman Eng1iob next y~ar and thereafter. In additio~~ he ~ill certainly 
find himself working with new enrollment patterns in tbe Frcahman English 
courses sinee neither 101 nor 102 is required by A~ts and Scien~es and only 
102 can be counted under the group requirement structure. Ue hope that any 
:i:oA.6, Cb!!l:::l.ll\!&d 
dllllngea in enrollmtJnt ti'i11. be oianage.!lb].'$ during the f:l.r.at semester of 
1972a73. but we do exp~et thai: changtes ;~il.l oCCIJ!l!:' and u-il! requi.rli'l a 
great cle~l of attention. 
7. Criteria for Temar~ and P:rro.motion 
The ten~red faculty of the department deyoted many hours to di$e~sion 
of criteria for tenure and promotion. The ~esults of theBe @fforta are 
limited to broad principles coneer.ning teaching and reaear~h primarily; 
so we ~ not yet prepared to define an official departmental position. 
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Next year we intend to involve the $nti~~ depnrtment in further discussion, 
in the hope of furthar progress on this v~ry difficult probl~m of evaluating 
a faculty'member's work. At least w~ have adopted what seems to be an 
effective n~t proc~~~ for evaluution.·ev~n tbough criteria may b~ diffi-
cult to define firmly oi:Uld explicitly. In each ease for prOillOtion and/or 
tenure during 1971-72, an ad hoc subcommittee was avpointed by th~ chairmmn, 
after consultation ~ith the faculty m~be~ being evaluated, to &s~emble a 
detailed report on performance in each of the standard categories of vnortc. 
That. report wns th~n presented to the tenure or promotion committee for 
discttss:l.on and judgllli!!ttt. The procedure brought the best illformat:!.on ava:Uabll'.! 
before the committee efficiently. and it saved tne full c~ittee unnecesaary 
meeting time. ~Je liked it and intend to continue it. 
8. Reorganization of Departmental Op~r~tions 
During the second semester a special committee was appointed (Professors 
Baughman, David Johnson. and Tillotson) to review standard oper.at!ng pro-
cedures in the depart~nt--particularly administrative proceduree~-and to 
recommend to the department any changes and improvements that might seem 
t1iae. Befor® the 1!nd of the year the committee identified several areas 
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thg,t n:e4!d u.tt:f!lnticn. i11clm1i.ng the undr~rg:radua.tt'l ~ltudien ;n:cgr;run, <l'l!.d thll' 
const~tutional di~trib~tion of r~epotuJibility and authority in the dwpart-
m'ilnt. Alii n rt~rad.t of thfll colm!littee 1a tvozk thua far. tbe depnrtllltlnt illxpe~Cta 
to define the new adminietr&tive position of Director of Wnd~rgr~du~t~ 
St!!clli;ea j.n the fall, and ne are further. prepax:ed to conoid<l!r aubet:a;atial 
r~evief.on of the dt~p.Blrtroental constitutioll it!!e!lf. 
9. S~eeial Events 
The annual Carl Grsbo Memorial le~ture wao delivered on Februmry lil~ 
1972 !by David Gr•ene, distinguished teacher and schobr of tb~~ dr41!1!l.. ~ira 
G~ene 1 s lecture ws.e titled "Richard tbil! Second and tbl!! Chronicle S~:r:telll." 
On l'imrelt 3 ltrisb "-lllthor aud teacher Al<tJc Reid vimit~d the ewnpoo under tl\'!l 
cpom;onhip of the department and l!!pi)V-0 publicly on "Sam1llel Becket~! 
Dr.tll1!lltf.at--Th@ l:Ulii .and His Plays." On May 4, .5, and 6, Profeneor Dnvid 
Jon~s ~irected an astoundingly energetic and effective prod~~t:ton'of ~~ 
~ Ki!~• with n atudent csst and crEw. 
10. D. B. Lawen!'!\! Fellotrohip for the Sur:imer of 1972 
Ke;l.th tillson. "Who hat~ h.nd eleven books of poetry publiabcd and lilhose 
worlt has appl.!ared t.n many anthologies and llllllgazln!!s, was eeleetecl. to be 
l..aw.ren~c~ l?ellotT. ~Jr. Wilson is As111ode.te l'rofeesor of English &lid R<esidmat 
Poet nt llew U.exf.co State University, snd is a native New l{e"li.can. 
ll. l:i:t.~oll!llent '.l:x:cndn 
~be~~ seem to b~ve be~n no enroll~nt trends during 1971~72. .Total 
~n~ollmont dropped slightly, probably beca~we only two clnasaa were per-
mitted to $rOW t~ard a total of 100 students. The average Enslish clao~ 
enrollloont vas still about 29--somewbat above what ve are told the BEll' 
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considers the uuiveraity's $CtU:lcnt:/facu1ty ratio to be. For cl.n!:llles taug;bt 
by per!II!lnent faculty (Citllt :l.s. all c:ls!!see &bove the Freshman level)p the 
. aveli:&ge figure uas 35. fu:ull 1, of course, there ~uere dissertations and !lpec:is.l 
problems for itldividud atl.!.denta too--~ach averaging ~·10. per· fac:uii:y mem- · 
oor ever the course of the year. The department earned its money:: During·' 
the year 100 s_tudmlts con:~pletc~d undergradute de~eea with an English majorj 
there were 43 J?nglish minorw. Fourteen students took Master's Degrees. and 
fourteen students completed the Ph.D. 
I.B. Plems for 1972~73 
Pl:'.!!la.rily we :i.utend to continue ~lith our wor:k next year--woi:tt with the 
cul:'t:iculum, the t.mdernt"aduate aud gradt.tate progr.!llliB. possible depalo:'tment:al 
reot:~anbation, the rising H~l!!lanitiea lluilding, the problems 'of faculty 
ew.luatiO'll by stud<mts and ourselves. Ue do plan to 'I'Torl' h.nrder at coordi-
tJJ.ting the achedt.t7e with student needs or interests, and ~re do have some 
neti' ideas about the reca:uit:ing proceduzoe, which tte hope the university will 
support with tr.aval and expense money for the ~DWi meeting in Ne~ tork. 
'let just as a,s!t:i;':.'f~~~ seemed an unred l~ord at the beginning of'tbis 
report, so does the r;ord ]tlans seem to have limited sense here~ · Uiidov.btedly 
we tTill have anotoor t:ons:l.xtently bur;~y, sometimes frenetiC! year, and very 
!ikelJI rzoat of our time mUl be sp.ent on projects i:hat we do not yet kncn1 
about. 
~~Semester I 
c&teaorx 1967-68 
Freshman Writing 2427 
LD Wrtg. & Ligg. 202 
Y.Jl Lit. .1653 
.. 
'QD ~ G~.nd. 1274 
General .studies 58 
. -~ 
Ens.iisb _010 taa 
. .. ~ . 
. .. . . 
'·· 
·--· 
·~~ . 
... 
.... .. 
TABLE X~ Semester II 
·'" .. ...... 
. ·.. · .. · 
··~ < • 
Ca'tejio~. 
4 :---
. 1967-68 
UrGsbman Writiug . 2397 
LD Wrts. & Ling. 146 
i.D Lit:. 1589 
W & Grad. ·1166 
General Studies 38 
Ell3ilish 010 li66 
' .. 
1.968-69 
2665 
123 
1656 
1330 
109 
205 
--
1968-69 
2378 
109 
1408 
1405 
36 
_ ... 
1969-70 197lf-71 
3030 3499 
175 . '186 
1695 l!ll8 
1239 1:'1:53 
10 ,. 40 
224 
":, 
~· .. 
O:i. 
196'9.:.70 1970-71 
'.2795 ·2876 
195 .• 166 
1519 1565 
1317 ll64 
60' 
--
194 
.. 
.1971-72 
3341 
.. 
182. 
1771 
USB 
,. 
_ _..II.,:· 
· . 
~- .'..:.{t 
,. 
1971-72 .. 
2691 
204 
1722 
1178 
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Patridt Jo!!~ph G.allacll!oer. B.A •• UJn:l.vcrlllity of Detroit~ 1955. 
M,A.. 9 1lYniv~rsity <If Detroitp 1957, Ph.D. • Univ.areity of Ili.inoi!ll~ 1961). 
Old and Middle English titerat~r~; Medi~val Co~arative Litcrat®r~: Ole 
lc:dundie~ Irish; Frrench. Dantl'!·• Cillal.lcll!lr. JLitcrary criticism., B!blli-
cal Exegll!~is.' 
David C. McPh®raon. B.A. 9 Hardin S:l.mmona Univlllrdty 0 1957. M.A •• 
Univ~raity of Tex~d at Austin. 1962. Ph.D •• Univ®ra!ty of Tex~8 ct AMotin. 
1966. Elizabethan and Jacobean cb:ama. prose 0 and poetry. Anglo .. ltl&l;tan 
literary relations in tb® Renaissance. 
Patricia Clark Smith. B.A., Smith College, 1964. M.A., Yale Uni-
versity, 19661 Ph.D. • Yale lllniversity. 1968, Elizabethan and J,liCOJb<ean 
DriRlllll. English tit(i'Jrature. American li'..it~ratlllre. Composition, Crli!!ativt! 
Writing. Sp~ci~l competence in Shakespear~, Sp®nser0 aud Po~. 
Mary Martha Weigl®. B.A., Radcliff~ College, 1965. Ph.D,i U~i~ 
veroity of l"ennsylvQ>~nia. 1968., i!'ll~t~lorl! and Folklife. Bngl:l.tlh and 
Anthropology will ohar@ her teaching services. 
I.ll. SEPABA'rlO~lS 
Jo~nne Field Holland. A•oi•tant Profes~or from 1965 to 1970. 
Associate Prof~ssor from 1970 to July 1972. 
Willis Dan~ Jacobs. Instructor, 1937-1946 (with 27 montho oll!t for 
over•ea~ •ervic~ during WW II). A~aist&nt Professor. 1946-1949. Asoo-
.cinte Professor, 1949-1955, Professor of English, 1955-July 1972. 
lo Advanced Study 
L. Scott Catlett: Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, June 1971. 
Paul Davil!l: Adobe II. 
Susan v. Dewitt: Work in progreso on Ph.D. dissertation; degree expected 
Fall 1972. 
Jere~ W. Baiat: Additional progreoa toward completion of Ph.D.; de~ree 
expected by June 1973. 
James L. Thorson: Advanced study in Macedonian language and literature. 
2. Sabbaticals etc. 
Edith Buchanan: Seven weeks in England and Scotland, Summer 1971. 
L. Scott Catlett: Leav4! of Absence, Sementer I 1971-72.; F'llllbright-lh\ys 
Lecturehip at University of the South, Bahia Blanca~ Argentina. 
Susan v. Dewitt: Leave of absence for academic year 1970-71; work in 
Norway. travel in Italy, Germany, Austria, Norway, Denmark. 
Robert E. Fleming~ Visited a number of archaeological sites in the 
Southwest in connection with ~ teaching (Southwest Literature)~ Cb~co 
Canyon, Mesa Verde, Pecos ruins, Gila cliff dwellings, Bandelier National 
Monument, etc. 
Joanne Holland: Sabbatical leave 1971w72, traveling in England and 
Scotland; London, Canada since Auguat 1971, 
Ivan Melada: San Marino, California, Summer 1971. 
David A, Remley: Research (Summer 1971). Washington, D. c., tedern1 
Records Center on Alaska Uigbway Uistory. 
Jamen t. Thorson: Leave without pay from July 1, 1971 to December 31, 
197l. Travel to Ireland for research on Jonathan Swift and ~. B. Yeata, 
~tc. during September 1971; to London for theater; to Vienna and Belgrade 
for o~~ra, and to Skopje to teach English. 
George Arms: UNM Research Allocations Grant($375). 
Ernest w. Baughman: El0cted a member. The Society of Fellows, The 
Aumricnn Folklore Society, November 1971. 
t. Scott Catlett: Fulbright-Hays Lectureship Award. 
· Ivan Melada: Research Allocations Committee Grant for Summ2r Study 
at the Huntington Library June 1-Auguat 25, 1971. · 
David A. Remley: RAC Grant for regearch, Summer 1971. 
4. Publications 
George Arms: Review of Per Seyerated's Kate Chopin and ~o~~n'~ 
Collected Works, ~rican Llt.arature, 43 (March, 1971) 0 136-137,' ~ibliograph~of William Dean Howells, with William M. Gibson (New York: 
Arne Press, 1971). 184 pp. Reprint<ed with notea, from 1948 ed; 
~~t....~~~'!!~he 1970's• ed, 1.. G. Locke, W. M. Gibson, G. R. 
Petty, Jr. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winaton, scheduled D~c. 20, 
1971). About 600 pp. 
Morris Eaves: "Decision and Revision in James Merrill's {Diblos) 
Notebook," Contempor:ary Literature (Winter 1971). 10 pp. · -. --
"The Marriage of Heaven and Hell plates 17-20," scheduled for publication 
in Blake Studies (Spring 1972), Essay-review of Allen Ginsberg's 
recording of Blake's Songs of I~ocence and Experience, Blake Newsletter 
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(Winter 1971). 9 pp. Review of Benjamin DeMOtt's Blake and Mnnehild 
(tape recording in the McGraw-Hill YMHA Poetry Center Series), schedUled for 
publication in Blake Newsletter, Summer 1972. Comprehensive index to 
Foster Damon's !!!k~pietiona~ (Brown University Press), scheduled for 
publication, 1972. Numerous news and bibliographical items in tbe Winter 
1971, and Summer~Fall 1971 issues of the Blake Newsletter.· 
Robert E. Fleming: •1xrony as a Key to Johnson's :Wtobio$r~~ 
~~!2~~11 Americun Literature, 43 (March 1971) • 83-96. 
"Contemporary Themes in Johnson's !~biograeh_y of an Ex-Colored Man," 
!!!,iTo ~~n_~iterature Forum, 4 (Winter 1970). 120-124, 141, '':An 
An.ootated Cbeel1Gt O>f Afro-American Novels Set in Chicago 9" Soc. for Study 
of Mi~lilt L:l.teratll!X"e Newsletter, 1 (Fall 197l)J,, 6•7. Brief new9 item 
a~me issue, page 3. 
Gene FTumkin: '1Tbe Mask (Masque) of Marcel Ducbmp" (poem), l-linne· 
oot:a ~view, Vol, X, No. 3/4, p. 101; "Hadrid Photogrnph, 11 "The Procesaion," 
(poe1118), Chicago Review, Jsn-P'eb 71, pp, 41~44; "Still Life with Pear & Old 
Msn." "The Nature of My Sexual Problem" (Deems), Measure (Wash. State U. 
PrGISS), Spring 71, p. not numbered; "Utopia as a Meanu to No End'! 
Article, Rond Runner Preas, Spring 71, pp. S-8; "The Living Watch (poem), 
Road Apple Review, Winter 11, p. unmunbeted; "Letter to an Imaginary Friend, 
by TholliQs McGrath" (review), Cafe Solo, Spring 71, pp. 4~7; "Friday 
Afternoon May 29 1970" (poem), l!:Uleape, Vol, I, No. 4, p. 15; "20 jloems 
r:f J?r:l.,)n1oh:lt~" (1o!!fi pMm) Jo Quet~al, Hinter 11, Pl?• 59-69; "Iotra• Kansas, 
i. 
4. Genil Frumkin eontinued 
Nebraska" (poem). Forty _l~o~uchi~_!!n~~e..!!!:.._~.£~}~t:.~xz, <l!d, 
~tobert: Bly (Beacon Press anthology), iesured Winter 71, p. 22• "Goodbye, 
Lovell" (poom), Llllllllling, Wina:er 11, pp. 12-20; "A Beautiful Day," "Long 
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& ShadotfY Habit:a," "Landscape in Grey" (poelllfJ),. Dacot:ah 'i'erdtory, Jan. 71, 
l'P• 20-22. 
Willis Dana Jacobs: ''William Cllrlol'l Will:f.amg' The Hunter," Tim 
BXPLICATOR. Vol. :XXXX. No, 7, March 1971. Unpaged. "William Carlol!l 
WilliiiVll!J' A Co!!>nal," THE EXP!r.lc:ATOR11 Vol. XXIX, No. 8, April 1971, 
U'fnpag~d. "Edith Sitwell 1s Still Fal~i!!!!a•" THE EXPLICATOR, 
accepted and scheduled for publication. "Eugeno Ionesco11!! Amedee» O,E 
How To Get Rid of It," tHE EXPLICATOR.. 'Ibis is more an article than a 
abort piece and will require a number of printed pages. 
David M. Johnson: "The Makil!lg of a Senator," Qacotab TerritoEI,, Vol. t. 
No. 1 (Jan. 1971). "El D:l!l del Muerto," !S_o28!, No. 5 (Summer 1971). 
Review: Cyr'l!fl Gordon's !!!,~Co~b!!!l__~~ Between the OM.Jl<!!lS !m!!, 
~:leat .AmGric~, titled "Collective Al!llUlll:la,•• !!!!.M~ Pro1e£t;ion&. Vol. 4, 
No. 1. 
David R, Jones: "The Disappoint!M!ntll of Maturity: 13ellow'a !!!8.ie 
~~~ in!!!.! !!fti~. ed. Warren French (Everett•Eclwards.,l971). 
"Dance Plays, by W, B. Yeats 11 (review) , llduca t:l.onal..!hea t;~o!!!D.!! 23 
{March 1971), 90•91. 
Joseph M. Kuntll'l: Manuscript of ~~etg Explication: A ~c!!!'!!• third 
edition, in hands of nublieher, The Swallow Preso, Inc., Chicago, ~uti­
mated ntunber of pages: 600-700. (In press, 12/10/71) 
Dorothy M. Logan: Textbook, entitled WRITING JmSAYS AliOFlT tiTBRATUBE: 
A Ll'l'ERARY RHETORIC. publ:Lahed by Holt, R.inehurt and Winston, Inc., January 
1, 1971. 
Dnvid A. Remley: "Sacajawea: 20th Century Pocahontas" (accepted for 
publication by ~c Northwest S~rterlz). 
James L. Tho~aon: Bibliography of work~ by end about Samuel Butler, 
1612-1680, ncc.apl:ed by Bullet!!!_«!!]!lblio~ra:e~. date and pages t.o be 
annowe:t:d. 
Fi:ed<adclt \rarnt!r: "Refl(!c:tio!lB on Hemingway's Death11 !!!.~I!Y.~ 
Vol. l~ No. 1, pp. 9-12. 
S, Other Rcaearch Frojccta etc. 
Gsorge Armo: Continuing worlt on the Bowllo letters (J!irst volume now 
scbedul~d for 1973; second volume ~till in progress). 
Erneat w. Baughman: Continuing study of Rawthorne 1o literary devices. 
St!,cly of t>:o !l!Oa~rn i'Jtllllod[Jt:; who pu:;:pett1ntl) n:ll'il!tl2t1lll:hbce!lb:Jey t:ra.cH.d.ei:ll:l. 
tnC:.1.i.Ull.5'iillilg Dtudant eo11cctionn o~ 1o1klore lror 1\NM azchivca. 
~-------------------------------
5. Other Research Projects continued 
Edith Bucbunan: An article on Samson Agonistes to be completed by 
February 1, 1972. 
Paul Davis: Contributor to the Pilgrim Edition of Dickens' Letters, 
Vol. III, due for publication (Oxford) this year. 
Morris Eavas: In progress, a book, Blake's Artistic St!!t~. 
An edition of letters of the English Romantic poets. Two article& on 
Blake, ''Blake 1s War against the Printing Press" and ''The Narrator in 
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The Marriage of).!~E!'!.!n and nell''; articlea on Dickens' M!!!!n~'=!!!l· 
Shakespeare's !\!!:!!-ard II; DoMe's ~ and Soneta; :Faulkner's Sound and the 
~; Crane's Red Badge of Courage (all the articles are near completion). 
Robert E. Fleming: Scheduled for publication: "'Playing the Dozens' 
in the Black Novel"· bibliographies of Chas. F. LU!Illllia and Adolph Bandelier 
in a bibliography of Southwest literature: three reviews. 
Submitted: articles on Sutten E. Griggs; Ronald L. Fair; black literature 
program. In progress: articles on John Williams, Hemingway. 
Gene ll'rU!Ilkin: Completed THE FROG N<JliEL (now at NY agent); completed 
CLOUDS & RED BARTH (IIIB.-poems now at Swallow Press); 4 poems accepted for 
alltbology CONTEMPORARY AMERicAN POETRY (Random nouae): 2 poemn accepted for 
anthology POETRY Cf1! TilE DESERT SO'!YrBWBST (Baleen Press, Phoenix) ; 3 
poembooka aecepted by CAPE SOLO PRESS, Q'IJE'EZAL PRESS,. SAN MARCOS PRESS. 
JoaiUI.e aolland: Article completed on ~th and history in Spenser's 
!nerie queen!; article in progress on Shakespeare's fools. 
Willis Dana Jacoba: Article on the drama of Eugene I~oco (listed 
above). Further explications on contemporary poetry. 
Dorothy M. Logan: In progress:. An article on Ben ,Jonson's Volpose 
and a textbook on the teaching of literature in today's high ochoolo. 
Ivu Melada: In t~progreoa: a book-length study of InduatriaHam and 
English Literature, 1870-1970. 
Roy Pickett: In !~progress: research on the 1iterary styles of Herman 
Melville and H. L. Meneken. 
David A. Remley: In progress: Book on history of Alaska Highway for 
McGraw-Rill's American Transportation Series. 
Katherine G. Simons: Continued research, Reaaiaaaace and claaaical 
backgrounds, for General Honora and Shakespeare couraea and for Comparative 
Lituature 339. 
Marcia Tillotson: Working on papers on~~l~n_!h!_P~, metaphor in 
Byron; planning a book on Byron. 
James t. Thorson: Currently working on research on the literary rela-
tionship of Jonathan Swif~ and Samuel Butler. 
Frederick Warner: Monograph on Stevenson; rewriting of novel. 
li 
6. Activities in Learned and Professional So~icties 
George Armo: Exe~utive Council of Weotern Literary Association, 1966-
1971. Committ®e on th<e Hubbell Award, 1971-75 (Am. Lit. Section., l!IJ:.A). 
Ernest W,. Ba1111ghman: Meeting, New Mexico Folklore Society, Taoll, May 
1971. Vice President (Program chairman) for New Mexico Folklore Soci~ty, 
1971-72. Meeting, The American Folklore Society, t~asbington, D. c., 
November, 1971; ind~cted into Society of Fellows at Annual Dinner meeting. 
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L. Scott Catlett: Paper read at ARICANA Bi-cu\tural Institute, Rosario, 
Argentina, ''Escapismo en la novela Norteamericana." Paper read at Cireulo 
de Oficillles de Mar, Punta Alta, Arg<entina, "La Crbis cultural de los 
Estados 1!1nidos refleiada en la novels en 11'!1 periodo 1945-1970." Paper read a 
VI Jornadas de Historia y Literature rioplatense y norteamericana (Asso-
ciation Argentina de Estudios Amerieanos); Eureke: una posible clave 
para -le interpretacion de lo anormal y de lo sobrenatural en Poe. 
Paul Davis: Attended CCCC meeting, March 1971. 
Susan V. Dewitt: Attended meeting of RMMLA in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
October. 
Morris Eaves: Attended Thomas Gray Conference, Ottawa, Canada, May 
1971. William Blake Festival and Symposium, Illinois State University, 
October 1971 (read paper, "The Marriage of Heaven and Hell: Blake's 
Artistic Strategy Finds a Last Judgment Lurking in the Graveyard of 
Claso:leism"); M'LA Annual Meeting, Chicago, Dee. 1971 (led the 4th annwtl 
W:lll1am Blake Seminar), 
Gene Frumkin: Enecutive Committee, Southwest Poetry Conference. 
Robert E. Fleming: Read paper, "Black Literature Programs--Special 
Problems of the Rocky Mountain Schools" at RMMLA meeting, ll.as Vegas, 
Nevada, October 16, 1911. Attending 1971 M1A convention in Chicago, 
Dec. 27-30, 1971. 
Shirley ~w Guthrie: MOdern Language Association Annual Meeting, 
1971. Chaucer Library Committee. 
Joanne Holland: Attended Central Renaissance Conference meetings in 
Boulder, Colorado, April 1971. 
Willis Dana Jacobs: Member, Modern Language Association: American Asso--
ciation of University Professors; Phi Kappa Phi. 
David R. Jones: Associate Member (honorary) of Centre D1Etudes et de 
Rescberehes Irlsndaidea (Center for Irish studies and research), Universite 
de Lille III. 
Dorothy M. Lognn: Mamber of MLA. RMMlA. and NCTE. 
Z01. 
6. Activities contin~d 
Ivan Mela.da: Member, MILA; Member, Friq:!nds of the Huntington L:l.br11ry. 
·aa,y Pickett: Member of the Executive Committee of the College Con-
ference on Composition aDd Communication. Member of the Linguioti~ 
Society of America. 
David A, Remley: Vice-Chairman, Rl~ Western Americana and Folklore 
section, Fall Conference, 1971. Read paper of Sacajawea to ~eting of 
ii)NM faculty and graduate student&. Read paper: "Problelll8 of Teaching 
Native Alooricans" in "Ethnic Studies" section. fall conferl!!nce, 1971. 
RMMLA, 
Marcia Tillot6on: Attended RMMtA ~eting in Las Vegas, Nev., October 15-
16: read n•nP.r, "Teaching Women in titerature"; elected chairman of Women's 
Caucus of RMMtA. 
James L. Thorson: Presided at New Mexico State Conference of AAVP in 
I.ai5 Cruces, New Mexico, May 8, 1971. President, Nev Mexico AAI!IP, January 
through May. 
Joseph B. Zavadil: Attended MtA meeting, Chicago, December 27-30. 
Attended ADE meeting on Future of Graduate Education, Koozville, Tenn., 
April 22-24. Attended RMMLA meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, October 15·16, 
7. Other Prof~ssional Activities etc. 
nzecutive committee of the editorial board for the Indiana Univer~ity 
Press edition of w. D. Howells. Co-editor of ~ E!Plicato~. Director 
and President of The Explicator Literary Foundation. Advisory board 
Abstracts 2£. ~.!!Ris!!, Stud!!!,. Board of consultants, American f_iters~ 
Realism. Advitlory board, ~: A Jo_!!rnal ,2!. .!!!!. American Renais..!!.l11!,~~· 
L. Scott Catlett: Talk to faculty and students at Instituto Superior de 
Profeoarado de Rosario, Rosario, Argentina: Eocapism in the American Novel. 
Paul Dsvi~: Judge, NCTE achievement awards; Judge; Old Town Studio P'esti- · 
val of Short Plays; Reviewer for Harcourt Brace; Little Brown· Macmillan. 
S~san V. Dewitt: Taught English for Scientists and Conversational 
E~liah, Norges tandbrukshogskole, Ana, Norway (The Norwegian State Agri-
cultural College). Editorial wor~ for ICCASS (the International Center 
for Comp~rative and Applied Social Sci~n~e), Norway, 
---~--- --==""===-
7, continued 
Morris Eaves: Worked as Managing Editor, Blako Newsletter, 
throughout the year (1!l!!.ks !J!il!s!£tte;: ir~ an iiiUSt'rated quarterly) 
Second review of book MS. "Poetry and the Visual Arts," for 
Wadsworth Publishing Co. (Calif.) 
Gene Frumkin: Speaker, Our Lady of Loretto PTS, April 1971. 
Poetry Reading, University of Southern California, December 1970. 
David R. Jones: One hour TV panel on Brendan Behan, W'J."'W-TV, 
Chicago, May 1971.1 
Ivan Melada: Attended lectures on art and architecture, Huntington 
Library and Art Gallery, July 1971. 
Roy Pickett: Consultant to Cummingo Publishing Company. 
David A. Remley: Read paper on Sacajawea to meeting of WNM 
faculty and students. 
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James L. Thorson: Presented lectures at Eastern New Mexico Uni-
versity on science fiction and Kurt Vonnegut. Jr. on April 28~2.9, 1971. 
Frederick Warner: Five lectures at State Prison. Continuing work 
with prison in acquiring booko fo~ its library. 
8. Non' ·teaching University service. 
George Arms: Co~ittee on American Studies. English Graduate 
Committee. 
Ernest W. Baughman: English Department Salary Committee (chairman) 
1970·71. English Department Policy and Personnel Committee, 1971-72. 
Campus Safety ComMittee, 1971-72.. Advisor for English Majors. 
Edith Buchanan: Chairman of Dept. of English Curriculum Committee; 
~mber of departmental Policy and Personnel Committee, Grndunte Com-
mittee, ~h.D. Examination Committee. Graduate advi•or, member ~ni• 
versity Co~ittee on Entrance and Credits. President Phi Beta Kappa. 
L. Scott Catlett: Dean's Advisory Committee. 
Suoon V. Dewitt: Member of Poliey and Peraonnel Committee, Dept. of 
English; member of Student Standards Committee. member of Women's Studies 
Committee. 
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8. continued 
Paul Davia: Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee Chairmsn; 
Freshman English Committee; Policy and Personnel Committee; Advisory 
Committe<e on Terms of Chairmen; Gov<ernance Committee; A&S Committee 
on Co~ication Skills, Chairman. 
Morris Eaves: Active non-member of English Dept. Ad Hoc Committee 
on the Graduate Program, Spring 1971; Member, M. A. Exam Committee, 
English Dept.; member, Research Program Committee, English Dept • 
. 
Gene Frumkin: Faculty advisor, ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series Committee; 
faculty advisor, New Mexico Undevelopment Commission (UNM); member, 
Englioh Dept. Ad Roc Committee on Graduate Program. 
Robert E. Fleming: Dept. registration supervisor; Dept. Curriculum 
Committee; MA Exam Committee (chairman); Registration Committee 
(Vniversity). 
Jeremy w. Reist: Member of committee formed to revise English 
Department Teach~r-evaluation procedures. 
Joanne Holland: faculty advisor in English majors, member of depart-
m®ntal committees on advising and on special programs, 1969•70. 
Willis Dana Jacobs: In charge: Department of English Library 
Orders. Advisory Policy and Personnel COmmittee. Committee on 
Comparative Literature. Advisor: English Majors, Comparative 
Literature Majors. 
David M. Johnson: Faculty advisor: Student Publications Board; 
Personnel & Policy Committee, English Department; Faculty Advisory 
Committee, Arts & Sciences. 
Joseph l-1. Kuntz: Member of departmental committee on curriculWII 
revision. Faculty adviser, English majors. Departmental Policy aud 
Personnel Committee (advitory). 
Dorothy M. Logan: Advisor to undergraduate English msjors; 
m~mb~r Freshman English Committee. 
Ivan M~lada: English Department Director of Graduate Studies, Fall 
1971; Graduate Advisor; member, Policy and Personnel Committee; member, 
Library Committee; member, ad hoc committee on the library: member, 
Gd hoc committee on Ph.D., Spring 1971; department book buyer, spring, 
1971; chairman, English ~raduate Committee, Fall 1971. 
~---
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8. continued 
Roy Pickett~ Secretary of the University Curricula Committee; l~mber 
of the Coordinating Committee of the LinguisticH and Language Pedagogy 
Committee; Departmental Ph.D. Exam Committee;· Dept, Adyisor and Exam Com· 
mittee for MATE Program. 
Katherine G. Simons: Department of English, Chairman undergraduate 
majors, Adviser to !ngliah majors, about 28 students. Member, Departmental 
Committee on Freshman English. 
Marcia Tillotson: Jan~ry 1971~ A&S Advisory Committee on Promotions; 
Jan.-June 1971, Student Standards, alternate: Sept. 1971-June 1972. Faculty 
Policy Co~ttee, Seeretary; English Dept., Graduate Committee and Curriculum 
Committee (Jan.·June 1971). 
James L. Thorson: M2mber of departmental Policy and Personnel Committee, 
January through June; member of Faculty Policy Committee, January through 
June. 
Frederick ~7arner: Graduate Advisor; Graduate Committe; Ph.D. Committee; 
advisor to Library Aequisitiouo for department; curriculum committee: advisor 
to ASUNM Film Committee. 
Joseph B. Zavadil: Department Chairman, 
9. Public service. 
L. Scott Catlett~ Friends of Art, Board Member. 
Joanne Holland: Bryn Mawr College Information Raprsaentntive. 
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Willis Dana Jacobs: Elected Democratic Committeeman; delegate to Bernalillo 
County Convention; delegate, State Convention of Democratic Party. Elected 
Member of Resolutions Committee, State Democratic Party. Appointed: Faculty 
Coordiutor, McGovern for President Campaign. 
lvnn Melada: Applied for position of Masonry Merit Badge Counsellor, 
~oy Seoutm. Participated in Flea Market Fund-raising operation, Boy Scouts. 
Marcia Tillotson: Spoke to two classes at Del Norte High School on women•s 
liberation, education, and the U~iversity. 
Joseph B, Zavadil: Chairman. Pack Committee, Pack 1, Cub Scouts. 
Coach, Lobo Little League; Member, Aquinas Newman Center. 
' ,. 
II 
10. Personal Information 
Morrie E&vea: Son, Obadiah, born Msreh 30, 1971. 
Gene Frumkin: Divorced, November 1971, 
RObert E. Flemiog: Born, Kathleen Maria, July 19, 1971. 
Willis Dana Jacobs: Major, United States Air Foree (Res.) 
David M. Johnson: Maia Ann, born April 11, 1971. 
David R. Jones: Second son, Samuel Charles Jones, born 12/15/71. 
Msrtia Tillotson: Married Fred Warner. 
James L. Thorson: Married Connie Capers. 
Fr~riek Warner: Married Marcia Tillotson. 
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 
July 1, 1971 -June 30, 1972 
Richard E. Murphy, Chairman 
I. General Departmental Information. 
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In 1966 the department participated in a general pro-
jection of future developments looking toward 1970, 1975, and 
1977. It is with considerable satisfaction that we note the 
attainment by 1971-72 of the essence of even the last of these 
goals and the establishment of the Geography Department as a 
substantial department, both undergraduate and graduate, at 
the University of New Mexico. Nith a staff which will soon 
number eight, with eighteen graduate students, and forty-
four majors, the department has a solid foundation of fac-
ulty and interested students; and departmental offerings now 
co•Ter most major aspects of the field. 
A. Significant Achievements. 
The new Cataloq for 1972-73 reflects the developments 
in courses and programs which were inaugurated or clarified 
during the 1971-72 academic year. The growing staff and 
richer course offerings have enabled us to present several 
alternative programs to students who wish to emphasize par-
ticular aspects of the field. These include Climatology, 
Environmental Systems, Geomorphology, Mathematical Geography, 
Political Geography, and Urban Geography. Each includes 
recommended courses in geography in addition to the regular 
required courses, plus recommended related courses from other 
disciplines. Three new co.urses have been added to the total 
offerings. These include Spatial Organization at the soph-
omore level, Urban Geography at the upper class level, and 
a seminar in Psychological Geography at the graduate level. 
There were notable achievements in research and writing 
during the year. Professor Rodman E. Snead and two g7aduate 
assistants accompanied the University of Pennsylvania archeo-
logical expedition to Afghanistan during the spring. Professor 
Robert D. Campbell completed work on a book dealing with envi-
ronmental systems, and Assistant Professor Elinore M. Barrett 
revised her completed dissertation for publication by the 
University of California Press. Assistant Professor Delmar 
Dyreson presented two papers at regional meetings, one of 
which sessions was chaired by Professor Richard E. Murphy. 
Professor Iven v. Bennett continued to serve as u. s. repre-
sentative on the Board of the International Solar Energy 
Society. 
A graduate assistant, Mr. John Goeller, worked on a 
project for the Technology Aoplication Center under the super-
vision of Professor Snead during the .first semester and of 
Assistant Professor Dyreson during the second semester. The 
project involves reviewing existing remote sensing material 
and its application to users. 
A number of new courses were taught this year. Assis-
tant Professor Dyreson, a new staff member, introduced courses 
in both beginning and advanced quantitative methods, arid 
-2-
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lands, urban geography, and the south~'lestern United States. 
Professor Campbell taught a new course in psychological geog-
raphy. .As a visiting lecturer, Mr. Gordon Page, Chief Planner 
with the State Planning Office in Santa Fe, taught an evening 
seminar in regional and city planning. 
For the first time the Geography Department has a full 
time secretary. We were most fortunate in receiving the 
services of Miss Derilee wright, formerly of the Personnel 
Department. She is a highly competent secretary and has the 
office work running very efficiently and smoothly. This will 
be especially helpful during the coming year when Professor 
Murphy, Chairman of the department, will be on sabbatical 
leave and Professor Bennett will be serving as Acting Chairman, 
a post he filled admirably in 1968~69 when Professor Murphy 
was on leave as a Fulbright lecturer in Japan. 
B. Plans and Recommendations. 
-----
The Geography Department has grown in six years to a 
point which was anticipated would take twelve. The staff 
feel that the major initial goals for the creation of a sound 
department have been achieved and that a year or t\'10 of "tamping 
down" these accomplishments would be helpful before deciding on 
any further major moves. A possible Ph.D. program has been 
considered, but the feeling at the present seems to be to im-
prove still further the M.A. program and the undergraduate 
major before embarking on other ventures. 
With the addition of b10 new staff members , budgeted 
for the coming academic year, we will have a staff of eight, 
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and we anticipate being able to offer solid training in any 
of the major aspects of the field as well as a good founda-
tion to every geography major. Economic geography has been 
somewhat neglected, but a new person who emphasizes that as-
pect of the field is presently being sought, and such a per-
son whould give us competence in this realm to add to the 
other aspects already covered. 
This growth will coincide approximately with the re-
moval from Hodgin Hall of the remaining activities of the 
Drama Department; and the Philosophy Department s.hould be 
moving to the new Humanities Building in about a year. We 
in the Geography Department hope fervently that this space 
may be made available to us for added offices plus cartog-
raphy and air photo labs. 
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We hope that Hodgin Hall will be saved. The construc-
tion of a fire escape outside our classroom has enabled us to 
continue regular classes therein. Increasingly, alumni, arch-
itects, and other persons have expressed interest in the pres-
ervation of Hodgin Hall, and we hope the building will be 
preserved and that we may continue to use it as a most satis-
factory home for the Geography Department. Both staff and 
students think that it is a privilege to be in this building. 
c. Appointments !£ Staff. 
Assistant Professor Delmar A. Dyreson has just com-
pleted his first year with us, and it has been a successful 
year. He has introduced new courses in ·quantitative methods, 
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urban geography, arid lands, and the south~restern U. s. A.; 
and next year he will initiate a sophomore course in Spatial 
. Organization. 
Assistant Professor Douglas H. Gordon will join us in 
mid-year for the second semester of the 1972-73 academic 
year.. He will come to us with college teaching· experience 
at both the lower division and advanced levels. He is pres-
ently at Tohoku University in sendai, J~pan. _ He knows Jap-
anese fluently and has a considerable knowledge of Korean. 
He will teach courses on the geography of the Far East as ~11ell 
as introductory courses in physical and human geography. 
As indicated above, we are in the process of recruiting 
an economic geographer. A large number of applications have 
been screened. From these a few leading candidates have been 
culled, and we hope that one will emerge as the clear first 
choice and a most worthy addition to the staff. 
D. Separations from Staff. 
There have been no separations from staff this past 
year. 
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II. Composite of Information Requested on Individual Bio-
graphical Supplements. 
During the calendar year of 1971, the staff of the 
Geography department continued a high level of individual 
productivity and activities. 
Advanced study. 
Assistant.Professor Delmar A. Dyreson was awarded the 
Ph.D. degree from the University of Denver at the end of the 
summer quarter. His doctoral dissertation was on Settlement 
Pattern Changes and Self Organizing Systems in the Central 
Rio Grande ~vatershed of New Mexico, A.D. 1350-1968. 
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, 
travel,~ 
Assistant Professor Elinore M. Barrett conducted field 
research in Baja, California, and in Mexico City during the 
summer. Professor Rodman E. Snead was also doing field re-
search during the summer. He investigated coastal landforms 
in both the Gulf of California and the Caribbean. Professor 
Snead was granted sabbatical leave for the second semester 
1971-72 so that he could accept an invitation to serve as 
geomorphologist on an archeological expedition to Afghanistan 
conducted by the University of Pennsylvania. He left on 
December 30 for south Asia via Alaska and the Orient. 
Publications. 
Professor Iven V. Bennett published an article on 
"Some Useful Insolation Studies" in the Geographical Review, 
-6-
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Vol. 61, No. 3, pp. 450-451 (July, 1971). Professor Robert 
D. Campbell coauthored, with Mr. A. L. Roark, a report on 
Modeling the ~ Ecosvstem, pu~lished by ~he Matrix Corpor-
ation, Falls Church, Virginia, April, 1971 (Office of Naval 
Research N00014-70-C-0215). In conjunction \-tith Mr. L. 
Schlesinger as well as Mr. Roark, Professor Campbell co-
authored "The Automobile Driver as a Variable in an Environ-
mental system" for a NATO Symposium on Driver Behavior held 
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in the Netherlands in August, 1971. Professor Murphy pub-
lished two articles. One was on "Regions of Erosional and 
Depositional Landforms" which appeared in the Science Reports 
of the Tohoku University, (Seventh Series- Geography), Sendai, 
Japan, Vol. 20, 1971, pp. 213-220. The other was entitled 
"Structural Landform Regions of the World" and was published 
in the Proceedings of the Association of American Geographers, 
Vol. 3, 1971, pp. 122-127. 
~ research projects. 
Assistant Professor Barrett is engaged in a study of 
colonization and water resource use in Baja California. She 
nas received financial support from the Research Allocations 
Committee of the University, and she engaged in initial field 
work in the area under rather difficult conditions during the 
summer. 
Professor Bennett also received support from the 
Research Allocations Committee to continue his study on the 
hourly and daily insolation of the Uiddle Rio Grande Valley. 
In addition he has made further progress on a series of maps 
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showing the percentage frequency at various levels of daily 
insolation in June and December in North America. Further-
more, material continued to arrive to augment his study of the 
occurrence of sleet, freezing rain, and hail in the United 
States, 
During 1971 Professor Campbell completed a major part 
of the work on a book to be entitled Man-Environment Systems. 
This work will cover research reported in other projects in 
which he has been engaged. Also in press by Beatty of Ar-
lington, Virginia, is Quest for Rapport, a study of cross-
cultural interaction which he has coauthored with Mr. Bert 
King. 
Assistant Professor Dyreson prepared a Glossary of 
Arid Zones Terms, and this is under review by the University 
of Arizona Press. 
Professor Murphy is working on the classification and 
mapping of human phenomenal regions of the world and the con-
struction of. thematic maps based thereon. Two aspects are 
emphasized: one is ethnic groups, and the other is phases 
of political units. 
Professor Snead developed a proposal for the Chaco 
Canyon Project which has resulted in a contract with the 
National Park Service .for a Survey of the Physical Geography 
of the Chaco Canyon Region of New Mexico. In addition, he 
worked on NSF contracts to study landforms in the Caribbean 
and in Afghanistan. In preparation for his joining during 
the second semester of 1971-72 the University of Pennsylvania 
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archeological expedition to Afghanistan as the. in vi ted gee-
morphologist, he engaged in much preliminarystudy. Further-
more, Professor Snead helped prepare three proposals for the 
Technology Application Center f~r the study of satellite data 
for the New Mexico area. One proposal was an application to 
use ERTS-A satellite data, the second was to use Skylab 
satellite data, and the third was to involve the three major 
universities of the state in the 'IJSe of AERTS satellite data. 
Professor Snead also supervised the work of a graduate assis-
tant working on a project for the Technology Application 
Center. 
Activities in learned and professional societies. 
Assistant Professor Barrett attended the Latin American 
Population Conference held at the University of Houston, 
Texas, in April. 
Professor Bennett continued to serve as United States 
representative on the Board of Directors of the International 
Solar Energy Society and on the Editorial Board of its jour-
nal, Solar Energy. In May he attended the 1971 International 
Society Conference held at the Goddard Space Flight Center in 
Greenbelt , Mary! and. 
. Professor Campbell attended a Conference on the Use 
of Mathematics in Graduate Training in Geography held in 
Tucson, Arizona in April. 
Professor Murphy read a paper on the "Structural Land-
form Regions of the World" at the annual meeting of the Assoc-
iation of American Geographers held in Boston, Massachusettes 
in April. 
-9-
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Professor Snead read a paper at the annual regional 
meeting of the Great Plains - Rocky Hountain Division of the 
Association of American Geographers held in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, in October. Also, Professor Snead attended on in-
vitation the NASA Remote Sensing Conference concerning the 
Arizona Ecological Test Site, held in Tucson in October. 
Professor Snead continues to serve on the Danforth Selection 
Committee. 
Other professional activities. 
Professor Campbell gave a talk on National Character 
and Culture Shock to the 't-7est Hesa High School, w-ashington 
Jr. High School, and Henaul High School in February, ~iarch, 
and !-1ay, respectively. He gave a talk on The Egypt-Israel 
War at the Unitarian Church in November; and in May he mod-
' 
erated a discussion about Elk Hountain road bet\'leen Nilderness 
Society representatives and the U. S. Forest Service. ~.fuile 
visiting Northern Illinois University in April he gave a talk 
on Han-Environment Systems to the Geography faculty. 
In October Professor .r.1urphy introduced the principal 
speaker, Dr. Philip Bacon, a geographer, at the annual meeting 
of the state school teachers' Social Studies Council. 
Non-teaching university service. 
All the faculty members of the Geography Department 
serve as advisors to both graduate and undergraduate students. 
In addition, several staff members rendered non-teaching 
university service in various capacities. 
-10-
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Assistant Professor Barrett served as the representative 
from the Geography Department on Dean Wollman's Advisory Com-
mittee on Educational Innovation during the spring term, 1971, 
and Assistant Professor Dyreson served in this capacity during 
the fall semester, 1971. 
Professor Campbell served as a member of the Promotion 
Committee and on the Environmental Council. He was invited 
to give talks to .classes in Biology and Public Administration. 
He also worked on the Solid Waste Research Proposal, and he 
served as co-chairman of the Urban Observatory City Planning 
Round Table 
· Professor ~urphy continued to serve as Chairman of the 
Geography Department. He was appointed to the ad hoc Com-
mittee on Communication Skills for the College of Arts and 
Sciences, and he continued as a member of the Russian Studies 
Committee. 
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considerable progress was made in strengthening the quality 
of both our undergraduate and graduate programs. 
By raising the standards for admission to and retention 
in our graduate program we have up-graded the quality. of our 
graduate students. The stiffer entrance requirements have eliminated 
many of the marginal students and a series of examinations for new 
graduate students in the area~:~ of field geology and aptitude to 
conduct research further weeds out unqualifi~d students early in 
their residence here~ Approximately half of the doctoral students 
pass these qualifying examinations~ 
At the undergraduate level a number of new courses dealing with 
quantification of. geologic work have been instituted. These courses 
will provide a better background for the undergraduate major with 
emphasis on current sophisticated aspects and techniques in geology, 
especially in geochemistry and geophysics. 
At the freshman level for non-majors we have eliminated Historical 
Geology and developed ~o new and more dynamic courses to stimulate 
the students. These courses a:re Geology 103 nEarth Resources and Man" 
and Geology 104 "Life on .Earth". 
1 
To further improve the quality of instruction llle have developed 
severa~ questionnaires that the students comvlete on evaluation 
of teaching for each course~ These qqastionnaires are desig~ed to 
provide constructive criticism so that the instructor can take 
positive steps to do a better jobo 
In addition to striving for excellence in instruction, the 
Department of Geology continues to be the leader in research at 
lJNM. '!'he quality of research has been widely recognized both 
nationally and internationally. as evid,enced by the many meetings 
and aymposia our staff members have ba~n invited to attend and 
present their worko Also, .the national offices in professional 
organizations held by many of our sta~f members attests to this 
recognitiono The volume of .research is in itself quite impressive, 
as the department averaged 5 publications per staff member (see 
part II. 4 on following pages)o 
The Geology Department was host for the annual meeting of the 
American Crystallographic Association, chaired by Dro Rosenzweig, 
during April 4-8, l972o Dro Keil was host for the National Academy 
of Science Geochemistry Committee meeting in the department on 
l•lay 4-6# 1972o 
~~Y scientific, industrialD and other people came to the 
campus during the year for consultation with staff members. to 
inspec:i: the department, for job intervie"trts, and recruiting of 
ntudents., About 25 ma.jor petroleum and minin~ companies interviewed 
2 
21.9 
students as prospective employees. Most degree recipients had been 
employed by the end of the year. 
The £oll;owing spealters from the institutions noted gave talks 
in the department: 
lo Dr~ Lynton Land, University of Texas - Austin 
2 1 Dro RObert Go Strom1 University of Arizona 
3o Dro Franlc Press~ Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
4o Dr., David l',.eM.one, University of Texas - El Paso 
So Dro C~leton Moore, Arizona State 
6& Dro Gale Bil;lingB, N~~ Mexico Tech 
7o Dr .. s. R .. Tayior. Australian National Univerfility 
8q Dro Charles Bicltel~ San Francisco State ~ollege 
9, Dr,. Co t~ .. Naessr, U. s~ Geological survey 
10~ Dro Po Ro Rose, Shell Oil Co~ 
l];o Dro Hm~d Wilshire, Uo So Geological Survey 
12a fllr .. Jonathan Callender, Harvard university 
13., Dr. Rent Condie u Na\<1 Mexico Tach 
14,. Drc G,. Ao Davis, university of Southern california 
15., Mr" cam11ell Silver., Sundance O:i.l COlllpany 
Research grants totalling $599,930.00 were in effect during 
the year (see part xx. 5) ., 
Approximately 46000 school children visited the Geology Muoeum 
du~!ng guid~d tourso Countless other children and adults also 
visited the museum in smallar informal groupso 
3 
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B... Students 
'l'he Department of Geology granted 11 bachelor's degrees, 7 
master's degrees, and 10 doctor of philosophy degrees. This 
.compared with 13, 4, and 4 degrE:)es respectively for the pl:'cavioue 
academic yearo About 70 under~raduat.es were enrolled for baChelor's 
degrees in geology.. Seventy students were enrolled for graduate 
work of \i'hich about 25 were working toward a doctorate., Enrollment 
was up about 10 percent for the year., 
The following students received financial support from these 
sources: 
M.,_ J., Aldrich Re8o Asst .. 
Do Baron GA 
Fo Do Busche Reso Asst. 
Eo Go Deal Reso. Ass to 
Ro V, Fodor NSF Fellowahip 
Po Fo Rlava Res.._ Aest,. 
~1 .. So Huang Res. Ass to 
L •. Go Ke:asler GA 
Do Love NSF Fellowship 
Bo f.!ukhopadhyay Reso Asst., 
Do McLelland Gll. 
Eo Bo Nuhfer GA 
i1o Fo Sarg GA 
J. Eo Taggart Reso Asato 
o .. Anderson 
Ra Baer 
s. Brandwein 
J" Mo PeAn9el;l.s 
J. F .. Dillon 
Ho Due!hene 
Ro Enz 
Go A.. Flesch 
G. Fullas 
c.. Goodknight . 
J, Green 
S, Hafenfeld 
F. Oo Hollinger 
Ha Holniberg 
D., Jagnow 
D, Krohn 
R .. Lambert 
L., Lo Love 
F o Maldonado 
Rl? Martinez 
Gt> L. Purdue 
K, Ray 
o, Lo Schumacher 
Po Slac:lt 
5 
Res .. Asst. 
Rem.,. Asst. 
GA 
GA (in Geography Dept.) 
GA 
22:1 
Res, Asst. (in ~eography Dept .. ) 
GA 
GA 
Relh Asst. 
Res .. Asst. 
Re$o Asst. 
GA and Res .. Asst .. 
GA 
GA 
NDEA Fellowehip 
GA 
GA 
Bearcreek Mining co., Fellowship 
NDEA Fello-~hip 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
N q D. Wilde:nnan 
D. Woltz 
Res .. Asst .. 
GA 
All of our well qualified graduate students have received 
jobs~ many of them going to teaching positions in colleges and 
universities and othera to mining and oil companies or governmental 
research agencieso 
c!? Significant Plans and Recol'll'lllendations 
The renovation and addition to the Geology Building completed 
in Februaxy .. l972P has allowed the department to fun-ction more 
efficiently with the additional classrooms and laboratory spaceo 
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The additional space has made room fo:t establishment of a Meteoritics 
Museum in Room 106~ ~is museum is currently in the planning stages 
and will be completed during the summer of 1972 ~ This will be an 
outstanding display that Will be of interest to scientists as well 
ao lay visitors and school dhi1drena 
•rhe following recommendations are urgent: 
l. We need 3 more technicians to provide the necessary 
ba~tup for our present staff~ Theae technicians include 
a draftsman-photographero staff chemistp and roCk preparator 
and curator. 
2o Our equipment budget is about ~ of what we need to provide 
the basic teaching tools for our studentsG 
6 
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Do .j\.ppointn:tents to staff 
,;J....J 
The following appointment. was mad~. effective Semester I, l97~-7Ata 
Jonathan Cal:J.endero . .ASsistant Prof'essor, PhoDu Hl¢vard 
1972, specialization in structural geology, pe~ology, and 
regional geology~ 
Kirtley F .. Mather, Ph.,p.,, Chicago 1915. (Professor Emeritus 
at Harvard) Visiting Professor, spec;Lalizing in geo~rpholog'y. 
Mrso Sh~ryl Bentley became s.taff secretary in September. 197lo 
. . 
Mrs a Martha Jackson wa~:~ tel:IIdnated as staff secretary in 
August, 1971,. 
1 
:!;I. COMPOS:tTE OF II>ID:tVID'UAL BIOGRAPBIClU. SUPPLEMENT 
l. Advanced Stud~ 
Charles T. Siemers: BoSo Geology; June 19G6, Oregon State University, 
Corvallis~ Oregon. A.M. Geology, June 1968. Indiana University, Bloom-
ington, Indiana. Ph~D· Geologyf June 19?11 Indiana University, Bloom-
ington,. l:ndiana. 
Sherman A. Wen_9~1?.4= Scammons Lagoon Expedition (C?ceanographic and 
Cetacean study)7 Geological collections, audited Biology X-109 (Marine 
Zoology) San Diego State College (Prof. Raymond Gilmore) aboard MS Qualifiel 
105, visited Guadalupe Island~ tslas Benitoa, Scammons Y,;agoon. Baja, calif-
ornia, Isla san Martin {Pacific Ocean) January 29-February 6, 1971. 
2. Sabbaticals 
Roger Y.; Anderson: Completion of sabbatical leave in January, 1971. 
Studies related to environmental monitoring systems. 
Dou~las G. Brookins: Continental drixt studies in M?Aine (partial 
support from the u.s. and Maine Geological Surveys)~ New Mexico Geol. 
Assoc. Field Trip, September 30-october 2, l971o 
georqe Ro Clark X~: Research Fellow in Siology 0 California Institute 
of Technology, at Kerckhoff Marine Laboratory. Corona del Mar, california, 
1 June to 20 ,August. 1971 ('1!1ithout stipend) o 
Edgar Fo cruft: Full-time Research on Grant since September, l97lo 
~~~eng Ee Elstonz Visited Soviet Union July 27 - August 26, 1971, 
as u.sq Delegate, International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. field 
trip to Armenian volcanoeso NASA-sponsored research and geologic field 
\-rorku southwestern Ne"ir Mexicoo Visited 5 campuses in Oklahoma~ Texas, l(en-
1 
·I 
a I 
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' tucky and Tennessee as ~~erican GeophysicaL Union Visiting Scientist, 
gave lecture series~ November~ 1971~ 
Klaus Keil: Houston, Texas1 Apollo 12 Lunar Science Conference, 
January ll-14~ 1971. Santa Clara, Californiar First ~lenar Conference 
with NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, February 3-6. 
l97lo Socorro, New Mexico: N~w ~exico Institute of Mining and TechnolQgy. 
March 17, 1971. Pho~ni:g, Arizona, Meeting of the southwest BranCh of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the Arizona 
Academy of Science, Ap:fil 22-24, 1971. ~slands of Maui, Kauai, ·and 
Oahu (Hawaii); field wo:;:k studying volcan~c rocltsD June 7~ly 10. 1971. 
~ittaburgh, Pennsylvaniau Sixth Annual Conference of Electron Microprobe 
Analysis, July 27-30, 1971. washington, D~C.o: Annual Meeting of the 
Geological society of America and Meeting of the National Committe~ on 
~ochemistry of the National Academy of Sciencea. November l-3~ 19?1. 
Bouston, Texas1 piCk-up of Apollo.lS roc~s and study of thin sections at 
the Lunar receiving laboratory, Deceniber 9-lo. 1971, 
Albert Mo Kudo; Travel to Washington, DoC" to attend American 
Geophysical Union Annua~ Meeting and also to San Francisco for Fall 
meeting o Travel to Shasta., CFllifornia and to Jackson, Wyoming to ch~ck 
Abraham Rosenz~:•eig~ Visits to several mining areas of New' Mexico 
nnd Al!:izonao Visits to the geology departments of the University of 
South carolina and Imm State university" 
<!barles To Siemers: 'reaching (a) September 1970-.J'une l9U .: Assistant 
PJCofeosor of Geology, Indiana Univeraity~ N~~f.oo Gary, J:ndianao (b) June 10 
9 
July 24, 19711 Assistant Professor of Geology: Indiana, university 
Geologic Field Station, Cardwell, Montana: Field Geology (G-429)o 
(c) July 26 - August S, 197lr Assistant Professor of Geology~ Earth 
Science Institute for secondary school teachers: at Department of 
Geology, ~ndiana Universityc 
~erman J\., Wengerd: U!ilM Summer School - Historical Geology July 12 
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to August 6o Travel: January-California, Baja, California by oceanographic 
vessel, Arizona' February-Texas 1 March-o~lahoma, Texas f April-Utah~ 
May-Colorado, Utah, Wyoming~ Montana, Arizona, Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, 
Mis~ouri, Illinois, Indiana, OhioJ June-ohio, Washington, DoCo1 July -
Oklahoma~ August-Texas, Chihuahua, Colorador September-Arizona, Ohio, 
Oklahoma1 October-Colorado, Oklahoma, Louisiana,. Utah 11 New Mexico to 
Washington (by AM'!'.QAK): November-Texas, california, December-Texas., :Arizona, 
sonora, Baja Californiao April 26-29 Sir.th Field Conference, down Cataract 
Canyon of Colorado River with Four corners Geological society as a river 
guideo 
Lee Ao Woodward: Travel to california, Colorado, ~oming, Montana, 
Idahog 'l'exaao and Mexicoo 
3a Ne\17 scholastic honors# etc. 
Douglas G. Brookins3 Outstanding Graduate Teacher# Rese~cher: 
Physical Se!enees (Kansas State Uc) Into Dictionary Biograpbeer c~.unity 
Leaders of Americ .. u Who 0 s Who in the West., 
George R2 Clark~ Research Fellow in Biology, california Institute 
of Technology0 at Kercldloff Marine Laboratory, Corona del Mart californiao 
J!Qbf_g_~$1 E. :Bletonjl Research Aasociate 0 Geochronology I,abo o 
10 
rUniversity of Arizona. 
Klaus Keil: Elected Fellow of the American Institute of Chemists 
. (February, 1971). Po~..rell .£.1ernoria1 Lecturer, Amei;":i,ean Association for 
I 
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,the Advancement of Science and Arizona Academy o:f. S,~ienees (April, 1071). 
! 
iMember~ National committee on Geochemistry of tb~ ~~tional Academy of 
isciences. 3 year term (October. 1971}. Member. ~~~ar Science Review 
lsoard9 Lunar Science Institute, Houston. Texas, 2 ¥~ar term (October, lS7l)., 
i 
I 
Member, Mineralogical Society of America A1r1ard CQD.llllittee, 2 year term 
(December, 1972). President. Electron Microprobe Analysis Society of 
America (Decembero 1971}. 
She:r.man A. Wengerd: Biography prepared for "~o 1 s Who in America?" 
(to b~ published March 1972) 1 :t.ili3ted in 1972 8th. !?Q.~tion of '*Dictionary 
of International Biography" Vol •. a. ;t,cmdon: Receiv~4 certificate of 
Honorary Life Membership in New Mexico Geologica~ $odiety, March l97lJ 
Presiden~, The American. Association of Petroleum Geol,ogiata July 1, 1.~71 
to June 30# 1972: Profile entitled "Ne\'1 AAPG Pres;i.dertt Says Indust:rr 
noesn tt Drill Enough Wildcats" published in· the Qi.l and Gas Journal 11 
June 28. 
4. Publications 
Roger Y. Anderson: 
With Dean.- w .. E .. , Jr., Kirkland# :D. w, •• and snider, H., :£~· 
19720 Varved Permian Evaporite Sequence~ Texas and 
New Mexido: Gaol. Socieey. Aoerica Bull. january 
Douglas G~ Brooldna: 
with Laughlin, A. w., Kudo, A. M., and caueey, J. Dp. 1971; 
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"Chemical and Strontium J:sotopie Investigations of 
Ultramafic Inclusions and Basalt, Bande~a crater, 
.· . ' .. 
New Mexico" • Geochime .s:!::. t:osmochim. Acta. • v. 35, 
p. 107-112 .. 
With Nasser, Co s., 1971., "Age of Elnplacament of Riley 
County~ Kc;nsas Kimberlite~"" Geol! soc. ~· Bull., 
~-· 
v. 82, p. 1723-1726 .. 
With Woods~ M. J., {submitted)• "Petrography an? Geochem~stry 
of ~ree Deep-Seated Granulite and Eclogite Nodules. 
from the Stockdale Kimberlite,, Kansas". 
(Submitted). "Equilibria of ·stibn:j,te, .Metastibni:te, and 
Probable Dissolved Ant~ony Species with Application 
l.. -
to Steamboat Springs, Nevada". 
With Methot,. ·R. L., 1971 0 "Geochronologic Inves:J;.igations 
in South-central Connec.t:Leut: 11 Pre-'l':dassic Base-. 
ment Rocks'', ~· .§E.S.• .rune~. ·Prog. ~ ~· ~ 
!21lo v. 3, _P• 20. 
W:i.th Methot. R. t. o l97l# "'G~~gh~Pnolo.gie Invef1tigations~. 
in SpUth-cen·l:ral Connecticut~ :Il·= Pegmatite~", Ge~~: 
~· -Amer. ~f-99.• ~~.a .. fpr W.l6 'IT. 3u pp. 44-45. 
1971, "An llmenite..;Sarpentir~'ized ·l?yl;OXt:lne Intergrowth from 
the Stockdale Kimberlite, xanaasi•, Ge~l. Soc. ~·. 
~rog, ~ ~" ~ 1971., v. 3u Pa 233. 
tvit.h Woodo, »> .. · J., 1971, "Rubid:l.rim-Strontium Implications 
' , ~7 • . · r. 
of Deep-~eated Crustal-Upper Mantle Processes in· 
12 
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No.rtlleaste:rn Kansas", Geol. so,c. ~· !!E'.-9.· ~ 
~· £g£ 1971, v. 3, pp. 233-234. 
With Chaudhuri~ s .. , and Fenton, M.. D •. , 1971., "Rt:bidium-S.tron-
tium Whole Rock and Mineral Ages .of the co:',dwell1 
Ontario Syenites", Geol. Soc. Allier. Pro51 .. ~..Eb. Abs .. ., 
Vo 3, Po 255. 
With Shim:ron~ A .. E.# and :ear-Tov, Y.-... (sublllitted) Origin 
of the :tntrusl,ve carbonate Rocks bettileen the Gt:.lf of 
Elat and the Gulf of Suez Rifta: ·I: Sr (87/86) E••idence"~ 
With Metz, Mo c .. ., Rosenberg, P. E •• and Zartman, R. E •• 
1971~. "Strontium Geochemistry of Soma Quartz.:.Fluol'ite-
carbonate Veins from western Montana", Trans. ~.· 
Gsophn. ~ .. v. 52,. p. 364. 
With Meyer~ Bo Oo A., (In press), npetrography and Geo.-
ehemistey of Eclogites b:om the s.toekdale Kimberlite. 
Pipe, Riley County,.Kanaas" 11 COl'itr. Mineral. Petrol. 
With Meyer, Ho 0. A. • (submi·tted) r Pet:tography and Geo-
chemistry of Sapphirine-haarlng Garnet Granulite 
Xenolitl1s from the Stockdale .K~rlite J?ipe. Ri1ey 
County# ttansas", 
"V'ith l.lleyer. H .. 0'! .Ao, 1971., "Eclogite Xenoliths from 
•' 
Stockdale Kimberlite Pipe. Kansas 11 , Trana. Amer .. 
s;eophya .. Union. v. 52, Po 31'!.. 
With Aoki 0 R., and Kudo, A. M •• i97l, "A petrologic and 
strontium iaotopic otudy of P.liocene-Bo~ocena basalto 
13. 
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(In press). ,;Geochronologic Contributions to Problems of 
Stratigraphy and correlation in ~~o Areas in New 
England with Regional ::tmplioationsu • ~o .§.2s.• Ame:r· 
Seepo Eaeer, Symposium on New ~ngland Stratigraphy, 
Hartfordo Conn.~ Mar. l9o 19?1• 
••:t.ate-cenozoic basalts from the Bandera lava field. 
(i~ press) D .. staurolite zone .c;:ar~doc l4iddle-:r:.ate 
Ordovician Age1 Old World Province Brachipods from 
Penobscot :Say, Maine"' ~· Sos;. Amar. BUll,. 
With 1\:udo, Aa M .... and Laughlin" A. w., (in press)" 
nsr-Iaotopic Diseq-.Jilibrium in ~erzolites": 
Geochim. cosmochim .. ~ .. 
{ln prase)" "Nota on 'i::he Radiometric Ages from the Mount 
Desert Island Area, E-!!ainen: Gao]... Soc. Amer. Bull. 
(:tn press}p "llmenite-(Serpentinized) Pyroxene titod.ules from 
the Stockdale Ki~berlite Pipe, Riley county, I~aas. 
Uc So A.": Mineral:i.um }2el?osi;!;!!!. 
With Kiilg., E. Ao • Jarosewich; Eo. A.,, .. (in press}, "Petrography 
and Chemistry of the Faucett Meteorite, Buchanan county, 
I1iaf.louri": Mateori tics., 
l":iith Meyer0 H .. Oo A.~ 1971, 11 Sapph:l.rine.-beru:ing JCenoliths 
14 
from Stockdale Kiniberlit:e Pipe. Kansas: ~- Soc. 
~- Progn. ~ ~· • 1971. 'll'o 3, Pa 646. 
23.1 
With Kudo, A. M~~ and Laughlin. A. w .. , 1971., •sr-Isotopic 
l>isequi:l:ibdum in Lherzolites" Trans .. Arner. G~ophys., 
..l.1il!mJ...a v. 52, p .. 97 .. 
(submitted) "Possible Accumulation of AUthigenic, Expand~ 
able-Type Clay Minerals in the Substructure of Tuttle 
creek Dam~. Kansas. 
With Lee. M. J., (subroi tted) 1'Allogeni.c versus Authigenic 
Clays in the SUbstructure of Tuttle creek Dam"~ 
(In press)" .Geochronologic lnvest:igat.ions in Central 
connecticut= :t .. Pre-Triassic Basement Roclts: conn. 
G(aol. ilrat. Bis. survey Rpt. :tnv, 
v1ith ArmStrong, R. L., (In press),; llT~W lt,... Ar Dates for 
Pegmatitss and Host RoCks Po~~~~d, connecticut: 
conn. Geo1. Nat. His. survey Rpt ..... :tn'l1. 
George R. Clarl' :t:t i 
The-Influence of Water Temperature on the Morphology of 
Leptopecten latiauratua (conrad lB37) ., The Veliger. 
13~ 269-272a 1971 • 
.Edgar F. Cruftg 
Gaodhsmietcy of .Evapo;rites~ (with. li'~?*timanB So) 10 PPa Rheingolc 
Encyelopsaia of Geological Seianc¢a-
l'J'olfgang Eo Elston: 
Earth Scientists c~~orated on the Moon•a far aide: Geotimea, 
15 
v. 16, no. 2, p .. 18~ 1971 •. 232 
With A. w~ Laughlin, J. A .. B.ro1.,er) Lunar near-side tectonic 
patterns from Orbiter 4: photographs:: Jour. Geophys. 
Research, v,. 76" p,. 5670..:5674, 1,97lo 
With M. J., Aldrich, E. t. Smith, m:sd. .. R. c. lUlodeB. Nonrandom 
distribution of lunar craters.: 'Jour. Geophys. Rese~rch, 
v. 76. p. 5673-56820 1971 •. 
Evidence for lunar volcano - tectonic features: Jour. 
with E .. t. smith, Martian at:ti7tigraphy and terrain 
clasaificationt A basis for th~ geological mapping 
of Iolars: (abs.) Am. Graophya~. union Trans ••. v. 52, no. 4, 
Po 263, 1971., 
Also 2 articles and 1 abatr~ct published, 2 articles in 
preaa . of "?hich :t am not co-au,tnoJ; but "'hich deal 
with research of which ~ am Principal l::!lveatigato:z;. 
George R. J:b:ace1~:.: 
Obli~ua electromagnetic reflection £~om layered lunar 
illodela based on date from Apollo ll and 12, .Journal 
-· = -~ 
~ !'-i<aoph2sica~ Resenrohll vol .. 76, no. 26, J;IP.~ .. 6~31-6245,. 
., 
Sept. lOs. ~971~ 
~e veloci~ of electromagnetic t~va$ in the Antarctic ice 
nheet~ Antarctic Research Series~ American Ge9.J?hysical 
16 
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Note: Listed are only scientific articles pUblished in 
major national and international jouxnals, as ~mll 
as scientific publication of the Institute of 
Meteoritics~ Not listed are published abstracts. 
With F. D. Busche and I<. Krauskopf., Mineralogy, in "A 
search for carbon and its compounds in lunar samples 
~ .. 
from Mare Tranquillitat:i.s,; 1SJASA SJ;'leC!. Publ. SP-257 
(eds. K .. A~ Kvenvolden and c .. Ponnamperwna.) # pp. 17, 
53.:.57;, 1970 .. 
With 'l'o E. Bunch. Chromite and iln'lenite in non-chondritic 
meteor:Ltes 11 Amer. Mineral,. §§.~ 146-157, 1971. 
With M. Prinz and T • E. Bunch·. Electron microprobe analyses 
of lithic fragments and glasses from Apollo ll lunar 
11-:leteoriticu:s, PP• 13. 19'71·.; 
With F. D-.. Busche, G. B. Conrad, l\1.; Pr,inz, T. E. Buxu.'!h, 
J. Erliclunan, and w. L. Quaide. Electron microprobe 
analyses of minerals from Apollo l2 lunar aamplee..-
Special Publ. No. 3, miM Institute of Meteoriticsp 
pp. 6lo l97lo 
t-tith R., v .. FOdoro E. Jarosewich, and Go Io Buss.. !4ineralogy 
and Chemi~try of the Kyle~ Texas, Chondrita, Meteoritics 
..§." 71-790 1971 .. 
ti'ith T. Eo Bunch~ contributions to mineral chemistry of 
17 
~----
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Hawaiian rocks I. Gabbroic pegmatoid dike segregations 
in the Waianae Range; oahup Hawaii, Contrib. Mineral. 
Petrol. ~- 267-274, 1971. 
lfith J. F. Lovering, D .. A. wark, A~ F. 'Rf.id, N. G. ware, 
.00. Prinz, '1' 9 E. Bunch, A. El Gorasy, P. Ramdohr, 
G. M. Brown,. A. Peckett, Ro Phillips, E. N. Cameron, 
Jc Ao. V~ Douglas and Ao Go Plant. Tranquillityite: 
A new silicate mineral from Apollo ll and Apollo 12 
basalti~ rocks, Proc~ Second Lunar Sci. Conf., Geoehtm. 
_Cosmochim. Acta,. Suppl. 2, Vol. l, ~~-45, 1971 
With M. Prinz and T. E. Bunch. Mi~er~logy, petrology, and 
chemistry of some Apollo 12 samples, Proc. Second 
Lunar Sci. Conf., Geochim. Cosmocbim. Acta, suppl.· ~~ 
Vol. lP 319-341, 1~71. 
With L. Bq. Fuchs.. Bibonite Q:a2 (Al, Ti) 24 o3s' from the 
Leoville and Allende chondritic meteorites, Earth 
and Planet .. Sci. Lett. 12,. 184 ... 190, 1!:171. 
With M. Prinz and T. E. Bunch~. composition and origin 
of lithic fragments and glasses in Apollo ll 
samplesr contrib. Mineral. Petrol. ll• 211-230. l97l. 
Albert M. Kudo: 
With s. w •. :c,aughlin, D. G. Brookins a.Ild J. D. Causey (1971). 
Chemif:atl and etrontium..:isotope investigations of 
ultranafic inclusions and basalt. Bandera Crater, 
18 
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New Mexico: Geochim~ Cosmoahim. Actag Vo 35. 
Po l07-ll3e 
With !{. Ao1d., and D .. G .. Brookins (19'71)., A petrologic 
and strontium isotope study of Pliocene~olocena 
basalts of New Mexico (abstract): Trans. Am.er. 
Geophya. Union, v. 52, pq 384o 
With D .. Go Brookins and A. Wo Laughlin (1971). Sr-isoto~ic 
disequilibrium in lherzolites from the Puerco 
necks, New Mexico (abstract): Trans. Amero Geophys. 
Union, Vo 52, p. 927. 
With P .. li?ushkar and A. Ro McBirney (in pre::ss). The 
isotopic ~omposition of strontium in Central 
American ignimbrites: Bull. Volcan. 
With K. Aoki and D. G. Brookins (in press). The origin 
of Pliocene-Holocene basalts of N~ Mexieo in the 
light of strontium-isotopic and major-element 
abundances. Earth Planetb Sci. Lette~s. 
Charles T. Siemers: 
With Jo R. Dodd~ 1971. Effect Of Late l?lestocene J(:arst 
topography on Holocene s~dimentation and biota, 
Lower Florida Keys: Geo1o Soc. Amer. Bull .. , v. 82, 
Po 211-218. 
Sherman A. Wenge=.q: 
"Chronostratigraphic Analysis and the 'l'ime Surface, Bol. 
Soc.; Geol. Me:cicana v. 32 1 no. l, p .. l-13 1969 (1971) 
1-Iexico City .. 
19 
Executive Editor ''Geology of Canyonlands and Cataract 
canyon" (by Do L .. Baars and C,; M~> Molenaar) 
Four corners Geologic Society,~ ·sixth Fteld conference, 
Cataract Canyon River Ex,Pedition, April l9'1l<> 
Pres. Pages "Our Past-Presidents Report on 1970": The 
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New .MeJdco Certified Geologist, val. 5, no ... l, Po 6-8 
(February l97l). 
"J:n Search of our Financial Picture or Button, But"on, 
Who 0s Got the Button?" Bull., Amar. Ass'n. Petr:>~. 
Gaol. vola 55, noo 7, pa 913-915 (July. ~97l)b 
''Year in Progress - Organization and Governance of ou-c 
Association" :Bull • .runer-.. Assoco l?etrolo Geolo VeL. ss, 
no. 8, Po 1125-1127 {August 1971). 
"A Single Professional Group - The Sloss Report on 
AAPG-Al:PG Cooperation" 13ullo Atner.., Assoc. Petrol, 
Geolo Vol. SS1 no., 10, Po. 1713-1114 (October 1971). 
Editoral "Harder Worl;: is Key to Future" World Oil, Po .5, 
April. 
"One Ne-tfflletter." AAPG Execut.ive Report, Vol. :1:1, nob 1, 
' P~ 1, August 1971. 
"Continuum of 1\APG Operation~" AAPG Executive Report Vol.,. 
XXo no. 2,..p. 1, October 1971., 
Revimte: "Volcanoes, Vola 6 - ~ :tntroduction to Systetn;!tic 
Geomorphology" by Cliff Ollier, .Marien Tech. Soco 
Journal Vole 5, noo 5 (Sept-oct) p, 28 (quarto) 
20 
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".W~thods for the Study of Sedimentary Structure" by 
Arnold R~. ~oumag Ib~d, Vol. Sa noo 5, P~ 37 (q)~ 
Abstracts "Exp,lo:ration for Petroleum along Wrench Fauita.-
i'he PaJ;'adox Basin Model" Soc~ of Explor. Geophysicists 
41st Annual :tnternational Meeti.ng (Exploration r.cod~y -
Energy Tomorrow) Proc;~ram Booklet Po 5.6-57, Nov., 7--il, 197 
Encyclopedia Entries "Stro~toiite" p. 210-2117 11Biostrome" 
p. 258: "Bioherm" p. 216~ 3rd edition. MeGrc;tw-Hill 
.Encyc:l.opedia of Science and Technology 1972;,., 
Lee A. Woodward: 
1971, (wi~ L~. t •. Corbitt) qordilleran Foldbelt in South-
weatern Nm-t Mexico: Geo.l.. Soc. America Abab:'acts 
with Programs~ v. 3, n~2. p. 220. 
. '•) ' 
1971, (t~th crittenden, Schaeffer. and Trimble) Nomenclature 
.. 
and correlation of some upper Precamb~ian and based 
' 
cambrian sequences in western Utah and.sou~eastern 
J:daho: Geolo Soc. Ameri~a Bull.! v. 82, Po 581-602., 
1971. (with Anderson, McLelland, ~d Kaufman) Geologic: ~P 
and section of the Cuba qu~rangle (t-tith an acc~mpi¥1~9 
te:ct): N;, .Mex. Bureau rUnes and Mino Res. Geologic Z..1ap •2sb 
; ~. . . 
1971, Shears of the second ~r.der caused by flexure folding: 
run.. Assoa., Petroleum Geologis·ts Bullo (in press) w 
1971, (with Kaufmang Anderson, and Reed) Geologic map 
and aectione .. of La Ventana NW quadrangle (with ·i!n. 
21 
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ac~ompanying text): Ne Mexo Bureau Mines .and Min~ 
Res .. Geologic Map 26 (in pres~)~ 
l971g (with Kaufman and Reed) Geologic map and section 
of the La Ventana NE quadrangle (with an aceompan~!~9 
text); N., Mex .. Bureau Mines and Min. :Reso Geologic. 
Map (in press) c 
1971, (with Schumacher} Geologic map and sections o£ ~e 
La Veritana S'toJ quadl:angle {with an accompanying 
text): N!' Mexo Bureau Mines and Min. Rea. Geologic 
Map (in press). 
1971, (with Kaufman. and Anderson) Nacimiento fault and 
related strueturesv northern N~q Mexico: (sUbmitt~~ 
for publication in Geol. Soco America Bull'!-) q 
5!' Other Research Projects, etc~ 
Roger it'o Anders~n: Nat: 8 1 Science Foundation Grant GA 1~573 
(one year~ $3S,oOO); Climatic Cycles and Pattern~::~ in varved 
Sediments - Castile ~roject, Seasonal Pro¢esses~ Research 
on Aquatic sediment monitoring syatemo 
Douglas G. Broo1t~na: NSF: Grant G..l\. 10839 ($140eOOO) 
terminated 6-30-71. 11~-sr Geochrqnology 11 a NSF: Grant GA 108~9-0C?l 
($9ul.OO) terndnatad 8":"3l.-71 ".Rb-S.X: Geochronology" .. NSF Grant 
G1\. 311.39 ($2.1,200) J..0-:-71 to 10-72 "nb-Sr Geochronolomr" "- A!Ill§lr .. 
diem., Soco Petrol .. Rac;t., Fund $68 800~ "Rb-Sr Geo~hronology of 
Paleozoic Se<Unlentacy' Rocks" to B-31-72" Reo .. Corp .. N .. Y.._ ($3, 750) 
22 
I. 
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"l:;e:rminated 6-30-71 ~'Investigation of Winltle:t crater • Kan$aG". 
9eorge ~ichmond Clark~!: National Science Foundation 
Grant GB-20692, Daily Gro~nh Linea in the Bivalve Family 
Pectinidaa~ $31,400, 1 June 1970 to 31 May 1912.~ Initiated .·. 
new research pro~ect ''lith A. M. Kudo ~n trace element content 
of marine organisms with emphasis on heavy metal pollution. 
Ed2ar F. crufta Grant for $94:,.000. for two years epon .... 
sorad by Nord Resources Corpo - relation of metallogeneeis to 
crustal features (in progress~ Sept:b l, 1971). Geochemistry 
of tin-tungsten mi~eraligation (in progress)o Titanium 
bearing placers of west Africa (in progress). 
Wolfgang Eo· Elston; NASA grant NGR-32-004 .. 062, Marsa 
Search for evidence of dynamic procS!ssefi!.• rena-:a.l. Sept, 191l.D 
August. 1972, $25,000.,. NASA grant NGL 32-004-0ll~ Volc<m~l~,_ica:J. 
a:ew:oach to the interPi:etation of· l~ar features.. Renewal of 
step fundingD February 1 6 1.971 - January 3lv 1974~ ~52.250~ 
(jointly 'idtb A. tli. Kudo) Terrest~ial volcani~ anal.ogs_ 9f lunar 
Md Marti~ surface features., Renewal under omnibus Agreamen~ 
l~y 3lo 1972" $5.-350. Sandia ColZPOrationo Sandia - UNM Scien~e 
Colloquium Series, 19'71-72o !?2oSOO~ (~ote; A similar item ~s 
omitted f~m last year 0$ summary) AlUo0 nagotiated a $19.000 
23 
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J 2 Paul Fitzsimmons: Evaluation of caves in New Mexico, 
Axizona, and Oklahoma as possible Natural Landmarks for the 
U.,Sa Park Service, with m:itten reports on eight caves~ Contract 
281-172-400 for $3960., Duration of contract~ 6~ months (~~Y 1 
1971 to Januaxy 156 l972o Work Campletedo 
George Roger Jiracekj Sandia Laboratories, $19,520.00, 
a proposal to study the geophysical implications of electro-
~gnetic scattering from rough surfaces and stratified 
structures. Septa 1, 1971 - June 30o l972o 
Klaus Keil: cooperative world.ng agreement with NASA 
Ames ResearCh Center, Moffett Fi~lda Californiab entitled 
01Collisionless .damping"o Duration: July 1., 1970-Jun~ 30, 197lp 
$5,200o00o Research contract with NASA Manned Spacecraft 
Center, liouston, Texas, entitled "Electron mic):oprobe and 
laser microprobe study of the returned lunar samples". Duration: 
September l, l970•3anuazy 316 1971, $2Ba500oOO. Research gr~t 
from NASA Headquarters" 't'laahington, Do Coo via UnivtU:sity of 
cal.iforn!a, Los Angelea 6 entitled •~.Mineralogical and chemical 
study of carbonaceous ~ondrites'' o Duration: July lu 1970 -
Spacecraft centeru Houston" Texas entitled "Electron microprobe 
study of Apollo 14 to 17 returned lunar aample~"o Duration: 
contract with Sandia co:a:poration,. Albuquerqueu New Mexico, 
24-
entitled "Preparation of thin sections and x-ray pattern of 
micron-Dized refractory spherules"... Dur~tion; Janu~ l,; 
1971 ~ June 30p 1971~ $3.000GOO~ Research grant from NASA 
Headquarte:raa washington,. D .. Co~ entitled~ "Mineralogy and 
chemistry of polymidt-brecaiated:stone meteorites•o Duratio~: 
June 1, 1971-May 30, 1974, $8B.l50~oo~ cooperattve working 
agreement with NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Fie!d, 
C!alifornia, entitled "Mineralogy and pef;t'ology of Hawaiian 
basalts"" Duration~ June 1 0 1971-~y 31" 1972. $8~400~00 ... 
Cooperative working agreement with NASA AmaB Research center·, 
Moffett Field, californiao entitled "Study of collisionless 
damping"~ Ouxationt June 1. l97l~y 311 1972, $5,600o00~ 
Research contract with Sandia corporation, Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, entitled "Preparation of thin sections and x-ray 
;Patterns of micron-sized refractory ephe:r:ules", Duration: 
JUne 1, 1971-Septembe~ 30, 1971, $31 000.,00o Research grant 
from NASA Headquarters, washington, D., c .. , via thiive:r:sity 
of california. Los Angeles. entitl.ed 11Carbonaceous Chondrites: 
'l'heir mineralogy and petrology"" . Duration: July 1. l97J.-.iune. 
30o l972u $3,000c00~ . continuation of researCh grant with 
... 
Sand:i,a corporation, Al.Puquerque, Net.r Me:!dcod entitled "Prep~~tion 
of tltin -sections and x-ray diffraci;ion patterns of micron ... sized 
:refractory spherulesno Duration: october 1.t 1971-June 30, 1972, ·1 
$6o200.,00b ~otal contracts and g~~ in effect, $294.550.,00., 
25 ° 1 
Albert Mo Kudo; Summer extension on researCh (NSF-GA 4428) 
ResearCh on ResearCh Allocations Committee Grant {$7~000)o 
Director of grant ~A-Ames: ONM 203) $S,3SO.OO continuing 
rese~ on New ~exico basalt and ultramafic inclusionsG 
:tnitiated research with G .. Ro Clark ll on cadmium in rock scallops .. 
~raham Rosenzweig: Manuacripts -with Ro Ra Ryan and 
Ra A. Panneman, Structural Systematics of the Actinide Fluoride 
Complexeso in prase -=Structure and bonding. --- ~rith Ra Rd Ryan. 
The Crystal structure of csu2F 9 o Research - completed or in 
progress - a new copper-zinc clay mineral froJil Binghamo New 
Mexico: - with Co Olsen6 studies in the aySti!Ul CU-As-Sb-S1 
- several mineralogical studies. 
Charles T. Si.exners: Recent beachrock conglomerate erust, 
Big Pine Rey 0 Florida: Recent and Plistocene beachrock. Laguna 
Madres central Texas Gulf coast' Annotated bibliography of 
the sediments and stratigraphy of the Florida Keys area (with 
Do Eo Battin and Jo R,. Dodd) o 
Shamn A. Wengerd: "E'ault Penetration of Strata along 
Regional Alignments of the western Paradox Basin, Utah" (to be 
published in Sullo American Ass ~n Petroleum Geologists) ; "Petrol~um 
Exploration alon9 Regional Alignmants9 Nor~estern Colorado 
Plateau0 Utah"o 
Lee Ao woodward: Geologic mapping of Sierra Nacimiento 
(spzmsored by New !-ls~dco Bureau o:f 1-!:i.nets and Mineral Reeourees 
26 
-------
for $4~000)o Grant from Tenneco Foundation for $2~500. to 
sample sedimentary basins of New Mexico., Study of ore deposita 
o~ Judith Mountains 0 Montanao 
6., Activities in learned and profesBional societies -
!toger Y .. Anderson~ Renewed Membership9 Gaol .. Society 
Americao 
DOU!JlaS Go Broo1dns: Amero Geophys., Union (3 papers) 
Geola Soc .. Amer .. National Meeting· (1 paper) 7 GSA South-Central 
Meeting (2 papere)J GSA Northeastern Mtg., (3 papers)J GSA No~ 
central Mtgo (l paper) 1 Chairman - Ks .. Acad .. Sci., Geology Sectiona 
George RiChmond Clark II: Attended Annual Convention 
of AAPG and SEPl-l; 29-31 Marcha 197la Boulilton, 'rexasa Attended 
Annual Meeting of GSA, l-3 November lQ7l, Waehington,,D~ c.,, 
Became member of American Society of zoologists., 
Wolfgang E .. Elston: Attended NASA - sponsored meeting 
of :Planetology Program Princi);lal Investigatorc, JPL, Pasadena,, 
. . 
California, and Flagstaff .. ArizonaD April 27-29# 197la Read. 
paper Stratigraphy ~d '.l!errain of r.tars (with E~> I, Smith)., 
Attended annual meeting of American Geophysical Union, Wasbingtong 
Do Cap April 12-16~ 1971o Co-author Eo Io Smith read paper -
ll1artian Stratigraphy and terrain claosificGl.tion z A basis for 
the geological ~pping of Marso Attended XV General Asaembly,· 
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysicsa Moscow, USSR, 
jql1 30 -August l4p 1971: International Association of Volcanology 
and C!hemiotey of the E!!irth n a Interior field conference to 
27 
I 
Read following papers: A proposed dynamic model of the 
Moono (with Eo I~ Smith) Stratigr~phy and classification of 
Martian terrains photographed by ~~iners 6 and 7o (With R~ C~ 
Rhodes and Po Jo coney) Mid-Cenozoic volcano-tectonic evolut~onv 
Mogollon Plateau, Sou~hwestern New Mexico, UoS.Ao At request 
of ~A1 sUbmitted opinion on site selection for Apollo 16, 
as representat~ve of American Geophysical Union on Working 
Group on Lunar Geology and Geopbysics of Xnternational 
. 
Astronomical Uniono (continued on page 32o 
Jo Paul Fitzsimmons: Translation from Russian of "The 
O.Xidation-Reduc:tion Potential in Geology" by M.. F., Stashehuk 
(208 pp) for Plenum Press-----Editing and evaluation of new 
translators of Russian geologic 1iterature for Plenum Presso 
~eo:rge Ro9er Jiracak: 41st Annual ll\ternational Meeting 
of the Soc:iety of Exploration Geophysicists, Houston, Texas; 
Novo 1-11, l97lo Attended and re?.d paper0 electroma~netic 
scattering fro~ ~ough1 stratified structures with applicat~on 
to lunar and terrestial stud~eso Fall Annual ~~ting of tbe 
.runeriean Geophysical Uniono San Francisco, California, December 
6-9, 1971., 
Kl~us ~~ Offices: Presidentu Electron Micro~robe 
Analysis Society Of America1 Member. International Union of 
Gaoohemistey~ Fello\'7~ ;runeric:an Institute of cb.emists1 Member, 
~ational Committee on Geoehemistry4 National Academy of Sciencest 
28 
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Member 0 Lunar Science Review Board, Lunar Science Institute1 
Menibe:t'. MSA A'llt<UZd Committeeg Mineralogical Society of Americar 
Paat~Presidentu Meteoritical Societyz Secretaxy, Co~ission 
on Meteoriteet International union of Geological Sciences, 
secretary, commission on Cosmic Mineralogy, International Min-
eralogical Associationt ApOllo 12. Lunar science conference. 
Houstona Texas, January ll-14P 1971-. Presented paper on nLithic 
fragments and glasses in Apollo 12 lunar samples"o First 
Planar Conference on NASA cooperative Working Agreements, 
Santa Clara8 califolmia, February 3-6, l97lo New Mexico 
Institute of Mining and Technology, socorro, New Mexico, 
March 1711 1971o Presented two talks concerning the scientific 
and geological aspects of the Apollo programo New Me:gico 
Medical ASsociation; Albuquerque, New Mexico, April l.., l.97lo 
Presented tal1~ on "Origin of the Moon" o New Me:n:ico Highlands 
University, Las Vegaa, New Mexico, ~y 16, 19714 Presented 
two t.alJw ~titled "Origin and histoey of the crust of the 
.Moon"o and "Composition of deeper parte of tbe earth 4 s crust~'w 
.annual Meeting of the Southt1ent Branch of the American Assoc .. 
ia.tion for the Advancement of Science o and the Arizona Academy 
of Scienceao Presented Xnvited Powell Memorial Lecture on 
"'Origin ana history of the Moon"~ Annual itleeting of the 
Meteoritical Society, TUbingen, Wast GQrmarty1 August 23-26, 
l971o co-autbor of three papers; ''The Landis meteorite", "A 
lunar feldapathic J!a:ridotite, rock 12036" and "dhond.rules of 
29 
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lunar origin"" Annua~ meeting of the Electron Microprobe 
Analysis Society of .runericau Pitteburgh11 Pennsylvania,. 
July 27-30,. 1971~ Albuque:t:"que ASt.ronomers0 October 7, 1971~ .. 
Presented talk on "Apollo rocks: Origin and hi:stoey of the Moon"" 
Department of Physics~ 'University of New Me:ldco, October B, 
l97lo Presen~ed talk on "'!'he earth 0 s moon: origin and history" o 
21 Club, University of New Mexicog October 18. 1971 "Apollo 
roCks and implications"" Annual Meeting of the Geological 
Society of America, Washington, D~ Co. Presented talk on 
"Lithic fragmentsD glaesea9 and chondrules in Luna 16 samples" o 
co-author on two talks, "Zirkeli te, a lunar uraniwn-bearing 
phase"" and "Spinelli3 from Apollo 12 rocks".. American Association 
of Aeronautidal Engineera0 Albuquex:-que. New .Mexico, Nov-er 
11, 1~7lo Talk on "Lune¢ rocks and their ori9in"., New .Mexico 
Paving Conference., Albuquerque, New .Mexico, December 9~ 1971 •. 
Talk. on "Geology of the l!iloon"" 
Albert !•ie Kudo: Attended and read two papers (one each) 
at 'b-ro American Geophysical. Uniono Spring and Fall Annual 
&leetings in Washing'l:;on. D .. C., and San F%';:,u'1C!Sco~ california., 
Abraham Roaenm~eig: paper read • The crystal structure 
spangoliteu winter meeting 0 American crystallographic Association. 
Columbia~ So C .. 0 February~ l97lo Attended - Summar.meeting, 
American crystallographic Associationo AmeB, :towa., August, 1971 .. 
Chairman, Local committee, American Crystallographic Asaociation, 
1972 MGeting to be held in AlbuquerqUe, New Mexicoo 
30 
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Charles To Siemers: Geolo Soc .. America meeting, NOVq 
19701 Facies distribution of trace fossils in a deltaic 
environmental ccnnplea: Uppsr paxt of Dakota Formation (upPf!r 
Cretaceous) CE!Jltral Xanscw~ runer~ ASsoco :Petroleum Geologist;~ 
April~ 1971 - Deltaic deposits of upper part of Dakota Fo~~~on 
(Upper Cretaceous}, Central Kansas~ 
Sherman A .. Wengerc;!: Jan: Completed master copy of 
"Instructions and Suggestions for the Administration of the 
New Mexico State Section, American Institute of PJ:ofessional 
Geologil$tS" # Member a Geomorphology Sectiona ![!he Geological 
Society of America: Jan-Dec: ombudsman to the AIPG State 
Section for New Mexico: Jan.. 91 New Mekico Section AIPG 
Executive committee ~~eting as Past-President (Pres .. 1970), 
~t ~~ 25-26 AAPG Executive Committee Meetingso Houston; 
March 27 .MPG National Advisory Board ~leeting as Delegate fx:om 
New Mexico SeC!tlon.; Houston: March 27-28 Meetings with AAPG 
Committees as President-Elect or Executive Committee Liaison1 
Continuing Education~ Computer Application. Membership. Pre-
servation of cores and CUttings, Publications. Xndustxial Advisoryq 
AQa.demic Adviso.ry 0 Houston: March 29 Editors 0 Luncheono AAPG, 
}!ouston~ Pa.et Offie!era 0 Reception, AAPGq SEPM Officers llecept~on, 
~~ !~c:h 30 Bost for MPG-sEPM Awaxds Luncheon. Houston1 
l-larch 29-31 MPG Scient.if:l.c Sesaione, l:l·:mston; June 28-29 .AAPG 
E:gec:utive (Z.omm.ittee l-teetings as l?l:'es-Elec:t... Santa EG 1 May .?-5 
AAPG-SE:B1 Regional. Msetingsu Bill.ingsq Montana' May 2l Annual 
31 
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Initiation Banquet~ New Mexico Chapte~ of Sigma Xi, Albuquerque; 
May 14 AIM State Section Luncheon, :t<"JmGS Annual Meeting~ Roawal.l.7 
Sept .. 25 AIPG tliat\7 Merlc:o StC~;te Section Executive Committee 
Meeting, Annual t-~et.;tng, and Annual :ilanquet~ Albuquerquc:u 
Septo 29-30 AAPG Mid-Continent Section Scientific Meetings, 
Oklahoma City~ President~s Lunc~aon for Section Officers, 
Sooiety Delegates, Society Presidents and 'committee Cfuaixm~~ 
Septo 29: Oc:to 14 MPG President0a Message on ASsociation 
Institute Reception, Waahi.>lgton, ·Db :c .. : oet., 31 Delegate - :Hou~e 
,•,; .· 
of Delegates; .runer.i,can Geologiaal Institute~ Washington., Pes Co-
(Spec1.al meeting '\'lith council of Society of Economic Paleon ... 
tologista and Min~alogistas Nov~ 1-3 Scientific Meetings of 
the Geological Society o£ ~:dca, Washington., Do Co 1 NOVa 3 
Annual L.unahaon and Business llieet:i.ng, National Asmoeiation o:{ 
Geology Teachers, Washington, D ... C',.f Deco 5 AAPG Advisory 
Board Meeting, Houston; Deco 6-7 .IDWG-'USGS underground WaS't~ 
of Professional Geologists. Meetings·~ D~nver. 
]!:!...§!-:!\" Woodward: Ple'esident o·f Albuquerque Geola Soch 19.7~~ 
Attended Geoio Soc~ America Meet~ng in Riverside, Californi~, 
to Wolf~~g Eo Elsto~: Appointed;Working Group on Basin-and~ 
Range province and C~lorado Plateau, U~So Geodynamicp Committee, 
32 
Inter-union Corrmission on Geodynamics~ Reviewed article 
for Journal of Geophysical Research~ Reviewed NSr research 
proposal;; 
7. Othlar p:tofessional aetiv:i:ties 
., 
Roger ¥'\ Anderson,: American Geolog~cal. Institute 
Visiting Lecturer, at Eastern New Mexico University, Portal~s. 
' ' , .. c. 
Douglas G .. Brookins: Exhib~t of work on di'-lplay at 
ICs., State Uo 1971-72 (sea 3 above)., 'l'all(s to: Manhattan 
·•• *'! 
Gem and Mineral Clt~: KSU Chem .. Engg~ Colloquiumt Al'buguer~-~~ 
Geola Soc.t Environmental geochemi.stey talks Inv., Speaker · 
at the Univ. North Carolina; Abstractor for Mineralogical 
Abstr_ag;tru Revieilter for several Jo~als: USF p;roposals~ etc~, 
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Geor9_e Richmond clprlt.,II,: conducted,, for the second )tea:r. 
a one-week total immersion course in SeaShore Geobiolo9y at 
IC:!rcl'".hof:f ~ine La}?oratory, corona del Ma:t"; California; 
under auspices of VNM undergraau~te seminar Program~ for 
14 UNM students~ 
Edgar Fo Cruft~ Consultancies to Nord Rrasoureea CoJ:p~. 
tnternational Mineral Exploration~ 
'V1olfgang Eo. Elat211: Spoke to Albuquerque Geological 
Socioty0 Albuquerque Science '1'ea9he~s~ T\7 appearanC!e in 
!~ntucky - 'l'ennessee6 several newspaper interviewee Gave 
ad~iC!e on minerat deposits to local intereataa ~~uscript 
on mineral resources of Hidalgo coo; N a.M .. /J in preparation 
33 
-~o*S,e Roger Jb::acel£,: Informal talkq Geophysical 
Activity in Antarctica, pretael'lted at Albuquerque Geological 
Society, September, 197la Talk,at meeting of Apollo 17 
~ask Group 2099 Electromagnetic scattering from lun~ 
topography and struaturesq ~erkeley, California, December S~ l97lo 
Xlaus ~eil; Reviewed three scientific proposals 
submitted for funding to the National Science Foundation~ 
Reviewed fourteen scientific proposals sUbmitted to the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration for funding~ 
Revi~1ed thirteen scientific article~ submitted for public~t~on·~ 
in American Mineralogisto Earth and Planetary Sciences Le~ters, 
Geocbimica et cosmocbimica Acta, tJ.Ieteor:t.ticso and Scienc~o. 
Seven live and taped television broadcasts and four live 
radio shows dealing with the scientific results of the Apollo 
missionsQ Trained Dra. Th. Weber, Geological survey of 
west-Ge~y. in the use of the elee'cron microprobe x-ray 
analyzer and data !teduction by computer o. Presented three 
tallts at Bighl.and High School, Albuquerque. Net\7 MeJdco., 
concerning the scient~fic aspects of the Apollo program 
(May 18q 197l) •. · 
Abrahma Ro~onrewe~g_: cor.nnunity College course in !>'lineralog:r. 
Fall l97lo Visiting Staff £.119II'ber •. Los Alamos Scisntifie 
Laborato1yo Conoultantu Air Force spacial Weapons Laboratory, 
§harman Ao t'l'engerd: AAPG Preaident 0 s Breakfast for 
the pressr radiou and T .. Vo. Petroleum Club. 'l'Ulaa, O~lahoma, 
July 9o Meeting of Directors~ Advisory Committee, NoMcSdBo 
of Me E: M .. Aoil Santa ']!e, Feb. ll and Soco:rro Sept:o 10.,. Con-
:I;~renaa with Ml?G l?a:;rt:. Presidents Dro Grover M~ray (Pres •. 
Texas Te~). Dr;, Orlo Childs (Vice Prasident-Rasearchd 'l'e'xas 
Tech), :.and Drp Frank conaelmen (Director J:CASALS - Texas Tech) 
on pa$t AAPG and other matters. Feb<. 24-25.. Associate Editor. 
of the Bulletina An\e:dcan Association of Petroleum Geologis.ts. 
:Keynote Address "Money Grubber vs. Scientist l'lhither the 
IJeologist" 25th Annual Meetmg of the Ne\'1 Mexico Geological 
Society, May 13, ROSt<Tell, N .. M. Address 1''l'he Year Ahead"; 
Membership E'orura, Ml?G Annual Mea·t:i.ng o March 29-, Bouato.n.., 
AIPG Breakfast; May 4, Dilling$,M~ntana. ~JlPG Official 
Representative on May 11 at .• the Exploration Day Ceremonies, 
International Pet~oleum E~osition and congress. Znc~#· Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, including P.ressu Radi~·· .. and T'it conferences ~nd . 
Appaaranceoa Special Guest at ~uncheon ~o:r presidents of 
~~ Sections. Divisions. and Affiliated Societies# ~ch 28; 
Boustono Attended many luncheon ~etings of the Albuquerque 
Geological Societyo Keynote Addres$ - "Adventures Over-
land in :Baja Californi'a", A."t:i.'G State Sedtion Annual Banquet,. 
Septembel:' 25o Albuquerquea dhairman of MPG Executive 
Committee M$etings in Tulsa and Oklahoma City8 Septa 28-30o 
35 
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Petroleum Explora·i:.ion consultant to Public Lands Explorat:i,.on 
Inc. of Dallasu Texas~ Petroleum Consultant for Aztec Oil 
and Gas company in preparation of testimony before Federal 
Pc:Ma:t: Commission., Senior Executive Editor of the AAPG 
·Executive Report dated. August and. October and sent to ovar 
l5DOOO members of the American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists~ Devised ~ Public Relations Policy Guide 
for AAPG Executive C~ittee and Executive Director May-Jul,~ 
1971. Annual Geological ffieetings of l4useum of :Northern 
Arizona Sept. 2M4, Fl~gstaff. Arizona. 
Lea A. woodttard: TV appearance on KOAT to diacu'ss 
earthquakes and 3:'elated ph@nomana-.· 'I'JNM representative for 
S.tudent G:ranta-in ... Aid of Research .for New Mexico Geol,.;. Soc.,. 
and Roswell GoolQ Soc. 
e. Non-teaching University ~ervice 
}toqar Y. Anderson: Chairman, University Committee on 
Paleoecology Membsr,. ~aculty Research PoliCy Committeea 
General Eonors conference, Lat-T.CG'.IflC:a Ranch Earth Day Lecture~. 
Douqlaa G. Brookins: at Kso State u.: Academic Aff~:r:s. 
Co~.· of AaAoU~~~: Phi Beta Kap~! Ppys~. Sci. Subcom~ at 
t1 o'N "!!lo : Gzoaduate Comma 1 Glassb~ower Search COll'llDo: Advisor 
for 5 PhoD4 Aspirants: sg hoc Advisor to Student Originated -
Directed environmental stud:teso 
George R. Clark :n.:: Department Undergraduate Advisor 
(through l 3une)a ~embert Univ~rsity Curricula Committee. 
36 
1-!Ze.mber., Un:l:;;rersit.y Environmental Council (through ~ June) .. 
Member, A&S promotions and tenur~ eommittee (l97l)o 
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wolf.gang_ Eb Els~~: Member~ Researeb Policy COlllluitte!9~ 
Chaixtnant :sudget su'.b~ommitteeo ~ewbe:r:~ Publications Conllniti;~ 
qbail."lllQnu Sandia - t1NM Se.:i.ence Colloquiwn C®nnittoe., Ch~ 
tJNM Saience Col~oquium ccmait:l:ee'! NO'l'E~ J>Yo lJ'niversity 
Conn:nittee assigmnen·ts duri119 leave~ 1971":'72o Member, depart-
mental committee on graduate stuqies~ Directing 3 Phon~ 
dissertations and 2 MeSG tbeses: ~ i?ho,D<! w;ogram aompleted !:~ l97lo 
.f!_o Pau.!,..Fj.tz~i~ng,: unde:rgradua·te advisor for geology 
major and minors~ 
George Re Jirace'k: Department of Geology COmmitteel3: 
Personal and Graduate Programo 
Klaus X{eil: Administration of the Instit\lte of ME!teo;-itiC:!lo 
Chai:r:man and member of several internal committees in the 
Department of Geology.~. Member {t<lith Dr~ s .. Soloman) of ad hoc 
coilllllittee appointed by the Gradu~:te Scbool to review the 
Biology Department graduate programo 
~ Faculty advisory Committee for Dean 
Woll.Inan.b Spring Sames~$~ ~971. ll'il~ulty advisor for Geology 
Bonar~ Sigma Gamma Epsilono 
.!\braham B.osanm11eig: G:tadua'i:e St;ua!ss COll'llllitteaD 
Dep~tment of Geology .. 
Charles Ta Si001ara: 
of Geology., 
37 
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Sherman A.'~ wengaJ;,.ct: Panelist student seminar on Pet.roleurd 
Geology - uw~ March lt" Wrote numerous letters of recommendation 
for students f,il,ee1d.ng indua·trial einplo:~,m~en·i:. .as geologists., for .· 
e~t~ into graduat~ sChools? or fo~ teaching positioner 
Fwcnisbed informai:ion on Dr.. Kil:k Bey an and Hugh !!., &ryan 
to Dlt o Ronald ·~~ Del!'o:td ~or an article . in forthcoming ''Dictionary 
of American Biographyr Helped entertain university via:i:tors·; 
·.,. ' ~ 
D~.. Richard Jahns {Pi~aidant of Ge~logical Soeiety of ~ic~) ~ 
applicants for teaching position~~ Drs., Sndth, Brady; srook:l.n_a~ 
~iemerso Jiracek! J? R .. MeGugan, G~egoey Davie ·(viei~ing 
LeCturers)1 recommended Don Snyd~r and Harry Boge for full:. 
: . " . . •' 
Professor Emeritus o_f Geology~ B~vard University. to 
teat:h a 1l!~Smim!Jr in Gl_acial Geolo~ fo~ Ullm Deptt. of Geology.,· 
Faculty ad.vbor for 45 graduate: : 
~ ' i 
Chai:tman o:f· U :th<Z~sis and diaoartat.ioh .. 
. . ' .. 
9 c. Public sele'lri.'de 
Ii,oger Yo Ande;y;son: :tdentify,ing rocks.f min~ralso and 
fossils for publico 
.council on Human Relations 
t-Iolfgang E., Elston~ '1!t'10 talks in public schools., 
Klaus Keil~ TWentynine private showings of moon rocks 
3S 
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to interested citizenso e:cbool c:J,.a:a:;~es.$. civic groups"- etc., 
Eleven. private showings of the meteorite collection to 
interested citizens, SChool ctlafUlleS 6 and civic groups~ Ex~:J.ned 
nireteen rocku of suspected meteoritic nature donated by 
citi.zensQ 
Albert .Ill,. :Kudo: Twelve visits to various PubliC! 
Elementary Schools for taUts on Geology and origame., ore 
lecture ·.Jn Earthquakes to Rio Grande Kiwanis Club., 
·§.~!erman $oo Wen_gar~: Faculty Sponsor - CI!!DlpllB Golll1 
Dire~tors 8 Adv.isoxy Committee (OX',. Don W., Baker6 Jr~) of 
JSfcs>·t~ Mexico State l':lureau of Mines and Mineral Resources: 
Member~ Metropolitan Ai~port Development Committee {attend~d 
4 meetings in 1911) t Elks Club Scholarship and Awards•.'COmlliittee• 
May and December: Explox-ation conferenaes and the Naational 
Energy Policy; waeningtnn6 Do Co £-!ay :31-June 3 involving 
11leetings mth. Peter Flanigan and General George Lincoln .. 
of the r1hi~o House Staffq Amei~tant Secretary Bolli~ Dol$ 
an~ DX'o Wilson Laird., Dix-ector of Oil and Gas6 for the 
:Interior Department., and a host of ti'q Se senatol:S; Advisory 
~oard of Energy Equities Inco 
Lee Ao Woodward; Prepared. p~phlet on "Ea.xthquake 
Info:mtation" for American Red cx-o~~, Roadrunner Division, 
Albuquerqueo for pUblic distributiono 
lOo Personal information 
•' 
Douglas G2 Brookins: One additional daughter, February 10, 
39 
1971~ From Assoc. Profeaaor Geology (KSU) to Professor 
Geology (UNM) 8/~3/71~ 
Charles To· Siemers: Fi~st child - Januar,y 286 l97it 
boy - Troy James Siemers 
She:cman Ao we~9.?.f<!: Grandson Robert William wood ii 
bol!'n July lS. Passed F6A .. A. Medica.'ll Exa.TDination as Privata 
Pilot (SEL) 
40 
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The Report of the Institute of Meteoritics 
Department of Geology 
July 1 1 1972 - June 30, 1972 
Klaus Keil, Director 
I. General Information 
A. Significant achievements 
Staff and students of the Institute of Meteoritics continued 
detailed mineralogical, petrographic, chemical, and electron microprobe 
studies of rock and dust samples returned by the U. s. Apollo 11, 12, 14 
and, 15 missions. Particular emphasis was given to analysis of 50 so-
called Rake Samples which ~~ere collected by raking on the moon during the 
Apollo 15 missions~ these unique samples, ranging from pea to egg-size were 
allocated exclusively to researchers in the Institute of Meteoritics and 
no other j,nstitution. In addition, staff and students of the Institute 
studied lunar samples returned to earth by the unmanned Russian Luna 16 
spacecraft. NASA traded 2 grams of the Luna 16 samples from Mare 
Fecunditatis for 4 grams of Apollo rocks, and researchers in the Institute 
were among the few in the U.S.A. chosen by NASA to study these materials. 
Work on Apollo 11, 12, 14 and 15 and Luna 16 samples has so far resulted 
in the publication of sixteen (16) articles in major national and inter-
national journals. In addition, approximately fifteen (15) abstracts of 
talks have been published in various proceedings and journals• 
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Total outside contracts and grants in effect amounted to $548,150.00 
during the fiscal year. 
A number of distinguished visiting scientists came to the 
Institute of Meteoritics, either for the purpose of study and research, or 
for the presentation of research seminars and talks: 
Dr. Th. \-Ieiser 
Geological Survey 
Hannover, !-!est-Germany 
May 13, 1971 - August 22, 1971 
Nr. Clive Feathers 
South Africa Diamond Concern 
Cape Town, South Africa 
September 27, 1971 
Prof. Carleton B. Moore 
Center for Meteorite Research 
Arizona State Univers~ty 
Tempe, Arizona 
October 7, 1971 
Dr, Howard Wilshire 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Menlo Park, California 
December 13, 1972 
Prof. G. Kuiper 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 
February 16, 1972 
Prof. S. R. Taylor 
Department of Geology and Geophysics 
Australian National University 
Canberra, Australia 
February 17-22, 1972 
Pro£. Howard Axon 
Department of Metallurgy 
Manchester University 
Manchester, England · 
May 9, 1972 
Dr. Dieter Steffler 
Department of Mineralogy and Petrology 
University of Tubingen 
Tubingen, West Germany 
May 18-19, 1972 
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The Institute of Meteoritics, in cooperation with the Department 
of Geology, hosted the meeting of the U. S. National Committee on Geochemistry 
of the National Academy of Sciences. Ten members of the committee representing 
major Universities and government laboratories were present. The meeting 
was held from May 4-6, 1972. 
During the· report period, seventeen (17) papers (not counting 
published abstracts) were published in major scientific journals by members 
of the Institute of Meteoritics. 
More than ten talks were presented by members of the Institute of 
Meteoritics, both at scientific conventions as well as to school classes and 
civic groups in New Mexico. Most of the popular talks dealt with the 
Apollo program and its scientific implications. 
The Institute of Meteoritics received the following outside support 
for students (graduate and undergraduate students) totalling $34,500.00. 
Dorothy Boyer Corcoran: NASA, undergraduate Research Assistant 
Gassaway Brown: NASA, Undergraduate Research Assistant 
Majorie Busch: NASA, Undergraduate Research Assistant 
Fred D. Busche: NASA, Graduate Research Assistant 
Ric Cox: NASA, Undergraduate Research Assistant 
Ronald V. Fodor: NASA, Graduate Research Assistant 
Ronald P. Geitgey: NASA, Graduate Research Assistant 
Jon Green: NASA, Graduate Research Assistant 
Paul Hlava: NASA, Graduate Research Assistant 
Frank Hollinger: NASA, Graduate Research Assistant 
Don Kamp: NASA, Undergraduate Research Assistant 
Richard Moore: NASA and NSF, Graduate Research Assistant 
$2,300.00 
$1,450.00 
$1,500.00 
$1,800.00 
$1,450.00 
$2,300.00 
$1,800.00 
$4,000.00 
$4,000.00 
$3;000.00' 
$500.00 
$4,800.00 
Harry Planner: Sandia, Graduate Research Assistant 
RobertS. Skaggs: Sandia, Graduate Research Assistant 
Total Student Support 
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()3,500.00 
$2,100.00 
$34,500.00 
The following new equipment was purchased for the Institute of 
Heteoritics from outside funds, totalling $44,920.00. 
1. Semi scanner for electron microprobe 
2. LiF crystal for electron microprobe 
3. Helium leak detector for electron microprobe 
4. Power supply for electron microprobe 
5. Vacuum pump for electron microprobe 
6. Desiccating cabinet 
7. Clean bench for electron microprobe repair 
8. Vacuum oven 
9. Safe for storage of lunar samples 
10. Universal stage 
11. Precession X-ray camera 
12. Stereo microscope 
13. Copper X-ray tube 
14. X-ray film measurer 
15. X-ray film reader 
16. Zeiss microscope for transmitted and reflected light 
17. HP-3 slide machine 
18. Complete dark room equipment including dryer, enlarger, etc. 
19. ~lire saw 
20. Four (4) polishing wheels 
21. Desk calculator 
22. Electronic plotter 
23. 720C Hang calculator 
24. 709 Hang dual tape drive 
25. Hiscellaneous equipment 
Total equipment purchased 
$9,000.00 
$ 400.00 
$4,600.00 
$ 600.00 
$ 750.00 
$ 270.00 
$ 860.00 
$ 300.00 
$ 500.00 
$1,800.00 
$2,801).00 
$ 550.00 
$ 950.01) 
$ 260.00 
$ 251).00 
$3,900.00 
$1,61)0.00 
$2,200.00 
$1,800.00 
$2,800.00 
$ 400.00 
$2,080.00 
$2,150.00 
$2,600.00 
$1,500.00 
$44,920.00 
During the fiscal year, the Institute of Meteoritics moved into its 
ne1v quarters in the Department of Geology building (Northrop Hall). The new 
space is ideally stuied for the teaching and research functions of the 
Institute of Meteoritics and comprises 5 offices, a chemistry research 
laboratory, laser microprobe, clean polishing laboratory, computer center, 
microscopy laboratory, darkroom, electron microprobe laboratory, and museum. 
r 261. B. Plans and Recommendations 
1. Every effort must be made to provide the services of a full-time 
secretary for the Institute of Meteoritics. ~1is requirement is the result of 
the increasing number of staff members of the Institute (total staff, 
including research assistants and part-time personnel, of twenty-five (25), 
2. The meteorite collection will be moved to the Geology building 
(Northrop Hall) where it will be exhibited in a room next to the present 
Geology Museum. The collection will be displayed making use of the most 
advanced exhibition techniques and, in particular, will make use of lighting 
effects to properly display the many unique specimens. This museum will 
be open to the public and will be designed so that both specialists and 
layman will profit from the display. The reorganization of the muse~, 
including building of cases, designing of lighting, painting, carpeting, 
etc. will cost approximately $8,000.00, only part of which can be paid for 
by funds already allocated for materials and services in the Institute of 
Meteoritics. The need for additional funds and a part-time curator, jointly 
lvith the Department of Geology, is stressed. 
Staff of the Institute of Meteoritics 
Dr. Klaus Keil, Director 
Dr. Martin Prinz, Senior Research Associate 
Dr. Eric Dowty, Research Associate 
Dr. Ron Fodor, Research Associate 
Dr. Gero Kurat, Research Associate* 
Dr. c. E. Nehru, Summer Research Associate** 
Dr. T. E. Bunch, Co-investigator*** 
Dr. K. G. Snetsinger, Co-investigator*** 
Dr. Jeffrey Scargle, Research Associate 
Hr. George Conrad, Microprobe Specialist 
}Irs. Julie Hultzen, Computer Programmer 
Mrs. Hope Bell, Secretary 
Hrs. Dorothy Boyer Corcoran, Undergraduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Mr. Gassaway Brown, Undergraduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
}liss Marjorie Busch, Undergraduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
* On leave from Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria 
**On leave from Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
***In residence at Space Science Division, NASA Ames Research Center, 
Moffett Field, California 
____ I 
Hr. F. D. Busche; Grudu:tte Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Hr. Ric Cox, Graduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Hr. R. P. Geitgey, Graduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Hr. Jon Green, Graduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Hr. Paul lllava, Graduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Hr. Franl" Hollinger, Graduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Hr. Don Kamp, UndergraduateResea.rch Assistant (1/2 time) 
Hr. Richard Moore, Graduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Hr. Harry Planner, Graduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
Mr. R. S. Skaggs, Graduate Research Assistant (1/2 time) 
II. Composite of Individual Biographical Supplements 
1. Advanced study 
a) R. V. Fodor, graduated from UNM with a Ph.D. in geology; 
b) F. D. Busche, R. P. Geitgey, P, Hlava, and R. Moore, Graduate 
Assistants; work to1vards Ph.D. degrees at UNM 
c) J. Green, F. Hollinger, and H. Planner, Graduate Research 
Assistants; work towards M. S. degrees· at UNM 
d) G. Brown and M. Busch, Undergraduate Research Assistants; 
graduate with Bachelors degrees from UNM 
e) D. Beyer-Corcoran, R. Cox, and D. Kamp, Undergraduate Research 
·Assistants; work towards Bachelors degrees at UNM 
2. Sabbaticals, etc. 
Klaus Kei1 
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Islands of Maui, Kauai, and Oahu (Hawaii); field work studying volcanic rocks; 
June 7-July 10, 1972 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Sixth Ann. Con£. on Electron Microprobe Analysis, 
July 27-30, 1971 
Washington, D. C.; Ann. Meeting of the Geological Society of America; 
November l-3, 1971 
Hashington, D. C., Meeting of the National Committee on Geochemistry of the 
National Academy of Sciences, November 1~3, 1971 
Houston, texas; pick-up of Apollo 15 rocks and study of thin sections at the 
Lunar Receiving Laboratory; December 9-10, 1971 
Houston, Texas; Third Lunar Science Conference; January 10-13; 1972 
Los Alamos, Nmv Mexico; talk on "Apollo rocks: Origin and. His tory of the 
}loon, 11 February 15, 1972 
Honolulu, Ha~vaii; Ann. Meeting, Cordilleran Section, Geological Society of 
America; March 29-April 1, 1972 
Noffett Field, California; talk on "Synthetic, lunar, and meteoritic 
chondrules;" April 30, 1972 
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La Jolla, California; talk on "Synthetic, lunar, and meteoritic chondrules," 
May 2, 1972 
Petrified Forest; Flagstaff, San Francisco Volcanic Field, and Meteorite 
Crater; Field trip for students taking course on "Meteorites, the Moon, and 
the Origin of the Solar System; 11 May 22-25, 1972 
Islands of Holokai and Oahu, Hawaii; field work on volcanic rocks; June 13-
July 16, 19 72 
Hartin Prinz 
}!offett Field, California; research on lunar samples; supervising UNM 
student; June 1-Au~ust 1, 1971 
Tubingen, West-Gerrnay; Ann. Heeting of the Meeting of the Meteoritical Society; 
August 20-28, 1971 
Washington, D. C.; Ann. Meeting of the Geological Society of America; 
November 1-3, 1971 
Houston, Texa~; Third Lunar Science Conference; January 10-13, 1972 
Eric Dowty 
Houston, Texas; Third Lunar Science Conference; January 10-13, 1972 
Ron Fodor 
Tempe, Arizona; studied Nininger meteorite collection at Arizona State 
University; March 1972 
Honolulu, Hawaii; Ann. Meeting, Cordilleran Section, Geological Society of 
America; March 29-April 1, 1972 
Kauai, Hmvaii; Field work on volcanic rocks; April 2-10, 197.2 
Laramie, \Vyoming; Ann. Meeting, Geological Society of America; Hay 11, 1972 
ll'ushington, D. c.; study of Meteorite Collection of the U.S. National 
Huseum; Nay, 1972 
NeH York, N. Y.; study of Neteorite Collection, American Museum of Natural 
History; Nay, 1972 
Fred D. Busche 
Moffett Field, California; Research on lunar samples; June··1-August 1, 1971 
\Vashington, D. C.; Ann. Neeting; Geological Society of America; November 1-3, 
1971 
Houston, Texas; Third Lunar Science Conference; January 10-13, 1972 
3. New scholastic honors, etc, 
Klaus Keil 
Nember, National Committee on Geochemistry of the National Academy of Sciences, 
3 year term (Oct. 1971-0ct, 1974) 
Nember, Lunar Science Review Board, Lunar· Science Institute, Houston, Texas, 
2 year term (Oct. 1971-.0ct. 1973) 
Hember, Mineralogical Society of America Award Committee, 2 year term 
GDecember 1971-December 1973) 
President, Electron Probe Analysis Society of America (January 1972-December 31, 
1972) 
Chairman, Mineralogy and Petrology Division, Lunar Science Review Board, 
Lunar Science Institute, Houston, Texas, 2 year term (February 7, 1972-
February 7, 1974) 
Vice-Chairman, U.S. National Committee for Geochemistry, National Academy of 
Sciences, 2 year term (May 91 1972-May 9, 1974) 
Chairman, Nominating Committee, Electron Probe Analysis Society of America 
(May 1972) 
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4. Publications. 265 
Listed are only papers and abstracts that appeared in print during 
the report period. Papers in press or submitted for publication are not 
listed. In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, in case of multiple 
authorship, publications are not listed for individual members of the 
Institute of Meteoritics, but as they were printed in the literature. 
A total of seventeen (17) articles were published in major national and 
international scientic journals, and a total of eleven (11) abstracts of 
talks given at major national and international meetings were also published. 
a) Articles published in major national and international journals, as 
well as books. 
T. E. Bunch and K. Keil, Chromite and ilmenite in non-chondritic 
meteorites. Amer. Mineral. ~. 146-157, 1971 
R. V. Fodor, K. Keil, E. Jarosewich, and G. I. Huss. Mineralogy 
and chemistry of the Kyle, Texas, chondrite. Meteoritics i• 
71-79, 1971 
T. E. Bunch and K. Keil, Contributions to mineral chemistry of 
Hawaiian rocks. I. Gabbroic pegmatoid dike segregations in the 
Haianae Range, Oahu, Hawaii. Contrib. Mineral. Petrol. 31, 
267-274, 1971 
R. V. Fodor, Fe content in pyroxenes from a calc-alkalic volcanic 
suite, New Mexico, u.s.A. Earth and Planetary Science Letuers 11, 
385-390, 1971 -
J. F. Lovering, D. A. Hark, A. F. Reid, N. G. Hare, K. Keil, 
M. Prinz, T. E. Bunch, A. El Goresy, P. Ramdohr, G. M. Drown, 
J. A. V. Douglas, and A. G. Plant, Tranquillityite: A new 
silicate mineral from Apollo ·11 and Apollo 12 basaltic rocks. 
Proc. Second Lunar Science Con£., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, Suppl. 2, 
Vol. 1, 39-45, 1971 
K. Keil, M. Prinz, and T. E. Bunch, Mineralogy, petrology and 
chemistry of some Apollo 12 samples. Proc. Second Lunar Science 
Con£., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, Suppl. 2, Vol. l, 319-341, 1971 
M. Prinz, T. E. Bunch, and K. Keil, Composition and origin of 
lithic fragments and glasses in Apollo 11 samples. Contr. Mineral. 
Petrol. 32, 211;-230, 1971 
K. Keil and L. H. Fuchs, llibordte [Ca2(Al,Ti)24o 3s] from the 
Leoville and Allende chondritic meteorites. Earth and Planetary 
Science Letters 12, 184-190, 1971 
K. Keil, G. Kurat, M. Prinz, and J. A. Green, Lithic fragments, 
glasses, and chondrules from Luna 16 fines. Earth and Planetary 
Science Letters 13, 243-256, 1972 
R. v. Fodor, K. Keil, E. Jarosewich, and G. I. Huss, Mineralogy, 
petrology, and chemistry of the Burdett, Kansas, chondrite. 
Chemie der Erde 30, 103-113 (1972) 
K. Keil, Spectrochemical analysis by X-ray fluorescence (transla• 
tion of book by R. 0, Muller), Plenum Press, New York, pp. 326 
(1972) 
T. E. Bunch, K. Keil, and G. I. .Huss, The Landes meteorite, 
Meteoritics z, 31-38, 1972 
G. Kurat and K. Keil, Effects of vaporization an.d condensation on 
Apollo 11 glass spherules: Implications for cooling rates. 
Earth and Planetary Science Letters 14, 7-13, 1972 
M. Prinz, Geology (A review of geology in 1971), in "Colliers 
Encyclopedia Yearbook for 1971," 256-258, 1972 
F. D. Busche, M. Prinz, K. Keil, and G. Kurat, Lunar zirkelite: 
A uranium-bearing phase. Earth and Planetary Science .Letters 14, 
313-321, 19.72 
L. S. Nelson, M. Blander, S. R. Skaggs, and K. Keil, Use of A co2 laser to prepare chondrule-like spheruels from supercooled molten 
oxide and silicate droplets. Earth and Planetary Science Letters 
14, 338=344, 1972 
E. Dowty and J. R. Clark, Atomic displacements in ferroelectric 
trigonal and orthorhombic boracite structures. Solid State Comm. 
10, 543-548, 1972 
b) Abstracts published in Proceedings of meetings and in journals 
./ 
G. Kurat, K. Keil, M. Prinz, 'and T. E. Bunch, A 11 chondrite of 
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lunar origin: Textures, lithic fragments, glasses, and chondrules." 
Proc. Third Lunar Science Conf., Revised Abstr., 463-465, 1972 
L. S. Nelson, N. Richardson, K. Keil, and R. S. Skaggs, The 
liquid-solid transition in Aluminum oxide drops heated tvith a 
co2 laser: differences between the melt in argon and oxygen 
atmospheres. American Ceramic Soc., abstract, Washington, D. c. 
May 1972 
~-.. 
I 
I 
T. E. Bunch, I<. Keil, and C. I. Russ, The Landes silicate-
bea•ing i•on meteorite. Meteoritics i> 253-354, 1971 
G. Kurat, K. Keil, M. Prinz, and C. E. ~ehru, Chondrules of iunar 
origin. Heteoritics .§., 285-286, 1971 
H. Prinz, K. Keil, G. Kurat, and T. E. Bunch, A lunar feldspathic 
periodotite (120.36) and its melt inclusions. · Meteoritics .§., 
301-302' 1971 
F. D. Busche, K. Keil, and M. Prinz, Spinels and the petrogenesis 
of some Apollo 12 samples. Geological Society of .America, 
abstract, Washington, D. c., 1971 
F. A. Frey and M. Prinz, Ultramafic nodules from San Carlos, 
Arizona: Mineralogy and chemical composition. Geological Society 
of America, abstract, Washington, D. C., 1971 
J. B. Reid and M. Prinz, High pressure pyroxenite dikes in 
xenoliths from San Carlos, Arizona and Salt Lake Crater, Hawaii. 
Geological Society of America, abstract, Washington, D. C. 1971 
K. Keil and R. V. Fodor, Mineral chemistry of volcanic rocks 
from Maui, Hawaii: Feldspars. Geological Society of America, 
abstract, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1972 
R. V. Fodor and T. E. Bunch, Mineral chemistry of volcanic rocks 
from Maui, Hawaii; Pyroxenes. Geological Society of America 
abstract, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1972 
T. E. Bunch and K. Keil, Mineral chemistry of volcanic rocks from 
Maui, Hawaii: Olivines. Geological Society of America, 
abstract, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1972 
R. v. Fodor, Chemistry and petrology of the basalts and andesites 
of the Black Range, ~ew Mexico. Geological Society of America, 
abstract, Laramie, Wyoming, 1972 
5. Other Research Projects, etc. 
Klaus Keil 
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The following grants and contracts were in effect, totalling $548,150.00 
Research Grant from NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, 
"Electron microprobe and laser microprobe study of Apollo 14 to 17 
lunar samples." 
Duration: February 1, 1971 to January 31, 1974 
entitled 
returned 
$140,000.00 
Research Grant from NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C., entitled 
"Hineralogy and chemistry of polymict-brecciated stone meteorites." 
Duration: June 1, 1971-May 30, 1974 
$88,150.01) 
Cooperative working agreement with NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
California, entitled "Hineralogy and petrology of Ha>·miian basalts." 
Duration: June 1, 1971-May 31, 1972 
$8,400.00 
Cooperative working agreement >vith NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett 
Field, California, entitled "Study of collisionless damping." 
Duration: June 1, 1971-May 31, 1972 
$5,600.00 
Research Contract with Sandia Corppration, Alququerque, New Mexico, 
entitled "Preparation of thin sections and x-ray patterns of micron-sized 
refractory spherules." 
Duration: June 1, 1971-September 31, 1971 
$3,000.00 
Research Grant from NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. c., via University of 
California, Los Angeles, California entitled "Carbonaceous chondrites: 
Their mineralogy and petrology." 
Duration: July 1, 1971-June 30, 1972 
$3,000.00 
Research Contract with Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
entitled, "Preparation of thin sections and x-ray diffraction patterns of 
micron-sized refractory sp'herules." 
Duration: October 1, 1971-June 30, 1972 
$6,200.00 
Cooperative >vorkirtg agreement with NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
California, entitled "On mass loss from RSO's; galactic nuclei, and early 
type stars; cyclotron and strong Landau damping in relativistic plasma." 
Duration: July 1 1 1972-June 30, 1973 
$5,600.00 
Research Grant from NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, entitled 
"Electron microprobe analysis of returned lunar samples." 
Duration: February 1, 1972-January 31; 1972 
$147,600.00 
Research Grant from NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C., entitled 
"Mineralogy and chemistry of polymict-brecciated stone meteorites." 
Duration: June 1, 1972-May 31, 1975 
$130,000.00 
TOTAL Grants and Contracts in effect $537,550.00 
Martin Prinz 
Research Grant from the National Science Foundation entitled "Petrologic 
study of ultramafic inclusions, San Carlos, Arizona." 
$10,600.00 
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Tota.l grants and contracts in effect in the Institute of Meteoritics: $548,150.00 
6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies 
Klaus Keil 
a) Offices 
President, Electron Probe Society Analysis Society of America 
Member, International Union of Geochemistry 
Fellow, American Institute of Chemists 
Member, National Committee on Geochemistry, National Academy of 
Sciences 
Member, Lunar Science Revie1~ Board, Lunar Science Institute 
}!ember, MSA Award Committee, Mineralogical Society of America 
Past-President, Meteoritical Society 
Secretary, Commission on Meteorites, International Union of 
Geological Sciences 
Secretary, Commission on Cosmic Mineralogy, International 
}uneralogical Association 
Chairman, Mineralogy and Petrology Division, Lunar Science Review 
Board, Lunar Science Institute 
Vice-Chairman, U.S. National Committee on Geochemistry, National 
Committee of Sciences 
Chairman, Nominating Committee, Electron Probe Analysis Society of 
America 
b) Meetings and Professional Papers 
Annual meeting of the Meteoritical Society, Tubingen, West-Germany 
August 23-26, 1971, Co-author of three papers: The Landes 
silicate-bearing iron meteorite"; "A lunar feldspathic peridotite 
(12036) and its melt inclusions;"and "Chondrules of Lunar Origin." 
Annual meeting of the Electron Microprobe Analysis Society of 
America, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, July 27-30, 1971 
Albuquerque Astronomers, October 7, 1971. Presented talk on 
"Apollo rocks: Origin and history of the Moon." 
Department of Physics, University of New Mexico, October 8, 1971. 
Presented talk on "The earth's Moon" Origin and History." 
21 Club, University of New Mexico, October 18, 1971." Apollo rocks 
and implications." 
Annual meeting of the Geological Society of America, lvashington, D. C. 
Nov. 1-3, 1971. Presented talk on "Lithic fragments, glasses, and 
chondrules in Luna 16 samples." Co-author on two talks: "Zirkelite, 
a lunar uranium-bearing phase," and "Spinels and the petrogenesis of 
lunar rocks." 
American Association of Aeronautical Engineers, Albuquerque, Nev7 
Hexico, November 11, 1971. Talk on "Lunar rocks and their 
origin.'' 
Nmv Nexico Paving Conference, Dec. 9, 1971. Talk on "Lunar 
rocks and their origin." 
Cordilleran Section of the Geological Society of America, Honolulu, 
Hawaii, March. 29-April 1, 1972. Presented talk on "Mineral chemistry 
of volcanic rocks from Maui, Hawaii: Feldspar." and co-author on 
a paper entitled "Mineral chemistry of volcanic rocks from Maui, 
Hawaii: Oli vines • " 
Third Lunar Science Conference, Houston, Texas, January 10-14, 
1972. Presented talk on "A chondrite of lunar origin: Textures, 
lithic fragments, glasses, and chondrules." 
Alumni Association, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M., 
Feb. 15, 1972. Presented talk on "Apollo rocks: Origin and 
history of the Moon." 
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, April 30, 1972. 
Presented talk on "Synthetic, lunar, and meteoritic chondrules." 
University of California, La Jolla, May 2, 1972. Presented talk 
on "Synthetic, lunar, and meteoritic chondrt.lles." 
Martin Prinz 
a) None 
b) Meetings and Professional Papers 
Neteoritical Society Meeting, Tubingen, West Germany, August 20-28, 
1972. Presented two papers: "Chondrules of lunar origin," and 
"A lunar feldspathic peridotite (12036) and its melt inclusions." 
Geological Society of America, Washington, D. C. Nov. 1-3, 1971. 
Presented one paper on "Zirkelite in A,pollo 12 and 14. rocks;" 
and co-authored four others, entitled "Spinels and the petrogenesis 
of some Apollo 12 samples;" "Ultramafic nodules from San Carlos, 
Arizona: Mineralogy and chemical composition;" "High pressure 
pyroxenite dikes in xenoliths from San Carlos, Arizona and Salt 
Lake Crater, Hawaii;" and "Lithic fragments, glasses, and chondrules 
from Luna 16 fines. 
Third Lunar Science Conference, Houston, Texas, Jan. 10-13, 1972. 
Co-authored talk on "A chondrite of lunar origin: Textures, lithic 
fr~gments, glasses and chondrules." 
2?0 
Eric Dowtv 
a) 
b) 
None 
Heetings and Professional Papers 
Third Lunar Science Conference, Houston,Texas, Jan 10-13, 1972 
American Crystallographic Society Heeting, Albuquerque, New 
Hexico, April 5, 1972. Presented talk on "Borate framework 
of boracite and its relationship to the ferroelectric effects." 
Ron V. Fodor 
a) None 
b) Neetings and Professional Papers 
Geological Society of America Heeting, Honolulu, Hawaii, April 1, 
1972. Presented paper on "Mineral chemistry of volcanic rocks 
from Naui, Hawaii: Pyroxenes,'' and "Chemistry and petrology of 
the basalts and andesites of the Black Range, New Mexico," and 
co-authored a paper on "Nineral chemistry of volcanic rocks from 
Naui, Hawaii: Feldspars." 
Fred Busche 
a) None 
b) Neetings and Professional Papers 
Professional Engineers, Albuquerque, New Nexico, Oct. 27, 1972. 
Presented talk on "The Noon and what it has taught us." 
Geological Society of America Neeting, 1\Tashington, D. C. 
Nov. 1-3, 1971. Presented talk on "Spinels and the petrogenesis 
of some Apollo 12 samples." 
Jeepherders Club, Albuquerque, Ne\q Nexico, Jan. 2, 1972. 
Presented talk on 111\That we have learned from trips to the Hoon." 
Heights Optimist Club, Albuquerque, New Nexico, March 2, 1972. 
Presented talk on "The Noon and what it is made of." 
National Secretarial Association, Albuquerque, New Nexico, 
Nay 9, 1972. Presented talk on "The Noon and why it fascinates 
us." 
New Nexico Nuclear Engineering Society, Albuquerque, New Nexico, 
Nay 12, 1972. Presented talk on "Apollo rocks and the origin 
of the Noon." 
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7. Other Professional Activities 
Klaus Keil 
Revie1~ed two (7.) scientific proposals submitted for funding 
to the N.ational Science Foundation 
Reviewed eight (8) scientific proposals submitted for funding 
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Reviewed fourteen (14) scientific articles submitted for 
publication in American Mineralogist; Earth and Planetary Science 
Letters; Geochemica'et Cosmochimica Acta; Meteoritics; and Science 
Consultant, Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N.M. 
Consultant, Nord Resources Corporation, Albuquerque, N.M. 
Eight (8) live and taped television broadcasts and four (4) live 
radio shows dealing with the scientific results of the Apollo 
missions 
Trained Dr. Th. Weiser, Geological Survey of Germany, in the use 
of the electron microprobe x-ray analyzer and data reduction by 
computer 
Martin Prinz 
Organized the Petrology Discussion Group at the UNM Department of 
Geology and conducted program of research talks one or two times 
per month during academic year 
Revie1vad several NSF proposals and numerous papers for Science, 
Journal of Geophysical Research; Geological Society of America; 
and American Journal of Science 
8. Non-teaching university service 
Klaus Keil 
Administration of the Institute of Meteoritics and its collections 
Chairman and member of several internal committees in the Department 
of Geology 
Member of the Popejoy Visiting Professorship Committee 
9. Public Service 
Klaus Keil 
Thirty-one (31) private showings of moon rocks tQ interested 
citizens, school classes, civic groups, etc. 
Tl•elve (12) private sho1dngs of the meteorite collection to 
interested citizens, school classes, and civic groups 
Examined twenty-one (21) rocks of suspected meteoritic nature 
donated by interested citizens 
Martin Prinz 
Many private showings of Moon rocks to interested citizens 
George Conrad 
Many private showings of Moon rocks to interested citizens 
THE REPORT OF T}!E DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
Frank w. Ikle, Chairman 
1. The following courses were added to the History 
curriculum: 
201 History of Women from Ancient Times to the 
Enlightenment 
202 Women in the !-~odern World 
307 Eurcilpean Social History, 1760-184.3 
308 European Social History, 1848-1940 
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334 Majo~ Trends in Uodern Jewish History (Summer '72 only) 
337 History of the Jewish People 
365 A:·oerican Labor History (Summer '72 only) 
366 From Slavery to Freedom in Urban America 
367 The Federal Republic, 1789 to 1B29 
368 ?he Federal Republic, 1829 to 1860 
393 Spanish South America to 1320 
426 Social & Economic History of Europe to 1600 
(Sern. I, 1971-72 only) 
427 Social & Economic History of Europe from 1600 to 
Present (Sern. II, 1971-72 only) 
485 Intellectual Iiistory of Latin America 
495 U~~:;_-;::,:gradl.U;o.te Honors Colloquium 
-2-
563 Seminar & Studies in U. S. Urban History 
574 Seminar in American Indian History 
589 Seminar & Studies in Brazilian History 
2. Activities Be'{~ijd the Formal Curriculum 
(a) The Danforth Committee, consisting of Prof. Graubard 
of Brown University, Prof. Billington of the Huntington 
Library, and Prof. Johnson of Stanford University, 
visited the department on March 13, 14, 15, 1972. 
(b) Professor Martin Ridge, Indiana University, Editor, 
Journal Qi.. American History, gave a talk entitled 
"Writing for Scholarly Journals" on October 12, 1971.. 
(c) Professor Sydney Mead, University of Iowa, gave a 
public lecture on March 28, 1972, entitled "American 
History as Tragic Drama." 
(d) The department was host to the llth Annual Conference 
on the History of Western America held in Santa Fe on 
October 14-16, 1971. 
(e) Professor Emeritus France v. Scholes was awarded a 
UNM honorary degree at Commencement exercises on May 
21, 1972. 
(f) Participated in UNM Gallup branch college. 
(g) Participated in Los Alamos Residence Center 
(h) Participated in UNM Andean Center, Quito, Ecuador 
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(1) Participated in Universidad Autonoma, Guadalajara, 
Mexico 
(j) Moved into new quarters in center wing of Mesa Vista 
Hall in July, 1971 
3. Honors 
(a) Thomas O'Connor, Ph.D. candidate, appointed Legis-
lative Intern for 1972 session of New Mexico Legis-
lature. 
(b) Shirlene Soto, Ph.D. candidate, awarded Ford Fellow-
ship for academic year 1972-73 
(c} Carol Renfro, History Major, awarded Coan Prize 
(d) Kenneth Bland and veronica Tillar awarded UNM Gradu-
ate Tuition Fellowships for 1972-73 
4. Teaching positions held by 1971-72 Ph.D.s 
Terrence Allen - u.s. Naval War college, Newport, R.I. 
Terry Lee Carroll - Univ. of Albuquerque, Belen Branch 
Shirley Fredricks. - Adams State College, Alamosa, Col. 
William Lomg - Eant Texas State College, Commerce, Texas 
B. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Future 
1. Move to new Humanities Building anticipated during 
academic year 1973-74. 
C. Appointments to Staff 
1. Richard Berthold, Assistant Professor of Ancient History, 
effective Semester I, 1972-73 
2. Paul Brewer, Instructor, u. s. History, effective Semester 
I, 1972-73 
3. Carl Herbold, Instructor, Latin American History, effect-
ive, Semester I, 1972-73. 
4. Barbara Pope, Instructor, Women's History and European 
History, effective Semester I, 1972-73 
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5. Karl Seitz, Instructor, European History, effective Semes-
ter I, 1972-73 
6. Robert Slenes, Instructor, Latin American History, effect-
ive Semester I, 1972-73 
7. James Goldsmith, Visiting Assistant Professor of European 
History, academic year 1971-72 
8. Eugene Laurent (Univ. of Alaska) Visiting Professor, Sum-
mer Session, 1972 
9. Mitchell Goldberg, Visiting Instructor, Sem. II, 1971-72 
D • .Promotions 
l. Troy S. Floyd promoted to Professor of History. 
?.. Janet Roebuck promoted to Associate Professor of History. 
3. Ferenc Szasz promoted to Associate .Professor of History. 
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II. Composite of information requested on individual biographical 
supplements: (period Jan~ 1-December 31, 1971) 
1. Advanced Study 
a. ADELEYE, G. Ph.D. awarded by Princeton University, 
New Jersey, Sept. 1971. "Studies in 
the Oligarchy of the Thirty." 
b. PORTER, J. Ph.D. awarded by the University of California 
at Berkeley, Sept. 1971. "Tseng Kuo-fan's 
Private Bureaucracy.'' 
2. Sabbatical, Summer Teaching, Travel, etc. 
a. CUTTER, D. Taught summer session at University of Alaska, 
Anchorage. Travelled Alaska Marine Highway 
and Alcan Highway. 
b. ELLIS, R. Research in California, Oregon, Washington, 
Montana, Minnesota, Illinois, Washington D. c., 
Texas. 
c. LIEUWEN, E. Sabbatical Jan-June, 1971. Travel and re-
search South America and Stanford. Summer 
research, Mexico. 
d. ROBBINS, R. Summer 1971, travel to New York for research. 
e. ROTHENBERG, G. Travel in Europe, Summer 1971. 
f. SKABELUND, D. Sabbatical, June 1970-J~ne 1971. 
3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc. 
a. CUTTER, D. Named Fulbright-Hays Lecturer/Consultant: 
Host institution, University Autonoma de 
Guadalajara. Named to Regional Archives 
Advisory Council, Federal Records Center, 
Ft. Worth for term expiring 31 Dec. 1972. 
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a. CUTTER, DONALD (cont.) Named to Board of Editors of 
Journal 'of San Diego History. Named 
Associate Editor, The Journal of 
Arizona History. 
b. ELLIS; R. Grant from American Council of Learned 
Societies. 
c. NASH, G. Appointed to Advisory Board, National Archives; 
Region VII. 
d. ROBBINS; R. Grant from University of New Mexico Re-
search Committee for purchase of microfilm. 
e. ROTHENBERG, G. Grant-American Philosophical Society, 
Summer, 1971. 
f. SKABELUND, D. Elected member, Medieval Academy of 
America. 
g. SULLIVAN, D. Faculty Research Grant (Summer) 
4. Publications 
a. ELLIS, R. New Mexico Past and Present, University of 
New Hexico Press, 19.71. 
b. LIEUWEN, E. (with Nelson Valdes) The Cuban Revolution: 
A Study Research Guide. University of 
New Mexico Press, 1971, 230 pp. 
c. NASH, G. The Great Transition: A Short History of 20th 
Century America. (Allyn and Bacon). 550 pp. 
2nd Edit. Issues in American Economic History. 
(D. c. Heath), 580 pp. 
Articles 
a. BANNON, J. "Herbert EUgene Bolton-Western Historian, 1' 
The Western Historical Quarterly, II 
(July 1971), 261-282·.-
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b. II:<LE, F. Contributo:t to American Bibliog:taphic Cente:r. 
c.. NASH, G. "Bureaucracy in the West," Western Historical 
Quarterly, II (July, 1971), 295-305. 
d. PUGACH, N. "Standard Oil and Petroleum Development in 
Early Republican China," Business History 
Review (December 1971) 
e. ROBBINS, R. "Russia's System of Food Supply Relief on 
the Eve of the Famine of 1891-92," Agricul-
tural History, Vol. XLV, No. 4. (Oct. 1971), 
pp. 259-269. 
f... ROTHENBERG, G. "Wellingtonian Tactics," Bugle & Drum, 
5 (1971) 28-34. 
"Observations on the Evolution of Tech-
nical and Sc.ientific Education in the 
Austrian Army during the Eighteenth 
Century." Proceedings 3rd Mil. Hist. 
symposium. Washington, D. c. 1970, 
pp. 75-81. 
·~ote on Casualties during Age of Gun-
powder." Guidon, XXIX (1971) 12-17 
g. SULLIVAN, D. "Nicholas of Cus.a & Ch. Reform in the 
German Empire," Journal of Medieval and 
Renaissance Studies, IX ·•.' ··: 
h. SZASZ, F. "The Scopes Trial in Perspective,,; Tennessee 
Book Reviews 
Historical Quarterly, XXX (Fall, 1971), 
288-298. 
a. CUTTER, D. Reviews in Journal of Arizona History, 
American Historical Review, Pacific Histo:tical 
Review, The Pacific Historian, The Americas, 
-8-
J b. ELLIS, R. Smith, Emilio Kosterlitzky in American 
Historical Review. 
Weaver, Correspondence of James K. Polk in 
The Historian. 
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Bonney, Battle Drums and Geysers in Arizona and 
The West. 
Abert, Through the Country of the Comanche 
Indians in Mid-America. 
Rice, A Cannoneer in Navajo Country in The 
Historian 
Triplett, Life, Times and Treacherous Death 
of Jesse James in the Western Humanities Review. 
Shepardson & Hammond, The Navajo Mountain 
Community in the Annals 
Jackson & Spence, The Expedition of John Charles 
Fremont in Ohio History 
Hertzberg, The Search for American Indian 
Identity in Minnesota History. 
Ruby & Brown, The Spokane Indians in Montana. 
Jordan, Frontier Law and Order in,Southern 
California Quarterly. 
McDermott, Frontier Re-Examined in Ethnohistory 
Lane, Chasing Geronimo in Journal of Arizona 
History. 
Bell, In the Days of Victorio in New Mexico 
Historical Review. 
Kelly, Navajo Roundup in Colorado Maqa~ine 
Longacre, Reconstructing Prehistoric Pueblo 
Societies in Rocky Mountain Social Science 
Journal. 
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b. ~LLIS, R. (cont.) 
c. IKLE, F. 
d. NASH, G. 
Holder, The Hoe and the Horse on the Plains 
in Rocky .Mountain Social Scie"nce JournaL 
Brant, Jim Whitewolf in Journal of the West. 
Neihardt, When the Tree Flowered in Journal 
of the West. 
Kessell, Mission of Sorrows in Rocky Mountain 
Social Science Journal. 
Okamoto, The Japanese Oligarchy and the Russo-
Japanese War, Slavic Review. 
Weinstein, Japan's Post-War Defense Policy, 
Journal of Asian Studies. 
Book reviews in Civil War History, American 
Historical Review , Pacific Northwest Quarterly, 
Utah Historical QUarterly. 
e. PUGACH, N. Nemai s. Bose, American Attitude and Policy 
Toward the Chinese Nationalist Movement, 1911-1921', 
Pacific Historical Review, 249-250. 
f. ROTHENBERG, G. Featherstone, Donald F. War Games Campaigns, 
London, 1970. Reviewed in Military Affairs, 
XXXV {1971}, 26-27. 
Etrovich, F. H. and Spalatin c. eds. Croatia, 
Land, People, Culture, Toronto, 1970. Reviewed in 
Journal of Modern History, XLIII ( 1971), 299-301. 
Weber, Frank c., Eagles on the Crescent. Itha~. 
1970. Reviewed in The Historian, XXXIII (1971), 
485-86. 
Guldecscu, s. The croatian-S1avonian Kingdom, 
1526-1792. The Hague, 1970. Slavic Review, 
XXX (1971), 689-90. 
g. SULLIVAN, D. K. Dannenfeldt, The Church of the Renaissance 
and Reformation, in Church History, XL (1971), 
220-221. 
..---------- -
5. Research 
A. Completed 
1. CUTTER, D. 
2. ELLIS, R. 
3. FLOYD, T. 
4. LIEUWEN, E. 
s. II<LS, F. 
6. PUGACH, N. 
7. ROBBINS, R. 
3. ROEBUCK, J. 
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"The History Museum- A Tool for Teaching," 
accepted by Museum News. 
"The Humanitarian Generals," accepted by the 
Western Historical Quarterly. 
1
'The Western American Indians:. Case Studies 
in Indian History, Book MS for t;he University 
of Nebraska Press (scheduled for Oct. 1912) 
New Mexico: A History of Four Centuries. Book 
MS with Warren Beck for University of Oklahoma 
Press. 
"From Zuni to Hopi: the Diary of Willard 
Metcalf," accepted by Journal of Arizona 
History. 
Spanish Civilization in the Caribbean, 1493-
lli.§.. 
Direction o£ Ford Grant .to strengthen Latin 
American Studies at UNM (Sept. 1965-Sept. 1971) 
$306,000. (See Final R·aport on the grant) 
Essays in Japanese Foreign Policy, to be pub-
lished 1973 by Columbia University Press. 
"Frank J. Goodnow and Constitutional Develop-
ment in China, 1913-1915," article submitted 
for publication. 
Completed article "Rail:roads and Politics 
during the Russian Famine of 1891-92" 
Monograph on the Famine of 1891-92 being con-
sidered by a publisher. 
The Making of English Socidty Since 1850 1 
Accepted by Routledge (London) 
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5. Research (~ont.) 
A. Completed 
8. ROEBUCK, J. (cont.) 
South-West London, 1838-1888~ A Study of Local 
Government and the Expanding Community in 
Lambeth, Battersea & Wandsworth, accepted 
by Phillimore (London) 
9. SULLIVAN, D. "Humanism & Prophecy in the Renaissance: 
Nicholas of Cusa's 'De Ultimis Diebus' " 
B. In Progress 
1. BANNON, J. A biography of Herbert Eugene Bolton 
Introduction for an Inprint Society 
of Massachusetts edition of The Narrative 
of Cabeza de Vaca. 
2. DABNE~, w. Preparation of a thorough bibliographical 
file for early American history, to 1815, 
with cross references. 
3. NASH, G. Book manuscript-~American West in 20th Century. 
35 sketches for Encyclopedia of the West, 
ed. by Howard Lamar; 
2 articles for Encyclopedia Americana. 
Article for Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 
ed. by Charles c. Gillespie. 
4. PORTER, J. Research in progress on the problems of 
institutional modernization and expertise 
in China. 
5. PUGACH, N. Biography of Paul s. Reinsch in progress. 
6. ROEBUCK, J. Work on History of Cities and Society ;gr 
Scribner in progress. 
7. ROTHENBERG, G. History of the Austrian Army 
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5. Research (cont.) 
B. In Progress (cont.) 
8. SHUGG, R. History of Publishing in the 20th Century 
9. SI<ABELUND, D. First draft short book-length MS, "Structure 
of Theory in Historical Perspective," 
10. SPIDLE, J. 
11. STEEN, C. 
12. SULLIVAN, D. 
Research on quantification in physics, 
Renaissance to present. 
Research and writing of an article dealing with 
Heinrich Heine and St. Simonis 
Research on a book dealing with German colonial 
pioneers in Africa and So. America. 
Research and writing of an article dealing 
with July, 1914, crisis as seen in "imaginative" 
literature. 
Research into the Regency of Margaret of Parma 
and the Revolt of the Netherlands. This is 
a continuation of work initiated last year 
and has received the partial support of the 
Research Allocations Committee. Research will 
be finished this summer in Europe. 
Millenarism and Reform in the Later Middle 
Ages. 
6. Activities in Learned Societies 
a. MNNON. J. 
b. CUTTER, D. 
Paper at meeting of the Western History 
Association, Santa Fe, October 1971. 
Speaker, Missouri Valley Historical Conference, 
Omaha. 
Read paper at Western History Conference, 
Santa Fe. 
Chairman of Session at Arizona History Con-
ference, Tucson 
Chairman of Session at Southern History Con-
ference, Houston. 
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6. Activities in Learned Societies 
il. CUTTER, D. 
(cont.) 
c. ELLIS, R. 
Attended Rocky Mt. Conference on Latin 
American History (member of Executive Council) 
at Tempe, Arizona. 
Attended regional conference of Phi Alpha 
Theta, Las Cruces. 
Member of the Council of the Wes.tern History 
Association, 
Membership Committee of Organization of 
American Historians. 
Membership Committee of Western History 
Association. 
Member of the Archives Advisory Council for 
Region 8 of the National Archives and Records 
Service (Jan.-July). 
Member of the Archives Advisory Council for 
Region 7 of the National Archives and Records 
Service (Aug.--)• 
Paper at the Texas Historical Association, 
March 1971. 
Paper at the Archives Administration Symposium 
(Region 8 of the National Archives and Records 
Service), October 1971. 
Attended meeting of the Western History 
Association (member of local arrangements 
committee), Oct. 1972-
r------------
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6. Activities in Learned Societies (cont.) 
d. IKLE, F. Paper on "Critical Steps of· American Involvement 
in Vietnam," Western Branch, Association of 
Asian Studies, Oct. 30-31, San Diego -- also 
Chairman of panel on "German Military Missions 
in China," same meeting. 
Attended American Historical Assn • .!1eeting, 
New York City, Dec. 28-30. 
e. LIEUWEN, E. Attended American Historical Association Meeting 
in New York, Dec. 27-30. 
f. NASH, G. Elected member of Board of Editor.s, Journal of 
American History 
Elected to Nominating Committee, American Historical 
Association, Pacific Coast Branch. 
Attended meetings of organization of American 
Historians, New Orleans, April, 1971; American 
Historical Assoc., Pacific Coast Branch, Aug.,, 
1971, Los Angeles; Western History Assoc., Oct. 
1971, Santa Fe. 
g. RABINOWITZ, H. Commentator, Southern Historical Association 
Convention, Houston, Nov. 1971. 
h. ROTHENBERG, G. "The Habsburg Army during the Nppoleonic 
Wars," Paper read at Conference on Napoleonic 
Studies, Feb. 26M27, 1971 at University of 
Georgia, Athens, Ga •. 
i. SHUGG, R. Read paper at American Historical Association, 
annual meeting, N. Y. C., Dec. 1971 •. 
Professional Register Committee American Historical 
Association (1968-1971) 
(l of 12) historians on American Historical 
Association Review Board, 1971-73. 
j. SPIDLE, J. Read a paper at the Northern Great Plains 
History Conference meeting in .!1oorhead, ~inn, 
(Nov. 4-6) -- "Indirect Rule in the Economic 
Sphere: Development and Impact of the Kilimanjaro 
Native Co-operative Union," submitted for publica-
tion. 
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6. Activities in Learned Societies (cont.) 
k. SZASZ, F. Read a paper "Is the Bible Txue? Fundamentalism 
versus Modernism in the 1920's" at the Decem-
ber meeting of the American Historical 
Association for the session: Science and 
Religion - a Half Century of Debate. 
7. Other Professional Acti~iti~s 
a. CUTTER, D. Appeared on KUNM-TV (5) 
Consultant and translator for cities of Burbank 
and San Fernando for Superior Court Case (L.A. 
Water case). 
Wrote two manuscript appraisals for U. of Texas 
Press. 
Spoke at University of Colorado. 
Spoke at Alaska Methodist University. 
Spoke at Law School at University of Colima, Mex. 
Spoke at following institutions in Mexico city: 
Museo de Historia (Chapultepec Castle), Centro 
para el estudio de Historia, and Bi-National 
Center. 
b. DABNEY, W. Talks to several public schools, classes and 
PrA's. 
Member of the Board, Albuquerque School Volunteer 
Program, and chairman of the Adult Tut.or Section, 
c. ELLIS, R. consultant for the National Park Service. 
d. IKLE, F. Talk on Sino-American Relations, Albuquerque 
Chapter, Committee on Foreign Relations, 
f.'lay, 1971. 
Phi Alpha Theta meeting, Las cruces, April, 1971 
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7. Other Professional Activities (cont.) 
e. NASH, G. Demonstration teaching at West .Mesa High 
School, Albuquerque, N. M. 
consultant, Columbia University Press; Univ. 
of Wisconsin Press. 
f. PORTER, J. Talk at El Dorado High School, Albuquerque, 
22 November, 1971. 
g. RABINOWITZ, H. Reader of experimental essay question 
given as part of the Collage Board American 
History and Social Studies Achievement Test, 
.March, 1971. 
h. SHUGG, R. Read paper at Association of American Univer-
sity Presses, Annual Meeting, June, 1971. 
i. SKABELUND, D. Special course in USP: Psychic Pkenomena 
and ESP (student initiated), Semester I, 
1970~71. 
8. Non-Teaching University Service 
a. CUTTER, D. Prepared UNM correspondence course, History 
380C. 
Advisory Committee American Indian Historical 
Research Project • 
.MS opinion for UN.M Press. 
Spoke to two Spanish clas~es. 
Committee for American Revolutionary 
Bi-centennial Committee for New Mexico. 
b. DABNEY, W. American Studies Committee 
.Member, Editorial Board, New .Mexico Historical 
Review. 
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Faculty Advisor, u. s. History Graduate Students 
Various ad hoc department committees. 
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8. Non-Teaching University Service (cont.) 
c. ELLIS, R. 
d. FLOYD, T. 
e. IKLE, F. 
Chairman of the Visiting Lecturers Committee 
for Humanities and Social Sciences. 
Member of Graduate Committee and Chairman of 
subcommittee on graduate degree requirements. 
Associate Director, Doris Duke Indan History 
Project. 
Member, Library Advisory Committee, Summer-
Fall, 1971. 
Research Policy Committee, 
ISRAD Sub-Committee 
Budget Sub-committee 
A & s Ad Hoc committee on Communications. 
co-Director American Indian Oral History 
Project. 
f. LIEUWEN, E. Chairman of Board, Editors, New Mexico 
Historical Review. 
g. NASH, G. Dean's (A & S} Advisory Committee on Promotions~ 
Departmental Committee on Graduate Standards; 
Departmental Committee on Staff Appointments. 
Departmental Selection Committee, U. S. History. 
Liaison Committee with Graduate Students~ 
h. PORTER, J. History Department Library Committee 
Secretary, University Committee on Asian 
Studies (informal} 
i. PUGACH, N. Faculty Adviser to B'nai Brith Hillel-Jewish 
Student Union. 
History Department Library Committee. 
-1!3-
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B. Non-Teaching University Service (cont.) 
j. ROBBINS, R. Chairman of Russian Studies Program. 
Member of RAC committee. 
k. ROEBUCK, J. History Department Building Committee. 
Department Sub-Committee on Student Evaluation. 
Committee on Urban Studies Program. 
1. ROTHENBERG, G. Faculty advisor, graduate ~tudents. 
m. SKABELUND, D. Department ~raduate Advisory aommittee. 
n. STEEN, c. Faculty member of the Committee on Entrance 
and Credits. 
o. SULLIVAN, D. Faculty Advisory Committee, .college of 
Arts and Science. 
p. SZASZ, F. Service on departmental Graduate Advisory 
Committee 
9. Public Service: 
Search Committee for a new appointee in 
American History. 
a. CUTTER, D. Indian Y Guides 
Mariners 
b. DABNEY, W. Lay reader, Episcopal Church 
c. IKLE, F. Member, .New Mexico American Revolution, 
Bicentennial Commission April - Regional 
l'ieeting, Phoeni:;t; October, Santa Fe Meeting. 
d. ROTHENBERG, G. Talks at Bnai Brith. 
e. SKABELUND, D. Sunday School Teaching, Albuquerque, 1st 
LDS Ward. 
Talk, History of Alchemy, Albuquerque 
Newcomers Club. 
I' 
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9. Public Service 
10. 
f. SULLIVAN, D. Lector, Annunciation Church. 
g. SZASZ, F. Spoke at Manzano High School on "The 
American Mind in the Post-War World'', 
Spring, 1971. 
Personal Information 
a. ROBBINS, R. Birth of daughter, Carla Victoria, SeJ?t. 
1971. 
9, 
b. SPIDLE, J. Birth of daughter, Susan Elaine, March 18, 
1971. 
c. STEEN, c. Birth of daughter, Anne Leslie, December 4, 
1971. 
d. SZASZ, F. Birth of daughter, Maria Suzanne, June 2, 
1971. 
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.. The Report of {he NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW 
July 11 1971 - June 30, 1972 
Eleanor B. Adams, Editor 
j" 
During 1971-1972 the NEW M£XICO 11/STOR/CAL R£VIEW 
published three theme issues. July 1972 commemorated the 
t'soth anniversary of the opening of the Santa Fe Trail. 
11A Company of Hands and Traders 11 by Professor Harry R. 
Stevens of Ohio University and the second installment of 
Frank D. Reeve's "Navaho Foreign Affairs, 1816-1824," point 
up the contrasting Life styles of the Anglo-American 
frontiersmen and the beleaguered denizens of the old 
New Mexican frontier of New Spain. January 1972 concentrates 
on military affairs at the time of the Am~:~rican occupation. 
In the April 1972 issue specialized research by five highly 
qualified scholars sheds new light on land and water 
probLems in Mexico and the Southwest from colonial times to 
the late nineteenth century. Professor Carroll L. Riley's 
article "Early Spanish-Indian Communication in the Greater 
Southwest," published in October 1971, also deserves special 
mention since it offers a thought-provoking solution to an 
old problem. Contributors during 1971-1972 included eleven 
professional historians, one professional anthropologist, 
two non-academic historians, and two graduate students. 
The Annual Award for 1971 was given to William N. 
Pic/(ens for "Bronson Cutting vs. Dennis Chavez: Battle of 
the Patt>ones in New Mexico, 1934 1 ' 1 which dppeared in 
January 1971. Visiting Professor John Francis Bannon, S,J., 
and Associate Professor Richat"d N. E:l Us of UNM served 
as judges. 
l 
NMHR 1 s comprehfmsive fifteen-year index to Volumes 
37-45 (1!156-1970), compiled by Miss Katherine McMahon, 
went to press in June 1972. 
PUBLIC AT IONS BY STAFF: 
Eleanor B. Adams 
Joint ed, of Fran!< D. Reeve, "Navaho Foreign Affairs, 1795-
1846111 Pari 11, 1816-1821,, NMHR, Vol. 46, No.3 (July 1971), 
pp. 22 3-251. 
Book review for The Journal of San Diego History 
John L. Kessell 
Joint ed. of Reeve, 11Nav!lho Foreign Affairs," Pari II. 
£d., 11Anza Damns the Missions: A Spanish Soldier's 
·Criticism of Indian Policy, 1772, 11 The Journal of Arizona 
History, Vol. 13, No. 1 (Spring 1972), pp. 53-63. 
11Friars, Bureaucrats, and the Seris of Sonora," accepted 
for publication by The Americas. 
Books reviewed for The Catholic Hi~torical Review, The 
Journal of Arizona History, and The Journal of San ~go 
History. 
Professor Adams and Dr. l<essell attended the annual 
meeting of the Western History Association at Santa Fe in 
October 1971. Professor Adams read a paper "History of 
ihe Southwest: Personalities and Discoveries." Dr. Kessell 
spoke on "Spaniards, E:nvironment, and the Pepsi Generation" 
at a panel on environmental historiography. Professor Adams 
also attended the National Archives Conference on Research 
in thTe History of Indian-White Relations, Washington D.C., 
June 15-16, 1972. Dr. Kessell gave a lecture 11Bury My 
Heart at Cochiti" at an ins,titute for teachers of Indians, 
Fort Lewis CoLLege, Durango, Colorado, June 271 1972. 
;;!94 
Dr. Kessell has completed five chapters of a history 
of the Sonora frontier as seen from mission San Jose de 
Tumacacori, 1767-18'•8, in fuLfilLment of his research 
contract with the National Park Service. 
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The Report of the. Department .of Journalism 
July 1; 1971 - June 30. 1972 
. A. G. Hillerman. Chairman 
I. General Departmental Information 
A. Si.g!ii'fkant ac~ievenients during the acaUe~f·c year, 197)-72 
. : . . . . 
·1. The department was v.isfted .by an inspection team fror.;;the 
AmerH:an Council on Education for ,Journalism. and was 
. . 
subsequently .approved for reaccreditatipn of its. news-
edftorial _sequence. It ~1i1J lie ,subject for _t:'e,1nspection. in . 
1976-77, 
. . 
2. During 1971-72~ Associate Profl:!ssor John Highto~1er organized 
and -initiated a netJ and e~crimental course (Journal ism 399) 
_ ~thich the department had ~1anted to use to subject jun~or .. leVel 
students t9 worK-a-:day f:!Xperience in the media. Ufghtower 
. . ' . . . 
. . 
· arranged 22 supervfsed working positions in Albuquerque daily 
and weekly newspapers, teleY;ision and radio station newsrooms; 
~re service bureaus and advertising ,agencies in which student~ ' 
were placed. Hight01<ter then net with these students Q!lt:e 
each \'reek for di?cuss1ons, and graded .the r(:l(juired period 
·,tritten analysis· of thef~ experience~. Feedback fl"()IJ1 be>tb 
employers and students has been almost solidly ellthusiastfc and, 
with some adjustnents, the course wn 1 be made a regular part 
of our curriculum. 
3. After three semesters of experimentation, we beHave we have found 
the proper approach to the teaching of advertising for our 
department. A c~'Dpafgn-oriented course taught in: the spring 
semester by Mickey Toppino. president of Toppino-Golden~ proved 
2.· .96' 
., 
hfghly stimulating and productfve. We have asked the curriculum 
committee for permission to add a Second advertising course whfch, 
since we can rely heavily· on the College of Business and Administrative 
Sciences and the Department of Fine Arts for support, will glve us a 
COI11>1ete and satisfactory program fn this area. 
B. si gniff~11nt _pla"s ·a!ld · rec:ommet~daitont for the ft.rt'~re. 
- -1 • .Witb the ,e~l~y~~t of ca~- ou~stan~i;~g .. b~adcas~ .:jq~m~H$t by thf.s 
. ' ·-.· . :·.- ' .. ) _;;_ .•'.,.. ·: .. 
_ depar~me~t (se~. C) a~d the e~Joy~llt ... qf; ~:i~h~~d;_Krause.;, J~ 
. ~hom th.f.s de~art~nt _,~as. :g~~~~l=~~-~i-~~~~-~ ;~;~-.'~h~ d€lpiltt-~ri~ _of 
-speecfi;, we 1rterid _•to · ~r~: top. prioff~~;.t9·-d~lielop~nt. ofia small 
' \ •. ' • ' . ' ',"'- . • t . ': ' r ,'_ .·' ~ ~' ": .. ·."·: •• .'. • • ,: ; ~- .·.' • • ••• • .' ' ' '• • •· .·.·.' • ; •• •• 
but, exce_l Jent se<Juence in brqadcas~; jo).!l'lla li'sm.- ThtF plari _of ~h~ 
• ···., . • -. . ', ,, 1.'-·· • ·.1 i J • • 
t\1o depa~t_mil"ts.·,fs. f;o !.nfo'rl!llll,J:Y ~ol ~he·.~fforts; o'( th~$e. 'two 
' • ,. • . ·- .· ' 't ' • ' , '· ;).. 
men in. tijf~ progra~. - · 
~ . . . . - :: ': .· ~ . ·~ . . : . :' . ' . ' . ·.. . : 
2. A forl)'~t anieur:'MGulum' for a .M.l?.ter of,Arts degr~e !:In~ :3~umali'sm 
< - ···~ ' .:: ·:: :• • • •: ,;_ ~ • ' :. ,l ·': ~ ~-'w• '.~··. ·:. j ~·,>.,..,~ ;_., -~ ~ >' ·-- •• ·, ' 
.~as develope~ : dur,ng 't~e, -;ye'ar thro~g~ the ··(:poperatiP:n .. of· ;tbe: 
' ·' . ,. ' . _;_ . '· ' II. · .• • • • ; . ~ • 
Gr,a'duaie School: ~We ~~ .. i not ;able 'to" ~sedtjr~ 'a_i l~ ne·~essary CQil1llfttee 
' - - . I - , ... , -. < · .. · . , . ,,. ,' - .. · ___ ·;- '• ' .. · , 
and· faculty approva,ls before· tile- end'o'f tlle<.cyrr'f.!i'\t ;a_cl}demi.c 
year: and the pr~gram wU 1' ll~·· ITOdi ti'ed·. ~;~w~a~ :before 1t ~-s . 
i 
fes·ubm1tted. 
c. App!>intm!mts to -staff. 
1. John Hfghtower 
2. Charles Coates 
o. Sep~r.ations from st~ff. 
: 1 
There were no sepa~11tion~ . from.'!:he s:t.il'ff. 
II. Col)l!losi te of lnforllliltion Regu~sted J>n ·In iii vi dual B1o9raplii i:at, .-Sup{i;lilroorlts ;_ 
. .,_' -~ .. ~. · .. ~-·. ':. ~- ._ .... -_;_·; '• '. ,·', -_ :- . -~f-~. ·-~-.- ,: : :· ~ .. _ "1 
1. Assistant Profe~sor J11~~es Cfilw cQ.~leteditiis cor111>'~herrs:tv/!.·.exaridiiaitoris 
' . ' ' .. ,·. .. ' ,; ... . ·~· ·,\_:: .\ ~----: .. .- :." i~.-.~ ,-. 
for the Ph.D. from the .lln.ive~ity of lowa. · Hfs: d1~sert~ti!:m •tese~rch 
- . . 
proposal \'las- approved and .rss~arch 1niti~~ed~ 
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2. Prof~ssor Hfllerman ~tas granted a sab!lttica1 for the .1972-73 academic 
ye11r.. Professor Hunsley visited Greece.~ Turkey and lta.lY including 
discussions of. operations with Associated Press and United Press 
International bureau personnel in Athens. Istanbul .and Rome. 
Professqr H111r:irn:llln visited Ecuador on an inspection assfgn100nt to 
the Andean Studies Center 1n Quf.to ... 
3. No .scholastic honors were attained •. 
4. Professor John Hightower published.~ series .of analysis of foreign 
developments in the New ~lexfcan, a review of his career fn 
Associated Press Log magaz.ine. anc:l an essay on "The Reality Qap" 
in the t~ay, 1912; edition of Hew Mexico Alumus. 
Professor H1l1artnan published The Fly On The Wall, llarper & Rots, 
Septelilbers 1971, a 2l2 page novel. Thfs novel was published in 
April, 1972, by Detective Book Club, and is scheduled for publication 
in Septerrber; l972, in a Dell Publications softeover edition. 
A book. by Hf11errnan, tentatively entftled 11 Dragonfly" is scl'leduled 
for publication. by Harper & Row junior books dfvisfon in August, 1972 .. 
It is a re•tellfng of the Zurif Ind.1an Com Priest myth. 
Veroffentlfcht fn Rowoblt Taschenbuch Verlag, GmbH, published a 
German language translation of Hi11err!lanis The Blessing Way under the 
title Wolf Ohne Fahrte, 1n tebruary, 1972. 
Sogo Sha, Tokyo, contracted for publ fcation of a juvenfile ed1tionn 
of The Blessing Way, based on a re-translation of the original 
Japanese language edition. 
IH11erma!J published -~ four-page art1.cle, "AQQuestion of aatance 11 
concei'Ylfng Governor Bruce King's sta~tce on conservation. fn 
New f1ex1t;Q Nagazine. winter, 1971.,.72 __ edUdon. 
5. Professor Hightower fs workirt9 on development _bf a. news tmaJysfs . 
program which he now conducts on l<OB~TV. 
- -
Professor Cro'.!f is working on an an~1.V$fs of to_e difference between 
news val ua judgements betweeli laymen from various. segmnts of 
society and the professional .roodia E!dftor~ · 
P·rofessor !ifllel'lilan researched and wrote for the frepartiJW!nt of 
Developl1l!!nt an official Statenxmt of Policy on ·Env-ironmental 
Protection which was subsequent-ly issued by the Governor and 
the Board of Directors of the. ooo. 
Professors Hunsley and Hillerman wrote sections of the Gridiron 
Show of the' Albuquerque Pres.s Club. 
Professor tffllcrman eXpects to co~lete during the sunrner vacation 
a novel whiqh tumsr;on the conflict in values between Navajo, ZuJl'i 
and White cultures. He is collecting essays, articl~s and books 
in i~hich notable descriptions of the landscape. people and places of 
the Rocky Mountafn West appear for a volume \vith the· working title 
The Southem Rockies. 
6. Hillerman attended the annual meet1ilg of the American Association of 
Schools and Departments of Journalism in New York, and also the 
annual meeting of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn& .• held at 
the same tfme. 
'- 5 .. 
Prqfes!!or Jermafn w~s active in affai,rs of both t;be student ant1 
pl'()fessio!'lal chapter$ o.f Si;gma Delta Ctli # the profa;1siona1 societY 
for journalists. 
Professor Hightower delivered ~fleprfncipa1 address before the 
Rocky Mountain Region of Sigma Delta Chi. 
1. Professor Crow \lias .sp&aker for the 1\lbuq~erque High School Press 
banquet. Crqw served as IIQderator thl"tlugbout the year for' editorial 
seminars hela by ~~ews e~cutives oi' the Donrey Media Group. 
Professor Hightower addressed the Regional Advertising Convention of 
the A112rican Advertisin!t Association, the convention of the New 
Mexico Press Assoc1atfon; the Albuquerqu., Press Clul,i and-the Conmttee 
of 100 on .Foref!Jil Relations. 
Professor Hillerman spoke to chsses at Eldorado High School and 
Jefferson Junior High. and the Hoover l1iddile School. He was speaker 
for the Anerican Advertising Assn •• Rocky Mounta1n Reg1on; The· 
New ~»xico library Association. the Colorado Assoc1ation of University 
Wolllen. the Book and Author luncheon of the St. John'.s UniVersity 
Library Association, and the As~oc1ated Press Mana9ing Edftors. He 
also served as judge of tht! annual CQ~etition of the New Mexico 
Panwomen;. 
8. Professor Crow served as chairman of the Student Radio Board. 
Hunsley on the Faculty Advisory .CollJllfttee, and Hi.llerillan as Chairman 
of the Student Pul>lications Board .and on the. President's Public 
Advisory Committee. Professor J&rmaiil served on the Promotion and 
Tenure Guidance Committee. 
>< ----- .. ·:..t_ 
~ ~--
Annual Report;. Journalism: - 6_:-: 
' 1 ~· 
9~ Prafes$or Crow_ was all adult Boy Sr,:outLf!aderal'ld.secret4~.;.facul~y 
advisor to 1C~ppa Sigma i;raternity~·- ~ro:fe~s6r-Hi:ght9Wfi!r w9r,ke4 w1tb 
-~e .~arc1a Street Cl'ub jn S~nta Fe:a arid m11erma11 .served as -e,ditor 
~. ; 
a_-_o.;:Li 
.. ' 
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STA~ISTICS 
JULY 1, 1971 - JUNE 30, 1972 
SIMON T. KAO - ACTING CHAIRMAN 
During the academic year 1971-72 the Department provided instruction 
to 8,108 students totaling 26,59~ .credit hours: This is an increase 
of 824 students and 1,096 credit hours compared to the academic year 
1970-71. 
I. GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION 
A. SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS. 
Teaching: Teaching of mathematics ~s a part of our cul-
tural heritage, as a tool to be used by people in social and 
physical sciences, as training for prospective mathematicians, 
teachers and computer scientists. 
Research: We plan to continue our present seminar and 
colloquium programs and ·in addition we want to initiate a 
regional research conference here on our campus similar to the 
functional analysis conference held in Bozman, Montana in 
June of 1970. 
Services: In order to meet the need of our increasingly 
technological demanding community the Department should appoint 
a special individua~ to contact other·dep~rtments of the 
university, local industry, public schools and school systems, 
and scientific installations and individuals to determine how the 
department might meet and even anticipate the demands and desires 
of those people and organizations insofar as mathematics is 
concerned. 
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The undergraduate committee consisting of Mitchell (chairman), 
Grassl (secretary), Hildner, Jones, Kao, Allen, Onneweer, Lewis, 
Metzler, Steger, DeMarr, Hahn, and graduate students Crain and 
Williams was subdivided into pre-calculus, calculus, math. -ed., 
upper division and majors and has accomplished the following acti-
:vi ties: 
1) Revision of the calculus sequence. 
2) . Addition of and changes in several other undergraduate 
courses. 
3) Provision of flow chart of courses in catalog to facilitate 
advisement. 
4) .Establishment of self-graded placement test procedures. 
5) ·Recommendation of CLEP exams to establish credit in 102, 121 
123. . 
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6) Securing from the Student Aids Office commitment of $1500/yr. 
in scholarships to be awarded at discretion of the mathematics 
department. 
7) Setting up plan for supervision of TArs by senior faculty. 
8) Arranging to have blackboards in Mitchell Hall redesigned. 
9) Beginning of program to provide speakers from mathematics 
department for high school classes. 
10) Initiation of film series. 
Student Teaching Evaluation: The Mathematics Department agrees 
that a uniform student evaluation form approved by the Department 
should be distributed by all mathematics instructors. These forms will 
be distributed by the instructor during the last two weeks of classes. 
After the semester is over the responses for each class will be tabulated 
by the department. The tabulated results and the original evaluation 
forms will be given to the instructor while a copy of the tabulated 
results will be placed in the instructor's file. 
Mathematics Building: The Department of Mathematics carefully 
considered the option suggested by Vice President Smith of moving to 
Bandelier Hall and adding a new wing, and concluded that it was 
unacceptable. A new building is favored, however if that is not feasible 
-2-
we would prefer that a new wing be added to Marron Hall, replacing 
and expanding the older west wing, and that the new east wing be 
renovated. We requested that a Mathematics Department building pro-
ject be included in the 1973 bond issue. Vice President Sherman 
Smith responded that the most probable date for construction of 
additional space would be 1975· Depending on re~tirements and 
resources it is possible the construction date could be advanced. 
Host for MAA Southwestern Section Meeting: The annual meeting 
of the Southwestern Section of the MAA was held at the University 
of New Mexico, on March 24-25, 1972. Seventy-seven persons attended, 
of whom fifty-three were memgers. Professor Simon T. Kao, Chairman 
of the Section, presided. The invited guest speakers were Professors 
Robert Wisner and Henry Cheng, both of New Mexico State University. 
Twelve papers were presented by MAA members from New Mexico State 
University, Arizona State University, Sandia Laboratories, Brigham 
Young University, University of Texas at El Paso, and the University 
of New Mexico. 
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Colloquia and Research Grants: Most of our senior members of the 
Department have applied for grants. At this writing the following 
grants had been approved: Archie Gibson (with Colston Chandler of 
Physics Department) a SURF Grant in the amount of $29,700. Richard 
Griego, NSF Grant, January 1, 1972 - June 30, 1974, $11,700. Reuben 
Hersh, NSF Grant, June 1, 1972- November 30, 1973, $6,(00. Merle 
Mitchell, NSF Summer 1972 Institute, $59,324, and an Inservice 
Institute, 1971-72, $7,218. William Zimmer, an Office of Naval 
Research Grant for Summer of 1972, $4,262.41 
-3-
Reuben Hersh an~ Richa~d Griego received a grant from the Canadian 
National Research Council for the purpose of conducting a symposium 
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on Stochastic Differential Equations for the Rocky Mountain 
Mathematics Consortium at the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada, July 17 through July 28, 1972. 
We had an excellent colloquium this year with a number of 
distinguished outside speakers alternating with members of the 
Department. Of particular interest to the department were the out-
standing talks given by Professor Katznelson of The Hebrew University, · 
Professor Ulam of the University of Colorado, and Professor Furstenberg 
of the University of California. We had t•;enty-eight speakers this 
year, includi~g those mentioned. 
Student Activities and Achievements. Mr. Richard Grassl, who 
conducted the student activities described during Professor's Hillman's 
absence, reported the following. University of New Mexico under-
graduates had their best year in the Putnam Intercollegiate Mathematical 
competition. John R. Gilbert, a UNM junior, won honorable mention for 
achieving 25th place among 1,569 participants from 314-colleges and 
universities in the United States and Canada. The Mathematical 
Association of America lists the top contestants to aid fellowship 
selection committees of graduate schools. The UNM students on this 
year's list in addition to John Gilbert are senior Myron E. Calkins., Jr., 
freshman Erik J. Gilbert, junior Stephen A. Lonz, senior Steve Overbury, 
sophomore Wayne Vucenic, and senior David s. Wolfe. These seven students 
put UNM in a tie for 11th place in the number of undergraduates among 
the top participants. UNM followed M.I.T. (19 in the top list); 
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Princeton (19); Harvard (18); Toronto (14); Michigan (11); Cal. Tech (10); 
Chicago (10); Waterloo (10); Michigan State (9); and Calif.-Berkeley (8). 
Also, for the 4th consecutive year, New Mexico is first among the states 
of the u.s. and provinces of Canada in the ratio of number of residents 
among.the top 500 to population, and for the second consecutive year, 
New Mexico is first, on a per capita basis, in number of residents in 
the top 100. It is especially noteworthy that John and Erik Gilbert, 
Calkins, Lonz and Vucenic have gone on from honors in the statewide 
contest for secondary school students to high standing in the inter• 
national undergraduate contest. The New Mexico Math Contest is 
.sponsored by the Albuquerque_ and New Mexico Councils of Teachers of 
Mathematics and the University of New Mexico. The Mathematics Honors 
Program conducted the Freshman Mathematics Contest. The three hour 
exam open to all.UNM Freshmen consisted of six challenging problems 
involving material through the calculus. Erik Gilbert, a graduate 
of Sandia High School achieved First Place. 
Enrollme'nt figures for Graduate Students. 
1971-72 61 Full time students 64 part time students 
1970-71 59 II II 44 II II 
1969-70 57 II II 46 II II 
1968-69 55 II II 37 II II 
1967-68 59 II II 27 II II 
1971-72 115 Undergraduate Mathematics Majors.· 
1970-71 155 Undergraduate Mathematics Majors. 
1969-70 110 Undergraduate Mathematics Majors. 
GRADUATION 1971-72 1970-71 1969-70 1968-69 1967-68 
Ph.D. 9 7 10 7 6 
Master's 13 18 10 12 15 
B.S. 32 28 22 . 14 32 
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B. SIGNIFICANT PLj\NS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE. 
The Department agreed unanimously at the meeting of April 18, 
1972 that a committee be formed to draft a constitution for the 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics concerning hiring pro-
cedures, tenure and promotion regulations, etc. The following 
people were elected td serve on the committee: D. Dubois (Chairman) 
A. Steger, B. Epstein, H. T. Davis, and w. Zimmer. 
The members of the Department all strongly feel that the 
Computer Science section should establish a department of its own. 
The Council of the American Mathematical Society had a meeting 
on March 31, 1972 and the following resolution was passed: 'With 
the current and prospective unfavorable employment prospects for 
Ph.D. •s, the council notes, with favor; reports that many graduate 
mathematics departments are cutting down on the number of their 
teaching assistantships and are using the released money to 
increase the number of junior faculty positions. The council 
strongly recommends that all graduate mathematics departments 
having significant numbers of teaching assistants make every effort 
to effect suitable changes in the teaching staffs both to provide 
more positions for young Ph.D.'s and to effect a significant 
reduction in the production of future Ph.D.•s ••••• • 
Based on the above resolution and the £act that we had a hard time 
filling the positions of well qualified T.A. 1s and G.A.•s this year, 
it is important for the Department to consider seriously reducing 
the number of offerings of graduate courses and use the staff to 
make the undergraduate classes smaller and thus improving the 
instruction. 
-6-
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When employing new staff, the Chairman of the Department 
should consider that the salary be comparable with our own scale 
' so that the inequities may be put under control. 
C~ APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF. 
In the Fall of 1971 Professor Donald Morrison joined the 
Department as a full-time Professor. He had previously held 
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a 1/5 joint appointment with Sandia Corporation. We have just 
appointed Associate Professor Cleve Moler and Visiting Assistant 
Professor Nancy Moler effective Fall Semester, 1972-73• At this 
writing we have appointed one of our three half-time instructorships 
to Mrs. Laura Ulrich, and one to Dr. Sharon Feuchter. The remaining 
appointment w:i.l.l be made this summer. 
D. SEPARATIONS FROM STAFF. 
Professor James Donaldson, who took a leave of absence for 
this academic year, has resigned his position as Associate Professor 
and will work at Howard University in Washington, D.c. where he 
feels he will have more opportunity to make a modest contribution 
to the higher education of Black Students. 
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II INFORMATION FROM BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS. 
1. ADVANCED STUDY. 
None 
2. SABBATICALS 
Bernard Epstein - Academic year spent in Haifa, Israel at the 
Technion, Israel Institute of Technology. 
Jeffrey Davis - Semester II, Leave spent in Albuquerque. 
Abraham Hillman - Semester I and II, in Albuquerque. 
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L. H. Koopmans - Semester I and ~I, at University of California, 
Santa Cruz. 
Cornelis Onneweer - Taught one course in Summer of 1971 at 
Syracuse University. 
3. NEW SCHOLASTIC HONORS, FELLOWSHIPS, Etc. 
!Stoughton Bell - Elected Fellow, American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
4. PUBLICATIONS. 
R. c. Allen: •on the numerical solution of a certain class of non-
linear Cauchy problems arising from integral equation theory, 1 
Computing 7, 13-16(1971) 
Stoughton Bell: •conditions related to the assumption of inde-
pendence•(with w. Zimmer), paper for presentation at. the 1972 
Annual Symposium on Reliability, San Francisco. 
J. R. Blum: 'Two Integral inequalities• (with M. Reichow), Israel 
Tech. Math., vol. 9, No. 1(1971). 
'On mixing transformation', Isr. T. of Math., V. 9) No. 4(1971) 
'On a theorem of1·i·eyl and the Ergodic Theorem• with V. J. Mizel, 
z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie verw. Geb. 20, 193-198(1971) 
A. Carasso: 'The backward Beam Equation II 1 (accepted for publication 
in Saim Journal Numerical Analysis. 
•Numerical Solutions of Backwara Parabolic•(submitted for publication.) 
H. T. Davis: 'Least Squares estimation for cont. time Aa Time Series• 
'Some Applications of Spline Functions to Time Series' to appear 
in Proceedings of Comp. Science and Statistics at Symposium. 
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Ralph DeMarr: 'Elements With Negative Squares', Proc. AMS, 
Jan., 1972. 
31.0 
G. A. Efroymson: 'Algebraic Theory of Real Variables•(w/D. Dubois) 
Taiwan Jnl. October, 1970. 
Bennett Eisenberg: 'Non Optimality of likelihood ratio tests ••• ,' 
Statistical Decision Theory, Acade~c Press 1971, 6 pages. 
'Baxters Theorem and Varberg's Conjecture•, Pacific J. of Math. 
Dec. 1971, 9 pages .• 
R. E. Entringer: 'Matrices permutable to * matrices, (w/D. Jackson) 
J, Combinatorial Theory Ser. A. 11 (1971), 303-3o6. 
A. Gibson: 'A Discrete Hille-Yosida-Phi11ips Theorem•, to appear 
in J. Math. Anal. Appl. 
R. Grassl: 'Fibonacci Numbers and Zigzag Hasse Diagrams.•, The 
Fibonacci Quarterly, pp 43-45, Vol. 1, No. 3, Oct. 1963, (w/ 
A. Hillman and M. Strodt.) · 
R· Griego: 'Crisis in New Mexico' (with G. Merkx), article in 
Majority and Minority, .pp. 599-610, Allyn and Bacon, 1971. 
Theory of Random Evolutions with Applications to Partial Differential 
Equations (with R. Hersh), Trans. Am. Math. Soc. v. 156, pp 405-418, 
1971. 
'Almost Sure Convergence of Uniform Transport Processes,' linn. 
Math. Stat •. , v. 42 pp 1129-ll31, 1971. 
R. Hersh: 'Theory of Random Solutions 1 , (w/Griego) Trans .• AMS, 
Vol. 156, May 1971. · 
Abraham P. Hillman: 'Functional Trigonometry•, 3rd Edition, · 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., July 1971. (co-author: G. L. Alexanderson) 
iAsymmetric Substitute for Stirling Numbers 1 , Fibonacci Quarterly: 
pp. 51-60, 73; Feb. 1971 (Co-author: c. T. McAbee.) 
w. T. Kyner: 'Modified Encke Special Perturbation Method' (uith 
Morris Bennett) in AIAA Selected Reprint Series, vol XII, 81-84. 
Richard C. Metzler: 'On Rieman Integrability• to appear in 
American Math. Monthly. 
Donald R. Morrison:. 'SIDCAP: Introduction to Sandia 
Digitizer Computer Analysis and Plotter• SC RR 68-81, Sandia 
Corporation. 
c. w. Onneweer: 'Uniform convergence of Fourier Series on group&', 
I. Mich. Math. J., 18(1971) 265-273 (w/D. waterman. · 
•On moduli of continuity and divergence of Fourier series on groups•, 
Proc. A.M.S., 29(1971) 109-112. 
'On the (0.2) means of Fourier!,·series over certain groups, UNM TR 212. 
'Adjustment on small sets of functions on certain groups•, UNM TR 225. 
-9;.. 
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P. K. Pathak: 'Some results on invariant sets for translation 
parameter family of probability measures. Ann. Math. Stat. (1971) 
4-2, 1562-68. 
Clifford Qualls:. 1 Fixed Length confidence intervals for parameters 
of normal distribution based on two stage sampling procedures' 
w/L. Koopmans), Rocky Mtn. Jnl. of Math. 1.4, 587-602 (1971). 
'An asymptotic 0-1 behavior of Gaussian processes (w/H. Watanabe) 
Ann. Math. Statist. 42.6, 2029-2035 (1971) 
'Asymptotic properties of Gaussian processes•(w/H. Watanbe) accepted 
Ann. Math. Statist •• 
'An upper bound on the failure probability for linear structures, •· 
(w/Koopmans and Yao) accepted for publication Jnl. of Mech. Eng. 
Arthur Steger: 'Some Results on Completability Rings' (w/M. Moore) 
Pac. Jnl. of Math., Vol 37, No. 2, May 1971, pp 453-460. 
Alexander P. Stone: 'Geometry of manifolds which admit . 
conservation laws,' Annales de L'Institut Fourier (Grenoble); 21, 
(1), 1-9, 1971. . 
'On the Integrability ~f a vector 1-form, 1 London Math Jnl. to 
appear • 
. G. Milton Wing: 'Transport problems: in ·media with periodic 
structore' (wjR • . c. Allen, Jr.) invited paper, Proc. of 2nd Conf. 
on TransDort Theory, LASL, available from Natl. Tech. Info. 
Service as CONF 710107. 
Wm. Zilnmer: 'On the Usefulness of the Maximum Entroyp Principle 
in Bayesian Estimation of Reliability•, IEEE Transactions on 
Reliability and Quality Control, 1971. 
·'Continuous Sampling Plans for Variable.s Based on CUmulative Sums' 
(with R. Prairie) Jnl. of Royal Statistical Society; Vol. 19, 
No. 3, 1971. 
'Tests for the Suitability of Prior Distributions' Annals of' 
Assurance Sciences, July 1971, pp 39-48. 
5· OTHER :RESEARCH PRWECTS OR C:REATIVE WORK IN PROG:RESS, OR COMPLETED. 
Richard C. Allen: •Introduction to Numerical Computing,' a junio~­
senior level text in numerical analysis (w. L. Shampine) to be 
published by Saunders. 
'Calculus Computing Problem Book,' a text to be used ~ conjunction 
with a 'Calculus Vlith Computers 1 course (w/G. M. Wing), ·co be 
published by Prentice-Hall. 
Project Themis (Bureau of Engineering Research), 6/71 to 9/71• 
J. R. Blum: 'Weyl's Theorem for Operators 1 (w/Mizel) to appear. 
'On the Fourier Transformation, 'etc. (w/Epstein). 
1A hole on the Zero-One Law'(w/Pathak) submitted 
'Measure-Invariant Sets• (w/ Pathak) submitted. 
'Metric Transitivity, •etc. (w/Eisenbel:'g) submitted. 
'Ergodic Theorems' (w/Eisenberg) ~ubmitted. 
10 
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Alfred Carasso: Sponsored Research1 Sandia UNM Research project, duration. one year, amount ~7000, 'Numerical 
Solutions of Improperly posed problems•. 
Robert Cogburn: •smoothing Splines and Estim~tion of 
the Periodiogram: (w/ H. Davis) in progress. 
'Random Evolutions•, (w/ R. Hersh) in progress. 
Ralph DeMarr: 'Functional Part of a Pola', in preparation 
'Generalized Banach Algebra,s ', in preparation. 
G. A. Efroymson: 1A dimension theorem for real primesii', 
submitted. 
'Solid k-varieties and Henselian Fields II, submitted. 
'Local Theory of Real Varieties•, in progress. 
Bennett Eisenberg: 1A Note on Metric Transactivity ••• • to 
appear Annals of Math. 
'Conditions for Metric Tranactivity ••• 1 to appear Annals of Math. 
'Mean Ergodic Theorems for Unitary groups', submitted to Jnl. of 
Func. Anal. 
James A. Ellison: 'Qualitative Theory for a class of Nonlinear 
Partial Differential Equations• 
Interdisciplinary study of Human Nature. 
A Study of Mathematical problems arising in Stellar Dynamics 
A study of mathem~tical problems arising in Implantation. 
R. c. Entringer: 1The parity of permutations• to appear. 
'Maximal component complete subgraphs' (w/C. Harner) to appear. 
'Arc. Colorings of digraphs' (wjc. Harner) submitted. 
'Sums of valences in bigraphs' (w. G. Simmons) submitted. 
1 On the number of unique subgraphs of a graph 1 ( w /P. Erdos) to 
-appear. 
10n the intersection of the factors of certain group factorizations' 
(w/ F. Higgins) to appear. 
Bernard E:pstein: Research in 1) Fluid Mechanics, 2) Difference 
equations, e) Fourier analysis, supported by NSF Grant GP 12365. 
Archie Gibson: A paper with J. Donaldson and R. Hersh on the 
invariance principle in scattering theory. Two papers with 
c. Chandler on the transition from time-dependent to time-inde-
pendent multi-channel scattering theory, supported in part by 
NSF Grant GP 12365. 
Research in Scattering theory is continuing. 
Richard Griego: •conceptos de Probabilidad,' Monografias de la 
Sociedad Matematica Mexicana (to be published) . 
Liang Hahn: 'On the Bloch-Nevanlinna Problem 1 to appear in the 
Proc. luner, M-:~th. Soc •• 
'On the Theorem of Hausdorff~Young {submitted) 
'Lectures on Complex Analysis (submitted to Saunders Publ. co. 
Lectures on Complex Analysis (w/B, E:pstein), Commutative Banach 
Algebras (under revision of manuscript) 
Current research topic: Shift Invariant Subspaces of Bergmann 
Space of the Unit Disc. 
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Reuben Hersh: Three articles on Random evolutions (1 with 
Pinsky) to appear. 
Abraham Hillman: Text in progress; 'First Course in Abstract 
Algebra•. 
Ben Jones: Galois Theory of Locan Extensions. 
S. T. Kao: Extenion of Droz-Farney Theorem, in preparation. 
L. H. Koopmans: •Adaptive Prediction of Stationary Time Series• 
(w. H. T.Davis) accepted by Sankhya. · 
'An upper bound on the Failure Probabilities of Linear Structures' 
(w/ Qualls and Yao), submitted to Jnl. Appl. Mechanics. 
1An Exp0nential Probability Bound for the Energy of a T,ype of 
Gaussian Process (w/Qualls) submitted to Annals of Math. Stat. 
Book on Time Series Analysis in progress. 
w. T. Kyner: Research in stellar dynamics and abstract tneeory of 
differential equations. 
Development of computer projects for a new course in dif~erential 
equations. 
J. V. Lewis: Research in estimation of stability coefficients 
from transient solution of a differential equation. Research 
in gravity models for urpan planning. 
Richard Metzler: 1 ;Represnntation of Ordered Linear Spaces 1 and 
•Representation of Linear Lattices' to be submitted.· 
Pramod Pathak: A note on the zero-one law. (w. J. Blum) to appear 
in Ann Math Stat. 
'Measure-invariant sets• (w. J. Blum), submitted. 
'Classical sufficiency and its applications to computing' to appear • 
. Clifford ~ualls: Research for two papers was completed during this 
period, one supported by an NSF grant at Univ. of N.C •. and one 
supported by an NSF grant in Civil Eng. at.UNM. 
Arthur Steger: •On Elements with Negative Squares•,!to appear 
in the Proceedings of Amer. Math Society. 
Alexander Stone: Papers in preparation are 'A note on the Hodge 
Theorem•(w/P. Eiseman) and 'A generalized Poincare !.emma•. 
G, Milton Wing: Book on Invariant Imbedding' (w/ R, Bellman) in 
preparation. Book on Computing Problems for Calculus (w. R. Allen) 
in preparation, under contract to Prentice Hall. Themis project. 
William Zimmer: 'Conditions related to the Assumption of Inde-
pendence' to be published. 'Estimators for Severity Factors in 
a Multiplicative Poissen Model', to be published. 
'Graphs, Tables and Discussion to Aid in the Design and 
Evaluation of a Sampling Procedure Based on C¥mulative Sumsf to 
be published. 
•Probability of Strong-Motion Earthquakes• submitted. 
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1. 
ACTIVITIES IN LEARNED AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES. 
The following people attended the American Mathematical 
Society Meeting in Las Vegas, Nevada, January 24-28, 1972. 
R. Allen, D. Dubois, R. Griego, C. Onneweer, c. Qualls, 
D. Morrison, P. Pathak, B. Eisenberg, R. Entringer, and 
R. Metzler. · 
Various other meetings: R. c. Allen, s. Bell, J. R.Blum, 
A. Carasso, R. Cogburn, H. T. Davis, R. DeMarr, B. Eisenberg, 
J. Ellison, A. Gibson, R. Griego, L. Hahn, R. Hersh, 
A. Hillman, L. H. Koopmans, M. Mitchell, D. Morrison, 
c. Qualls, A. Stone. 
Professional papers read: 
R. Cogburn - IMS Western Regional Meeting. 
H. T. Davis - 5th Annual Symposium on Computer Science and 
Statistics 
Archie Gibson - AMS Annual Meeting. 
A. Hillman - Annual Meeting of Fibonacci Association 
c. Qualls - Annual AMS Meeting. · 
Offices held: 
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R. Griego - Vice-chairman, Concilio Nacional de Estudies Chicanos, 
and Councilman, La Academia de la Nueva Raza. 
S. T. Kao - Chairman, Southwestern Section of MAA. 
W. J. Zimmer - President, Local Chapter of American Stat. Asso. 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES. 
J'. R. Blum: Program Chairman, Western Regional Meeting of IMS 
Associate Editor of Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics. 
R. DeMarr: Off-campus talks - Manzano High School 
G. Efroymson: Reviewer £or Math Reviews and Zentralblatt. 
R. Entringer: Reviewer for Zentralblatt fur Mathematik 
B. Epstein: Colloquium Lecturer, Univ. of Tel-.Aviv and Technion. 
A. Gibson: Consultant £or Mathematical group at Sandia. 
R. Griego: Producer and host or 'Panorama Local', bilingual 
Chican Studies T.V. program. 
Member of Adv. Comm, and Field Evaluator for Seminar on 
Bilingualism. 
A. Hillman: Editor of the Elementary Problem Section, 
Fibonacci Quarterly. 
L. H. Koopmans: Colloquium talks at UCB, ucsc, Stanforn u.,SDSC, NPGS. 
w. T. Xyner: consultant, Aerospace Corp. Los Angeles, Calif. 
M. Mitchell: Talks made at NCTM Meetings in Las Vegas, Dallas, 
and Okla. City, and various high schools. 
Member of State Dept. of Ed. Committee on Coordinated Math 
Curriculum, 
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D. R. Morrison: Talk·- Pattern Recognition, MAA Lecture Program. 
·p, Pathak: Gave invited talk at IMS Meeting. 
S. Pruess: Talk at Los Alamos Scientific Lab. 
G. M. Wing: Associate Editor, IMAA; Consultant, LASL and 
USC Mathematical Biosciences Group. 
w. Zimmer: Consultant at Sandia Laboratories. 
8. NON-TEACHING UNIVERSITY SERVICE 
During the year most of our faculty served on various Doctoral 
Committees and were advisors at one level or another. Various 
members served on the following committees: Master's Oral 
Committee, Departmental Advisory Committee, CUrricula Committee, 
Committee on Studies, New Math •. Building Committee, Library 
Committee, Tenure Recommendation Committee, Computing Sciene 
Committee, Retirement and Insurance Committee, Graduate Committee, 
Chicano Studies, New Mexico Mathematics· contest and Continuing 
Education Committee. 
9· COMMUNITY SERVICE. 
A. Gibson: Provide emergency communications service as an amateur 
radio operator. 
R. Griego: Vice-President, Los Griegos Elementary School PTA. 
w. T. Kyner: Assistant Coach, Little League Baseball Team. 
J. v. Lewis: Chairman, Albuquerque Goals Urban Planning 
Urban Planning Task Force. Trustee - N.M, Conservation 
Coordinating Council. 
R. C. Metzler: Volunteer teacher of Natural childbirth classes 
for Albuquerque Childbirth Education Association. 
D. Morrison: Member of Board - Phillips Chapter Day Care Center, 
Martineztown House of Neighborly Service Ed. Committee, 
United Nations Association. 
c. Qualls: Board member, teacher at First Assembly of God, 
10. PERSONAL INFORMATION: 
Alfred Carasso: U. S. Citizen as of August, 1971. 
B. Eisenberg: Birth of son, 
A. Gibson: Birth of son. 
G. M. Wing: Divorced. 
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The Report of the Department of Modern and Classical Languages 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
William H. Roberts, Chairman 
I. General departmental information. 
A. Significant achievements. 
1. The departmental organization established in the fall 
of 1969 was retained without change, exceJ?t that the 
German section now has its own Associate Chairman. 
a. The Committee on Promotion and Tenure decided against 
recommending Patricia Murphy, Robert Herron and 
Peleyo Fernandez for promotion, primarily on the 
grounds of. insufficient publication. Leon Marquez was 
recommended on the strength of excellent teaching to 
promotion from instructor to assistant professor and 
. was promoted. 
2. New programs. 
a. Application was made to the Gulbenkian Foundation in 
Ia.sbon for the funding of an extensive program in Per-
tuguese, which among other things would involve exchange 
students both during the regular year and the summer. 
Action on this application is still pending. A summer 
program in intensive Portuguese was designed by 
Professor Tomlins and will be carried out by him in the 
summer of 1972 in collaboration with Miss Regina Igel, 
who is finishing her doctorate in Portuguese at illiM. 
The enrollment in Portuguese reached the phenomenal 
3:1.6 
figure of 246 in Semester !!--making it not only the 
largest ever at UNM, but among the largest of any 
American university. 
b. Russian and Classics, -while not new programs at ·UNM, 
-were languishing until this year, when with the arrival 
of two new assistant professors, Byron Lindsey and 
Warren Smith, they began to forge ahead and pick up a 
considerable number of students. The very successful 
study tour to Russia conducted by Mr. Lindsey during 
3:t7 
the January semester break was of course instrumental in 
arousing student interest in the Russian program. Mr. 
Smith has not only revived interest among undergraduates 
in Latin but has launched a coordinated pr~gram in Greek, 
which had all but disappeared from the UNM cUrriculum. 
Spring preregistration figures, for example, show an 
enrollment of 18 in beginning Greek alone. As e. result, 
the undergraduate major in Classics and the undergraduate 
minor in Greek have been reinstated. Aside from intrin-
sic merit, the:study of Classics is maintained in this 
department in support of the graduate program in Romance 
languages, -while Russian is in support of the program of 
Blavic studies. 
c. Italian, which like Classics, has had a checkered career 
in the department, has been put on a firmer basis this 
year by another new staff addition, Assistant Professor 
Sam Guyler, working in collaboration with a graduate 
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student who brushed up his Italian ·through a long summer 
of study in Italy. Consequently it is now possible for 
our graduate or undergraduat!= majors to see their 
Italian through the second year and go on to the study 
of literature: one advanced course is offered each semes-
ter, plus of course the possibility of individual prob-
lem courses. 
d. A quite new approach to beginning French was designed 
and proposed by Associate Professor Truett Book and 
adopted by the department on an experimental basis, in 
one section only, for the coming year. Essentially, on 
the basis of two or more hours of work in the language 
per dey-, Mondey through Fridey, this class is designed 
to cover in one semester the work traditionally requir-
ing two years of study. Already the new section has 
attracted wide-spread interest and has a waiting list of 
undergraduates, since the nature of the course requires 
a restricted enrollment, 
e. At the suggestion of Dean Wollman, initial discussions 
ll:!!e held by the chairman with the chairman of History 
and Professor Sorenson concerning the possibility of 
adding an assistant professor in Chinese for 1973-74 in 
support of Far Eastern Studies already existent at UNH. 
It was agreed to seek such an appointment if funds are 
available. 
f. The Juan Ramon Jimenez book prize was awarded to the 
following seniors in recognition of excellence in the 
I( 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i\ 
I 
3.19 
· Spanish major: Susan Amberger, Suzanne Gephart, 
Karin Goldstein, Jane Marie Jones , ShiJ:ley Ann. Mangini, 
Mari:cyn Bauer McKenna, Larry Duncan Miller, Darice Lee 
Nebergall, Judy Salomon, Irma Stephens, Kristin Rauch, 
Betty L. Rivera, David M. Wiegand, Jr. 
3. Cultural activities. 
a. For the special benefit of the graduate students in 
Spanish and with the support of NDEA Title IV funds, the 
lecture series "Aspectos de la cultura hispanica", was 
continued, with the following lectures: 
(1) Instead of the usual series of individual lect.ures, 
a Latin American symposium on the ge~eral topic of 
"L:i.teratura y Revoluci6n", November 29 and 30, 1971. 
Main participants-: Fernando Alegria, critic, on 
leave from the Department of Spanish, Stanford Uni-
versity to be Cultural Attache at the Chilean Embassy 
in Washington; Nicanor Parra, Chilean poet in resi-
dence at Coluuroia University; Ricardo Benavides, 
critic, Professor of Spanish American literatilre at 
Indiana University; Enrique Lafourcade, Chilean 
novelist and visiting professor at UNH; Tamara 
Holzapfel, Marshall Nason and Gary Brower, of this 
department; Pedro David and George Huaco, Latin 
American sociologists in residence at UHM. 
(2) Frey Angelico Chavez: "Un idilio del Nuevo l.fexico 
colonial", Februar:r 16, 1972. 
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(3) Howard Young of the Claremont Graduate School: 
"Juan Ramon Jimenez, traductor alert a", March 15, 1972. 
(4) Joaquim-Francisco Coelho, of Stanford University: 
"Carlos Drummond de Andrade: do Sentiment o de 
Itabira ao Sentimento do Mundo", April 26, 1972. 
(5) Peninsular symposium, under the general topic of 
"Literatura Espanola, 1940-1970", April 18-21, 1972. 
Main participants: Angel GonzB.l.ez, Spanish poet, 
visiting professor at UNM; J .R. Marra-Lopez, critic, 
professor of Spanish at the University of ·Maryland; 
John Dowling, professor of Spanish at Indiana Uni-
versity; Antonio Ferres, Spanish novelist, visiting 
at Northern Illinois University; Francisco Ayala, 
eminent Spanish novelist living in exile, professor 
of Spanish at the University of Chicago; J .L. 
Aranguren, Spanish philosopher and critic, professor 
of Spanish at the University of California at Santa 
Barbara; Ricardo Benavides, professor of Spanish at 
Indiana University, visiting at UNM; Sabine Ulibarr!, 
of this department. The symposium closed with the 
presentation of a play from the current Madrid re-
pertory, "Mi adorado Juan" by Miguel Mihura, put on 
in the New Mexico Student Union Ballroom. by the 
Eastern New Mexico University Players, April 21, 1972 •. 
Proceedings of this symposium, which are currently 
being transcribed from tapes, are to be edited by 
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Professors Benavides and Roberts for the New 
Me xi. co Press. 
b. F:ren'*, iect.ures. 
·(1) Jean-Paul Weber, of the Graduate School of the 
City University of New York: "La Nouvelle. Cri-
tique Litteraire depuis Bachelard", February 4, 1972. 
c. Other programs under departmental auS'pices. 
(1) An avant-garde play "Esta canci6n es un pajaro 
lastimado" of Alberto Adellach, presented by the 
young Argentine theatrical troupe "Once al Sur", 
Keller Hall, October 18, 1971. 
(2) Two examples of the theatre of the absurd: "Pique-
nique. en Campagne", by. Fernando .Arrabal and "La 
Cantatrice Chauve" by Eugene Ionescu, presented by 
a cast of UNM French graduate students under the 
direction of Professor Claude Book, November 30 .and 
December 1, 1971. 
( 3) ''Homage to Pablo Neruda" on the occasion of his re:... 
ceiving the Nobel Prize for literature: readings 
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from the poet in the original Spanish and translations 
to several other languages, by Professors Lafourcade, 
Ulibarrr, Claude Book, Roberts and Miss Igel, October 
26, 1971. 
(4) Film, "I am·Pablo Neruda", shown November 1, 1971. 
(5) Exhibit arranged by Assistant Professor Byron Lindsey, 
of the contemporary young Russian painter, Alexander 
Kalagin, opening in the library-lounge of Ortega Hall, 
May 6, 1972. 
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4. Joaqu!n Ortega Hall. 
The department moved to the new Ortega Hall at the end of 
the summer of 1971. After long months of fruitless effort 
to carry through on the idea of a memorial. to the .late 
Senator Chavez, mentioned in last year's Report, Professor 
Roberts decided, in consultation with Mr. Arturo Ortega, 
that it would be more expedient to seek funds for the 
library-lounge and the seminar room directly from the 
University. This has now been done, and by the end of the 
current summer these two areas should be complete.d and 
ready for use. The building is proving to be eminently 
satisfactory. It is planned to dedicate the building in the 
fall of 1972, with the visit of the widow and son of Joaqu.ln 
Ortega. 
B. Nutnber of majors over the past two years: 
1. Undergraduate level 
1970-71 1971-72 
Spanish 156 112 
Portuguese 2 1 
French 52 34 
German 21 11 
Classics 1 1 
2. Graduate .level 
1970-71 1971-72 
Spanish 96 75 
French 26 20 
Portuguese 3 3 
C. Significant plans for the future. 
1. The international symposium planned £or the centenary of 
-7-
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'l'heophile Gautier in last yea.r' s Report will be held 
!'!ext fall elal:lorately, if the funds from the NEH come 
through, simply if we must do it with our own funds. 
Professor Claude Book during her spring leave in Paris 
has estal:llished many promising contacts to this end. 
D. Appointments to staff. 
1. Alfred Rodriguez, as Professor (Spanish), effective 
Semester I, 1972-73. 
2. John Timm, as Assistant Professor (Spanish), effective 
Semester I, 1972-73. 
3. Djelal Kadir, Visiting Lecturer (Spanish), effective 
Semester I, 1972-73. 
4. Peter Mellon, Visiting Lecturer (Classics), effective 
Semester I, 1972-73. 
5. Bruno Hanneman, Visiting Lecturer (German and Russian), 
effective Semester I, 1972-73. 
6. Peter Pal:lisch, as Assistant Professor (German), effective 
Summer Session 1972. 
E. Separations from staff. 
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1. Professor Donald A. McKenzie, retired effective June 30, 1972. 
II. Composite information ~individual biogranhical supnlements. 
A. Sal:lbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, 
travel, etc. 
1. Truett Book, sal:lbatical leave, Semester I, to work on 
coloquial spoken French in Paris. 
2. Claude Book, sal:lbatical leave, Semester II, to continue 
her study of Gautier in Paris. 
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3. Robert Jespersen, sabbatical leave, Semester I, for travel 
and study in Europe. 
B. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc. 
1. Jack Kolbert, chosen representative for the Southwest on 
the Executive Council of the AATF and designated French 
Consul for this area by the French Government. 
2. William H. Roberts, Chairman, Executive Committee for 
Portuguese of the MLA and a delegate to the new MLA 
Delegate Assembly, 1971-7,4. 
3. Gary Brower, member Executive Council of the Rocky 
Mountain Council on Latin American Studies. 
4. RUben Cobos, member Advisory Board National Folk Festival, 
Washington, D. C. 
C. Ptibli cations. 
1. John J. Bergen. Set Theory Applied to Spanish Entity 
Labels. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms, 1971, 
542 pp. "Set Theory Applied to Spanish Entity Labels," 
Dissertation Abstracts International; 32 (1971), 1494A. 
2. Garland D. Bills. Review of Ayacucho Quechua grammar and 
dictionary, by G. Parker, Language 47. 234-237, 1971. 
3. Gary L. Brower. "An Annotated Bibliography of Haiku in 
Western Languages", (215 pages), with D.W. Foster (of 
Arizona State University)--Scarecrow Press. (contracts 
signed.) ; "Fuentes de Fuentes: Paz y las raices de ~ 
los gatos ~ ~'', Latin American Theatre Review (to 
-9-
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appear in next issue; December, 1971). (Approx. 15-20 
pp.); "D:lles ~ no ~ ~: aproximaci6n a su estructura 
y s:i,gni'ficado", Nueva narrativa hispanoamericana; "La~ 
~ la ~ de Onetti·: tecnica y estructura", Memorias del 
Primer Congreso ~ la ~ narrativa hispanoamericana 
(Las Americas Pub. Co.), to appear next month; "Doris Dana's 
Selected Poems of Gabriela Mistral"; Modem Language Journal; 
several original poems translated from the English to Spanish 
will appear in Sagitario, I, 2 (next issue). 
4. Ruben Cobos. The Jomada del muerto (origin of name) Sandia 
Lab News. 
5. Robert Herron. Accepted and to. be published in "El 
Comercio", Quito, Ecuador, in Decenroer, 1971 nUmber): 
'~Lima Barreto y Clara ~ Anjos: su 'mulatismo' err6neo 
y su feminismo", 4 pp. (article); published in last issue 
6!971) of ~Brazilian Review: "Lima Barreto's Recordacoes 
~ Escrivao Isaias Caminha: As A Psychological Novel", 18 pp. 
· 6. Tamara Holzapfel. Book review on Roa Bastos, Hi,1 o ~ honrore, 
to appear in the last issue (1971) of the~ Language 
Journal. 
7. Jack Kolbert. Article: "Points of View in Michel Butor's 
Criticism: Geometry and Optics," in Romance Languages 
Quarter!y (Published, at University of Kentucky), Fall-Winter, 
1971, pp. 50-76; article: "Victor Hugo--Patriotism as a 
Source for Lyric Pqetry," in Legion of Honor l.o!agazine (NYC: 
Winter Issue 1971-2), pp. 1-20; review: Louis Rougier: k_ 
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Genie de !'Occident in French Review (Feb. 1971), pp.· 580-581; 
review: Richard Macksey and Eugenio Donato (eds.): ru_ 
Languages of Criticism and the Sciences £f. Man: The Struc-
turalist Controversy in French Review (Oct. 1971) , pp. 279-
28o; review: Michel Butor: La Rose des Vents in French 
Review (Oct. 1971), pp. 190-192; review: Andre Maurois: 
Memoires in French Review (December 1971), three pages long. 
8. Enrique E. Lamadrid. Co-author of article in Modern Language 
Journal: "Our Grammar Rules are Hurting Us", November 1971 
(with W.E. Bull from UCLA); co-author of Undergraduate 
Program Test for Spanish, published by Educational Testing 
Service, Princeton, N.J. (with Joan Cirutti, !.ft. Holyoke 
College, ~fass. and George Wilkins, Tulane University). 
9. Raymond R. MacCurdy. Editor, Snanish Drama of the Golden 
~: ~ ~ (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1971), 
634 pp.; author, "Lope de Vega y la pretendidat• inabilidad 
espaffola para la tragedia: resumen cr1tico," in Homenaje .!! 
William k· Fichter (Madrid: Editorial Castalia, 1971), 11 PP• 
10. Patricia Murphy, Expected: "Est-il Bon? Est-il Mechartt? -
TheorJ vs. Practice'', French Review, December 1971. 
11. Marshall R. Nason. Accepted for publication: three chapters 
for work entitled: Caciques, Oligarchical Politics ~the 
Problem £f. Caciouismo in the ~-Hispanic World, edited by 
Kern and Dolkart, as follows: "Caciquismo. The Term and Its 
Variants", 29 pp.; "The Cacique in Spanish Peninsular 
Literature'', J.8 pp.; "The Cacique in Latin American Literature" 
-11-
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and Part II: "Brazil: .Caciques and I coroneis I", 42. pp. 
12. William H. Roberts. Review of Marl:a Antonia Salgado, El 
Arte poliface:tico de las caricaturas juanramonianas (Madrid, 
Insula), forthcoming in t.fodern Language Journal. 
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13. Sabine R. UlibarrL Tierra Amarilla, stories of New t.fexico 
(bilingual edition), UNM Press 1971; La Fragua Sin Fuego, 
(stories and poems of New Mexico), San Marcos Press, Cerrillos, 
New Mexico; £!1. Alma de La Raza (lectures), Cultilral "Jiw.are-
ness Center, UNM. 
D. other research projects or creative work in progress or completed 
during period. 
1. John J. Bergen. The Functions and Meanings of Spanish Count 
and Measure Entity Labels as Revealed through Set Theory 
(in progress). 
2. Garland D. Bills. Pilot study of Navajo dialects. With 
Bernard Spolsky. Faculty grant-in-aid in support of 
research, December 1970-August 1971. Research still in 
progress; revision and testing of Spanish placement test 
for native speakers of New Mexican Spanish. 
3. Gary L. Brower. Translation into English of Altazor of 
Vicente Huidobro (a book-length poem), with Professor 
Enrique Lafourcade. 
4. Ruben Cobos. Finished Southwestern Hispanic Proverbs; 
Anthology of Southwestern Hispanic Folklore. 
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5. Pelayo H. Fernandez. Book on Figures of Speech and 
•rropes (ready for publication in December); book on 
Literary Style and Literary Esthetics (to be finished by 
summer 1972); book on Ramon Perez de Ayala (still in 
progress). 
6. Robert Herron. Modification of doctoral dissertation for 
possible publication in Brazil; "The Two Faces of Lima 
Barreto's Policarpo Quaresma", to be submitted for publi-
cation within the next two months; several other articles 
on Brazilian literature. 
7. Tamara Holzapfel. Completed: an article on "El Informe 
de ciegos o el optimismo de la voluntad" to be published 
in the first issue (1972) of the Revista Iberoamericana. 
"La rebelion metafisica'', Homena,Je .!!. Ernesto Sabato, Latin 
American Publishing Company (1972); "El informe sobre 
ciegos", Ensayos hispanoamericanos, Institute Italo-
Hispanoamericano, Rome (1972); "Relacion entre pol.!tica y 
literatura en Manana~ guerreros, Homenaje.!!. !· Alegrfa, 
L. A. Publishing Company ( 1972); 
8, Jack Kolbert. Gradually phasing out a project that has 
been in progress since 1965: The ~ of Andre Maurois ~ · 
book-length manuscript slowly moving into a new project: 
History .E.f ~ Literary Criticism. 
9. Enrique E. Lamadrid. Co-author of Spanish for Communica-
tion, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston (when completed, 
this series of texts will consist of approximately 15 
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volumes of instructional materials for students and 
teachers);published in November 1971 were: Student Text 
for Level I, 630 pages; Daily Lesson Plans, 365 pages; 108 
Flash Cards to teach reading; 70 Verb slot Charts; Revised 
Visual Grammar of Spanish-set of 406 color posters for the 
teaching of grammatical concepts. 
10. · Reymond R. MacCurdy. Two articles completed and now in 
press. 
11. Donald A. McKenzie. 13-page article, "Lob des Biers und 
Weines in deutschen Hausinschriften," under consideration. 
by Unterrichtspraxis; contract signed with Coronado Press 
for publication of translation from the Latin of 
Dialogues .Q!!. the Arcana of Love and Venus by Luisa sigea, 
ca. 1660. 
12. Patricia Murphy. Stud.y of Voltaire's ideas on comedy and 
laughter, in progress. 
13. George F. Peters. "Why Introduction to Literature", article . 
submitted, under consideration; "The Structural Significance 
. of Marianne's poems to the East· and West Winds in Goethe 1 s 
Divan", paper in progress. 
14. William H. Roberts. Summer research on French sources of 
Ruben Dar!o; continuing work on King Sebastian and his 
reflection in Portuguese letters. 
15. Warren S. Smith, Jr. "Erasmus on Romans "accepted for publi-
/' 
cation by University of Toronto Press (co-authored); will 
work ~ext summer on Galatians commentary to complete the 
volume. Currently preparing an introductory Greek textbook 
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to be ready by next fall. 
E.· Activities in'learned and professional societies. 
1. Ga~ L. Brower. Elected member, Executive Council, 
Rocky Mountain Council on Latin American Studies; paper 
read at Tempe, Arizona; annual meeting of RMCLAS; paper 
read at Stony Brook, N .• Y.; Primer Congr~so Internacional 
sabre la Nueva Narrativa Hispanoamericana; took group of· 
students to Octavia Paz Conference at Oklahoma University. 
2. Ruben Cobos. Read paper: New Mexico Folklore Society, 
April 1971; Symposium U.S. Park Service, Grand Canyon, 
Arizona; Panel Headstart Program, Grants, New Mexico. 
3; Pelayo H. Fernandez. Attended Conference on today' s 
Spanish Novel at Oviedo University; attended Series of 
weekly cultural lectures at Ateneo Jovellanos (Gij6n). 
aao 
4. Robert Herron. Attended: July 12-14, 1971, II National 
Encounter of Brazilian University Professors of Portuguese · 
Literature, Bela Horizonte, Brazil; August 11-13, 1971, VI 
National Encounter of Brazilian Writers, Brasilia, Brazil. 
5. Robert Holzapfel. Attended RMMLA meetin'g; also MLA. 
6, Tamara Holzapfel. Attended RMMLA in Las Vegas, ·October,'. 
7. Jack Kolbert. Member of National Executive Commission of 
American Association of Teachers of French; member of 
Executive Committee, Franco-German Comparative Literature 
Section VII of MLA; appeared· on Colloquium on Franco-
German Literature National MLA, Chicago, Illinois, December 
26; attended AATF national Convention Washington, D. c. 
November 22-28. 
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8. Enrique E. Lamadrid. Annual meetings of the American 
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, Chicago, 
November 22-28. 
9. Raymond R. Mac Curdy. Member of the Executive Coi.mcil of 
the Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association; attended 
annual meeting in Las Vegas, Nevada, October 1971. 
10. Patricia Murphy. Attended 3rd International Congress of 
the Enlightenment - Nancy, France 1971. 
11. Marshall R. Nason. Organizational Committee, 11th Seminar 
on Higher Education in the Americas; UNM Rep. , Washington 
Sessions of Seminar; Latin American Center Directors Mfg. , 
University of Kansas; HEW - Center directors Mtg., Phila-
delphia; National Meetinp;, LASA, Austin, Texas. 
.331. 
12. George F. Peters. Attended New Mexico AATG meeting, October 
21; President, New Me xi co AATG Chapter; attended RMMLA 
meeting in Las Vegas, October. 
13. William H. Roberts. Chairman, Executive Committee for 
Portuguese, MLA. Attended national meeting, Chicago, 
December, new Delegate Assembly, MLA. Executive Committee, 
Phi Lambda Beta, National Honorary Society f'or Portuguese. 
14. Warren ·s. Smith, Jr. ·Attended: conference of American 
Philological Association in Cincinnati, December 1971. 
15. Sabine R. Ulibarr:L Member, Board of Directors, .American 
Association of Teachers of Spanish and. Portuguese. 
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F. Other professional activities. 
1. John J. Bergen. Talk given to the New l.fexico Association 
of Teachers of Foreign Languages on April 24, ·1971 
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:topic: (Trends in Foreign Language Teaching in the U.S.). 
2. Peleyo H. Fernandez. Talk on "The Spanish Tradition of 
New Mexico" at Ateneo Jovellanos (Gij6n). Talk on "The 
Meaning of Hispanidad" at University of Albuquerque. 
3. Robert Herron. T.V. appearance on Quito Station HCJB in 
April, 1971, to explain workings of University of New 
Mexico's Andean Center to Ecuadorean public. 
4. Jack Kolbert. January 5, 1971: "From Sputnik to Viet Nam--
The American Assault against Foreign Languages," Univer-
sity Club .Q! Southern California. March 18, 1971: "Andre 
Maurois, Destin Exemplaire, 11 Oldenborg Public Lectures, 
Pomona College, Claremont, California. March 25, 1971: 
"Michel Butor's Search for Super-Genres," Public Lecture 
at California State College, Dominguez Hills, California. 
April 15, 1971: "Entretiens Litteraires," Pi Delta Phi 
Lecture on the campus of the Uni irersity of Southern 
California. Mey 1, 1971: "La Litterature Frangaise, 
Miroir de la Culture," Main lecturer, Modern and Classical 
Languages Association of Southern California, Sheraton-West 
Hotel, Los Angeles. l.fa.Y 18, 1971: "Andre l-!aurois--L'Homme 
et son Oeuvre," Public Lecture in Community Series of I.e 
Salon Frangais de Los Angeles. Mey 25, 1971: "Depuis le 
N ouvea~ Roman de But or jusqu' aux Stereo-Genres," at 
.-
University of California, Riverside Campus. puhl'ic le~?ture. 
October 16, 1971: "Litterature et Culture--Rapports 
Essentiels," AP.TF of Arizona Meeting, Arizona State 
University, Tempe. October 21, 1971: "L'Unite indivisible 
des belles lett res et de la culture," New Me xi co AP.TF, 
Albuquerque. November 23, 1971: "De Louise Lahe a Robbe-
Grillet-Thematique et Critique," Ai'kansa.S AP.TF, Hot Springs., 
Arkansas. November 23, 1971: "The Language Situation in 
America-1971," Arkansas Foreign Languages AssoCiation, Hot 
Springs, Arkansas, luncheon_ speaker. 
5. Enrique E. Lamadrid. Reader-advisor to Modern Language 
Journal for articles on Spanish linguistics and second 
language methodology. 
6. Ra;yniond R. MacCurd,y. Consultant for the National Foundation 
of the Humanities. 
aaa 
7. Leon J. Marquez. Coordinated a Cultural Awareness program 
(10 lectures) for Forest Service personnel at the Forest 
Service Training Center, Continental Divide (February 1971). 
Directed a four-week intensive Spanish language program at 
the Continental Divide Teaching Center (February 1971). Gave 
five talks to Forest Service personnel at Continental Divide, 
Albuquerque, and Taos ( 1971). Gave several talks to 
elementary and high school teachers (Cultural Awareness 
Center and Special Education). 
8. Marshall R. Nason. 21 Club : "The Latin American Experience: 
'Its relevance for U.S. Higher Education" Latin American 
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Forum: "Ecuador and the· Andean Center". 
9. George F. Peters. Taught USP course,. Spring Semester: 
Hermann Hesse in America. 
10. William H, Roberts. Talk before New Nexico Poetry Society. 
December 11, 1971 on Juan Ramon Jimenez and readings from 
the English translation, done by my wife and me. of 
PLATERO Y YO. 
ll. Sabine R. Ulibarr:L Lectures at: Santa Fe, El Paso, 
Albuquerque, Las Vegas, New Mexico; San Diego, California; 
Tulsa, Oklahoma; Fort Worth, Texas; Lubbock, Texas; 
Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico. 
12. Rosemarie Welsh. Initiation presentation for German 
Honor Society at Manzano High School, Albuquerque, in April 
1971. 
G. Non-teaching University service. 
1. John J. Bergen. Coordinator of Spanish 251, 252, 254; advi-
sor for MATS degree candidates; member of sub-committee I, 
. Arts and Sciences Faculty Advisory Council; member of de-
partmental committee for the study of the Arts and Sciences 
foreign language requirement; coordinator for visit of 
El Grupo Once al Sur (Argentinian theatrical company). 
2. Garland D. Bills. Assistant Chairman, Department of 
Modern and Classical Languages ; member, Coordinating 
Committee, Program in Linguistics and Language Pedagogy. 
3. Gary L. Brower. Undergraduate advisor, Spanish majors; 
head, Department Library Committee (since September'). 
-19-
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4. Ruben Cobos. University College advisor.. Director of the · 
departmental lecture series Aspectos de la Cultura Hispanica. 
5. Robert Herron. Administrative: Semester II, 1970-71 and 
Semester I, 1971-72, Resident Director of UNM's Andean Study 
and Research Center; adVising: to all 37 students of Center. 
6. Robert Holzapfel. Associate Chairman of German; chairman 
of the··Building Committee, 
7. Tamara Holzapfel. Advisor to Spanish graduate students; 
coordina~or of Graduate Studies (Spanish). 
8. Jack Kolbert. Reader for University of New Mexico Press 
and the Romance Languages Quarterly, Director and advisor 
in graduate work in French at UNM. Member of Humanities 
(NEH) Committee for Dean Wollman. Member Committee on 
French-Spanish for Dean Wollman. Organized ·"French Week in 
Claremont," April 1971, Claremont Colleges. 
9. Enrique E. Lamadrid. Training and supervision of Spanish 
GA's and.TA's; coordinator of lower division courses; 
consultant, Bilingual Program in College of Education. 
10. Raymond R. MacCurdy. Chairman, University Press Committee; 
member of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure. 
11. Donald A! McKenzie. Faculty advisor for lower division 
Latin. 
12. Patricia r~urphy. Graduate Committee; Fulbright Screening 
Committee. 
13. Marshall R. Nason. Director, Latin American Center; 
Director, Ibero-American Ph. D. program; Campus Chairman, 
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Title VI NDEA fellowship program; Coordinator, Seminar 
on Higher Education in the Americas; Chairman, ISRAD 
Subcommittee of the Research Policy Committee (2/71-
10/71); Member, Executive Committee, Institute for Social 
Research and Development; Chairman, Advisory Committee, 
Latin American Center; Director, Andean Center, Quito; 
State Chairman, Fulbright Committee. 
14. George F. Peters. Curricula Committee (Sec.); Department 
Advisory Committee; Arts and Sciences Advisory Committee; 
Coordinator, lower division courses in German. 
15. William H. Roberts. Departmental chairman; advisor to 
new Spanish graduate students. 
16. Wa:r;-ren S. Smith, Jr. Member, Library Committee of the 
department. 
' 17. Sabine R. Ulibarri. Spanish undergraduate major advisor; 
Chairman· of Scholarships, Prizes and Loans Committee; 
member of departmental Executive Committee; member of illiM 
Alumni Association Board of Directors; President of 
.Profesores Por La Raza. 
18. Rosemarie Welsh. Until June· on M.L. advisory committee. 
19. Julian E. Hhite, Jr. Graduate advisor (French); Depart-
mental Committee of Promotion and Tenure; Departmental 
Advisory Committee. 
H. PUblic Service. 
1. Ruben Cobos. l.fember, San Felipe School Board. 
-21-
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2. Jack Kolbert. On board of Albuquerque Jewish Welfare 
Ftmd; Board of Jewish Experiment in Learning; Columbia 
University Alumni Club, Secretary-Treasur~·r. 
3. Sabine R. UlibarrL Consultant, U.S. Office of Civil 
Rights; member of Board of Directors of Colonial New 
Mexico Historical .Fotmdation. 
-22-
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The Report of the Department of Philosophy 
July 1, 1971 -June 30, 1972 
Paul F. Schmidt, Chairman 
I. General Departmental Information 
A. Significant Achievements 
I would like to repeat what I said in the opening 
of my report for 1970-71, because it is still true and 
important. Nhat may not appear as flashy ne~o1s but in 
fact is of major significance consists in the steady 
growth of the department at all levels unhampered by 
any crises among students or staff. Ne are working 
together and education goes fon1ard. 
In the Hay 1972 commencement we shall graduate two 
more doctorates: Professor Janet Triplett teaches 
at New Mexico Highlands University in their department 
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of philosophy and Professor Wilford Paul teaches at New 
Mexico State University. By August 1972, we fully expect 
two more doctorates to be completed by Charles Harriman 
and Julius Cranston. Mr. Cranston will join our own 
department on a half-time appointment for 1972-73. 
Master Degrees will be awarded to half a dozen candidates 
some of whom will continue study toward their doctorate 
in our program. 
Visiting Professor Wayne McEvilly was awarded an 
American Institute of Indian Studies FellO\'lShip for study 
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in Poena, India for 1972-73. Professor Charlene l-1cDermott 
has been away on leave on a ~ational Endowment for the 
Humanities Fellowship for 1971-72, and will return in 
the fall. 
Professor Brian O'Neil was on sabbatical leave for 
the second semester of 1971-72, "continuing his research 
on Descartes. He will be Acting Chairman for 1972-73, 
while Professor Schmidt is away on sabbatical and leave 
without pay. 
Professor Tuttle was appointed Director of Graduate 
Studies for Philosophy and will continue in that position. 
Professor Bahm traveled to Indonesia to represent the 
U. S. at the founding of the Indones"ian Philosophical 
Society. 
The department has continued its practice of holding 
departmental meetings which include both faculty along 
with TA and GA., organized in a 'quaker' meeting style 
continuing discussion of topics until reasonable con~ 
sensus emerges. Such meetings have helped morate between 
graduate students and faculty. Further, in our search 
and evaluation of several new additions to the faculty 
we have created a committee of three graduate students, 
one for each appointment, to read all credentials, join 
faculty discussion '\>lith one vote in the selecj:ion. 
These two practices have created integration and com-
munication giving a needed role to student participation. 
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Significant additions of books and journals were 
made to the Philosophy Department Library. This Library, 
created in 1966, functions like a laboratory of science, 
central to our studies. 
During the year Philosophy Club met regularly with 
papers given alternately by staff and graduate students. 
Responsibility for the program is one of the activities 
of Phi Sigma Tau, National Philosophy Honorary. New 
members joining Phi Sigma Tau for 1970-71 numbered 15. 
The annual meeting of the New Mexico-West Texas 
Philosophical Society was held in Santa Fe on April 
21-23, 1972. 
New courses have been designed artd approved as follows: 
Cosmology, Theory of Knowledge, Hellenic Philosophy, 
Classical Political Philosophy, and Modern Political 
Philosophy. Course description for them can be found in 
the 1972-73 general catalogue. 
Enrollment in Philosophy has continued to increase 
by about 40% over the corresponding 1st semester last 
year. New addition to the staff to meet these increasing 
student loads have been made. 
B. Significant Plans. 
A new faculty appointment was made with a special 
emphasis on religious studies. When this person is with 
us in 1972-73, the department will complete its planning 
of a new minor in Religious Studies. This new minor will 
provide better utilization of some of our courses and will 
-4-
involve the addition of some new courses in this area 
in 1972-73, such as Modern Religious Thought, Old and 
New Testament Theology, and Philosophical Theology. 
c. New Appointment to Staff. 
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Carl Stern was appointed Assistant Professor effective 
July 1, 1972. He holds an A.B. from Reed College, Master 
in philosophy from Yale and is completing his Ph.D. at 
Yale. 
Donald Lee was appointed Assistant Professor effective 
July l, 1972. He holds an A.B. from California Institute 
of Technology, M.A. from the University of California at 
Berkeley and Ph.D. from the University of California at 
San Diego (LaJolla). He held a half-time appointment in 
our department for this year, 1971-72. 
Matthieu Casalis was appointed Assistant Professor 
effective July 1, 1972. He holds a Ph.D. in Theology 
from the University of Strasbourg, and a Ph.D. in 
Philosophy from the University of Paris, Paris, France. 
He will help the department plan and implement its pro-
posed net'l minor in Religious Studies. 
Helena Eilstein was appointed Associate Professor 
effective July 1, 1972. She received her M.A. and Ph.D. 
in Philosophy from Warsaw University, Warsaw, Poland. 
She has taught at the University of Warsaw in Poland at 
the London School of Economics, and the University of 
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Pittsburgh. Her special interest are philosophy of 
science and Marxist studies, especially Eastern Europe. 
Julius Cranston was appointed Instructor or Assistant 
Professor depending on completion of his Ph.D. for half-
time, effective July 1, 1972. His B.S. in Mathematics 
and M.A. in Philosophy are from the University of 
New Mexico. 
One of these appointments will replace Professor Bahm 
who \~ill retire on July 1, 1973, in the meantime replacing' 
Professor Schmidt on leave for 72-73. The others are new 
additions to meet our increasing enrollments. 
D. Separations from the Staff. 
None 
II. Composite of Information £rom Individual Biographical 
Supplements 
1. Advanced Study. 
Professor Goodman was a\~arded the Ph.D. from Johns 
Hopkins University, November 1971. Thesis: Some 
Psychological Phenomena and the Nature of Perceiving. 
2. Sabbaticals, leaves, travel, etc. 
Professor Brian O'Neil was on sabbatical Semester II, 
1971-72. Professor Charlene McDermott had a leave without 
pay, holding a National Endowment for the Humanities 
Fellowship for 1971-72 for translation and commentary of 
an early Tibetan Logic from the Tibetan language. 
-6-
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Research was done in India and Madison, Wisconsin. 
Professor Bahm traveled to Indonesia for the Foundation 
of the Indonesian Philosophical Society, January 13-16, 
19 72. Professor Schmidt traveled in France, Switzerland, 
Germany, Holland for the summer of 1971 for research on 
Gertrude Stein. 
3. New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc. 
' 
Professor Bahm: Vice-president and Chairman of 
Section VIII, "The Future of Philosophy" for the XV 
World Congress of Philosophy, Varna, Bulgaria, September 
17-22, 1973. Also awarded a Certificate of Meritorious 
Achievement for significant accomplishment in Philosophy 
by the Director of Education Specialists. 
4. Publications. 
Alexander: 
Bahm: 
McDermott: 
Schmidt: 
"Transformational Grammar and Aristot-
elian Logic" in Southwestern: Journal 
of Philos. (Vol. II, Nos. 1 & 2, 
Spr~ng & Summer 1971) pp. 57-64. 
"A Multiple-Aspect Theory of Time," 
The South~'lestern JournaJ nf ·Philosophy, 
Vol: II, Nos. 1 & 2, Spring and Summer, 
1971, pp. 163-171. 
"What is Needed to Achieve New Morale in 
America," Journal of Thought, Vol. 6, 
No. 4, Nov. 1971, pp. 204-209. 
"Of Catless Grins and Sundry Related 
Topics," Journal of Indian Philosophy, 
Vol. 2. -
"Empty Subject Terms in Late Buddhist 
Logic, "Journal of Indian Philosophy, 
Vol. 1, #1, pp. 23-30. 
Rebelling, Loving and Liberation; A 
Metaphys~cs of the Concrete, Hummingbird 
Press, 1971. 
Review of "The Intuition of Zen and 
Bergson" By H. Yamaguchi in Philosophy 
East-Nest 21 (1971) 92-93 
-7-
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5. Other Research Projects, in Progress or Completed. 
Alexander: 
Bahm: 
The Language of Philosophy, UNM Press 
Directory of American Philosophers VI, 
1972-73. Published by the Philosophical 
Documentation Center, Bowling Green 
University, Bowling Green, Ohio. 
Chapter in book: "How We and I 
Creatively Enhance Each.Other," to 
be published by Center for Creative 
Center for Creative Interchange, Des 
Moines, .in vi ted. 
"Vision and Achievement," Sri Aurobindo 
Birth Centenary Commemorative Volume, 
ed~ted by V.M. Reddy, Inst~tute of 
Human Study, . Osmania university, Hyderabad, 
invited. 
"Science is Not Value Free," Policy 
Sciences, accepted. 
"Chanoyu as Cosmic Communion," Chanoyu.-
Quarterly, Kyoto, accepted. 
"Is a Universal Science of Aesthetics 
Possible?" Journal of Aesthetics and 
~.criticism, accepted. 
"Wholes and Parts," The Southwestern 
Journal of Philosoph~accepted. 
"Philosophers Fail Educators. Educators 
Fail Philosophers," Proceed of the South-
western Society for Ph~losopfiY of Educa-
t~on, 1972, accepted. --
"Our Unfinished Revolutions," Proceedings 
of the New Mexico-West Texas Ph~losophy · 
Soc~ety;-accepted. 
"Demo-Speci-Ocracy," Policy Sciences, 
accepted. 
"Stages in the Development of Interreligious 
Attitudes," Indian Philosophy and Culture, 
accepted. 
"The Organicist Theory of Truth," The 
Southwestern Journal of Philosophy;-accepted. 
-B-
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Bahm (cont.) 
Evans: 
McDermott: 
O'Neil: 
Tuttle: 
Review of Oliver Reiser's Cosmic 
Humanism, The Philosophy ~' 
accepted, 
"General Systems Theory as Philosophy," 
General Systems Journal, submitted 
"Is 'World Law• Enough for World Peace?". 
submitted to The World Federalist, 
accepted. -- ---
"Foundations for Non-Linear Logic," 
submitted. 
"The Crisis in Western Religions." 
submitted. 
"Deficiencies in l'lhi tehead 's Philosophy." 
submitted, 
Review of Hugo W, Thompson's Love-Justice 
A Contemporary Sbudy of Modern Eth~cs, 
submitted to The Journal of Thought. 
Continued work on Truth-Functional Logic. 
"Notes on the Assertoric and Modal Proposi-
tional Logic of the Pseudo-Scotus," to 
appear in a forthcoming issue of the 
Journal of the History of Philosophy. 
"Asanga's Defense of Alayavijnana," to 
appear in a forthcoming issue of The 
Journal of Indian Philosophy. --
Translation of Rgyal-tshab's commentary 
on Dharmakirti 1 s Nyayabindu (plus 
explanatory preface) - ~n progress. 
Translation into English of G. Tucci's 
Storia deller filosofia indiana - in 
progress. 
Article for the Richard Robinson 
Nemorial Volume - in progress. 
Book on Cartesian Epistemology in Progress 
Readings in 20th Century Political 
Philosophy, The Idea of Subjectivity in 
Recent German Philosophy. 
-9-
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6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies. 
Alexander: 
Bahm: 
Continued to serve as Secr.-Treas. for 
New Mexico and West Texas Philos. Soc., 
Planned and arranged for annual meeting 
held at Sheraton Western. Skies in 
Albuquerque April 1971. Attended 
National Convention of Phi Sigma Tau 
a national councilman. Position continued. 
Continuing as member of the American 
Philosophical Assoc. Committee on Interna-
tional Cooperation and its Secretary 
for Asian Affairs. Arranging for free 
subscriptions to American Philosophical 
journals for Asian University libraries 
under an Asia Foundation grant. 
Meetings attended and papers read:. 
Amer. Philos. Assoc., Western Div., 
Palmer House, Chicago, May 6-8, 1971. 
Report at Annual Business Heeting for 
Committee on International Cooperation. 
Amer. Society for Value Inquiry, Palmer 
House, Chicago, May 6, 1971. 
Society for Philosophy and Public Affairs 
Chicago, Palmer House, Hay 6, 1971. 
New Hexico-West Texas Philosophical Society,. 
Albuquerque, New Mex., Western Skies, 
April 23-25, 1971. 
Paper: "Our Unfinished Revolutions." 
April 25. 
Southwestern Philosophy of Education Sociev£1 
Albuquerque, New Mex. Western Skies, 
Nov. 4-6, 1971. 
"Philosophers Fail Educators. 
Educators Fail Philosophers." 
Southwestern Phil. Soc., Seillwater, Okla. 
State Univ., Nov. 11-13, 1971. 
Paper: "Wholes and Parts." 
Arner. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science, 
Philadelphia, Dec. 28-31, 1971. 
Bahm (cont.) 
McDermott: 
Schmidt: 
Schueler: 
Tuttle: 
. -10-
Paper: "Foundations for Non-Linear Logic,"' 
as participant in a symposium on 
"Non-Linear Studies in the Sciences 
and Humanities. 
Paper read at AOS Meetings, Harvard, 
April, 1971 as part of a symposium 
on alayavijnana. 
American Philosophical Association, 
Pacific Div. 1971. 
Attended Pacific Division meeting of 
Amer. Philos. Assoc., Los Angeles, 
Calif. March 1971. 
Attended meeting of the American Society 
for Phenomenology and Existential 
Philosophy, Oct. 1971. 
7. Other Professional Activities. 
Alexander: 
Bahm: 
Arranged and served as interrogator on a 
bi-monthly series "This is ~our University" 
over KNME-TV, tl1rough Spring semester. 
Seminar Series: First Presbyterian, Church, 
"The Establishment: Can We Support It?'1 
May 2, 1971. Talk on "Is It Too Late For 
The Church?" 
Highland High, Albuquerque, Miss Colvard's 
class, May 17, 1971, "Atheism." 
Bernalillo H ~h School, Mer ill Moore's 
class, October 20, 1971, "Asian Philosophers. 
St. John's College, Santa Fe, Guest Lecture 
Series, October, 1971, "Conflicts in 
Asian and Western Philosophical Ideals." 
Philosophy Colloquim, UNM, October, 1971. 
"Will Organic Logic 'Finish' 'Our 
Unfinished Revolutions'?" 
Editorship: Invited in September 1971, 
by Dr. N.s.s. Raman, Department of 
Philosophy, Panjab University, Chandigarh-14 
India to serve as an editor of a volume 
of essays in Comparative Philosophy honoring 
P. T. Raju, contemporary comparative 
philosopher. 
. r 
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Balun (cont.) Consultant: Kearny S Cate. College, Kearny, 
Nebraska, January 1971, regarding initiat-
ing a department of philosophy. 
Schueler: 
Reader.: University of Pittsburgh Press 
for a book on The Philosophic Tradi·tions 
of India. 
Read paper at Pitzer College, Claremont 
California, January 1971. 
B. Non-teaching University service: 
Alexander: 
Bahm: 
Schmidt: 
Schueler: 
Tuttle: 
9. Public Service 
None. 
Chairman, Curricula Committee, continued 
for 71-72. 
Chairman, Promotion Advisory Committee in 
Humanities, College A & S, continued 
71-72. 
Faculty sponsor and advisor of local.chapter 
Phi Sigma Tau, continued. 
University Committee on Asian StUdies. 
Arts and Sciences Ad Hoc Committee on 
Communication skills. 
Danforth Fellowship SelectionCommittee. 
Chairman, Department of Philosophy. 
Member of Faculty Policy Committee, 
American Studies Committee. 
Serving on Professor Ames' (Chmn.) committee 
on 4 course plan. · 
Editing Philosophy Department's Introduction 
course booklet, serving on A & S Dean's 
advisory committee. 
Graduate Advisor, Dept. of Philosophy 
Faculty Advisor, UC 
Dean's Advisory Committee 
The Report of the Department 
of Physics and Astronomy 
July 1, 1971 -June 30, 1972 
Victor H. Regener., Chairman 
I. General Departmental Information 
Increase 
A. Significant Achievements During the Academic Year 1971-72 
1. Departmental Operation 
The following table shows student credit hours (averages' for 
Semester I and Semester II) for this department over the last 
four years, the number of graduate students in the department, 
and the number of degrees granted. Campus faculty of this 
department contributed to the teaching at the Los Alamos Graduate 
Center, with three faculty members commuting in.Semester I, and 
three in Semester II. 
1968-69 
4,378 
Student Credit Hours, Physics and Astronomy 
(Average, Semester ~-II) 
1969-70 1970-71 
4,419 4,747 
1% 7.4% 21.8% 
1971-72 
5,780 
2 350 
Number of Graduate Students Enrolled 
(Semester I figures) 
1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 
75 70 78 70 
Number of Degrees Granted 
June 1969 June 1970 June 1971 June 1972 
B.S. 19 14 9 9 
M.S. 12 9 11 6 
Ph.D. 2 2 5 4 
The continuing heavy involvement of the department in research is 
shown in the follmdng table for 1968-69 through 1971-72. Starred 
figures for 1971-72 include extrapolations for the last fe1~ months, 
for which final data are not yet available. 
1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 
(1) Departmental budget, 
original figures $280,000 $305,367 $335,170 $378,460 
(2) Departmental budget, 
actual expenditures 280,000 305,367 335,170 378,460* 
(3) Sponsored research 
expenditures 563,036 396,301. 326,208 300,000* 
(4) Overhead to University 
from grants and contracts 99,108 75,676 67,145 41,000* 
(5) Money for grants and 
contracts received 
during the year from 
outside sources 365,300 456,245 349;777 383,599 
(6) Active grants and con-
tracts at end of year 2,020,621 1,979,581 2,221,218 2,297,836 
2. Review of course offerings 
Courses at all levelS were again scrutinized in the fall of 1971. 
One new course was added: Physics 104. Introduction to Environ-
mental Physics. 
B. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future 
·During the report year a new building housing elementary physics 
laboratories, together with a lecture hall, was built. Thus, we 
are now in a much better position to handle our instruction of 
elementary physics.- In this connection we have expressed to the 
College of Engineering our interest in improving the instruction 
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of the Physics lecture sequence 160, 161, 262, and of the laboratories 
163L and 2641. In particular, we are hopeful that we cart soon make 
a start with offering recitation sections along with Physics 160. 
C. Appointments to Staff for 1971-72 
David Wolfe, Assistant Professor 
E. Sabbaticals during 1971-72 
Derek Swinson, Associate Professor, Semesters I and II. 
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II. Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements 
I. Advanced Study 
Alan W. Peterson 
Attended the short course "Detection of Infrared Radiation" August 9-13 
at the University of California at Santa Barbara. 
2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching e!sewhere,·travel, etc., 
during the period 
Harjit S. Ah!U\~alia 
Traveled to: a) 1Vashington, D. C. to attend the Fifty-Second Meeting 
of the American Geophysical Union, b) Hobart, Tasmania, Australia 
to attend the 12th International Conference on Cosmic Rays, and 
c) San Juan, Puerto Rico to attend !36th Meeting of the American 
Astronomical Society and the Joint Meeting of the Divisions of High 
Energy Astrophysics (MS) and of Cosmic Physics (APS). 
Colston Chandler 
Two 1~eek working conference in theoretical physics at the Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California in July 1971, supported 
by money from the Research Allocations Committee. 
John L. Howarth 
Sabbatical leave until June 1971; Visiting Professor, Department of 
Anatomy, University of Bristol, England. 
Derek B. Swinson 
Travel to Hobart, Tasma11ia, Australia to attend 12th International 
Conference on Cosmic Rays, to New Zealand. Sabbatical leave starting 
September 1971 at University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 
3. Ne1~ scholastic honors, fellowships, etc. 
Harjit S. Ahluwalia 
Elected to the membership of the Nel~ York Academy of Sciences. 
4. Publications 
Harjit S. Ahlw~alia 
Energy Response Characteristics of an Underground Muon Telescope, Bull. 
Am. Phys. Soc., 16, 655, 1971. . 
Median Primary Energy of Response of a Cosmic Ray Telescope Underground, 
J. Geophys. Res., 76, 5358, 1971. 
*The Sidereal Diurnal Variation of Medium Energy Cosmic Rays, Trans. Am. 
Geophys. Union, g, 313, 1971. 
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*Coupling Functions Applicable to the Underground Meson Telescopes, 
J. Geophys. Res., 76, 6613, 1971. 
*on the Study of the Sidereal Anisotropy of Cosmic Rays 1vith Muon 
Telescopes Underground. Paper )G-80, Twelfth International Conference 
on Cosmic Rays, Hobart. Conference Papers (University of Tasmania), 
.!_, 279' 1971. 
*A Secular Variation of the Limiting Primary Rigidity of the Solar 
Diurnal Anisotropy of Cosmic Rays. Paper MOD-30, T1velfth Inter-
national Conference on Cosmic Rays, Hobart. Conference Papers 
(University of Tasmania),~· 641, 1971. 
*storage of Energetic Particles in the Solar Atmosphere. 
Twelfth International Conference on Cosmic Rays, Hobart. 
Papers (University of Tasmania),~. 468, 1971. 
Paper SOL-13, 
Conference 
*on the Relationship Between the Solar Coronal Green Line Intensity 
and the Limiting Primary Rigidity of the Solar Diurnal Anisotropy 
of Cosmic Rays. To appear in the Bull. Am. Astron. Soc., 1971. 
Seymour S. Alpert 
Dependence of Refractive Index Temperature Coefficient on the Thermal 
Expansivity of Liquid, Am.·J. Phys. 39, 834 (1971). 
Charles L. Beckel 
Factors Pertinent to Water Quality in the Albuquerque Metropolitan 
Area - Addendum, Albuquerque Urban Observatory Report, May 1971, 
Editor. · 
Comparison of Actual and Linearly Extrapolated Dissociation Energies 
of Diatomic Molecules, J. Mol. Spectry. Dec. (1971), co-author. 
Energy Calculation for Isomeric Structures of Deoxycytidine-3'-
monophosphate, Chem. Phys. Lett. Dec. (1971), co-author. 
Howard C. Bryant 
Experimental Determination of the Inelastic Neutron Form Factor by 
Scattering of 12 GeV Muons on Hydrogen, Carbon and Copper, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 26,34 (1971), co-authors: W. L. Lakin, T. J. Braunstein, J. 
Cos, B:-D. Dieterle, M. L. Perl, IV. T. Toner, T. F. Zip£. . 
Comparison of Muon-Proton and Electron-Proton Deep Inelastic Scattering, 
Phys. Lett. 36B, No. 3, 251 (1971), co-authors: IL T. Toner, T. J. 
Braunstein, ~L. Lakin, F. Martin, M. L. Perl, T. F. Zip£, B. D. 
Dieterle. 
Inelastic Scattering of 12 GeV Muons by Protons, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 
Series II 16, No. 4 (1971), co-authors: T. J. Braunstein, J. Cox, 
W. L. Lakin, F. Martin, M. L. Perl, IV. T. Toner, T. F. Zip£, B. D. 
Dieterle. 
6 
Production of Pulsed Particle Beams by Photodetachment of H-, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 27, 1628 (1971), co-authors: P. A. Lovoi 
and G. G. Ohlsen.-
The Fisheye Pinhole Camera, contribution to Physics Demonstration 
Experiments, 1040 (1970). Edited by Harry F. Meiners, The Ronald 
Press Co., New York. Library of Congress Catalog No. 69-14674. 
Colston Chandler 
On Nonrelativistic Positive-a Landau Surfaces, Helv. Phys. Acta 
42' 101 (1971). 
Byron D. Dieterle 
Experimental Determination of the Inelastic Neutron Form Factor by 
Scattering of 12 GeV Muons on Hydrogen, Carbon and Copper, Phys; 
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Rev. Lett. 26, 34 (1971), co-authors: W. L. Lakin, T. J. Braunstein, 
J. Cox, H. G." Bryant, M. L. Perl, W. T. Toner, T. F. Zipf. 
Comparison of Muon-Proton and Electron-Proton Deep Inalastic Scattering, 
Phys. Lett 36B, No. 3, 251 (1970), co-authors: W. T. Toner, T. J. 
Braunstein,~ L. Lakin, F. Martin, M. L. Perl, T. F. Zipf, H. C. 
Bryant. 
Inelastic Scattering of 12 GeV Muons by Protons, Bull. Am. Phys. 
Soc. Series II 16, No. 4 (1971), co-authors: T. J. Braunstein, J. 
Cox, W. L, Lakin,- F. Martin, M. L. Perl, IV. T. Toner, T. F. Zipf, 
H. C. Bryant. 
Angular Correlations in the Electroproduction of Rho Mesons, paper 
accepted for publication in Nuovo Cimento. 
John L. Howarth 
Approaches to Liability for Remote Causes: The L01~-Level Radiation 
Example, Io1~a Law Revie1~, 56, 531 (1971), co-author: 1~. Noel Keyes; 
also reprinted in Personallnjury Annual, Matthew Bender (1971). 
Acute Radiation Injury in Neonatally Thymectomized Germ-Free Mice: 
Hematopoietic and Morphologic Consequences, Arch. Path. 91, 119 (1971), 
co-authors.: \~. E. Doughty, R. E. Anderson and S. Tokuda-:-
David S. King 
Theoretical Pulsation Constants and Cepheid Masses, accepted for 
publication in Astrophysical Journal - January 15, 1972. 
A Physical Interpretation of Recent Period-Luminosity Relations for 
RR Lyrae Variables, accepted for publication in Astrophysical Journal 
- March 15, 1972. 
Alan IV. Peterson 
The T1~ilight Flash of Sodium, Sky and Telescope, 334, June 1971, 
co-author: Lois M. Kieffaber. 
Airglow Fluctuations at 2. 2 Microns, submitted to Journal of 
Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics July 1971, co-author: Lois 
M. Kieffaber. 
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Derek B. Swinson 
Solar Modulation Origin of "Sidereal" Cosmic Ray Anisotropies, 
J. Geophys. Res. 76, 4217 (1971). 
The Interpretation-of Sidereal Cosmic Ray Anisotropies, Conference 
Papers (University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia) 1, 284 (1971). 
Anisotropies of Related Cosmic Ray Density Gradients, Conference 
Papers (University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia) 2, 588 (1971}. 
How To Do a Real \'lheelie, Skiing 24, No. 2, 85 (197l}. 
David M. Wolfe 
Measurement of Up-Dmm Asymmetries in Beta Decay of Polarized 
Lambdas, Phys. Rev. Letts. 27, 612 (1971). 
Direct Momentum Determination of a Medium-Energy Particle Beam 
Using Time-of-Flight and Range Techniques, submitted to Nucl. 
Instr. and Methods: 
5. Other research projects or creative work in progress cif completed 
during the period. 
Harjit S. Ahluwalia 
(a} Sandia Corporation Contra.ct #51-0059, Task 1, $24,820, Solar 
Energetic Particles, 1969-1971, was terminated on June 20, 1971, 
(b) NSF Grant #GA-4267, $23,500, Cosmic Ray Intensity Variations 
During Years of Increasing Solar Activity, 1969-1971, was terminated 
on December 31, 1971, (c) A research proposal entitled "Solar-
Terrestrial Relationships of the Cosmic Ray Intensity Variations" 
has been submitted to the NSF as UNM #135/100 for $79,665. 
Seymour S. Alpert 
NSF Grant No. GB-31110X, $40,000, two years, "Kinetics and 
Mechanisms of Macromolecular-Interactions Using Quasi-Elastic 
Laser Light Scattering." 
Charles L. Beckel 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, $3594.44, "Theoret-
ical Study of Properties of and Transitions Involving.Excited 
Electronic States of 1-12+," June to August 1971. 
Howard C. Bryant 
"A Study of Optical Surface Waves on Water," National Science 
Foundation, $19,800, 9/70-9/72 (in progress). 
"Nucleon Physics at Los Alamos Meson Facility" sponsored by NSF 
institutional grant (in progress). 
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Colston Chandler 
(1) Summer research sponsored by NASA ($3,850, 1 July to 3l August 
1971) entitled "S-Matrix Approach to the Nonrelativistic Quantum 
Mechanical N-Body Problem," (2) Unsponsored continuation of above 
project is in progress, (3) A study of the infrared problem in 
quantum electrodynamics is in p.rogress. 
Christopher Dean 
(1) Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance equipment revised and rebuilt for 
research on single crystals, testing in progress, (2) New lecture 
demonstration equipment for Musical Acoustics course designed; pre-
liminary versions built and used in classes. 
Byron D. Dieterle 
(1) Preparation for experiment at meson facility at Los Alamos 
"Neutron Production by Protons on Deuterium," (2) Collaboration 
with SLAC at Stanford on 11Electroproduction of Rho Hesons'' experi-
ment, (3) Proposal for "Laser Photodetachment Apparatus" to be 
installed at Los Alamos, (4) Proposal for Time-of-Flight neutron 
exp~rirnent using above installation. 
John R. Green 
(1) Continued research on NSF Grant GP-20230 ($48,100 from 15 June 
1970 to 14 June 1972) for research involving dielectric properties 
and phase transformations in plastic solids, (2) Continued reorgani-
zation of l01~er division physics laboratories, 
John L. Howarth 
Continuing research on psychophysical problems in visual perception. 
David S. King 
Research is presently being carried out on "Nonlinear Pulsation of 
Variable Stal's" in coUaboration with J. Cox of JILA, The University 
of Colorado. This research is being sponsored by the National 
Science Foundation. Current grant is for one year in the amount of 
$16,000. 
Christopher P. Leavitt 
(1) NASA grant in the amount of $1,129,102 for OSO Neutron Detector 
Data Analysis, expires December 1972, (2) Planning for n-production 
experiment to be carried out at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility 
(LAMPF) (no outside funding). 
Alan W. Peterson 
(a) NASA-GSFC/UNM Agreement Work Statement No. 8, "Eclipse Photometry," 
$25,000, 6/1/71 to 6/1/72, (b) NASA-GSFC/UNM Agreement l~ork Statement 
No. 14, "Infrared Eclipse Spectrometry," $13,500, 12/1/71 to 12/1/72, 
(c) NGL 32-004-036, "Thermal Radiation From Interplanetary Dust," 
$26,000, 12/1/71-11/30/72, (d) Completion of analysis of March 7, 
1970 eclipse observations, NSF, $13,400, 2/70 to 2/71. 
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Victor H. Regener 
Several sponsored and unsponsored projects. 
Derek B. S1dnson 
(a) Work completed on NSF Grant GA-1513 entitled "Solar Activity 
Influence Upon the Time Variation of Cosmic Rays Underground," 
$120,100, July 1, 1968-June 30, 1970 and extended to June 30, 1971, 
(b) NASA Work Statement No. 7, "Interplanetary Cosmic Ray Anisot-
ropies and the Co-Rotating Solar Magnetic Field, $4,366, July 1-
August 31, 1971, (c) Started on NSF Grant GA-30591, ''Investigation 
of Cosmic Ray Anisotropies in Interplanetary Space Using Under-
ground Cosmic Ray Detectors, $61,400, September 1, 1971-February 28, 
1974. 
David M. Wolfe 
Preparation of experiments to be performed at the new LAMPP machine 
of the Los Alamos Lab. 
6. Activities in learned and professional societies. 
HarJit S. Ahllllvalia 
Participated in the meetings of the professional societies listed 
in #2 above. Papers 3 to 8*, in #4 above, were read at these 
meetings. 1 also addressed the Albuquerque Archaeological Society 
at its meeting on July 6, 1971. The archaeology of the ruins of 
Machuu Pichuu was discussed in a slide-sh011. 
Seymour S. Alpert 
Attended Conference on Laser Engineering Applications at l~ashington, 
D.C. on June 1-4, 1971. 
Charles L. Beckel 
(1) Presented two papers at 26th Symposium on Molecular Structure 
and Spectroscopy at Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, June 16-
18, 1971: "Semi-empirical MO Calculations for Isomeric Structures 
of a DNA Nucleotide," and "Properties of the Zp11u and 3dag States 
of H2+,n (2) Attended meeting on "Potential Energy Surfaces of 
Molecules and Related Atom-Atom and Atom-Molecule Scattering,'' 
October 4, 1971 at National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, 
Maryland, (3) UNM Chapter Sigma Xi-member Executive Committee. 
Howard C. Bryant 
Attended: (a) LAMPF Summer Study Session, Los Alamos, August 9-14, 
1971, (b) Fifth LAMPF Users Heeting, Los Alamos, November 8-9, 1971 
Gave 15 minute talk: "Laser Photodetachment of W" to Nucleon 
Physics Laboratory group meeting. 
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Byron D. Dieterle 
Attended LAMPF Users Meeting, Los Alamos, August 1971. 
John L. Howarth 
Attended meeting of National Collegiate Honors Council, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, October 21-23, 1971. 
Christopher P. Leavitt 
(a) Member, Nucleon Physics Steering Committee, LAMPF Users Group 
(Los Alamos), (b) Member, Technical Advisory Committee, LAMPP 
Users Group (Los Alamos). 
Alan W. Peterson 
(a) "The Twilight and Airglow at 2.2 Microns," presented at AAAS 
meeting at Tempe, Arizona, April 13-15, 1971 (11ith Lois M. Kieffaber), 
(b) "A Determination of the Vaporization Temperature of Circumsolar 
Dust at 4-Solar Radii," presented at the 135th American Astronomical 
Society Meeting at Amherst, Mass., August 24-27, 1971. 
Victor H. Regener 
Chariman, local committee for meeting June S-7, 1972, of American 
Physical Society on UNM campus. 
Derek B. S11inson 
Attended 12th International Conference on Cosmic Rays, Hobart, 
Tasmania, Australia in August 1971 and read the two papers listed 
in section 4. 
David M. Nolfe 
Users Group Meetings at the National Accelerator Laboratory (May 1971) 
and at Los Alamos (November 1971). 
7. Other professional activities. 
Harjit S. Ahlui1alia 
(1) I am a referee for the articles published in the Journal of 
Geophysical Research and also for proposals submitted to the NSF, 
(2) Gave t11o lectures entitled, "The Sikhs," and "The Khalsa Panth," 
to Professor A. Bahm 1 s Philosophy 263-264 classes. 
Charles L. Beckel 
(1) Consultant to Albuquerque Urban Observatory, (2) T.v. appearance 
KUNM TV on Al bquerque Water Quality, (3) UN~i Physics Department 
Colloquium "Rediscovering the Periodic Table" on October 1, 1971. 
John L. Howarth 
(1) Seminar on "Bro1m and Other Impossible Colours," University of 
Bristol School of ~ledicine, June 24, 1971, (b) Consultant: Lovelace 
Clinic, Veterans Administration Hospital, Lovelace Foundation. 
11 
David S. King 
(1) In charge of Campus Observatory Public Night, (2) Taught 
Community College course in Elementary Astronomy. 
Alan W. Peterson 
(1) Member of Zodiacal Light group of Meteoroid Team for Mission 
Definition Phase of Grand Tour space probe to outer planets, 
(2) Consultant for Drexel University in Philadelphia, Pa. 
8. Non-teaching University service 
Harj it A. AhlU\~alia 
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(1) Administration of research projects, (2) Attendance at the Faculty 
arid Departmental meetings, (3} Member of Graduate Study Committee. 
Seymour S. Alpert 
(1) Member of Student Radio Board, (2) Member of Ad Hoc Committee 
investigating hiring professional glassblm~er. 
Charles L. Beckel 
(1) Member Athletic Council, January-June 1971, (2} Assistant Dean, 
Graduate School, July-December 1971, (3) Member Graduate Committee, 
September-December 1971, (4) Chairman, Joint Subcommittee on Dept. 
Evaluation, October-December 1971. 
Colston Chandler 
A&S Faculty Advisory Committee (member, spring semester 1971} 
Byron D. Dieterle 
Member of Research Allocations Committee 
c 
J. D. Finley, III 
(1) Member of Library Committee, (2) Undergraduate Major Faculty 
Advisor. 
John R. Green . 
Member: Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure, Ad hoc Committee 
on Student Aids, Ad hoc A&S Committee on Communication Skills, and 
A&S Promotion Advisory Committee. 
John L. Howarth 
(1) Director, General Honors and Undergraduate Seminar Programs from 
July 1, 1971, (2) Chairman, General Honors Council. 
David S. King 
(1) Faculty advisor for astrophysics majors, (2) Member of 10 graduate 
student and dissertation committees. 
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ChristoEher P. Leavitt 
(1) Member, Physical Science Task Force - planning for health 
sciences program, (2) Advisor for Los Alamos Graduate Center - all 
graduate students plus liaison. 
Alan W. Peterson 
Member of Ph.D. committee 
Victor H. Regener 
Member: Faculty Policy Committee and Research Policy Committee. 
Derek B. Swinson 
Faculty advisor to UNM Ski Club. 
David M. Wolfe 
Faculty advisor to UNM Fencing Club 
9. Public service 
Harjit S. Ahluwalia 
(1) Participated in the seminar on the Religions of the World organi-
zed by the La Mesa Presbyterian Church at 7401 Copper NE. Title of 
the talk "Sikhism, A Dynamic Religion," (2) Lect).lred to the Sunday 
School of the First United Presbyterian Church at Locust and Copper 
on "Machuu Pichuu, The Lost City of the Incas." 
Charles L. Beckel 
President, Kidney Foundation of Ne1'1 Mexico, Inc. 
Howard C. Bryant < 
(1) Precinct Chairman (Democratic) Precinct 382, (2) Secretary, New 
Mexico Society for Autistic Children, (3) Member, TACTIC (~.A.S.). 
J. D. Finley, III 
Audubon Society - officer. 
Christopher P. Leavitt 
Active member of the New Mexico Society for Autistic Children 
Alan W. Peterson 
Ansl'lered some questions on astronomy for the Albuquerque Journal 
Action Line and TV stations. 
Derek B. S1dnson 
Ski instructor, Sandia Peak Ski Area 
.·1 
.. 
10. Personal information 
J. D. Finley, III 
New son - Ian Brenden 
Alan W. Peterson 
Divorced June 29, 1971. 
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, THE .REPO:RT OF 'l'HE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOLY, 1971 - 19'72 
J1ichael: P • Gehlen, 
I. General Departmental Information 
A. Sigx:tificant achieveme~t~ during the academic year. 
.• 
Ea:tly in the academic year.the members of the Department 
received a report from the <::urriculum Committee recommending 
changes in oqr.course offerings parl.icular~y at the under9raduate 
level. The Department approved significant modification of our 
introductory course offerings ·On the bai:iis of tbe Curriculum 
committe.e's recommendation. A ne\'1 course for l,"rl\lshrilen, entitled 
"t-1an .and Politics" (PoliticalScience 100) was approyed• . That is 
designed to be a general course offered to students \'lho have had· 
no background in political science·during their first year in the· 
University. ·rn addition, four .cotte courses ·were approved for · 
offering at the sophomore level. Each of these courses serves as 
a general introduction to a major.special area of the discipline. 
Poli1:ical Science 200 is American Politics; P:olitlcal Science 220 
is Comparative Politics; 240' is International Rela,tions and 260 ·. 
is Politic~l.Theory• In addition to these courses, the Department 
reconuitended that the requh;ements for undergraduate major~ that · 
have been used during the preceeding several·years should be 
abolished except that there should be a general hour requirement 
of· 33 hours. and. that no more thim 12 of these hours should come 
from the introductory and core course· offerings. 
In addition to the changes of the 100 to ,?00 level, the 
Department authorized the offering of a new course entitled 
362.· 
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"Political Topics" (Political Science 300). It will have variable 
subject matter depending upon the professor and the time of offering. 
A number of upper division courses were also added. A course in 
Political Socialization, a course in Group Politics, modification of 
previous course offerings in Public Pbl4cy were made and a new course 
on methodology were also modified as two former courses were abolished 
and replaced by political science 490 - Research Techniques and 
political science 590 - Advanced Research Techniques. 
As an aid to the ~Slack studies Program and the Native Anierican 
Program the Department authorized two additions to the curriculum, 
Political Science 353, African Politics was approved and Political 
Science 477, The Indian and the Law was also approved during the 
academic year. 
Also during the 1971-72 acadmeic year, the Departmental Committee 
on student evaluation of teaching was formed th~t made a report to·. the 
Department including the recommendation for the adoption o£'a modified 
Stanford universi~y questionnaire. This questionnaire was administered 
to Political Science classes at the end of the fall semester. Some 
modifications of it were made as the result of experience during that 
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administration and, the revised :i;orm 'l'tas. ·administered -~t the end of· 
the Spring semester. The evaluations have se_rved as. a useful in-
strument for pointing .out particular weaknesses in -individuals 
teaching ~rformanc13 so th"'t they might be iJ~~proved and also as an 
aid to evalullting the relative pe:rformance of tl:ie·rnembers of the 
Department in the classroom. · 
--~ 
.Two regular standing co:rmnitt~e$ were o.i'ganized at the beginning 
of th.e fall semester and operated most he+pfully during the course of 
the academic year •. One of .these was an Undergraduate.Committee . 
chaired during the fa].l semester by Bernard Saa,lfE;~ld,. and during the 
Spring semester by Paul Hain. This committee assi.sts with the advise-
ment of unc"{ergraduates, the organization of Political Science majors 
and problems related t:o working with undergradUates .at UNM. The . · . . 
other committee was the graduate committee chaired ·by Randal Cruikshanks. 
This ·committee helped. to determine whether candidat_es or applicants 
for admission should be admitted o~ not and also rariked the applicant 
for financial assistance. The committee also seryed as an instrument 
for couns~ling undergraduates and for organizing some socialact:ivitie;'J 
among undergraCiuates. .· · . ._ 
Our graduate program continued _this year· with approxi~tely the 
same number .of graduate students as £or 1970-7lo FourcandidateE; 
for the Ph.D. neared completion of their.work and the Department is 
very pleased to inform that all_four of them have satisfactorily 
been placed for the next academic year. Jos'e Garcia has accepted, a 
position at Chico State College in California, David Schers who ex-
pects;;,to complete his work for his degree the· summer of 1972, will 
take a position at the University of Tel Aviv in Isreal7 Thomas Walker 
has accepted anappointmentat Ohio Unviersity, and Maurilio Vigil has 
accepted a position at Highlands University. Admissions to the graduate. 
program for 1972-73 have continued at the same level as the ·last two 
years. The principal disappointment in our recruitment of new graduate· 
atudentstwas the failure of a single student with a Spanish surname to 
apply for assistance and financial assistance. · 
Five new appointments have been made to the staff of the dep~rt­
ment for the 1972-73 academic year. Judd Conway presently on the 
faculty at the University of \'lisconsin-Milwaukee has accepted a position 
as assistant professor. Conway received his B.A. from Harvard and 
expects to receive his Ph.D. from. the University of Michigan in AUgust 
of this year. John Ehrenberg accepted a position as assistant professor 
and will teach in the area of Political Theory. Ehrenberg received 
his B.A. from Dartmouth and is a candidate for the Ph.D. at Stanford 
University. Peter Lupsha accepted a position as associate professor 
in the Department after spending five years as an assistant professor 
at Yale University. Lupsha received his Ph.D. from Stanford.. Two 
persons were hired as visiting assistant professors for the 197.2-73 
academic year. Mr. James McCormick, who is .a Ph .• D. candidate at 
Michigan State university will teach in the Surnme.r session of 1972 and 
also during the following academic year; and mles ~'lolpin, . who has been 
teaching at St. Francis Xavier University in Canada will also serve as 
visiting professor. Wilpin received a J.D. and Ph.D. from Columbia · 
University, has \V"ritten extensively on Latin .American Politics and Inter- _ 
American Relations. He will be _given very serious consideration ··fo~ a 
,;, :·l?age 3-
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regul~r poSition, in tn~ Departmerit. · · · 
·Randai cru:lksha.nks- resiqned·as. Assls:tant· P_rofe.ss!Jr ·i~. ~he·: .. 
Department: as ·of . .:rune.·,'30;- 1972. Crutkshan.ks is taking· ·a position 
at a. CaUfo;rnia College • .In adqition, Harley iiolt serv,ed hi~ " 
. terminal year: wit}.!. t)'le Department and has ta.keri ~ posi t,ion: at .. 
Eisenhower College in l'l'.ew York. for· the next academi:_c year. fD 
January. of· the ;last academic_ year~· .Eiernard 13~alfeld submitted an 
unexpected resigniltioll sri that: he could take a POJ'>it~O.J1 wi"th: t:he. 
State of Oregon •. · Uis, ·appointment terminated December· ~l_, 1.9'71. · 
. ..· ' .· . ' 
II •. composi,tiver Information 'Requ'l!sted on IndividlJ.al B.io,graphlcal ~ 
Supplements. • · · 
· The Department is very pl~ased to report that' all persons, who ... 
began tnt! academic year as members ()f the.4Depa;:rtment withoqt t>n.o.s · 
received their degrees by :the end of tije academic year. Barry lunas. 
receivdd his degree from Stanford in May; 1:9721 Chri:~;~ Garcia re-
ceived his degree frolti the University- o.£ Cali,fo~nia' at· Davis. in 
May; 1972; and Paul Hain receive.d llb .Ph.n •. from ~lichigan State 
University in December of 1971. . . 
. Profe~JSOl;' Harry Stumpf has been on sabbaticd ·1a"ave· durJ.n9. the -
1971-72 academic' year. He taught part--time at the un,;versity of 
Wisconsin in Madison anq completedmanuscript oi'l leg~l aid to the 
poor. During the Spring semester, Prof~sso;r Rob!;!:J;"t Sickels. has~ 
sabbatical leave to work on a book on American Pre_sidency• · As a · . 
result of Saalfeld's unexpected resignation, Sickels very graciously 
consented to teach a large.introductory course in !)rde~ to help the 
Department. meet student demands. Professor William Brisk had-a leave 
of absence du:dng. the Spring semester of 19'72. 
!Juring the acaCiemic year three faculty menlbers J1adbooks acc~pted. 
by publishing companies. '.rnese are as follows: · 
.Martin Needler "The .United States and the Latin American 
Revolution", Allyn and B~con publispers. 
Jay sorenson - had a manuscript on Soviet ~ol.i,.tics accepted· 
by Century and Croft.. ·· · ~-
Robert Sickels - had a manuscript entitled, "Race, Marriage, and, 
the Law", accep:ted,: QY' the. -Ot;liVersil:Y of l>lew'1-texlco 
Press. · :..- ·, · ·.: - '.· 
:. !I_ 'it 
In addition, several members of the.Departlitent:had articles accepted 
for publication or gave papers at·professional :meetings. Barry Ames 
delivered papers at the University .. of Arizona anq as a special institute. 
on Latin American Politics at the University of Texas. Chris Garcia 
delivered a paper at the Western Political Science Association and at a 
special conference on Chicano Politics at the University of Texas: .• 
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Profess.o~ Garc;;£·~·also was .·.chcise~·-;:,o .serye on. ~h~~~ri.cfllJV~ql;lt:i.cii~-··.· '· · 
.. scienc(! A.~.sociation,CommittE!e' c)ri.l~re.,.co~lege_Ed~ct\.i:.:MA·~ .'l>~fessor~· ·· ,. 
· Gehlen se~o~; a~· cha.:!.rril~n o~ ~(panel -and ·a·~ .vic,e~p~es,iC!~J;lt pf·.'the 
•· .i\ssocia~ion ror).tM soqthwest p();J;itical, Selene~ a.sso·q;t.at!iPI:l<·an~· •. · 
d~liverecJ,a 'paper at .a. special .. ins.tit11:te ori_Po1~ti¢~1•Inte.~~at::(Q'p_._. , .. 
.. in. Eastern· E11~cip(3 ~_elcf ·:at the un~versl ty of: south c:~ato~iiia'•: . 'Robert.. . . 
.-· · .~rink&!. de,tiyereq! a ppper· at the. southt-~est ;~~)l,i tlo.a~ .:scie QC~· · Asso(:ia~:' 
. tfj,C)n and se:ryed as cnnirina:n o_f:' a. pahel 'fo.x:· 'l:h~. w~s~ef:n; p'olitical :.· ' . : 
Science· Association• · .. .' · · • · · ;:;;:·:· ··:·->::;:.,. · ' · 
. . . Prof~;~o; J~y- SoJ:!!n'son ·' cd~p).e_tE!d, .a_ pat>ef! ent~t:l,~~ · :•t;.)'~~a·n;·~~cf~~J; ., 
.}\rme~l? 11 thr.o,ugh the; support of an, S.UR_P, Gr_ant- tha~; hfi!: r-a,CEI~ Vi;:id fo,r, t;he , . , 
, University thro~gh:-the Sjmdia corpo~ati9n•- ·. The· 'E!~9;qrant: :allow.ed·' . 
. Pro£~~sot· sorenson ~to employ: one·.qf ouJ:> gr~d,u!l~~:l:!t.tiCI:etiti?"W:Uliam ., · . 
. .F.tanc~s as .a researcn .asds:tllnt during •tihe: acadenii,c. y~at<".. ,, 
._··:: Pr~f~ssor._G;~len· acc;;~ea~~~~e ·sp~~~n9·~~a;~m~~~s .• ar~~~~~;~·_:l)y., : 
:tl'le UNl~ speakers ~ure~u during the aca~emlc.:yeat;.· .. _(),tl'~;~·.·w~:s.:b~~9J:",e th~. · . 
Knif!! and For~ Club in Gallup, the others. b.e!ore' t';ie/ s.q·~~~-~x:S. .~nd:th.~ :·-:.: 
· Ki,wanis Club in A~buquerque. ..• · · . . : . .. · •. · · ;_;' ' · :. .· · · · .. ·· 
)1any..niemi:ia~s of i:l).e. r>epartm£!qt ·were irtvol~ajl\.:·~ll1' ~~~$ctir :o£ 
University aex:vice. · ~rofessor -Cruikshanks;worked-:with: Joe J().ries· .. · · · 
Comm!tt(;le dU:r:ing. the academia year,. Professor Gehlen :!ilerveCi. on _the . .. 
Policy conimitte.e o~ the Div;Lsion of Public·-.1\d!#n$;str8,ti_oil{· Pro£e:$'sor, :· . ·~· 
a0yt serted on the ACat;lemic )?x:eedoni .and ~(3nure .. CoJ!liiiitte.~.; P:t:C)fesE!c:iZ:.> . 
Sickels served .. as an ·alt.e;-riate rn~er. of ·1:he. J;S~D .. Exec'l.tive' Committe~• 
. Professor 'Sorenson serv.ei:l ~s ·a. member -of -the -Ten11re. and: Pro.xnotions .. : . · · · 
comi!U.tteef of ·the. Colle«]e. of' .Arts· and sciep.c;es. ' Evett· mEiinbcar· of. the ·· 
oepartment served an on.e o.r ·niore ·Departmental Col:nl!li.~t.ee£1~- .. · · 
·. ·"· 
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The Report of the Department of Psychology 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972* 
F.rank A. Logan, Chairman 
Introduction. The tenor of this report is one of guarded optimism. 
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The prospect of moving a more nearly adequately-sized faculty and staff 
into new quarters designed for a modern ~ychology department, with 
additional resources for research and research training, is exciting. 
We continue to carry a heavy student/faculty ratio, our long-standing 
goals are incomplete, and we remain behind the better of our neighboring 
institutions, but these gaps will have been closed by an order of 
magnitude. Accordingly, the general level of esprit de corps is high. 
I. General Departmental Information 
A. Undergraduate Education. At the undergraduate level, the 
department handled a total enrollment of 3580 in introductory lectures 
(of whom 1883 participated in the optional additional laboratory hour), 
and 4019 in advanced courses (of whom 151 participated in the advanced 
laboratory courses). The graduating classes of 1971-72 included 64 
psychology majors and 31 psychology minors. Our honors program continued 
to receive support from an N.S.F. Undergraduate Research Participation 
Grant to Professor Ellis, and departmental honors were awarded to 
Carolyn Dailey. Based on our budgeted FTE staff of 16.3, the above 
figures represent approximately a 43:1 student/faculty ratio. Based 
on our functional staff of 14 for the year, the ratio would be approxi-
mately .50:1. 
The undergraduate curriculum remains under continuous surveillance. 
Several problems related to the teaching of probability and statistics 
by the Department of Mathematics have arisen and, hopefully, have been 
*Faculty data based on calendar year 1971; Summer (1971) enrollments 
included. 
resolved, It became imperative that Developmental Psychology be offered-
each semester, a new course in Cognitive Development was introduced, and 
a laboratory was added to the Child Clinical course. In addition, a 
Special Topics course in Drug Abuse was included in the departmental 
offerings. Plans have been made for new courses next year in Cross-
cultural Psychology and the Psychology of Sexual Identity, both of which 
reflect our genuine concern about regional and social issues. 
We continued our experiment with closed-circuit television in 
Introductory Psychology during the first semester. Notable improvements 
were made in technology, leading to a decision to continue this effort 
at least until a nevr large lecture hall is available, and probably even 
then on a partial basis for the foreseeable future. The potential of 
this educational medium has not yet been fully explored, and our 
department is especially well qualified to pursue this matter. In 
addition, our new facilities will enable us to run both introductory 
laboratory courses concurrently, and hence, we have decided to explore 
the desirability of offering both introductory lecture courses each 
semester. Our hope is that this plan will spread the demand more 
evenly and reduce the burden on any single instructor during a single 
semester. 
During the year, our faculty initiated an attempt to obtain 
meaningful student evaluation of our courses. To date, we have not 
reached unanimity on the most useful instrument, aware that the size, 
level, and objectives of the course affect the ldnd of feedback that 
would be most appropriate. Accordingly, individual faculty obtained 
data in various ways, with the objective of worldng toward a more 
uniform procedure in future years. As a result of this variety, no 
\',!Verall statement can be made other than that almost all students are 
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impressed with the quality of our faculty and their commitment to 
effective teaching as well as other scholarly pursuits. 
B. Graduate Education, At the exclusively graduate level, the 
department handled a total enrollment of over 413 distributed among 
60 registered students. Based on our budgeted faculty of 16,3, these 
figures represent a student/faculty ratio of 3.1:1 on an FTE basis and 
3.6:1 on a head-count basis. Figuring from our functional staff of 14, 
the figures would be 3.7:1 on an FTE basis, and 4.3:1 on a head-count 
basis, All of these ratios approximate our self-imposed limitation of 
graduate enrollment, which we have now fixed at approximately 60, with 
some future growth anticipated at a rate below that of the growth of 
the faculty. 
The Master's Degree was conferred upon 9 candidates: Evelyn W. 
Francis, Thelma A, Giomi, Barbara B. Lerman, c. Jean Rogers, James E. 
Schroeder, Rene s. Silleroy, E. Kim Smith, B. Charles Tatum, and 
Blake F. White, Jr. 
The Doctoral Degree was conferred upon 6 candidates: 
Summer Session 1971 
Calhoun, Jo Anne Prindle 
Adviser: Sidney Rosenblum 
Semester I. 1971-72 
Lynch, Wesley Clyde 
Adviser: Frank A. Logan 
Taylor, George Townsend 
Adviser: Frank A. Logan 
Semester II, 1971-72 
Developmental and socio•cultural aspects 
of imagery in the picture-word paired-
associate learning of children 
Stimulus selection: Relative effects of 
pretraining and temporal compound 
training 
Shock-right in differential instrumental 
conditioning 
Branch, Kathleen Hayes The role of stimulus sequence in 
Adviser: Douglas P. Ferraro extradimensional stimulus control 
Everett, Frances Eleanor 
Adviser: Douglas P. Ferraro 
Relative effects of S+ and s- in 
children's discrimination learning 
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Semester II, 1971-72--continued 
Grilly, David Michael 
Adviser: Douglas P. Ferraro 
Differential learning effects under 
amphetamine: Relationship to 11Drug-
behavior reinforcements-interactions 11 
In our continuing review· of our graduate curriculum, it was decided 
to make four courses required as a. core part of every student Is graduate 
program: Advanced Statistics, Design of Experiments, Theories of 
Learl'.ing, and Human Learning atJd Cognition. These, in conjunction 
with a separate written comprehensive examination in Methodology, will 
be used along with other course and research work as a basis for 
providing feedback to graduate students as early in their tenure as 
possible. The course in Human Learning and Cognition was implemented 
during the year, as were two additional semesters of Ps~chological 
Evaluation as related to the clinical area of emphasis. In addition, 
a new seminar in Theories o£ Perception v1as formally listed. 
Our doctoral program in General Experimental Psychology with an 
emphasis on the Psychology of Learning was reviewed by the National 
Institute of Nental Health and was approved for an additional five 
years of support at approximately the level of the current year 
(approximately $44,000/year, including eight trainees). Our request 
to increase this grant so as to include students emphasizing either 
Clinical or Developmental Psychology was denied, with the advice that 
these might better be supported on separate training grants. Preliminary 
plans along these lines, including applying £or provisional certification 
of our clinical training area, have been initiated. 
Other sources of fellowships decreased to support for 4 students 
during 1971-72 because of federal cutbacks, and are scheduled to be 
phased out entirely. We had funds from the Haught endowment for one 
tuition scholarship. v1e were budgeted for 11 graduate assistants, but 
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were temporarily granted 14 as a result of our continually increasing 
~ollments, 
/ 
Thirteen additional students were supported as research 
assistants on extra!lluraJ. funds. In sum, 40 of our 60 graduate students 
received some form of financial aid, and several of the remainder were 
supported in a professional capacity outside the department. 
C. Staff, The voting faculty of the department numbered 18 during 
the 1971-72 academic year, composed of Professors Grice, Logan, Benedetti, 
Ellis, Norman, Rhodes, and Rosenblum; Associate Professors Ferraro, 
Johnson, Koenig, Price, and Ruebush; and Assistant Professors Feeney, 
Friden1 Gluck, Harris, Irtdn, and Roll. Of these, Professor Benedetti 
continued to serve as part-time Associate Dean of the Graduate School 
and Professor Norman continued to serve as part-time Associate Dean in 
the College of Arts and Sciences. Associate Professor Ruebush 1s primary 
commitment remained with ~~e Department of Psychiatry although his 
involvement with department affairs increased during the year. Given 
these considerations; our budgeted FTE faculty numbered 16 1/J. We had 
an unexpectedly large number of faculty on sabbatical leave, Ferraro 
for the entire academic year and Koenig, Rhodes, and Rosenblum for the 
first semester. Ferraro devoted the majority of his leave time to 
research projects on campus and at Holloman Air Force Base; Koenig 
studied and lectured in East Africa; Rhodes devoted the majority of 
his leave time to research projects on campus; and Rosenblum studied 
and lectured in England and Israel. Our functional FTE staff was thus 
approximately 14 for the year. 
Of the above, John Gluck (Ph.D., 1971, University of vlisconsin), 
and Marc Inlin (Ph,D,, 1971, University of California, Berkeley) assumed 
their appointments as Assistant Professors in September 1971. In 
addition, Professor L. M. Libo, and Assistant Professors J. P. Cardillo, 
L. J. Miller, 11.. T, Quenk, and D. K. Worden; all of whose positions are 
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formally in the Department of Psychiatry, continued their contributions _ 371. 
to our development of a clinical area of emphasis; and Dr. A. Bruner, 
of the Lovelace Foundation, continued his contributions to graduate 
students emphasizing physiological psychology. Paul Kottler (Ph.D,, 
1972, University of Wisconsin) and Carole Offir (Ph.D., 1972, Stanford 
University) were appointed as Assistant Professors to begin in the 
Fall of 1972. Kottler will add to our resources in the physiological 
area, as well as statistics, while Offir will enable us to add psycho-
linguistics to our -program. Finally, Dr. Marcia Landau taught on a 
part-time basis during both semesters. 
Richard J. Harris was promoted to the rank of Associate Professor, 
in recognition of his untiring efforts both at teaching and service 
activities, and his development of a vigorous research program in 
experimental social psychology. There were no resignations £rom the 
faculty eff'ected during the year, although Associate Professor Price 
has submitted a resignation effective JO June, 1974 in order to devote 
full time to child education and research. 
Our faculty recorded attendance at 21 regional or national conven-
tions, workshops, and conferences during 1971. Prof'essor Ellis served 
on the Executive Council of the Southwestern Ps~chological Association. 
Professor Grice served on the Governing Board of the Psychonomics 
Society. Professor Norman served on the Collllllission on Higher Education 
of the North Central Association. Prof'essors Rosenblum and Ruebush 
served on the Board of Directors of the New Mexico Psychological 
Association. Professor Logan served as President-elect of the South-
western Psychological Association, a member of the Governing Board of 
the Psychonomics Society 1 Secretary-Treasurer of the Division of 
Experimental Psychology of the American Psychological Association as 
'~>Tell as a member of its Executive Committee and its representative to 
...----------~~--- -
the Council of Representatives, and continued on the Psychological 
Sciences Fellowship Review Conmrittee of the National Institute of 
I>fental Health. 
D. Colloouia. Our colloquium series was quite active during the 
year. Distinguished visitors were Neil Bartlett (University of Arizona), 
D. A. Riley (University of Ca1.ifornia, Berkeley), David Thomas (Univer-
sity of Colorado), Frank Beach (University of Califorrda, Berkeley), 
and James Voss (University of Pittsburgh). In addition, Professor Libo 
gave an invited talk to our department. Informal presentations were 
made by applicants for new faculty positions: David J. Mayer (University 
of California, Los Angeles), Loy D. Lytle (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology), Carol Conrad (University of Oregon), Paul Kottler (Univer-
sity of Wisconsin), Charles J. Ksir ('!J-forcester Foundation for Experi-
mental Biology), and Carole Offir (Stanford University). Accordingly, 
our total. program 'l>ras considerably enhanced by these various outside 
visitors. 
E. Research. During 1971, our department faculty published 1 book, 
5 chapters, 1 monograph, 1 manual, 19 articles, and ~ reviews. They 
delivered 9 convention papers, 11 colloquium or symposium addresses, 
and 15 talks to local organizations. Extramural research support 
tota1.ed over $233,000 (direct costs), primarily £rom the National Science 
Foundation, the National Institutes o£ Health, and the Air Force. 
Although this figure is somewhat below that of immediately preceding 
years, the decrease is not as large proportionally as the general 
availability of federal monies. vJhen combined with our undergraduate 
and graduate training grants, extramural support comprises about 47% 
of the total operating budget of the department. 
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F. Service. Our faculty served on 18 extra-departmentaL colll!llittees 
within the university, served as consultants to 8 organization~, serve~ 
as regular consulting editors for 10 professional journals and as ad 
hoc reviewers for 4 agencies. In addition, the faculty trained in 
clinical psychology continued as advisors to Agora, the student-to-
student crisis center, with Assistant Professor Roll serving as faculty 
coordinator. Because this largely volunteer center has proven its 
value as an adjunct to other student services, administrative support 
will be shifted to th~ office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, 
with the department continuing its supervisory role. 
G. Snape. No new space was assigned to the department during the 
year, although temporary housing for primates was made available by 
the Medical School and the Department of Chemistry. We are thus now 
more widely spread out physically, and more cramped as a result of 
increases in faculty and-enrollments. Hovrever, a new building is well 
along in construction with a target occupancy date of 21 August 1972. 
Since this is only a week before classes are scheduled to begin, we 
anticipate a rather hectic moving operation but also anticipate with 
enthusiasm the prospect of bringing our faculty, students, staff, and 
research programs together under one roof specifically designed for 
our needs. 
H. Administration and Support. During the year, Eleanor Orth 
continued her invaluable services as Office Manager for the department. 
Elna Parks served as Research Secretary and secretary to Professor 
Grice. Doris Basile served as Graduate Secretary and Elka Grisham 
served as part-time secretary to Professor Ferraro. 1 During various 
portions of the year, the following people served as part-time shop and 
animal technicians: Jeffrey Lincoln, Elnita. Richardson, Thomas Scallorn. 
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I. Summary and Conclusions. This report ends on the optimistic 
note with which it began. The. following table summarizes the most 
relevant .... statistical facts about the Department of Psychology over the 
past eight years. It is true that the gro~-rth o.f' our faculty and staff 
has not kept pace with the growth of our enrollments 1 particularly at 
the undergraduate level. It is also true that while we are pleased to 
be able to maintain considerable extramural support, our heavy dependence 
on these "soft" monies is potentially J.Ulhealthy. Nevertheless, we have 
continued to maintain quality teaching and research programs and are 
confident that, with a new building and understanding administrative 
support, we can approximate the long~range goals established in 1964-
within the next few years. 
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1964-65 1965-6f 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 
FTE Faculty 8 !' 10 11 13 13 14 14 
Voting Faculty 8 10 12 13 14 15 17 18 
FTE Staff 1 1.5 1.5 1.8 1.8 2 2 2 
Department Budget (000) $105 $129 $154 $191 $229 $243 $282 $322 
Undergraduate 
Introductory enrollment 1900 2200 2300 2450 2650 2850 3565 3580 
Advanced enrollment 1500 1500 1750 1600 1800 2050 3324 4019 
Hajors 34 52 40 44 48 49 70 64 
Minors 48 49 54 42 48 50 31 
Graduate 
Graduate enrollment 160 200 200 250 300 250 300 413 
Graduate assistants (budgeted) 8 9 10 10 10 11 11 11 
Graduate assistants (authorized) 13 13 14 
Research· assistants 4 6 11 14 14 13 12 13 
Fellows and trainees 2 5 8 14 18 12 14 12 
Master's Degrees 6 4 9 8 6 5 3 9 
Doctoral Degrees 1 0 2 5 8 12 8 6 
Research 
r: 
Books and articles 18 15 19 21 23 22 16* 25 
Lectures and reports 17 16 11 16 19 28 15* 35 
Extramural support (000) $68 $110. $153 $170 $218 $310 $153* $284 
(*Based on 6-month figures to 1 January 1971.) 
~ 
January 1, 1971 to December .31, 1971 
II. C<1mpo~i.tc of information rcqtt<'stcd on imHvidna1 hiof'jraphical 
supplcm<~nts. 
1. Advanced study. 
Ellis, Henry C.--In residm1ce, Inutitutc o.C Human J.carninB, 
University of California, Berkeley. 
Irwin, N~1rc Hanna--Ph.D. gr<lnted by University of California, 
Berkeley, December 17, 1971. 
Roll, S~1111\1L~l--Corti.£ied by tho St:It,! oC N<!\v Mexico Board of 
Psychologist Examiners: February 1971 .• 
2. S:lhhnt.ica1s, l.enves o[ nhll<'IK'<', smnmer tc\l'WhitH~ elfH'Wlwrc, tnlvcl. 
Elli.:;' liL'llry c.--Sallbati.cal ll!nvc, 1970-71. Vi:;i.t:i.ng rrof.CHI;or 
of l'sychology, Un.i.vun:.i.ty of Cnl.Horn:LLI, Jler!wley. Also Ln 
rcsidcnco at the Center for Hum<1n Learning, Univcrs i.ty of 
California, Berkeley. 
Ferraro, Douglas P.--Sabbatical leave September-December 1971. 
Koenig, Karl F.--Sabbatical leave Semester I, 1971. Traveled 
through East Africa and visited depts. of psychology to give 
seminars. 
Rhodes, John M.--Sabbatical Fall Semester 1971. 
Rosenblum, Sidney.--Sabbatical leave, Semester I, 1971-72; 
advanced study at Institute of Education, University of London; 
Visiting Professor, Department of Psychology, Tel Aviv 
University, Israel. 
3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc. 
Johnson, Pcder J.--NICHl!D-Continuation grnnt--rcs\.lnrch. 
Rosenblum, Sidney --Inclusion in Intcrnntiona: Scholnrs Directory, 
1972. 
1\l)i.l, 8 .. ii,Ul~1--Clitdci.t'; A.~t1ocint~, Dl"pa~kt:Hiutlt.. 0 . .:.:>:-:yc.hiacl:y, 
l 1n :v .. c ... d.ty of Nt'W ~·•l':.....i.co. 
gili!• > u•'•u"~, 1.~ .. 
Vt.·-.:.Ju Lil .. _"u~~!;~;~."!S in ] ~hl;~- L.~-.·-:._~:.-. ~~ r it.IU 1u;;-r .:·\.!,,~ .. H ::iut.. l.;~mory-
... d,. •;).-4·~ .. ~~· K~:r~: ... : .:'11 ""~ .. ~rl·i, ·~.1·iv ... .... ~·~· ... , Yi>, lci-26. 
(wl..;;, Daniel) 
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4. Publicnti.ons (continued) 
Ellis, Jlcm:y C. (conti.t1ued) 
Stimulus cocinbility •mel long-term t·ecogr\.ltion memory for 
vi.sunl form. .Ttlm·nnl or Expc•r'imental Psyclttllogy, 1972 
in tn·css. (with Duniel) 
Vcrbol processes in the encodinn of visual. pattern information; 
An approach to langu:Jgc, perception, and memory. In M. E. 
Neyer (Ed.) Cognitive J,em:ning, 1972, in press. 
Fundamentals of Human Learning and Cognition. Dubuque: Brown, 
1972. Pp. 238, in press. 
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Trans£01: and the Educational Proccss. In :M. D. Glock (Ed.) 
Guided Learning: R('ac1ings in Educational Psychology. 
Nel~ York: !Vi ley, 1971, Pp. 613-627. (Reprinted from 
Ellis, H. C., The Transfer of Learning. New York: }1acmillan, 
1965). 
Tactual-kinesthetic feedback from manipulation of visual forms 
and non-differential reinforcement in transfer of perceptual 
leart1ing: Transfer of perceptual learning following 
stimulus predifferentiation. InT. L. Bennett (Ed.), 
Readings in the Psychology of Perception, New York: MMS 
:Educational Publishing Company, 1971, Pp. 85-98. (Reprinted 
from the Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1968, and 1964). 
Feeney, Dennis M. 
Electrophysiological correlates of selective attention.-
Brain Res., 28, 501-510. 
Reciprocal reticular influences on cells in rostral and caudal 
visual cortex of the cat. Brain Res., 30, 200-203. 
A lab manual and Selected readings for Introductory Psychology, 
Kenda 11/IIunt. 
Influence of antidromic callosal volleys on single units in 
visual cortex. Exp. Neural., 33, 310-321. 
Ferraro, Douglas P. 
Comparison of sequenced reinforcemel1t \\ndcr free-operant and 
discrete-trial contingencies. Psvchonomic Science, 1971, 
23, 235-237. (with Wolach) 
Titrating delayed matching-to-sample in children. Developmental 
rsvchology, 1971, .2,, 488-493. (with Francis & Perkins) 
Effects o:( marihuana extract on the operant behavior of 
chimpanzees. Psychopharmacologia, 1971, 1£, 333-351. 
(with Crilly & Lynch) 
llchnviorul effects of small oral doses of marihuana c':traet in 
chimpanzc•es. Pllllnnacolor;y (accepted for publication). 
(l~i th Lynch & Crilly) 
Compnr.i.son of lll~hav.i.oraJ c' 1[<\<.'ts ,,_( syntlll'tic (-)-!\9-~­
r,•t.•·.'lhydr,>l~annnhiun] ~md mnrilmnnn c~xtr.tct d.fstill<ltc• it\ 
c'llitll[l•lllzec:;. Psvchophnrmncol,1gin (ucCC[H:ctl for publication). 
(~vith Billings) 
Tolerance to the behavioral effects of marihuana in chimpanzees. 
Physiology and Behavior (accepted for publication). 
(with Grisham) 
4. Pub li.cotions (continued) 
Ferrm:o, Douglas P. (continued) 
Discrimi.nntion and genuntli.zot.:ion of complex shape vnriations 
in pir,<~ons. J'<•rt\'Pl:ttnl & Motor Skills (nccepted for 
publication). (with Grisham) 
Somu effects of (-)-/\9-~-tctrahydt·ocnnnnbinol on clclttyed 
mntchi.ng-to-snmple performance in chimpnnzees. Phannncolo-
gist.: (accepted for publication). 
Gluck, John P. 
The effect of deprived and enriched rearing conditions on 
later lenrning. InT.. E. Jnrrnrd (Ed.), Cognitive processes 
o ( nonhumnn pd.mntes. Academic Press, 1971, 103-119. 
A method fot· studying visually guided perceptions and learning 
itl nm~born }bcllques. llellavim: Research Methods & 
Ins trumentntion, 1971, 1, 233-236. 
Grice, G. Robert 
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A threshold model for drive. In II. ll. Kendler & J. T. Spence 
(Eels.), Essavs in neohehaviorism: A memorilll volume to 
Kenneth W. Spence. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1971. 
Harris, Richard J. 
Experimental games as a tool for personality research. In 
McReynolds, P. (Ed.), Advances in psychological assessment, 
Volume Two, Science and Behavior Books, 1971, pp. 236-259. 
An interval-scale classification system for all 2 x 2 games. 
Proceedings, American Psychological Association, 1971, i· 
Johnson, Peeler J. 
Factors influencing children's concept identification 
performance with nonpreferred relevant attributes. Journal 
of Experimental Child Psychology, 1971, 11, 430-441. 
Conditional and biconditional rule difficulty under selection 
and reception conditions. Journal of Experimental 
Psvchology, 1971, 89, 424-426. 
The stability and transferability of conceptual coding in 
children. Journal of Experimental Child Psychology, 1971, 
g, 212-222. 
Koenig, Km:l P. 
Cognitive manipulation of CSR extinction: Analogues for 
c011diti.oning therapies. In H. London and i-.:ishett (Eds.), 
Cor;ni tivc al tarnation of fC'eling states. Chicago-New York: 
Aldin<~ ALhurton, 1971. (in pruss) 
T.owm, Frank A. 
Incc•udvc• l:hc•ory, rcinfnrcc~n;,,nt nnd education. In R. Olazc'r 
(Ed.), The nnture of rein forc"''"'nt. Nc1v York: Academic 
Press, 1971. 
Essentials of a theory of discrimination learning, In l:l. H. 
Kandler and J. T. Spence (Eds.), Essavs in Ncobehaviorism. 
l!lew York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1971. 
4. Publications (continued) 
Norman, Ralph D. 
Book 1.·evimv of "Environmental Psychology'' in New Directions in 
Psychology lf, T. Nmvcomb (Ed.) hy K. 11. Craik, Na tur.al 
Resources Journnl., Jan. 1971, 200-201. 
A study of some attitudes towards the :Ooctor of Arts Degree in 
the Southwest. Sept. 1971. Lithoprinted, University of New 
Mexico, pp. 1-50 (research monograph). 
Price, Louis E. 
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A versatile appnratus for simple nnd complex lenrning. Journnl 
of Experimental Child Psychology, Vol. II, No. 2, April, 1971. 
The modification of form and color responding in y.oung children 
as a function of differential reinforcement and verbalization 
trainittg. Journal of Experimental Child Psychology, in press. 
An app::trntus for the study of motivation and learning in children. 
Behavior Research Methods and Instrumentation, Vol. 3, No. 6, 
1971. 
Rhodes, John M. 
Visual cortex cfference to nonprimary cortex in the cat. Brain 
Research, 28: 511-526. 
Telemetry EEG--c;f Boboon sleep in natural environment_ (Senegal): 
1\ preliminary report, p. 116. Proceedings of the Nineteenth 
International Congress of Psychology and the British Psycholog-
ical Society. - -
Roll, Samuel 
Stereotypes of scalp and facial hair as measured by the semantic 
differential. Psychological Reports, 1971, 28, 975-980. 
Los valores: Algunos cambios, algunos conflictos, cierta 
estabilidad y mucha confusion. In Frank Angel (Ed.), Undecimo 
Seminario Sabre La Educacion Superior en Las Americas, 
College of Education of the University of New Mexico, 1971, 
Pp. 15-2lf. 
Review of Piagct, Jean & Inhelder, Barbel. The Psychology of 
the Child. New York: Basic Books, 1969, in Child Development 
Abstracts and Bi.bliographv, 1971, 45, 88-89. 
ReviC\~ of Furth, Hans, Pia get for Teachers. New York: Prentice-
Hall, 1970, in Child Development Abstracts and Bibliography, 
1971, 45, 170-171. 
Review ofAlmy, Miller & Associates, Logical Thinking in Second 
~- New York: Teachers College l?ress, 1970; in Child 
Development Abstracts and Bibliography, 1971, 45, 167-168. 
5. Otlt,.,. n'tl<'otl"c.h projects m; creat:iv<' ~1n1·k i.n p-ronn'.SH or c<,mpletNI. 
lUlls, lf,•m•y C. 
NSF Gr~lnt Gll-2731JX (Couti.nunt::i.on Gt:ant), "S ti.mulus Scloc tion nnd 
Encoding Processes in Complex llum•111 Learning", $42,000. 
Jan. 1971-J~ln. 1973. Continuation grant for third year, 
Jan. 1973-Jan. 1974, $21,700. 
NSF Grant GY-8794, Undergraduate Research Participation Grant, 
$9,710, Jan. 1971-0ctober 1971. 
5. Otht•l: re:wm:ch pn1 jectn or cn•ative worlc ·in pro1~1:<lHfl (continuud) 
Ellis, Henry C. (continued) 
NSF Grant, Undcrr;rudua tc Rcscurch Pm: tic:i,pa t:lon Grant, Summcn: 
1972, l't•ndl.ng. 
S timul.t1t1 l>ncocli.ng Processes in Human Lenrnl.nn nnd Memory. In 
G. 11. Jlowtn: (Ed.), 'l'he l'syellCllogy of T.em·n·in!\ nn<l Mot·ivnr::i.on, 
New York: Acndcm.i.c l'r<HW, in prcpurnt:J.on. 
Cont:i.nuccl rcscurch on encoding processes, recognition memory, 
trans fer mechanisms, recall, and perceptual learning. 
Approximately 6 papers in preparation. 
Feeney, Dct1l1is M. 
Effects of arousal on inhibition in visual cortex. 
Suppress ion of seizures by diencephalic lesions. 
Ferraro, Douglas P. 
Principal Investigator, Nl}fl1, $84,000, Effects of marijuana on 
behavior, 1971-72. 
Principal Investigator, Nl}fl{, .$8,000, Stimulus properties of 
drugs, 1971-72. 
Principal Investigator, NSF Institutional grant, $4,700, 
Amphetamine abuse, 1971-72. 
Friden, Thomas P. 
Have begun laying out statistical analyses for a five-year 
project studying aphasia; my on-campus laboratory is now 
functioning, and I have completed two experiments and have 
pilot data for a third. · 
Gluck, John P. 
The affect of amphetamines on the social behavior of Macaques. 
Schedule control of self-destructive behavior. 
The effect of frustrating conditions on self-destructive 
behavior. 
A comparison of extinction and omission training in primates. 
Generalization of behavioral data bet:t~een nonhuman and human 
animals. 
Grice, G. Robert 
Third year of 5-ymtr grant from NIMH, Conditioning und response 
orgnni.zation, $25 ,35li direct cos t:s. 
No cllllllg<J :tn clwruct:cr or revcnrch proljrnm. 
'J:wo p~lpm:ll in press. 
linn· i ::, Hi elwnl :J. 
Agrt>l'llll'llt cone J udnd \'I i th Acndt~lll i c rn~Hfi [or pub llcnt i Oil or 
J\ l'dllll'l: or Nu"ll:ivm·Jnt<• St::ll~.i.;:l:.ics, probably HOlllt'cllllt\ .i.n 
r~lll of 197 2. 
Rcsc;.1t·ch on "Choice, games, and the on-line computer," supportecl 
through purchase of on-line computing equipment by NTII Small 
Grant of above title, thru 6/30/71• 
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5. Other rcse.:trch projects or c1:e.:ttive work in prop;ress (continued) 
It•~ in, N.:tre H•mtw 
In.:tugur::t ted study of cognitive developmet1t and its rcl::t tion to 
cultural expe1:ience among NLWJ :Mcx;ico Indians, 
Koenig, Karl P. 
Emot:ional feedback and intellectual performance. 
Deviance: Its clinical study and treatment (a book in progress). 
Logan, Fr.:tnk A. 
Conditions of Reinforcement, N.S.F. grant, $30,000/year (d.c.). 
Free Behavior Situation, NIMH grant, $20,000/year (d,c,). 
Norm:>n, Ralph D. 
Homen's liberation :>nd deficient socialization of American 
women. <~~ith Thompson and Jessen). To be submit ted. 
Price, Louis E. 
Research project on the effects of dimensional dominance in 
learning situations in young children. Unsponsored. In 
progress. 
Rhodes, John M. 
"Chimpanzee Baseline Data for Minimal Sleep Requirements, 11 
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Grant AFOSR 69-1825 
July 1970 to November 1971, $41,527.00 
Roll, Samuel 
In press: Sex-role identification. of school-related objects as 
a function of sexual segregation. (Revista Latinoamericana 
de Psicologia, 1972) 
Submitted: Agora: The conception and formative period of a 
student operated crisis center. 
Submitted: Bugs in the flowers: A review of the nonviolent 
ethic of the Hippie subculture. 
In progress: Perception and cognition: A series of studies 
of South American and North American Indians. 
Rosenblum, Sidney 
Measures of imagery in children 
Ruebush, Britton K. 
Childhood Psychopathology. McGraw-Hill. In preparatiot1. 
Basic learning functions in children with learning disabilities. 
In prc.p::n:.:ttiori. 
l'er::01t:llity AHHl1Ssmcnt: A Revie~~. Contempnrm·v PHyehology. 
In press, 
Outcome: in Child Psychotherapy. In preparation. 
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6. Activities :i.n J.cm:ned and professionnl societies 382 
Ell:i;s; Henry C. 
Ncmbet·, Executive C<11il1d.l, Sout:hwcsterl1 Psychological Association, 
Attended meeti.ng of the Psychonomic Society, St. Louis, Mo., 
Nov. 1971. 
Attended meeting o.f the Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, 
DCltvcr, Mny, 1971. 
Presented Papers entitled: 
"The Effects of Association Formation on Recognition" 
(with Tatum). 
"Effects of Number of Relevant Redundant Cues ori Transfer of 
of Stimulus Discrimination" (with Goodkind). 
"Consistency of Pairing and Stimulus-M in Transfer and 
Recall" (with Schroeder). 
"Stimulus Selection at Different Stages in Paired Associate 
Learning as a Function of Anxiety" (with Kaufman). 
"Encoding Variability and a Test of the Cue-Shift Hypothesis 
in Learning" (with Smith). 
Feeney, Dennis M. 
"A principle for the reaction of visual cortex cells to reticular 
stimulation". Paper presented to Winter Conference on Brain 
Research, Snowmass-at-Aspen, Colorado 
Ferraro, Douglas P. 
Dose-response and peak-time 
behavior of chimpanzees. 
1971. 
effects of marihuana on the operant 
E~stern Psychological Association, 
Behavioral effects of minimum doses of marihuana extract 
distillate, Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, 1971. 
Environmental determinants of amphetamine self-administration 
in monkeys. Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, 1971. 
Patterns of current drug usage at the University of New Mexico: 
1970 and 1971. Ne1v Mexico Academy of Sciences, 1971. 
Grice, G. Robert 
Attended: Am. Psychological Assn., Soc. E:xp. Psychologists, 
Psychonomic Society (member governing board) 
Harris, Richard J. 
Recent developments in optimal policies. Presented at 
Ma thematica 1 Psychology Conference, Indiana University, 
April, 1971. 
745-Pcrson non-constant-sum games. (with B. Chase & G. Everitt) 
Presented at Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, 
Denver, Nay, 1971. 
Sec 4 for A)! A pnpcr, Washington, D. C., Scptetnbc\· 1971. 
6. Activities in lem:ned nnd professional societies (continued) 
Logan, Frank A. 
Americnn Psycho l.ogi.ca 1 As soc ia tion 
Nceting, Hashington, D. C., September 1971 
Divisiol' 3 Rcprcscntntivc to A.P.A. Counc:ll 
(Ncetings: Hashington, D. C., September 197l. 
Washington, D. C., December 1971) 
Council liaison to Bonrd of Scientific Affairs 
(Meetings: HMhington, D. C., January 1971 
Washington, D. C., April 1971 
Wnshington, D. C., October 1971) 
Hcmber, Executive COtnmittee, Division 3 
Secretary /Treasurer of .Division 3 
Psychonomic Society 
Neeting, Saint Louis, November 1971 
Hember of Governing Board 
Southwestern Psychological Association 
Neeting, San Antonio, April 1971 
President-elect 
Society of Experimental Psychologists 
Meeting, Denver, April 1971 
Paper; Paired avoidance 
Norman, Ralph D. 
Consultant-Examiner and Member of Commission on Higher Education, 
North Central Association. Attended Commission meetings 
July 27-28, and Sept. 28-29 1 Chicago, Illinois. 
Price, Louis E. 
Society for Research in Child Development. Paper presented at 
biennial convention, Minneapolis, Minn., April 1971. 
Rhodes, John M. 
Brain Research Conference, January 1970 
Member, American Psychological Association 
Member, Bio-feedback Society 
Roll, Samuel 
Nemhe]:', Professional St.:ltldards Committee of the New Mexico 
Psychological Association 
Ros<~nhlum, Sidney 
Firllt Annual Conference on Behavior Modification, University 
of Vera Cruz, Mexico, January 25-27, 1971 
Board of Di1:ectors, New Mexico Psychological Association 
RuebuHh, Britton K. 
Board of Directors, New Mexico Psychological Association 
Board of Directors, Albuquerque Big Brother Chapter 
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7. Other professional acti.vit:i.es 
Elli.s, Ueltry C. 
Journal Edit:Lng Acti.vi,ties 
Ncml1c\·, Edl tor lnl Bonn!: 
Jo11rnnl of ExpC'l:imPntal l'Bychology, 1967-
Psycho'l n1yi enl Hc•pcwts, 1963-
J>,•rcl'ptutll nnd l'lotor Skills, 1963-
Rugultlr Consulti.ng Etlito,·: 
Pc.rcnption nncl PHychophysics, 1971-
Invit:ed Colloquia or Symposium Talks 
University of Ca lifo:rnia, Berke ley. Series of three 
colloquium talks on Perceptual Processes in Human Learning. 
"Encoding Alternatives and the Transfer of Stimulus 
Discrimination", February, 1971. 
"Attention, Verbal Labels, and Mediated Generalization", 
February, 1971. 
"Stimulus Recording in the Face of Interference", March, 
1971. 
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, "Transfer of 
Stimulus Discrimination and Encoding Alternatives", 
February, 1971. 
University of California, Davis, "Stimulus Learning: 
Straight-up or on-the-Rocks?", April, 1971. 
Sacramento State College, California, "Transfer of Stimulus 
Discrimination and Encoding Alternatives", May, 1971. 
Stanislaus State College, ·california, "Encoding Variability 
Theory and the Transfer of Stimulus Discrimination", 
Nay, 1971. · 
Annual, Hestertt Learning Symposium: Topic of Cognitive 
Learning, for 1971. Presented address entitled "Verbal 
processes in the encoding of visual information: An 
approach to language, perception, and memory." 
Bellingham, Wash., Oct., 1.971. 
University of At·izona, Tucson, "Encoding PJ;ocesses in Human 
Learning and Memory", December, 1971. 
Local Talks 
Learning Theory and Principles Applied to Teaching. Talk 
presented to graduate seminar in Electrical Engineering, 
Dec. 1971. (A. Koschman, .EE Dept.) 
Ferraro, Douglas P. 
Invited addresses: 
Colloqui\un nt University of Arizona 
Colloquium nt Alhnny i-1<-d icnl CoJll,ge 
Addn~sn to N<'W N<•Xit'<l J.'uh'l i.e li<'nlth Amwc:Ltltion 
Ad,()·,,;:; t<> N•·W N••x i en l'uh'J i c Selwol Sy1upt>ll ilun ell\ Druj~ Ahmm 
Gol:loqul.um l:o liNN ll<'PaJ'l:Hh'lll' of l'::yd1illtty 
Col'hlqu:l.um ell liNN l>top:lrl:m,•nt o[ Speech Pnthology tlnd Audiology 
R<Wi<~\{cr for l':;vchonnmi.c S•·ienct~ 
Rcviclver for T.enrning and Nntivntion 
Ad hoc revievcr for National Science Foundation 
Ad hoc reviewer for National Institute of Mental Health 
Consultant Sawyer-Freidcn Corporation 
Consultant Albuquerque Public Schools 
7. Other proEessional activities (continued) 
Friden, Thomas P. 
Consultant, V.A. Research Project on Aphasia 
It·w;Ln, Nt1rc Hanna 
Spoke to Chelwood Elcmentary School P.T.A. on topic: "What to 
tell ymtr children about sex. 11 
Logan, Frank A. 
Consulting Editor 
Journal of Experimental Psychology 
Journal of Comporotive and Physiological Psychology 
Psvchonomic Science 
Wm. C. Brown Co. 
Nnm Psychological Science Fellowship Review Committee 
Norman, Rtllph D. 
Consultant, Alcoholism Treatment Program 
Price, Louis E. 
Consultant to State Department of Education 
Consultant to New Mexico Educational Center 
Rhodes, John M. 
T.V. appearance KNME 
Roll, Samuel 
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Faculty Director of the University of New Mexico Student Crisis 
Center (Agora). 
Consultant to Albuquerque Child Guidance Center 
Member of the Advisory Council of the Vista Larga Therapeutic 
School 
Off-campus lectures to Big Brothers of Albuquerque 
Albuquerque Public Schools 
Learning Disabilities As soc ia.tion 
Rosenblum, Sidney 
January through June 1971: 5 public lectures on the following 
topics: 
Roport on the 1970 White House Conference on Children 
Classroom Management of Problem Learners 
Adolescence 
Sex Education for Children 
Advances in Educational Technology 
Consultant, Child Study Center of Albuquerque 
Ruclnwh, Jlritton K. 
Jnn. 28: GnVl' ti\lk, "Child-pnrent relationships," at t~oman's 
lvorry Workshop, sponsored by Albuquerque MC!iltal Health Assn. 
Feb. 17 and Oct. 19: Gave talk on "Male models for boys," to 
Albuquerque Big Brothers Chapter 
Feb. 19: Gave talk, "Training trends in clinical psychology", 
U.N.M. Clinical Psychology forum. 
Benedetti, David T. 
T1~o-thinls time Associate Dean, Grnduatc School 
Sc1:vcd •ls Acting Dean, Graduate School, June and July, 1971 
Chui.l:nmn, J?,;yclwlogy J)ep:n:tmunt Cunernl Graduntc Committee 
~Jenthur, Graduate Committee 
Ncmbcr, Grmlua tc Commit tee subcommi ttcc on Advanced Degree 
Requirements 
Nembcr, Grudua tc Committee subcommittee on Enrollment Li-mitation 
Member, Graduate School Fellowship Committee 
Hcmber, Psychology Dep11rtment Clinical Commit tee 
Ncmbcr, Psychology Department Faculty Evaluation Committee 
Proposed, to Graduate Committee, the graduate grading system 
later adopted by the general faculty 
Rewrote Graduate School section of Graduate Bulletin. 
Re,~rote Psychology Department brochure, and statement for 
graduate students I 
Ellis, Henry C. 
A & S Advisor 
Chairman, Colloquium Committee 
Chairman, Learning Committee, Psychology 
Director, Departmental Honors Program 
Feeney, Dennis H. 
Psychology Search Committee 
Animal Facility and Equipment Committees 
Undergraduate Studies Committe~ 
Ferraro, Douglas P. 
Research Policy Committee 
Chairman Subcommittee on Classified Research 
AdmitliStrator of Psychology 450 "The Drug Course" 
Departmental Learning, Colloquium, Shop and Search Committees 
Faculty consultant to DRUG 
Major Professor for fourteen degree students (6 HA and 8 Ph.D) 
Faculty Adviser for Transcendental Meditation 
Fridcn, Thomas P. 
Dean's Faculty Advisory Committee for A & S 
Seven Departmental Conunittees 
Gluck, John P. 
Univm:s.lty Conunitt:cc on the Humane Cnrc of A11imals 
Gric<", G. Robert: 
C:t ... iHiull u~ ndv I:; o·1~ 
D<'pL. <'lllllmfrl:<'t\;1: Lt•llni.Lng, Nl'thodology, llncult:y l~vnlunti(ln, 
Shop 
Harris, Richard J. 
Committee on Enhancement of Educational Process 
Computer Usc Committee 
Departmental Methodology, Subject Pool, Course Evaluation 
Committees 
8. Non- teaching tlnivers i.ty service (continued) 
Johnson, Peeler J. 
Chaired A & S Dean's Committee leading to NSF grant for 
experimental-educational, program. 
Koenig, Knrl, P. 
Policy conunittee 
Logan, Frank A. 
Chairman, Graduate advisor 
UNM Conunittee on Human Subjects (Chairman) 
Norman, Ralph D. 
Ncmber, V .P. Travelstead's Teaching Evaluation Committee 
Hember, Boord of Agora 
Clinic a 1 Training Committee 
Sigma Xi Executive Committee 
Governance Committee 
Associate Dean, A & S 
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Was instrumental, in coordination with Dean Wollman, in develop-
ment of a grant proposal for curriculum revision in A & S 
College. TI1e college was successful in receiving a $30,000 
grant from the National Endowment for Humanities in Sept. 1.971. 
Price, Louis E. 
College of Education Research Review Committee 
Manzanita Center Policy Committee 
Rhodes, John M. 
Member Graduate Committee 
Faculty Advisor 
Roll, Samuel 
Faculty-wide conunittee: Research allocations 
Departmental committees: Introduction, Experimental methodology, 
Clinical, General, Library 
Rosenblum, Sidney 
Board member, Popejoy Hall 
Agora 
Chairman, A and S Human Subjects Research Review Committee 
Member, Tilsk Force on Prog'l:'ams fo'l:' Health Sciences 
Clinica 1 and Dcvelopmenta 1 Committees of Department of Psychology 
Ruchush, Britton K. 
M<>mhcr, Children's Committee, Dept. of Psychiatry 
Mt•mlwt, Rc~w"rch Committee, Dept. of Psychiatry 
Ml'mbcr, U.N.M. Athletic Council 
Chairman, Clinical Psychology Committee, Department of Psychology 
9. Public service 
Ellis, Henry C. 
Advisor, Heights 1'MCA Swim Team 
Ferraro, Douglas P. 
Testify before New Mexico State Legislature 
Consultant to RAP 
Drug Education Coordination Council of Albuquerque 
Co-author of Junior League Journal Supplement on Drugs 
Various talks and appearances on KOB-TV, KGGM-TV, KNME-TV, 
KDAZ and KQEO, radio 
Harris, Richard J. 
Course surveyor, Albuquerque Roadrunners Club 
Norniat1, Ralph D. 
Member, CollUuittee of Citizens Concerned about Corrections 
Rosenblum, Sidney 
Board Member, Experiment in Jewish Learning 
Teacher, B'nai Israel Synagogue 
Ruebush, Britton K. 
Director, Albuquerque Child Guidance Center 
Member, Technical Advisory.Comm:Lttee, Mid-Rio Grande Health 
Planning Council 
Member, Executives Committee, lJ.C.F. Agencies 
10. Personal information 
Feeney, Dennis H. 
Separated 
Retired as First Lieutenant USAF RES. 
Irwin, Marc Hanna 
Divorce from Joan E. Irwin finalized 
The Report of the Department of Sociology 
July 1, 1971 - June 30', 1972 
Richard F. ~omasson, Chairman 
1. General Departmental Information 
3.89. 
The problems of the Sociolop,y Department reached epic proportions 
during this academic year. The kinds of difficulties i·le have had in such 
abundance, however, are just the sorts of cleavages and issues that have 
recently confronted nany departments, particularly sociology departments. In-
deed, because of the susceptibilities of sociologists to the fads and fashions 
of radical prescriptions, David Reisman has called our field the soft underbelly 
of the soft underbelly of American society. As this report attempts to demon-
strate much of the turmoil in our department is only comprehensible by seeing it· 
as a collision between counterculture values and traditional academic structure 
and values. The University Secretary's instructions state that "the Annual Re-
?Ort is the only readily available record of the year-by-year history of the 
University, 11 so this seems an appropriate place to record just ~~hat did happen 
this year and to make it coherent to those 1~ho are only partially informed or 
CJisinformed. 
The Chairman is m·rare of the perilous task he is attempting here, 
but he has endeavored to be as objective as he can in the selection of Hhat 
facts to note and in the interpretation of these facts. Still, he has no 
illusions that he will fully succeed, nor that he will satisfy anyone except 
possibly l1imself. The Chairman has not hesitated to make judgments along the 
'· 
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way that put him on the side of his angels, but these also serve the most 
valuable function of continually alerting the reader to just ~There his biases 
lie. One can attempt to be objective Hhile at the same time holding and ex-
pressing judgments on just those matters one is trying to be objective about. 
The Chairman will concede at the outset that this is an opinion upon 1~hich 
there would be some disagreemt::nt among his colleagues. 
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As many academics know, but certainly most others do not, no insti-
tution in American society, except marriage, is so prone to intense internal 
conflict as the university department. Hilliam H. Hhyte, Jr., wrote some years 
ago that aven advertising 11gencies are benign compared with university depart-
ments. Part of the reason departments have such a capacity to generate personal 
stress and conflict is the equality that prevails, the lack of clear criteria for 
evaluation and differences on what these criteria should be, together with the 
large egos of the participants. 
Perhaps the most publicized case of departnental conflict in the re-
cent history of American academia occurred in the Economics Department of the 
University of Illinois in the early 1950s. Here the issues were a complex of 
Keynesi:ms vs, anti-Keynesians, cosmopolitans vs. locals, and the "Newcomers'' 
vs. the "old" neople, ;md all of this undergirded by marked salary differentials 
bettqeen the factions. There 1qerc almost no criss-crossing cleavages. Here were 
several fist fights, police had to stand by at departmental meetings, turmoil 
reigned for ttvo years. All told some 25 people left the Department during this 
time. In the end, the conservati\res "won" and later contributed dirc.ctly to the 
firing of the University President, Geor~e Dinsmore Stoddard, who had contributed 
quite directly to "building up" the Department. 
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The nost famous case of departmental conflict in recent American 
sociology occurred at Ohio State in the late 1960s) when Hans Zetterberg 
became Chairman. This department had become one of the largest a!ld certainly 
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the flabbiest sociology department in. the Big Ten. Chairman Zetterberg, as one 
observer put it, carried out his mission of "building up" the Department like a 
young Samurai on his first assignnent, and he probably did this with the support 
of the administration. Immediately after coming he classified all faculty, ten-
ured and untenured, into three categories: "core," "invited," and "frozen." The 
~Here those who could feel secure in their accomplishments; the second group 
were invited to join the core by grenter accortplishment; the frozen lvere beyond 
the pale. If tenured, the raises of the frozen would be only token; if untcnured, 
they would be given their !·Talking papers. Thirteen sociologists were in the frozen 
group, all of whon subsequently left, "'nd so, too, did a nur.1ber of others. As a 
result of this alleged reign of terror sonc of the faculty nnd graduate students 
published an "underground" paper with a national distribution among sociologists 
dedicated to getting rid of Chairman ?.etterberp, and brinr:ini; denocracy hack to the 
Sociology Departr.1ent at Ohio State. The Chairman left voluntarily in 1971 and the 
Department has returned to "normal" 1~ith a net-T outside Chairman dedicated to tr"Ltn-
quility. 
Hhat happened in the Sociology Depl'\rtr.Jent at The University of Ne1v 
'lcxico this year, I·Thilc not as spectacular as these tiVo cases, is perhaps more 
instructive because so rmny of the ideological ingredients that make for conflict 
in contemporary sociology departments arc (hopefully, were) present here. As a 
direct result of these conflicts nine faculty, staff, and graduate assistants have 
left or \·Till leave Cr.lp1oymcnt in this department. This is a not unimpressive number 
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in a Department whose total roster has never exceeded 27 people, excluding 
work-study students. 
Hhat are the issues that supplied the fuel for the explosion of 
conflict that escalated >in the Spring of 1971 and reached an unbearable peak 
in t~e middle of this past academic yeP.r? They were all of the following: 
--the grading issue 
--the role of graduate students in the governance of the Department 
--the prerogatives of the tenured faculty vis-a-vis the untenured 
--acceptance of the nuthority structure of the Department nnd the 
central administrnt:ion 
--the place of social :1ctivism 
--whether faculty and students should be evaluated in terms of "the 
t-~hole person" or only in terms of specific academic criteria. 
--the nature of faculty-student relations 
--moral vs. scientific evaluation of sociological endeavor 
--the role of 1~riting ;:md publication 
--1~ho should be hired 
--a structuren or unstructured graduate program 
--criteria for retention, tenure, and promotion 
--didactic or evocative teachinp, styles, the conflict bet1·7een those who 
emphasize substantive content and those who emphasize consciousness 
raising or l~ho begin 1·7ith the professed "needs" and wishes of students. 
Unfortunntely, there have been fet·7 cross-cutting cleavages to temper 
conflict on these n:my issues. The lines betlve~n "the sides" have been unambig-
uously clear most of the time. This hns been partly a battle bet1·7cen traditional 
academics and those ndhering to counterculture values in n Department Hhere the 
latter have been a mnjority, but all1vithout tenure. The Chaiman, hotvever, prefers 
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the terms structuralists and anti-structuralists. The former accept at least the 
rudiments of acadenic bureaucracy and the need for certain hierarchy and authority 
in non-intellectual matters. Unfortunately, they are sometimes pushed into positions 
Hhere they see more plotting and planninq among the other faction than is the case. 
The anti-structuralists are really an academic variety of American populists w~th 
stronR tendencies to oppose hierarchy, structure, authority, even, the Chairman 
would contend, rational and gentle authority. "Do your own thing" and 11freedom for 
everybody" are their nottoes and what sometimes holds this faction together. 
Just as fitting are the terl'!s "objectivists" and "subjectivists," The 
objectivists--Hhether Conservatives, Liberals, or 'larxists--eMphasize what is 
"out there, 11 systematic knmvlodgc, what 1 s in books. The subjectivists tend to 
emphasize the mental states of discrete individuals, their uniqueness, special 
probleMs, inadequacies, special talents. The former tend toward objective evalu-
ation, the latter toward onposition to evaluation coMbined with a perpetual pen-
chant for "experincntation" and "innovation" in teachinp,, nbove all, for breaking-
dm-m conventional structure. The structuralists are like conventional economists, 
allegedly the MOSt 11 scientific1' of the socinl scientists; the anti-structuralists 
arc like the soft people in fields like education and psychiatry, but in our De-
partnent with nore fire and determination. 1laybc we should just call theM the 
scientists and the roMnntics, or, fran nnother point of vicH, the Hobbesians and the 
Rousseaucans. 
In spite of the intensity of the in-fiP,hting, all the players in this 
complex dra~~ naintained a certain standard of decency throughout the year, at 
least Most of the tine. There have been no near-fisticuffs since the spring of 
1971, a modicun of civility has usually obtained, particularly in recent months, 
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and personal invective has been less than excessive. 
The spring of 1971 is where we nust begin this narrative. 
b. meeting was scheduled for March 31, 1971 which was cancelled nt the 
request of one or tl~o of the fnculty. !1. nunber of assistant professors ~~ere 
disturbed at this and saw it as a Neans of postponing certain issues and decided 
to hold a neeting even though the officinl peeting had been cancelled. Several 
graduate students were also in attendance. The n~xt dny the minutes of this 
necting Here distributed as though they vrere the minutes of an official neeting. • 
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The items "passed" related to the interests of graduate students in the department. 
This controversial docunent should be quoted in ita entirety: 
To: All faculty nenbers .qnd ~raduate reps. 
Fron: Faculty necting, Sociology 
Subject; Uinutes of FF\culty neetinp., 
Harch 31, 1971 
On ?farch 31 in a departnent neeting of the Sociology 
fnculty expressions of rcgtat ~~ere nado that colleap,ues could 
not be present. 
Three voting ncnbors of thu grnduate students, elected 
denocraticnlly by then, 1gere n:1de voting nenbcrs of the. faculty 
ncet:ing, and of nll future mcct:inp,s. Unaninous. It was recom-
ncnded that one of the mev.bers be a representative of the T.i\.'s 
~nd tht! other t\·7b of the )'trndun tes nt large, as the T. A. 's have 
special :interests. 
Plnn II (no thesis required for the H. I\.) was unaninously 
accepted. Students nrc to choose their coMnittee for the conpre-
hensive exnninntion, consistin~ of three faculty nembets. Any faculty 
nember nay decline to serve. 
""'7-
No course may be required that is not taught by at least 
two different faculty members in an academic year, with the ex-
ception of 101. One dissenting vote. 
Faculty ~eetings arc to be open to all sociology graduates, 
under-grad's and staff. Unanimous. 
The motion on executive meetings, and the definition of 
this term, 1~ere tabled till the n<:!xt neeting. 
Several of the faculty not in attendance regarded this act 1·7ith outrage 
and persist in referring to it as an attenptcd coup d'etat. Those involved in the 
meeting, while their individual interpretations differ, agree in regarding ±t and 
the subsequent distribution of the minutes as a protest against the inactivity of 
the tenured faculty in dealing 1~ith certain alleged concerns of the graduate stu-
dents, above all, getting Plan. II passed which requires no thesis for the M.A., 
disallm~ing any required course with no choice of instructor, and votinp; repres-
entation in faculty meetings. 
The significance of this meeting is that it marks a high point in the 
division of the faculty into tl•7o factions and an incident which has taken on 
enormous symbolic meaning for both sides during the past year. The seriousness 
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1-1ith which this event 1~as taken is indicated by the failure of anyone to point out C'he 
ninutes 'of thin ncetirtp, were clistrihutc•l on A.-p:d.l Fool's Day. The, C,haiil:lan, ~tlou~d 
11rite no more of this incident as he Has not present to observe it and can only 
rely on the conflicting interpretations of the various participants. 
The Chairman returned to the University in early Aunust after a year in 
Iceland determined to heal the rupture that had arisen in the Department. As he 
~~rotc to Dean Nathaniel 1·1ollman prior to his return: "I lvill stand for academic 
values and ny airns Hill be to restore traditions of civility and to dcpoliticize 
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the Department, particuL'lrly the graduate students." All in all, his success was 
less than stunning. 
Anong the Chairman's first formal actions were to estnblish two important 
comnittees t~hich would deal with some of the important areas of controversey that 
had developed in the Department. These cor.mittees and their nissions t~ere as 
follot~s: 
(1) Graduate Program Comnittee. The Plission of this collll'littee t~as to 
spell out the requirements ;mel philosophy of both the ~!.A. and Ph.D. programs. The 
committee ~ras instructed to collect ;mel consider all of the material that had 
previously been drm-m up on the Ph.D. progrnm l'mcl the arguments for and against the 
adoption of Plan II (no thesis required) for the llnster' s Degree. (During this 
year the Ph.D. vrogrl'lm was successively passed by the Depar.tment, The Curriculun 
Committee, the Graduate Comnittee, the College of Arts and Sciences faculty, the 
General Faculty, it was then approved by the Administration, and then passed 
by the Regents of the University. The one reMaining hurdle is the State's Board 
of Educational Fimmce ~1hich will convene in the Fall.) 
(2) The Committee on Departmontal Governance. The mission of this 
committee t~as to draft a full policy of governr.mce for the Department, including 
necessary departmental committees. The committee was instructed to study the 
university statutes, tha by-ln~IS of other sociology departMents, and those of 
other departments in the Collega of Arts nnrl Sciences v7ith by-lm·18. Henbers Here 
instructed to acqua~nt themselves with the diffarent forns of depnrtmental govern-
ance and the success of their oneration, includinp the role of graduate students. 
A preliminl'lry copy of c:tch connittee' s renort ~·ms distributed to all 
sociology faculty, J7nduate students and others 11ho ~~ere asked to subnit their 
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Hritten col!ll!letlts to the comMittees. Each committee then revised its preliminary 
report in light of the comments received. No formal discussion of the issues wns 
allm~ed to commence until at least one week after the revised draft of a committee's 
report had been distributed to all concerned. This nethod of achieving compromise 
in a divided departnent is based on the <~Ssurmtion that what one ~~rites is more 
rational and reasonable than what one snys. The success in carrying out these two 
nissions were the najor accomplishments of the Department rluring this year. 
Hhile dealing with rlepartmental successes, this is an appropriate place 
to note that the Dep;utment has ruvle reflular full-time appointMents of a Black, a 
Chicano, and a Honan. Considering the short supply of Blacks :mel Chicanos in the 
Sociology marketplace and the consensus in the Department not to give financial 
incentives to special categoric~, this is a conr:tendable success. Gaining a ~~oman 
in a sociology department is somewhat of a lesser accomplishment because of their 
greater abundance. 
Hith these not inconsiderable achievements, the Chairman must turn to 
less pleasant topics and failures. 
At the time of appointinp, these tNo committees at the beginning of the 
acf!dcnic year, the Chair1:1an felt compeller] to overturn the radically egalitarian 
legislation passed in the spring two dnys 11fter the attempted coun d 1 etat (ns some 
~omuld call it) or protest meeting (ns others Houle\ call it). l·fost il'lportant was 
the passage of a proposal whereby a quarter of the votes in fnculty t'Jectings would 
go to p,rarluatc students. The Chairman's re1.sons for nullifying this decision were: 
(1) Three persons voterl in this election whose votes the Chairman did not recognize. 
(2) Jle received no notification or col'l!Tiunication on the matter until after it hart 
been accomplished. (3) This is n change of a constitutional charncter, and such 
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change is not affected in rational organizations by simple majority vote, at 
least not without some time for reflection and the cooling of passions which at the 
time of discussion h.':lr.\ reached a peak. The Chairr.mn, however, established the 
principle (to be in effect until the rules of governance were passed) that t'~o 
elected representatives from the graduate students and two elected representatives 
from the undergraduate students (if organization made such possible) were to be 
invited to faculty meetings, but they were not to have voting rights. 
The Chairman later becaoe m-mre that the University's Policy Col!ll11ittee 
earlier had interpreted the faculty by-lnws to the effect that graduate students 
were not authorized to vote in faculty meetings. So the issue became moot and no 
Ptovision for student voting is contained in the new Departmental by-laws. Pro-
fessor Robert H. Rabenstein of The University of Hissouri has just completed a 
study of trends in 76 graduate departments of sociology. He found that interest 
in student participation in departmental governance in general had declined "among 
students, ancl apparently amon11; many faculty as well." Rabenstein even questions 
'~hether the representation already achieved will persist. 
Sor.Ie resentment, both among faculty :md students, Has expressed to the 
Chairman over this allegedly authoritarian action. Among several faculty this 
aroused hostility and resulted in a narked diminution in the Chairman's initially 
high level of support. Several expressed their bitterness to the Chairman in no 
uncertain terns. I:J. few others took a tentative "Let's see uhat he does next" 
attitude. All of the regular tenured faculty nnd one, two, or three of the un-
tenured faculty supported the decision. 'Host of the 36 graduate students seemed 
quite unconcerned, but a small nUI:tber of the student nctivists 1-1ere outrnged. 
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A letter to the Chairr.tan fror.t one of the two Graduate Student Representatives 
expressed the.ir sense of betrayal of acadeMic democracy, a vi em probably even 
more strongly held by several of the assistant professors. This student wrote: 
The recent atter.tpt, on your part to brinp; about a "harmonious 
and just department", •·ihile c.onmen<lable, is a slap in the face to those 
students who 11orked last year to build a just department. 
The Hollnan decree (the Dean's refusing to accept any 
departmental action on curriculurt or personnel in •~hich student 
voting affected the decision) brought to life, eviclently, by various 
nembers of the departnent in order thn.t the graduate students 1mulcl 
I 
know their place under 'boss,' is essentially a classic reaffirmation 
of the iron rule of oligarchy .in a bureaucratic organization. In this 
case, it gives you the power over the clepartnerit, which, in turn, makes 
your power subservient to the clean of the college, the president of the 
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university, and if ~re follow this .'ld nauseum, the sovereign state of Ne1~ 
!lexica (in which I, evidently, have More soy than I do in this department). 
Even th11un:h, the bureaucracy t~hich gives this power may be 
super-rationnl and omniscent, 1 still believe people sl1ould have a say in 
the Hay their lives are governed - even if only a 25% say. Further, as 
the oligarchinl rational is nbhorent to me, I do not recoP.nize the basis 
on which your decree rests. I must reject your manclnte of har111ony and 
justness over what has trnnspired <lCI'\ocraticnlly. 
I sny this not in tho hope of a l'liraculous chanp,e of heart, but 
merely to let you know that·at le1'1st one particle of the department is 
not in hnrMony. This is sonethinP, that must be said. Further, it occurs 
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to me that others who worked within the department last yaar ~10uld 
feel the same way. Hopefully, other particles are not in harmony 
either. 
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The Chairman regarded this as an cp,rep;ious, but not unconmon, misunder-
standing of hm·r an effective university department must operate. The Chairman 
wrote in answer to this student that it is crucial to understancl that 
a univcr~ity clepartment is not a parlia~cnt. It dqes 
not operate in its orp;;mizational nspects--npart from its intellectual 
aspects--on the basis of full equality. Indeqd, I l·Toulc:l say that rank, 
tenure status, and whether full-time or nart-timc arc consirlerations 
in many decisions. In terms of '-1cight of opinion on orp,anizational 
matters I uould regard the tenured faculty as most important, then the 
untcnured faculty, then pnrt-timc faculty, nncl then students. This does 
not mean that students cannot exert influence in organizational matters, 
nor that actually nn untcnured or part-time person cannot have much 
influence in these matters. Phnt it docs mean is that there is a hier-
archy in the dep.9.rtment in terms of what people have acconplishen and 
in terms of a professional involvement in this department and in the 
field of sociology. You have noted, I hope, that I am not talkinp; about 
intellectual r1atters, but only nbout fornal structure. Hhat I am saying, 
quite simrly, is that a university department has soJ'le asnccts of a 
bureaucratic organization. And the ultinv~te justification of this form 
is its ultiMate effectiveness (:mrl I do not ~m.nt to p;et into this here). 
(A)ny nssuoption of formal equality--ns distinct from influence--
of faculty and students in ~tters of organization, curriculum, and hiring 
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I do not accept. This does not mean at all that I do not favor 
strong student organization. In fact, I very MuCh do. 
401 
From this inauspicious but (the Chairman thinks) necessary beginning to 
the academic year, the Chairman's place among honorable men began its preciptious 
decline. By the coming of the Christmas season, he had become quite unequivocally 
the major villain in the University community, one not without numerous candidates. 
The members of the Department, however, lvould all agree that the Chairman merely 
caught up lvith several of his colleagues in villainy, but did not surpass them. 
But outsitle cf the Department his position was preeminent. The Student Senate, the 
Graduate Student Association, several petitioning r,roups, numerous letters, and a 
fel·7 telephone calls passed, resolved, declared, advocated, suggested, and demanded 
that the Chairman change and apolor.;izc or that he be fired, censure<!, or removed. 
But this is getting ahead of our narrative and may give the mistaken impression that 
this is not a departmental account, but rather the memoirs of the chairman, which is 
not the case. It is only that fate l'lnd hinself thrust upon the Chairman a leadership 
role such as he had never before even contemplated. 
The Nany Firings of Graduate Assistants 
The first and certainly the most celebrated public event in this troubled 
year was the firing of three graduate assistants in the Introductory Sociology 
course. (Other events were more celebrated inside the Department.) The disputes 
uhich led to the firings gretv out of efforts by the .<~ssistants to substitute 
their grading philosophies for that of the course supervisor who happened to be 
the Departmental Chairman. (Hhen reference is made to the Chairman in his role 
as course supervisor, his surname 1·1ill be used.) 
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Introdilctory Sociolo!!Y is one of those bio; lecture and discussion 
courses. It enrolls 800 to 900 students at the be?.inning of each semester, most 
of whoM ;;~re fresh!'1en and sophomores. There are p:enerally eirht or nine discussion 
leaders in the course. 
As supervisor. of Introductory Sociolopy, Tornasson designed, presented, 
and monitored the course, the lectures of uhicl-t mere on TV through the fall sen-
ester of 1971, but ldth p.rm1in" student criticisM the course went to live lectyres 
in the snrinp: seMester of t~e year. r.r.aduate aSsistants functioned to assist him 
in carryin!C out the objectives of tlv~ course as he ,JeterMineil then, their role is 
specifically that of discusaion lear!ers ami 9,raders. They arc not assistants 1·7ith 
ultiMate responsibility for course sections as :!.s the case in some other departl'lents 
of the university. The assigninr of f!rarics is the responsibility of Tomas son ~~ho 
signs the ~radin<' sheets. 
T,fuile l'!Ost of the assiatants arc nast their early t~mnties, "'ll have 
only TlA' s and for five of the nine ;1ssistants this Has their first teachinJ? exneri-
ence. A maiority han been, in varyinl?: det>rees, affccterl by anti-P:radinr; ohiloso-
ohies which vieH grading as, at best, clanas>.inP' to the learning. process_,, .at worst, 
a Means of neroetuating an exnloiting elite or as even riarnaP.ino; to souls. 
ToMasson, l'lany of the socioloc;y faculty, and De'in T7ollman had becooe 
nuch concerned over the pradin" nractices of the "raduate assistants fran before 
the first exaMination as a result of the exnerience in Introductory SociolORY rlurinP, 
the fall !leMester of th~ 1'170-71 aca,le!"'ic vear v7hen Tol'lasson ~~as a\ray on leave. Of 
the 70~ students Hho reccivcrl final let tor nades t'1at se"lestcr, 577 or 82 percent 
w~rc awarded A's or B' s. A study of the p:ra-1<:! sheets of the inrlividual assistants, 
furtherMore, discloser! that T".ost of t'"'c re!'!aininpo ~r:!des ~~ere C and that a large 
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numhc;r of these C's were awarded to students who had not taken the final exam.-
ination. In other tmrds, the p,eneral r,radinp; practice durinr, sprinp, seJllester 
1970-71 was to ~iv~ a p,rade of A or B to just about every student who enrolled 
in the course anrl took all three exundnations. Professor Charles lfoouhouse, 
who ;.~cter\ as course supervisor durinp, ToMas son's absence, reacter1 to the experi-
ence of the fall seF\ester by exercisinp, a close surveillance over p,radin~ rlurin~ 
the second semester. As a result there was an appreciable rlec.line in the percentap;e 
of A's and B's p,iven as final p,rades for the sprinP; semester of the 1970-7l year. 
Incenserl about whnt har1 hnppenerl t1urinp: the previous year anri rleterninerl 
thr>.t it would not happen ap,ain, Tonasson r1iscusser1 p;rarlinp; 11ractices with the 
assist;mts on ttm occasions prior to the first examination at the rep;ular Nonday 
norninP, meetinp;s of the course stnff. At these neetinp;s, Tomas son r1arle unanbip;-
uously clear thr~t he r\irl not want p:rtv1es on the first examination to be too hip;h. 
He specifically instructerl the assistants not co hnve p;rarle distributions approach-
in?, anythin?; like two-thirds A's nnr\ B' s. 
IJTll'lerlintely After the first exnmination, Tomasson asked the Assistants to 
subMit their inrliviclual ~rarle rlistributirms to hiM. Host of the ~tssistants r1il} not 
cm'lply. (At 1~hich til'le Tol'lnsson shnulrl hnve teken stronr, action, but •li•l not.) 
At the follmvinp, "e<;:k1 s tn.eetinp, with the :1ssistnnts, Tmk"lsson ap,A.in asker\ for 
individual ?,rncle distributions, this tine speci;fyinp; '1 rlearlline for subv1ission. 
The nssistants then sulmitterl a rlistribution which >~p;p;re?;"'-ter\ tl}C p,rmles for all 
sections hut did not shm·T P,r:vles for inrlividual assistants as requester!. At the 
next Nnnrlay morninp; rteet:i.np;, Tol!1assnn np;ain insiste•l on havinp; p,rade rlistributions 
frot•l each assistant nn•l :tll of them., then, finally coFtplied. Thus, it took three 
r•eeks before ToMasson HilS able to Hin coripli'lncc with his request. The saMe 
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reluctance \1as subsequently reported by Professm:: Foodnouse about his experi-
cnce during the previous year. 
After receiving and exanining the grade distributions, Tomasson inforned 
the assistants that there Has far too much disparity in the percentages of A's 
and B 1 s given by the assistants and that some of them \vould have to lO!·TCr .their 
grading scale in future examinations. The highest assistant had given 76 percent 
A's and B's and three others percentages in the 60s on this first examination, 
but three had given percentages in the 20s. Individual memos Here sent to each 
assistant. Sane were notified that their grade levels were satisfactory, and 
others the contrary. 
At the tine that the l7\atters described above were occurrinp:, several 
of the assistants reacted to Tomasson' s concern over grading l1ith hostility, as 
an utterly iMproper--even immoral--officiousness. It t-~ns at this point that three 
of the assistants, overflot-~ing t'lith rip,;hteous indip,;nation, sought to Puhlicize 
their persecution by bringing pressures to bear on Tonasson fran certain members 
of the Sociolop,y fRculty, the Graduate l'tudent Associ.<~tion, ancl The Loho _(the 
student paper). In a memor.<~ndum to the Sociology Frtculty (nn~ The Lobo) from "A 
Group of Conce-rned Tenching /\ssistants" an apneal wts T'lade for the faculty to 
discuss the general situation in a faculty Meeting. This nenorandum quoted and 
specifically objected to tHo communications received fran ToMasson: These quotes 
illustrate the persecution to which the assistants were subiected after their three 
weeks of insubordination: 
1) "The final f\r.,do distribution for Sociology 101 should have 
substantially more C' s than B 1 s. I ~muld e:x:pect: th:i.s to be 
true of each of your grade distributions. If this is not the 
case, I Hant some explanation fran you." 
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2) "Furthernore, I do not want anyone to return the second 
exam until I have had an opportunity to look at your 
grade distribution." 
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After this "appeal" by the assistants Tomasson was outra11;ed--to use 
one of the favorite words in the Sociolotw Der>artment. He then foolishly con-
sented to give an intervieW to a reporter from ~ Lobo in which he said v1hat 
he really thought and for which he has perhaps been rif!htfully criticized. Never 
after this did he open his mouth to any reporter other than to smile and be polite. 
His counsel, Chairnan Cohen of the Econorics Dcpartnent, continually o:r:!cren hin t 
refuse all co:oncnt, an~' a1:nvc ::11, not to write anything. 
This publicized appeal to the sociolor,y faculty ~·laS vigorously rejected 
by a sector of the sociology faculty, including all the tenured faculty. Another 
sector of the faculty oade up of six assistant professors and an associate pro-
fessor with a najor appointnent in mathematics responded with an elegant and long 
letter in The Lobo entitled "To The University Community. 11 The letter from the 
seven began: "In the event that mcnbers of the University Community feel that 
there is no support among.members of the Sociology Department faculty for the 
position of the graduate assistants in their dispute ~·7:i.th the Chairmnn, l~c 1qish 
to make it clear that this is not the case." The letter dealt with hoH Tomasson 
had acted inproperly because he did not provide the assistants with "a complete 
hearing" and had not only violated their academic freedom, but also their sensi-
bilities. 
The author of the letter was an articulate assistant professor passion-
ately committed to counterculture values who had been in constant contact Hith the 
p,raduate assistants through this period. Host of the other sip,nees of the letter, 
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th~ Chairman believ~s, w~r~ ignorant of the details of the case and signed the 
letter out of sene combination of group pressure and general protest against the 
Chairman and the tenur~d faculty ov~r other issues. 
The moral certitud~ of three of the assistants through all this is 
illustrated by their connents in The Lobo of November 12, 1971. 
"I ~vill grade as I see each exan. Tomasson nay be pleased or displease 
"I Hill keep grading as I have despite Toma.sson." 
"Asking us to loHer grades is unethical." 
Int~restingly, there had been no history of any kind of personal conflict between 
Toma.sson and the assistants. 
Tomasson' s concern over gradini\ practices vms h~ight~n~d ate this time 
by the fact that a second examination had been given on November 10 and 11. He 
had come to the realization after taikinr; to each of them that the three assist-
ants ~rho had given the highest percentage of A's and B' s on the first examination 
were hopelessly intransigent and Here likely to repeat their perfornances. Tomasson 
then gave them ~ach Hritten dismissal warning(l. 
As the assistants ha~ not responded to a guideline stated generally, 
Tomasson realized that he must develop one that i·7as more spcd.fic. The guideline 
arrived at was that the average grade for the first and second exaninations for 
the 90 to 100 students of each assistant was not to exceed 2.6 (B-), exclusive of 
F1 s. This gui.-leline had been r\erived on the basis of discussions Hith a nunber of 
< 
persons inclu,Jing Dean Hollnan ~1hosc npinion Iras that it 1·7as "nore than generous." 
Tomassort gave the assistants full authorization to let him play the heavy and take 
the blame for the lo~·1Crec1 grading level. 
At the 'londay norninp.; nceting of Novenber 15, emotions ran hip.;h at the 
announcenent of the p;rarlinp; guideline and it is impossible for Toma.sson or anyone 
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(even those assistants sympathetic to ToMasson) to give an objective picture 
of specifically 1·1hat happened. But the general positions of the players are 
clear. Tonasson was still trying to be "reasonable" (l·lhich at this late point' 
was a mistake as it probably contributed to the intransigence of the assistants). 
The assistants •·mre noH wholly operating on the level of "their principles." 
The three who had been {\iven the dismissal 1·mrnings 1vere then r;iven a clay to think 
nbout acceptinp; the 2.6 p;uideline. All three refused and Here then dismissed. 
Tonasson had never realized that grades could be so important, but he became con-
vinced that to some they are anong the most il'Joortant thini!S in the ~lorld--almost 
~o~orth dying ~· if not for. 
Even before their disnissals, the assistants had obtained legal counsel. 
Their counsel consisted of tl·lo assistant professors from the Law School. One was 
Robert Halker, Hell-knoHn on canpus for his defense of several students nnd faculty 
in various university controversies. Fe is rep,ardecl by some as an ambulance chaser 
for the counterculture, by others as an energetic defender of the rights of the 
victims of illegitiMate or ill-used university authority. Professor Sanford Cohen, 
an expert on labor relations ;md Chairnan of the Economics Department, then volun-
teered to net as Tomasson's counsel. 
Counsel for the disMissed assistants requested an immediate meeting lvith 
President Ferrel Heady ancl n meetin~ \vas held nt 8:00 A.?!. on Tuesday, November 16. 
President Hendy later concluded that the dismissals were in full conformity lvith 
the procedural requirenents specified in the Faculty Handbook. 
Counsel for the assistnnts at this time had sent a communication to the 
Deputy General Secretary of the American Associntion of University Professors in. 
Hashington. Their allegations Here nade Fithout providing Tomnsson an opportunity 
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to reply. The General Secretary's office sent (incredibly, Tomasson thinks) a 
telegram to President Heady calling for the immediate reinstatement of the 
dismissed assistants. 
The President's reply to the r.cnernl Secretary stated that the inform-
ation submitted by the lm-l)Ters Has inconplcte and erroneous. In his telegram he 
said: "I must ex:nress surprise and register protest that your telegram was sent 
without any prior effort on your part to check the reliability and completeness 
of the information on '·1hich your request was based." On the basis of these con-
siderations, President Heady rejected the request of the General Secretary that 
the dismissed assistants be restoreri to their positions. 
At the request of Dean Georp.e Springer of the Graduate School a meeting 
~ms held on November 19 to determine whether a resolution of the discharge dispute 
mip;ht be achieved without going throup;h a formal hearinp.; procedure. After many 
hours of discussion an agreement wns hammered out 1·7hereby the assistants l·iould 
p,rade each of the three questions on the second exam on the basis of P to 100, 
then make an average, and provir1e a 11 recomnender1" grade. All examinntions were then 
to be turned over to Tomasson for assip,nnent of the official grade. The subject of 
dispute up to this 11oint hml never been the assistants' rank orderinp; of the exams, 
but the level of the grades they assigned .• 
Tormsson entered into this peculiar Clrranp.ement for the practical reasons 
of avoiding prolonp;ed litigation and also to alleviate the burden placen on him 
and the Department by having to cnrry the Hark load of the three disnissed assist-
ants. lie did not at all view his case aqainst the assistants as a weak one, which 
apparently was the interpretation of some observers. This may also have been the 
interpretation of the assistl\nts nnrl their counsel, 
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This ap,reement placed an enormous tvork load on Tomasson, but he pro-
ceeded happily in the thought that the problem tvas resolved, albeit clumsily. His 
tranquility, however, was shortly shattered tvhen he discoverecl that some of the 
assistants had informed their students of their "recommended" grade on the._ second 
examination. Two of the three originnlly fit:ed assistants had done this, the 
third had not. "Hhat else could I ethically do.?" was the sense of their response 
to Tomasson. These two were immediately fired again. "Tomasson Docs It Again" was 
the banner headline in _The Lobo. 
A third assistant was subsequently fired, the most intransip,cnt of all. 
He had not been fired the first time nrounc1 becnuse he die'! not so much indulge in 
high gradinB• It was rather that he 1.;as mor.'llly opposed to giving any grade below 
t;, no Fl<ttter botv lacking the performance. He saw Tomasson as .an ap;ent of the elite, 
ultimately as a persecutor of the poor, ninority groups, and the dmmtroddcn--even 
of women. He sent e:tch of his students ~ letter worded as follotvs: 
11/15/71 
Dear Students: 
Due to circumstances beyond my control, t.;e t·7ill have to 
forego the normal gradinr, procedure. You will find your grade 
for the second exam, Fall 1971, Sociology 101 belot-~. Keep this 
receipt. It may be the only record of the grode I think you 
deserve. If anyone else chanp,es this grade, complain! 
(Undcrlinin~ in original.) 
By ;luthority of your teaching assistant. 
And did the students comolnin nbout getting a ''recommended" P,racie higher 
th:m the real one! Ann not only those of this nssistnnt. Probably few· teachers in 
the history of American academia have been confronted by so many students complaining 
____ ._-_, ___ , 
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about so many grades in one senester. Some wrote letters to the President of the 
University, the Academic Vice President, and the Dean of the College. One irate 
father even wrote a letter to the President of the Board of Regents. Several in-
dividuals slammed Tonasson's door, a feH swore at him, one threw a book at him, and 
one darkly threatener\ a lmv suit. 
There was even a fourth assistant who HaS fired. This firing is not well 
known and did not even make the newspapers. As a matter of fact, this firing was 
mainly symbolic, it occurred after the assistant turned in his p,rades at the close 
of the first semester at which time his contract expired. This 1vas the coolest of 
the counterculture assistants. His grade distribution. was reasonable. on the. two 
essay tests, and he had no control over the score on the machine-graded final. At 
the stage of calculating final grades, h01·1cver, he disregarded the prescribed for&~­
ula and used his o1m "system,-, to insur.e that there would be virtually no low grades. 
Tomasson recalculated all of this assistant's grades and lowered almost half. This 
action was apparently his secret "protest" aP,ainst the system, or perhaps it was 
his private way of shm·Ting solidarity 1qith his previously f;i.red colleagues. 
The next step in the drana of the graduate assistants and their counsel 
was to appeal tha Chairman's decision. Accordinp: to the Faculty Handbook they had 
a choice of a number of adMinistrative officers. They chose Dean STJringer of the 
Grarluate School. 
Academic litigation is certainly verbose. Counsel for the assistants 
presented a 13 page statencnt of arguments. Counsel for Tornasson presented a 20 
page statement with 30 attachcrl exhibits. The Hearing occupied over seven hours. 
on t1-1o days anrl its transcription fillc,1 120 11agcs, 
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Dean Springer "H;i.th great reluctance" ruled in favor of the assistants 
while at the same time aclmmdedging their behavior as "disrupt;i.ve. '' The final 
. 
paragraph of his ruling sumr.1arizes his argument: 
Finally, let me reiterate that the issue on Nhich this 
rulinp, is made is not the chairman's authority to dismiss assist-
ants: This authority stands inviolate. Neither Has the perlagogic 
unwisdom of offering to freshman and other undergraduates two sets 
of grades -- one recommended by the graduate assistant, another 
finally and authoritatively determined by the course supervisor 
an issue. Rother, the issue_ t.7aS (1) the adequacy of the procedures 
followed by a chairman in exercising his prerogative of dismissal; 
and (2) the explicitness of a Hritten ag~:eement reached, rather than 
the unspoken intent assumed by one party to be inherent in such 
agreement but assumed to be absent from that agreement by the. other 
party. 
The Chairr.~an next appealed Springer's decision to Chester C. Travelstead; 
Vice President for Academic i\ffairs. . He argued ag.<J.inst Springer 1 s procedural point 
by maintaininp, that: 
'The argument of Dean Springer that the ad hoc Agreement we 
reached on November 22 restored the~ guo~ is untenable. 
The Agreement only articulated in a peculiar manner certain prerog-
atives '~hich nrc mine as the supervisor of Sociolop.y 101. Dean 
Sprinr..cr's contention that I as course supervisor was obligated to 
go through the full three-step process of oral 'I·Tarning, dismissal 
warning, and dismissal notice with reasons ~ Assistants A and 
B's violation of the Agreement of November 22 is a renuctio ad 
absurdum of due process. 
He further argued that the earlier agreement reste<l on good faith. He 
rointed out that there is much in our academic behavior that is governed by ethical, 
professional, and common-sense standartls that cannot reasonably be provided for in 
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any agreement. The extraneous act of the assistants in giving out two sets of 
grades with the predictable consequences t·ms argued by Tomasson to be a violation 
of the good faith of the peculiar ~greement. He further criticized the Springer 
ruling for an involuted and gratuitous literalism. 
Dean Hollman joined Tomasson in his appeal of the Springer ruling to 
the Academic Vice President. Hollman 1-1rote that: "ll the Springer ruling prevails, 
~ graduate assistant who ~ repeats himself ~violate all standards of proper 
behavior without danger of dismissal for the duration of the contract year." (Italics 
his). 
Vice President Travelstead, after study of the vast collection of material 
and the arguments and counter-arguments in the case reversed the decision of Dean 
Springer. Next, appeal uas made PY the assistants' counsel to President He1"!dY tvho 
after some weeks study sustained the decision of Vice President Travelstead. But 
like the Har of the Roses, the struggle continues. There arc pl:ms to tal{e the case 
to the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee in the fall. Perhaps next the civil 
courts. Perhaps all the Hay to the Supreme Court. Perhaps, on the other hand, they 
Hill give up the struggle. The future of none of the fired assistants seems to lie 
in sociology. One has gone to American Studies, one to Educational Foundations, one 
to Europe, and one is just "around." 
One serious difference in internretation of Tomasson's struggle with the 
ct.ssistants remains. One faction of the faculty explains the persistence of the 
assistants in their struggle t•Tith Tomasson as the result of the support and encourage-
ment given to them by several of the junior faculty. They, in turn, deny this alle-
gation and claim that the assistants ucrc free ap;ents and acted as they did on their 
own. The letter that the junior faculty signed, however, indicates that at least 
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after the first round of firings that they clearly supported the assistants. 
After the second round of firings, however, this support had largely attenuated. 
Or, perhaps, had just been supercerled by bigF,er issues. 
Not fired, just not rehired 
On Decenber 11, 1971 two junior assistant professors, both in their 
second probationary year, each receiven letters Hith the followinp; nessage: "This 
is to infori:l you that the tenured faculty is recommending to Dean Hollman that your 
contract not be renmved after the current :1cademic year." The Ch:1irmm hastens to 
add that the tenured faculty had c!iscusserl these tHo cases at length before arriving 
at these difficult decisions. 
The tenured faculty originally decided against giving reasons for the 
nonrenew;:tls--and such nrc I1ot required by nur Faculty Handbook -- because of fears 
that this might encourage then to liti~ate, a penchant for which sociologists are 
notable, at least those in this department. (At one period during the second scm-
ester, the Chairr.mn calculated a potential J><>ssibility of seven cases before the 
Academic Freedol'l nnd Tenure Conmittee.) However, the pressures .on the members of 
the tenured faculty to give reasons, fron the principals themselves, from the local 
chnpter of the MUJ>, and from others mts so persistent and intense that they relented. 
Indeed., one ally of the t\·10 faculty nembc.rs entered the Chairman's office and in-
formed him he would not lenve until he ~oms told the reasons for the nonrcnewals. If 
he were not told, he threatened, only the 010lice could remove hir.1o The Chairman 
didn't tell nnd the police \veren't called, but a point \vas made. After much dis-
cussion the tenurerl faculty agreed on n br·ief stntement, the crux of which was: 
The tenured members of this departl'lent nre dedicated to 
enhancing our capabilities in the teaching anrl research of academic 
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!;lociolop,y. After much discussion 1·1e came to the unanimous 
judgment that you are not well-suited to this mission in the 
present context. 
As was anticipated by the tenured faculty, the statement was regarded as inane and 
unsatisfactory by those Hho opposed the nonrenewals. Still, to those who wrote it, 
each phrase was carefully chosen and fraught 1olith meaning. 
The issue of requiring a written statement of reasons l·rhen contracts were 
not renewed has been a topic of much concern to the AAU"P of late. At their national 
meeting in 1971, a colllMittee report 1o1as accepted in which it 1·ras concluded --
after to~eighing many pros and cons -- that if a nontenured teacher's contract is 
not rene\Jed he should be given a written statement of reasons if he so requests 
it. On the other side, the Supreme Court decided 6 to 3 on June 29, 1972 in Roth 
vs. The State University of Hisconsinthat untenured teachers in state institutions 
have neither the right to a hearinp, before their contracts ar;, not reneued, nor 
the right to a statement of reasons for the nonrenewal. This seems to be a ne!J 
and controversial issue in academia and one upon IJhich there is something to be 
said on both sides. 
After knowledge of the letters of nonrenewal became knm-m, academic 
Har Has declared. ~iost of the untenured faculty saiJ the nonrenm·mls as a cynical 
political act aimed at getting rid of opponents. The tenured faculty and a small 
minority of the nontenured did not accept this position. They sal'l the decision 
as one of defending academic values ap,ainst those Hhose orientations and efforts 
wore Primarily of other sorts and to~ho Hflre not abetting the academic purposes ·of 
the Department. The peak of polarization, from IJhich no one could escape except 
hroup,h physical absence, was reached in the ten days before the Christmas holidays. 
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The office doors of the two who had not been rehired had large signs flaunting 
their ?,roup-bolstered determination: "Hell, no, we won't go!" 
During the middle part of the year the tension became intense, even 
unbearable. It might be best defined as a state of controlled hysteria. There 
was much passionate i·rrit;i.ng in these days--some very good and some better for-
gotten. A part of this i•lriting received wide distribution. Uuch intended to con-
vince of· the rir,-htfulness, if not the riphteousness, of the ~~riter' s cause. In 
a fe~1 cases there '~ere major achievel'lc.nts, most notable was Harold C. Heier's essay 
"The Grades Rebellion: A SymptoT'l of C!risis in Higher Education." Amazingly, all of 
this passion did not have negative consequences on our recruitment throughout the 
year in spite of tt~o controversial attempts to have such an effect. However, be-
cause of the Reneral situation 1ve did not put the enerp;y into recruitment and other 
endeavors that we should have. 
Two or three days after the letters of nonrenet·7al Here received, several 
assistant: professors (including the two nonrene1mes) presented Dean Hollman ivith 
a list of 16 charges against the Chairman. The ather faction responded by sub-
nitting a letter in his support. The Chairman at this time is best seen as the 
sy!'1bol of the tenured .faculty. The Dean responded by establishing a blue ribbon 
coMmittee of three to investigate continuation of the Chairman's tenure and the 
merits of the case for nonrenewal of contract for the two. To this coml'littce the 
Dean appointed Hoyt Trot~bridge, past Dean ot' the Collep.e of Arts & Sciences~arid 
Professor of English, Henry P. 1-!cihofen, a senior faculty l'lember of the Law School, 
and Richard c. 'fet:~:ler, a younp, Associate Professor of Hathematics. 
The TroHbridge Conmittec, as it ca111c to be called after the Chairrmn, · 
took its mission most conscienciously. Every member of the Sociology 
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interviewed for periods ranp;ing froM 1 1/2 to 4 hours. The Committee also inter-
viewed certain other people involved in the activities of the Sociology Department, 
including some students. 
The Report .of the Committee called the Sociology Department "a sick 
department ... at least in the conduct of its collective affairs.'' It called 
the atmosphere in the Department "frenetic and paranoiac.u !n a fmv sentences tho 
Conunittec explained the dynamics of what had happened: 
i~o believe that both sides have contributed to this state of 
affairs. The "ruMp" meetinR of l'larch 31, 1971, with the minutes 
issued on the folloHing day, Has in our opinion particularly irrespon-
sible and ill-advised. The anarchic tendency of that event and other 
actions by some met'lbers of the junior faculty both last s11rinr; and this 
fall, undoubtedly had much to do "nth the coalescence of the tenured 
members of the departnent as a bloc defending what seemed to them 
essential ncademic values and standards. It is understandable, in turn, 
that this hardeninp, of the lines of cleavage should have been inter-
preted by many of the non-tenured members as a threat to their personal 
security and violation of democratic procedures in the detcrnination of 
departmento.l policies and decisions. 
On the question of replacement of the Chairman, the COJ'I.J'littee concluded 
that "the evidence collected docs not support a recommendation for his replacement." 
(The Chairman, h01·1ever, tvould like to be replaced, but he l-7ould not like to be 
booted out,) 
The Cow.mittee also sustained the recommendations for the nonrenewal of 
contracts for the two. It is important to note that the committee is only here 
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supporting the right of the tenured members of the Sociology Department to make 
that judgment "unless their action is shovm to have b.ecn for improper reasons, 
such as violation of academic freedon." 'rhe comm:ittee did not find such vio-
lation. The Dean responded by accepting the recomnendation for nonrenewal of the 
tHo made by the tenured faculty in the Department. 
The :rrowbridge Committee concluded its report with a number of r~com­
mcndations to the Department for lessening conflict. The sense of most of these 
recommendations have b·een included in the new By-latqs of the Department. 
But the case of the two 1qas not yet over. In the early spring Vice 
President Travelstead responded to an appeal of the t1qo by upholding the recom-
ncndations for nonrenet~al of the tenured faculty and concurred in by the Dean. 
However, both were r,iven an additional terminal year. The Vice President's 
reason for this action •~as a technical one. The Chairman's letter of December 11th 
said the. tenured faculty were. "recoMmending" to Dean Hollman that their contracts 
not be reneHed, but the Dean did not formally accept the recommendations until mid-
;{arch, December 15th is the deadline, however, for notice to people in their 
second probationary year. Hence, Tr<\velstead argued, the two should be given an 
additional terminal year. Everyone in the Department, the Chairman believes, 
accepts the valid:i.ty of this argument. As might not have been anticipated, this 
decision contributed to a relaxing of tensions in the Department. 
To complete the topic of faculty nonrenew!ls, the Chairman should note 
there 1vas one other faculty meMber who was not invited by the tenured faculty to 
continue next year. This 1·7aS a faculty nember with a major appoint11tent in another 
department but no contractual :relation with the Sociology DepartMent. The Departnent 
hnd p,rovm larp.c and diverse enoup;h that the tcmured faculty felt it ·no longer 
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needed his mathematical talents. Incidentally, and this anticipates a later 
di'scussion of grading, for five semesters in a. row he ha.d never given a. gra.de 
below A in his graduate seminar. In one instance he had even given an A to 
a student who had earlier withdrawn from the course, a withdrawal which, through 
error, had never been registered. The student later took the course to earn 
the A! In this faculty meMber's sixth and final semester 1dth us he gave one B 
thereby breaking his perfect record. The Chairman: heard some, but not much, 
criticism of this action. 
Another investigation 
Precisely at the time the first round of graduate assistant firings 
reached its peak of public passion in mid-November came the scheduled arrival of 
our Danforth Visiting Committee, The mission of these three visiting sociolo-
gists was to see hoH effectively we Here operating and to make t;ecommendations 
on our proposed Ph.D. pt:ogram. He were then quite unable to sweep our problems 
under the rug -- and in the frenetic atnosphere probably no one oven tried. It 
1ms indeed fortunate that the comMittee did not arrive a month later ~~hen the 
capacity f:or coherent conversation had declined substantially. 
Tho three sociologists cnst into this maelstrom were Bennett M. Berger 
of the University of California at Davis, Hubert H. Blalock of the University of 
Hashington, and Gideon Sjoberg of tl1e University of Texas at Austin, Little did 
they know, or nc1.ybe they did, of the difficulties the Department had agreeing on 
a "suitable1' and balanced comnittoe. The conmittce represented different fields 
o.f interest and vct:y different vim-1s on hm·T graduate progt:ams should be structured. 
This is vividly illustr:tted by the initial reactions of t1·10 of theM to our Ph.D. 
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proposal. One said the program was "more structured than is the fashion these 
days," the other that the program did not seem to have a. great deal of structure! 
The committee ~~as quick to understand the explosive situation into 
which they had got themselves, or rather that we had got them into. The three also 
had the wisdom to trend softly in what they said, ~~hat they informally recommended, 
and in what they put in their report. They w~re constrained to maintain a degree 
of consensus among themselves, not to do anything that 1·10uld add to the divisions 
in the Department, and still be useful. 
The Committee unanimously recollUliended that l·TC! initiate oui: Ph.D. program, 
and recognized that we now have the necessary personnel for the modest kind of 
program we planned. lt also strongly recornmended,what had been our intention, that 
we have a focus and that this be "cross-cultural studies not only ~~ith respect to 
Latin American but with respect to the various cultures in the State of Ne1~ Me;Kico." 
The committee also el'lphasized that we build-up, in particular, one substantive 
field. This last is one recomm~ndation that we have not yet really confronted, but 
most o£ their program suggestions were incorporated into the final Ph.D. proposal. 
The nost immediately useful suggestion of the committee was that "two 
senior professors be added to the staff as soon as feasible," The Committee also 
much impressed the adninistration Hith the need of the Department for senior staff. 
(There is not only the question of enhancinp, national visibility as the committee 
suggested, but the qucstiort of the structurally unstable situation wherein untenured 
assistant professors outnumber the tenured faculty two to one, a consideration the 
comnittee was doubtless mmre of.) 
The Committee also noted the "conncllinp, need to overcoMe so!'le of the 
present tensions in the Departmcnt. 11 They also noted that some students the co=ittee 
~J 
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talked 1-1ith "felt threatened by the existinR situation <1nd did not -.vish to choose 
sides." Had the cotTlmittee come lll'lOnth later, it mip.;ht have run m·1ay. Here it 
to cornu ap.;11in, hol•ever·, it might cxpruss optimism at hmv calm the TJepartt:~ent had 
become and at somu signs of collective progress. 
Gay Lib, Homen's Lib, and Violence· 
Sociolop;ists vrobably show p,ruatcr interest in and sympathy lvith the 
myriad social movenents of our time than nembors of any other discipline. This 
is true of the emancipr~tion of Women ilhd Gays, two novements 1·1hich have both 
rn11de their appearance in the Dcpartnent this year. 
People active in these movements frequently tend to look to sociology 
departments for support, ,<md sometiMes 1'!isinterprct the role of an academic de-
pnrtment in social 11ctivisrn. (Here we touch a topic Upon which there is not 
p,eneral agreement in the Departnent.) The Chairnan, Eor example, thought it 
:i.r~proper thllt the e11rthy songs distributed at the pioneer Gay Liber11tion demon-
stration on the Hall in the fall were duplicated in the Sociology lJepartMunt us:i.ng 
its supplies. He so informed the chairman of the campus group. 
More disturbinS!;, however, vms the cnse involving the depnrtmental sec-
retAry 1~ho wns one of the lendinp.; Guy activists in the University corununity. 
Everyone in the Depnrtnent approved or v11ls indifferent to what were thought to 
be her extrn-curriculnr activities. The problem vns thnt they did not remain 
extra-curricular. This secretnry, 11ho httd been with us for more thnn half a 
year, was more than an ordinnrv depnrtment secretnry. She contributed to several 
courses, rnnking part:i.cularly sip,nific<tnt contributions to :m Honors Ser.1inar in 
Non he teroscxual Bchllvior. Sh<?. nlso snnl<e on Gay Liberation in several social 
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problems courses, and taught a Free University course on "The Honan and her 
Body." She 1'1/lS intelligent and innovative nnd gave the depilrtr.tental office, 
1~ith her lVomen 1B Lib and Gay Lib posters, :'\ unique flair. Unfortunately, her 
involvement in the movement car1:ied her a~rny and led her into i1Ctivities 1·1hich 
were fa1: beyond Hhat the tolerant Chni"Ll'llln IJould s tnnd for. 
She IJas n ne1vspnper l·romnn of sorts nnd ivrote for Seer's Cntnlogue, 
n local underground paper, some of l·ihich Hns typed in the Sociology DepartMental 
office. Fur more disconcertinr. I·Tas the rliscove:ty thnt she Has n.~iling out copies 
of each issue o£ this pnpcr to left 1·1inr, nnd undcrg1:ound nc\vSpnpers across the 
count1:y in bip, b1:ol'ln envelopes mnxkcrl :i.n the upper left hand corner, DernrtMent 
of Sociology, The University of Nm·1 !1exico. They went to dozens of pnpcrs froM 
The National Guardian nne! Ramparts to \Jcdl-knolvn countcrcuJ..turc pnpcrs like the 
Berkeley Barb and Up From Under nne! nany lesser knmm ones like Cone Out! and .. 
Pissed Off Pink. 
These 111isr,uicied ncti,rities first cal'\C to light v1hen n bip, brown envel-
ope addressed to Good Til'lcs, 1550 Tlnrv-'!rd Street, Snn Francisco Hns returrted to 
the Dep.~rtr:tcmt Marked "No such number." Inside lvere copies of the first and 
second editions of .se~r 1 s Cat,1logue tof\Cther with the follmving let tcr: 
December 1, 1971 
Denr Sisters & BrotherG: 
PLEASE cxchnnp;e pnPcrs Hith us. .!:!£ don 1 t hnvc any bread 
for subscriptions nnct \v<l 1/:!nt-nr:;e !-desire your vnpcr. The 
l'lovement 'in Albuquerque is s~nll :mel needs 1'tuch radical news 
propnp.noda (ne\·1 lifestyles, hc:tlth, revolution, Hhntevcr). 
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l•ntat we have of a movement here is very poor $$$. Host of us 
on Seer's Catnlogue have to hold down straight jobs to survive--
Us includes women (Gay & Straight) and men (same). Chicanas 
and Chicanos put out a p~per cnlled Vencerenos but it doesn't 
come out very often (also due to financial hassles). 
These are only our first t1vo issues and we need help 
making it n better paper. He nlan on running more local stuff 
and probably nore wor.~ens' stuff. 1~c need to see your articles, 
l<~youts, graphics, etc., so plcnse help us. He also need to 
sec Gay ".rticles, Thanks. 
Send papers to: 
~1enda (pseudonym) 
for Seer's Catalogue 
Dmm to Earth Restaurant 
521 Centrnl, N,E. 
Albuquerque, New Hexico 
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The next day the Chairman .noticed a huge stack of big brown envel-
opes in the OUT box. He looked inside :md found they contained the third 
edition of Seer's Catalogue. Both these incidents occurred just nfter the 
Secretary had tnken n short leave-of-absence to visit a ~randmother in Boston 
who hnd broken a lop;. Another secretary had innocently put them in the OUT box 
on this day at the earlier request of the Departmental Secretary. After her 
return to Albuquerque, she p,ot ~tord of the Chairnan' s serious concern and plans 
to hold a he.."lring (and all'!ost certainly fire her), and she rtever returned. She 
has since joined n coMMune in Taos nnd is, nccordinr, to recent reports, thriving. 
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The Department I·Tas then without a Departnental Secretary for a 
month and a half--an enormous inconvenience to the Chnirman and most of the 
Department. This situation added to the miseries of a miserable period. 
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One of the manifestntions of the lvoman' s movement in the Department 
this year 1'/n.S the introduction of a naw course, Tha Sociology of Sex Rolas. 
TllC! course was to deal l'lith sex rola differantiation in historical and com-
parative perspective, a most appropriate subject for an urtdergraduata course 
in Sociology. During tha sacond samcster the course was offered for the first 
time, but it encountcrad problems of an unusual sort. 
Early in the semester Robin Norgnn, editor of Sisterhood is Powerful 
n.nd in t·7hich sha suggested she mifl;ht die or kill for the movel"\ent, came to speak 
at the University. She tvns nlso invited to visit tha Sex Roles class taught by 
Jane Jh1rcart, a recent 1·1!\. from th.e Department. During her session with th.e class, 
!·Is. Hcrgan refused to anSivcr questions from nen. At least one mala studant ob-
jected vociferously. This led to a scuffle in which he and severAl female stu-
dents were involvecl, One or two other. l'lale students then joined him in the scuffle 
with the fenalc studants to protect hin and to ramove hiM from the consequences of 
their tvrath. No one vas hul;'t or bruised in this encounter, though some nllcp,edly 
llnd thair clothing torn. 
}!ore sarious were ttvo ot:har incidents involving this same student. One 
involved uslapping'' the .tancher in the Student Union Building aftar this class. 
The student cl~ins they were only "p:tts," to let her 1<now how strongly he felt 
nbout t~hat had trnnspirad in the class. Even the younp, teacher admitted that "the 
slaps" did not hurt. Tha third incident involved this student's attempt to crash 
the reception for Robin !forgan which took place nftcr her lecture that evening, an 
r 
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affair intended only for the sisters. 
The student reported to the Chairman that when he ~~as observed at 
the recept.ion, a female yelled somethin~ to the effect: "1-'here he is, sisters. 
Let's get him." The student claimed that he ~~as then chased out of the Student 
Union Buildinp; and set upon by some 30 females, lllany in overalls and combat boots, 
'1-lho threw stones at him, hit him, and kicked him. A few days later he removed 
his shirt in my office and sho~o~ed me the bruises and black and blue areas on the 
upper part of his body. Both his female nntap,:onists and his teacher claim that he 
1•/aS persistently disruptive in class, that his presence at the reception was pro-
vocative, and thn.t many fewer than 30 women attacked him, and that his account of 
what happened 1-1as, in p;encral~ exaRp.;erated. The debate in The Lobo over the issue 
~•as intense and lively for a number of days. 
l{hen the male student attemnted to enter class after these incidents, 
police l·mre posted at the door to prevent his entrance. This action had been 
recommended by the teacher and concurred in by the Chairman and the Dean. The 
student apparently Made no attempt to enter Hhen he saw the police. 
A hearinp, was ],aj:,er held in the Chairman's office on the student's 
l'lppeal .<Igainst the teacher's refusal to readMit him to the course. Her argument 
1o1as that his presence was so disruptive of the course that she could not carry 
on satisfactorily 1~ith him present. The Chairman after henring both s~des sus-
tained her refusal to readmit him. He did, however, give the student·the option 
of getting credit for the course by doinp ~11 the assigned •1ork and, in addition, 
m:iting a paper on several classics in American feminist thought ~1hich ~vou'ld be 
evaluated by the Chairman. He never reported back to give him an answer to this 
option "in a fei·J days" ns the Chnirrmn suvp:ested. That this student 1-1as provocati 
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seems clear, if nothing much else is in this bizarre series of incidents. 
Lator the Chairman became aware that after the visit of Robin Horgan, 
of t~hom the teacher was an admirer, the class Wi!S divided up into female and 
male sections and tms operated this W1Y for the remaining half of the semester. 
This disturbed the Chairman, despite its pedagoRical ral:ionalization, as it was 
done tvithout his knowledge and utilized a nP~e instructor tvbo tms not even a 
graduate studen_!: in Sociology, but rather from the College of Education. The 
Chairman would like to register here his vigorous disapproval of any class or 
program tvh:i.ch separates the sexes, either physically or intellectually. 
Still more on p,rndinp, 
\Vhen the Chairman checked the grade sheets turned in by the members 
of the Sociology Department after the close of the fall semester, his reaction 
can only be described as one of shock. He communicated his condition to others, 
some of Hhom did nnd some of whom did not shf1re it. Not unpredictably, shoclt 
or non-shock was expressed accordinp; to one's faction in the Department. 
Yet this is understimdablc becnuse the two factions have remarkably 
different p,radinp, patterns. In virtually all of the undergraduate courses taught 
by the anti-structurnlist junior f.:'lctilty the overtvhclming mnjority, if not almost 
nll, the grades given (exclusive of l'l' s, 1 1 s, Credits, and Audits) tverc A's and .· 
B's --and, not infrequently, more A1 s th~n B's.The Chairman is almo~t certain 
thiit none confused A 1·1ith "averap,c!" Such grading nat terns tvere virtually absent 
a!"'bng the otl1er faction. 
The Chnirnnn narks the t:il'!e in lntc DeceMber t·1hcm he studieri the p.;rade 
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sheets of the Sociology Department for the fall semester and began his his~ 
torical studies in this area that he moved to a more assertive role on the 
grading issue. He had undoubtedly been sensitized to the issue and prepared for 
the endeavor by his controversy Hith the assistants. The Supervisor of Records, 
Ms. Nelle Hitchell, informed the Chairman that she had been m~are for some time 
of the peculiar nature of the grades that came from the Sociology Department. 
The Chnirman is acutely nwnre of the different situation of the faculty 
and the assistants insofar as grading prerogatives nrc concerned; the former have 
course autonomy and sign their own p,rnding sheets, the latter are only the assist-
ants of a course supervisor Hho has ultimate responsibility for assigning grades. 
He is also aware that he is trespassing in an m:ea that has traditional-ly been 
almost sacred domain. But not quite. The recent history of American academia 
contains increasing nunbers of cases 1Jhere pressures have been brought to bear 
on faculty IVho radically tamper with conventionally understood grading synbols. 
The Chairman, and some of his colleagues, support the view that a new 
situation has arisen in the past tt·70 or three years in Sociology (and some other 
fields, most notably education) in which the incrensed incidence of faculty lvho 
disregard any senblance of 11normal" grading (in several senses of this term) 
needs to be defined ns a problem. Others of his colleap.;ues regard any such concern 
ns touching unon questions of acndenic freedon. 
The gr.nde level throuehout American higher education has increased 
nppreciabl.y in the pnst feH years. This can probnbly be exnL"tined by tHo factors~ 
(1) a tendency to help along poorly rrrcpnred ninority groun students by giving them 
hip;her p.;rades th;~n the.y l'lil'.ht otherHise p,et, ~1hich, in turn, has nushed up the grade 
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of others, and (2) a liberalization of policies for ~1ithdrawing from course(;, 
growing ou~ of the belief that grades should not be punitive, resulting in a 
diminution ofF's and D's. This is general throughout the nation, but The 
University of Ne~1 Hexico has leaped ahead of national averages in the rate of 
GPA increase, and the Sociology Department has galloped ahead of The University. 
1\t the same time the average acadenic quality of students entering the University 
has been declining. Concern with this situation is not misplaced. 
During the 1966-1967 year our fresh!'lnn GPA (grade point average) '~as at 
the 54th percentile of a lar,~ nu·'' cr of inotitutions, by the aca'lenic year i969-70 
it had risen spcctD.culnrly to the 99th percentile because of our grade amnesty 
following Cambodin and Kent State; it then declined in 1970-1971 to the 90th per-
centile. 1\t the same time the ACT scores of freshnen declined fron the 82nd to 
the 72nd percentile of these sa:-1.e institutions bet•reen the 1966-67 and 1970-71 
academic year.s (probably a combined result of an increasing proportion in Chicano 
and Indian students <tnd a decline in the proport:ion of higher GPA out-of-state 
students). 
The Sociology Departnent, as usual a 1eader in innovation, has contri-
buted far more than its share to the University's increased GPA. The Department 
had the second biggest juMp in the percentage of A's ::md B's in lm,rer division 
courses in the College of Arts and Sciences betl,7een the fall seMester of 1969 
(our earliest data) and the fall senester of 1970, a rise of 11.7 points (from 
50.6% to 62.3%)--the Philosophy DepnrtMent was the leader here. ln upper division 
courses the rise in percentage of 11.1 s .-md B' s was a ~~hopping 16.1 -points (fror.1 
49.1% to 65.2%), an epic increase unapproached by any of the other 19 Departments 
in tho College of Arts and Sciences. (All of these nercentages understate the real 
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proportion of A's and B's because the denominator on which they are calculated 
includes I's, H's, Credit and Non-credit designntions, and Audits}. 
~fuile the average level of grades given by the Sociology Department 
declined some1~hat durinr, the fall of 1971 over the previous year, the GPA' s of the 
anti-structuralist junior faculty during the fall term of this past academic year 
were, by any standard, extraordinarily high. Happily, however, the ymming chasm 
between the grade distributions of the ti•70 f;:tctions seems to have closed a little 
during the second semester. 
In the past h10 or three ycnrs the Sociolo~y Department (like t1·10 or 
three other departments in Arts & Sciences) has seen the virtual disappearance of 
the F in almost all courses, the D in nost courses, the C in some courses, and the 
B on occasion in graduate courses. This b'l.s been accomplished through various ne~v 
techniques, amone them self-grading, contract-grading, challenge-grading, floor-
grading, and gift-giving. 
Since the end of 1971 che Chairman has v~ittcn a number of individual 
memos about grade distributions to members of the Department. They range from one 
"Letter of Censure" (for a chronic super-grader) to severHl more gentle "Letters 
of Concern. 11 He has entered into skirmishes Hith American Studies and Educational 
Foundations, t·Ihich cross-list courses with sociology, over the. grading--or perhaps, 
rather, the lack of it--that has prevailed in certain courses. 
The Chairman cnn hardly iMngine a less attractive role to play than that 
of grade monitor -- yat ho thinks thnt in his case it is an iMportant and honornbla 
role. He is even beginning to enjoy and find intellectual stimulation in it. Not 
avaryone agrees Hith him. Ha baJ.iavcs, interestinp;ly, that in the case of the 
Sociology De.partr.~e.nt, the disparity in grades between the factions can be read as a 
r-------- --
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baromt=ter of c"onflict (and of other things, too). 
Prognosis 
The Chairman is cautiously optimistic about the attenuation of con-
flict next year. First, there \<Till be an increase in the size pf the senior faculty 
from four to six, a 11ractical consideration not to be disrep.;arded. Second, an in-
creased calr.mess and "distance" fran the conflict seems to have affected everyone; 
the use of tranquilizers has d.eclinecl sharply. Third, .adoption of the Departmental 
By-laws will, hopefully, nid in containing conflict. Fourth, a committee on grading 
practices may be able to arrive at a policy statement acceptable to the whole 
Department. One success might be noted: the situation of thr. graduate assistants 
seems to have been fully repaired during the spring semester. They frequently 
smiled and sometincs laughed. 
* 
DepartmeJ:J.t Qf Soc.iolo&Y 
I. OENERAI, DEPAR.'l'l:tm'l'l'AL INFOIU.!ATIOl'f, 
Richat;d. F. Toinasson,. Chail!nian 
7/1/71 ,.. 6/:J0/72 .. · .. 
c •. 1\:ppo~ntments to Staff (all effective Semester :t, 197Z-73) 
(1) David A1vire:r. (~ll•ll• ,JJnivei-aiti o~ Te,cas, l9ll) to ful.:l.-tinle ;lppoirtt!iiertt · 
as Ass;i.stnnt J>rofcssor of . Socj;plogy · · · · 
(2) . Fdeda L. Goh1cn (Ph·D~ 11 lli.chigan State, 1967) to fUll.;til'l\e appoi:ntnumt: 
as Ms:tstant Professor of S'ociolofP' · 
43. 
(3) Jamefl 1-1. ~1:1.c:haols (Ph.D., The University Qf' North cardi:t.na>c e:~q>ected 1973) . 
· tc full;.;.tima appointment as Visitin~ · Asd!!tant Pt:oft3SS(lr of Sociology 
(4) Chukwuemeka Onwubu (Ph.D.,. Mic:big® St:ate Uriiveri!Jity; eXr>~cted 1~73) to 
full-t:l.me appointment (Is Assi~:~tant Profaaso·r of. • Sociology 
(S) Dorothy SwaiJ:J.e :J:homas (Ph.D,, The Un:f.versity of LondQn, VIsiting Frofeasor 
. Semester 'II. (not yet detinUe,) · 
D. Separations from Staff (effective after Semester !!1 197h12f 
(1) AntQt~io Ugalde - to become .J\.Sslstant Pro~ess(ir, Untversity of 1'eJ~:rJ.G at . 
Austin .• 
(2) Theodore N, Guinn, - ASsoCi_Qt<l l;'rC~fessor of Mathamaties, no. ~onger. to 
teach· in · Sociol:ogy Depa~tment., 
II, COMPOS!'t.E .OF lNFORHATION REQUESTED Qt{ lNDlV!Dt1AL tu:.OORAPHICAl'~ SUPl'LIDtm'ITS • 
(1) Advanced studyl 
Joseph J. FAshing - ACting technique (UN}l 'Drama Dep.t.) 
{2) Sabbatical~~ le.aves of. absen,ce, et.c. 
~ .!h ~'. Sabbatical t l?all SeJ11eSter, 197:i. 
Richard F. Tomasson, Leave of absence, Second semester ~970-71. 
Travelad to Icelana .• Ireland~ Sweden,,. Norway t 'OentJa~k~ lfrtgland,· _Gernmny, 
J!elgium, netherlands, Lux~mbourg . . 
Antonio Ugalde, Constil,tant World Health Orgalii.zat;ion (Geneva) : Con-. 
sult;sntship to the Divi!lion of.Resenrch iu ~pidem:l.ology·and Communication 
Scionces RECS1 G¢rteva July 1~ 31. 
lliehard F. 'rQnu1sson. }iationa1 'Endo'!Vll\ent fo1:' the numm~,i.t:iEia Senior 
Fellow~1ip for 1970-71. 
(4) ~ublicntions 
Joseph .J. Fash:!.ng• Academics in l!etreat: The Poi:tdcs of l?:ducational 
Innovation (senior author ~ritll Steven Deutsc:h) (Albuquerque: UNH Press, 
1971) 325 PP• 
"Tho Myth of Educational Democracy/' EdCentric (July 1971) pp; 20-23 
(l~ith :S, neutach). 
l 
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b) George A. lluac9 ~ "On Ideology," ~ Soeiologica (Hel~tn'!li:l., F:l.nllini:l)' • 
Fall. 19{1. 
c) l>at.t':l:ck H. Mclramat:a, ;;Prostitlid.on ~ong the U~s.-1-~X:f;~an llorder.~ A .. 
Survey," in Occasional l'apers NC?~ · 2, ~order State l}p,iv:el:'sity Consortium 
for Latin America~ 'll'.ay 1971. · 
d) Harold. c. Heie:r:, t·Tith .William_ Orzen, "Student Legit:l.matioll o.f ·Campus 
.Aet:Lvismi SCl'llle. Survey Find,1:~~s~!' ~Problema, 19:1Sl;-192(Fli11.,!971), 
- . . 
e) .Gilbert w. 11:erkx; 1) ''Cds;!.s in Net~ Hexic_o" ('llith :R,.S .Grieg0); in t~.R~ 
Yetman and c. 11oY St-eele) eds., Majority and 'Minodty;t, .Pyuamics of Racial 
and Ethnic Relations (Ail~ and J311cort), t_)p 599.:..610. 2) '1El Nudo Gordiano: 
ConU:icto :\>olitico en: la A:rgentina post"Peron" iti J.F .• c ~tarsal; ed•, _ 
_ At:gentine, Soaiedad en.Cd.sis (Buenos A!:res: Editorial Pa:l,do~J). '3) ''La 
Sit:uacion ~tual de la Soeiedad Norteamericana·," Proceedings of. the 
'gleventh Seminal'. on Higher Education in the Americas (Univ. of ~~ew Me;!dco, 
1971) pp. 2-15. 4)"La Crisis Actual-de la Universidad No:tteal!lericana," 
Proceedings of the Eleventh·Selnina:t_on H:l.gher Education in.the Anlericlis 
:<Univ, of New ~Iexico, 1971)• pp.25-9tf. - - · -
- - . 
f) David Stt'atman, "L1Economia del Reatol .Un Nuevo Approctd.o Per "Lo ·studio 
Della ~farihuana. e 1>:1. Altre Sostanze Vol_uetuade Vietate'\ EEttratto da: 
Quaderni di Criminolog:ta C1:t.nica, Fasc:icolo IU - I,uglio - Satt;emb:re ],971. 
g) Richard lh ~omasson, 11The Hode;rnizat:ton of St~eden," ShakU Quarterly V!t 
(Jnn.-Ha-rch 1970 1~o. 1, pp. 27-40). ''Religion is J:rrelevant in Sweden" 
{Trans-action, December 1968, pp. 46-53) repdnted in I.L •. Horowitz lind 
M,S. Strong (eds) Sociological P.ealities. · (Ne"l-r York: .Ha"tpet: anc.i R.ow,1971) 
and in J. K. Hadden (ed) Religion in Radical Transformation (N, Y .Aldirte, _ 
1971). Review of Adam !:'Ie}'itiowaki, St·Tedish Travellers and Their Ancestry, 
in~ Sociologica 13 {No. 4~ 1971.) · 
h) Antonio Ugalde, ''Considerac.iones Teoricas Sabre el Proce13o 'de Toma de 
Decsiones en el Sector Salud" Revista de Salud Publica (!1edellin) vo1.1, 
No. 1 (Nov.1971). Decision Making in a Public 1lureaucrat!;'/; Report sub,.. 
mit;ted to the World Health Organization. (Gen¢va) ,April-:!.97:1-(cla~Js:l.fied-
report.) · 
(5) Other P~search Projects, etc. 
a) Joseph J • .Fashing, "Ethnic Studies: In Quest of Chanse :Ln the Univ-
ers:Lty'1 to be submitted to the Journal of Higher Education, ·11E;Kperi-
mental Colleges - The Impact of !~novations in the Curriculum11 to be 
submitted to Educational Record "Experiments in Educational iteform-
Contests for Power ·on the Campus" to be sl,lhmitted to Educational Forum.-
(all with Steve Deutsch). 
b) George A. Huaco, l~orking on ma.teridls for chapter four of a -boPk 
manuscript on contemporary sociological theory. 
c) Harold Gilman Mccann III, Dissertation ~e$earch in progress. 
r---
1 
I 
I 
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(5) Other Research :Projects, etc. (cont.) 
d) Patrick l:l •. Mcl-lamar:a, Study t:lf religio~s belief systems 11mong tJNM: . 
Students (UNM grrtat-in-aid) Ccililparative Analysis ·o:E: UrbanCiviC · · 
Disturbances in Three· Cities: Albuquerque, Omaha, a~d Sacramento, 
Studr of Al]luquerct.tie workingmens' .attitudes toward; a battery of. 
social issues i (UNl1 grant'-:l.n-aid). · 
e) !:!riroldl.C, Meie:~:, Complete4 "Student Life'' survey ·d11ta file, with . 
annotated data-access inartuai, J,>rogralimled non-parametric statistical.· 
solutions £or Underwoor;l-Olivetti 101 computer, compiled w.ith anno-. 
tat:ed users manual.- Beginning work on propo.sed book on strue.t.ura1·· 
. aHenat:l.ou and· social c-risis. Two articles ~~~ritten (from .Student; 
Life Survey)! stibntitted <!nd accepted for publication. 
£) Joseph'" B1ak~, A Case. of W:f.,tchcraft Hysteria i~ Ne~g Mexico - data 
collected, The Con$resaiof.!al Medal of Honors: Some latent Functions, 
data collec~ed. !he Mi1ita~y .as a Radicalizing Institution~ pape~ 
to be presented at .Ametican Soc. Assoc, Convention, New o'rleans, 
1972 - uata Coliection ·in process. The Truck Driver and the Trucking 
J;ndustry ~research completed; writing.in prc;>gress. 
g) David Stratman, Revised dissertation FRENCH STUDENT REVOLT currently 
considered for publication by Chandler. Two paper!'~ submit.ted to 
A.l'S·and St• Alt'ri. Editing 11 Newsletter in .Comparative trind.nology; 
working on a comparative study of Ita:Lian and ,American cl;'iminology 
with Perracuti. · 
b) Richard F, Tomasson 1 Working on book enl;itled Icelartd and the Meaning gf. Modern. · 
i) Antonio Ugalde, ';From Hacienda to l'RI Through Caciques: Political 
Leadership in .a ,Zapotec Village," in Rqbert l<ern and Ronald Dolkart,. 
Caciquismo in the.Luso Hispanic World (forthcoming 1972), Book 
Rev:l.ew Ralph delllil Cava, Miracle at Joaseiro in jourhal of Soc:l.al 
History (forthcoming in September issue 1972). "The Ans.lysis of 
Dec:l.sion-Making in a l!ealth. Ministry" w:l.tb A.ordonez;..:elaja ·(Yale 
University) and A, Wessen (Brown UniverSity) ~orthcoming in World 
llealth Organizat:it>n Bulletin, · 
j) Charles E. lvoodhouse, Study of the soc:l.ology of tfegro -.l'ol:Lt:l.ca in 
New O~leans, ta. (in v~og~ess). . 
(6) Activitius in learned and -profeasionlil societies, 
1) Joseph .T. Fashing, "The Horal Ambiguities of a Radical Sot:iology1' 
presented at 1971 meetings of the Southwest Sociological Assn. 
11Declining Status of Jrngineers-- A ;Failure of Responsibility'' apr. 
Htg. N.M. chapter - American Society or Hechanical Etigineera. 
2) narold Gilman McCann, delivered a paper on Communication Changes 
in 18th Century Chemistry to Pacifie Sociological .Assn. April,l971. 
3) .Patrick H. McNamara, .Read paper· at 1971 meeting ~;~f Sdc;l.ei;y fen: SciePt.ific. 
Study of P..eligion1 Ch:l.cazo: "Some Correlates of College·Students' 
Religious UeliM SY!Oltems;" 
/l) Uarold c. l1ei.er, Paper presented, a!l~~l tneeti;~t~s of Roclty'Mo®tain 
Social Sd.ell.ce Association, td,th.WilU.rim Qrr.en, ~~'Stu.dent tegit:l.ma.t:!.on 
of Campus Act;;l.v:1$m: Solne. Survey Findings.''. Paper t:~rasented. annual 
meetings of 4Jnerican Soe:!.o!ogicii.l Asr;O'ciation; "Mother-center~dness · 
and Co1lega ¥out;hlf' Attitudes Tot~ard. Feminine S!Jcia1 Rquali,:y & 11 
.5) David St:r!ltman, ?aper at ~IS SA., .i'l.t;tend<ld ASA meetings. 
App 1d. co-chairman at Int'l. Symposium. NeW' Odl;!arts ·\ 
C!ha:l.~n of Conjmittee on Comp •. Crim;l.nologic!lli Res~~r~~l~ .. 
- . . 
6) R;ichal:d F. Tomasson:, Rei!.d paper "Sa".KUal .!.'ermissiveneas'·.and Illegi"" 
timacy :l.ti the :Five Nordic Counf!r:l.e$,'' at 1971 ASA meetings, nenver. 
Augu1>t~> 1971. Advisory Editor of Contemporaey Sodolor.z.., th~::new book 
review joumal of the ASA. · 
7) Antonio Ugalde, Associate Editor, ~:I.e Soeiologit::a1 Review~ u.s.A. 
Coordinator Latin .American Gro~p~ ·rnterp.ati®al .Sociological Assn: 
Conference on Urbanizaticm in Latin A'llel:ica (University of R.oust:on, 
April 1971); Pac;l.fic Soe.iolq)t{t::l\1 ~et:tngs (Honolulu }f.arclh H71); 
MA meetings (Denver, .August '1971); .. t.AsA meetings (Austin, .Dee. ,1971) 
(7) Other Profcs&ional Activities; 
1) Joseph J. Fashing, Playe.:i the: Grea~ Judg~ in Rodey prpcJ.uction .of; Kafka's 
~~· Played Nagg in C01ll!l1edia Th>ceare J?roduct:ton of. s. Beckett's 
Enduarue. Occasional radio and TV interviews re •• U.S~ and Vietnam, 
local political issues, etc. '!AUGIIT TWO SEMESTER SEQUENCE OF GRAD. 
SEHINAR. IN RADICAL LITERATuRE. FOR. AM. STUDIES (FREE) • 'rwo $tudent~ 
completed MA,;a unde~ ~Y direction. 
2) C'.eorga A. Huaco. November 29th; participant on panel-aympo&i\llll utii:-
orat:ure. and Revolution"; sports!)rod by The Dapt4 of Modern and Classical 
Languages. UN!1, 'ti'oV?mbet; 24th: informal evening talk. lYith st:udentJJ 
and faqul!:y of Amedcan'Stud;iesy UNM, on sociology of literature. 
3) Harold Gilman McCann, Gave iecture .on Population and Ecology for 
Community College. 
4) Patrick H. HcNa1:1ara., 'Ril.dio interview, l<DI\Z, concerning Albuquerque dote 
of June, 1.971. Talk to Pte&byterien Church in Albuquerque, ~1a1 1971, 
on elmngint; social or;l.entations of tnajor Christian denominations. 
Participated in panel at Navemher Cortferanea of New t1exico Social 
'l-1s.lfare Conference.. 
5) David Stratman. tv appearance on Ed. television on "Prisoner Prtrd.ci-
par:ion in the Management .of Penal !nstitution.11 Cnnoultartt for LE/u\•ISfiAD •. 
- ,_; 
(7) ~O~her·l'ro!~t~asional Aet:l.vitiee; cent~) 
6) Antonio Ugalde, tJon!4;1~n~e!ll at Q!l0b1."a,r (D:rus Itebabil:U:ation Yrogt"am) 
7) .chad(ls l'h I-1oodhousa, Served .as consultant .. fox: Center f!ilr fimum 
-Apprl!.!sal and. Colil!nunication,s 'Resesrcht Wich:l.t~ State UJiiverllity~ -
t~iehit:a, ~nsas (during t'!vo days :in J\lly). - , 
{S) lion~J;wach:l.ng; University Service• 
Joseph J. Jl'ashi!lg• Committee ~or; the: lmlumeemep.t ot the Edt.~cat;:J..~l 
.l'rceess • Athletic Council (seeretal:"y), Chainan of · G.radua.te .Student· 
'Research Allocation J.l'und,. COE !JOl:tt:.j sub,..eommittee .on Salary, pro!liOtion~, 
.· and_ l'llnure • MS Mvisoey Qomm~ , Comm. on the fou~ciou;se Plan (A&S). 
2) George A. Uitaco~ Hember of soeio1ot>Y dept. committee. in ehar$e of drafting 
an4 obtaining approval for Ph.D. prosram in sociology. chait"lilll.n Sociiril. · 
Scienees NE:Ii Tas:K Force (for Deem l~atlum:!.el Wollti$1), · 
3) Harold Gilman H~Cann, Uember of Research Policy Committee, Chtdl::TlUUl 
'9f Joshua Ma.ingi1 s M.A. Thes:t.s Connnit.tee. · 
4) Patrick H. l1cN~~ra 1 Cl.l~e!ltly a l!l~lllPe.r of FAc.l.llty ¢o~ittee .on 
lnsuranc~ & Retirement. 
5) Harold c. l!eier, li'acu~tt Coil!m:lttee tot' the Evlilt.J~tUon qt ISRA'D ; 
Faculty ~s.eareh Policy Committee~ Comm{tt:ea on 
Tenure and Promotions, College of Arts & Sciences. 
6) Cilbart tf. Merkx,. Meinber, 'Facu:l.ty -Curriculum C~ttee; ~1zil~ero Pean's 
Promotion Advisory COl!lliiittee; Hember, l?aeulty .hdvisory Committee; Latin 
American Center; Y'!li<lllber, Organizing COllllllittee; Eleventh Seminar ·au. 
Higher f.ducation in tM Americas.. Me.mber, Advisory Cotmliittee, Special 
Services for Dioadvantaged Students. 
7) David Stratman. Committee work, faculty advisor £or juniors and seniors. 
8) Richard F. To~son_, Graduat;e School Committee; .Commi!:tee..<m EV'aliliitibn 
o! Programs. Advisor to graduat~ students. 
9) .Mt:onio Ugalde, Member: l'rofesores por la Ral!a; Committee for the Re-
cruitment of Chil'!(.lnQ Facmlty (Dept. Qf Sociology) • · 
10) Charles E, Woodhouse, .Actittg Ch11ir!llan, Dept. -of Sociology .J'an. 1: to-
Augtist 15. Member •. !SRAD Exe.;ut;ive Col!!mittee. 
(9) PUBLIC S~RVICB 
1) JMcph J', Fashing11 Project Turnkey AdViscn::y Board ttow-:tncome Rousing) 
Expert Witness in class action housin$ discrimination suit (Federal -
Court). Advisor for Campus Child I>ayea:re Center • SDS. 
(9) l'Ublic ?e~ice (cont~) . 
.-.,_ .. 
caiJ>ert. vT. H~rkx,.• Expert· .n:ttne$s; Distril:!tt:Court 'llearing~ · 
Santa Fe·~ Chambet'' pf Judge:,.carilpo$, ort rights of prisoneJ:!s · 
to ~ounsel :i.)i .. case.f! Clf. z:evbcafiort: of pa,role• · : .'- . - . '- ~"'" .. ~ . . . 
(10) .Personal tnforllllit:i~n~ 
1) llavid Stratman, . te:tnri:n'atio~. of prbb~tiop:ary apPointment~ 
2) Richard F. To~sso1;1, ~~~eive!f i~tters p£ inquiey abo.~t a. 
position: ai:)Iunter .coi11:lge> .CUNY, the: cha:±rlil!i:ns!li'Ps' .at 
Ar;!.zona State an.d. Tei\nple Un:f,versity, and 'foun!Hng li 'pep~:~z;l;me!~t , 
of Sociology ·and Aitthrqpoiogy at KenYPn yo1l~ge,;; .· · · 
THE REPORT OF THE DEPART"lENT OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
July 1, 1971 -June 30, 1972 
Wayne C. Eubank - Chairman 
I. General Departmental Information 
A. Significant Achievements during the Academic Year, 1971~72 
1. Enrollment 
(a) Undergraduate. As predicted, enrollment in Speech Com-
munication courses was up sharply for the fall semester, 47.72%. 
This was the largest percentage increase in the College of Arts 
and Sciences. Enrollment for the spring semester was up 24.6%, 
again the largest percentage increase in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
(b) Graduate. Graduate enrollment in the department was uo 
slightly during the fall semester, 40 students, and down slightly 
during the spring semester--again, 40 students. 
2. New Courses 
Three new courses were adde~ to the curriculum of the Depart-
ment of Speech Communication during the year, one in speech 
education, one in coiTGTlunication theory, and an undergraduate 
problems course. At both the undergraduate and graduate levels, 
the department believes that we have an outstanding curriculum. 
With the possible exception of the area of communication theory, 
only minimal additions are forecast. The coiTGTlunication theory 
, area is continuing to show remarkable growth and s~me new 
courses will be added to that area during the coming year. 
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3. Communication Area 
Enrollment in conmunication theorv more than doubled in 
1971-72. About 400 students enrolled in eight courses 'durinq the 
year. For the first time, an upper-division speech communication 
course attracted more than 100 students--Speech 315, Problems in 
Interpersonal Communication. 
About 100 students were placed in various organizations for 
field research connected with organizational communication courses. 
· At the University's Honors Day Program this spring, Professor 
Gerald Goldhaber was awarded a citation from the Vice President 
of Student Affairs for his work in applied communication research 
at UNM. 
4. Forensic Proqram 
The 1971-72 forensic program was composed primarily of fresh-
men and sophomores. Squads var.ving in size from bJo to twelve 
P,articipated in 18 tournaments throughout the country. The 
entire squad had the best record of any squad in recent years. 
Several of the freshman teams were consistently compiling records 
of 65-75% wins, which is championship quality debating. 
In addition to good records in debate, memhers of the squad 
excelled in several individual events: extemporaneous speakinq, 
persuasive speaking and oral interpretation, and David Lanier 
ranked first in the nelta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha National Con-
gress. With a solid junior squad from this year, the outlook for· 
1972-73 is bright. In addition to intercollegiate competition. 
the forensic squad gave exhibition debates in some ten high 
schools in Albuquerque. Debate teams ~ere also featured several 
. ,...,.,_ 
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times on local.radio and television stations. Professor Hilliam 
Primm, Forensic Director, and his two graduate assistants, Sandra 
Corless and Mary Lou Haywood, judged in various tournaments in 
the ci{Y and state. 
The UNM forensic s~uad and students hosted the 11th annual 
LOBO Forensic Tournament on campus. Some 30 schools from the 
Rocky r~ountain area participated. 
The Department of Speech Communication, in conjunction with 
the local DSR-TKA chapter, hosted the Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa 
Alpha National Forensic Conference the last of March and the first 
of April. Some 65 colleges and universities throughout the United 
. States and Hawaii and some 300 students and directors participated. 
Many directors and students declared the conference to be the 
finest in several years. 
6. Telecommunication 
At the beginning of the academic year, the former KNME-TV 
studio and control room area was converted to an instructional 
laboratory for students takinq courses in the telecommuncation 
area. Equipment costing about $15,000 was installed. At the 
beginning of the second semester some $4,000 worth of audio e~uip­
ment was installed, thus completing the television-audio studio 
equipment. 
Eleven laboratory sections were held in. the studio during the 
year. 
Enrollment in telecommunication courses was up 20-30%, Pre-
registration figures for the academic year 1972-73 indicate a 
promise of larger enrollments. 
-~--
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The wear and tear on our relatively expensive electronic equip-
ment, due to heavy use by unskilled students, will increase 
maintenance problems during the coming ,vear. If enrollment in 
media production courses continues to increase, and there is every 
indication that it will, provision will have to be made for contin-
uous equipment maintenance and continuous laboratory supervision 
beyond the capability of the present staff. · · 
6. Speech Pathology and Audiology 
· (a) Departmental Status. The University has approved depart-
mental status for speech pathology and audiology. The new depart-
ment, which will begin formal operations· in August, 1972, will be 
,called the Department of Communicative Disorders. Dr. Lloyd Lamb 
will be chairman. 
(b) Curriculum Modifications. The entire speech pathology 
and audiology curriculum is being closely studied by the staff in 
regular.weekly meetings. An att~mpt is being made to better coordi-
nate staff teaching efforts, to eliminate unnecessary overlap in 
courses, to more efficiently sequence courses, to better relate 
theo~v courses to clinical activities, and to eliminate information• 
al gaps in the curriculum. Curriculum modifications will be 
requested after the review is completed. 
(c) Training Facilities and Equipment. Renovation of the 
Speech and Hearing Center 11as recently completed. Improvements 
included installation of acoustical tile in treatment rooms and 
hallways, installation of carpet in all offices, hallways and 
treatment rooms, several structural changes, and repainting of the 
entire facility, 
-4-
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The University is constructinq a new speech and hearing facil-
ity on the Medical School campus. This facility, to be called 
the Medical School Communicative Disorders Unit, includes four 
offices, a large hearing test suite, an ENT examination room, an 
electronystagmography lab, a speech science laboratory, an elec-
tronics calibration laboratory, a student lounne-study area, a 
large conference room, three speech and language diagnosis and 
treatment rooms, and a reception-waiting area. The total floor 
space is approximately 5,000 square feet. The Indian Health Service 
is to provide audiometric test equipment and sound measurement 
equipment for the facility. Dr. Lloyd Lamb \~ill direct activities 
~t this facility and it will be staffed by the current speech 
pathology and audiology faculty until additi.onal staff can be added. 
{d) Facilities for_Suoervised Clinical Practicum. Diagnostic 
speech, hearing and language evaluations and therapy were conducted 
by students and staff 1n a number of professional settings with 
patients representing a wide variety of disorders. The overall 
population available for student practicum was larger than ever 
before, due to changes in the program emphasis at the Rehahilitation 
Center, Inc., one of the cooperating facilities. This year our 
students have seen over 300 patients for speech and language evalua-
tions, approximately 200 for treatment, and over 500 for hearing 
evaluations. In addition to working at the Speech and Hearing Cen-
ter, the students gain practicum experience in such diverse settings 
?S the Veterans Administration Hospital, the Rehabilitation Center, 
Inc., Lovelace Clinic, Bernalillo County Medica.l Center, the 
Albuquerque Public Schools, the New Mexico School for the Deaf, 
and two pre-school deaf programs. 
-5-
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(e) Inter-departmental Cooperation in Planning and Providing 
Training. Cooperative teaching arrangements exist with several 
other university programs. Drs. Chreist .and Butt participate in 
a special program in Linguistics and Language Pedagogy. Dr. 
Chreist is responsible for liaison with that department. Drs. 
Lamb, Butt and Hood are frequently called upon to present lectures 
and demonstrations on communicative disorders to students and 
staff in rehabilitation counseling, in medicine and in special 
education. 
(f) Call aborati on With State and Community Rehabi 1 i tati ori 
Programs. A second two-day Co~unicative Disorders Workshop was 
conducted at the University in July, 1971. for state employed 
rehabilitation counselors. The entire staff participated in the 
program. Relationships of speech pathology and audiology to the 
total rehabilitative process were covered. Plans are to continue 
these workshops on an annual basis and perhaps to add regional 
conferences in an effort to acquaint all counselors with communi-
cative disorders and to make known proper sources and procedures 
for referra 1 • 
Ors. Lloyd Lamb and Richard Hood have been appointed members of 
the Technical Advisory Committee on Hearing, Speech and Language 
for the New 11exico Health and Social Services Department. This 
committee, which consists of audiologists, speech pathologists, 
nurses, soci a 1 workers, and physicians, was formed to advise t~e 
HSSD on issues relating to communicative disorders in Ne1~ Mexico. 
Dr. Lamb is chairman of the advisory group. Dr. Lamb also serves 
on a similar advisory group for the special education division of 
the State Department of Education. 
-6-
Drs. Lamb ~nd Butt are members of the Professional Adviso~y 
Committee of United Cerebral Palsy of Albuquerque. 
Contacts have been made ~lith ne1~ly developed rehabiiitation 
facilities in two local hospitals, with the idea of helping 
them to develop speech and hearing services. The.se situations 
look very promising from the aspects of both service and train-
ing. 
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(g) Changes in Financial Support. A t1~o-year contract total-
1 i ng· approximately $160,000 has been de vel oped between the 
University speech and hearing program and the Indian Health 
Service. Activities covered by the contract are part of an overall 
effort by the IHS to identify persons with otitis media and other 
. . .. 
ear disorders, and to provide them proper medical and surgical 
treatment and hearing aids if indicated. 
The contract includes approximately $40,000 to purchase equip-
ment for the clinical audio-vestibular laboratories and the 
calibration laboratory in the new Medical School Communicative 
Disorders Unit. It also provides salary support for a clinical 
audiologist and an electronics technician to assist with the 
Indian project, for secretarial help, and for other project costs. 
h. Students. Student enrollment in speech pathology has 
increased markedly during recent years. At present there are 
approximately 65 undergraduates in the proqram. Graduate enroll-
ment is 26, eight in audiology and 18 in speech pathology. 
i. Speech Pathology and Audiology Colloquium Series. The 
speech pathology and audiology lecture series was continued 
through the 1971-72 academic year. Guest speakers this year have 
been: 
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Alan Feldman, Ph.D., "Variables in Measurement of 
Hearing by Bone Conduction" and "Measurement of 
Middle Ear Function" 
Charles Berlin, Ph.D., "Functional Asymetries in 
the Nervous System" 
Robin Prescott, Ph.D., "New Approaches in Hearing 
Rehabilitation." 
Each speaker spent approximately two days in lectures and informal 
discussions with our students and staff. The program has proved 
highly stimulating· and informative and will be continued next year 
if funds permit. 
j, Utilization of Consultants and Advisory Groups. Each of 
the persons invited to participate in the Colloquium Series also 
serves as informal consultant to the speech pathology and audiology 
program •. These persons met with Dr. Lamb and the staff to di.scuss 
program development and needs. This approach proved valuable during 
!.(1. 
the current year, as it has since the colloquium series was initi-
ated. To date, seventeen persons have visited the University in 
this capacity. 
Members of the HSSD Technical AdviSory Committee on Sp~ech, Hear-
ing and Language have recently agreed to serve as an informal 
advisory group to our program. Acti viti es of this group wi 11 be 
reported in next year's annual report. 
k. Training Program Accreditation Status. The speech pathology 
program has been evaluated by the Education and Training Board of the 
American Boards of Examiners in Speech Pathology and Audiology 
(ABESPA). The site visit was conducted in December, 1971, and on 
May 15, 1972, our program was given accreditation. 
-8-
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B. Number of Students Choosing Speech Communication as f·la,jor 
Undergraduate major enrollment in the Department of Speech 
Communication averaged about the same as last year, 80-85 
. : . ·~ . -
students per semester. Fourteen undergraduate and· 17 graduate 
students completed their degrees during the 1971-72 year. 
C. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future 
Although the Department of Speech Communication was housed 
adequately this .Year in recently revamped quarters, ~tith the 
addition of a new chairman, two new instructors, and two new 
graduate assistants, additional space will be needed for the 
coming year. In fact, laboratory space is sorely needed for 
student audio-video practice 1~hich is not only desirable but 
required in several courses other than telecommunications. Cer-
tainly the ne1~ chairman, R. Wayne Pace, will be asking for space 
for a Communications Laboratory, essential for experimentation 
in the field of communication theory. 
The time has arrived when plans for a new and permanent Speech 
Communication building should begin. If departfllental enrollments 
increase in the next five years as they have in the past five years 
(and every indication points to such con.tinued growth), ne~/ housing 
is imperative. 
Telecommunication. Enrollment in the telecommunication pro-
gram has almost doubled in the past two years. Continued. growth 
is expected, therefore additional courses and staff will be needed 
in the near future. Someone skilled in electronics \~ill be essen.:. 
tial by the 1973-74 session. During the coming year all of our 
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.equipment will be out from under warranty, and constant 
service and maintenance will be necessary. 
. ':145 
Staff. Although 1~e will begin the 1972-73 academic year with 
relatively sufficient staff, if lovter-division enrollments 
increase as predicted, additional staff ~till be needed for the 
second semester of this academic year and certainly for 1973-74. 
We must have ac.jditional help in ~he graduate assistantship 
(teaching) category. · 
Conclusion. 
- ;··-. 
1. The division of responsibility for the program in foren-
sics should strengthen the area. With student interest on the 
increase and a program with flexibility, the future for forensics 
should be bright indeed. 
2. With the departure of the area of Communicative Disorders 
from the Speech Communication Department, those areas now encom-
passed by the department should be strengthened and a well 
balanced department maintained, While oral interpretation in the 
near future should probably continue primarily as a service area, 
other areas now represented should all receive attention and 
aid--Speech Education, Telecommunication, Public Address and 
Rhetoric, and Communication Theory. 
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D. Appointments to Staff 
Sandra L. Corless (M.A.) 
University of New Mexico 
Lecturer and Director of Debate 
August 21 , 1972 
James L. Hoban, Jr. (Ph.D.) 
University of Illinois 
Assistant Professor 
44&. . .; 
July 1, 1972 (formerly Visiting Assistant Professor) 
Hilary Horan (M.A.) 
University of New Mexico 
Lecturer 
August 21 , 1972 
Richard M. Krause (Ph.D. August, 1972) 
University of Texas 
Assistant Professor, Telecommunication 
August 21, 1972 
R. Wayne Pace (Ph.D.) 
University qf Montana 
Professor and Chairman 
July 1, 1972 
William P. Neal (M.A.) 
University of Vermont 
Instructor and Director of Forensics 
August 21, 1972 
Dominick F. Rossi (M.A.) 
University of New Mexico 
Clinical Supervisor, Audiology, and Lecturer 
August 23, 1971 
E. Separations from Staff 
William M. Shimer 
Assistant Professor, Telecommunication 
June 30, 1972 
_,.,_ 
. ,%'14'!·~ ~ - •. ~~{¥ 
.... 
1I. Composite of Information· Requested on Individual Biographical Supolements 
II 
1. Advanced Study 
a. Maureen {O'Connor) Ahern 
Certificate oTICTJnical Competence from American Speech 
and Hearing Association. 
b. Dolores S. Butt 
American Speech and Hearing Association - short course 
in psycholinguistics. ' 
c. James L. Hoban, Jr. 
Ph.D., October, 1971, University of Illinois. Disserta-
tion title: "The Structure of t~,vth in Rhetorical Criticism" 
d. L'awrence B. Rosenfeld 
Ph.D., June, 1971. The Pennsylvania State University. 
e. Dominick F. Rossi 
M.A., August, 1971, The University of New Mexico. 
f, Ronald D. Snell 
Continuing work on Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University.· 
2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, travel, etc. 
a. Wayne C. Eubank 
Sabbatical leave requested and granted for Semester I, 
1972-73. . 
b. Bruce E. Porch 
Invited lecturer - University of IO\~a, Southern f4ethodist 
University, University of Washington, 
Louisiana State UniversitY Medical 
School, University of Minnesota, Wayne 
State University Medical School, 
Southwestern Louisiana University, 
University of Indiana. 
3, New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc. 
a. Gerald M. Goldhaber 
Elected Life Fellow of International Institute for 
Sociological Research. 
4. Publications 
a. Robert C. Dick 
1. Argumentation and Rational Debating. Dubuque, Iowa: 
Hm. C. Brown Company Pub 1 i shers, 1972. 
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4. Publications (cont'd) 
a. Robert C. Dick (cont'd) 
(2) Review: Practical SPeechmakinq h.Y Ronald Brown .and 
Ralph Nichols, EffectlVe Speaking b.v Arthur N. Kruger, 
and Pers¥ectives on Oral Co1m1unication by J. Vernon 
Jensen,or Ouarterly Journal of Speech,· LVII, 1 (Feb. 
1971) pp. 126-121. (3) "The Forensics Program--Let Is Keep It r~oderate. II 
Kansas Speech Journal, XXXII, 3, (Spring 1971) pp. 18-21. 
(4) "Negro Oratory in the Anti-Slavery Societies: 1830-
1860," in Language and Communication in Black America 
edited by Art ur L. Smith. New York: Harper & RO\~, 
Publishers (in process). 
( 5) "Rhetoric of Ante-Be 11um Black Separatism," Negro 
History Bulletin (in process). 
(6) Rhetoric of the Negro Ante-Bell urn Protest l~ovement. 
To be included in a series of books entitled, "Contribu-
tions in Afro-American and African Studies .• " \o/estport, 
Conn.: Greenwood publishing Corporation. {Contracted Apr. 
18, 1971--in early stages of preparation). 
b. Wayne C. Eubank 
"The Nixon Campaign," Current Criticism (Robert 0. Heiss 
and Bernard L. Brock, Eds.), Allen Press, Inc., Lawrence, 
Kansas, 1971, pp. 81-87. 
c. Gerald M. Goldhaber 
d. 
(1) "A Content Analysis of Two Employment Manuals." ~. 
11 MS No. 426-1, April, 1971. 
(2) "Improving Communication at the University." 
Colle~and tJniversita Business (In press). 
--rrJ 'E'ffects of Vi eotape on Performance, Attendance, 
and Attitude in the Fundamentals of Speech Communication 
Course." Speech Teacher (In press). (4) "Effects of Speech Comprsssion Training on Listener 
Comprehension of Nativ~ Speakers of Envlish, Spanish and 
Navajo, II Soeech r~onbqraohs. (In press). 
e. Bruce E. Porch 
(1) Book Review: 11Aphasiology" by Critchley, M. in 
ASHA, Vol. 13, No. 5, Hay, 1971. 
----r2) Porch Index of Communicative Ability, Vol. II, 
Revised Second Edition, July, 1971, 
(3) "Multidimensional Scoring in Aphasia Testing." 
JSHR, December, 1971. 
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4, Publications (cont'd} 
f. Lawrence B. Rosenfeld 
"Compatibility and Interaction in the Small Group: 
Validation Ql iSchutz's FIRO-B Usinfj a Modified Version of 
Lashbrook's PROANA 5," Hestern S~eech, 35 (1971), pp. 31-40. 
"Teaching Impromptu Speaking, in E. Baker, J. Green, 
and R. Cayer (Eds.), Listening and Speaking in the English 
Classroom (New York: Macmillan, 1971). . 
g. Ronald D. Snell 
Completed an article on Richard Bassett, Jr .• , a black 
politician in Indiana. 
5, Other Research Projects or Creative ~lork 
a.· Dolores S. Butt . 
t~anual for examining the cerebral palsied child; 
/r/ kit for articulation therapy. 
b. Robert C. Dick 
. Conducting research on the history of black protest. 
Hill conduct archival invest·igation at Huntinqton Library 
in January. Has also presented a grant by IJNM Research 
Allocations Committee on November 11, 1971, to conduct 
research at libraries in New York and Washington, D.C. dur-
ing the cominq summer. 
Reviewed on Speech and Speakers (by fl. Bruce ·Kendall and 
Charles J. Ste\•tart) for Holt, Rinehart & Winston, giving 
suggestions for forthcoming second edition--March, 1971. 
c. David J. Draper 
Developed with clinical supervisors, evaluative scale to 
be used with students in training in speech pathology. 
d. Wavne C. Eubank 
chapter in volume to be published in honor of Professor 
Bm~er Aly. is in final revision--titled "Second Class Citizen-
ship." Publication date: Fall, 1972. 
e. Gerald M. Goldhaber 
Communicat1on and Student Unrest: Part II (sponsored by 
President Heady); Compressed Speech Research Project (in 
progress)--sponsored by grants from UNM Research Allocation 
Committee ($1500). 
Writing hook on Organizational Communication (Publisher: 
Charles Merrill Co.) . 
f. James L. Hoban, ,Jr. 
In preparation: article entitled "A tWthic Analysis of 
Political Oratory.-" 
g, Lloyd E. Lamb 
Project Director, Indian Health Service Otitis Media Pro-
gram (Contract amount -. $165,000). 
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5. Other Research Projects or Creative Hork in Progress (cont 1 d) 
h. Cullen B. Owens 
Co-author of a chapter in volume to be published in honor 
of Professor Bower 1\ly. Chapter entitled 11Second-Class 
Citizenship is in final revision. Publication date: F~ll, 
1972. . 
i. Bruce E. Porch 
Longitudinal Study of Aphasia, Veterans Administration, 
five year grant $150,000. 
Operant and Programmed Treatment of Aphasia, Veterans 
Administration, one year grant, $10,000. 
PICA Horkshop Training Grant, Veterans Administration, 
$15,000. 
j; Lawrence B. Rosenfeld 
f~anuscript completed for Charles E. Merrill Publishers: 
Small Group Communication: Dimensions and Perspectives (to 
be published January, 1973). 
Several projects con.cerned with para 1 ingui sti cs are heing 
conducted. 
Two more books (one already contracted) are being written 
(both to be published in late 1973, early 1974). 
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Three articles on small group and interpersonal interaction 
have been submitted to various journals • 
. k. Dominick F. Rossi 
Research project in progress: "Electroacoustic Impedance 
Measurements in a Deaf-School Population." 
1. HilHam F. Ryan . 
Received grant-in-aid from the Research Allocations Commit-
tee to continue work on speech and hearing aspects associated 
with the aging process. 
m. Ronald 0. Snell 
Article completed on Richard Bassett, Jr., a black poli-
tician in Indiana; to be submitted for publication. 
6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies. 
a. Maureen (O'Connor Ahern 
tten e mer1can Speech and Hearing Association Annual 
Convention, Chicago, November, 1971. 
Attended Ne1~ Mexico Speech & Hearing Association Conven-
tion, Albuquerque, 1971. 
b. Dolores S. Butt . 
Presented paper on "Operant Procedures in Speech Pathology" 
at annual convention, American Speech and Hearing Association, 
Chicago, November, 1971. 
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6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies (cont'd) 
b,. Dolores s. Butt (cont'd) 
Member, Council for Exceptional Children, American 
Psychological Association; American Association for Mental 
Deficiency; American Speech and Hearing Association. 
c. Robert c. 'Dick 
Appointed August 9, 1971 as a member of the Bicentennial 
Community of Interest of the Speech Communication Assn. 
451 
Chaired a panel entitled, "Areas of Research in Black 
Rhetoric," on December 28, 1971, at the Speech Communication 
Association Convention in San Francisco. 
t~ember of the Registration Committee at the Speech Com-
munication Association Convention in San Francisco, 
December 27-30, 1971. 
Elected by membership of the !~estern Speech Communication 
Association to be a delegate-at-large to the.Legislative 
Assembly of the organization's annual convention in Fresno, 
Nov. 22-24, 1971. 
d. David J. Draper 
Attended American Speech & Hearing Association Annual 
Convention, Chicago, November, 1971. 
Attended New Mexico Speech & Hearing Association Con-
vention, Albuquerque, 1971. 
President-elect of New Mexico Speech & Hearing Associa-
tion, 1971. Serving as Vice-President at this time. 
e. Hayne c. Eubank 
Attended Hestern Speech Association Convention, Fresno, 
. California, Nov. 22-24, 1971. · 
Attended Speech Communication Association convention, 
San Francisco, December, 1971 (member DSR-TKA National 
Council and Trustee). 
f. Gerald t~. Goldhaber 
Attended American Educational Research Association con-
vention, New York, February, 1971; read paper on compressed 
speech. 
Attended International Communication Association conven-
tion, Phoenix, April, 1971~ read paper on transactional 
analysis. Ad hoc member of the Board of Directors. 
Attended Hestern Speech Communication Association conven-
tion, Fresno, November, 1971; Chairman of Ke.vnote Program on 
Student Unrest; Chairman of Organizational-Interpersonal 
Communication Interest Group; Steering Committee Member; 
Legislative Assembly member. 
Attended Speech Communication Association convention, 
San Francisco, December, 1971. Read paper on student unrest (selected as top paper of year in open competition). 
g •. John B. Grainger 
Attended New ~lexica Speech and Hearing Association; 
chairman, Committee on State Licensing of Speech Therapists 
and Audiologists. 
_, t;_ 
------~~======" 
6, Activities in Learned and Professional Societies (cont'd) 
g. John B. Grainqer (cont'd) 
Attended American Speech and Hearing Association conven-
tion in Chicago, November, 1971. 
h. Richard B. Hood 
Attended Aiiiii"rican Speech & Hearing Association conven-
tion, Chicago, November, 1971. Presented paper entitled 
"Identification of stop-consonants by the hearing-impaired. 
. Legislative Counci1or (from New Mexico) of the American 
'speech and Hearing Association, 1971-73. 
Attended two-day meeting of Academy of Rehabilitative 
Audiology, July. 
i. Lloyd E. Lamb 
Attended American Speech & Hearing Association national 
convention, Chicago, November, 1971; presented papers, 
"Acoustic Impedance in a Pediatric Population" and "Profes-
sion a 1 Issues on. Traiping of Speech Pathologists anrl Audi-
o1ogists. 11 
j. Karen r1. Peterson 
Attended American Speech and Hearinq Association conven-. 
tion, November, 1971, Chicago. 
k. Bruce E. Porch 
Professional papers read (invited papers) Ontario Speech 
?. Hearing Association; Glenrose Speech Pathology-1\udioloqy 
.Conference; New Mexico Speech p, Hearing Association. Pro-
fessional papers read (submitted) American Speech & Hearing 
Association. 
1. Lawrence B. Rosenfeld 
Attended Speech Communication Association annual conven-
tion, San Francisco (December, 1971); delivered three 
papers: 
"Compatibility and Interaction in the S~:~a11 Group," 
"The Mother of Lessing's Marwood," and 11 The 'Other' Speech 
Student: An Empricial Analysis of Some Interpersonal 
Relations Orientations of the Reticent Student." 
m. Dominick F. Rossi 
-Attended American Soeech A Hearing Association annual 
convention, Chicago, rtovember, 1971; read paper entitled, 
"Stop-Consonant Identification in the Hearing-Impait'ed," 
n. William J. Rvan 
Attenoear-American Sneech and Hearing Association conven-
tion, Chicago, November, 1971. 
Attended fall meeting of Acoustical Society of America, 
Denver, Colorado. 
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·7. Other Professional Activities 
a. Dolores S. Butt 
Consult1nnto !3ureau of Indian Affairs Southern Pueblos 
Education Office. 
Albuquerque Public Schools - short course to APS speech 
therapists; short course to APS - Programs for Children. 
b. Robert C. Dick 
Served as judge for cross examination debates in the 
Central ~lc\-1 tlexico Distl'ict Speech Tournament at Rio 
Grande High School, February 20, 1971. 
·453 
Served as judQe at the New Mexico-Arizona-Texas High 
School District Tournament of the National Forensic League, 
Sandia High School, March 26-27, 1971. 
Directed UW-1 Summer Horkshor in Forensics (for high 
school students, coaches, and college upper division-
gl·aduate students), June 21-July 9, 1971. 
Served as judge for the Regional Tournament of the 
American Legion National l!iqh School Oratorical Contest (Hyominq, Nebraska, Colorado and Ne1·1 ~lexica) at Highland 
High School, April 19, 1971. 
Accompanied a Ut:r~ nraduate student participant, and 
served as an observer-critic at the Cal State Conference in 
Rhetorical Criticism, Haward, California, 1·1av 1, 1971. 
Coordinated and hclpe~ team teach Soeech 500: Intro-
duction to Graduate Study, Fall, 1971. 
Judged three rounds (including final round: USC vs. Air 
Force) at the Lobo. Invitational Debate Tournament, October 
29-30, 1971. 
Observed and quantitatively analyzed the interactions 
between Governor Kinq and the UN~1 faculty at their confer-
ences 1 ast spring (one on campus and two at Santa Fe), 
c. !-Jayne C. Ellhank 
Conference Director for the 9th annual Delta Si!]ma Rho-
Tau Kappa Alrha Confel·ence, held at UNI~. r·larch 29-April 1. 
Many addresses to service groups, religious organizations 
and professional groups. 
d. Gerald M. Aoldhaher . 
r·f0crer.1t:Cir0fl~Ti:ii~ Radio Talk Show--hil-teeklv. 
Coordinator of monthly faculty meetings l·tith Governor 
King. 
Communication consultant to: Social Securitv Administra-
tion, Bureau of Internal Revenue, !3'Nai B'Rith. 
Attended D. H. Lawrence Community Leaders Conference 
(October, 1071). 
e, Ri ch.wd B. Hood 
~iifk-c~·nicarinq Loss to Hest Mesa Optimists Club, 
Albuquerque, September, 1971. 
-lB-
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7. Other Professional Activities 
· f. L 1 oyd E. Lamb 
r~ember - Ad vi sor.v Commit tee on Hearing, Speech and Lang-
uage Programs; Cri pp 1 ed Children's Services, New Me xi co 
Department of Health and Social Services. 
g. Bruce E. Porch 
Consu1tancies: Lovelace Clinic; Bernalillo County 
Medical Center. Program Committee, ASHA National. Conven-
tion, 1971-72; Program Committee, Academy of Aphasia 
1971-72; Program Chairman, Conference on Clinical Aphasi-
ol ogy, 1971-72. 
h. William J. Ryan 
Presented a talk to a meeting of the AARP on November 
24, 1971; appeared on KNME-TV for an interview. 
i. Ronald D. Snell 
Directed the May Day Speech Festi va 1 in 11h i ch 26 Ne~t 
Mexico High Schools participated. 
Served as a judge for the American Legion State Oratory 
Contest in New r~exico, and for the state and district speech 
tournaments. · 
8, Non-teaching University Service 
a. Dolores S. Butt 
Member, Manzanita Center Committee; College of Arts & 
Sciences Tenure and Promotion Committee; Committee on 
Use of Human Subjects for Research (chairman). 
b, Robert C. Dick 
Member of University Speaker's Committee since June, 1971. 
Chaired Committee for ChanginQ Requirements for General 
Speech r~ajors and ~linors (Final report submitted to Speech 
Communication Department faculty on March 31, 1971. 
Member of Culture and Communication Committee of the 
"Task Force for Health Sciences." 
Served as advisor for Student Sumner Orientation: June 15, 
July 16 and 23 (La Posada Hall). 
Composed a departmenta 1 syllabus for Speech 255 (submitted 
in Jul_y, 1971 ). 
Composed a departmental syllabus for Speech e56: Communi-
cation for Teachers (submitted in August, 1971). Also a 
member of Speech 256 curriculum committee. 
Participated in CLEP Testing Project on September 14, 1971. 
c. David J. Draoer 
Administrative responsibilities re clinical services of 
UN~! Speech & Hearing Center. 
Member, curriculum committee, Speech Pathology. 
Faculty advisor to undergraduate and graduate students in 
Speech Pathology. 
Speech·Communication Department representative for walk-
through registration, Semester I, 1971. 
,, 
·.:.·· 
d. Wayne C. Eubank 
Chairman, Department of Speech Communication. 
Aids with parliamentary procedure at faculty meetings. 
e. Gerald M. Goldhaher . 
Student Standards Committee member; GSA. Faculty Advisor; 
Graduate Faculty Advisor; Communication consultant to 
Governance Committee, Campus Ne1~s. Medical School; Speakers 
Bureau member; Speech Communication Department course eval-
uation chairman. 
f. John B. Grainger 
Served as an interpreter in sign language for deaf for 
a deaf University employee when he was fired and during his 
·appeal. 
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g.· James L. Hoban, Jr. 
Member, departmental committee for Speech Communication 256, 
Communication for Teachers. 
h. 
i. 
Richard 13. Hood 
t~ember of Advisory Committee to the Speech and Hearing 
Consultant, Crippled Childrens Services (N.M. Department 
of Health and Social Services). 
L 1 oyd E. Lamb 
Member, Arts & Sciences Promotions Committee, 1971. 
,j,. Cullen B. Owens 
Arts & Sc1ences Ad Hoc Committee on Communication. 
Speech Communication 255 committee. 
k. Bruce E. Porch 
·1. 
Faculty advisor; thesis advisor; member of the colloquium 
committee (speech pathology and audiology). 
La1vrence B. Rosenfe 1 d 
Director of two M.A. committees and t~10 Ph.D. committees 
(directing dissertations). 
m. Hilli am J. Ryan 
Advisor to Siqma Alpha Eta (national student speech and 
hearing association). 
n. Hillfam M. Shimer 
~1ember, Radio Board. 
9. Public Service 
a. Dolores S. Butt 
f·1ember, United Cerebral Palsy Professional Advisory 
Board; Cerebral Palsy Pre-School Advisory Committee; 1\PS 
Clinic for Physically Handicapped-Program Review Committee; 
Lecturer to Laguna-Acoma school teachers. 
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9. Public Service (cont'd) 
b. Robert C. Dick 
Delivered speech on black history at Asbury Methodist Church, 
Sept. 2. 
Elec.ted Vice Chairman of Ward 15A .of Democratic Party, ()ct. 
21, 1971". ' . 
Was delegate to Bernalillo County Democratic Party Convention, 
Oct. 28, 1971. . 
Has delegate to New Mexico State. Democratic Party Convention, 
Nov. 13, 1971 • 
c. David J. Draner 
Professional· Education Corranittee, Bernalillo County Unit, 
American Cancer Society. 
d. Wavne C. Eubank 
Lay preaching at First Methodist Church. 
e. Gerald M. Goldhaber 
Commun1cat1on consultant to Albuquerque Community Council, 
Save the Sandia's Organization; Advisor to B'Nai B'rith Chapter 
of AZA Youth Organization; Consultant to Family Counseling 
Service of Albuquerque; plus hUmerous high school speeches. 
f. Lloyd E. Lamb 
~oloist - First United Methodist Church. 
Participated in Albuquerque Civic Light Opera - Camelot and 
My Fair Lady. 
g. Ronald D. Snell 
Secured judges for the local, state and district speech 
tournaments. 
Treasurer of the Saint Bernard Club of Albuquerque. 
10. Personal Information 
"'"- a. October, 1971. 
b. Richard B. Hood 
Second child, Laura, born February 16, 1971 • 
. ·. 
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'l;b1 Report of the Division ot !oter-ii.mll)dcan 4ffairs 
,-If July 1.# 1971 • June 30, 1972 
t·ku:dn C. ~leedlor, Director 
A. Significant dsvolop~nts 
l. The follot:Jing numbers of dagroeo were r.;Mordod 
during the report period: 
B.i!l. 10 t4.A. 9 
2. Enrolment during tba report period was, at ito 
highest po!ntp 25 graduate a and 31 undergraduates. 
3. Uilli<jm J. Ddslt, assistant profesoor of pol:!. tical 
science, scr.ved no acting director of tbe division 
during the summer seoeion of 1971, 
4. Tho Division sponsored a public lecturo on United 
States policy in Latin AmGrico by Professor 
Joroma~ Slater of the Stata Univc:.n:aity of No~o1 York 
at Buffalo. Tho lecture ·ttac coMoponaored, and 
eJtpcnscu partially defrayed, by the Gradullte 
School, tbc CollocG of Arts and Sciences~ the 
Pol;ll.t:tcal Science. 
5. Adminiotration of tho rop~int sori~a on a~ticles 
on Latin Amgricon topics ~~itton by ~mbora of 
Ol!t1 faculty p Oli:tlli:'tod by tbo D:.!.vioion tt1o ycaro 
ago~ wao t~ansfor~d to tho L~tin A~r.ican 
Cantor. 
6. Over the summer o£ 1971 th~ Division moved into 
its ne1tv qtlOtrtara on the third float: of ttua 
rcmodalod conto.r oocdo1.1 of ~boa V!ata Hall. 
B. Problema~ Planop froopocts 
l. ThG dccioion of tho 1.agiol.atuza to limit £ol1.ow-
ahip asoiatonco to tuition 3rnnto for in~oco~o 
atudonco '1'1!11 bo 43 furtbar blc~1 to tho Qi'.Ja!ity 
o£ tho prog:co2, eollo<ainB 04'11 the ol.ioiMtion 
of othor fino~cial aooist~nco pooaib~lit!co 
do~cribod !n tbo lao~ nnnunl ropo~t. 
2. Tbc placem~nt oituation for thooo g~uduntinB 
fro;;:1 tbc pron~rom~ t1:!.tb both D,.fL and H.A. 
dot::rooo. ~:cw Wl:ll!!:Do ~han D.~ n!ill;r tii.reo ovor tho 
l::u::t n;i::;t years, o:rccpt fot- o£:udornto u:tth 
Sp::lniLoh OU!l!'~1Cli':3G. 
3. ~horo ~ao oc~~ d~ocusoion of a roor~nniza~ion 
o£ tho collot;:Jao Ln~:ln Am::n:il.can proorcoo 
bot\:oon D~cm Hollm:ln, l?rofooocr 13aoon, Olild tho 
diz:oecto:;c of th~ div1sion 0 but no oction tr.l'Dla 
talten, pa:;ctly boca1.3sa of the fooHnn that the 
p~csont er~aooo~nt tr.l'oa sati~f~c~o~, and po~tly 
bocouce any reo:iCsaui~otion that oddod oubotontiolly 
to tho Un!vateaity~o co&.nbi\.H.<i:i!.ao wr;uJ.d raqu!r~ 
add:ll.til.onal fu~do t:l~ilich ara no~ lil.~oly to ba 
U'lr~hccn:linc. 
4. '!'tao p'&'OGJCQ~o that ~car digoctly on the q~~ol:U:y 
of the Un~vorsity 0 a aff.o~to !n the Latin ~~~!con 
field btw·a bom1 diocontim.llod in E"occnz yoat'Og the 
out~of .. otate fa!lmmh:!p o.odot;onca nlluc.iod to 
abo~o p and thG lil.na it:am in tbo Ur:a!voroityc o 
budeot fo:n: L-.:Jtin i:ott"J:td.ctm ro.oao~cb by fnculty 
~3m~c~a. Xt io undototancla~lop if c~botabla, 
~hat in a poriod of fi~anaial ~otrene~~nt the 
ototo looJ!.slli'ltuzzo .should cbooco to :pui: fiz>ot 
fo1r eluJ:!.natiot-a p::onreotl of n~tioa~al cud 1nto?.-
•1aUaru::tl bct'!afllt t;;hict1 m:a not dl1.&-octly5 
i~dllotoly, C~Jd obv:tc:~:Jo!y of !l¢.1'1700tot;;o to No1:r 
t:om1.co 1:ooiclcnto. Hotl'ovor, lJ!th tl10 pnoDCl[;'J of 
3 
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! 
tlo IU.gbor Education AGsioterm:~a Act t;:ot;aii:d the 
ood of tbG report period~ i~ boe~ poso!ble 
for tho unive~oity to devote direct unrootrictcd 
Federal subsidies to progrcms \::"»icfa ernbGnce 
the p~rfo~nco of the ovor~ll mission but ~hoso 
benefit: to rcsidcnt:o of llJot-1 t-Zr:lldco :l!.o iJ1diroct. 
Accordingly, the di~octor boo eoi8cd ovory 
opportunity of ~k~ng the argu~nt that tho~a 
funds ohou1d bo uaod pri~rily for rostoring 
progrome of oducotionol valuo end national 
bonofit rocently cut back, ouch ao foculty 
;ceoearch and out~o~~oto.to follot3obip aid. 
c. Appointm.::mts ~nd So)lllat:ations 
1. Da~~ ~~~o, aosio~a~t prof~~oo~ of political 
ociooce, baca~~ eavistant dixccto~ of tha 
divioion on Q 1/J .. titr.!J booio~ offoctiv(;} ,;lith 
Rooolyn S~itl:1. 
3. t<h:. 'ibc';206 t-1. Halltor, aoeociata in poU.t:l!.Qal 
ncioncc, boco~J ac~ing di~oc~o~ of tho division 
fo~ t~c oas~·J~ ooDO!on, 1972. 
D. Publications and Profeeolonol ~ctivitias 
Tho p~ofeooio~ol activities of tho Divisi~n°o 
faculty m:>mbo&'o, !?rcofeoooE'a Wc:~odle:r: and t.lm'Jflp 
h~vs boon zoportod ~h~ougn tho politicai 
acienc::G;J dopartmsnt. 
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The Report of the Latin American Center 
July 1, 1971- June 30, 1972 
Mar.shall R. Nason, Director 
I. ADI1Il'IISTRATIVE AND FISCAL 
The Annual Report of last fiscal year, being the first of 
its kind, was largely historical and descriptive. Since basic 
structures and activities have not been materially altered since 
the date of thfl.t submission, this year's reportage will be limited 
to data of a more current nature. 
FY 1971-72 was a year of fiscal stringency in terms of federal 
funding mrinc; to the congressio11-al cutback in support of Language 
and Area Centers under the Title VI program. Thus, our allocation 
was'rcduccd to $23,989 from of'. previous level of almost $43,000, 
while at the sa~e time Title VI fellowship sunport dropped from 
$22,286 to $17,902. Thus the age;rep;ate of federal support for the 
year just concluded stood at $41,981 as opposed to $66,068 for the 
year preceding. In order t"o sustain operations at a level close to 
those of former years it was nece~sary to supplement the bud~et with 
State appropriated funds in the amount of $19,651. The Latin American 
Center budget (exc~usive of fellowship monies) has therefore totalled 
$43,635. 
As a result of energetic renresentations by the academic 
co~unity in supnort of lnnguuge and area studies funding the Congress 
r 
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was induced to restore allocations to something close to previous 
levels, though Latin American studies received slightly lmrer 
priorities than those of other 'rorld areas. The net result for the 
mm Latin American Center has bce)1 a virtual restitution of funding 
to the 1970-71 figure. Hence, the federal contract received for FY 
73-711 amounts to $h3,000 vrhile Title VI fellowship grants will total 
$22,286 for a total of $65,286 as opposed to the previous $43,635. 
Continuation of State appropriated funds at a slightly reduced 
level ~rill provide the Center with an operational budget (exclusive 
of fellowship monies) of $62,oln, as compared with $!13,635 for the 
year immediately preceding and $66,068 for 1970-71. 
Despite the restitution of federal funds, it has not been 
possible to restore fully the partial salary support which the 
Center previously accorded Latin fuacrican area specialists in certain 
of the social sci.ence fields. Priori tics have had to be reordered 
for two reasons, first, in the light of HEW admonitions to the 
effect that area studies in Spanish were to be deemphasized somewhat 
in favor of increasing attention to Brazil and indigenous cultures 
Of the Uevr World. Thus, with a view toward:> assurine continued 
government patronage, we have provided instructional monies for 
additional teaching of Brazilian literature and Quechua, the native 
laneuagc of the Andean region. The second concern was for sustaining 
adequate administrative services for the increasingly complex 
operation of the Center itself which, as pointed out in last year's 
report, had been decidedly deficient. As of July 1, 1971, half-time 
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bilingual secretarial services were increased to full time, the 
position being occupied by Hiss Judith Kaufmann until her 
resignation on !·lay 17th to accept employment elsewhere. She has 
been replaced by Senora Ofelia. Ruiz. Likewise on July lst of 1971 
a ne~1ly created post of half-time Special Assistant to the Director, 
Latin American Center, was filled. by the appointment of Mr. Robert 
Landmann who will serve until June 30, 1972 at which time he ~Till 
proceed to Quito, Ecuador to assume the resident direction of the 
Andean Study and Research Center. 1~. Garth Ransen has been appointed 
as his replacement as of July 1, 1972. A third factor which has 
diverted some funds from partial salary support is the need to 
augment the library's research collection in consonance with the 
implementation of ne~r graduate prograns in social science fields as 
they relate to Latin ~~erica. Accordingly, the line item for purchase 
of books and reference materials has been increaseu. 
The primary concern of the Center continues to be the 
coordination, support and implementation of study programs, both 
graduate and undergraduate, aimed at producing area expertise 
{including requisite linguistic proficiency) for the aspiring Latin 
Americanist whether his interests lie in the humanities, the social 
sciences or the arts. The original inpetus for Title VI funding came 
about through federal identification of world areas whose lanr,uages 
and cultures were not sufficiently known to serve the national interest, 
both ln the public and academic sectors. The key elenent in the 
development of the requisite professional expertise was held to be the 
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linsuistic component, hence language-related progr~s and projects 
have been, and continue to be, the crucial consideration in 
allocation of federal funds. The growth of Latin American programs 
at the University of New Hexico was covered in detail in the Annual 
Report for 1970-71. 
II. SU!o!MARY OF' ACTIVITIES, 1971-72 
The functions of the Latin A~erican Center during the year 
just concluded have consisted of five major prograns together with 
certain ancillary activities which will be listed here as a fifth 
category. These are as follows; 
A. The Language and Area Program under auspices of Title 
VI, NDFL 
B. The Andean Study and Research Center, ~uito, Ecuador 
C. The Ibcro-American Studies doctoral progr~ 
D. The Seminars on Higher Education i.n the Americas 
E. The Title VI NDFL Fellowship Program adMinistration 
F. Ancillary activities including: 
l. A&ninistration of the Fulbright-Hays Graduate Student 
Fellowship Progra~ for Latin America 
2. AdMinistration of special projects such as the Intensive 
Summer Lanr,uage Institutes under Title VI auspices 
3. Headquarters for State Fulcright Committee 
4. Provision of proeram data , on Latin American program, 
to profecsional associations, foundations, gover~~ent 
and research organizations. 
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The major functions will be discussed below: 
A. The Language and Area Center 
The precise functions of the Center were en~~erated under 
ten separate headings in the 1970-71 Report. Repetition of these 
would merely add bulk, not veight, to the present reporta[5e. 
Suffice it to say that except for those modifications set forth 
under "Administrative and Fiscal'' above, the Center program has 
continued unaltered. 
Implications for future federal funding have required 
considerable attention, hovever. As of the conclusion of the 72-73 
academic year, none of the 16 federally supported Centers may assume 
automatic rene;ml, hence the privileged status which has existed 
since 1965 will terminate and HEH will issue natiomride invitations 
for new types of proposals. Clearly, the new rationale will call 
for greater innovation and cross-disciplinary (as well as inter-
college) approaches to problem-centered research and instructional 
programs. In anticipation of the new requirements, substantive 
discussions have been held \lith local faculty in a search of 
approaches to problems of demography, ecology, urban concerns, etc·, 
such as seem now to be targets of predilection. Prof. Schlegel, 
Chairman of the Department of Architecture, will proceed to Quito, 
Ecuador in July to formulate plans for a community design center 
related to to>m planning in conjunction with the !Tational University 
of Ecuador, while Prof. Cordell of the Departnent of Anthropology 
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will conduct field exploration aimed at the establishment of a 
joint archeological field project with the Institute Arqueol6gico 
de Otavalo in the same republic. Also under tentative study is a 
project which may lead to establishment of a Center for Environmental 
Concerns >rhich may investigate environrnental disruption caused by 
economic activities, many of them u. S. based, beyond the limits of 
our national juriGdiction. Such cons.iderations, toeether with 
the desiderata set forth in the recent Lambert Report on the status 
of lan;,r,uage and area centers, arc being subjected to study in 
anticipation of ncm program directions. 
B. The Andean Study and Research Center, Quito 
The Andean Center bas just concluded its fourth, and in many 
respects its most successful, year of operation. The pro~ram of 
studies has been supplemented to include new offerings in the field 
of Art History and professional education, some student input has 
been received fro~ Northern Illinois University which has entered 
into a cooperative agreement with UII!1, and new arrangements have 
been made with the Latin American Teaching Fellmrships program of 
the Fletcher School for certain instructional services. 
One of the overriding concerns throue;hout the initial years 
has been the maintenance of sufficient student enrollments to 
justii':r the :per canita educational costs of the Center. From the 
outset- it >Tas held that a minimum of 50-60 enrollees wouJ,d be 
required to justify the outlay. It is a source of satisfaction to 
4S 
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report that for Semester II of academic year 1971-72 the number 
of students in attendance reached 57. Further evidence of the 
growing acceptance of the program is the fact that more than a 
hundred students submitted letters of intent for the academic 
year 1972-73, and that of these some sixty-seven have confirmed 
that intention through payment of deposits and other pre-regis-
tration procedures. In other words, the Center now has more 
serious ap~licants than it can accommodate, hence the 'Program 
directors can be somevrhat selective about the list of participants. 
The prospects of exercising selection could not have come at 
. 
a more opportune time, for despite the generally successful 
operation of the Center under the direction of Dr. Ro~ert D. Herron 
and the very affirmative evaluation rendered at year-end by Prof. 
llillerman, Chairman of the Department of Journalism, the detention 
of four New J.lexico students on narcotics charges by the Ecuadorean 
authorities has shaken host-country confidence in the progra~ and 
required expenditure of University funds in securinf\ the release of 
the accused. It has also made obvious the need for more effective 
screening and orientation procedures, with concormni tant expenditure, 
for future groups of students. 
At an adrl.inistrativ.e meeting which included the President, 
the Academic Vice President and the Vice Presidents for Finance and 
Student Affairs, as well as the Director of the Health Service, Dr. 
Roll of the Psychology Department and other acade~ic and adrninistra- -
ti ve officers concerned with the Center,. it was decided that t!'le 
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follo;ring preventive steps would be instituted: 
1. more intensiv~ orientation, 
2. the usc o:f the !:!HPI personality inventory and the 
Health Service's student health record, 
3. mid-program medical check-ups at Quito by a Medical 
Adviser attached to the Center, 
4. more complete and revealing application forms 
designed to discourage the undesi~able applicant, 
5. a more careful review of the applicant 1 s academic 
record to assure the validity of his attendance, 
6. revision of descriotive mttterials to make more 
explicit the student's legal responsibilities while 
abroad, etc. 
Since several of these provisions have cost implications for the 
University, an additional fee for processing of applications has 
been :proposed. 
Given the increased student interest in the Center program, 
the Quito staff has been instructed to conduct a search for 
quarters offering increased' classroom space. Should such be :found 
it might be possible to make the overseas study opportunity 
available to a slightly increased n\ll:lbcr of students; ho~rever, at 
this. time no significant increase in teaching staff is contemplated. 
C. The Ibero-ftmcrican Studies Doctoral Program 
This program, ~rhich is a joint responsibility of the 
Departments of History and :.fodern Languages, has undergone some 
minor ~evisions in course requirements but remains essentially the 
same. Graduate School statistics showed 16 doctoral candidates 
·4· 
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registered for the program in both semesters of academic year 
1971-72, Since the date of last reportage three candidates have 
completed all requirements for the Ph.D. and have been awarded 
their degrees. Professors Edwin Lieuwen of the Department of 
History and Marshall R. rlason of 1-fodern and Classical Languages 
exercise policy control over the program and admissions to it; all 
administrative and clerical functions are carried out by the Latin 
American Center. 
Due to universitv-wide restrictions on graduate admissions, 
coupled with the deteriorating employment situation for :professionals 
in the field of' history, the program has been somevrbat more 
stringent in matters of admissions, hence it is likely that the 
numbers of candidates will show some decline in the forthcoming 
academic year. Fortunately, to date all degree reciPients desirous 
of securine college or university aPpointments have been 
accommodated; in fact, two candidates who have completed all 
:rcquirel'lents but the dissertation have received such appointments. 
D. The Seminars on Hi&her Education in the Americas 
For the first time during the several years of mm participation 
in the Seminars on Higher Education in the Americas, full program 
responsibilitv has rested 1ri th the Latin American Center. Since 
this was not particularized in thP. preceding Annual Report, it might 
be poi·nted out that the Seminars constitute a seasonal activity whose 
worl: ir, confined largely to a three months period in the SPrin~. 
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This consists of projecting and negotiating a budget }Ti th the 
Conference lloard of Associate Research Councils and rtational 
Science Foundation which serve as agents for the U. S. 
Department of State, the convoking of a local organizing 
committee, structuring of a local progrrun as well as social 
and touristic activities for participants and accompanying wives, 
arrangement or housekeepinc and logistics, preparation of a final 
report and transcript of sessions, etc. The UNH Director is 
required to attend, as a rule, the Latin American sessions of the 
Seminar immediately preceding those held in Albuquerque as well as 
the closing nestions in Hashington. 
The Twelfth Seminar on Higher Education, whose UNM sessions 
were held during the period !1arch 18-25, was one of the largest in 
the hintory of the program, bringing to Albuquerque twenty-seven 
Latin American university presidents, vice-presidents, deans and 
other administrative officers for dialogue on problems of mutual 
concern in higher education. Thematically, illl/.1' s assigned role was 
that of acquainting the ~articipants with the philosophy and 
structure ot the U. s. state institution of higher education and to 
introduce them to current innovations. The preceding session at the 
Uni~ersidad Simon Bo12var of Caracas and. the ensuing one at the 
University of Kansas were largely concerned ;rith innovations and re-
gion~l cooperation. An effort was made to maximize participation in 
the pror:;rnm b'l ill!H administrative and instructionul pel:'sonnel. 
Local peo'Ole involved included Prof. l~arsho.ll R. rlason, Director, 
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assisted by Profs. Pedro R. David and Raul Ruiperez as Associate 
Directors and t'lr. Robert S. Landmann, Coordinator. The former, 
together with Vice President Travelstead and Deans Lawrence and 
Wollman constituted the Organizing Committee. Those contributing 
papers to the session included: President Heady, Dr. Arturo 
Ortega of the Board of Regents, Dr. Frank Angel, President of Ue~r 
Mexico Highlands University, Vice President Travelstead, Dean 
Nathaniel Hollman, bean Robert Rehder, Vice President J. C. l4ac 
Gregor, Prof. Tamara Holzapfel, Mrs. Ellen BrOif, Vice President 
Harold Lavender, Dr. Samuel Roll, Dr; Raul Ruiperez, Prof. Arthur 
Blumenfeld, Dr.' Pedro David, Dr. Lee Zink, Dean Hilliam Huber, Dr. 
John Aragon, !1r. Carlos Molina, Dr. John Howarth, Dr. Alonzo Atencio, 
and Dr. Marshall R. Nason. Additionally, the following served as 
discussants in the various sessions: Dean Richard La~rrence, Dr. 
Sabine Ulibarrf, Dr. Chester Zelaya (Dean of Letters and Sciences 
of the University of Costa Rica who was at illH4 on an administrative 
internship), Dr. Ricardo Benavides, Dr. Raymond R. MacCurdy, Dr. 
Sanford Cohen, Dr. Gary Brower, Dr. Scott Catlett, Dr. George Huaco, 
Dr. Gerald Blavin, Dr. Dan Chavez, Dr. Jaime Arellano, and Dr. 
Peter Gregory. Four students also participated in a session devoted 
to problems o:' the University as conceptualized by the learner, 
namely, Hiss Kathleen 'lc!1erney, ~lr. Pete Vigil, l·lr. German Rueda, 
and Nrs. Rosslyn Hynatt Smith. 
Typed transcripts of the complete proceedings have been 
issued by the Latin A~erican CEnter and are available at the Center 
offi-::e. 
4'7 
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E. Title VI NDFL Fellmvships 
These erants, funded by USOE under the provisions of Title 
VI, are awarded on the basis of national coMpetition to doctoral 
candidates in Brazilian language and literature, in any of the 
social sciences fields offering Latin ft~erican concentration 
(anthropology, economics, history, political science, sociology) 
and occasionally in the field of Spanish American literature, The 
Center receives and processes applications, convokes a selection 
committee and reports its nominations to the Hashington office, 
these being tantamount to selection provided that no technical 
deficiencies ar'c discovered at that level. The most burdensome 
requirement is the preparation of the annual project proposal in 
request of grants and the national publicity concernin~ their 
availability once the quota of fellowships has been awarded, 
During the year of fiscal retrenchment, ill!H' s bloc of grants 
was cut from nine to five in nUJ:lber. The overall restitution of 
federal funds brought only a slight upward adjustment for 72-73, 
the UNM quota having been raised from five to six. He were 
informed by Washinr,ton that restored funds had largely been used 
to augment programs in the national interest (i.e., such areas as 
Southeast Asia and Africa) and that, in fact, ours was the only 
Latin American Center receiving any increase at all. 1-Tithin the 
Latin American sPhere, the nation of first priority is Brazil; IDIH's 
modes~ success is undoubtedly ascribable to its institutional 
capability in the field of Portuguese and Brazilian studies. 
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III, CONCLUSIONS 
Since the Latin American Center does not constitute an 
academic department in the conve~:ional sense but deals only in 
inter-departmental programs and functions as an administrative 
superstructure, it docs not have its own faculty~~· It is 
assumed that such biographical information as might pertain to the 
director or his assintant will be nubnumed under the reportage 
of departments with vrhich the;v are affiliated. 
At this •·rriting, final data is not available concerning 
degree recipients for 1971-72; h01·rever, this information will be 
' compilec1 shortly for the Technical Report required b~· the USOE in 
compliance 1·ri th contract terma and copies thereof .rill be made 
available to the recipients of this Report for possible inclusion 
as an appendix. It should. be pointed out, however, that despite 
current tendencies towards the destructuring of curricula and the 
relaxing of languap,e requirements, enrollments in cours.es in 
Latin American content have suffered no marked decline. Even 
Spanish and Portuguese lanr,uagc courses have not shmm a marked 
net decline, though percentage increases therein may not have kept 
pace with overall University enrollments. Despite the federal 
cutbacks (discussed in part I above) the. year just concluded may be 
regarded as productive and characterized, if anything, by an 
increased volume of activity. 
T E C H N I C A L R E P 0 R T 
LATIN .Ali1ERICAN CENTER 
UNIVERSITY OF·NEH MEXICO 
ACADEMIC YEAR, 1971-72 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
July 1, 1972 
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TECHNICAL REPORT: NDE/\. LANGUAGE AND AfillA CENTER 
LATIN AMERICAN CENTER 
UNIVERSITY OF NEH ~1EXICO 
ACADEMIC YEAR, 1971-72 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The following is submitted in eomplianee with the terms of 
Institute of International Studies directives of 1 December, 1971 
and 15 January, 1972. 
It is so~ewhat ironic in view pf substantial program growth 
at this institution that the kinds of data required for such 
reportage become increasingly difficult to secure o~ring to certain 
internal changes. Not the least of these is the progressive 
destructuring of traditional curricula which makes difficult at 
times the identification of students by field of interest. One 
such innovation at the University of New Mexico has been the 
institution of the Bachelor of the University degree permitting 
the learner to program his own course of study without regard to 
the norms of the regular degree-granting colleges. This program 
has been in force for three years and at the recent commencement 
graduated five hundred and fifteen seniors about whose academic 
concentrations no assumptions whatsoever can be made. The director 
of that program states that his office is currently researching 
"clusters" of program interest amone; the records of graduating 
seniors but will be unable to furnish any hard data until sometime 
in academic year 1972-73, after which there will be annual time-lags 
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maldng year-end reportage difficult if not impossible. Only where 
such students are kno~m to us by virtue of their having o.ttended 
our Andean Ctudy and Research Center at Quito, Ecuador, can we 
vouch for any level of competence relating to the ~10rld area. Even 
were the studer1t doosiers made availallle to us, the 515 
computations implicit 1·10uld exceed the capa.bili ty of our limited 
office staff, the latter already being obliged to undertake such a 
search of the Arts and Science College reco.rds on the assumption 
of relatively higher yield. 
A second circumstance which promises to complicate 
enormously the process of data gathering is the revisions of "group 
requirements" for students in the liberal arts field. Though the 
language requirement --hitherto a convenient indicator in the 
search for students acquiring area competence-- has not l;>een 
completely eliminated, the ne;r system permits a much broader 
spectrum of options and theoretically, at least, paves the ;ray for a 
potential drop in language enrollments. Obviously, there is no 
direct correlation bct~reen students taking languages in satisfaction 
of a degree requirement and those who develop a specific ~10rld-area 
interest. One has to suspect, however, that for some students the 
re'lui:rcd st\ldY of lunc;uae;e cot1sti tutes u gate;ray to interest in the 
culture which that lane;uagc exteriorizes. In general, lve feel that 
altero.tion of the languaee requirement may not affect very 
marltcdly the accumulation of courses by this year 1 s crop of 
eraduatinr, senioru, but it may very vrell have an impact in uubsequent 
academic years. 
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ThouGh the numbers of class enrollments in Spanish and 
Portuguese, which together with Quechua cons.titute the relevant 
languaces for the UNM I.(ltih American Center, have actually 
increased somewhat in number, it is true that their growth rate 
has not kept pace with the overall enrollment increases , bene e ~re 
must acknowledge a small net loss. However, the proportions are 
not significant, and the relatively strong showing of these 
languages vis ~vis others in the Romance and Germanic areas 
suggests that intellectual interest in Latin. American 
concentrations in fields such as the social sciences tends to 
support the study of Spanish and Portuguese. 
Sharp cuts in federal funding for the fiscal year 1971-72, 
coupled ~rith additional fiscal stringencies at the State level 
have curtailed to some degree the rate of expansion of the Center 
programs. Nevertheless, sufficient State appropriations were 
secured to offset in considerable degree the Title VI cutbacks, so 
that it was possible to make a limited number of new staff 
appointments and secure approval for at least one new program at 
the doctoral level, namely, Latin American sociology, The restitu-
tion o1' federal funding to the 1970-'{1 levels will tend to ease the 
financial pressure and allow for needed expansion in Portuguese and 
Quechua, as well as in the very vital area of library acquisitions 
required for research. 
A factor ~rhich may tend to inhibit prol}ram grovrth is the 
University's new policy on the limitation of enrollments. For the 
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past three years the State J3oard of Educational Finance has 
underestimated the percentage of enrollment increases at. the 
University of Ne~r Mexico with consequent under funding in termo 
of per capita student support. In order to protect to some 
degree the quality of student experience the administration 
elected to place a ceiling on enrollments nt roughly 19,500. It 
was also stipulated that graduate enrollments should be held 
close to the 1970-71 levels. In consequence, directors of 
graduate programs have been asked to screen applicants more 
closely and to set quotas in accord with the ne1dy established 
administrative policy. Despite these curtailments, class 
enrollments in Latin American Language and Area courses at th ~ 
Universit;r of New 11exico, according .to USOE compilations, still 
stand third amongst the federally supported Centers. 
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II. Dl'X1JlBgS Al-TARDI•;D Irl COHJUJIC'riOif HITII LAi'!GUJ\GF. AND AREA STUDY 
Gra<luate llcgrccs (l\</araecl at the conclusion of Academic Year 
1971-72 show a sJ.ic;ht increase over the preceding year, thoueh the 
major gain comes at the t1.A. level. On the other hand our 
statistics show a small decrease in the production of 
undergradttatefl 1-rith Latin American area training. Quite frankly, 
,.,e regard this decline as more apparent than real. It will be 
recalled fro:n the foregoinG that we are totally unable to account 
for the achievements and interests of· the 515 seniors 1-rho were 
products of a totally uns·tructurcd curriculum; had these statistics 
been nva.ilable to us it is likely that no loss would have been 
represented. 
It should be urged, ho,{ever, that the numbers game can be 
misleading, and that the quality of the student's experience, 
especially in assessing 1-lorld-a.rea awareness, should be taken into 
account. In this connection, the value of the oversea.n study 
experience can hn.rdly be overstated. It is our feeling that the 
fifty-seven students who vere in residence at our Andean Study and 
Research Center during the past year will, upon graduation, have 
much greater insights about Latin American society than those vho 
have simply taken 18 assorted hours of on-campus work related to the 
area. Hence our assertion that qualitative as 1-lell as quantitative 
criteria. might •rell be applied in assessing the total impact of 
individual center programs. 
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Finally, the local obstacJ.es to data gathering described 
in the preceding section of this Report lead us to believe that 
our figures may run from 5% to 10% belmr the real production 
level. Statistics submitted in the follovring table, though 
likely deficient, may at least be regarded as verified. 
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B.A. 14.A. Ph.D. 
Latin American Studies l'1ajor lll 12 
---Hi nor 
___ ... ___ 
-~----rr-·---(B.A. and M.A.) 
r---
Ibero-Americnn Studies (Ph.D.) 
--- --- 3 
·-
Anthropology 16 3 1 
Economics 6 2 0 
. ' 
Geography 2 1, 
---
History 19 2 2 
r,anguage 
Spanish Major ln 111 5 Minor ------------------- ---:---liy----
·-
Portuguese Ma;jor 2 0 0 Minor ----------------
______ 7 ____ 
Linguistics (!.JATS) 
---
10 ---
Political Science 12 0 0 
Sociology 11 l 
---
Education ~1ajor 
-------------------
7 
--- ---Hi nor ------yy----
Philosophy 1 0 0 
Psychology J, 0 0 
Fine Arts 3 0 0 
Health Professions 1 0 0 
Journalism 3 --- ---
Natural Sciences 2 
---
r--· 
Other Mathematics 1 
--- ---
English 1 
--- ---
French 2 
--- ---
TOTAL 211 113 11 
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III. SUPPLY AND DEf!lAJIJD: HIGHER EDUCNI'ION, GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS 
AND INDUSTRY, PJW INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Data relative to professional placement of language and area 
graduates is not readily retrievable since the departments concerned 
do not routinely maintain such records. In fact, the process is 
largely circ~scribed by the recall span of faculty having chaired, 
or served on, graduate committees. There is no doubt, however, that 
by far the majority of Ph.D. recipients have received teaching and 
research appointments at institutions.of higher learning. The 
remainder gravitate to the following categories (in descending 
order of importance): U. 8. government service, both foreign and 
domestic; international organizations, and finally, business and 
industry. For these latter cate(lories statistics are notably 
deficient with the possible exception of graduates in the 
interdisciplinary area stud~cs programs. 
Even more difficult is the compilation of data concerning 
B.A. and M.A. recipients, though in the latter case the numbers 
~rho continue tmrards the Ph.D. can fairly well be verified. Many 
of these proceed towards the doctorate with some sort of Latin 
American area concentration, especially in the social sciences 
fields. Others may seek employment in government or elsewhere. 
A number of !•I.A. recipients, where the degree is of 
terminal nature (especially the l4.A.T.S.) receive public school 
appointments, largely at the secondary level and in the field of 
languages. Virtually no information is available regardin[l the 
placement of recent undergraduates. 
-9~ 
~he following table offers fragmentary data on l971-1972 
de~ree recipients; it may serve as a partial indicator of 
professional placement by fields, but in n2.. ~ as any k:i.nd of 
quantitative indicator: 
BA Vu\ Ph.D. 
Higher Education ll* 
Elem. and Sec. Education 6 
u.s. (and State) Gov't 2 
Foreign Organizations 
(including universities) 
and Gov 't 
<!) 
Journalism rl ·~ 2 
rl 
Banking and Industry •rl 
"' 
1 1 ~
Domestic Non-Profic Organizations l:l ;::< 
(including university research » 
and administration) rl <!) 
_,., 
<!) 
International Organizations rl § 
Library CJ 4 
"' 1.l Continuing Study 'C1 9 1 
Unknown 2 
Unemployed (a) by preference 2 2 
(b) other 2 
* Includes Ph.D. candidates who have received university 
appointments prior to termination of all doctoral requirements. 
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Findings of the Lambert Report, as ~rell as reports 
emanating from annual m~etingr, of professional organi:~.atir t1s tend 
to indicate that language and area centers have largely been 
meeting their commitment insofar as provision of high level 
expertise is concerned. Since there 1ms evidence of disparity 
within the range of employments fields, each of the ten principal 
departments concerned vrith Latin American studies at the University 
of New J'!exico 1·as asked to characterize the "status of the job 
market in its ovm field according to the follmring ratings: 
"normal," "bad but improving," "unfavorable," "market glutted to 
the extent that admission to your program is being limited.'' The 
responses fail•ly vrell corroborate the judgments rendered in the 
Lambert report which emphasized the need for further expertise in 
fields such as sociology, political science and economics, but 
pointed to reduced opportunities in fields such as history and 
literature. Specifically, local response was as follows: (1) 
"Normal": Economics, Ibero-American Studies, Journalism, Political 
Science, and Sociology; (2) "Bad but improving": None; (3) 
"Unfavorable": Anthropology and Literature (both Spanish American 
and Luso-American); and (4) "Market glutted to the extent that 
admission to your program is being limited": History. Obviously, 
all of this must be seen against the backdrop of the academic market 
place in general. Openings for emerging Ph.D.'s in Latin American 
history, to take but a single example, are no more limited than 
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those for Hestern European or U. S. history. It •·rould be 
pausilJle to assume that the need for such services is being 
thwarted by budgetary rentrictions and that given fiscal redress, 
the current surplus of professionals might quickly be consumed. 
The case of li ten1.ture is probably explainable to some extent in 
terms of the i~end towards elimination (or downward re~ision) of 
language requirements as well as to general market conditions. 
If such be the case, there might exist the threat of continued 
diminution in language study and consequent need for increased 
inducement (in terms of federal support) in order to guarantee the 
reservoirs of expertise required by the national interest. As the 
present writer said, in a statement entitled "Posi~ion Pape:r- on 
Federal Support of Latin American A:r-ea Studies 11 prepared for the 
Hiclwest Center directors, "The need for area expertise does not 
end vrith the preparation of a momentarily sufficient supply of 
trained specialists; an adequately trained cadre must not only be 
maintained but increased over time in order for the nation 
successfully to meet present challenges and future contingencies, 
If support of such progrruns vTaxes and wapes because of sudden or 
erratic shifts in priorities, university administrations will 
themselves be~in to doubt their validity. Since the universities, 
under e;overnmcnt urgin~, have assumed the major portion of 
program costs to date, federal retrenchment may have an equally 
drrunatic negative effect ..• 11 I shall not repeat the entire sense 
of the por.ition paJ1Cr alluded to (see attached copy) but merely 
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repeat that m·eurnents abound for the increased support of Latin 
American area studies, and particularly in certain area.s of the 
social sciences as 1-rell as in multidisciplinary enterprises 
involving research and training. 
Our experience sebns to belie the pervasive misimpression 
amongst publicly elected representatives who tend. to 
conceptualize Title VI sponsored programs as producine principally 
specialists in languages per se. l·lhile this may be true of the 
more exotic languages of relatively unknown world areas, the 
emphasis in the Latin American area has been upon the production 
of expertise in the social sciences for whom genuine linguistic 
proficiency is an indispensable instrumentality. Nor does the 
current surfeit of 1egrccs in Spo.nish bear any direct relation to 
the problem, since it does not foll01-1 that such people have any 
training in those disciplines related to the national interest. 
Additionally, the gro1>ring ideological complexity of the Latin 
American situation ;rould seem to indicate the necessity for more, 
rather than fe1-rer, qualified specialists. 
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IV. ESTH1A'rE OF TO'rAL PROGRM~ EXPBNDI'rlJRES, 1971-72 
Paragraph 4, page h of tho US directive correctly assumes 
that HDEA Title VI funds constitute a relatively smn.ll portion 
of the total institutional commitment to education and research 
related to Latin America.. Over the past six years federal 
support has fluctuated bet,·reen four and eight percent of thin 
University's exnenditure. On the other hand it should be 
emphatirally stated that this margin, however modest, has not 
only served to protect the J?rogram against the inroads of 
inflation but has also signified to some extent the difference 
between innovative thrunt and stagnation. Deprived of that 
margin, the Centers may well lose the potential for ne;r and 
essential undertakings. In fact, · wi thdrmfl of federal support 
could well produce the breakup of teams of area experts such as 
have been assembled only after intensive personal and institutional 
ef"fort and expenditure. 
Support of the University of New Mexico language and area 
center activities has always been considerably lower than the 
national average, perhaps by virtue of its relatively late 
incorporation into the system. The fiscal stringencies introduced 
by the federal cutbacks of 1971-72 placed an additional strain on 
resources, making necessary an additional supplement of approximate-
ly 4i20,000 in State appropriated monies to compensate :t:or the 
shortfall. The restitution o:t: Title VI funds for 1972-73 has 
1. 
... 
I 
conGtituted a eon!Jidarable relief, as has the University 
administration' G ecne!·ous return of overhead costs to the Center 
for operational purposco. Unclcr nevr policy, h01~ever, only a 
10% return 1rlll be allo1;ed on money thus ecnerated. 
The fie;ures given belovr represen·t acaclemic year expenditures 
for the Languf!.ee and Area Center proeram at the University of New 
Nexico, Albuquerque and its Andean Study and Research Center at 
Qui to, Ecuador, the latter having operated entirely 1d thout direct 
federal support for three years. 
The directive specifies that oYerseas staff are not to be 
shown on budgets unless they also holcl appointments vri thin the 
proerrun of ca..'llpus-based instruction. We are assuming, l10wever, 
that ~rhere the intent iG to demonotrate th,e ilJStitution 1 s entire 
investment in J,atin American language and area studies, it 1·rould 
be necessary to shm; the entire instructional bude;et for on-going 
instruction, particularly where the latter is of a permanent (not 
seasonal or intermittent) nature, and we have elected to do so. 
Administrative expenditures ree;istered in the follovring 
tables represent (1) those of the Latin American Center itself, 
( 2) those of the University of Ne1; Nexico 1 s Division of Inter-
American Affairs,· and ( 3) those of the Andean StUdy and Research 
Center in Quito. It is estimated that total federal support for 
the year 1971-72 omounts to about l1. 5% of the University of New 
Nexico's total disburscmc;>nt • 
-15-
Fmr cntricn will o.ppcar und.er the r>roposcd hcaclin!) "U", 
since the Language aml Area. Center l)ua(;et for the academic yeo.r 
71-72 did not include a line~item for research. This is by no 
means to suggest that research anct publication were non-existent 
for the period, lmt rather that such costs are subsumed under the 
operations of .the University of New ~lexico Press and departmental 
operations '·Those specific disbursements are difficult to identify. 
Likewise, no attempt has been made to prorate administrative costs 
pertinent to Latin American study and' research ;rithin individual 
dep1u·tments no matter hmr strong their Latin American area study 
cornmi tment, 
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A. Administration (including clerical salaries 
and supplies) 
B. Teaching (including teaching o.ssistants and 
informants, as 1vell as retirement 
,and fringe benefits) 
1) Language, literature and linguistics 
2) Area Courses (Latin Americ~n content 
courses reported) 
C. Library 
1) Acquisitions in Latin American Field 
2) Processing (including salaries and 
fringe benefits) 
D. Faculty Foreign Travel 
E. l~iscellaneous (lectures, domestic travel, 
materials, and language 
laboratory, including equipment) 
F. Overhead (at 36%) but not including fringe 
benefits 
G, Total for instruction (sum of items A throue;h F) 
H. Research and Publishing (partial) 
l. Fello;n:;hips (including NDFLs, tuition rcmision 
and other student aid) 
J. Other: Rental of facilities; staff displacement 
allm-mnces, etc. , Andean Center 
K. Total (sum of items G - J) 
* 66,383 
175,135 
194,302 
25,800 
19;500 
4,992 
16,154 
166,038 
5,000 
59,237 
6,900 
$739,4hl 
491. 
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V. COHNUNITY HEI,A'J'IONSll!Pf.l 
1. As!>istance !9. minor:lti[ grouns: The minority group of 
greatest affinity to Latin America is, of course, the 14exican-
American. At the Univernity of New Nexico many of .the efforts on 
its behalf are carried on through the already established Chicano 
Studies Centm•. Hovever, from the date of the feasil~ili ty study 
leading tmrards establishment of the Andean Center it was the 
University's contention that for the Spanish-surnamed student, 
total immersion in an authentically Latin American environment 
;muld upe;rade his laneua(;e skills and provide culture insights 
which, together with additional professional training, ifould 
permit him to maximize his essentially Latin he,•itP..e;e. Special 
efforts have been made to provide such students ii'i th scholarship 
and work-study aid in order to facilitate their participation. 
It is significant that during th_e first three years of operation 
approximately 62% of enrollees at the Andean Center have been 
students of Spanish surname. 
Currently, the Center is actively engaged in promoting the 
ALAS progrrun for education of Nexican-Ar.lerican inmates in penal 
institutions. The project, conceived by Dr. Roland Ji!ly of Northern 
Illinois University and recently instituted in correctional 
institutions of that State, seems to hold real promise for the 
State of lle;r ~lexica where a hiGh percentage of prisoners are 
products of a socio-economically and culturally deprived Spanish-
speaking element. Adequate educational opportunities would seem to 
constitute the keystone of any serious attempt at rchnbilito.tion. 
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2. Conununi ty ncti vi ties: 1'he Center continues to sponsor 
and/or support lectures and colloquia aimed at maintaining public 
a1-1areness of Latin Am0rico.n .culture and J?roblemo. Such programs 
are open to the public and quite frequently dra;r attendance from 
outside the academic community. Members of the Center staff have 
also made themselves available for lectures to local and statewide 
organizations and agencies ranging from the public school systems 
to civic groups such as the Pan American Round Tables. An example 
of on-campus participation ;rould be the Colloquium on Literature 
and Revolution involving largely the current Chilean experiment 
in marxism and its implications for Latin America. Chilean 
participants included: gnrique Lafourcade, Nicanor Parra, 
Fernando Alegria, and Ricardo Benavides. An on-going program of 
great interest to the public and the academic community is the 
Seminar on Higher Education in the Americas, local responsibility 
for which has just been assigned the Latin American Center. The 
Seminars, sponsored by the Department of State through the 
Conference Board of Associated Research Councils brings together 
Latin American and North American university administrators and 
faculty for discussion of mutual concerns, and usually consists 
of three sessions, one at a tatin American institution of higher 
learning, one at the University of Hew Mexico and one at the 
University of Kansas. The 12th Seminar, held in March and April 
of this year, brought to the campus t1fenty-seven Latin American 
university presidents, vice-presidents, deans and other academic 
';.t'9··· '") ~-d 
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officers. Local participation includecl thirty-four adminbtrators, 
faculty ilnd students of the University representing a ~ride range 
of disciplines and concerns; the program also generated 
considerable public coverage, including press and TV. The 
Director of the Latin American Center served as chairman of the 
organizing committee and ~ras responsible for the sessions at 
Albuquerque. 
One of the major coll1ll1unity-relations.efforts undertaken 
by the Center is that conducted by th~ administrative staff and 
instructional personnel of the Andean Center at Quito, Ecuador, 
1fhere relationohips •rith host-country nationals are of cc·,,tinuous 
concern. All lectures and exhibits at the Center arc open to the 
Ecuai!.orean public, as are reading-room and other facilities. 
Additionally, some attention is given to protocolary gestures 
appropriate to national holidays., and t11e student body has 
always made some special attempt to support some underprivileged 
school by gifts of supplies or equipment. 
494 
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VI. C014!4EN1'S 1\JW f~!lTCLU~:mE!Q. 
In bude;eting for the 1971-72 academic year it vas 
necessary to retrench SOJ~ei·Thll.t in areas supported by federal 
funding, the net effect of which vras to inhibit somewhat the 
irnplementation of nev programs and the acq_uisi tion of needed 
research mo:berials. Some support to faculty salaries had to be 
discontinued and it was necessary to req_uest State appropriated 
monies to com]Jensate for the federal shortfall. The 
restitution of funding to near previous levels for 1972-73 is 
indeed a velcome relief from stringency, and while criteria for 
its utilization may differ some;rh·t from that of 1970-71,, a 
portion thereof 1,rill revert to instructional functions, 
particularly in the fielc1s of Quechua and Portuguese. Purchases 
of research materials will also be intensified appreciably. 
Support from State sources, though 1nodest, has made 
possible certain ne;r faculty appointments in the Latin American 
field. Dr. Pedro Rubens David, vTho served as a visiting professor 
of sociology during the 1971-72 academic year, has accepted a 
permanent contract vri th that department. Currently of the 
Universidad de Buenos Aires, Dr. David is a specialist in 
sociology and the law in which field he received his Ph. D. at 
Indiana University. Dr. Hiles D. Halpin (Ph. D. Columbia, 1968) 
trill join the faculty of the Department of Political Science as a 
visitor, but with some presumption of a longer term assig~~ent. 
~95 
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Dr. Wolpin comes to UHN from St. Francis Xavier University of 
Nova Scotia, bringing ~1i th hitn a highly cosmopolitan background 
and. considerable publication in his field. A thir<l appointment 
in the field of the social sciences ~Till be that of Mr. Robert H. 
Slenes w::to is currently terminating his Ph. D. program in 
Brazilian History at Stanfol·d University. Dr. Guillermo Ara of 
the Institute de Literatura Argentina of the University of Buenos 
Aires 1vill serve as visiting professor of Spanish American 
literature during Semester II and, under Language and Area Center 
auspices a similar appointment will be made in the field. of 
Brazilian literature. 
The Andean Study and Research Center, nm> concluding its 
fourth year of operation has shmm a sharp rise in level of 
student acceptance. Semester II enrollments stood at an all-time 
high of 57 and requests for a.dmission for 1972-73 conciderably 
exceed current capacity. The cooperative arrangement with 
Northern Illinois University continues in effect. Two projects 
of interest in Ecuador will be explored ~lith some support from 
the Language and Area Center budget. One is a possible Community 
Design Center to be operated in conjunction with the Universidad. 
Central del Ecuador with the aim of serving the developmental needs 
of small municipalities in that nation. The agent for the 
University of Ile1• l·lexico ;1ill be the Department of Archi tccture. 
Three University archeologists, one professor and two graduate 
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students, ure currently undertaking a field survey for a cooperative 
program of archeological exploration \fith the Institute 
Ju·queol6r;ico cle Otavo.lo, Ecuailor. 
Currently at the discussion stage is a plan for an Inter-
Americo.n Environmental Center whose airn it would be to investigate 
the impact of ,activities within ami beyond the territorial 
jurisdiction of the U. S. \fhich may have adverse ecological effects, 
the final aim of which '<ould be to lay the data base for corrective 
legislation. As currently conceived, ·the pro,iect •·rould entail 
considerable inter-institutional cooperation, possibly international 
in scope. 
In acquisi tio11 of experti:Je, diversity of offerings, <~ond 
the kinds of overseas experience vhich lead to practical as vell as 
theoretical competence, the Latin American studies program of the 
University of New l·1cxico has profited enormously from the degree or 
support given by federal funding during the :;even years of its 
existence. Suffice it to say that degree programs having increased 
during that time span from seven to nineteen a.nd that Latin American 
area content courses, exclusive of language number more than one 
hUt!clred fifty. The College of Arts and Sciences faculty has 
recently voted approval of a doctoral program in Latin American and 
Southwectern sociology to become effective as soon as certain 
tcchnico.l hurdles, including approval by the State Board of 
Educational Finance, have been cleared, 
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In conclusion, it is worth underscorinG that Title VI 
support of the University of Hew J4cxico 1 s Lutin Amcr:lcun Lo.n&"1.tage 
and Area Center has made tl1e difference between a routine 
academic operation and a \fell coordinated thrust in all aspects 
of program implementation. 'l'o Congressional critics Who v1ould 
argue that the percentage of federal SUilport has been so low 
that it could be eliminated ;rithout significant mischief, \{e 
\vould counter that ;ri thd.rmfl of such funds, coupled \·lith tlJe 
depressing effect of' inflo.tion, would force instit1.rtions of 
higher learning into a holding po.ttern at hest, and at worst 
induce a depletion of acc~ulatcd reserves of expertise. Under 
such conditions it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 
develop the levels of professional competence required to serve 
the national interest. 
.Marshall R. Nason 
Director, Latin hnerican Center · 
University of Hevr Mexico 
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THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES 
ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
JUNE 30, 1972 
Robert R. Rehder, Uean 
I. 1971-72 Academic Year Strategic Plans and Programs. 
The School of Business and Administrative Sciences reviews and 
updates its Strategic Plan annually, and the most recent plan is at-
tached. For the academic year 1971-72 the following new program 
progress was achieved. 
A. New Ph.D. Program in Business and Administrative Sciences. 
While the new Ph.D. Program has been in planning for several 
years, the new program was approved by the Board of Educational 
Finance and the State Board of Finance during the academic 1971-
72 year. "Despite increasing concerns at the State level regarding 
the financing of new Ph.D. programs, the School of Business and 
Administrative Sciences' new Ph.D. Program was approved. This 
was due largely to the fact that the State does not now have a 
doctoral program in Business and Administrative Sciences and the 
BEF felt that this program would not only upgrade the level of 
professional management education, but also assist in the economic 
development of the State as well. The Board of Educational Finance 
was also ver,r much impressed by the presence of several prominent 
representatives of the business community supporting the School's 
new Ph.D. Program. 
B. Sloan American Indian M.B.A. Program. 
During the academic year 1971-72 the School of Business and 
Administrative Sciences' faculty and Mr. McCabe, Administrative 
1 
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Assistant to the Dean, worked on a new and unique Indian M.B.A. 
Program which was submitted to the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 
Sloan Foundation officers visited with University of New Mexico 
Administrative officers, the School's faculty and its Advisory 
Council members as well as community Indian leaders. We were 
notified this Spring that the Sloan Foundation would, indeed, fund 
the program at a two-year level of $225,000. The School was very 
much pleased inasmuch as the Sloan Foundation seldom supports 
public university programs, however, it felt in this case the pro-
gram merited support. Mr. McCabe, a member of the Navajo nation 
and a recent recipient of our M.B.A. degree, was appointed Director 
of the program. The program will accept 15 outstanding American 
Indians in its first session this Summer. The program will 
facilitate the completion of the School's M.B.A. degree program 
by 15 American Indians each year in the School of Business and 
Administrative Sciences. The Sloan Foundation, our School, and 
the American Indian communities have great expectations for, the 
program's graduates, as it is the first and only program of its 
kind in the country. 
C. New Upper Division B.B.A. degree program. 
During the academic year 1971-72 a special School of Business 
and Administrative Sciences' faculty committee reviewed the question 
of the desirability of a new undergraduate degree program. Several 
years ago the faculty and central administration approved the phas-
ing out of the old B.B.A. program over a four-year period. During 
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the 1971-72 academic year there was interest expressed by some 
faculty, students and community members for the reinstitution of 
a B.B.A. degree program. The special faculty committee studied 
the academic as well as financial aspects involved for a period 
of three months. During this time there was considerable con-
sultation with both students and business community members. The 
faculty did agree, just prior to the termination of the first 
semester of this last academic year, to reinstitute a completely 
redesigned upper division B.B.A. program, providing the University 
could provide'the necessar,y faculty and financial support comensurate 
with the School's National Association of Collegiate Schools of 
Business accreditation plans. The program was proposed to the 
University officers and Board of Regents for their consideration, 
and at a subsequent meeting they did approve the necessar,y faculty 
and funds required for the new B.B.A, program. Subsequently the 
faculty did further develop the new B.B.A. program which was ap-
proved by the School of Business and Administrative Sciences' 
faculty at its last faculty meeting this Spring. A copy of the 
new B.B.A. program is appended. A very desirable offshoot of the 
faculty-student meetings which took place during the consideration 
and design of the upper division B.B.A. program was a new series 
of faculty-student symposiums. During the Spring semester three 
faculty-student symposiums were held with subjects ranging from 
Future Directions of Management Education to "The Limits of Growth," 
the Club of Rome Study of "The Dilemma of Mankind." The faculty-
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student symposiums are now planned to be continued as a regular 
part of our academic program. 
D. Additional Student Financial Support. 
Also inaugurated during the 1971-72 academic year were several 
minority student scholarships sponsored by private corporations in 
the community. It is hoped that during the next academic year 
additional scholarships can be funded. 
The School's new Internship Program after one year already has ten 
internships sponsored by public and private sector organizations. 
It is hoped that during the 1972-73 academic year ten additional 
internships will be added. 
E. Parish Memorial Library. 
The Parish Memorial Library under the able leadership of Neosha 
Mackey continues to develop. An automatic purchasing arrangement 
has been established and keeps up-to-date within the School's 
Parish Library the Harvard Graduate School of Business Baker Core 
library collection. Mrs. Mackey has also been most helpful working 
with the business community in general reference work as well as 
in establishing new business related libraries in their own organiza-
tions. Mrs. Parish, through a generous gift to the Parish Library 
Foundation, made possible the purchase of a microfische reader and 
printer for the Library. 
New School of Business and Administrative Sciences' Professional Com-
munity Relationships. 
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F. Completion of Phase I of the First Executive Program. 
The School of Business and Administrative Sciences' Executive Pro-
gram awarded its first 38 graduate certificates for successful 
completion of Phase I of its Executive Program. While the School 
anticipated only five to ten members would go on to Phase II towards 
completion of their Master's degree, we were ver,y pleasantly surprised 
to learn that approximately 22 of the 38 participants plan to go on 
as either degree candidates or candidates for a Phase II Graduate 
Certificate. The program has received ver,y strong support from the 
management community and already many applications have been received 
for the beginning of the second program which will begin in the Fall 
of 1973. Between Phase I and Phase II a majority of the Executive 
Program participants are taking part in the Executive Program's first 
Annual International Management Seminar held in Europe this year with 
European managers participating. 
G. Management Development Center. 
The Management Development Center, which was greatly assisted by 
a grant from the First National Bank in Albuquerque, was completed 
and dedicated during the Spring of 1972. The Management Develop-
ment Center was decorated by the Mossman-Gladden Company as well as 
with lithographs loaned by the University of New Mexico Tamarind 
Institute and Art Museum and framed by a most generous Affiliate 
membership from Mrs. Mapel. Indian artifacts from the University 
of New Mexico Anthropology Museum complete what we believe to be 
a most attractive and representative decor. The facility is used 
for faculty meetings, regular classes, the Sloan American Indian 
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M.B.A. program as well as Elcecutive Developll'ent programs of all 
kinds during the academic year. Perhaps of greatest significance 
the School of Business and Administrative Sciences.' Management 
Development Center demonstrates a close working cooperation within 
the University as well as between the University and the management 
community. 
H. Top Management Briefings. 
During the academic year 1971-72 two Top Management Briefings 
were held with outstanding speakers from both the East and West 
coasts. Over 100 top private and public sector management leaders 
from throughout the State of New Mexico were represented at the 
Top Management Briefings held in the Management Development Center 
this year. 
I. The School of Business and Administrative Sciences' Advisor,r Council. 
The Advisor,r Council of the School continued to play a most im-
portant role in all aspects of the School 1s development. The Chairman 
of the Advisory Council, Mr. Robert Tripp, was recipient of the School 1 s 
first "Distinguished Management Leadership Award" with the following 
citation: 
11A Distinguished Banker and Financier whose vision, courage, 
and resourcefulness has engendered prominence and recognition, 
he has been most generous in a wide range of service to his native 
State in which he has boundless pride and confidence. A man of 
wide-ranging interests, warm friendship and outstanding management 
talent he has been sought by chiefs of State, higher education and 
business for his wise council. 
11He has served with distinction as a forthright and effective 
spokesman for the strengthening of management education in New 
Mexico and its role in the development of the management leader-
ship talent necessary to maintain and develop the State 1s quality 
of life. 11 
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He was presented an exact miniature facsimile of the Pierson Growth 
sculpture which resides in our Parish Memorial Librar,y. As mentioned 
previously, the.Advisor,r Council continues to play an active role 
of council and support for the School. It was instrumental in 
the development of our new Sloan American Indian M.B.A. program, 
the new B.B.A. and Ph.D. programs, as well as the Executive Pro-
gram. Advisor,r Council members are now playing a primar,r role in 
helping the School achieve its 25 Annual Affiliate members which 
will provide over $25,000 annually in support of the School's new 
programs. 
J. The New Minority Advisor,r Committee. 
The School of Business and Administrative Sciences' new Minority 
Advisory Committee was formed to increase the participation of 
minority students and managers in our regular and management develop-
ment programs. In addition, the committee members will assist the 
School in the development of new and existing minority programs. 
Mr. Lawrence Eichwald was elected chairman and the members include 
minority student representatives as well as outstanding managers 
from representative New Mexican minority groups. 
II. Strategic Plans for the coming 1972-73 Silver 25th Anniversary 
Year of the School. 
For the 1972-73 Silver Anniversary year the School will continue 
its major academic development plans. In addition to launching the 
new Sloan Indian M.B.A. and upper division B.B.A. programs, the School 
will be welcoming several outstanding new faculty and recruiting heavily 
at leading universities throughout the country for major additions L~ 
8 
several areas in conjunction with the support agreement of the Regents 
upon the School 1s addition of its new upper division B.B.A. and Ph.D. 
programs. Particular emphasis will be placed on improving the quality 
of our academic programs at all levels and upon receiving AACSB ac-
creditation during the 1972-74 review period. 
New plans are now being considered for a new Spanish surname pro-
gram which it is hoped will be supported by the U. S. Office of Education 
and developed jointly with our School 1 s faculty and its previously 
described Minority Advisor,y Committee. The School is also placing a 
ver,y high priority on the location of well qualified Spanish surname 
faculty to give direction to this program in the coming years. In 
order to make possible the high academic goals the School has established 
and to attract and retain truly outstanding young faculty members, we 
are ver,y much in need of the 25 Affiliate memberships previously 
mentioned. 
In addition, the School has been ver,y active in seeking major donor 
support. A proposal has been made to a prominent New Mexico business-
man for major funding to support faculty-student management research 
projects around which a significant portion of the Schoolls programs 
are built. In addition the School is now developing a proposal to 
support its Management Science Laborator,y from another prominent New 
Mexico Foundation. 
The next several years should be most significant in the Schoolls 
future. 
506 
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Enrollment and Degree Statistics 
Table I 
Students Enrolled in the 
School of Business and Graduate School 
1965- 1966- 1967- 1968- 1969- 1970- 1971-
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 
School of Business and 
Administrative Sciences 314 370 382 402 430 538 531 
Graduate School 122 137 122 114 107 117 112 
Executive Program 39 Table II 
Student Enrollment and 
Credit Hours in BA Courses 
1965- 1966- 1967- 1968- 1969- 1970- 1971-
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 
Student Ernollment 2063 2238 2317 1958 2250 2764 2720 
Credit Hours 6183 7068 7247 6208 7103 8727 7923 
Executive Program 702 
Table III 
BBA and Masters Graduates 
1965- 1966- 1967- 1968- 1969- 1970- 1971-
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 
BBA 73 104 91 117 73 131 161 
Masters 8 30 31 21 27 29 26 
~-===~ 
10 
Appointments to Staff: 
Peter C. Bell was appointed effective August 21, 1972, Assistant 
Professor in the Management Science area. He is joining us 
from the University of Chicago where he expects to receive 
his Ph.D. in 1972. 
Roy C. Poust was appointed effective January 1973, Assistant 
Professor in the Management Information Systems area. He is 
joining us ~rom Harvard University where he expects to receive 
his Ph.D. in 1973, 
Joseph E. Champoux was appointed Assistant Professor effective 
Fall of 19?3 in the Organizational Behavior area. He is join-
ing us from the University of California, Irvine where he 
expects to receive his Ph.D. in 1972. 
Separations from Staff: 
Assistant Professor Stephen Stoller resigned effective 
January, 1972. 
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THE SCHCI)L Ol>' BUSJ.l!'c-~'.:s N fl) l\IX·WI1 :J'l'i ~.\'L'l \'1': ~:Cit:::CE3' FIJIJ r 
:b'OH 1'L3 DEVELOr'i·~Nl' 19"(2-'(o 
I. THE NF:E.TI }'OH CP.EA'l'IVE PHOFESSION!\L N:'\)!i\GF~'lEt·ir 
Ours is an Lmprepa:r.:;d society. Desp.lte th~ gceat advances of the 
biological, physical, social at1d IT'.an:tc;eroont <.:cicnces, we currently lack 
. ' 
· the kno\·Iledge anc.l leadership to adapt to the lll1precedented mar;niturle of 
the cl'la.i1ges \·Ie a:re experiencing. l\'Jany of the world's most distint,"Uis!"~e~ 
scientists have \'lith incrcasin6 frequency caution'5:!d that continued ex-
ponential population anJ industrial gr•mrth will deplete our nonrenew:=.tle 
resources and could result in the brcalcdmm of the Hfe support systems 
of our finite planet \·rithin tr.e lifetime of oLtr children. 
J!.meric"an Ma..'1a£;erncnt mie;J1t well have consratulatcd itself for its 
key role in leadine the world's tecrnolot;lca1 developm:1nt race but a fe•.-r 
yea:rs ago. It is already recocnizine toc1<ty, hm·:evel', that it ffi-"l.Y \·:ell 
be losing the hu:x;n r3.Ce if it is unable to recovri.zc a'1d confront t!::e · 
world 1 s n;ountins hurrE.n and natura1 resource rr.:maz.::rr.·::mt problc!T13. ;·lith 
the stimulus of new levels of public concern ar:d £;JVC:'l1ffi::nt. ree;t.tlatory 
activity we find private sector man:l,C;cmcnt exa:nining or already de::ply 
involved in our ecoloe;lcal and resource m:1nae·~:::cnt probler.JS. In ad":lition, 
today' s r..ar18g'5:!!" is confronted \•rlth an ever-ir.:::t•co.sine; rate of techno-
logical and social ch:me·~ which places even o·.::ater dc.~::2.'1ds on his 
organization's e~onomic sur,r.t vu.l. 
T'ne State of N:oM 1-:exico' s ll'.:m:J.t:;err.cnt leadership is particula!'ly 
aware of our needs for furth;;!' economic develCPi1C:-:t ~~hile r..:u:nt::r:.n:;z 
its unique quality of lif:J but no one is certain he:., tr:is ca'1 boz :'!cr:e. 
Schools of Businas3 thro'J[:.hout our country :b.2.\"C t.ralncJ generB.tic~·..:; of 
YOlll'lE people to e:<Per!d our I·:·Jrld 1 s resoc:::-oce:; in the belief t!l"t t!'.e.::;.:: 
·resources ·~·:~r,:.:! infi!lite at~J tl~1.t eno::o~c D:!:.l te~h.~ulo::::cal de\'·-~::>;7"'::::-:t 
would axio:r:atic.~lly le2.cl to tb·:) t;ocd life for• all r.:en. A reor€;r.i:a':::.o:; 
of acade:rJ.c go:t1s ar.J p!'C£J':'l.1'u'\ to ccnfrcnt pr::·!:Jlc.";D of this [l';:;.:::;:"J.':,;:l.·:! 
truly represc:1t::; a forn;.-f,..bl" ch.1.ll"wr· toOL"' s~h..,ol" or Na..""la"":.~<"."" ............ _ ._(j - ..... •u- ._ .......... ~.....- # __ ,.,_ •• ...,. 
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II. 'I'HE U.N./11. SCHOOL OF' BUSINESS NO 
ADfillNISTRA'l'.lVE SCIF!1/Gb'S I PL.~_~/ 
The School of Business ani:! Adm.in~strati ve SciencE:;; h2.s as its 
fundamental objective to co!]_tri~~ to t!l_?_::~c;velop:r.e_nt of the erte~U.ve 
and responsible org:m.i,?::J.tioml leadc!·shin_Tl_'2_CE_:3S:J.ry_ to meet the c'?I_:plex 
social, ecologicaJ. and economic cha.llene;c~s of the future. 
'I'he School f'Llrther recoQ~-izes th.i.s goal 1·rlll necessitate bold 
new educational concepts, a'rJd it is already undertakiJ:l.[; creative m·..: 
professional rnanae;ement proe;rams. Furthermore, the rate of char.g;es 
manae;ers now experience necessitates our School beinr; or;::;ani.zed s·ou.:-:1 
continuing self-study, substantive pJanninc and prov:-am rene•.-:a-1. 
The distinctive hallnt'll'lcs of the U.N.rl. School or Business a1d 
Administrative Sciences 1 new progr3lll 1·rlll· be the further developrr.e:ct, 
of: 
A. Student-centered P~"r:c::l!II!3 desie;ned to ectablish :i ndi v:i d·:za: 
life styl~.f._bal?::~~int~]-leql_!:~9._1 and mr:>r~1l P;t'OI•rth. 
'I'he student-centered curriculwn is desicned to accor.T.lodJ.'~e to 
individual differences in learnir'6 experiences, c~pabilit~es a~4 
·areas of interest. It is lar~~ly self~directed, encoLwasins 
initiative and provldine; the opportunity for each individ!.:3.1 to 
achieve a sense of cornpe~ence and selC-1-;orth th:';;Ut;:_'l accc:-:-.plis:-.-
tnent. R. P. Cross, Writinc in a recent publicatic:-: or the 
University of Californi::. Center for Re.:.;:J~Ch a::d Jevelop::::'::!: :.:1 
Higher Education, st2te3 ·rery succir!:!tly c~l s~~:c.)l r s basic 
educational prn lo::;ophy. 
11I beZieve that w~ mus; bro·aca.~ t;h~3 CU2111 ·i.:J?t3:~ be;J::-"::1. 
the nar:rou diHt:rzDior:s of f;lz;z ac_z;!..:;·r:~~ d'i.Ja:.:;:·~,.-;~c ::.:Y' .... ? :1:::::: 
we must ex;::."L~! tl:12 ZiJ·VJnin.J er!!.'i!y;;.::·:.:;•:: bc:J~~~~::. ti:CJ co~!-
finernent of ~he olr::z.;;:;r.'J:Jltt. Mi! r:-::~a:- ."":::f:•: i-; "bot}; p:Js3:6b~·= 
and neaea::;.z.t7:J jO:r, ir:.J.ivid';JaZs to t~~:{' ;;z~--~C\J ...:l1 l!-!..Jh 
level:; of a-}hie~·-=.,t":ar:t. E.t·...:::lZcr!::J~J l;Q~c-::~u pc:;::;{.:;,lB 
~hr~u~h cent~;2:i;;? a!tr att.:Jrztior. OJ"! th~ s::! 1 .z1J:J:J:~ _of 
'tnd:~vt.duals,; -z,t O·J.~·"*'r:a;; r:e"J.c:ss··rt•y t:~!'.:-:t.;,'; d~~~-:..:··~.::.;:J J:iJ~! 
starzd,uYl."'J of P·'11).,f>~.J1'": .. 1:~ '~.:-. 11 
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The key to such a prot;!:'<l!ll is a dynamic curriculLun employi::,:; a 
variety of m~dia to achieve the intee;mtion and application of sub-
disciplines, ·professional skills ::tncl vo.lu.;;s. The multi-media mix for 
any given sequence of objectives lfQY include pro[;r'am;ted instruction, 
case analysis, in-depth tutorials, laboratory e:>.!}crirn:mt~ation, cli..n.ical 
and field team research projects, computer €:;am:tnc-c.int\Llatio!1S' as Hell 
as work-study and internship pr•oe;rarns. 
Our Faculty realize th-J.t ll'.:ma.r:;emcnt education can no longer fail 
to· convey ho~r. an executive r s decisions reach beyond his pEU"ticLLlar 
. organizat.ion and affect sodally, ecoloc:tcally and economically b.is 
state, nation and the world in which we all live and depend.. It is 
equally important to provide a clear under~;tan:linr; of how the ~:911 
being of their organizations are dependent upon the health and effec-
tiveness of all social institutions. 
The School of Busjr,e::.s and Aclmin1strative Sciences is, the:"efore, 
organ.izing around its new pro,::;carns rather than on a departm~ntal dis-
cipline basis as the students' individual intellectual and moral 
fulfillment are the School's central measure of its effectiveness. 
51.2 
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B. Leaminp; thr•oup;h active_ problem solvl_Elg_J:Till be st:rcssDQ. 
throur,h action-oriented rer;0arch n_::d gervic~' pro>':ram.s in-
volvinp; our stL!d-'mt:s, fa.c.uH;y Md Lhc nnn::tpo.:rncnt cor;c1LL'1i.ty. 
Throu~h the School of Business and Adrlltniglr;:cti ve Science;:;' 
action-oriented research and service pror;rams faculty, students 
and rnanage;nent teams are learning from one another by worl--J.ns 
on actual manar.;ement prublems. 'Ih;:;ory and reGe:l.rch become: 
.. inseparable from learninr:; and practical· anplication in the 
School's pr0g:ra~$. 
In addition res;:;arch tcmn'l \vorkinn; on Netv f.'lexfco's actuaJ 
public and private sector problems provi.d;:; the live expcrienc;:;s 
necessar"J to d8velop the crltic::tl )'rof•::Ssioml sJ.:i 1ls of 
problem iclent:iflcat·i on, solution, anc' impler::ent::ttion. Tnes~ 
live research pn).ject:.:; involve all of the r;ro·:rlncr htL'TlB11, 
ecc.norru.c and natt.tr::,l Pesource 111;'ll1:t:::,er.:e:<t problem.:; :'ac::.ns ou:> 
State and the W'Jl'ld tcrhy, thereby pnwi.cUn"' for the devei.op-
ment of essent:!.al htt~>'\11 v;tlues a'1d social re:::.ponsibility whil:: 
helping lleil l:exico in its c:t>ucinl efforts to gro;·l ln a'1 
enlightened 1·1a;:. 
5:1.3 
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. The School h:ts already W1derLaken man,'! hif)ll,v succes~;:'u: 
:b'aculty-'S\;uclcnt l"";)~HYtrch/scrv:icc pro,jects 1·1ith t'JC! private 
and public sector m'ln':lp;cr:tcn'. communlt.y incJ.udlna; the foEo·.·ri:·.J3,: 
International .1\ir-pod; Port of Ent.ry Study Hhlch F.csultej 
in Fcdcc'fll Anprovo.l of 'l11is Application 
Business Inforrrntion Locator for the State of Nc·,-: ~:cxico 
General Business Climate 1\nal;!sis for the f\lhuquerque k'ca 
Surve~' of' Tourist IndusLry Infor::ntlon tlecd~:: for the St:tte 
of NC\'1 f·lcxico 
External. ;r._1!1Elll;O:ncnt InformEltio:J S;.tstem for the r.luseum 
of Hm1 :·lexica· 
D~veloiJrJcnt of' a Drut; Infonll;'ltlon Center for the Health 
Sciences Infon;nt.ion ancl Corrnnw1icaLion Center 
Economic and BusjncDs Activity Index for Gre::tter Albu-
querq_uo - Albuquerque Busines.l CcrmlLmity ard 3ureau o:" 
Bt1sim:s::; Research 
Long-RMp:c Ca.pj t.:-.1 Planning - Berm1illo COLl'lt,v ~7edica::. 
Center 
Cost Effectivcr:<ess Analysis of il!ental Health Services -
Bernalillo Count,v f·1oclic:...l Cenlel' 
Demand Estirrcation for Pollutinn !~en.::;ure and Cont.r:Jl Devi~es 
Pollution Control ancl LonP;-Run Cani.tnl Needs in Ne>·l ?f;::x.:.co 
new Ne;dco f.r:Ja11 Bu:;ino;;s !·1Bm:':e:r::-nt Project; Tnvolvint:; 
Student-:'c.cuJ t;v 'I'e:l!n1 Ccnstt1 tJw; :·.rith 25 ilin•1rity Sr:>it::2. 
Buslncs3 ~-:-:.nnser~ 
lefral IrJpedimr.:nt to Economic D::vclopment~ in re·.'/ Nexico 
Currently this School is en~.a!?;ed in other Faculty-
Student rescarch/sf';t"ricc pr'1jects rept'eseni:'lti.v" of' other 
high priority aroas in org·Jni.::."ltionnl et~ologv an:l res:x.w:::e 
nanar.em<?nt of the fir;e Arts; r.:erlic::ll s;:sL;,;noo; f·':u·:u'·;::Ol·::nt; ar;':l 
Re~onal 8.!")'1 IT'.anar;:::·ront; atd d-:;vc10w:cnt. The f'chool can d-:-
a ~zyeat d~al mor0 in th•,sc arrnr. Ni.th 3.d'''!-1tt~te fLL-;din~. 
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E_Ublic scctoL!_~'1U!r. 
'I'he School's new arK! un:tquo ~<~CL\ti ve fror-~ is a lre::td:,.· 
· play in[!; an irr.portant part; in mceLinr; N:'J;·r f•icxico 1 ~ eli verse 
organizational l'eadersh.ip developm,:nt needs. 'I'll<;; E.xecutive 
Program described in Appendtx B pro•rides a nim-.rro!lth cerLificate 
P.h8.se I, or optionally, an additional year of work in Phase II 
. leadine to a Master's degrE)c. 'Ihe Proe;rarn meets on _alternate 
Fridays and Saturdays 1·ii th rr.anac;et'S from all areas of the State 
., attencli.n;;;. A third phase offers a continuation of the life-
long educational process th.rough a series of rn.C!.nager.\ent sc"Jir.ars 
and symposiums in the School 1 s nm·r f·::tn::te;em-Dnt Dt:!velopment Ce:;ter 
which v:as made po3sible by a gifL from an afflliale of the 
School. 
In addition, th.rouzh the Sehoul's Or•ganizational Developc::e:-tt 
·Programs, bUsiness an::! professional orzanizations can no11 pla'l 
with our staff shorter rr.:ma.:;·:monl proo'-'dllS. dt:!sit;:Jed to rr.e<;t 
their speciaJ profe:Jsiorc"ll QX>UP needs. 
'I'he School of Eusiness and Aclminis~rati.;e Sciences strot)£ly 
concurs viith the recent conclusions of the Carne~ie Commission 
on Higher E:lucation that society would t;3.i.n if \·:o!:'k and study 
were rrdxed throu,shout a lifetime. If all mc.mbe~'s of the ocr..-
mu..>lity varued bot;h study and 1\0rk, society wouJcl be more 
inte&r'ated across the lines that no~·t St:!pr:J.te stud<:1:1ts and 
workers, youth and aze. 'Ihi.s is indeed a rrujor· eoa.1 of our 
School . 
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D. A close v1orki l'_.f. rda tlons rLtp __ t:9_t~~~c:n.J~ he _§~~:2?1 of_ E\ts i r.e:c; "!_ 
· and Adrrtln:i.strat.,J__y_5)_§_cicn~:; ~}rl__th<: n;~~1_:l::"~~'"!_l:~-:·.mH:U.::>. 
essential to th~ ~ltJ.£>~~.!~L_of OLlr School~?cademi.~ a~ 
service g;oal5:.· 
'I'he School and lllilllae;emcnb comnttn.i.t:; joint rcsear.::h/serv:i cc 
projects previously described are greatly facilitated by the 
·School's partnership with the public and private sector me.naz;c-
ment conmunity. The School's new internship prot;r2ln, describe:l 
in Appendix c, provides not only student· financial support b:;.t 
·also an opportunity for faculty-student teams to i·lork l'rlth 
actual rranfle;ement problems in a pracU.cum for i·rhlch the stude:1t 
receives acaderri:Lc credit as wen. 
'I'he School's Advisory COLmcil and Affiliates Proe;ra'":l, o~'::­
lined in Appendix D, sustains a mutually bcr:cficial acade.-:'ic-
m:mae;ement comrntL'1.i.ty relationsh.i.p. T!l?:'ough thdr diverse 
membership reccmr.endation of nell' a'1d a. broad balanced vleH c:' 
the School's goa l.s, plans, and proe;ra:ns are g::Lined. Tl!e 
importance of their personal interest and profession:1l exper.lence 
as ·well as financial support cannot be over<:st:L'n3.ted. In 
return, the School provides top !l'.:U1JC"::ment br•iefint;s, resea::·:::h 
resources and service;;, as i·lell as th'} previotmly m~ntioned 
o:re;anizatj oml development prot;."ar.t..>, to l<i-ep the li'Dl1?.£:?r 
abrenst of important n0t·1 concepts anj tools in his cor:::;tx-.tly 
ch_qnzing enviror~ent. 
,,.· 
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III. !i'INANCIJ\I., Ii•ll'LIC!\'riGNS 
') 
The University of Ne·o~ Mexic:. School of Business and AclministraLlvt! 
Sc~ences is confronted 1·1ith an historic oppot'l;unity to be outstandlr.c; . 
The School's ambitious plans and forwarcl-lookinc; ne\'1 prot;ra-:;3 
hav~ already earned it the strong support of the UnivcrJity .and the 
State 1 s mam.gement community. 'I'hc Un:i. vemi ty has plect;cd its support 
· '"· t6 bring the School's faculty-student ratio to a level corrm~ensurate 
·with national professional prov;•am stand'!..t;ds. This 1·rlll result in a 
major increase in the School's faculty at a time \•1hen it is able to 
attract truly ou':staYJdine yoU.rJG faculty from the nation's most 
distinguished graduate schools of manae;ea:ent. The Sch'lol of Busi::ess 
and Ad;ninistrative Sciences and the University !Jave av.'et-1. upon the 
follovring schedule of new faculty additions* 
1972-73 
19?3-711 
1974-75 
1975-76 
7 new faculty (inclucline 3 replacements) 
4 nm1 faculty 
11 new faculty 
-- __l ne\•1 faculty 
18 ne~-1 faculty 
'I'he School's Parish ~Ic.o:or.i.a1 Library, contain:i.n,s the continuously 
updated Harvard Gradu:tte Sch'Jol of Business &1.ker Library Core col2ec-
tion, is the f.i.nest !113nat:e;nent library in the State. 
The m:mage:r.ent ccmnunity's sup_r;ort- throusb the Affiliate Progr>e.m, 
Internship Procra'!l, Internships and schoJ.:crcllip::; provided for ntir.or.!.:y 
students is already dennnstmtinr; its ccr:~titr.:<:~1t to tl1c develcp~l;:>r.: of 
the School as a rr.ajor force in the State's e;ro:·rth. 
The Sloan FoU.'1datior., l·:hich sel.dcm gives ,Grfl.'1LS to state-supported 
universities, has ir:dicatc:l th:J.t it vrill ,sive n~or support to the 
'School's unique r.·11·1 .CI"!.?rico.n Ir.::lia'1 f·!BA p~'OG!'-'~':1. 
The School fully reco01i::eo, ho:·:~·te:r, t!1:1t for• th-;; Sch:JOl t J 
seize this opportu:1lty to be outstanding 1·rlll require cubstantial 
financial support b·JYC:1d tile Slate gover:-.r::e:1t' s cap:J.bi lity, partk'.!"!.ar!.y 
in the e::rl.i' yea.~;; of its d<:!ve1e>r::-ar.t pl~,!1. 
*If th-2 S::!~1oo1 's enpoJJE.~nt pt 1ojo~tioL:; ti!t'1L-.:n.'it!.1 izc, and r,t:t~ -:!':'!t 
to. the !'e::'Jurces :t'!:!il'lble for ull UnLVt)P.;lty rY'·::d~;. 
~~i~;~;~~ : :: ~·~ ):;:·>· ; . h 
-.. .. !j - ·t . . ~· 
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~. ~ .~.' 
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; ' 
'The vct·y hear:; of the School's plun is its sLudr:;n~-facult~' tc:,::1 
research/service pl'O[?.'@JJ which is as yet unfw1ded. 'lne level of 
achievement of these prov.·::uns is ultim'J.tely dependent on the qu2lit:r of 
' the 3chool' s faculty and students. B:tsic fund:Lnr; of this progrfm r.m: 
~<,would w.ake possible the atl;raction and retention of out.~t,a'1ding 
·:faculty and students throu~;h the support' of their talents to carry 
.·. out research aYJd service proe;r.;uns essential to· their development a;-;j 
· the State of New i\!ex:Lco. '1~1e School's follovrll1[; pro foma bude;ct for 
th~ 1971-76 period clearly clemonstmtes the School's substantial 
fi.nancial needs. 
. 
' 
. . ~ 
:· . 
5:L8 
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SCHOOL Oil BUSINESS JI .. ND ADlliiNIS'l'fu\'l'l\iE SCIFJ!CES 
PHO FORiiLl\ BUDGf·~l' 
,-·~. 
.. ·Faculty Positions 
;.i:;-:r::. 
. . .r. 
f £:xpenditures: 
j+. . < 
"· i:Faculty Salaries 
Staff Salaries 
:Fringe ~~nefits 
Fellowships 
Grad. Tchg. Assts. 
1
· Operating Expense 
I Y.an?ge;;:cnt Science Ctr. 
, Library 
' Executive ·Program 
. ·Indian riffii\ Program 
'1971-72 
16 
'$325,000 .. 
29,000 
53,000 
5,000 
_2'(,000 
19,000 
12,000 
22,000 
50,000 
Faculty-Student Res.Prog. 
Research & Develop. 
Support Prog. 
Visiting DistinGUished 
Professor 
Totals $5/12,000 
Sources: 
State appropriation $485,000 
· Private Sector 
Affiliates 6,000 
Girts 6,000 
Federal & Found~. 
' Executive Progra:n _E..5_,ooo 
$542,000 
Unsuppor!:;ed 
1971-76 
. 19n-73 
23 
$1120,000 
35,000 
48,000 
50,000 
36,000 
27,000 
100,000 
25,000 
25,000 
68,000 
35,000 
15,000 
----
$884,000 
$5811,000 
25,000 
6,000 
114,000 
_N,Q..O..Q. 
$759,000 
125,000 
'$ 
1973-711 
27 
1180,000 
110,000 
78,000 
60,000 
1!2,000 
31,000 
100,000 
30,000 
65,000 
68,000 
35,000 
15,000 
__Q.lOOO 
$1,079,000 
$ 658,000 
25,000 
6,000 
114,000 
--~000 
$ 883,000 
195,000 
'$ 
1974-7~ 
.-31 
54o,ooo· 
45,000 
88,000 
80,000 
48,000 
35,000 
40,000 
40,000 
70,000 
68,000 
. 75,000 
50,000 
25,000 
$1,2o4,ooa 
$ 732,000 
25,000 
6,000 
1311,000 
__ 100 ..t.9.92 
$ 997,000 
. 207 ;000 
51.9 
$ 590,000 
50,000 
91,000 
80,000 
51,000 
~0,000 
4a,ooo 
50,000 
70,000 
68,000 
100,000 
75,000 
25,000 
$1,330,000 
$ 798,000 
25,000 
6,000 
l44,0CJ 
lOQlOOO 
$1,073,000 
257,000 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES (Revised 7/5/72) 
Curricula in the School of Business and Administrative .Sciences are designed 
to give broad experience in the liberal arts and applied sciences as preparation 
for productive living and progress toward executive responsibilities. The student 
will find his studies spread over diverse disciplines so that he may maximize his 
opportunities to apply wide-ranging facts, opinions, and techniques to the art 
and science of decision-making. Whether a student 1s objective be that of proprietor 
or partner in a firm, executive in a private corporation, or officer in a public 
or quasi-public institution, the core work presented is basic to the understanding 
and practice of the management function. 
Degrees Offered 
The School of Business and Administrative Sciences offers three degrees: The 
Bachelor of Business Administration, The Master of Business Administration, and The 
Master of Industrial Adnrlnistration. A Ph.D. in Business and Administrative Sciences 
now has been app:;:'Qved by the State Board of Educational Finance and will be offered 
in the near future. 
Bachelor of Business Administration, The BBA degree requires satisfacto~ completion 
, of a 4-year (125 hours) course of studies which features an upper division {junior 
and senior years) professional curriculum. Specific admission and graduation require-
ments are discussed in later sections. 
Before admission to the upper division professional curriculum, the student 
first takes coursework in a number of foundation subject areas outside the field 
of business. The coursework in the upper division consists of two groups. The 
first group is required of all students in the School and comprises the core of 
the subject matter in business and the administrative sciences, including courses 
in,managerial controls, organizational sciences (behavior), operations and environ-
ment. The second group in the upper division professional curriculum consists of 
elective courses of the student 1s own choosing. 
520 
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The Program provides the opportunity for a 24-hour concentration in AccoWlting 
or more limited specialization in the fields of Computer-Based Management Information 
Systems, Finance, International Business, Management Science, Marketing, and Organ-
izational Behavior. Qualified students who seek further specialization in these 
fields should plan on an additional year of stu~ leading to the M.B.A. degree. 
Master of Business Administration. The School offers two programs leading to the 
M.B.A. degree. One program is for persons alrea~ having completed a bachelor's 
degree. For information concerning the Master of Business Administration degree, 
consult the Graduate Bulletin and the separate Bulletin of the School of Business 
and Administrative Sciences. 
A second program leading to the M.B.A. degree is offered Qy the School of 
Business and Administrative Sciences jointly with cooperating Departments in the 
University. It is a special program which pennits a student to complete a bache-
lor's degree in a field outside of business and an M.B.A. degree in five years. 
This program is designed so that the first three years are devoted to general 
Wliversity studies and the undergraduate major and the final two years are used 
to complete the requirements of the graduate program of this School. This program 
is described in a later section as the Three-Two Program. 
Master of Industrial Administration. A program leading to the M.I.A. degree is 
offered to selected candidates who have successfully completed the first phase (i.e., 
the Certificate Phase) of the Ex:ecutive Program. This program is restricted to 
experienced line or staff managers who retain full job responsibilities while in 
attendance. Further information is available in the separate Ex:ecutive ·Program 
Bulletin of the School of Business and Administrative Sciences or from the Director 
of the Ex:ecutive Program. 
521 
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Scholastic Regulations 
The student should become familiar with the general academic and scholastic 
rules which apply to all students enrolled in the University. 
Special attention is called to the rules on probation and suspension. 
It is a finn policy of the School that course prerequisites must be observed, 
and that recommended course sequences be followed as closely as possible, 
522 
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THE BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
(BBA) 
PRCGRAM 
Admission 
All freshmen students are admitted to the University College. A detailed 
statement of admission requirements for that College is in the "Admissions" sec-
tion of this catalogue. 
Admission From The University College 
The minimum requirements for transfer from the University College to the 
School of Business and Administrative Sciences are: 
1. Sixty-two hours of earned credit. 
2. A scholarship index of at least 2.0 on the last sixty-two hours attempted. 
3. A scholarship index "average of at least 2.3 for the Specific Requirements." 
523 
4. Satisfactor,r competence in both written and spoken communications. Stu-
dents should be advised that effective communications (both oral and written) 
are essential for satisfactor.r performance in the upper division courses 
of the School of Business and Administrative Sciences. Therefore, students 
who have difficulties in these areas are advised to take appropriate courses 
in English and Speech as a part of their first two year's work. 
5. Completion of the following course requirements: 
a. General Education Electives 
(1) Humanities (English-Literature, Modern Languages, PhilosophY, 
Speech) 
(2) Social Sciences (Anthropology, Geography, Histor,r, 
Poliuical Science) 
(.3) Laboratory' Science (Biology, Chemistr,r, Geology., 
Physics) 
9 hours 
9 hours 
4 hours 
-5-
b. Specific Requirements - Either a scholarship index average of at least 
2.3 must be earned for this entire group of cpurses .Q! a grade of 11011 
or better must be earned in each of these courses.* These courses are 
prerequisites for all 300 and 400 level courses in the School of 
Business and Administrative Sciences.** 
(1) Math 121, 180 (or the equivalent) 
(2) Economics 200, 201 
(3) Behavioral Sciences - Either Psychology 102 and a 
recommended second year psychology course .Q! 
Sociology 101 and a recommended second year sociology 
course 
(4) Statistics - Math 102, B&AS 290 
(5) Computer Science - Math 155 (or the equivalent) 
(6) Introduction to Accounting - B&AS 202* 
6 hours 
6 hours 
6 hours 
4 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
c. Electives 12 hours 
'i'otal 62 hours 
Application For Admission 
Application for admission to the School of Business and Administrative Sciences 
should be made during the semester that the student expects to complete the require-
ments set forth above. Nonnally, this will be in the second semester of the sopho-
more year. 
*Supercedes requirement noted in the University of N~ Mexico Bulletin, 1972-73. 
Students desiring an accounting concentration must earn at least a 110" in B&AS 202, 
and should schedule this course for the first semester of the sophomore year. Those 
aspiring toward an accounting concentration should consult with a member of the 
accounting faculty during their first semester at the University, 
**B&AS 340 may be taken by those concentrating in accounting in the second semester 
of the sophomore year. 
524 
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Transfer From Other Colleges in this University 
Students seeking to transfer from other degree-granting colleges of the 
University must present at least 62 semester hours of acceptable credit with a 
grade-point average of 2.0 or better on all work attempted. Transfer students 
must meet the minimum requirements for transfer from the University College 
(see items 1-5 above). 
Transfer From Other Accredited Institutions 
Transfers must meet nonnal requirements for admission to this University. 
In view of the rather distinctive nature of our Business and Administrative 
Sciences 1 program, it is the general policy of this School to limit transfer 
credit work in Business and Administrative Sciences completed elsewhere at the 
junior and senior levels. Students desiring to transfer credit for upper division 
courses must obtain the approval of the faculty. 
Graduation Requirements 
To graduate with the degree of Bachelor of Business Administration the 
following requirements must be met: 
1. Completion of all pre-admission requirements. 
2. Completion of a minimum of 125 hours (excluding PE) with a scholastic 
index of at least 2.0 on all semester hours attempted at the University 
of New Mexico.>< 
3. Completion of a minimum of 52 hours in courses in Business and Admin-
istrative Sciences and Economics with a scholarship index of at least 
2.0 on all hours attempted. 
4. Transfer students from other universities must take a minimum of 24 
upper division hours in Economics and Business and Administrative Sciences 
while enrolled in this School. 
*University College credit hours that had not been certified for entrance to the 
School of Business and Administrative Sciences may be excluded. 
-7-
5. Course requirements 
(a) Pre-admission 
(b) Business and Administrative Sciences' Core 
B&AS 300 Management Science I 
B&AS 301 Management Science II 
B&AS 303 Accounting for Management Control (for non-accountants) 
B&AS 306 Organization Behavior I 
B&AS 307 Organization Behavior II 
B&AS 308 Organization Environment 
B&AS 309 Legal Environment of Business 
or 
B&AS 310 Business Law 
B&AS 322 Marketing Management 
B&AS 326 Financial Management 
B&AS 498 Senior Seminar 
(taken in the last semester of 
the senior year) 
Econ 300 Micro-Economic Theory 
Econ 315 Money and Banking 
Total Business and Administrative Sciences' Core 
(c) Electives 
Upper Division Humanities 
Upper Division Social Science and/or Behavioral 
Sciences 
other - at least 6 hours must be in Business and 
Administrative Sciences' courses; electives may 
include up to 6 hours of courses at the graduate 
level provided approval of the Graduate School 
62 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
3 hours 
36 hours 
3 hoursi~ 
3 hours* 
*Accounting concentrations may substitute accounting electives for these two 
requirements. 
General Studies 
-B-
is obtained 
Total Electives 
Total Degree Requirements 
21 hours 
27 hours 
125 hours 
Students who accept an invitation to join the University of New Mexico 
General Studies program may apply their various seminars to satisfying appro-
priate General Education Requirements or Electives when approved in advance by 
the Dean of the School of Business and Administrative Sciences. 
Air Force and Naval RDTC 
Students enrolled in the Air Force or Naval RDTC may need an extra semester 
be.yond four years to complete the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of 
Business Administration and their commission •. However, it is possible for stu-
dents to complete these requirements in four years by using their required Naval 
and Air Force Courses as their "other electives" (see Graduation Requirements, 
part 5 (c)), It is import. ant that such students insure that the.y are taking the 
required courses for the degree, 
Application for Degree 
During the first semester of the senior year students should f~e; in the 
Dean1s Office, an application for the B.B.A. Degree, A graduation summar,r sheet 
will then be prepared and a copy supplied to the student. No student will be 
included on a list of candidates for graduation unless an application for degree 
has been approved, 
~----
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SUGGESTED FOUR-YFAR BBA PROGRAM 
Freshman Year 
First Semester Second Semester 
Math 121 College Algebra 
Humanities elective 
Social Science 
3 
3 
Math 180 Calculus for the Social 
and Biological Sciences I 
Math 102 Introduction to Probability 
3 
3 
1 
electives 
Elective 
6 
3 
and Statistics 
B&AS 290 Business Statistics Lab 
Soc 101 Intro. to Sociology or 
Psych 102 General Psychology II 
Humanities .elective 
Social Sciences elective 
Sophomore Year 
Math 155 
Econ 200 
Psych or 
Soc 
First Semester 
Problem Solving with 
the Computer 3 
Principles & Problems 3 
Natural Science elective4 
(200 level or above) 
Elective 
3 
3 
1b 
Econ 201 
B&AS 202 
Second Semester 
Principles of Economics 
Intra. to Accounting 
Humanities elective 
Electives 
Junior Year 
First Semester 
B&AS 300 Management Science I 3 
B&AS 308 Organization Environ. 3 
B&AS 303 Acct. for Mgmt. Control 3 
Econ 300 Micro-Econ. Theory 3 
Econ 315 Money and Banking 3 
15 
Second Semester 
B&AS 301 Management Science II 
B&AS 306 Organization Behavior I 
B&AS 309 Legal Envir. of Business 
or B&AS 310 BUsiness Law 
B&AS 322 Marketing Management 
B&AS 326 Financial Management 
Senior Year 
First Semester 
B&AS 307 Organization Beh. II 
Upper Div. Humanities 
Electives 
3 
3 
12 
18 
B&AS 498 
Second Semester 
Senior Seminar 
Upper Div. Soc. Sciences 
Electives 
3 
3 
+ 
3 
3 
3 
6 
J:5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
---1_ 
15 
3 
3 
_j_ 
15 
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SUGGESTED BBA PROGRruMWITH 
CONCENTRATION IN ACCOUNTING 
Freshman Year 
First St91Il.ester 
Math 121 College Algebra 3 
Math 155 Problt91Il. solving with 
the computer 3 
Humanities elective 3 
Social Sciences elective3 
Elective 3 
Second Semester 
Math 180 Calculus for the Social & 
Biological Sciences I 
Econ 200 Principles & Problems 
Psych 102 General Psych II or 
Soc. 101 Introd. to Soc. 
Humanities elective 
Social Sciences elective 
Sophomore Year 
First St91Il.ester 
Math 102 Intl'o. to Probability 
and Statistics 3 
B&AS 290 Business Stat. Lab. 1 
B&AS 202 Intro. to Accounting 3 
Econ 201 Principles of Economics 3 
Psych or Second Psych or Soc 
Soc course (200 level or 
above) 
Elective 
3 
3 
16" 
Second Semester 
B&AS 340 Financial Accounting I 
Natural Science Elective 
Humanities elective 
Soc. Science Elective 
Elective 
Junior- Year 
First Semester 
B&AS 3hl Financial Accounting II 3 
B&AS 300 Management Science I 3 
Econ 300 Micro-Economic Theory 3 
B&AS 306 Organization Behavior I 3 
B&AS 308 Organizational Environ.--2__ 
15 
Second Semester 
B&AS 440 Financial Accounting III 
B&AS 446 Managerial & Cost Acctg. 
B&AS 301 Management Science II 
B&AS 307 Org Behavior II 
Econ 315 Money and Banking 
Senior Year 
Second Semester 
3 
3 
3 
3 
_3_ 
15 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
__2__ 
15 
First Semester 
B&AS 310 Business Law 
B&AS 322 Marketing Management 
B&AS 326 Financial Management 
3 B&AS 348 Legal Concepts for Accountants 3 
3 B&AS 498 Senior Seminar 3 
3 Elective Accounting Course 3 
Elective Accounting 
courses 
Elective 
Electives 6 
6 
-L -18 15 
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Concentrations 
Candidates for the B.B.A. degree need not declare a concentration, 
However, those students desiring a concentration may choos.e from the following. 
In all instances, the courses listed for a concentration are in addition to the 
core courses re~Uired of all candidates for the B.B.A. degree, 
/ 
Accounting: In addition to the core courses re~Uired of all BBA candidates 
(except B&AS 303), the accounting concentration. consists of 
these courses: 
a. B&AS 340, 341, 440, 446 l2 hours 
b. three of the following four courses: 
B&AS 342, 443, 445, 449 9 hours 
Total 21 hours 
B&AS 34S is strongly recommended as an elective. Students 
interested in careers in professional accounting are urged to 
consider an additional year of study leading to the MBA degree. 
Computer-Based Management Information Systems: Students must have a scholar-
ship index of 3.0 or better in order to ~ualify for a concentra-
tion in computer-based management information systems. 
The course re~Uirements are B&AS 340, 341, 446 (which may 
530 
be substituted for B&AS .303 in the core requirements), 449, 
5.34, and two courses (6 hours) in computer science or from 
among B&AS 530, 5.31, 532, or 533, depending upon the student's 
prior preparation and educational objectives, 
Finance: Students must have a scholarship index of 3.0 or better in order 
to qualify for a concentration in finance. The course re~uire­
ments are: B&AS 340 and 
a. two of the following: B&AS 570, 571, or 572, to 
-l2-
be taken in the senior year and, 
b. two of the following: B&AS 341, Economics 303, 
350, 400, 415, or 424. 
International Business: Students must have a scholarship index of 3,0 or 
better in order to qualify for a concentration in international 
business. The course requirements are: 
a. B&AS 480 and 485 
b. two of the following: B&AS 586, 587, or 588 
c. three of the-following: Anthro 314, Econ 420, 450, History 
384, 483, Political Science 355, 356, 455, Soc 365, or 
Soc 425. 
Management Science: Students must have a scholarship inaeK of 3.0 or better 
in order to qualify for a concentration in management science. 
The course requirements are B&AS 436, 439, and 
a. two of the following: B&AS 530, 531, 532, 533, or 534. 
b. two courses (6 hours) in additional mathematics, computer 
science, or cognate subject areas depending upon the 
student's prior preparation and educational objectives, 
Marketing: Students electing a marketing concentration must take B&AS 480, 
485, 486, and 487 and complete one of the following alternative 
programs: 
a. Students with senior standiilg and a scholarship index of 
3.0 or better take two of the followiilg: 13&AS 581, 582, & 583. 
b. Students not qualified for graduate courses unde1• "a" above 
must complete the following courses during the senior year: 
Econ 332;, plus one of the followiilg: :Econ 330, 340, or 
Journalism 401. 
53:1 
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Organizational Behavior: In order to quality for a concentration in organ-
izational behavior, students must have earned at least a B 
average in B&AS 306 and 307. Additional courses in this con-
centration are B&AS 464 and 466 plus two upper division courses 
in psychology and/or Sociology. 
532 
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202. Introduction to Accounting. (3) [Replaces 105 and 106] 
An examination of the conceptual fxamewark of accounting and the functions 
of accounting in a business-oriented society. Topics include: valuation 
theory and its application to assets and-liabilities; concepts of business 
income; funds-flow analysis; problems of financial reporting. Prerequisites: 
Math 155 and one semester of Economics. 
290. Business Statistics LaboratorY· (1) 
Application of probability and stCl.tistics in business. Co-requisite: Math 102. 
The 11Specific Requirements" listed under 11Admission from the University College" 
are minimum prerequisites for all the undergraduate courses listed below. 
300. Management Science I. (3) [Replaces 329] 
Business and Administrative problem solving through the use of mathematical 
and statistical models and the logical and computational capabilities of 
computers. Approaches to model building; deterministic models for optimum 
scheduling, resource allocation, and inventory analysis; Bayesian statistics 
and business decisions; forecasting techniques. Prerequisites: "Specific 
Requirements, 11 see above. 
,301. Management Science II. (3) 
Continuation of MAS 300. Inventory control and waiting lines with uncer-
tainty, design and execution of simulation studies, network analysis (including 
PERr-CPM), and introduction to computer based info:rma.tion systems. Prere-
quisite: B&AS 300. 
303. Accounting for Management Control. (3) [Replaces 225] 
Primary emphasis on the role of accounting in the processes of management 
decision-making for planning and control. Topics include: relevant cost 
analysis; standard costing and analysis of variances; budgeting and respon-
sibility accounting planning capital expenditures. Prerequisite: "Specific 
Requirement!?, 11 see above. 
306. Organizational Behavior I - TheorY and Concepts. (3) [Replaces 330] 
Intensive examination of behavioral science research and theory, as well as 
contemporary organizational and decision theory, as a basis for understanding, 
managing, and changing organizations. Relevant concepts drawn from human-
istic psychology, industrial sociologr, cultural anthropology, and political 
science are employed as analytical tools which help explain individual 
behavior, small group behavior, and behavior of the total organization as a 
large scale system. Emphasis is upon a comparative organizational approach 
which views every organization, public or private, as a socio-technical 
system. Prerequisites: "Specific Requirements, 11 see above. 
sa a 
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307. Organizational Behavior II- Applications. (3) 
Continuation of B&AS 306 with emphasis on applications of theories and 
concepts. Prerequisite: B&AS 306 
30$. Organizational Environment. (3) 
The nature of environmental change on the structure and operation of the 
organization;' social, political, economic, ethical, and technological systems 
are examined as they relate to each other and to the management of small and 
large scale organizations. Prerequisites: "Specific Requirements," see above. 
309. Legal Environment of Business, (3) [Replaces 306] 
An intensive examination of the nature, functions and ends of law. The 
major philosophical schools of thought concerning the nature of man, organ-
izations and governments discussed from a conceptual approach. Natural Law 
concepts beginning with the ancient Greek philosophers through the periods 
of Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Kent to contemporar,rviews of law stressing 
sociological jurisprudence with emphasis on application of law to current 
business and social problems and the external constraints on man and decision-
making which result from laws. Prerequisites: 11Specific Requirements, 11 see 
above. 
310. Business Law. (3) [Replaces 307] 
An intensive examination emphasizing a conceptual approach through the case 
method of transactions between men and organizations. Development of an 
understanding of the elements of agreements, the types of agreements which 
are legally enforceable, and the legal remedies available to the parties 
thereto. Required for all accounting students. Prerequisites: "Specific 
Requirements," see above. 
322. Marketing Management. (3) [Replaces 308] 
Designed to give the student an understanding and appreciation of the mar-
keting process within the framework of the finn. The central purpose is to 
develop a comprehension of the increasingly important role of behavioral 
and quantitative models in developing marketing strategy in domestic and 
international markets. Prerequisites: B&l\S 300, B&AS 308, and Econ. 300. 
326. Financial Management. (3) [Replaces 310] 
Concerns basic principles and practices influencing the decision-making 
responsibility for every phase of business operation where profits and funds 
management are directly or indirectly concerned. Includes sources and uses 
of short- and long-term funds, determination of capital requirements, methods 
of obtaining capital, internal financial management, application of capital 
and cash budgeting techniques to complex. problems, and utility analysis of 
choices involving risk. Prerequisites: B&AS 300, B&AS 3031 Econ. 300, Econ • .315. 
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340. Financial Accounting I. (3) [Replaces 373] 
Study of accounting theory with emphasis on financial reporting theory, 
applied financial accounting problems and contemporary financial accounting 
issues. Topics include: detailed examination of the accounting cycle and 
conceptual bases for collecting, recording, analyzing and interpreting 
accounting data; asset valuation and income determination; accounting issues 
resulting from the corporate form of organization; current assets. 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in B&AS 202. 
341. Financial Accounting II. (3) [Replaces 374] 
Continuation of 340. Problems relating to liabilities and non-current assets; 
the analysis and interpretation of financial statements including the impact 
of income ta."<:es and changing price levels. Prerequisite: B&AS 340. 
342. Income Tax Accounting. (3) [Replaces 449] 
Federal and state income tax laws and regulations; hi13tory and background, 
sources of tax law; tax services; organization and procedures of the Internal 
Revenue Service; tax returns, rates and credits; deductions and exclusions; 
withholding provisions; capital gains and losses; community property clauses. 
Prerequisite: B&AS 340 or permission of the instructor, 
34S. Legal Concepts for Accountants. (3) 
An intensive eKamination of the legal concepts underlying accounting theory 
and practice. Specific topics, contracts, agency, sales, and legal liability 
of accountants. Prerequisites: B&AS 340 and B&AS 310, 
366. Problems and Policies in Business Financial Management. (3) [Last offering 
Spring 1973] 
Development of analytical and decision-making skills necessary to cope with 
the wide range of problems which confront the financial manager. Includes 
planning, directing, controlling and financing current operations as well 
as long-tenn capital commitments. General problem areas covered include 
internal versus external financing, internal rate of return, financing 
expansion of business through mergers and consolidations, and dividend policy. 
Emphasis is placed on the development of a policy-making framework for sound 
decision-making under conditions of uncertainty and risk. Prerequisite: 
B&AS 326. 
436. Productions and Operations Management. (3) 
5'3.5 
Design and control of production and logistics systems. Facilities design, 
work sampling, quality control, time-motion studies, and other Industrial 
Engineering techniques. Case analyses of management science techniques applied 
to operations problems. Prerequisite: B&AS 301. 
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439. Projects in Management Science. (3) 
Seminar involving class or group projects applying management science 
.·techniques to ongoing problems of business and administrative .organiza-
tions. Special attention may be given to the use of computerized business 
games. Prerequisite: B&AS 301 or permission of the instructor. 
440. Financial Accounting III. (3) [Replaces 421] 
Continuation of 340 and 341. Problems and theory related to advanced 
accounting topics including: partnership dissolution and liquidation; 
installment sales; and selected issues of a current~ controversial nature. 
Prerequisite: B&AS 341. 
443. Auditing. (3) [Replaces 447] 
Auditing principles and procedure; preliminary considerations, planning 
the audit program, classes of audits, audit reports, professional ethics 
and legal responsibility; case problems. Prerequisite: B&AS 440. 
445. Contemporary Accounting Topics. (3) [Replaces 4B7] 
An examination of selected theoretical issues re~ted to current contro-
versy in accounting. Prerequisite: B&AS 440. 
446. Managerial and Cost Accounting. (3) [Replaces 384] 
An investigation of the concepts and procedures involved in the development, 
presentation and interpretation of accounting information as an aid to man-
agement in planning and control. Topics include: usefulness and limita-
tions of accounting data in evaluating alternative courses of action and 
in controlling current operations; methods of collecting costs information; 
problems of cost estimation and allocation; standard costs; budgeting; 
cost-value relationships. Prerequisite: B&AS 341. 
449. Accounting Information Systems. (3) 
An examination of the relationship between compute~based management 
information systems and accounting. Applications of M.I.S. techniques in 
the design and operation of accounting systems. Prerequisites: B&AS 301, 
B&AS 446. 
451-452. Problems. (1-3 hrs. each sem.) 
Special permission of the advisor and of the Dean of the School of Business 
and Administrative Sciences required. 
464. Labor Law and Collective Bargaining. (3) [Replaces 493] 
Case studies of common, statutory, and administrative law, with emphasis on 
·modern labor legislation and related court and administrative agency decisions 
affecting labo~management relations. An examination of the game theory approach 
to collective bargaining strategy and tactics. Intensive ana~sis of negotiation 
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and arbitration cases involving wages, employee discipline, seniority rights, 
management prerogatives, and other collective bargaining issues. Prerequisites: 
B average or higher in B&A.S 306 and B&A.S 307. · 
466. Adv. Concepts and Prob. in Org. Behavior. (3) [Replaces 496] 
Selected topics, problems, learning designs and models in organizational 
behavior. Prerequisites: B averag~ or higher in B&AS 306 and B&AS 307. 
469. Monetary Theory and Credit Institutions. (3) [Last offering Spring 1974] 
Study of monetary policies and their effects upon co~orate financial policy, 
money markets, price levels, and aggregate economic growth and stability. 
Includes analysis of short-te:rm money markets and forces influencing their 
behavior. General areas covered are commercial bank management, mortgage 
financing, credit institutions, and international financial management, 
including financial requirements, problems, sources, and policies of fi:rms 
doing business internationally. Prerequisite: B&A.S 326. 
471. Investment Analysis and Management. (3) [Replaces 363] 
Theory and techniques basic to control of investment risks and optimization 
of investment returns. !ncludes investment media and priorities, security 
market operations, portfolio analysis and management, profitability analysis, 
planning and management of investment programs, timing of securities trans~ 
actions, and the significance of financial institutions as purchases of 
corporate securities. Major emphasis is placed on the decision-making 
responsibilities of the financial manager with respect to investment analysis 
and management. Prerequisite: B&AS 326. 
480. Marketing Research. (3) [Replaces 483] 
Research methods and techniques as an aid to marketing management and the 
application of these tools to the process of obtaining info:rmation upon 
which to base marketing strategy. Prerequisite: B&A.S 322. 
485. Introduction to International Business. (3) [Replaces 305] 
Will provide an understanding of international business operations- the 
managerial and operational problems of a global enterprise and focus on 
socio-economic differences. Structure and functions of a world-wide 
organization. Emphasis on global business decision-making. Prerequisite: 
B&AS 322. 
486. Marketing Logistics. (3) [Last offering Fall 1973] 
In this course the student considers analysis and development of an integrated 
distribution network. A systems approach is applied to the problems of 
marketing logistics. Economic analysis and quantitative tools are used in 
decision-making concerning the physical flow of goods. Included are ware-
housing and inventory planning. Prerequisites: B&A.S 300 and B&AS .322. 
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4S7. Marketing Coiiiiii1lnications. (3) 
An investigation of connnunications theory including market, audience, and 
individual behavior; relationships of connnunications in the marketing m:ix; 
personal and nonpersonal forms of connnunications including sales management 
and advertising; problems of determining advertising appropriations, budgets, 
campaign strategy, media analysis, and evaluations effort of the finn. 
Prerequisite: B&AS 322. 
490-491-
492-493. Special Topics in Business and Administrative Sciences. (3) 
Selected offerings of business and administrative science topics not repre-
sented in the regular curriculum. Prerequisites: B&AS 301, B&AS 309, 
B&AS 322, B&AS 326. 
495. Development Seminar in Small Business. (3) 
This course is offered in recognition of the important role of small firms 
in a dynamic economy and the great need for the initiation and effective 
management of such firms. The objectives of the course is to stimulate 
creative entrepreneurship in small business. It is devoted to consideration 
. of the problems of initiating and/or acquiring, financing, organizing, 
operating, and marketing the product of small firms. Prerequisites: B&AS 301, 
B&AS 309, B&AS 322, B&AS 326. 
498. Senior Seminar. (3) [Replaces 492] 
IDnphasis is placed on the specific-functions of top management. A variety 
of case studies offers the student an opportunity to develop a habit of 
administrative thinking as company-wide objectives and policies are 
formulated, and consistent plans and programs are carried into action. 
Prerequisites: All B&AS core requirements and second semester senior 
standing. 
THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
Donald J. Mcintosh, Chairman 
l. General Department Information 
A. Significant achievement during the academic year 1971-72. 
Elementary Student Teaching Program - The Art Education Department 
operated seven art centers in elementary schools for the fall 
semester, 1971. Those schools were Comanche, Yucca, Kit Carson, 
and Barcelona. All continued from the previous year. Duranes, 
S. ·v. Jackson and Collett Park were new centers. The fal 1 
program enrolled 40 student teachers. In the spring the number 
of operating centers was decreased to 3; Duranes, S. Y. Jackson 
and Barcelona with special programs being instituted at Comanche 
and Stronghurst. This decrease ~as necessitated by the lesser 
number of student teachers. Four master's candidates and 7 
student teachers prepared and operated studio based art programs 
in these centers. The special programs referred to above were 
supported by a TVI Mini-grant and consisted of photography 
(Ivan Wright and Janet Hoelzel at Stronghurst), graphic arts 
(Phil Peterson and Alan Newman at Comanche), photography and film 
media (Mary Lynne Lewis at Barcelona), and career art experiences 
(Beverly Vogel at Duranes.) 
ih~ Department found the interest generated by the student 
teaching experiences was so stro.ng for some students that they 
continued to work in the art centers after their elementary teaching 
experience was over. In addition, they gave two extra curricular 
I 
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Collett Park. Oth~r student teacher~ helped creat an art program 
at St. Joseph'~ School or worked \•Jith the children in Project 
i 
A I ternat ive. 
Professor Petet·son \vas in charge of the totill elementilry 
art student teaching program, AIl of tnc Art Education faculty 
at one time or another participated In the supervision and planning 
of the elementa1·y art centers. P<>rticular recognition should go 
to the Art Education coordinators. par~-time positions of which 
3 directed spocil'ical!y elementary <::n centers, Nary Lynne Lewis 
at Barce 1 ona, Jay H.Jrdwi ck at S. Y. Jacbun and I van vir i ght at 
Collett Park and Stronghurst. Slides and photographs as well as 
documentations of all these programs are available in the Al"t 
Education Department. 
Secondary Student Teaching Pro,;ran<- A special agreement with 
the Albuquerque Public Schools permitted two adjunct professors 
from the school system to work with us half-time in the DepartnKmtal 
proqram. These professors, Frank McCullocn and Richard Johnson, 
taught the ~quivalent of two courses in our servi~e program dod 
sup~•rvised out· Jrt education student teachers. They wore replac.c-d 
by two coord i nato,·s selected from our graduate students; Joan 0 I son 
,)'. Del None and Wayne Pritchard at Highland. The art centNs at 
highland and Del Norte operated in the fall with a llmi Led number 
oi •jtud<Jnt teacher:> and gradu,He int2rr.s (2 at Del lfort~ and 1 at 
Hlghlanc} 0~ th~r pr~pared for tnc full program of undergraduate 
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student teaching In the spring. Rio Grande High School was 
added as the third art center and 29 student teachers took their 
secondary student teaching experiences in what proved to be 
a varied and innovative program. Professor Srubek supervised the 
whole secondary art student teaching program and undertook personally 
the development of the Rio Grande center in cooperation with th~ 
school's art teachers, Betty Johnson and Mary Jo Miller. AI I 
the centers finished the spring semester with art shows. Slides 
and photographs as well as docu~entations of all these programs 
are avai !able in the Art Education Department. 
Children's Art Program ~ The "Art For Kids" Program entered its 
third year with an increased schedule of courses of a more 
specialized nature. Continuing to provide a lab for the Department's 
pre~student teachers, the program has in our opinion made positive 
steps towards enriching the art education situation in Albuquerque. 
The following is the annual report submitted by Professor Vogel, 
Director of the Children's Art Program. 
Spring, 1972 - The schedule for the spring semester was as 
follows: 
Thursday night, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. -Art for Youth (junior and senior 
school students) Photography - Noble Kirkpatrick 
Jewelry - Neal Townsend 
Weaving- Judy Carr 
Saturday morning, 9:30 to 1!:30 ~.m. Art for Kids (ages 4- 11) 
Pre-schoo 1 (4-5) - Mar 1 ene Ke 1 sey 
Primary (6-8) - Ivan Wright 
Intermediate (9-11) -Jay Hardwick 
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Fees; Secondary $35.00 and Primary $30.00. Classes met for 
12 weeks and culminated in a highly successful art show. 
Fall, 1971 - During this session the Painting and Drawing 
class, always difficult to fill, was dropped, but the elementary 
offerings were expanded to meet demand. 
Also, the Art Education Department then took over full 
administration of the Art for Kids Program from Continuing 
Education. This included handling our own publicity, registration, 
budget, ordering, fee collection, etc. The program was as 
follows: 
Thursday night, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. - Art for Youth (junior and 
senior high school students) 
Filmmaking- Ivan Wright 
Jewelry- Neal Townsend 
Saturday morning, 9:30 to 11!30 a.m. -Art for Kids (ages 4- 11) 
Pre-school - Marlene Kelsey 
Primary I - Paula Quirk 
Primary II -Jay Hardwick 
Intermediate I -Phil Peterson 
Intermediate II -Alan Newman 
Fees: Secondary $35.00 and Primary $30.00, The program was 
concluded with an art show. Classes met for 12 weeks. 
Summer, 1971 - Art for Kids doubled its summer program from 
the previous year. Classes offered ran from 10:00 to 12:00 noon 
for 6 weeks and the fee was $25.00. 
Primary I -Jay Hardwick, M W (6-8) 
Primary II - Jay Hardwick, T Th (6-8) 
Intermediate I - Ivan Wright, MW (9-11) 
Intermediate 11 - Ivan Wright, T Th (9-11) 
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Salaries for all teachers in the program are $300. Instructors 
included graduate students, Art Education faculty members, public 
and private school art teachers. 
The scholarship program was expanded and broadened. 
Graduate Program- In coordination with the Graduate School, 
Dean Hollenberg and the College's Administration, Dean Holeman, 
the master's program was redefined and strengthened, The Art 
Education Department's Graduate Committee prepared a definitive 
statement on master's screening and procedures. A special 
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committee chaired by Professor Townsend wrote 8 generic course 
proposals which have been accepted by both the Graduate Curriculum 
Committee and the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee. These courses 
wi 11 stabal ize what was formally our workshop pffering. Professor 
Vogel created through two topic offerings an Art and Special Education 
course which has also been accepted by the curriculum committees 
of the College. The Department experimented with a student 
directed form of departmental seminar and are now evaluating the 
results. 
Extension Program- Through the Gallup Branch, under Mr. Eriacho, 
one section of Art Education 110 was presented in the spring 
semester. In addition, a one credit workshop in pinhole cameras 
was presented by Jay Hardwick and !van Wright at the Spring 
Convention of the New Mexico Art Edu.cators Association at the 
D. H. Lawrence Ranch and proved to be very successful with the 
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art teachers attending. 
Unusual Aspects of Program- Within the Department, special workshops 
were presented to enrich our offering; Painting and Drawing 
in the Classroom by Visiting Professor James A. S. Macdonald, 
Chairman of the Art and Education Department of the University 
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of British Columbia and Graphic Techniques presented by Mr, Wayne Boring, 
President of the Albuq~erque Graphic Association. Mrs. Gerri Glover 
occupied a part-time position for student teaching supervision 
and worked with our students and Albuquerque Public School students 
through student teachers to incorporate dance and movement into 
our art center programs and the Department's teaching. Mrs. Kay Arviso, 
Navajo weaver and art teacher, taught a very successful special 
workshop in the Summer program, Teaching Indian Arts and Crafts 
in the Classroom. 
Number of Students - Sixty undergraduate students applied to 
be accepted into the Department for the academic year summer 1971 
to June 1972 and 54 were accepted. Eighteen students graduate 
with Bachelor of Arts degrees in Art Education and 16 received 
Master's degrees during this period. Two students, Paul Kravagna 
and Frank Steiner, received their Doctorates in Art Education. 
A tot a I number of 35 master 1 s students were enro 11 ed either 
p.art or ful !-time. 
B. Plans and Recommendations 
Elementary Student Teaching Program - The Department has made 
arrangements with the Albuquerque Public Schools to operate at 
least four art centers. These centers will be located at Barcelona, 
Yucca, Stronghurst and Apache. Coordinators have been selected 
and the pre-school year supply ordering has been accomplished. 
The Department has had many requests for art centers and for 
special assistance in planning our program from principals and 
superintendents in the Albuquerque Public Schools.- We hope to 
do as much as we can in improving the art education experience, 
but we have definite limitations as to how far we can extend our 
student teacher and faculty workloads. 
Secondary Student Teaching Program - In agreement with the 
Albuquerque Public Schools, the Department will continue to 
operate art centers at Rio Grande and Del Norte, We will 
withdraw the center from Highland High School temporarily in 
order that Professor Srubek can incorporate a junior high experience 
into the program. The junior high schools he has contacted to 
support this area of our student teachers' experience are 
Hoover, Monroe, Kennedy and Harrison. 
Children's Art Program - In the spring of 1972, the high school 
offerings were again expanded, but re-directed to better meet 
the interests of the students. A popular weaving course was 
offered, for example. 
The scholarship program has been and will continue to be 
expanded. It now includes scholarships for Blacks, Indians and 
Chicanos. 
In the summer of 1972 a high school art program will be initiated 
adding courses in ceramics and .filmmaking. A third course in 
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Native Indian Crafts was developed in conjunction with the 
Anthropology Department. This course will be conceived of as 
a pilot program, expandable in future semesters. It draws on 
tte .Anthropology Museum collections and local Indian teaching 
experitse, 
Extension Program- Special workshops or topics are planned to 
meet the needs of the Associate of Arts program on location. 
Topics 247 wi 11 be given on an experimental basis at the Rough 
·Rock School . .Dr. Paul Kravagna wi 11 undertake the instruction 
of Indian Art Education in this course. Mr. Eriacho is planning 
a special Art Education 110 workshop to be taught for Headstart 
at Zuni Pueblo, summer, 1972. Mrs. Mary Lynne Lewis will give 
a special Art Education )10 designed to meet the needs of the 
Associate of Arts students from Laguna Pueblo. This course 
will be taught partially on location and partially in the Department. 
In addition, the Department is planning a burst of one credit 
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workshops as part of the Filmmaking in the Schools Grant. (See below.) 
Unusual Aspects and Special Programs - The Art Education Department 
received a $20,000 matching grant from the National Endowement 
of the Arts and the Health, Education and Welfare Department to 
develop filmmaking in the schools programs. We propose to offer 
special courses in our program that would encourage additional 
workshops in elementary schools, secondary schools, nurserys, 
Headstart, SWCEL, interested parents and '.:eachers groups to 
extend our faciiitfes and expertise as far as is possible. 
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Special centers at Los Alamos and Santa ~lara Pueblo, for example, 
1~i 11 project the program beyond the environments of A 1 buquerque. 
Two of our instructors, Mr. Jay Hardwick, Teaching Assistant in 
the Department, and Mr. Ivan Wright, art teacher at Rio Grande, 
attended special courses at the Center for Understanding Media 
in New York to bring added expertise to our program. The Department 
proposes to hold two specialized institutes, one in January and 
one in the summer and bring in exceptional national filmmakers 
to stimulate and evaluate the program. 
We will continue to offer art experiences applied to teaching 
in areas where the need is felt by the State 1s teachers. We 
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propose to offer skills in designing and tool use by Mr. Louis Baudoin, 
a graduated master 1 s student in our program and the craft teacher 
at Albuquerque Academy. We will be offering a graphics course 
designed to help art teachers use modern technology and printing 
processes. This course will be taught by Mr. Ron Wrona, Masters 
of Fine Arts from Cranebrook in Graphic Design and presently the 
Designer for SWCEL. Professor Phil Peterson is working on a 
proposal for a special institute in the Teaching of Southwest Arts. 
C. Appointments to Staff 
There are no new appointments to permanent staff. The four 
coordinators who work with the Albuquerque Public School centers 
are Larry Smith at Del Norte, Krls Schoyen at Stronghurst, 
Pat Duran at Apache and Lee Lewin at Barcelona. 
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D. Separation from Staff 
There are no separations from the permanent staff, but 
the Department wishes to express its appreciation for excellent 
services of last year's coordinators and Adjunct Professor, 
Frank McCu 11 och. 
I I, Composite of information requested on individual biographical supplements. 
I. Advanced Study: 
Donald J. Mcl~tosh: Earned degree - Doctorate in Art Education 
from the Department of Art and Education, Teachers College, 
Columbia University. 
Philip Peterson: Educational Doctorate- work in progress at 
Teachers College, Columbia University. Subject of thesis is 
The Storefront Art Workshop. 
James Srubek: Continue work on Ph.D. dissertation, "An Identity 
of Art Education: The Art Education Episode -- An Educational 
System for Art Based Upon Philosophical Assumptions About Art 
and Education," at the Pennsylvania Stat.e University, 
Neal Townsend: C&l 481, Education Across Southwest Cultures and 
Navajo 311, Introduction to Navajo· 
2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel: 
Donald J. Mcintosh: Taught advanced painting course in the 
Department of Art and Education at the University of British 
Columbia. 
Neal Townsend: Acting Chairman Summer Session, 1971. 
3. New scholastic honors, fellowships,etc, 
None. 
4. Publications: 
James Srubek: "Fallacies, Pathologies and Politics in Art 
Education and a New Posit 1 ve Approach Through Simp 1 i city, 
Naivete and Heresy," The Post House Review, July 1971, pp. 70-74. 
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5. Other research projects: 
Donald J, Mcintosh: Recipient of $20,000 matching grant from 
the National Endowement of the Arts and the Health, Education 
and Welfare Department to develop filmmaking in the schools 
programs. 
Philip Peterson: Paintings in progress for one man show, 
James Srubek: One of the original founders, organizers and helped 
put together a new publication in art education, The Post House Review. 
at Pennsylvania State University. 
Beverly S. Vogel: In progress, illustrations for New Mexico State 
Guide for Teachers of the Educable Mentally Handicapped. 
Paintings in progress. 
6. Activities in learned and professional satieties. 
Donald J. Mcintosh: Elected President of the New Mexico Art 
Educators Association and Program Director for their spring and 
fall conventions. 
Philip Peterson: Attended both fall and spring New Mexico Art 
Educators Association conventions. 
James Srubek: Attended Eleventh National Art Educators Association 
Biennial Conference in Dallas, Texas, April 1971. 
Delivered paper, JJQrganization and Curriculum: A Crisis in 
Education lmpl icating Art Education" to Eleventh NAEA Biennial 
Conference in Dallas, Texas. 
Speaker on Discussion Panel on 11 New Ideas, Philsosphies and 
Technical Advances and Their Affects on Art Education and Its 
Structure," at fall convention of New Mexico Art Educators Association. 
Nea 1 Tmvnsend: Active member of American Crafts Counci 1, New Mexico 
Designer-Craftsmen, New Mexico Art Educators Association and the 
National Art Education Association. 
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Attended spring and fall conventions of New Mexico Art Educators Association. 
Attended Southwest Regional Conference of the American Crafts 
Council at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Beverly S. Vogel: Attended spring and fall conventions of the 
New Mexico Art Educators Association. 
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7. Other professional activities: 
Donald J. Mcintosh: Exhibited paintings in Art Education Faculty 
Show, March, 1972. 
Phi 1 ip Peterson: Exhibited paintings in Art Education Faculty 
Show, March, 1972 and River Defense Fund Show. 
James Srubek: Exhibited ceramics and ceramic sculpture in Art 
Education Faculty Show, March, 1972. 
Neal Townsend: One man show of ceramics at Studio Gallery, 
Albuquerque. Art Education Faculty Show, March, 1972. 
Beverly S. Vogel: Exhibited paintings in Art Education Faculty 
Show, March, 1972. 
Consu 1 tant on various design and 1 ayout projects .for brochures 
in College of Education and ISRAD. 
8. Non-teaching University services: 
Donald J. Mcintosh: College of Education Administrative Committee, 
College of Education Committee on Committees, undergraduate and 
graduate student advisor. 
Philip Peterson: Student Personnel Committee (selection of 
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs), College of Education 
Multicultural Education Committee, 
James Srubek: Organized and sponsor of UNM Art Education Student 
Chapter of National Art Education Association. 
College of Education Learning Materials Committee. 
Art Education Department Graduate Screening Committee. 
In charge of Secondary Student Teaching Program in Art. 
Member of Graduate Study Committees in Department: chairman of 4 
and member of 4. 
Graduate Advising and Review. 
Art Education Master's Program Committee. 
College of Education Library Committee (ad hoc). 
Neal Townsend: Member of Bureau of Educational Planning and 
Development Advisory Committee. 
Environmental Education Committee. 
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, 
Undergraduate student advisor. 
550 
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Eeve~ly S. Voqel: Graduate and undergraduate student advisor. 
Coordinator for Children's Art Program. 
College of Education Graduate Curriculum Committee. 
9. Public service: 
551. 
THE .REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADNINISTRATION 
July 1, ~971 - June 30, 1972 
Ronald E. Blood, Chairman 
l. General Department Information 
A, Significant achievement during the academic year 1971-72. 
1. For the first time in a number of years the department 
sought external support for a specialized program in 
order to prepare Indian and Chicano institutional researchers. 
The department developed a proposal which had as its target 
population minority group members who currently held positions 
in institutions of higher education institutions which were 
in the category of "developing institutions," The proposals 
prime purpose was to develop and test an instructional model 
lvhich would be serviceable in other areas of the country. 
The proposal also involved the formulation and implementation 
of consortium agreement with the University of Highlands, 
The proposal was funded during the latter part of the year 
and student selection for the program was begun, 
2. The department developed and offered a specialized program 
for the preparation of supervisory personnel for the schools 
of Brazil. Students from four selected states in Brazil 
participated on campus in the training program. The training 
program also involved the development of a supervisory model 
for the Brazilian schools. 
3, The department developed a formal policy requiring student 
input toward evaluation of instruction. Under this policy 
all professors at the end of each of their courses will 1 
solicit anonymous evaluative input from the students in 
the class which will be kept on file in the department. 
4. The department instituted a series of weekly "Brown Bag 
Luncheons." The luncheons served as a vehicle to increase 
faculty interaction tvith doctoral students in other than a 
class room setting. Doctoral students during the luncheon 
were asked to make short presentations which were critiqued 
by their fellotv students with the professors only summarizing. 
The procedures appeared to assist an increasing faculty-student 
communication and also in establishing more firmly academic 
norms for the doctoral student group. 
'rhe department also utilized the luncheon meetings for 
students in residence whenever visiting professors were on 
campus. These luncheons were specifically designed for 
student interaction with visiting professors. Department 
members and other faculty were asked not to attend these 
meetings in order to insure that student dialogue could 
occur more broadly with visiting professors. 
5. The department participated actively in the Pupil Personnel 
Services Program with one of its members, Dr. Ignacio Cordova, 
serving as the Albuquerque Satellite Director, and Drs. Blood 
and Holemon as participants, The satellite program was 
administered in the North Area of Aibuquerque Public Schools 
-2-
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~nd ~s a side benefit led as the first shared time 
arrangement with the Alb~que:J;"que :Public Schools for 
doctoral students in Educational Administration. 
·6. Dr. Ronald E. Blood, in addition to his responsibilities 
as Chairman of the Department, also assumed the position 
of Acting Director of the Latin American :Projects irt education. 
:B. Significant plans and recommendations for the near future; 
1. The department undertook a ~evie,., o£ the joint master's 
program and explored with the State Department of Education 
the advisability of continuing the joint master• s program 
including consideration of a return to a regular master's 
program in Educational Administration. 
2. The department intends to reconsider the balance of students 
in the various programs of the depa.rtrne;1ts. The nclt:i.onal 
,rove appears to be away from the 6th year programs an:i 
toward master's level programs • 
.:>. The department after a thorough review of its rel.ationship 
with the University Council on Educational Administration 
decided to forego dues for the next membership year and will 
need to determine in the next year whether or not it wishes 
to maintain its membership in the Council. Tr.e increase in 
the dues structure now $2000. a year will rise.; to :72500 and 
has raised serious questions about the value dc.rivcti .l:com 
membership in UCEA. 
8. Appointments t.o staff: 
1. Dr. Horacia Ulibarri rejoined the staff with the ra~-;k of 
full professor. Dr. Ulibarri returned to the department after 
-3-
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two years of service at Southern Methodist University and 
at the Dallas Public Schools. 
D. Separation from staff: 
1. None 
II. Program Report 
A. Number of students in program: 
There was a total of 501 students enrolled in Educational 
Administration courses during Semester I and II, 1971-72. 
Student credit hours for these courses total 1524. 
B. Selection procedures for students: 
1. Master's Program: 
Students applying for the Joint Master's Program, in addition 
to the Graduate School requirements, are asked to supply 
three letters of reference and a score on the Miller's 
Analogies Examination. The applicants are also interviewed 
by a department member. The department for#ards its 
recommendation to the cooperating department, eit~er Elementary 
or Secondary, who in turn assess the student's file. 
2. Educational Specialist Program: 
The applicant for the Educational Specialist Program, in 
addition to Graduate School requirements, is asked to 
supply three letters of reference, and a score on the Miller's 
Analogies Examinations. A committee of three professors 
interviews the applicant and makes a recommendation as to 
his admittance into the program. 
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3. Doctoral Program: 
The applicant for the doctoral program, in addition to the 
Graduate School requirements, is asked to supply three 
letters of reference, a score on the Miller's Analogies 
Examination and a sample of his written work. The applicant 
is interviewed by a connnittee of three professors who 
reconnnend action on the student's application. 
III,Composit~ of information requested on individual biographical 
supplements. 
1. Advanced Study 
Ignacio R, Cordova: 6 hrs. credit, University of New Mexico, 
Summer 1971 - "Cross Cultural Relations." 
2, Sabbaticals, leav.es, etc. 
Ignacio R. Cordova: Columbia, South America - Teaching course in 
Educational Administration. 
Paul V. Pettv: Served as Chief-of-Party for the ~11/Colombia 
contract which terminated January 31, 1971. 
Richard F. Tonigan: Speaker - Annual Meeting of Association of 
School Business Officials, October 1971; Montreal, California. 
Examined National Educational Planning Systems, Hungary, Poland, 
Romania, Russia: November, 1971. 
3. New scholastic honors, etc, 
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Martin Burlingame: University Council for Educational Administration~ 
Staff Affiliate, 1970-1971. 
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4. Publications. 
Martin Burlingame: Dean A. Pease, Lawrence F. Locke and 
Martin Burlingame, "Athletic Exclusion: A Complex Phenomenon," 
Quest, 16 (June, 1971), to be reprinted, The NCAPHER Journal 
(Forth coming). 
___ , "Essay Review: Mayer N. Zald, Power in Organizations," 
Educational Administration Quarterly, (Winter, 1972), in Press. 
James A. Hale: "Management Systems for Vocational and Technical 
Education.'' (Center for Vocational and Technical Education, 
Columbus, Ohio), 235 pp, 1971. 
Paul V.Petty: University of New Mexico Technical Assistance 
Program in Education, AID/ Columbia, Final Report, (53 pp Multilithed) 
April 1971. 
"The School Administrator and Negotiations," Bureau of Educational 
Planning, University of New Mexico, (multilithed) November, 1971. 
"School on Wheels, A Review," Directed Study and Compiled Report, 
December 1971. 
Paul A. Pohland: Pohland and Louis M. Smith, Computer Assisted 
Instruction: Issues for Decision Makers, Administrator's Notebook, 
No. 1., September, 1971. 
Richard F. Tonigan: Monthly articles in School Manage~cnt magazine 
July, 1971 - December 1971: (1) "How to Pass the Bonds to Get 
the Plants to Keep Maintained," (2) "It's Almost Time Again for 
Stadium Cro~\Tds - and You I d Better be Ready' II (3) "Maldng the Most 
of an Educational Consultant," (4) Have You Tried Multiple Tracking 
of Your lvork Crews?" (5) "It 1 s Time for Winter Preparation," 
(6) "Activating an Anti-Pollution Program." 
.-,;-
5. Other research projects or creative work, etc. 
Martin Burlingame: "Simulation of Educational Planning Problems" 
with G. McCloskey and E. McLoone, for University Council for 
Education. Presented to Educational Planning Conference, 
Columbus, Ohio, June 16-17, 1971. 
Ignacio R. Cordova: EPDA Pupil Personnel Specialist project 
for Mexican Americans, (EDPA $32,000), National Teacher Corps 
Participant in Preparing Management Information Systems for 
Educational Projects. 
James A. Hale: State System for Evaluation of Vocational Technical 
and Adult Education, Sponsored Research and Development (State 
Department of Education $21,300) June 13, 1971 to June 12, 1972 
with 3 years duration expected. Monthly Column, New Mexico 
Research and Study Council Newsletter, Proposal Pending, USOE, 
$20,000. 
Paul V. Petty: Work in progress in evaluation of Vocational 
Careers Program for Bernalillo Public Schools, Bureau of 
Educational Planning. Directed review and evaluation of 
Albuquerque Public Schools "School on Wheels" under contract 
between APS and Bureau of Educational Planning. 
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Paul A. Pohland: Final Report, Summative Evaluation #1, Communication 
Arts Program, Model II (A SWCEL Project) 
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6. Activities in learned and professional societies. 
Martin Burlingame: "The Great Man Approach to the Study of 
Educational Leadership - Analysis of Biographies" read at Phi 
Delta Kappa National Symposium on Leadership, March 15, 1971. 
Co-chairman, Division A - Administration 1972 Program Committee, 
1972 American Education Research Association Annual Meeting. 
Ignacio R. Cordova: Planned and Monitored National Conference 
on ''Toward an Educational Philosphy for the Mexican American, 11 
Austin, Texas, November 3, 4, 5, 1971. National Teacher Corps 
Training Session, Management Information Systems, October 15, 
16, 1971. 
Texas Migrant Education Conference - Paper "Self Image and Cl\ltural 
Identity." .Lubbock, Texas, August 15, 1971. 
Migrant Educational Conference (National) Paper, "Cultural Identity 
and the Nexican American Nigrant, McAllen, Texas, November 15, 17, 
1971. 
James A. Hale: National Organization on Legal Problems in 
Education. Annual Conference Committee on Educational Finance -
National Educational Association. Special Education Administrator's 
Conference. University Council for Education Administration. 
Western Professor's Conference -American Association of School 
Administration. 
-8-
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Paul V. Petty: Eave not attended a professional society meeting 
since returning from South America. Most of memberships have 
been renewed. 
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Paul A. Pohland: "Participant Observation as a Research Methodology," 
Paper read at the National Art Education Association Convention, 
Dallas, Texas, April 4, 1971. Attended the American Educational 
Research Association Convention. 
Richard F. Tonigan: Attended Annual Meeting Council or Educational 
Faculty Planners; Las Vegas, New :Mexico, October 1971. 
7. Other professional activities: 
Martin Burlingame: U. S. Civil Set·vice Corrnnissi.on "Middle 
Management Institute," May 24, 1971, address entitled "Creative 
Administrators - Unfulfilled Promises?" Consultant, Socorro 
Public Schools, Consultant, Albuquerque Public sc·nools, East "\rea 
Workshop. 
Ignacio R. Cordova: Project Analyst - National Teacher Corps. 
Educational Auditor, Taos Bilingual Program, Texas Educational 
Agency - Migrant Education. Cultural Awareness Center. 
James A, Hale: Four presentations - Vocational Education Conference, 
Las Cruces, Ne~or Hexico, T, V. - Tape, Hanagement Information for 
Vocational Technical Education in New Hexico, Consultant - Socorro 
Public Schools. Panel - UNH Lat-1 School, Student Rights. Consultant -
Philadelphia Public Schools. 
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Paul v. Petty: Talks and presentation of slides before several 
groups since returning from South America. Appointed by USOE 
to a Regional Research Proposal Review Panel. Served on NCATE 
accreditation team for University of Utah evaluation. Upon 
invitation conducted a Seminar for School Administrators under 
Auspices of University of Arkansas during summer of 1971. 
Paul A. Pohland: Consultant - SWCEL and Albuquerque Public Schools. 
8. Non-teaching University Service: 
Martin Burlingame: Chairman, Collegeof.Education Policy Committee. 
Ignacio R. Cordova: Director, EPDA PPS, Albuquerque Satellite, 
Faculty Advisor ATM Business Club. University New Mexico 
Scholarship Fello••ship Committee. 
James A. Hale: Served on five Dissertation Committees, Chairman 
of four. Screening Committee (COE) for Assistant Dean. Advisory 
Committee (COE) BEPD. Proposal writing for five proposals. 
Paul V. Petty: Served on two UNM Committees: New Mexico Union 
Board, and the UNM Policy Committee's Subcommittee on University 
Budget. Also, Member of New Mexico Union Operations Committee. 
Paul A. Pohland: Member, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, COE. 
Member, Committee to Determine Role and Function of Assistant Dean 
for Student Affairs, COE, and Co-director of two Cultural Awareness 
Workshops. 
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Richard F. Tonigan: Designated 'Member "Community Leaders of AmaricaY 
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9. Public Service: 
Ignacio R. Cordova: Presbyterian Church, SW., Board of Di~ectors, 
CHAIBIO (Corporation in Action for Improvement of Minority Business 
and Industrial Opportunities) Board of Directors. 
Paul V. Petty: Board of Central United Methodist Church, Board 
of McCurdy School, and State Board of Governors far Goodwill 
Industries. 
Paul A. Pohland: Church Organist, Member of Board of Education 
and Boy Scout Leader. 
10, Personal Information. 
None. 
-11-
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
Louis A. Rosasco, Chairman 
I. General Departmental Information 
A. Significant achievements during the academic year, 1971-72. 
1. The Department was fortunate to have Dr. John T. Zepper as 
Acting Chairman for the first semester. He fulfilled the 
duties of this role effectively until the arrival of the 
new chairman February, 1972. 
2. The major emphasis during the second semester was a set-
ting up of machinery to reevaluate the role of the Depart-
ment and to order its priorities. 
3. The Department continued to develop its activities in 
relationship to a number of programs for Indian s,tudents. 
4. Other grants are listed in the biographical information, 
Appendix A. 
B. Significant plans and recommendations for the near future. 
1. The Department is presently beginning an internal study of 
i 
L- • 
its role which involves both service to the College and service 
to its own students. 
2. The Department will offer one of the first courses in Women's 
Studies in the Fall - Education and the Status of Women. 
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3. In the very near future, additional courses will have to 
be offered in order to meet the demands of the College. 
C. Appointments to staff: 
1. The follm.;ing members have been added to the Department for 
the next. year: Dr. Vera John-Steiner as an Associate Pro-
fessor; Dr. Rupert Ttujillo will be attached to the Department 
as Assistant Dean for Student Affairs; Dr. Charles Beibel will 
be attached to the Department as a joint appointment with 
American Studies; Dr, Albert \~. Vogel will :return from a leave 
of absence. 
D. Separations from Staff: 
1. Dr. James Cooper will go on sabbatical leave during Semester 
II. Gene \~:r:i.ght will be leaving to teach at the University 
of Nevada. 
II. Program Report 
A. Number of Students in Program: 
1. Appendixes B and C list the students in the various stages of 
our graduate program. 
B. Selection Procedures fo:r: Students: 
1. Undergraduates admitted to the A.A. Degree program a:r:e admit-
ted on the basis of Federally funded programs in accordance 
with the regulations passed by the faculty. See Appendix D. 
2. Students are admitted to the M.A. program on the basis of 
grades and, where possible, interview. Careful consideration 
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is given to the career aspirations of the candidate. One 
of the facets of our internal review is to evaluate and 
improve,where necessary, the present process, 
3. Students are permitted to begin work toward the;ir Doctorate 
on the basis of grades, counseling and career aspirations. 
Admission to Intermediate Status is a departmental matter 
and candidates are reviewed by the faculty of the Department. 
At this point they may be asked to take an M.A., withdraw from 
the program, take additional work or proceed toward the Doc-
torate. 
C. Internal and External Review: 
1. Professor Tom Zepper and Professor Louis Rosasco will begin 
an evaluation of Educational Foundations 290 during the Sum-
mer Session, 1972. The purpose of the evaluation will be to 
determine appropriate alternate patterns for teaching and 
learning. 
2. An area of major concern is Educational Foundations 300 and 
Educational Foundations 310. Preliminary plans have been 
developed to attempt to change the patterns that now exist 
for these courses which are entirely too large for adequate 
learning to take place. 
3. The Doctoral program is limited by some traditional concerns 
as well as the need to maintain an individual character; there-
fore, our Department is looking into the possibility of new 
evaluation procedures by sub-groups within the Department. 
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D. Evidence of Teaching Effectiveness: 
1. The Chairman is not able to indicate anything more than 
the results of informal evaluations of a number of courses. 
An area of concern for the Department during its self-evalua-
tion process will be to develop some effective methods of 
peer evaluation. 
E. Class Size: 
1. Educational Foundations. 290, our first course for prospective 
teachers, has been maintained at adequate sizes through the 
use of Graduate Assistants. The teaching has generally been 
very effective. 
2. .Educational Foundations 300 and 310 are still entirely too 
large. The Department will devote some of its energies to 
clearing this situation as soon as possible. 
F. Sources and Adequacy of Support: 
1. The Department will need to up-date its resources in anum-
ber o£ areas previously identified by previous chairmen. Some 
of these areas are: Native American Studies, Chicano Studies, 
and Comparative Education Studies. Computer facilities are 
playing a stronger role but expansion is necessary. 
2. Our greatest strengths are in educational psychology, educational 
sociology, educational history and philosophy, research and 
computer technology and linguistics. 
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III. Individual Biographical Supplement: 
A. Appendix A indicates the achievements of the individual mempers 
of the Department. 
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David L. Bachelor 
Publications: 
APPENDIX A 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
FOR 
JULY 1, 1971 - JUNE 30, 1972 
Teacher, Preacher, Jailer, Nurse: Explorations in the Sociology of 
Teachers, Rand-McNally. (Submitted). 
"Poor Children: Image and Interpretations", Sociological Symposium, 
. Fall, 1972. 
"Criterion Behavior and Test Constructs", Sociology and Social Research. 
(Submitted). 
Monograph, "Inner City Children of Albuquerque, New Mexico: Test Con-
structs and Coping Skills". 
Research Projects or Creative Work in progress or completed: 
Completed sta~f training, research and evaluatQon work for Child Develop-
ment Program. 
Activities in learned and Professional societies: 
Papers read at: Southwest Sociological Association Meeting, San Antonio, 
Texas; Rocky Mountain Social Science Meeting, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Non-teaching University Service: 
Graduate Curriculum Committee 
Daniel B. Berch 
Publications: 
Berch, Daniel B., Comments on Biederman's "Continuity theory revisited: 
A failure in a basic assumption". Psychological Review, 1971, ]!, 260-
261. 
Berch, D. B. and Israel, H. nsolution of the transverse patterning pro-
blem: Response to cue-cue relations. Psychonomic Science, 1971, 23, 383-
'384. 
Research Projects or Creative Work in progress or completed: 
Application of operant conditioning principles to a course in Educational 
Psychology. 
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Stimulus generalization in young children: a decision theory analysis. 
Professional activities: 
Worked on evaluation of Motivational Environment Program at the Albuquer-
que Indian School. 
Non- teaching University Service: 
Resource person for evaluation forms regarding instructors in the Depart-
ment of Educational Foundations. \Vorking up criteria for acceptance of 
graduate students into Department of Educational Foundations. 
Peggy J, Blackwell 
Publications: 
"Effect of differential levels of ambient noise on vigilance performance", 
Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1971, 11, 734. 
Research Projects or Creative Hork in progress or completed: 
"Effect of goal setting on vigilance performance", "Recognition memory 
and theory of signal detection", Behavior Modification in the Class-
~ (tentative publisher- Charles Merrill), (in progress). 
Professional activities: 
Talks for the speaker's bureau: Sleep and dreams: physiological aspects; 
Testing in the public schools. 
Non-teaching University Service: 
Serving on two dissertation committees. 
James G. Cooper 
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching else1vhere, travel, etc. : 
Two trips to Mexico 
Publications: 
UJI..'M (to appear elsewhere in 1972) "Self Concept as a Function of Ethnic 
Group Hembership". 
Evaluation Report for Las Vegas School, Title 7 Project, May, 1971. 
Evaluation of Handicapped Child Project, Texas Consortium B, August, 1971. 
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Research Projects or Creative Work in ?regress or completed: 
Still writing new concepts from the self-concept project. 
American Indian Bicultural Project, funded by Ford Foundations, $41,000. 
Activities in learned and Professional societies: 
Gave paper on Ford Project, November; Rocky Mountain Educational Re-
search Association, Boulder, Colorado. 
Professional Activities: 
Talks to Truth or Consequences \{omen's Club in April, 1971; Mid-Town 
Optimists in November, 1971 (Albuquerque); Espanola Chamber of Commerce, 
May, 197l. 
Non-teaching University service: 
Director of Educational Research Center 
Nember of the UNM Library Committee 
UNN ad hoc committee on computing/computer science 
Personal information: 
Daughter and four children moved into their new home recently by reason 
of her remarrying. 
Lewis A. Dahmen 
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel; etc.: 
Southern Nexico and Guatemala 
Mary B. Harris 
Publications: 
"Models, Norms and Sharing", Psychological Reports, 1971, 12_, 147-153. 
"The Portly Psychologist", Psychological Reports, 1971, 29, 557-558. 
"}'edification of Syntactic Style", reprinted in H. Muncinger (ed.) Read-
ings in Child Development, Holt, Rinehart, Winston. 
"A Comparison o£ a Self-Control and a Contract System for Weight Control" 
Behavior Research and Therapy (with Carol Bruner), 1971. 
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"Teaching Self-Control of Study Behavio1:", Behavio1: Resea1:ch and Therapy 
(with William Beneke), 1971. 
Research Projects or C1:eative lvo1:k in prog1:ess or completed: 
Numerous 1:esearch projects on altruism, aggression, evaluation anxiety, 
self-concept, study habits, smoking. 
Activities in learned and Professional societies: 
Attended Rocky Mountain Psychological Association Meeting, Denver, Colorado, 
May. 
Attended American Psychological Association Meeting, Washington, D. C., 
September. 
A.A.U.P., Secreta1:y, University of New Mexico chapter. 
Professional Activities: 
Rewriting books for Charles E. Merrill Co. 
Non-teaching University service: 
Research Policy Committee (through June) 
Research Allocations Committee 
College of Education Policy Committee (through June) 
Graduate Curriculum Committee 
University College Advisor 
Public service: 
Speeches given to T.O.P,S. and a social sorority. 
lllayne P. Moellenberg 
Publications! 
"Distinguishing Fact from Fiction in Social Crisis", School and Society, 
November, 1971, Vol. 99, No. 2336, PP• 420-424. 
Research Projects or Creative Work in progress or completed: 
"Characteristics of Teacher Education Applicants", (Research sponsored by 
Faculty Research Allocations Committee), unpublished monograph, 86 pages, 
University of New Mexico, December, 1971. 
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Activities in learned and Professional societies: 
Chaired seminar on subject of selecting applicants for teacher-education. 
Rocky Mountain Conference on Foundations of Education, November, 1971, 
Boulder, Colorado. 
Professional activities: 
Consultant on Child Development Project at Border Consortium of Universities. 
Consultant on Evaluation of Motivational Environment Program at the Albu-
querque Indian School. 
Member of NCATE Evaluation Team at North Texas State University. 
Delivered talks at AAUW group and parent group at Old Town School. 
Non-teaching University service: 
Associate Graduate Dean 
College of Education Policy Committee 
University Graduate Committee 
Entrance on Credits Committee 
Fellowship Committee 
GSA Cabinet 
Public Service: 
Adult Seminar Leader - First Congregational Church 
James C. Noore 
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.: 
Leave of absence as: Evaluation Specialist with regional education labora-
tory, (July, 1970 - July, 1971). 
New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.: 
Selected for lecture in Leaders in Education. 
Publications: 
Noore, J. C. and Caton, R. D., "A Unique Procedure for Recruiting Students 
into Selected Courses", Journal of Chemical. Education, 1970, 47, 633. 
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Moore, J. C., "Test l~iseness and Analogy Test Performance", Measurement 
and Evaluation in Guidance, 1971, l• 198-202. 
Activities in learned and Professional socieites: 
Participated in Phi Delta Kappa. 
National Symposium for Professors of Educational Research, November, 1971. 
Professional activities: 
Book reviews 
Non-teaching University service: 
Chairman of Doctoral Committees 
Committee of Entrance and Credits 
UNM Research Policy Committee 
Paul E. Resta 
Publications: 
"Computer Based Instructional Management Systems", Audiovisual Instruction, 
December, 1971. 
Selective Educational Variables, American Book Co. (ABC), (in press). 
Components of the Research Proposal, ABC (in press). 
"How to Expand Your Educational Technology Lexicon (Without Even Trying)" 
Audiovisual Instruction, April, 1971. 
Research Projects or Creative Work in progress or completed: 
Development of Preventive Dentistry Patient Training and Management System 
(marketed by Scientific Aids, Inc.). 
Behavioral Analysis of Teacher-Pupil Interactions During Reading Instruction. 
Activities in learned and Professional societies: 
Paper read at American Educational Research Association, February, 1971. 
Strategies for Development of Computer-Based Instructional Management 
Systems. 
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Professional activities: 
Consultant: Xerox Computer Services, Xerox Education Group Dominquez 
State College, Compton Unified School District. 
Non-teaching University service: 
Assistant Dean - College of Education 
Louis A. Rosasco 
Position: 
Arrived February, 1972 to assume the position of Department Chairman 
of the Department of Educational Foundations. 
New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.: 
Founders Day Award, N.Y.U. 
Competitive Veterans Scholarship 
Man of Year Award in Education NAACP 
Institute for Selected Leaders in Curriculum 
Institute for Selected Chief School Officers 
Board of Directors - Menaul School - 1972 
Publications: 
A variety of reports ort action oriented research - mostly reproduced 
and utilized locally. 
Activities in learned and Professional societies: 
N.E.A., Life Member 
Legislative Conference, 1964 
AAUP, 1964 
AACTE, 1966, Institutional Representative 
ASCD, 1950 
AASA, 1958 
Professional activities: 
School Reorganization - Truchas, New Nexico. 
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English Infant Program - Chimayo, New Mexico 
Humanities Project, Menaul School 
Rodolfo G. Serrano 
Research Projects or Creative Work in progress or completed: 
UNM Research Grant, "The Language of the four year old Chicano", Dec-
ember-June, 1971-1972. 
Film: "El Gato y El Raton", filmed in Bakersfield, California - to be 
shown. 
Film Conference (Temple- Philadelphia): "On The Human Condition", 
Narch, 1972. 
Activities in learned and Professional societies: 
Rocky Nountain Education Research Association. 
Paper read: "The Language of the four-year old Chicano". 
Professional activities: 
Teacher Corps, Austin, Texas, panel member on conference "Towards a 
Philosophy of Education for the Nexican-American". 
Consultant: Bilingual-Bicultural Education Project, UNM and APS. 
Consultant: Albuquerque Nadel Cities. 
Non-teaching service: 
Chairman of the College of Education Standing Committee on Nulti-Cul-
tural Education. 
Public service: 
Den leader, Cub Scouts Troup 174, Den 4. 
Albert IV. Vogel 
Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.: 
Leave of absence, 1971-1972, Chicago State University. 
Publications: 
Read paper "Paulo Frere and the New Marxism", S\.JPES, Albuquerque. 
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Research Projects or Creative \Vork in progress or completed:-
Director: Foundation for the Humanities Grant -Maxwell Museum of 
Anthropology, University of N~w Mexico. 
John T. Zepper 
Publications: 
"Brameld: Architect of Confusion, Gadfly, or Prognosticator", Pro-
ceedings of the SIVPES, Norman, Oklahoma, 1971, pp. 121-127. 
"Dissenters and Barbarians: A Fable", Insights, 8:3, Harch, 1971, 
editor, Proceedings of the 5th RMCFE, Albuquerque, New Mexico, College 
of Education, University of New Hexico, 1971, pp. 65. 
Research Projects or Creative l~o:rk in progress or completed: 
"Krupskaya on Dewey's Educational Thought", School and Society (In 
press). 
nook revie1~ of Kneller's Foundations of Education in Educational Studies, 
(In press). 
"Recent and Contemporary Soviet Educational Thought", School and Society, 
(In press), for January, 1972 (special issue on Soviet Education). 
Activities in learned and Professional societies: 
Attended RMCFE at Boulder, Colorado, October 29-30. 
Host and program chairman for SIVPES in Albuquerque, November 4-6 at the 
Western Skies Hotel and UNM Student Union. 
Professional Activities: 
Guest speaker at Paul Pohland's Educational Administration class, December 
7' 1971. 
Speeches on "Marxism" - Caravan Club at Downtowner on March 15 and First 
United Presbyterian Church on April 18. 
Consultant for Van Cleve Horris textbook (revision), Houghton-Mifflin, 
September, 1971. 
Consultant to Latin American Center for Venezuelan educator on American 
Education, November 17, 1971. 
Non- teaching University service: 
Acting Chairman, Educational Foundations, Semester I, 1971. 
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General Honors Committee 
Chairman of Search Committee .for Honors Director 
College of Education Library Acquisitions Committee 
College of Education Petitions Committee 
College of Education Screening Appeals Committee 
Advisory Committee to Bureau of Educational Planning and Development 
Public service: 
Taught adult class on the Gospel of John for Cumberland Presbyterian 
Church. 
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Martin Berman 
Louise Billotte 
James Rae Bowers 
Donald Campbell 
Brian Davis 
Diana Dempsey 
Donna Lee Deyhle 
Margaret Dyreson 
Sidney Durrance 
Daniel Ellison 
Ralph Emerson 
Mary Eytcheson 
Robert Field 
Carol Freshley 
Abdullraheem Ghamdi 
Teresa Haring 
Joel Henderson 
Betty Hinton 
Martha Hook 
Thomas Hughes 
Marjorie Jannotta 
APPENDIX B 
MASTER'S CANDIDATES 
Educational Foundations 
GRADUATED 
Jo Ann Tapia Eastham 
Emily M. Lies 
John Wayne Pope 
Danny Sessions 
Ann Tyler 
Diana Lauffer 
Charles Lonsdale 
Juan Lucero 
Catherine Martin 
Sandra Martone 
Jesse Megargee 
Vera Muskovitch 
Daniel Nichols 
Pam Novat 
Steven Null 
Michael Joseph O'Donnell 
Beverly Padilla 
Armando Quinones 
Patricia Rouleau 
William Schurter 
William Tinsley 
Louis Tushman 
Ted Ullman 
Joyce Walker 
Calvit Williams 
Steven Wright 
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APPENDIX C 
Students admitt.ed to candidacy 
Jaime Arellano Andrea Frieder Alesia Kunz Donald Porath 
Joe Blanchard James Gambone Roger Labodda Barrett Price 
Maria Brisk Jim Grieshop Al Lathan Richard Rindone 
Donald Bruckner Charles Groffman Stan Lester John Ruth 
Carol Bruner Patricia Hedberg Ralph Liguori Annabelle Scoon 
Jim Craig Al Hiat Noemi Lorenzana Conrad Stack 
Rosie Donofrio Lily Huang Raymond Murphy Orlando Stevens 
Gail Duquette Lynda Hundertmark Bryan McOlash Marlene Vernardos 
Walter Ferrell Andy Janiak Alex Peralta Elmer Wells 
Judy Fisher Mel Kanner Gnaneswaran Perinpanayagam Bernard Zeve 
Complete folders being 
held by Department 
Doctoral Applicants 
Incomplete folders 
Amy.Atkins 
Sharon Ball 
Arnold Pavlos 
Frederick Peralta 
Students on leave 
Vern Hagen 
Karen Nelson 
Orell Phillips 
Roxan Wallace 
*Soon to graduate 
Dean Arrasmith 
David Bealmear 
Tom Dorsel 
William Garey 
Nichols Haiducek 
Robert Hennecke 
Margaret Hutcheson 
Mary Jensen 
Thomas Lauer 
Joshua }laingi 
Ann Nihlen 
Chris Pallett 
Frederick Smith 
Sherman Taffel 
Gael Tower 
Marie Vandenberg 
Linda Rogers 
.Bobby Gene Ward 
Idalee Winick 
Graduates 
John T. Abrahamson 
Don Croft 
Harihhai Desai 
Charles Glatt 
John Grillo 
Tom Gustafson 
Irene Hassatt 
Dale Johnson 
11ichael Long 
Gloria Mallory 
William Merz 
Doug Muller 
Margaret Ramsey 
Richard Reedy 
Kenneth Sutton 
David Wangler 
Chien-Sung Wu 
Carole Rothberg* 
Tom 'Lopez~' 
Paul Murphy* 
APPENDIX D Corrected Copv-3/3/71 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE IN EDUCATION 
THE DEPAR11tENT .OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
I, NEED FOR PROPOSED PROGRAH 
For the past two years, the Collezc of Education has been involved 
with several progrc.rnl:l (WIN, COP, Ne1>1 Careers) designed to educate 
and credentlal educationally under-privileged people eighteen years 
of age and over, These experiences have shown both the need for an 
organic A.A. prozr,\tn of education for an over-eighteen population not 
othenvise served by the College a11d developed the experience neces-
sary for the success of the Program. 
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The past few years have also wi'tnessed a grov1fng interest in, and 
support of, the field of early childhood education strongly socio-
logical in content. Continued support and growth of this important 
field is likely. It is also likely that personnel for such programs 
will continue to be recruited from educationally disadvantaged groups. 
The College would do well nm·l to consider and decide how it can best 
prepare par~professionals to serve iQ this importan~ field. 
A. PROBABLE: CLIENTELE 
Prospective students will be registered in the University and 
will consist of adults eighteen years of age or older, who have 
a high school diploma or its equivalent. Usually, tl1e equivalent 
will be formal (i.e., GED.) In some cases, though, informal 
experiences and attainments of an individual will be such that 
there is a reasonable expectation that the individual can profit 
from University work. The Department Chairman will suggest 
suspension of formal diploma requirements in such cases, If 
the program is "outside" funded, the Director of the program will 
be consulted. 
B. NECESSARY ADDITION TO DEPARTHENTAL WORK 
A variety of courses offered throughout the College of Education 
(i.e., Educational Foundations 290 and Art Education 110) have 
provided special sections in order to serve the needs of para-
professional training programs. Two years of experience have 
shown that there is a need to fit these "specialized" sections 
into an integrated degree granting scheme·. 
The "new" portion of this scheme is on-the-job training. The 
purpose c: this training is to move (beginning with the EF 300, 
310 Bloc~ offered in conjunction with on-the-job~training at 
the clientele's place,of work)l as much of the formal education 
1see attached schedu::.t! concerning arra .. ~e:::ertt of specific courses. 
I 
I 
as is feas:i.blo as clbse as possible to the clientele's wo-rk 
situat:Lon and l·rOrl~ experiences. The clientele will typically 
cor1-.e from education~lly disadvantaged areas. Generally, they 
will have many cduca tional deficiencies to make up. However, 
they have had, end will continue to have had, expericn~es in 
co~non with their charges and, therefore, possess an unique 2 potentiality to communicnte ~rith the children in their care . 
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. Since this ~rill be a progrnm attempting to accomplish a very 
difficult task (maintaining and developing "native" communication 
skills while providin3 formal education,) this initial document 
will not be able to provide for all contingencies •. Therefore, 
two adj us trncn ts and ravie1·1 mechanisms have. been provided to deal 
with program difficulties: 
1 •. COURSE STRUCTURE 
It is probably unvise and des true tive of the aims of this 
program to assume that the people enrolled in it will 
immediately be able to handle. standard college and university 
courses. The varieties of course structures available to 
help candidates for the AA degree to successfully do univer-
sity work can be thought of as constituting a continuum from 
"sheltered" courses to 11 s tandnrcP' courses. Whether the 
'course is 11sheltered," "semi-sheltered" or a standard course 
suppo=tcd by tutorinz, these terms describe the starting 
points of the course work, In all cases; the work, by the 
end of the course, will be equivalent to that done in stand-
ard university courses •. 
The director of the goverlli~ent program will recommend the 
best combination of. course structUJ:es in any one semester. 
The final decision and arrangements to implement them will 
be the result of consultation bet1.;een the chainnan of the 
degree granting department and the Director of the funded 
program, should there be one. 
2. WORKSHOPS 
Provision has been made in the schedule for at least three, 
critique, evaluation and adjustment, workshops. These ses-
sions would permit students in the Program to meet with staff 
of the supported programs and of the degree granting depart-
ment in order to air grievances, suggest changes and prepare 
2Bennett, w.s., Jr., and R. Frank Falk, New Careers and Urban Schools 
(NY: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970,) 
Riessman, £ran~ and Arthur Pearl (Ed.) New Careers for the Poor 
(NY: ':he Free Press, 1965.) 
for futt:r.:. c :;,~.s Hor~. The workshops have a much more im-
portant funclion than criticizing; that function is to make 
the students feel they are members of the University community 
and that their vim~s are listened to. 
Specific dates of the ~10rkshops, and frequency, should be 
established by the chairman of the degree--granting department 
in accordance with University regulations and, if appropriate, 
after consultation with the Director of funded programs. 
Final decision as to dates and advisory personnel asked to 
attend will be made by the department chairman. 
·I 
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II. GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 
A. To develop in the prospective aid an awareness of cultural diver·sity 
and its meaning for education. 
B. To prepare adults for a career in child development centers, 
nursery schools, and kindergartens. 
p. To develop the ability in adults £rom educationally disadvantaged 
are<1s to continua their educational development. 
D. To develop in the prospective paraprofessional an understanding of 
the educational process. 
E. To prepare students to work effectively with public school teachers 
as paraprofessionals as defined in the literature. 
F. To develop an awareness of early child development and rearing. 
G. To develop an ability to use the "public" language of the childre~ 
as a foundation upon which to build ~'formal" language competence. 
H. To develop an ability to use the "survival skills" of poor children 
as a foundation upon which to build competence in utilizing 
abstractions.4 
I. To p:c?are students to understand evaluation data, interpret them 
and modify program material accordingly. 
J. To help devc;lop an integra. ted though flexible philo~ophy of 
education. 
3Bernstein, Basil, "Socia: Class and Linguistic Deveiopment" in Halsey, 
e t. al., Educa tio.1, ~conomy and Societv, 297-311. 
4 -~~ssman, Frank, The Culturally Deprived Child. (NY: Harper and Row, 
1962.) 
-4-
These objectives are congruent •dth the general aims of the College 
-of Education and the Department of Educational Foundations. Specifi-
cally, they are designed to preserve the unique experiential and 
communication potential strengths of the clientele while giving them 
general education and technical skills. 
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III. CONTENT OUTL.INE FOR NEH COURSES AND RELATIONSHIP lo/ITH EXISTING COURSES 
New Courses: On-the-job training component presently being formally 
developed by the Department for presentation to 
Committee A. 
Relationships: Concept I 
On-the-job trainingS in conjunction ~lith EF 300 and 310 will emphasize: 
A. General child development, variation from "norm." 
B. Spotting and responding to "abnormal" deviation from "norms." 
·c. General Classroom management and behavior modification. 
D. Interpreting and utilizing of test data in diagnostic ways. 
E. Instruction and practice on observational and record keeping 
skills. 
F. Observation and evaluation of the adults for the on-the-job 
training credit ~iill be carried out by a faculty member of 
Educational Foundations and does not necessarily have to be 
the instructor of the EF 300-310 Block. It is expected that 
the course instructor and the on-the~job training evaluator 
will have to work closely together. 
Relationships: Concept II 
On-the•job training in conjunction with Sociology courses will 
emphasize: 
A. Community study and analysis in order to better understand child's 
background and motivation. 
SThe schedulin& of the on-the-job training work will include classroom 
instruction supplemented by additional hours of "lab" type work. 
The classroom work will consist of lecture and discussion of new 
material and of assignments, observations, and evaluations of the 
"lab" experiences. 
,, 
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B. Study of home life of children, comparison ~1ith that of other 
groups, identification of the affective and cognitive weaknesses 
and strengths of the.population. 
C. Study of ?eer group influences in community. 
D. · Study of children's social activities in classroom settings. 
E. In general, the purpose of this segment of on-the-job training 
is to specify sociological tools and data to the specific 
populatj.on of children being served. 
F. Observation and evaluation of the adults for on-the-job training 
credit vlill be carried out by a faculty member of Educational 
Foundations and does not necessarily have to be the course 
instructor. 
Relationshius: Concept III 
On-the-job training in conjunction with an elective course. 
A. Health, nutrit.i,on instruction. 
B. Speech and 'orgenization of instr~ction. 
C. New Mexico culture and history. 
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V. INAPPLICABLE 
VI. DESIRED INPLEMENTATION DATE 
.Semester II, 1970-1971 
VII. INPLICATIONS FOR STAFFING AND BUDGET 
Since the persons served by this AA program will usually be in federal 
and state supported programs, it is assumed that financial arrangements 
will be worked out in accord with University regulations. 
VIII. CERTIFICATION 
.. 
Upon successful completion of this program, with an overall G.P.A. of 
2.0 and upon the recommendation of the program director, if there is one, 
to the chairman of the degree granting department, students'.names will 
be submitted to the state for certification • 
r-,. I 
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SEHESTER 
1st 
Interim 
2nd 
Interim 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
Interim 
SCHEDULE 
Orientation to University, study habtts practice 
and explanation of A.A, Program. 
'EF 290>~ 
EF /147 
January 1971 
COURSES 
(Local community emphasis) 
Critique and Evaluation Period 
Elementary Education 100, 200, 129 
or 229 
, (On site) 
Art Education 110 or 115 
General Educ CourseM• 
Critique, Evaluation and Program 
Adjustments (if n~cessary) 
English 101 
General Educ. Course** 
Music Education 293 
Elective 
English 102 
General Educ Course** 
Critique, Evaluation and Program 
Adj us tmen ts 
-7-
CREDIT HOURS 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
I 
I 
*Substitution of listed courses can be made on the basis of college guidelines. 
The director of the program, if there is one, initiates requests for substi-
·~utions. Approval is given by the Chairman of the degree granting department. 
**The group of General Education courses will be expected to constitute an 
integrated course of study. Some ~ubgested groups are attached. Other 
groups will be developed by the director of the program, if there is one, 
with the adv!ce of the Chairman of the degree granting department. 
----------· 
I 
! 
SEMES'fER 
6th 
7th 
8th 
EF 300 
EF 310 
COURSES 
On-the-Job Training 
Sociology 101>'<>'< 
Sociology of Childhoodl** 
On-the-Job Training 
General Educ Course** 
Elective 
On-the-Job Training 
Attendance for 8 Semesters 
5 Regular 
3 Summer 
Hours Ear~ed: 64 
Regular Courses Taken: 20 
On- the-Job Training Sessions: 3 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.0 
1
under development by Department of Sociology. 
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CREDIT HOURS 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
·s 
SAHPJ.l~· ELECTIVE GROUPS 
CO:t-n1UNICA'£IONS 
1. Speech 101. Fundamentals of ·Speech 
2. Speech 102. Fundamentals of Speech 
3. Speech 256. Public Speaking for Teachers. 
4. "Elementary Education 341. Techniques at Literary Presentations. 
1. Speech 256. Public Speaktns for Teachers. 
2. Anthropology 292. Introduction to ·the Study of Language. 
3. English 277. South~1cstern Literature. 
4. Elementary Edus::ation 341. Techniques of Literary Presentations. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Special Education 250. Introduction 
Special·Education 371. Education of 
Special Education 429. Horkshops in 
Guidance 431. Meqtal Health. 
to Special Education. 
the ExceP,tional Child. 
Special Education. 
1. English 277. 
2. Spanish 292. 
'1. Spanish 337. 
2. Black Studies 
HU:t>!ANI'riES 
SouthHestc::-n Literature 
Introductio~ to Spanish Literature. 
Spanish Lit~rature in Translation. 
~. Equivalent Courses 
4. History 380. History of the South•,Jent. 
These samplings are intended only to illustrate the possible groups 
of electives and the in tesration of courses t·o be striven· for. Specific 
groups of electives and courses should result from conferences ·between 
the federal program director and the chairman of the degree granting 
department. · 
.. 
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ELE~ffiNTARY EDUCATION 
JULY 1, 1971 - JUNE 30, 1972 ! 
David IV. Darling, Chairman 
General Departmental Information 
The major event in the Department this year was the selection of a new 
department Chairperson. David Darling, who assumed the Chairmanship in June 
of 1967, asked to be relieved of this position beginning Semester I, 1972-73. 
A search committee composed of Professors Catherine Loughlin, Chairperson; 
Harold Drummond and Dolores Gonzales was appointed to select candidates for the 
Department to interview. Many excellent candidates answered their queries and 
three persons \~ere invited for an interview. Those invited were Dr. Arturo 
Cabrera of the University of Colorado, Dr. Mari Luci Jaramillo of the Department 
and Dr. Herman Warsh of the Mott Foundation in Flint, Michigan. The Department 
voted to recommend to Dean Lawrence that Dr. Jaramillo be asked to become the 
Chairperson. The Department asked that Dr. \Varsh be invited to be the Chair-
person should Dr. Jaramillo decline the position; however, this \vas not necessary 
due to Dr. Jaramillo's acceptance. The Department search committee carried on 
a careful and thorough process that ensured the Department a choice from among 
capable and talented candidates. 
The decision to recast the undergraduate block into a different structural 
setting and develop a program based on different assumptions about both teacher 
education and elementary education was implemented this year. Experience this 
year has moved us further along in the development of the new program, but more 
needs to be done. Netv structures continue to evolve in an attempt to reach· this 
objective. 
The number of admissions to doctoral programs of study significantly increased 
this year, primarily due to the Hughes and the Gonzales projects. Plans are undertvay 
for developing criteria for load limits in our graduate programs. This may prove 
much more difficult to do than was the case in setting undergraduate enrollment 
limits. 
The rapid growth of the number of projects supported by "outside" funding 
leveled off this year; and, tvith the exception of AA programs, we· will operate 
at a slightly lo\~er level next year. This leveling off is mostl·y a result of 
our plans to do so, as ••ill be explained later in the report. 
The greatest growth has been experienced at the AA program lev.el. The heaviest 
increase has been in the number of Native knerican students enrolled in the 
program. This achieves one of the Department's objectives of attracting more 
Native Anerican students into the Department's programs. It also calls for much 
more developmental tvork in fashioning the last two years of unpergraduate 
education for students who have completed the Associate of Arts in Education 
(Elementary) degree. 
1. The Undergraduate Program 
2. All of the methods courses were moved to the Junior professional semester. 
The Senior professional semester was almost completely a student teaching experience. 
I 
I 
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While this move permits us to engage seniors in different ways (and outside of 
Albuquerque), it was generally felt that the total compression of methods courses 
into one semester lvas not an optimum decision for our program. Dissatisfaction 
with the time variable and also the large number of faculty and students in the 
Junior semester has lead to a restructuring of both the Junior and Senior semesters 
for the 1972-73 year. 
Five teacher education teams have been formed. Each is lead by a professor 
of Elementary Education and each has three or four additional staff members (Clinical 
Supervisors, Teaching. Assistants, Special Assistants, Graduate Assistants, and 
the like) and 30 to 35 Junior and Senior students. Each team will function in 
two or three elementary schools. The Juniors will be assigned to buildings but 
not to cooperating teachers as in the past. The Seniors will be assigned to 
classrooms and cooperating teachers as in the past. Most Center Schools will 
house both Junior and Senior students. It is expected that the Seniors will 
have short workshops and seminars and will also work with Juniors on occasion 
rather than spending all their time. in the assigned classroom. 
b. A portion of Ernie Pyle Junior High School 1vas rented during the second 
semester to house the methods courses. This proved (except for the driving) to 
be a well-accepted move. This was done to get our program closer to children and 
to enable us to set up a learning environment that did not have to be dismantled 
each day. The building has been rented for the 1972-73 year. This move also 
released COE classrooms for prime time scheduling for other classes. 
c. The integration of the foundations courses, Educational Foundations 
300 and 310, into the methods courses and field experience tvas more successful 
this year than it has ever been before. There is little doubt that the success 
is attributed primarily to the professor of the foundations courses, Dr. Letds 
Dahmen. To a lesser degree, we have learned a bit more ourselves in this area. 
d. The integration of the instructional media course (C&I 432) with the 
Senior professional semester was a dismal failure. Student dissatisfaction 
with the course reached crises levels during both semesters and despite serious 
efforts to work things out, we were not able to do so. After two years of 
effort in this matter, the Department voted last spring to delete the requirement 
(C&I 432) from the program of studies, It is still necessary to find ways of 
including media instruction in the professional semesters, but we tvill experiment 
wit;l means other than requiring students to take a course in instructional media. 
e. The cooperative counseling program for Juniors was continued through 
the year. The advanced doctoral students in Guidance worked with Juniors in 
small groups. The department is very grateful to the Guidance Department for 
their assistance in this program. We hope that the program wi11 continue 
and that perhaps some research or evaluation can take place during the coming 
ye<Jr. 
[, The restructuring of the professional semesters has permitted us to 
provide an intern experience outside of Albuquerque for selected Senior students. 
Arrangements have been made with the State Department of Education, primarily 
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through the effoJ;tS o£ Professor Keith AugeJ: and Associate State Superintendent 
\~eldon Perrin working together, to extend the internship pJ:ogram in outlying areas. 
We have contracted with the Gallup-McKinley County Schools to provide from 10 to 
20 interns for the Gallup area for next year. This is a milestone and efforts 
will be made to move to other areas as we can accommodate the program extensions 
effectively. 
g. The cooperative teacher education program at S. Y. Jackson Elementary 
School was success.ful from a teacher education point of view. Parental pressures 
from those who want a more conventional school experience for their children were 
influential in getting the school to make a number of changes in the curriculum, 
o.rganization and administration of the school. 1qe will have Seniors in S. Y. 
Jackson next yea-r but no Juniors. We will have to watch this setting carefully 
and make an assessment in the spring as to its effectiveness as a teacher education 
center. 
h. 'fhe number of students minoring in Early Childhood Education, Bilingual 
Education, and Special Education continues to increase. Although I have not 
checked the exact figures, I would speculate that the majority of Elementary 
Education majors are minoring in the above three are.as. This raised two questions: 
(1) are enough of our students mino-ring in academic areas, and (2) should an 
undergraduate major be considered for Early Childhood or Bilingual Education? 
Professor Catherine Loughlin has continued to work 1vith personnel in the 
Department of Home Economics to establish a joint major program of study in 
Early Childhood Education. The tight job market has been an important factor 
in the gro1vth of these areas. 
i. The Department worked with n widely based group to develop a new minor 
in ailingual Education. Students, faculty from Educational Foundations, Secondary 
Education, Hodern and Classical Languages, personnel from the Albuquerque Public 
Schools, the State Department of Education, community persons and administrators 
all 1vorked cooperatively to develop the new program. Modern and Classical 
Languages have established two new courses, beginning Semester II, 1972-73, for 
the minor. Elementary Education has a block course before the Undergraduate 
Curriculum Committe~ for the minor. Educational Foundations has been asked to 
create speci He new courses. By the end of the coming year the new Bilingual 
minor should be fully :cmplemented. 
j. The Department maintained the admission quota for unde-rgraduates at 
220 and admitted that numbe-r to the undergraduate program during the academic 
year and summer session. The type of student applying is continuing to be of 
top quality. He are finding that more mature students, many college graduates 
and more men are applying for admisshm than was the case in the recent past. 
\~e were not forced to deny admission to as many students as we did last year. 
Fewe-r students applied for the program. But the decisions were still difficult 
due 'o the large portion of applicants that were of apparent high caliber. 
k. The Associate of Arts program graduated its first students at the 
June Commencement, Host of the graduates were Native Americans from the 
six Sandoval County Pueolos, a:;.though a few were COP students. In addition 
to the six Sandoval County Pueblos, Santo Domingo, and Laguna we have agreed 
to provide instruction in the program at Zuni, Acoma, Dulce, and Rough Rock. 
We have entered i.;to Ji&cussions lvith people from the eight northern pueblos 
and Rock Point, 
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The M program is a critical area for us. The program's desirability attests 
to its meeting the educational needs of a significant population we have here-to-
fore not served. The richest supply of ethnic minority students, Black, Chicano 
and Native American is enrolled in these programs. Added personnel, hard line 
positions, are badly needed. Administrative coordination of comparable magnitude 
to that provided for student teaching coordination is needed. We need to give 
serious attention soon to the two years post-AA curriculum for those who pursue 
the B.S. and teacher certification. No students in the AA program are counted in 
our 220 student admissions for the undergraduate program. Hany of the students 
will still need to be accommodated in the final two years of their college education. 
We currently admit to the AA program only persons who are employed in Federally 
funded projects and whose training is being paid for by a Federal grant. The appro-
priateness of this criteria for entrance into the program should be challenged by 
the Department before it is challenged by outsiders. 
2. The Graduate Program 
a. Graduate student enrollment decreased slightly this past year when compared 
to 1970-71. This ~vas due primarily to the fact that we did not provide as much 
on-site graduate instruction in the Center Schools, Enrollment in Doctoral programs 
increased, primarily due to the Hughes' project and the Gonzales project. 
b. We continue to have a high percentage of students who enter the Doctoral 
program completing tneir degree. The percentage of completion is not so high in 
the Master's program. 
c. We have been having Master's students who complete the program evaluate 
their experiences in tte program. The raw data are available from the Department 
Secretary. (If you ho.ve a good Master's: student looking for a problem, here is 
an opportunity!) 
d. Feedback from both students and faculty indicate a significantly bette~; 
set of Master's Comprehensives are resulting from the new process. It appears 
that the Camp is noli' a synthesizing experience that in almost all cases also 
results in significant added learning. 
e. The process of admission of people into the Master's program still needs 
attention. Admission to all ather degree programs (AA, Bs, EdS, EdD, and PhD) 
have direct faculty participation built into the admissions process. Not only 
do we need to consider the possibility of limiting enrollment, but we also need 
to develop an admission process that includes more faculty participation in making 
decisions concerning admission. 
The certification requir..,ments present added ne1v problems that must be 
considered in setting enrollment limits at the Master's level, if limits on 
numbers of students admitte~ are to be set. 
f. TI1e decision to req~ir~ an internship or a practical field related 
experience at the graduate h;vel was successfully implemented at the EdS, 
EdD and PhD levels this yc~1:. f.;Jwever, it most instances the inclusion of this 
type of experience at t:H, !•41 :evel has not been feasible. Due to the nature of 
the us\.ia1. Y.J\. student';,; v.v::~" ;.~.c: .;::udy commitments, it appears that this requirement 
is unrealistic and neeC:s to be reevaluated. 
,..------------- ---- -I. 
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g. The field school at the Universidad Aut&noma de Guadalajara was used during 
the summer of 1971 but will not be used in 1972 as was previously planned, This 
facility should be used at the graduate level in the futuJ:e .if possible. The quality 
of facilities and the cooperation of the personnel of the Autonoma, particularly 
Lie. Humberto Davalos, and the cultural setting provide an excellent base for 
training New Mexico's teachers for Bilingual-Bicultural Education. 
h. The Department has not, by and large, been a research oriented department--
it has been action oriented. I think the time is. right for the Department to give 
more attention to the aJ:ea of research and advanced graduate study. The increase 
of doctoral students is moving us in that direction. Our work to get new and 
better programs for Chicanos and Native Americans in action has somewhat dominated 
our efforts. However, it appears that there are a significant number of programs 
operating now that should be scrutinized by the careful eyes of researchers. 
If 1ve are to provide leadership in this area we must now significantly increase 
our research efforts. A major portion of the research that is done as a part 
of graduate degree programs is cqnnected in some way to studying educational 
problems that have their greatest incidence in Netv Mexico and the Southwest. 
Special Projects 
Special projects have continued to expand in scope and quantity. Following 
is a listing of specially funded projects that were directed by members of the 
Department during the year. 
1. Navajo Reading Study 
2. Navajo Social Studies Project 
3. Cooperative Site TTT Program Involving Experienced Fellm.rs for 
Spanish Surnamed Children 
4. Bilingual Education Programs 
a. Training Institute for Bilingual-Bicultural Materials 
Development Specialists 
b. APS In-Service Teacher Training for Bilingual Education 
c. Northern New Mexico Consortium--Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Espanola, Taos 
d. Grants Municipal Schools 
e. Anita Osuna Carr Collection 
f. Follotv-up Guadalajara Institute 
5. Cooperative College/School Science Program 
6. APS-UNK Career Opportunities Program 
7. ~ative AmeJ:ican Teacher and Teacher Aide Training Program 
At cached as an Appendix is a breakdown of these and other projects lvi th 
which the Department members have a significant contact. 
a. The Navajo Reading Study is directed by Professor Bernard Spolsky. 
Dr. Harry Gradman and Mr. Robert Young directed the project this year in the 
absence of Professor Spolsky. The project is funded by the B. I .A. and received 
a supplemental grant fran the Ford Foundation to strengthen and extend the research 
arm of the project, The careful plans made by Professor Spolsky before he left 
were instrumental in carrying out another very successful year of research in 
this project. 
6 
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b. The Navajo Social s~udies Project is in its final stages. Professor 
LeRoy Condie continued to direct this important project, By the end of Semester I, 
1972-73, the final of 13 Navajo culture based social studies units, one for each 
grade level, K-12, will have been completed and delivered to the B.I.A. in 
Hindow Rock. 
c. The Hughes Project (Cooperative Site TTT Program) completed the second 
of its three year life. The cooperative project (APS, UNM and the JFK Center, 
the University of Colorado), directed by Professor Marie Hughes, is designed to 
train educational leaders in the Hughes early education model. One new staff 
member, Dr. Havis Martin, was added to the project staff this year. 
The 1CJ72-73 year will be the final funding year for the project. Plans 
have been made to have the Hughes project staff provide training programs for 
our undergraduate supervisory staff and for APS administrators from the South 
Area. The Department needs to study how best to continue portions of the 
project for the subsequent years. 
Six new participants have been selected for the project, including Dr. Lewis 
Dahmen of Educational Foundations and Dr. Keith Auger of Elementary Education. 
Most of this past year's interns will continue next year to complete their 
doctoral programs, 
d. The Training Institute for Bilingual-Bicultural Materials Development 
Specialists undo:r Dr, Dolores Gonzales, Direc_tor, trained six specialists in 
the preparation of bilingual-bicultural instructional materials. This EPDA 
Institute was funded again for the 1972-73 academic year. This year the beginning 
of an elementary school reading series lvas published for the Spanish language 
component of bilingual programs. The first reader is available for school districts 
to use beginning this academic year. Arrangements have been made to provide an 
in-service training program for schools purchasing the series. This is an excellent 
publication and one very much needed in the State of Ne1q Mexico and, indeed, the 
Southwest. 
e. The APS In~Service Teacher Training Program for Silingual Education 
continued this past year under the direction of Dr. Dolores Gonzales and Mrs, 
Cmelina Pacheco. We will not have a contract with AFS to carry out an in-service 
training program for the coming academic year. We have trained sufficient staff 
in APS so that they can carry on their own teacher training programs for the 
extension of bilingual prograrns into other schools in the APS system. We will 
continue to cooperate 1vith APS in providing a course structure in which they can 
operate and providing consultant services on call when requested. This represents 
a significant achievement on the part of the Department, since it is our intent 
to train local personnel so that they might carry on the in~service training p:rogram 
necessary to implement: effective bilingual programs in their own school d:Lstricts. 
f. The Northern New Mexico Consortium of Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Espa~ola 
and Taos participated jointly in an in-service teacher education program for 
bilingual-bicultural education for the northern area. This was under Dr. Dolores 
Gonzales and Miss Margaret Fernanedz. A major attempt was made to train local 
personnel so that they could take over the training efforts in the future. We 
do not anticipate contracting with the Northern Ne1q Mexico Consortium for the 
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1972-73 academic year, since 1ve. hope we have trained them sufficiently that they 
can carry out their own programs. It is possible that we will have to work with 
all or part of this group for one more year. 
g. The In-Service Training Program for the Grants Municipal Schools jn 
bilingual-bicultural education \vas under the direction of Mr. George Gonzalez. 
Significant work lvas done in the area of curriculum writing for bilingual 
education, We have worked with Gr'ants for several years and are pleased that 
they are able to take over their own in-service training programs for the 
coming year. We may work with them on a consulting basis from time to time. 
h. The Anita Osuna Carr Memorial Library Collection continues to grow. 
It is probably the best prototype bilingual-bicultural collection of library 
materials for Elementary Schools in the Southwest. Professor Miles Zintz and 
I 1vere able to get permission from Dr. David Otis Kelley, Director of Zimmerman 
Library, for the utilization of Department library allocations to purchase books 
for the Anita Osuna Carr Collection. These books will be housed in the College 
of Education. The Collection will move to the Learning Materials Center for this 
coming academic year, The room in which it has been housed was entirely inadequate 
in both size and accessibility. A section of the LMC has been allocated to the 
Collection; and hopefully, security measures will prevent our losing books from 
this Collection. The Collection will be much more attractively housed now and 
will be more accessible to those needing it use it. 
i. The Cooperative College/School Science Program·under the direction of. 
Professor Paul Tweeten was concluded this year. The ptoject, funded by the 
National Science Foundation, was a cooperative teacher training program between 
UNM and the Albuquerque Public Schools. The aim was to improve the teaching of 
science in selected elementary schools in Albuquerque. This provided a good in-
service training program for APS teachers and permitted the building up of a 
small supply of science teaching materials. 
j. The APS-UNM Career Opportunities Program under the coordination of Mrs. 
Jeanne Peterson completed its second year of operation, Due to the efforts 
of Mrs. Peterson and her staff, the Department of Elementary Education instruc-
tional component was improved significantly this year. Several of the COP 
students completed their AA degree this spring, and a number have been admitted 
to the teacher education progr&~ in Elementary Education for the 1972-73 year, 
Next year lvill be the final year of funding for the program. There are now 50 
part~cipants of the project from the original 62, It is anticipated that many 
of these will be able to complete their degree requirements and teacher certi-
fication by the Fall of 1973. This program was probably the most improved 
program under the Department's direct supervision during this past year. 
k. The Department is conducting a number of training programs for Native 
American teachers and teacher aides in the various Indian pueblos in New Mexico, 
Tills was under the coordination of Mrs, Lenore Wolfe during the past year. 
Intitru~tion was provided in the Laguna Pueblo, the six Sandoval County Pueblos, 
Santo Domingo, the Eight Northern Pueblos, and Dulce. We are cooperating with 
Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colorado, in carrying out the program at Dulce. 
We will be operating the program at Acomita, Zuni and Rough Rock during the 
coming academic year. This dimension of the Department's activities is meeting 
a very strong need to educate Native American teachers and teacher aides to teach 
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and work in schools of New Mexico and the Southwest. This past year Ll;l.nore 
Wolfe, Dorris Johnson, Judy Stackpole, Sandra Gordon, Kathy Duddy and Donald 
Lange all provided instruction at the El Ed 100, 129, 200 and 229 level. We 
are extremely fortunate to have high quality people available to work on a part 
time basis to teach in this program. Hm.,rever, over the long term, the health 
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of the program requires that full time faculty be employed who have a major 
interest in this area. Mrs. Anita Pfeiffer will be of great help when she comes 
on board. Ho1vever, that will not be enough. The Department, College and Univer-
sity need to think very seriously about the possibility of providing supplemental 
funds to carry out this very significant and very important educational program 
for the citizens of this state. 
1. Attached is a budget summary of the special projects operating from the 
Department of Elementary Education, directly and indirectly, for the years 1967-
72, In this five year period lve increased from $29,214 for 196 7-68 academic 
year to $790,632 this past year. lt is possible that some omi~sions have been 
made in this list. If so, please notify the Department Chairman. Also, you 
1.,rill notice that no funds are listed for the 1971-72 year for the Indian Head-
start Programs. This is not completely accurate, since all of the AA programs 
described in the above paragraph operating in the Indian Pueblos were funded 
by outside funds. These funds came through the Division of Continuing Education> 
and we did not have access to the amounts at the time the budget summary was made. 
Certainly over $10,000 was provided last year in that area, which would make the 
Department's budget for. special projects alone over $800,000 for the past year. 
The special projects in the Department have been very action oriented. As 
the departing Department Chairman, I would like to suggest that perhaps lve should 
give more consideration at this point in time to the role of research in special 
projects. Perhaps more of our effort should be going to the research areas rather 
than ac1:ion oriented programs. Hmvever, this is a matter for the Department and 
individuals in the Department to consider. 
Cultural Diversitv 
In the 1970-71 Annual Report I listed a section on Cultural Diversity. In 
revievling that: report, I find that section still applicable for this year's 
report; ti1erefore, I will not add sigrtificantly to it. 
The Department of Elementary Education is truly a department that is 
culturally diverse. Culturally relevant courses and activities now permeate 
all degree programs. It is possible at the undergraduate and graduate levels 
for students to emphasize bilingual-bicultural education. The student population, 
provided you include the COP program and the students in AA programs, is truly 
representative of the area. More and more of the faculty is representative of 
the area. l would like to take this opportunity to commend the faculty of the 
Department of Elementary Education for their efforts to accommodate the unique 
problems and concerns of New Mexico and the Southwest .and still maintain the 
stature and identity of a thriving and growing department idth influence at 
the national level l''hile also attending to regional needs. We must not become 
a parochial department, but >ve must not ignore the regional needs. It is my 
judgment that we are moving expeditiously in both areas. 
9• 
Appointments to Staff 
Dr. Harry Gradman, Assistant Professor (temporary), joined the Department to 
work in the program of Linguistics and Language Pedagogy during Professor Bernard 
Spolsky's leave. Dr. Gradman was employed by the University of Indiana and ob-
tained his doctorate at that institution. 
Dr. John S. Hann, Associate Professor, joined the Department from Johns 
Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. He received his doctorate at the 
University of Hisconsin, Madison. Professor Mann joined the Department to 
work primarily in the area of Curriculum and Curriculum Theory. 
Dr. Mavis Martin, Associate Professor (temporary), joined the Department to 
lvork in the TTT project in Early Childhood Education for the Spanish Speaking. 
Professor Martin was a staff member at the Southwestern Coope~ative Educational 
Laboratory. 
Mrs. Jeanne Peterson, Lectu~er (temporary), joined the staff as the coordi-
nator for the Career Opportunities Program. Mrs. Peterson has her Master's 
degree (rom Teachers 1 College, Columbia, with an emphasis in Children's Literature. 
Separations from Staff 
Dr. LeRoy Condie, Professor, retired this year and became Professor Emeritus. 
Professor Condie reached the mandatory retirement age in June, 1972. Professor 
Condie 1 s 1vork in Indian Education was a major contribution during his tenure at 
the University of New Mexico. His efforts lv:ill long be remembered in the 
Department of Elementary Education and in the Indian community. 
Dr. Harry Gradman, Assistant Professor (temporary), returned to Indiana 
University to resume his duties there. Dr. Gradman '\vas on a one year, temporary 
appointment employed to replace Professor Bernard Spolsky. 
Miss Vicki Mills; Instructor (temporary), accepted a position as a kindergarten 
teacher in the Albuquerque Public Schools. She lvas employed in the Marie Hughes 
project for the past two years. 
Mrs. Lenore \Volfe, Instructor (temporary), resigned from the University to 
become director of a local private day care center. Mrs. \Volfe is in Nepal 
this summer working with the NEA-Peace Corps program to improve social studies 
curriculum in Nepal. }frs. Wolfe has been the kindergarten teacher at Manzanita 
Center for the past three years, and for the last year coordinated the training 
program for the Native American students in the AA programs. 
Faculty Contributions 
Dr. LeRoy Condie published several booklets in his Navajo Social Studies 
project funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and printed by the University of 
New Mexico printing plant. The booklets include, "The Land I Live In; :1y 
Community" and '1The Big Decisions: Navajo Youth in the Twentieth Century." 
Professor Condie served as chairman of the Annual Convention for the National 
Council for Social Studies in the section on Social Studies and Indian Education. 
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He gave numerous talks fer such varied groups as the Southwest Colorado Council 
for Social Studies ar: Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colorado. 
Dr. Harold Drummond wrote a chapter in the survey for the Monroe, Louisiana, 
city schools entitled, "Education of Children." This was published by the 
Division of Surveys and Field Services, George Peabody College for Teachers, 
Nashville, Tennessee. Dr. Drummond is a member of the ASCD Review Council and 
was chairman up to the Marchmeeting. He held in-service meetings with the 
staffs of Collet Park, Bandelier, and s. Y. Jackson Elementary Schools. He 
attended a meeting with Governor Bruce King with about 20 UNM professors to 
discuss the University of NeVI Mexico. He served as chairman of the Academic 
Freedom and Tenure Committee and chairman of the College of Education Policy 
Committee, He spoke to the Texas elementary school principals, District 13, 
Austin, Texas, on the Process Approach in Social Studies. He continued as a 
member of the Editorial Advisory Board for Childcraft--The How and Why Library. 
Probably a highlight for Professor Drummond this past year was his attendance 
at the Apollo 14 moon launch as an invited guest with about 100 other educators. 
Dr. David Darling had an article, ''Why a Taxonomy of Affective Learning, '1 
published in Educational and Psychological Measurement: Contributions to 
Theory and Practice, published by Ginn-Xerox. He read a paper, "Teaching 
Elementary Mathematics in the Open Concept School," at the 1971-72 Annual 
Meeting of the New· Mexico Council of Teachers of Mathematics. He also 
delivered a paper, "Educational Priorities for the Seventies," at the Annual 
Meeting of the Eastern New Mexico ~esearch and Study Council. He spoke to 
the Albuquerque Reading Association on, "Should the Open Classroom Approach 
Change the Curriculum?" ·He also spoke to the Annual Meeting of Region VI, 
National University Extension A:;sociation, on "Extension Education and 
Associate of Arts Programs." He also made a presentation to the Albuquerque 
Council of Teachers of Hathematics on, "Math Labs in the Elementary School." 
Professor Darling served as a member of the UNM Faculty Policy Committee and 
the COE ~aculty Policy Committee. He also served as President cif the Albuquerque 
High School PTSA. 
Dr. Dolores Gonzales collaborated with Professors Miles Zintz and Mari Luci 
Jaramillo in producing an article for the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education 
entitled, "Bilingual Education for Multi-Cultu-ral Sensitivity." She also produced 
the publication, "Piilioncito. 11 Dr. Gonzales was the editor for the reading book 
published by the EPDA Insiitute for Leadership Training for Curriculum Development 
Specialists. She served as a consultant in bilingual-bicultural programs :in New 
Mexico; California; Colorado; Texas; Colombia, South America; and in Mexico City. 
Professor Gonzales served on a committee for the evaluation of bilingual mate-rials 
ior the State Department of Education. She also served on the Committee for 
Curriculum Adaptation N8twork for Bilingual-Bicultural Education, which is a 
regional advisory committee located at San Antonio, Texas. She served on the 
UNl-1 Curricula Com:nittee, ti;le Department of Elementary Education Special Projects 
Committee, and the Coiiege of Education Graduate Curriculum Committee. 
Dr. Harry L. Gradr.1an read a paper entitled, "Foreign Language Teacher 
Preparation, 11 to the New }[exico Association of Teachers of Foreign Languages. 
He also rend a paper entitled, "Decisions in Language Testing Evaluation: Pre-
testing and Retesting," to the ATSL Section of NAFSA in Bloomington, Indiana. 
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Dr. John Mann published a section in the 1972 Yearbook for the Association 
for Supervision and Curriculum Development entitled, "lligh School Student Protest 
and the New Curriculum H'orker.," He also published a chapter in the 1972 Yearbook 
fo,r the National Society for the Study of Education entitled, "The Cheerful Crisis: 
Reaction to Silbermann 1 s Crisis in the Classroom." 
Dr, L, Helen Walters prepared a bibliography for the New Mexico section, 
The World Book Encyclopedia. She was a consultant for "Learning Unlimited." 
She served-on the College of Education ad hoc Library Committee and the 
University Registration Committee. She-also-served as chairman for the 
Scholarship Committee for Delta Kappa Gamma. 
Dr. Mari Luc:i. Jaramillo published a monograph entitled, "Reading in the 
English Component of the Bilingual Program, 11 published by the Cultural A•·mreness 
Center. She co-authored a monograph with Professors Miles Zintz and Dolores 
Gonzales entitled, ''Bilingual Education for Multi-Cultural Sensitivity," published 
by ERI'c, She published a chapter in a book entitled Mexican Americans in 
Educational Change, published by the University of California, Riverside. 
She !vas consulting editor to "Minorities: USA.;, Dr. Jaramillo designed and 
wrote an ESL Self-Teaching Package for Teac11ers for the Teacher Corps, UTEP. 
She served as a reader for final manuscript and several articles to be published 
in selected journals. Dr. Jaramillo was elected President of the ~ew Mexico 
Bilingual Association. She read papers in New Orleans, Louisiana; Riverside, 
California; and Austin, Texas, She starred in a video-tape for NBC at the request 
of HEW-Civil Rights. She participated in the planning stages for a weekly TV 
serios o.n Chicanismo, "Panaratrta Locale." She also filmed a one-half hour pre-
sentation for this program. Sne is a much sought after speaker and consultant, 
particularly in the iield of bilingual-bicultural education. Dr. Jaramillo 
served on the College of Educa~ion Policy Committee and the Elementary Eduation 
Bilingual Study Committee. 
Dr, Bernard Spolsky \vas on a sabbatical leave/Guggenheim Fellowship to 
study and work in Jsrael during the past year. I do not have an up-to-date 
list of his recent work due to his being gone. He published articles in 
the TESOL Netvsletter, Applications of Linguistics: Selected Papers of the 
Second International Congress of Applied Linguistics, Studies in Language and 
Linguistics, B.I.A. Curriculu~ Bulletin, and The Linguistics Reporter. He also 
published two progress reports for the Navajo Reading Study. 
Dr. Richard Van Dongen was the local council president for the International 
Reading Association and served as co-chairman for the Spring reading conference 
held in Albuquerque. He served as President of the State Reading Association 
and tvas co-chairman for the regional I.R.A. conference held in Albuquerque in 
the spring, tie is also active in the National Council of Teachers of English 
and the Association for :5u?..arvision and Curriculum Development. Dr. Van Dongen 
served on the State Textbook Adoption Conunittee and spoke to the Spring workshop· 
for principals on Learning Disabilities of Children. He is a member of the 
Manzanita Center Committee, College of Education Petitions Committee and the 
Elementary Education Undergraduate Committee, 
Mrs. Lenore Wolfe served an eight weeks teaching assignment in Katmandu, 
Nepal, for the National Education Association-Teacher Corps project. She 
worked with the University jn pre-primary teacher training programs. She also 
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traveled in Bangkok, the Phillipines, Hong Kong, and Japan. She is active in 
local organizations of the New Hexico .NAEYC as Membership Chairman. She served 
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as liaison person between the Continuing Education Division and .Elementary Education 
in the off-campus training programs for the AA programs 'operating in the Indian 
Pueblos. She served as a consultant with SWCEL and the State Department of 
Education concerning kindergarten programs and training of teachers for kinder-
garten teaching. 
Dr. Miles Zintz was on Sabbatical leave this year. He spent the first 
semester as a student at the 11Centro Intercultural de Documentacion, Escuelo 
de Idiomas," Cuernavaca, Mexico. He spent the second semester in Medien.e, 
Colombia, South America. He co-authored with Drs. Dolores Gonzales and Mari 
Luci Jaramillo. a monograph on ""Bilingual Education for Multi-Cultural Sensitivity," 
published by ERIC. He published his second edition of Corrective Reading, 
published by the William C. Brown Publishing Company of Dubuque, Iowa. Dr, Zintz 
spoke to the regional International Reading Conference at El Paso, Texas, and 
the regional Elementary Principals Conference in Tulsa, Oklahoma. He served as 
a consultant for the Bilingual Institute at Cochise College, Arizona. He was 
a consultant for the reading workshop at Eastern N'e1v Mexico University in 
Portales. };e spoke at the New Mexico Reading Conference at Sandia High School. 
--s BUDGET SUMMARY 
Title Funding 
Agency_ 
Director(s) 1967-68 
Indian Headstart 
Programs 
Navajo Reading 
Study Title I 
Nayajo Culture Base 
Social Stu.dies 
Title I 
Dr. John Geisler, 
Dr. Catherine 
Loughlin 
Dr. Gradman 
Dr. Spolsky 
Dr. Condie 
Bilingual Teacher Dr. Zintz 
Specialists Institute 
A Cooperative Site TTT Dr. Hughes 
Program Involving Ex-
perienced Fellows for 
Spunish Surnamed 
Children EPDA 
Bilingual/Bicultural Hr. Ortiz 
Teacher Training Inst. 
SDE- UNM EPDA 
Training Institute for Dr. Gonzalc>s 
Bilingual Instructional 
:!aterials Development 
Specialists EPDA 
AFS-UNM Teacher Train- Dr. Gonzales 
.Lng for Bilingual Ed. 
Title VII 
Bilingual/Bicultural Hr. G. Gonzales 
Education Program Dr. Gonzales 
Grants }!unicipal Dr. Zintz 
Schools Title VII 
Nor.the:rn New Mexico Dr. Gonzales 
Conso1·tium-mm 
Bilingual/Bicultural 
Teacher Training Inst. 
29,124 
1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 .1971-72 
-----
13' 984 38,460 !2,968 
54,401* 20,000>~ 40,000~< 
31,376 25,000* 25,000* 10, 000>'< 
257,680 
239,000 372,358 
90,332 78,281 
72,000 165,530 
17,400 32,034 
7,000 12,087 12,170 
;),308 
~~'~' ~f;, 
-~ 
.~~-::;-,: . .!~: - ~ :·· ;•:!.:: ~-?i~}' .;->·· ·; ~t· 
Tit±:: Fui~ing 
Age~cy, · 
Director(s) 
APS-UNM ·career Oppor-- -Mrs,- J, Peterson 
tunities Program 
APS-UNM-COP 
Cooperative-College/ Dr. Tweeten 
School .Science Program 
APS-COE 
NSF 
YEARLY TOTALS 
. ' 196.7-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1~71-72 
43,136 
14,615 
29,124 45,351 382,541 488,787 790,632 
FIVE-YEAR TOTAL 1,736,435 
* These Contract Amounts are not awarded on a fiscal year basis. These yearly amounts were approximated 
according-to the total Contract Amount. 
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·c.o ntE UNIVERSilY OF NEW MEXICO 
Special Projects: Elementary E'ducation Department 
1. Navajo Readmg Study ( Dr. B. ~'polsky) 
2. The Navajo Social Studies Project (Dr. Le Roy Condie) 
3. A Cooperative Site TTT Program Involving EXperienced Fellows for Spanish Surnamed Children (Dr. Marie Hughes) 
4. Bilingual Education Programs 
a) Training Institute for Bilingual-BicultUX'Sl Materials Development Specialists (Dr. D. Gonzales) 
b) APS- In-Service Teacher Training for Bil:ingual Education (Dr. D. Gonzales) 
c) Northern New Mexico Consortil.lll - Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Espaf.ola, Taos (Dr, D. Gonzales) 
d) Grants M.micipal Schools (G. Gonzlilez) 
e) Anita Osuna Carr Collection (Dr. D. Gonzales) 
f) Follow-up Guadalajara Institute (Leror I. Ortl:z) 
5. Lat:in American Programs (A. Ortega) 
6. Cooperative College/School Science Program(Implementation of SCIS Prognun) (Dr. Paul W. Tweeten) 
7. tDf -Career Opportunities Program -AlbuqueTque Public Schools Mrs. Jeanne Peterson 
8. Indian Headstart Teacher and Teacher Aide Training Program (L. Wolfe) 
SPOCIAL PIDJB::fS CCMffiTEE 
Dr. D:Jlores Gonzales, Chain~a~~an 
Dr. Le ROY Condie 
. Dec. 28/71 
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Navajo Reading Study 
University Programs Department of Elementary 
Linguistics and Language Pedagogy Education 
Dr. Harry L. Gradman, Dr. David W. Darling,Chairman Program Advisor 
L 
I 
' Navajo Reading Study 
Dr.Bernard Spolsky,Director-(on leave) 
Dr. Robert W. Young,Acting Director 
Dr. Harry L. Gradman,Co-Director 
Judy Benedetti, Secretary 
I 
J: I 
Language Census (1) (2)(4) Lan~age Analisis (2)(4) 
Irene Silentman(interviewer) Jock Embry (programmer) 
Marlene Atcitty (interviewer) Judy Harvey (native linguist) 
Irene Silentman (analyst) 
Marlene Atcitty (analyst) 
Klara Kelley (analyst) 
Materials PreEaration (2) 
Caryl McHarney (graphics) 
Judy Harvey <writer) 
Marlene Atcitty (writer) 
Irene Silentman (writer} 
Alice Nuenberr (writP.r) 
(1) Funded in part, summer 1970, by Nuveen Foundation. 
(2) Funding awaited from BIA, Ford Foundation funded for 71-72 
(3) Funding requested from UNM Faculty Research Grants- funded iO- 71 
(4) Awaiting funds for 71-72 
Dialect Study (3) 
Bernard Spolsky 
Garland Bills 
Wayne Holm 
Judy Harvey 
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I. 
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The Navajo Social Studies Project 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Department of 
Elementary Education 
Dr. David W. Darling,Chairman 
I 
THE NAVAJO SOCIAL STUDIES PROJECT 
Dr. Le Roy Condie, Director 
PUBLISHING Am> 
DISTRIBUTION PHASE 
!HE DIVISION OF EDUCATION,NAVAJO AREA 
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, WINDCM ROCK 
As the materials are printed by the UNM 
Printing Blant they are packaged as teaching 
kits and delivered to Window Rock, They 
are then forwarded to the five Navajo 
subagencies and introduced into the 
classrooms. 
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
OF ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO 
With the approval of the 
BIA at Window Rock, limited 
quantities of the materials 
are made available to the 
Mini-Library Service of 
Phoenix, Arizona, Through 
this outlet they are 
retailed to the public schools 
of the two states. 
2. 
rt vooperac4ve ~ice TTT Program lnvolving Experienced Fellows for Spanish Surnamed, Children (Dr. Marie Hughes) 3. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
College of Education 
Departwent of Elementary Education 
Dr. Davia w. Darling 
Chairman 
~-c--- ------
"TTT EARLY CHILDHOOD TRAINING PROJECT" 
.!!!!!:.. 
Dr. Marie M. Hughes 
Director 
Dr. Msvi11 Martin, Assoc. Prof. of Educatioa 
Dr. JoiUille Wood11, Assistant Prof. of !due. 
Mn. Balene 'ii'eaver, Asst. Prof. of !due. 
Elizabeth Brady, Visiting Lecturer-First Sem. 
Mr. Nathaniel Archuleta, Program Assistant 
Mrs. Aurora Lawrence, Project Secretery,UNK 
Mra. Joyce S!DCbez, Staff Secretary 
Old Town School Site 
l·-·'"Gtieat Rel!eiif~hers Miss Anne Foley 
Participants: 
Cecilia Apodaca 
Rafael Carrillo 
Eleanor Cotton 
PBUl Freeburn 
Pauline S. Ghene 
Teresa G6mez 
Floyd E. Haberkorn 
John W. Hollomon 
Donald R. Porath 
Alice Sandoval 
I J.jnda Van Attoa 
ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Ernest Stapleton 
Superintendent 
AREA SOU'l.'H 
Mr. E. A Marinsek 
Superintendent 
OlD TOIN ElEMENTARY SCHOOL 
David Syme, Principal 
Laura Atkinson 
Program Coordinator 
~: 
Sue LauwMn, Kindergarten 
ll.u:i Laushlin, Kindergarten 
Selma Cohen, First 
Sara Gaaton, Second 
Jeaniae Bi .. etti, l!ulti-Level 
Joan Verplanck, Second 
Barbara Adolph, Fifth 
Bloiae Arrellanes, First 
Susan Bergatrom, Johlti-Level 
bthy Leoa, ltllti-Le-.el 
Diane J!Usche, Jt.llti-Level 
Deborah :Bergquist, Third 
Mary Esquivel, ».llti-Level 
Donna Herbolicb. Fourth 
Patricia Hli!IIIIODd, lkllti-Level 
Deborah Brown, Third 
Nancy Graham, Fourth 
Dane Hannum, Fourth 
Phyllis Spizzo, Fifth 
Jim Ramsey, Fifth 
Aides 
~te Perno, Multi-Level 
Norberta Almeraz, Multi-Level 
Rieth Ann Kraft, Multi-Level 
Rose Rodarte, Kindergarten 
Flora Lucero, Kindergarten 
'!:'..·-"' 
MBnuelita Jaramillo, 1st. 
Karen Smith, Fourth 
Mary Sainz, Second 
i'" 
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Consultants: 
Dr. LeRoy Condie 
Dr. David Darling 
Dr. Jose Vicente Alvarez 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
UNIVERSITY OF Ne"W MEXICO 
B iii nguaJ -Bicultural Education Programs 
I Dr. David Darling 
Materials Production 
Institute 
Dolores Gonzales Director ....._ 
Carolina Acosta,Staff 
Margaret Fernandez,Staff 
Emelina Pacheco Staff 
Roberto Gallegos 
Edna Fasnacht 
Angela Salazar 
Donna Rypkema 
Geraldine Rivera D irks 
Sister Blanca Rosa Rodriguez 
Domingo Dominguez 
Albert Sandoval 
In~Service Training: 
Grants: George Gonzalez 
APS: Dolores Gonzales, 
Margaret Fern~ndez, 
Emelina Pacheco 
Northern Ar.ea Consortium: 
Dolores Gonzales, 
Margaret Fernandez. 
Emelina Pacheco 
I 
Follow~up I 
Guadalajara Inst •
1 
Leroy I. Ort{z i 
.---+----__,- - - J 
' Mario Baca, I 1' Mary Betb M.ardnez, J 
1 Work Studv Anita Osuna Carr Collection l 
4. 
(J) 
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Latin American Projects 
.College Of Education 
Dr. Ronald Blood 
Temp. Acting Director 
.t\mbrosio Ortega 
Associate Director 
~----
Ministry of Education 
Quito, Educador 
National Textbook Program 
and Teacher Training in use 
of books and guides 
VNM Staff in Ecuador 
Mr. Joe Gandert 
Chief of Party 
Miss Eustolia Pfrez, 
1970 - 1972(Teacher Education 
Textbook Specialist) 
Latin American Programs 
Department of Elementary Education 
Dr. David W. Darling, Chairman 
-- .-, 
Elementary Education Staff 
Dr. Dolores Gonzales,Assoc. Prof. 
1967 - 1969~Textbook Specialist) 
Mr. George Gonzalez, 
1968 - 1970(Teacher Education, 
Textbook Specialist) 
Short Term Consultants 
Dr. Mari-Luci Ulibarr{ 1966, Quito 
Dr. Miles V. Zintz 
Dr. Keith Auger 
Dr. Willie s{nchez, 
Mr. Arturo Chapa 
Mr. Roberto Gallegos 
Mr. Auscencio Romero 
1967, Guayaquil 
1970, Quito 
1966, Quito 
1967;• Quito 
1970, Quito 
1968, Quito 
1970, Quito 
1967, Guayaquil 
1970, Quito 
1970 
1970 
1970 
5. 
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Cooperative College/School Science Program 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Department of Elementary Education 
David W. Darling 
Chairman 
Consultants H Cooperative College/School Science Program 
(Implementation of SCIS Program) 
Nicholas Vanderborgh Paul W. Tweeten, Director 
Edward Walters 
Robert E. Tapscott 
Instructional Staff: Secretary 
Jeanne Knight 
Leslie Earwood 
Participan"s Teachers: 
Seventy Teachers of APS at following schools: 
Armijo Elementary School 
Navajo Elementary School 
Montg=ery Elementary School 
Ccllete Parks Elementary School 
6. 
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-CD Mr. Robert Doyle 
rtumt1es Pr~ram ..:APS 
Dr. David Darling 
Chairman Director 
Career Opportunity Program, 
APS 
I 
L.. 
General Education 
Advisement: 
30 semester hrs. each 
year. 
Anthrop 101,3 sem. hrs. 
Speech 112, 3 sem. hrs. 
Art Ed 110, 3 sem. hrs. 
Typical this year 
Department of Elementary Education 
Mrs. Jeanne Peterson 
Lecturer in Elementary Education 
Coordinator,A.A.Program for C.O.P. 
Program Development 
Production of Syllabi 
Involvement of the 
community in planning 
the COP Program 
On-The-Job-Training 
El. Ed. 200 
2nd year,level II) 
~ 
Experience with 
children in 
classrooms 
3 sem. hrs. credit 
The plan necessitates a three-year college program-
new courses where required- participants will be 
enrolled in regular university courses the 
third year for those working toward a B.A. degree. 
First year,level I 
El. Ed. 100 
Mrs. Jo Ann Godfrey 
Miss Dale Koppell 
Mrs. Louise Waldron 
Supervisors 
Classroom 
Instruction 
El. Ed. 229 
(2nd year,level II) 
Workshop 
Assisting teachers 
in classrooms. 
Understanding of 
content areas, 
Preparation and use 
of instructional 
materials in the 
classroom. 
3 Sem. hrs, credit 
each semester 
First year,level I 
7 • 
... ,..-~. 
s 
INDIAN HEADSTART TEACHER AND TEACHER AIDE TRAINING (L. WOLFE} 8. 
Mr . John Geisler 
Division ofl--- - ~---­
Continuing Education 
I 
I 
r-
Dr. David W. Darling 
Chairman 
Department of Elementary Education 
Dr. Lenore Wolfe 
Instructor in Elementary 
Education 
Ms. Dorris Johnson 
Dr. Kathleen Timmons 
~--------------------------~------------------~----------------------~Ms. Sandra Gordon 
Coordination 
Work 1~ith Continuing 
Education and Local 
Headstart Directors 
in Staff and Program 
Development 
Program Development 
Production of Program to 
meet varying community needs 
within Current AA Framework 
and Suggesting changes in 
Framewo~k 
On-the-Job Training 
El Ed 100,200 
Directed Experience 
with children in 
classrooms 
4 cr. hrs. in each 
• course 
Ms. Judy Catchpole 
Classroom Instruction 
El Ed 129, 229 
Horkshop 
Assisting teachers in 
class room. Understanding 
1
. l:nderstanding of content 
areas. 
Fre?3ration and use of 
::-~s:ructional ~Iaterials 
i::t the class room. \ 
I 
j j '- :::-. hrs. in each course j 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
DATE: August 30, 1_97 2 
To· Elementary Education Faculty 
~ 
Dr. MaJ:hLuei Jaramillo, Chairperson, Department of Elementary Educatio.n 
SURJcrn: Annual Report, 1972-73 
Please attach the following revision to the Annual Report for 1971-72. 
Dr. Richard Van Dongen served as President of the State Reading Association 
and was co-chairman for the regional I.R.A. conference held in Albuquerque 
in the spring. He is also active in the National Council of Teachers of 
English and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 
Dr. Van Dongen served on the State Textbook Adoption Committee and presented 
a paper "Reading, Self-Selection, and the Open ClaRsroom" at the International 
Reading Association annual convention in Detroit. He is a member of the . 
Manzanita Center Committee, College of Education Petitions Committee. 
The Report of the Department of Guidance & Special Education { 
' July 1, 1971 to June 30, 1972 
L. C. Bernardoni, Chairman 
I. General Departmental Information 
Because of the number of varied programs in both Guidance and in 
Special Education and because of the number of federal grants involved 
in both Guidance· and Special Education, the Department has been 
attempting to split into two departments. In May of 1972, the 
College of Education faculty voted to recommend that the Department 
be split into two departments. This matter will be pursued in the 
fall with the University faculty. Because of this possibility, the 
Guidance and Special Education programs. will be discussed separately. 
A. G~idance Program: 
1. Student Population 
At the present time there are 36 students in the doctoral 
program as compared to 40 last year. During the year, 18 
doctoral degrees were granted versus 5 for the previous year. 
This increase is largely accounted for because many of the 
doctoral students who had completed all requirements except 
for the dissertation were pressured to complete their ~tork 
this year. The level of students in the doctoral program is 
anticipated to remain fairly constant. During the year, four 
Of the doctoral students were in paid interneships. The 
number of students who were in residence was approximately 12; 
613 
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hence, most of them were able to obtain financial assistance 
during their residency: At the master's level, there were 
approximately 225 persons in the program versus approximately 
200 the past year. During the year, 85 persons were awarded 
master's Degrees versus 60 for the previous year. This 
increase at the master's level is largely accounted for by 
Pupil Personnel Services Project which will be explained later. 
All students admitted to Guidance programs must first be 
admissable by the Graduate School. At the master's level, 
since there is a large number of applicants, the applicants 
are further screened by the Department. The major criteria 
used in this screening i.s grade point average, background 
in behavioral science and relevant work experience. The 
Department has decided to allow 60 Master's level students 
(exclusive of PPS students) into the program each year. When 
a number of students currently enrolled who are part time 
students have graduated this would mean that eventually the 
Department would be admitting and graduating approximately 
60 students a year. At the doctoral level, the College of 
Education procedure is followed concerning the data required. 
These data include transcripts, 1 etters of recommendation, a 
letter of intent, results of a Millers Analogy test and a 
sample of writing. In addition, the Department requires that 
all doctoral candidates visit the campus and interview each 
of the faculty members. 
(2) 
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The Guidance programs are constantly being reviewed by the 
staff. In addition, two committees - one at the master's 
level and one at the doctoral level - have been formed 
which periodically meet with the faculty to .review the 
effectiveness of the program. One meeting each month is 
set aside for this process. In addition, at the end of the 
year graduate students solicited written critiques from the 
students and collated this material for presentation to the 
faculty. An external review was conducted this year by 
officials from the Regional and State offices of the Division 
of Vocational Rehabilitation. An advisory board also was 
convened to review the program. This board consisted of 
personnel from various agencies in the state which hir-e 
counselors. The results of these reviews were generally 
favorable. 
A follow-up study was conducted of all students who were 
awarded a doctorate degree. All of these students have 
obtained jobs for next year with the exception of one graduate 
who is pregnant. At the master's level, all of the graduates 
who are mobile have been able to obtain jobs. Several of the 
graduates who ~1ish to find jobs in the Albuquerque area have 
not as yet been placed. Currently, ·a great need exists for 
members of the various ethnic groups who have degrees in 
Counseling. 
2. Teaching and Programming 
~/hile teaching effectiveness is quite difficult to evaluate 
(3) 
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objectively, the Department continues to work at this tas.k. 
In addition to the two committees of students who evaluate 
instruction, each instructor solicits evaluation from his 
class during the year. The Department is currently attempting 
to evolve a standardized instrument that could be used ·by all 
instructors. While students are frequently critical of 
instruction while in the program, contact with students who· 
have graduated from the program indicate that the instruction that 
they received is superior to that available in most other 
universities. 
The 400 level courses in the Department are quite large since 
these courses are frequently used to serve as other departments 
and colleges. The courses at the 400 level frequently contain 
between 40 and 60 students. At the ~aster's level most 
courses are 20 or under and at the doctoral level most courses 
vary between 10 and 15 students. 
In addition to inside University funding, the Guidance program 
has two other major sources of funds. A grant of $35,000.00 
from the Rehabilitation Services Administration is involved 
directly in departmental operation. The salary of one professor 
comes from this grant. In addition, the Pupil Personnel Services 
Project has indirect input into the department but, in essence, 
is self-sustaining. 
During the past year, no ne~1 courses were established. Over the 
(4) 
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past three years the number of students has been reduced 
and faculty members have been added. The only major change 
in program factors is that at the Master's level more of the 
students are electing to go into rehabilitation or community 
types of counseling rather than school counseling. This is 
a feasible choice on their part since more jobs are currently 
available in counseling outside of schools. 
3. Workshops 
During the summer of 1971, a workshop in Vocational Educational 
Guidance was conducted. During the year another workshop 
was co.nducted in conjunction with the Albuquerque Public 
Schools ca 11 ed "Guidance Greats." Over 300 students parti-
cipated in this workshop. 
4. Pupil Personnel Services Project 
The purpose of this project is to train bicultural individuals 
to become trained agents in the school to facilitate the school 
adapting its program to the bicultural population. This program 
is directed by Dr. Nick Abeyta and Dr. Lewis Dahmen. During 
the year 18 !~aster's candidates were involved in this program 
and graduated in the Spring. This program is conducted in 
conjunction with the local school systems and six satellite 
locations in five states, including New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, 
California and Texas. All of the regular staff members in 
Guidance had input into this program, either in an advisory 
(5) 
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capacity or an instructional capacity. The 18 masteris 
candidates are returning this year to their respective 
school systems to act as Pupil Personnel Services workers. 
While the PPS Program is independent, the degree obtained 
is awarded by the Department and in the ne~t two years 
it is anticipated that this program will be gradually 
incorporated into the Department. 
5. Staff 
The Guidance staff consisted of nine full time staff members 
and four part time staff members for a total of 10-l/3 full 
time equivalent staff members. 
~· Field Experiences 
Field experiences, including Practicum and Interneship 
placement, has continued to expand in the Department. 
Students are placed in schools as well as non-educational 
facilities utilizing counselors. Two interns were placed 
in the Health Center and two in the Counseling Center 
at the University. Depending upon the objectives of the 
students, all students are required to counsel under supervision 
both at Manzanita Center at the University and in another 
organization. 
B. Special Education Program: 
1. Student Population 
At the present time there are 8 students in the doctoral program 
as compared to 10 last year. During the year, four doctoral 
(6) 
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degrees were granted versus two for the previous year.· At 
the master's level, there are approximately 150 people pursuing 
degrees which is about the same as last year. During the year, 
36 persons were awardedthe master's degree compared to. 38 
. . 
persons the previous year. At the undergraduate level, there ·. 
are approximately 150 students who are majoring in Special 
Education and approximately 150 students minoring in Special 
.Education. 
All students admitted to the Special Education pr-ogram must 
first be admissable by the Graduate School if it is a graduate 
pt~ogram, or by the College of Education if it is an un_der-
graduate program. In addition, all candidates are interviewed 
before they are admitted. Because of the need for Special 
Education teachers and the declin1ng need for regular elementary 
and secondary teachers, there have been a tremendous number of 
applicants for admission into Special Education programs. The 
numbers of persons admitted will be held fairly constant until 
additional staff is obtained in Special Education. 
The Special Education programs are constantly being reviewed 
by the staff. In addition, the Student Council for Exceptional 
Children revie~1s the program and feeds this information back 
to the staff. The professors continue to solicit written 
critiques of their courses. Because of the federal funds 
(7) 
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involved in the grants, the program has been reviewed by 
an EPDA Committee as well as by personnel from the Bureau 
of the Handicapped. These reviews were quite favorable and 
the grants awarded for next year have been increased. 
A follow-up study was conducted of all students who have 
recently graduated in Special Education. Since there is a 
tremendous need for Special Education teachers, all of the 
graduates have been able to obtain jobs if they are actively 
searching for one. If the Department continues to turn out 
Special Education teachers at its current rate, it would take 
over five years to fi 11 the current need that exists in the 
State. Since the funding pattern at the state level has in-
. creased for Special Education, it is anticipated that this 
need for teachers wi 11 increase rather than be fi 11 ed. 
2. Teaching and Programming 
There is intense pressure on the part of students to enroll 
in Special Education courses. Some of the introductory courses 
contained over 100 students during the year. Most of the other· 
courses are limited to about 40 students which means that a 
large number of students are denied admission. The Department 
can continue to restrict admissions and thus control the 
Special Education majors, but it still faces a problem of how 
to serve regular teachers who wish to take Special Education 
(8) 
courses as well as upgrade the skills of teachers already 
in the field. With the tremendous need for Special Education 
teachers at both the regional and national lE\vels, it would 
appear that additional staff for Special Education should be 
of the highest priority. 
In addition to inside University funding, Special Education 
programs have funding from a number of sources. An EPDA 
grant of $100,000.00 was utilized to prepare tea.chers to 
cope with Special Education students in the regular classroom. 
A block grant of $44,000.00 in Mental Retardation and Emotional 
Disturbance was obtained from the Bureau of the Handicapped. 
In addition a total of $19,050.00 was obtained from the State 
Department of Education to conduct summer institutes and 
workshops for teachers in the field and teachers ~tho would 
be working with bicultural students. Two full time staff 
members and seven part time instructors were paid from these 
monies. 
During the year no new courses were established in Special 
Education but the program is under review by the staff 
members and it is anticipated that much of the curricular 
offerings wi 11 be revised next year when a competency based 
program is initiated. A large number of training seminars 
and workshops are conducted with the Albuquerque Public 
School system on a continuing basis since the staff members 
(9) 
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work closely with the Albuquerque Public Schools. In 
addition institutes were conducted for sensitizing teachers 
to the problems of acculturation and the Special Education 
child in the regular class room. Formal workshops were conducted 
for the Multiple Handicapped Child and the Psychology of the 
Exceptional Child. 
4. Special Projects 
The EPDA Project for training personnel to function with 
Special Education students in the regular classroom continued 
this year. Thirty people were brought in for the summer, 
twenty of whom went back to their regular schools to initiate 
the ideas gained during the summertime. The other ten students 
continued in the regular program and obtained their master's 
degrees this year. This project has been funded for $105,000.00 
and should continue to be successful. In addition, the block 
funding for students interested in Mental Retardation and 
Emotional Disturbance continued at the same funding level. 
5. Staff 
The staff in Special Education this year consisted of six 
full time and seven part time members for a full time equivalent 
of nine members. Since Dr. Bransford was on a leave of absence 
during the Spring Semester, many of the courses had to be 
staffed by part time instructors. 
(10) 
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C. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future: 
The most significant departmental plan at the current time is to 
effect a department split. This would allow Special Education to 
have much more autonomy and vis.ibility and also obtain additional 
federal monies for programming. In essence, Special Education 
this year has been operated almost autonomously by Dr. Gary 
Adamson who is Assistant Chairman far Special Education. The 
planned department split will entail very little reorganization 
from what has been in effect this year. Listed below are some 
significant program plans and recommendations: 
1. Guidance: 
Next year the PPS Program will be increased to include 24 
, students from the five states. Since most of these students 
are bicultural, it appears to be an excellent opportunity 
to interject a bicultural flavor in the total department. 
To capitalize on this project, twenty-four students in the 
regular master's program will be admitted and treated as a 
block or institute program. Thus 1 the 24 PPS students and 
the 24 block students will be integrated in various modules 
of instruction allowing both to profit from this interaction. 
In the years that follow, it is anticipated that the Department 
will move more and more to block programs for regular full time 
master's students. 
(11) 
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2. Special Education: 
Special Education, starting in the summer of 1972, will 
initiate a competency based program of instruction •. 
To accomplish this, the Aztec School in the Albuquerque 
Public School system has been offered as a laboratory 
school for Special Education. Students will operate 
largely at the Aztec School with much of the instruction 
taking place there where children will be available. 
The competency based model will be extended so that many 
areas of Special Education will be better integrated. 
Additional emphasis will be placed in the problems of 
the child with learning disabilities and, hopefully, 
federal funding can be obtained to help implement this 
program. Ne~1 staff who are expert in learning disabilities 
have been employed for the coming year. 
0. Appointments to Staff: 
1. Dr. Nick Abeyta appointed to Guidance and Counseling; 
January, 1971. 
2. Dr. Richard Rodriguez appointed to Guidance and Counseling, 
August, 1971. 
3. Dr. Richard McDowell appointed to Special Education, August, 1971. 
4. Dr. Mary Patino appointed to Spe~ial Education, August, 1971. 
(12) 
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5. Dr. Glen Van Etten appointed to Special Educatjon, 
June, 1972. 
6. Dr. BillY Watson appoil1ted to Special Education, JUne, 1972. 
D. Separations .from the Staff:·· 
1. Dr. W. C. Moeny, June, 1971. 
(13) 
II. Composite of information reguested on individual biographical 
supplements: 
1. Advanced Study: 
William R. Fishburn 
Private practice certificate in Psychology - Ne~l Mexico. 
Marion J. Heisey 
Attended San Francisco Psychodrama Institute - March 26-27, 1971. 
Attended World Center for Psychodrama Sociometry and Group 
Psychotherapy, Beacon, N. Y. - December 11-15, 1971. 
Richard M. Rodriguez 
Arizona State University, Ph.D. -September, 1971. College of 
Education. 
Marian N. Works 
Two doctoral level courses in Guidance - UNM. 
2. Sabbaticals, etc.: 
Nicolas P. Abeyta 
626' 
Travelled to Colombia during the Christmas vacation and semester 
break to teach a course (Guid. 431 - Theories of Human Interaction) 
to a group of 22 Colombian educators representing all levels of 
Colombian education. 
Louis A. Bransford 
Leave of Absence - January 1, 1972. 
11arion J. Heisey 
Taught summer workshop for teachers in Bloomfield, N. M. -
Summer, 1971. "Behavior Modification in the Classroom." 
Richard M. Rodriguez 
Summer teaching - A.S.A. 
(14) 
3. New Scholastic Honors: 
Marion J. Heisey 
Joined the American Psychological Association. 
4. Publ icatioris.: 
Clifford Abe 
. ,· . . 
"Pervasive Approach to Consideration of the Disadvantaged," 
paper presented at conference on "Integrating Inforination 
. on the Disadvantaged Disabled into Rehabilitation Counseling 
Curricul urns,'' April, 1971, Los Angeles. 
Gary W. Adamson 
"Upgrading Special Education in Regular Classroom," 
Everett and Adamson. Chapter in Innovative Non-categorical 
and Interrelated Projects in the Education of the Himdicapped 
(proceeding of a special study institute USOE). 
Louis C. Bernardoni 
Robb, George, L. C. Bernardoni & Robert Johnson - Assessment 
of Individual Mental Ability, International Textbook Co., 
February, 1972. 
"~ife Skills Approach in Adult Education," Directions in Adult 
Education, University of Texas, Austin - June, 1971. pp. 39-54. 
Louis A. Bransford 
"Attitude Modification of Regular Classroom Teachers," 
Exceptional Children, 1971, pending publication. 
(15) 
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4. Publications {Cont'd): 
James S. Everett 
"Upgrading Special Education in Regular Classroom," 
Everett and Adamson. Chapter in Innovative Non-categorical 
and Interrelated Projects in the Education of the Handicapped 
{proceeding of a special study institute USOE). 
William R. Fishburn 
"Counselor-client Considerations in Working With the 
Disadvantaged: An Application of Experiential Awareness" 
in Monograph. Supervision of Rehabilitation in Counseling 
Considerations. Edited by Amos Sales, published by Kansas 
State Teachers College, Emporia, Kansas. 8/71. pp. 65-72. 
Marion J. Heisey 
An article was solicited for the book, Modern Childbearing: 
A Behavioral Approach to the Raising of Children, by Donald 
K. Pumroy, to be published by Aldine-Atherton, Inc. 
5. Other Research Projects or Creative Work in Progress: 
Nicolas P. Abeyta 
Co-director of the EPDA-PPS Project at UNM involving six 
satellite projects in the southwest - Albuquerque, El Paso, 
Denver, Phoenix, San Diego, Fresno. The project is sponsored 
by the Office of Educa.tion in the amount of $472,840.00 for 
the preparation of Pupil Personnel Specialists and Trainers 
of Pupil Personnel Specialists with schools having high 
proportions of low income Hispano American pupils. Duration 
{16) 
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5. Other Research Projects or Creative Work in Progress (Cont 1d): 
Nicolas P. Abeyta ( Cont' d) 
is one year renewable for two more years. 
Louis C. Bernardoni 
Development of a test of acculturation, in progress. 
Book of Readings on assessment of mental ability, in progress •. · 
Book on changing sex roles, in progress. 
Louis A. Bransford 
Director, EPDA (HEW) Project in Mental Retardation - $19,000.00 
project. 
Director, Social Rehabilitation Services Chicano and Indian 
Conference, Albuquerque, New Mexico, May, 1971. 
Director, WICHE Work-study Program, University of Hawaii, 
June-July, 1971. 
Director, Institute on Acculturation of Special Education 
Teachers, University of New Mexico, August, 1971. 
James S. Everett 
Director, EPDA (HEW) Project in Mental Retardation - $19,000.00 
p_roject. 
William R. Fishburn 
Continuing work on book and journal articles. 
Marion J. Heisey 
Nental Health Proposal for Cuba, N. M. - A proposal submitted to 
New Mexico Department of Hospitals and Institutions, for a mental 
health program in Cuba, N. M. (verbal acceptance has been indicated 
for a reduced grant). 
(17) 
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5. Other Research Projects (Cont'd): 
Marion J. Heisey (Cont'd) 
An Evaluation of Mental Health Services in New Mexico 
Comnunities - a study in progress. 
George L. Keppers 
"Early Indications of School Drop Out" - September, 1970 -
June, 1971. University Research Grant #280. 
Identifying Gifted Children in Second Grade in APS- September, 1971. 
Richard L. McDowell 
Director, EPDA (HEW) Project in Emotional Disturbances - $25,000.00 
project. 
Gordon A. Zi ck 
Working on a couple of ideas related to characteristics of 
effective people using peer evaluation and a· number of 
self-report tests. 
6. Activities in Learned & Professional Societies: 
Cl i ffo rd Abe 
National Rehabilitation Association, October, 1971, Chicago • 
. 
Evaluation II, August, 1971, Park CityJ Utah. 
Southwest Regional NRA Conference, June, 1971, Hot Springs, Ark. 
Nicolas P. Abeyta 
Attended APGA Convention in Atlantic City, N.J. -April, 1971. 
Attended Arizona PGA in Scottsdale, Ariz. -January, 1971. 
Presented a paper, 11 Counseling for Chicanos 11 , at Scottsdale 
meeting. 
(18) 
6. Activities in Learned & Professional Societies (Cont'd): 
Louis C. Bernardoni 
N. M •. Rehabilitation Assn., Inc. Annual Meeting, Board of 
Directors, Chairman of Development Comm. 
N. M •. P(:lrsonnel & Guidance Assn., Fall meeting, Chairman of 
Nominating Committee. 
American Personnel & Guidance Assn., Annual Meeting. 
Council on Exceptional Children, Annual Meeting. 
William R. Fishburn 
President - New Mexico Group Psychotherapy Society. 
Attended American Personnel & Guidance Convention. 
American Group Psychotherapy Convention, 
American Psychological Assn. Convention. 
Attended Ne~1 Mexico Psychological Assoc. meetings. 
Member, Professional Standards & Legislative Committees of 
N. M. Psych. Assoc. 
Coordinator, Regional Rehabilitation Training Institute- 1971. 
Marion J. Heisey 
Attended the National Association of Schoo1 Psychologists ... 
March, 1971 • 
New Mexico Delegate to National Association or School Psychologists. 
George L Keppers 
Spring Conference, NMPGA, Roswell. 
Robert Mi cal i 
Member, New Mexico Psychological Assoc. Attend all regularly 
scheduled meetings of association. Also, member on Ad Hoc 
Committee (legislative). 
(19) 
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6. Activities in Learned & Professional Societies (Cont'd): 
Marian N. Works 
Attended N. M. Council on Exceptional Children, 
Gordon A. Zick 
Presented a report in Alabama at a conference on poverty; 
entitled, "Poverty in the Southwest." 
7. Other Professional Activities: 
Clifford Abe 
Member, Advisory Committee, Graduate Counseling Program, 
Gallaudet College, Washington, D. c. 
Nicolas P. Abeyta 
Presentation at Monterey, California on "The Educational 
Needs of Mexican Americans" at a meeting of all PPS Centers 
in the U. S. called by DE. 
Consultant to the Lubbock PPS Project in October. 
Consultant to Mesa Community College and Phoenix College 
on "Counseling Chicanos." 
Gary W. Adamson 
N. t4. State Department Committees: Materials Adoption 
Committee, State Advisory Board for Special Education. 
Louis C. Bernardoni 
Talks to Gallup Kiwanis Club & Albuquerque Rotary Club. 
Consultant to University of Texas - Adult Basic Education -
OEO Project. 
Consultant to Social Security Administration. 
Instructor for National Adult education Institute - UNM. 
(20) 
7. Othel" Professional Activities (Cont'd): 
Louis A. Bransford 
President's Cormnittee on Mental Retardation: 1969-1972, 
Washington, D. C., January, 1971; Lake Arro\~head, Calif., 
March, 1971; Miami, Florida, April, 1971; Honolulu, Hawaii, 
September, 1971. 
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, HEW (Review Panels), 
1968-1971. 
BEH-NIMH Child Advocacy Ad Hoc Review Panel, 1971-1972. 
State of New Mexico: Title VIAdvisory Committee, 1969-1971; 
Fellowship Grants Committee, 1968-1972; Special Education 
Materials Center Advisory Board, 1968-1972. 
Leadership Training Institute - BEPD, (Utah State site visit) 
January, 1971. 
Workshop on the Acculturation of Special Education Teachers, 
Albuquerque, N. M., 1971. 
COPAS Child Care Program, Santa Fe, N. M., April-September, 1971. 
James S. Everett 
EPDA National Dissemination Conference in Georgia. 
EPDA Workshop - Kansas City. 
William R. Fishburn 
11 Non-verbal Behavior and Corrmunication" Adult Basic Education 
Institute- UNM, summer, 1971. 
11 Sensitivity Training, T-Groups and Encounter Groups" Experiences 
in Media - UNM, 1 0/71 • 
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7. Other Professional Activities (Cont'd): 
William R. Fishburn (Cont'd); 
"Nurse-Physician Rehtions" NM State Convention of American 
Nurses Association, 10/71. 
"Human Potential Movement and Growth Groups" Radio presentation· 
KDAZ, Albuquerque, 10/71. 
"Practices in Group Counseling and Group Psychotherapy" NOEA 
PPS Program- UNM, 11/71. 
Previous consulting activities continued (see previous supplement). 
Coordinator, Regional Rehabilitation Training Workshop, Santa Fe, 
N. M., Spring, 1971. 
Marion J. Heisey 
Psychological Consultant for Special Education, Farmingtort, N. M., 
Board of Education. 
Consultant for Group Therapy and Psychodrama, Nazareth Hospital, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Psychological Consultant for Navajo Hospital, Bloomfield, N. M. 
Psychological Consultant for Navajo Missions, Inc., Farmington, N. M. 
George L. Keppers 
Evaluation Board ~ NCATE. 
Director & Instructor, Vocational Guid. Institute, Summer, 1971. 
Extension Glass, Socorro, Fall, 1971. 
Robert Micali 
Consultant to YWCA Pregnant Teen-age Program. 
(22) 
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7. Other Professional Activities (Cont'd): 
Richard M. Rodriguez 
Consultant, Albuquerque Public Schools. in connection·with 
EPDA-PPS Project. 
Marian N. Works 
Consultant to Pupil Personne.l Services Project. 
Gordon A. Zick 
Consultant to Sangre de Christo Center for Christian Studies. 
8. No~-teaching University Service: 
Nicolas P. Abeyta 
Administration of the PPS Project. 
Member of "Professores por 1 a Raza." 
Gary W. Adamson 
Ad Hoc Salary, Tenure and Promotion Committee. 
Louis C. Bernardoni 
Department Chairman - Guidance & Special Education. 
Ad Hoc Adult Education Committee - COE. 
Advisory Board - PPS Project. 
Advisor to 30 M.A. and 3 Ph.D. students. 
COE Administrative Committee. 
UNM - Continuing Education Committee. 
Hilliam R. Fishburn 
Coordinator, Rehabilitatior Counseling Program. 
Member of Mental Health Team - UNM Student Health Service. 
Graduate Curriculum Committee - COE. 
(23) 
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8. Non-teaching University Service (Cont'd): 
Marion J. Heisey 
Member of COE Undergraduate Curriculum Committee. 
Advisor for seven doctoral students, two in process of writing •. 
George L. Keppers 
Advising M.A. and doctoral students. 
Entrance, Credits Committee .• 
CO£ Admin. Committee. 
COE Vocational Educ. Committee. 
State Vocational Guidance Committee. 
APS Guidance Greats Committee. 
Bernalillo Public Schools Vocational Committee. 
Robert Mical i 
Chairman of College of Education Policy Committee. 
Richard M. Rodriguez 
Proposal writing - EPDA-PPS. 
Master's student advisor. 
Practicum coordinator in Southwest for PPS Project. 
Gordon A. Zick 
Coordinator - Graduate admission program in Guidance. 
9. Public Service: 
Clifford Abe 
Member, Executive Committee, Easter Seal Society -
Albuquerque, N. M. 
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9. Public Service (Cont'd): 
Nicolas P. Abeyta 
A<:tive in all church activities at San Ysidro Parish. 
Active in youth activities of the Fraternal Order of Police. 
Louis C. Bernardoni 
Sponsor for church youth group. 
Seminar leader for church adult group. 
William R. Fishburn 
President of New Mexico Group Psychotherapy Society - serve 
in various capacities. 
14ember, Professional Standards and Legislative Committee ~ New 
Mexico Psychological Association. 
Faculty member, New Mexico Group Psychotherapy Institute ~ 
Spring, 1971. 
Marion J. Heisey 
Navajo Brethren in Christ Mission, Board of Directors, Agent 
for the Board. 
Member of Board of Administration, Brethren in Christ Church 
(National). 
Member, Ministerial Credentials Board, Brethren in Christ 
Church (National). 
George L. Keppers 
Teaching Sunday School and ushering. 
Richard M. Rodriguez 
Civic and community activities in North~South areas. 
(25} 
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$. Public Service (Cont'd): 
Gordon A. Zick 
Teacher·- Sunday School. 
9. Pers.onal Infonnation: 
Robert Mica 1 i 
Married- February. 18, 1971, to Janice Barnard. 
(26) 
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HEALTH EDUCATION A~NUAL REPORT 
1971-1972 
The current report differs very little in most respects 
fxom those of the last two years. Although no efforts to 
recruit students were made, and definite limitations were 
placed on the number of graduate students admitted, enrollments 
continued to rise. 
During the school year there were 1476 students enrolled 
~~ health education classes meeting on campus. An additional 
116 atudents were registered in off-campus courses and/or 
worksnops taught by health education faculty and graduate 
stu~ents. Of those enrolled there were 33 undergraduate majors, 
34 c.asters, and 4 doctoral stadents. Degrees <!Warded during 
:.S?l-1972 were: B.S.- c, x • .o.- 3, ?i< • .i.i.- l. 
For fall semester there were three full-time faculty, only 
two of whom were qualified to teach in the professional program. 
only one carried the responsibility for advising graduate students 
~nd nirecting graduate studies. The full-time faculty was sup-
;-:.lBmented by one graduate assistant (half-time) and two part-time 
assistants to cover one section of Health Education 164 (First 
Aid), one section of Health Education 171 (Personal and Community 
h~a1~h), and the graauate course, Health Education 495(Studies 
.n Community Health). 
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At the end of Semester I, one full-time faculty member 
:.·ctired and was not replaced. Two part-time assistan·cs carried 
·..:.rt of the course load, but five sections of health education 
~~~sses had to be dropped. Despite the reduced sections, there 
were still 625 students enrolled in health education classes. 
_,_ttempts are underway to fill the vacancy left by Mr. Petrol's 
:..··~t-=e:ment. A request for a new position, fully justified by 
: • .1: •• :::.2:cs of students served, was denied. 
Study of the total health eC.ucati()n opportunities at the 
~- ,r.')rsity of New Mexico continued through the year by a group 
- _ ~ndergraduate and graduate students a~d one faculty member. 
\',._ are still working on foundations ior a philosophy for health 
~uucatiun and com?etcncies of heQ:~h 8ducation speci"lists. A 
t~1orough review o£ the health educativn Curriculum is also underway. 
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~pec~fic recommendations are still pending. We hope for aadit~onal 
inpU1:. ::=rom the faculty replacement for Mr. Petrol. However, s·c1·ong 
s·clpport was expressed for: 
1. Expanding the content of 164 (First Aid) to make it 
more worthy of two hours credit. 
2. Revising 312 (Fundamentals of Human Sex and Sex Education) 
to offer the course to freshmen and sophomores. 
3. Proposing a new course in Family Life and Human Sexuality 
for senior-graduate students .• 
4. Developing one or more courses incorporating drug 
education within the total framework of health and quality 
of life .. 
5. Developing additional COcU.'SCB <.<.i: UD.ac.:;::gz:ad<.<.at..; a,nC: SJ:Cdci.Uate 
levels dealing with consumer Education, Environmental 
Health, Evaluation, Curriculum Development and Health in 
the Community. 
6. Opening additional avenues for pre-student teaching and 
involvement with a wider variety of field experiences for 
undergraduate students. 
There is still strong support for the interdepartmental nature 
of t!1c degree programs, but there is also an expressed· need for 
additional breadth and depth within health education curricula. 
Some new developments and activities and opportunities high-
lighted the year. 
1. At the request of governors of Sandoval County's six 
Indian pueblos, two courses in first aid and safety 
were taught by two graduate students in health education 
during fall semester. 
2. The superintendent of Pojuaque Valley Schools requested 
a workshop in health education for all teachers in 
grades one through six. One faculty member (Small) donated 
~ime for six sessions with these teachers. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
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At the re~uest of Mrs. Bernice Baty, pr:...ncipal of 
Yucca Elementary School, a Health ~ducation Center 
was developed at Yucca. All Health Education student 
teachers met there with Ella May Small for their 
seminar each week. Hopes for continuing and expanding 
the center are dim at this point for lack of funds for 
a graduate student supervisor. 
Students in the Elementary School Health and Health 
Education class presented one learning experience--a 
project--in each uf twelve elementary schools during 
the month of April. 
one junior major in Health Education 345 (Professional 
Laboratory Experiences) developed a classroom unit on 
the heart to be used prior to the phonocardioscan program 
in each school. Teachers and school nurses had indicated 
the need for some type of lead-up to reduce the anxiety 
about the scan so prevalent among children. Although 
third graders stil.l resist stripping to the waist, 
their fear of the "machine" changed to curiosity after 
.the classroom activities helped them to understand 
more about the heart and its sounds. 
When university officials replied "no funds" to a 
request for travel expense for Ella May Small ';:o at·tend 
a national congress dealing with improving c00rdination 
between education and delivery of health care, the 
Regional Medical Program picked up the bill. While the 
conference was valuable, of even greater importance is 
the fact that the Regional Medical Program is now inter-
ested in moving more in the direction of health education. 
other valuable assets for health education include the 
opportunities provided by Mr. Rhudy Pendel, Director of 
the Mid-Rio Grande Comprehensive Health Planning Council. 
Three graduate students have done internships under his 
direction this year. 
~<"c'oral students, undergraduates as well as graduates, and 
.;.-., ..::aculty member (Small) have filled speaking engagements during 
~h~ year. It can be said that all represented the University of 
~Jew Mexico and Prufessional Hcalt.i; Education very well. 
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The summary from last year's annual report is still appro-
priate: 
"The greatest need in the University Health Education 
programs is additional staff. until this need is met, we 
cannot accept more students. Neither can we meet the 
demands for health educators in New Mexico by the 1973-1975 
target dates. At present this field is one of the few in 
which the positions open (nationally) far exceed the per-
::.onnel available." 
Ella May small 
Coordinator 
Health Education Programs 
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r~c~ Dr. Hanson 
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:..•~,;:;:.;.: w. w. Clements 
su:a.:·Lc•;: P. E. Service Program 1971-72 
A summary will show that with an enrollment of around 3,000 students 
~06 sections of activities were offered and that in most cases the 
sectio~3 were well enrolled. 
An interesting development surfaced, in that, interest in the golf 
.:.rea appeared to decline during the second semester. In fact, enroll-
ment was so poor in a number of sections that it was necessary to 
con~~ne and reassign the instructors. It is possible that the golfing 
area became so limited with the new buildings taJdng place on the 
l."l.u:c"t:11 campus and a phase out of the Pitch and Putt area may have account 
ior part of this. 
A. i:.',::...:..C..'] of the sections offered per semester from 1967-68 year to 
-.:::·,"' 1971-72 year shows an increasing interest in the areas of swimming, 
·tenr:..is, dance, weight lif·ting, outward bound, skiing, skating, and 
·_ . , • ,,~:.·o:.:.";;i..:: physical education; but a reduced int.erest in wrestling, 
zvccur, flickerball, basketball, and softball areas. 
This information has been utilized to plan the schedule for 
:.STJ-7::... Vlith an increased number of sections in those popular life-
, .. ~ uctivities and a reduced number of sections in those that \'lere 
.:.t:. c:K: ..:'&.11 of 1972-7:J it h.:l:3 D-'lt:n recommended t11at class enroll-
----"' .;;c ke·.:;t .;.·;; il reasc•n<lllle tc:ac'hir.g level a."'l.d that more ;;ections be 
..:vnsequently, :r have reco:r.:nended 118 sections for the fall 
)t~ring the year there were "'-:'J:?l::O~i~,ta'.:.::ly :;2 ~nst:ructors teachin~ 
.1::1 -.;:·,e: .:.c:.:.."Vicc program. SOhlC of these were :Cull-time graduate assistants. 
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teadning four sections each. Some were part-time graduate assistants· 
teaching three sections and the balance of instructors were made up 
of full-time faculty teaching one or two. sections to complete their 
faculty load. 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
One of the major accomplishments for the year 1971-1972 was the 
addition of five new courses to the activities program. These were 
Judo, casting and angling, advanced golf, advanced tennis, and skin-
scuba diving: I predict that these courses will not only prove to be 
very popular, but will be a real addition to our service offering. 
Another accomplishment for the year was the start on developing 
competencies in each area of the service.program. This was begun 
mid-semester and up-to-date we have submitted written proposals 
suggesting entering and terminal competencies in most courses of the 
;:;Grvice area. 
Another accomplishment £6r the year was a two day in-service 
meeting oi ~11 activities instructors, which was held between semesters 
197::.-72. r;:•;1e benefits of this were evident in the work of the group and 
in fo:low-u~ discussions on the meeting done in our regularly scheduled, 
:: .. -.:u.ly in-service meeting of all instructors in the activities pro-
~-~"'.:<. ,, twr- day service instructors rr.eeting for Semester I 1972-73 has 
--~·":. ,_.;;.sc,,.,scd and a roug:-. platt n.:.s :Ocen developed c.;'ld subT.itted to you 
to cry ~d iillprove upon our vr~vious meeting • 
.:.1" :.:uturc it is i·,•y hope t11at we can add some additional cours~s 
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,·:o the ct:.::::iculum particularly courses in archery, karate, handball, 
~::.o.-:..:iJ..eb:.:.ll, and maybe even something on the order of a course in jogging. 
'W:.:tr. ·;:he idea of appealing to a wider range of students needs. 
It appears to me that our department should make the service area 
s.::. well taught and appealing that students would be interested in taking 
courses eventhough they may have fulfilled departmental requirements or 
if they may happen to be graduate students. The activities program 
should gear and program itself to an all university function. 
A committee has met and made recommendation in regard to rejuvenating 
the outdoor facilities area East of the gymnasium. A report, dated May 
16, 1972, has been submitted to you with our recommendations. Con-
sidera~le effort and planning went into this study and it was met with 
upprov~l by the departmental faculty. 
CULTY VOTE - uniform and pool regulations 
~ne faculty voted during semester I of the 1971-72 to drop the uniform 
rec;;v.:...cement for service classes. It is yet to be determined if it 
~as a beneficial or a detrimental affect. 
Personally, I am in fa~or of the distinct uniform for $ervice 
courses so long as it is appropriate and inexpensive. It identifies 
.• ·;...:.:.:<3:.-.t as a member of an organized instructional cla_ss. It makes 
for s;...· ..• u. . ..:.;.;r freedom of movement and safety and in general improved 
sanitation. 
Tne faculty also voted on January 17 that there would be no 
swi.~:a:,..:.s cap rule for use of the pool. This, again, I am apposed to 
::~a:...· ... _· .:.:cciuse of sanitation of the pool and in particular; the 
--;; .. 
- .. _.,_,.. ..... ~ ...... \. ... 
~rocessess which are more easily kept with controll of 
" uebri. 
~·nc Gc~u~pment people are making a complete ~nventory of all 
vJ. Clements Page 4 
equipmen-.: on hand, which will be submitted to your office by these 
plil0£.11B. 
The budget request and recommendation, which I submitted in April 
reflects most of this inventory. The April listing, of course, may not 
be as complete as the one that is being done now. 
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Intramural Sports, Student, Faculty Recreation 
Director, Ronald E, Jacobsen 
Annual Report - July 1, 1971 - June 20, 1972 
Administration 
One director, six graduate students, and two work study 
secretaries handled the administrative responsibilities for the 
;:>rogram. 
The director had responsibilities in the teaching program for 
the ?hysical Education Department and was the Varsity Wrestling 
{!each. This presented some problems during the year when the 
Wrestling team was on the road. 
T:"l.e main problems encountered administratively were those of 
diseminating information, and o£ coordinating our efforts. These 
p..:o~l(·ms could be solved a great deal with a full-time secretary, 
wno would be aware of all the programs going on and who could 
intelligently answer questions put to her by the participants in a 
par~rcu~ar program. 
Over all, the program ran very smoothly and the administrative 
si:c:..:: .. ;.,·.o;.s very proficient in the performance of job assignments. 
?here were thirty-three sports contested during the academic 
year. Three new events were added in an attempt to expand the 
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existing program and to include a wider range of interest to expand 
t:·,;::; existing program and to include a wider range of interest for 
the students. Frisbee was tried in the fall. There was a poor 
response to the program and it was felt that frisbee was probably 
a passing fad with a poor future in the Intramural Program. A 
skiing event was held early Spring Semester with a very favorable 
response and a bright future for intramurals. In the latter part 
c.: t~:a ~pring Semester, a bicycle event was held in the football 
s tadi ur,,. The response to this was not as great as was the skiing, 
of bicycles for transportation on the campus. 
Th~ Intramural Sports Programs had over 18,500 participants 
.:.:1d :tncluded a wide cross section of the c;ampus community. Growth 
.:;,;: .::~.:· program seems imminent and funds applied towards the program 
u.re woll placed. 
Student-Faculty Recreation 
/;:~.;;; play recreation in one form or another goes on in the 
<:::'.:::laslum and outdoor areas from sun-up until 9:30 at night. The 
areas ~- :.:; made available to the students and faculty as much as 
~-~s& loads will permit. 
Supervised recreation was conducted from 6:30-9:30 Monday through 
.··:,_~:...y .o.;·,:l 1:00-S;u.:J or;. Saturday and Sunday. There vas also con-
_' ...1 £acuity recreation per~od from 12:30-1:30 Monday through 
650' 
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The major problems encountered were with lack of space in the 
swimming pool and handball courts. We were not able to have recrea-
~ional swimming on Tuesday and Thursday nights due to the heavy 
use on the pool. The swimming pool problem will be solved when the 
construction of the new pool has been completed. We have only 
four handball courts that are available and are very over crowded. 
According to National Standards we should have eighteen courts for a 
college oi our size. The courts are in use constantly and many 
;:c~0ectlve participants are discouraged from participating because 
of -.::.-,~ over crowded condition that exists. 
~e also experienced problems with a controlled access to 
Johnson Gymnasium, as the fire marshall made a ruling that all locks 
on t:-.<.. ;;.uilding must be off if there is activity of any sorts. going 
.J., _ 0::.~1ding. This made it necessary to increase the super-
.;o;:y staff for better coverage of the building. 
~ ~~~ course of a week, we averaged approximately 6,000 parti-
c"pants resulting in over 270,000 participants for the year, 
ANNUAL REPORT - PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
July 1, 1971 - March 30, 1972 
Lloyd R. Burley, Assistant Chairman 
MAY 2 5 1972 
::s5~ 
The 1971-72 school year began under the leadership of a 
new department chairman. The physical education faculty included 
twenty-one fu.ll-time members (four of whom were shared with the 
Department of Athlet.ics) and two half-time members. Two full-
time members were on sabbatical leave, one the first and one the 
second semester. This faculty served both the service and pro-
fessional programs in physical education. 
About sixty practice teachers each semester were supervised 
by Mr. Hinger with the assistance of Miss Hall and Mrs. Piper. 
Degrees awarded were: 
B. S. 41 
M. S. 13 
Ph. D. 3 
Ed. D. 0 
Ten members of the physical education faculty carried special 
assignments, which involved some r.eleased time. These people were 
responsible to the Chairman of the Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation for this portion of their time. Those 
faculty were: 
Jacobsen - Intramurals and Student Faculty Recreation 
and Assignment of Facilities 
Clements .. - Assistant Chairman, Basic Instruction 
Moolenijzer - Development of Professional Elementary 
Physical Education Program 
Annual Report - Physical Education 2. 
Piper - Coordination of Carlisle Gymnasium Program 
Atterbom - Operation of Human Research Laboratory 
Locke - Editor of "Quest" 
Estes - Sponsor, Women's Interscholastic Program 
Olson - Chairman of Junior Block Curriculum Committee 
Burley - Assistant Chairman of Physical Education 
Bond - Sponsor of Women's Intramural Programs. 
Work was begun on criteria for the selection of staff in 
phy.sical education and job desc ription for two positions were 
prepared. Dr. Moolenijzer was appointed to the position of 
Associate Professor and Mrs. Daniels was a temporary appointment 
for one year. Two half-t:l.me appointments, Mr. Alarid and Mrs. 
Burton, were also made. 
Changes in class scheduling were made, utilizing the M,W,F -
T,Th. plan developed by the Chairman of Institutional Research. 
This allows better utilization o.f time and facilities by faculty 
and students. This plan goes into effect Semester I, 1972. Sche-
dules for Semester II and the Summer Session, 1972 followed pro-
cedures used in past departmental scheduling. 
In the fall of 1971 the Department of Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation was reorganized as a " ... strong, single depart-
ment with a number of program areas." In accordance with this 
plan, .meetings of the Physical Education faculty, under the 
Assistant Chairman for Physical Education, were discontinued and 
functions of this program area were incorporated into those of the 
Annual Report - Physical Education 3. 
Department of H.P .. E.R. Some committees of the physical education 
faculty have continued to operate under the Department Chairman. 
In response to his earlier request, Dr. Burley was relieved 
of his duties as Assistant Chairman for Physical Education on 
March 30, 1972. Miss Olson was appointed by the Department Chair-
man as acting Coordinator for Physical Education. Miss Olson will 
complete the annual report for this year. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AREA - ANNUAL REPORT 
July 1, 1971 - July 2, 1972 
During the 1971-72 school year, there were approximately 
400 undergraduate majors enrolled in physical education courses 
taught by 20 faculty mem?ers. During the year, one hundred twenty-
five enrollments in student teaching were supervised by three 
faculty members. Forty-one B.S. degrees with majors in Physical 
Education were awarded at the end of the regular 1971-72 school 
year. 
Standing and .ad hoc committees ·functioned throughout the 
year. The standing committees were (1) Longe Range Planning 
Committee, Atterbom, Chairman; and (2) Undergraduate Curriculum 
Committee, Olson, Chairman. The ad hoc committees were (1) Com-
mittee to Establish Policy for Screening Major Applicants, Hunt, 
Chairman; (2) Jr. Block Experimental Committee, Olson, Chairman; 
(3) Committee to Study Ed. Fdn. 300 & 310 Re: Physical Education, 
Olson & Burton, Co-chairman; (4) Committee to Evaluate Junior 
Block, Olson, Chairman. 
Several members of the Physical Education faculty carried 
special assignments, some of which involve9. .released time. These 
people were responsible to the Chairman of Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation. Those faculty are as follows: 
Jacobsen 
Clements 
Intramurals and Student Faculty Recreation 
and Assignment of Facilities 
Assistant Chairman, Basic Instruction 
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Moolenijzer 
Piper 
Atterbom-McGill 
Locke 
Estes 
Bond 
Olson 
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Development, Elementary Physical Education 
Curricula 
Coordination, Carlisle Gymnasium Program 
Operation of Human Performance Laboratory 
Editor of Quest 
Women's Intercollegiate Program 
Women's Intramural Program 
Chairman, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee 
Study of the entire professional physical education curricula 
continued. Developments and revisions leading towp.rds a com-
petency based program should be initiated within the coming year. 
Envisioned is one facet to include opportunities for independent 
study and programmed instruction on an individual basis with pro-
cedures included for testing terminal behaviors and establishing 
credit. 
Following an evaluation of the three-year old Experimental 
Junior Block in the women's major, the faculty has removed the 
program from its experimental status by endorsing it as an ongoing 
facet of the undergraduate major program of studies. In order to 
continue its function of providing the best possible Vehicle for 
integrating theory and practice together with opportunities for 
pre-student teaching laboratory experiences in the public schools, 
the program is to be made c6educational in both clientele and 
instruction as soon as possible .• 
During the past year, efforts also have been made to better 
coordinate the complimentary areas pertinent to both Educational 
Foundations and Physical Educatio~ and Biology and Physical 
Education. Communications were still in progress at the end of the 
term and will continue during the next year. 
.. . 
As the continuing procedure of .scheduling upper division 
professional courses on a rota.ting basis in summer school becomes 
' 
better established, more majors seem to be availing themselves:of 
this service. 
The two most important problems confronting the area for 
the coming year are: 
(1) the need to complete our present recruitment effort 
in such a way as to provide a balance of faculty 
abilities and interests; and-
(2) the need to cr.eate a balance between resources and 
committments by limiting student enrollments 
through an effective system of screenin<;J for 
admission to the major program. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jani-.ce K., Olson 
. Coord ina. tor., Professional 
Undergraduate Physical 
Education 
The Report of the Recreation Progr'7m 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
E. A. Scholer, Assistant Chairman for Recreation 
I. General curriculum Information 
The Major achievement of the recreationprogram during the 
academic year was the general review and revision of the recrea-
tion curriculum to reflect currect trends in the field and to 
reflect better utilization of all available humari and physical 
resources. These revisions and the name change from Recreation. 
Curriculum to Program in Recreation, Parks and Leisure Studies 
was approved by the Department of HPER faculty. 
The new program offers the following options at the under-
graduate level: 
(1) Administration and Supervision 
(2) Recreation for Special Population (Therapeutic, Aging, 
Minorities, Commerical, Voluntary agencies, etc.) 
{3) Outdoor Recreation Planning {In cooperation with the 
Department of Architecture) 
(4) Program Specialists, i.e., Arts and crafts, Cultural 
Arts, Performing Arts, AqUatics, Dance, Sports, and 
Athlectics. 
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At. the lol.asters Level the following specializations are to 
be offered: 
(1) Administration and Supervision 
(2) Recreation ·for Special Populations 
(3) outdoor Recreation Planning (In cooperation with the 
Architecture Department) 
(4) Tourism 
(5) Research 
The emphasis of the graduate program at the Doctorate 
level is: 
(1) Administration 
(2) Teaching 
(3) Research 
A. The Recreation, Parks and Leisure Studies faculty cooperated 
with the Center for Leisure and Recreation in offering a one 
semester hour workshop in outdoor Education through Continuing 
Education. One Hundred .and twenty one (122) persons enrolled in 
the course. 
This past fall a Special populations option and speciali-
zation was initiated. Many projects were carried out in con• 
nection with this phase of the program. Some of these were: 
The Social Recreation Program conducted for the mentally retarded 
and physically handicapped at Johnson Gymnasium on Saturday 
mornings, the Recreation Programs for the Blind (in cooper-
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ation with the New .Mexico state Library for the Visually 
Handicapped), the Special Olympics, Regional and State, in 
cooperation with the Center for Leisure and Recreation, the 
Armed Forces Social Recreation Workshop in cooperation with 
the Center for t..eisure and Recreation, and several parties 
by the Creative and Social Arts for Recreation class for 
the aging, mentally retarded and handicapped, .Indians, etc. 
A special leadership workshop was conducted for Indian youth 
at the Southwest Indian Polytechnic School and faculty members 
assisted in the programs of the Center for Leisure and Recre-
ation, a program of the Institute for Social Research and 
Development. 
B. Significant plans for the future include professional service 
to the Laguna Pueblo in the establishment of a year round 
recreation program. This would enable recreation majors to 
take their Field work experiences in this unique cultural 
program. 
During the summer the faculty will assist with a govern-
ment-founded project to establish and operate five (5) summer 
recreation programs on the Navajo Nation. The five programs 
will be model playgrounds and swimming programs. In the 
fall and winter clinics in competitive sports by nationally 
recognized coaches will be conducted on the reservation and 
assistance in this project will be from the Department of 
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HPER and from the Cente:r;- for Leisure and Recreation. 
c. Appoi:ntinerits to Staff 
Mr. James Wallace was employed to fill the vacancy 
created when Mr. D. S. Warder was granted leave to wo.rk 
on his advanced degree. Mr. Wallace was employed begin-
ning August 1971 in the area of Recre<1tion for Special 
Populations. 
D. Separations from Staff 
Mr. Wallace was terminated. as of JUne 1, 1972, as 
the period of his temporary employment ended. 
**Note-information is for a four year period inasmuch as .none 
of this was on file for the period prior to my appointment. 
Data Required for Annual survey of Academic units 
I. A. Prof.-1 
Asst. Prof-1 
Asst. Prof-1 
B. On File 
c. None 
D. ];Tone 
E. 1. 3 
2. 3 
3. 2 
4. 1 
F. 1. 1 
2. None 
3. None 
(1968-1972) 
{1968-1972) 
(l969-1972) 
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II. A. l. Information not known-as ha:nd~~d by graduat~ school 
2. 1971-1972 
-
13 
3. 1971-1972 
-
13 
4. Not known-as number applying known byGraduate. School 
B. 1. 1969-~970 - 11, 1970 - 11, 1971 - 17, 1972 - 17 
2. 1969-1970 - 3, 1970 - 3, ~971 - 2, 1972 - 3 
3. 1 
c. 1.2 
2.3 
D. 1. 
2. 
3. 
E. 1. Not known 
2. Except for my 
3. own classes 
III. A. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
c. 1. 
2. 
3. 
IV. A. Inadequate 
B. Royal Jackson, Asst. Prof., Oregon State University 
c. Center for Leisure and Recreation Other projects 
previously cited 
D. Creation of teacher-effectiveness committee 
6H2 
1971-72 
1971-/2 
1972 
l!.J72 
JACQUELnl A. DOAZ 
l3ZOGP..ru?HICA!. SUPPU!:MENT 
1971-72 
Gt. Ji.'ius High School - Albuquerque 
Co:J.ch Gir.ls Volley ball te~nt 
Coach ~ Girls Dnf".Jmtlml.l. toc:un 
Consult~~t in development of G.irlo 1 Atl1letic Progra~ 
Director of 'l'rnils 8urvGy fer 'l'he Village of LoD Ral~clloa 
dc:ll. AJ.l:luquer.:.xue 
Di~~ctor of Trails su~1ey for ~1e Nor~ Valley area of 
l\lki'Ut!UO:!CqUC 
Voted to B6u:r:d of Pi~ea·tors c.1f l•lartineztovm House of 
l:Jei<;{ilborly Gc:rvico ~ Al};)1.'RJUerquo 
!1c:n1bcrc.."'-lip i:a l?:t:o£oss:tonn1 Orgc:m:l.zrc:r!:ion 
Tc~~ns l?crko tll"!.d r:.c::cn:cation Society 
r:Jc:1 Yo:ck Po&'k and nccrc<.:rt:i..on Society 
enos·;; SpP-akozo Tc:~n.:; ~.'!Ocroat:i.on and Park Society 
C!:.·:;;o:L'i.g ~:o:<:lmhop ~ "Cn::.-oor.rJ in ltccreation". 
C":)lJ.ogc of P.~uontion - I.ea::ming Uwter.inl.o Center Committoc 
.o ' I • 
Pub ligations 
1971 Article: 11Middle Rio Grande Trails Committee J?omed." 
New Mexico HOl:seman, Nmrember,. 1971 • 
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS 
June 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
Ednell M. Snell, Chairman 
I. General Departmental information 
A. Significant achievements during the academic year ... 
The 1971-72 school year was an extremely active year for 
the Home Economics Department. Fall semester was involved 
with multi-culture education. Mr. R. Serrano presented a 
faculty seminar on the Spanish American family. Consider-
able time was spent in how ~~e can best help students 
understand the culturally different family. Research is 
available on the Black family but little on the Spanish. 
life need funds and staff to research the present values 
and life styles of the Chicano and the Indian. 
Student evaluation of faculty was explored. Each 
faculty member was to use a method of getting student 
feed back to be includt'ld in his evaluation in the Spring. 
In the fall the UNM Students Home Economics Assoc.ia-
tion was asked if they would like representation at 
faculty meetings. The students decided to elect a 
sophomore and a junior in January of every year who 
would be student representatives and participate in all 
meetings except those specifically deeignated to the 
faculty in the faculty handbook. 
Hork was started on a Child Development minor but 
was abandoned temporarily when the College began its 
marathon meeting on setting priorities and goals. How-
ever this appeared to have a high priority and will be 
continued. 
There seems to be an ever increasing demand for 
lower division classes. Each semester all one and two 
hundred level classes have been closed before new 
students 1vere registered. Most of the increase is 
related to students outside of the department who 
either recognize the importance of the family to their 
field of study or for their personal life roles. For 
example, second semester, through a computer error, 
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Home Economics 120 Food Science accepted double the amount 
of students the section could handle. Special funds were 
allocated to teach the two extra sessions, however, the 
next registration again showed all these sections filled 
before freshmen were registered, The registration proce-
dures of giving juniors and seniors preference makes it 
difficult to accomodate freshmen majors who are expected 
to take this class. 
The dietetic program· continues to grow under the 
resources of money from the Allied Health Grant. A new 
grant was received to allow the department to establish 
a coordinated undergraduate internship program with 
funding for planning this next year. 
This year 9 students completed the requirements 
for a dietetic internship. The 5 students who applied 
received internships. This is considerably better than 
the National average, 
With permanent staff in the area of family there has 
appeared to be a great need for information and counseling 
in marriage and personal adjustment as well as parent 
education. 
Field experience continues to be an important aspect 
of our program. Freshmen students work and observe home 
economics professionals in teaching, dietetics, interior 
decoration, business, merchandising, child development and 
family, and community service programs. We have had a 
hundred percent cooperation and interest from the profes-
sionals. In the junior year education majors spend one-
half day per week during one semester in the public 
schools. The dietetic majors are involved in community 
nutrition programs. In the senior year students have 
assisted in the Maternal & Infant program, Expanded 
Nutrition, occupational education surveys, Pregnant teen-
agers, Model Cities, church related community projects 
and school alternative programs. In addition, in home 
management each student has Spent a half semester working 
with the family of a nursery school child. They also are 
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involved in nursery school and pre-school care centers. 
Because of the extreme amount of faculty time involved in 
field experiences, we have attempted to get informal feed 
back from students. We continue to get the response that 
we need even more of these experiences, which should 
start earlier and be a part of each year's curriculum. 
We hear comments such as "it was en eye-opener to see 
the real world", "I didn't know so much was going on", 
"all my classes seem to have more meaning". The problem 
remains in having to find the necessary resources, both 
human and financial to continue. Faculty are frustrated 
when supervision of field experiences receives little 
recognition on faculty loads. 
B. Plans and recommendations ..• 
In 1972-73. the faculty position for a nursery school teacher 
will be used to employ a person to teach housing-home 
furnishing, and some of the overflow classes in other areas. 
In the Nursery School, graduate students will be assigned to 
each session and under supervision of the professor of child 
development. The department needs to develop a child devel-
opment· program which will better prepare secondary home 
economics teachers to work in occupational classes in this 
area. In addition, to allow these people to be certified to 
teach at the nursery and kindergarten level. Some planning 
work has been started with Dr. Loughlin in early childhood. 
Work needs to proceed with the students elected to 
participate with faculty in evaluation of classes. The 
faculty has voted that all classes should be evaluated. 
The form and procedure needs to be developed. 
The coordinated dietetic undergraduate internship 
program needs to be developed. This involves hiring the 
director and developing the program cooperatively with other 
Allied Health programs. 
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C. Appointments to staff ... 
Mr. Terrance Olson joined the staff· in September 1971 as 
Assistant Professor teaching in the family relations area. 
Graduate Assistant was Rochelle Koslowe. 
Temporary part time instructor for the Fall Semester was 
Mrs. Joanne Miller. 
Temporary part time instructors for Spring Semester 1972: 
Catherine Ferguson teaching the House & It's Furnishings; 
Cathryn Jean Lewis - Large Quantity Food Preparation, and 
Organization-Management (paid from Allied Health Grant) 
Letitia Kelly - Large Quantity Food Preparation (paid from 
Allied Health Grant) 
Narsonia M. Spatz - Meal Management 
Joyce T. Burgess - Food Science laboratory. 
D. Separation from staff ••• 
Dr. Florence Schroeder asked for an early retirement at the 
end of the Spring Semester. 
Carolyn Hill resigned from supervising the Nursery School 
at Manzanita at the end of Spring Semester. 
II. Composite of information requested on individual biographical 
supplements. 
1. Advanced study .•. 
Mary M. Smith - UNM 6 graduate credits. 
Terrance D. Olson - Dissertation defense set for August 1972; 
Florida State University, Interdivisional Program in Marriage 
and Family Living. 
Florence M. Schroeder promoted to full professor in June 1971. 
2. Sabbaticals, leaves, travel •.. 
Carolyn M. Hill traveled to Sussex, England and Ireland. 
3. New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc ... 
Marion Coons award was given to Patricia Ziemer, graduating 
senior. 
New Mexico Jr. Home Economist of the Year award to Lynn 
Whalen, a graduating senior. 
Mary Gillespie award to Gracie Armandariz, a junior student. 
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4. Publications ... 
none 
5. Other research projects or creative work .•. 
none 
6. Activities in learned and professional socities .•. 
Ednell M. Snell - Co-Chairman Western Regional Home Economics 
Teacher Educators. U.S. Office of Education Vocational Home 
Economics meeting, Chicago. Int'l Conference on Adolescent 
Nutrition. AVA Home Economics Teacher Education, presided at 
one day session. NMAHEA, State meeting. Advisory Committee, 
State Vocational Department of Home Economics, and Albuquerque 
Public Schools. 
Ruth B. Harris- President of N. M. Home Economics, Assoc., 
member of American Home Economics Assoc. Attended national 
meeting in Denver, State Presidents' workshop in Washington, 
D. C., state annual meeting in Santa Fe. Member of American 
Dietetic Assoc., N. M. Dietetic Assoc. Attended national 
meeting in Philadelphia, state meeting iu Roswell. Member 
Society for Nutrition Education. Attended national meeting 
in Scottsdale. Attended annual meeting of College Teachers 
of Food and Nutrition of Pacific region at Los Angeles. 
Member of Planning Committee for Nutrition Symposium sponsored 
by Joint Committee for Nutrition Education, member of Planning 
Committee Four Corners Dietetic Association meeting to be held 
in 1973. Member of N. M. Council on Food, Nutrition and 
Health. Member of planning committee for Governor's conference 
to be held in Nov. 1972. 
Mary Margaret Smith - Attended College Teachers of Home 
Management, Family Economics in Salt Lake City, November 1971. 
Attended American Home Economics Assoc., Section Meeting-
Family Income Maintenance Programs in June. Consumer Education 
Federation. Albuquerque Home Economist. ~I&A, meeting in 
Santa Fe. AHEA, member. 
Carolyn M. llill - Chairman of Home Economics Scholarship 
Committee (Spring 1971), attended New Mexico Home Economics 
State meeting, and New Me~ico Assoc. for the Education of 
Young Children, State meeting. 
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Terrance Olson - Attended ·workshops and conference of the 
American Association of Marriage and Family Counselors. 
Florence M. Schroeder - NMAEYC, State Secretary 1970-72; 
NAEYC comprehensive member 1965-, NMEA member, AREA member, 
AAUW member, AAUP member. NMAEYC Executive Board (4 meetings 
per year and attended 2 state meetings.) Albuquerque Home 
Economics Club, NMHEA member, American Child Development 
Council. 
7. Other Professional activities ••• 
Dr. Florence Schroeder - TV appearance on talk show regarding 
Child Development. Advisory Board member and Consultant, 
Programs for Children, Mental Health Center, also In-service 
trainer, Consultant, Sp. Educ. Center, Martineztown N.S. & Kdgt. 
Consultant APS Vocation Training Child Development Program at 
Washington Jr. High. 
Dr. Ednell M. Snell - Brazilian Project. 
Home Economics Club - dispiay at State meeting and National 
Conclave, Kappa Omicron Phi. 
Ruth B Harris - TV program on Nutrition. Talk to Sociology 
class at Sandia High School. Talk to Rome Economics class at 
Sandia High Schoo 1. 
Imogean Me Murray - Talk to 4-H Club. 
8. Non-teaching University service ••• 
Ednell M. Snell - Chairman, Department of Home Economics. 
Administrative Committee. 
Vocational Education Committee - Ad hoc 
Learning Material Center 
Board Member of Faculty Club 
Advisor to Majors, graduate students and transfer students. 
Florence Schroeder - Retirement & Insurance Committee. 
Manzanita Committee. Advisor to Rome Economics Majors. 
Ruth B. Harris - Planning Committee for Popejoy Visiting 
Professor. Sponsor for Kappa Omicron Phi. Nutrition 
Planning Project, Medical School. Committee on Committees, 
C. O.E. Advisor to Dietetic Majors. 
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Imogean Me Murray - Advisor to Majors with Clothing & Textile. 
Mary Margaret Smith - Committee on Multi Cultural Education, 
C. 0. E. Committee on Environmental Studies. Faculty advisor 
College Chapter,_ Home Economics Assoc. Advisor to freshman. 
Terrance Olson - Student Personnel Committee - C.O.E. 
Curriculum Development. 
Carolyn Hill - Undergraduate Curriculum Committee. 
9. Public Service .•• 
Ednell M. Snell - Board member, Model City. WISH Project. 
Board member Altrusa. 
Florence Schroeder- Heart fund campaign, Muscular Dystrophy-
campaign, Professional member, E. 0. B. Board. Chairman, 
Consultant Nursery Education. 
Ruth .B. Harris - N. M, Council on Food Nutrition & Health. 
Mary M. Smith - Albuquerque Consumer Federation. 
Terrance Olson - Teacher in Sunday School, LDS. 
Weekly Parent Education group. Leader of group concerned with 
Child discipline. 
Carolvn Hill - Church related activities. 
ANNUAL REPORT 
DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
Dr. Robert j. Doxtater, Chairman 
PART I 
General Departmental Information 
A. Significant 8cchievements during the Academic Year 1971-72 
1) During the year all departmental members were involved in in-
tensive curricular analysis of all departmental programs: Business 
Education, EngliSh Education, Industrial Educatio~, Matnematics Educa-
tion, Modern Language Education, Science Education, Social Studies Edu-
cation, the Teaching of English as a Second Languag·e, and the Teaching 
of Reading. Much time was spent by faculty members in preparing and 
leading discussions during eightdepartment meetings held throughout the 
year. An all-day meeting toward the end of the year, and a series of' 
ad hot committee meetings thereafter (one of which was also an all~day 
meeting) led to the preparation of a series of recommendations. The 
recommendations were adopted by the total department at the last depart-
ment meeting of the 1971-72 school year, held May 16: A copy of the 
recommendations is attached, Appendix A. Probably the recommendations 
can best be summarized by saying that the department has decided to move 
to block programming; further, that it wishes to establish a major in 
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secondary education (~ . .£!.·, mathematics education, science education, 
etc.); and that it wishes all students in teacher preparation at the 
secondary level to be enrolled in the Department of Secondary Educa-
tion in the College of Education. The implementation of the recom-
mendations will have greatest significance in program change and stu-
dent advisement for what the chairman of the department has in past 
Annual Reports referred to as "General Secondary Education". Business 
Education and Industrial Education, housed in the department, have long 
had their own "majors" and their four-year teacher preparation students 
have been students in the College of Education and in the Department of 
Secondary Education, entirely in the case of Industrial Education and 
overwhelmingly in the case of Business Education. 
In the past General Secondary Education has depended upon the de-
partments of history, mathematics, drama, etc., to prescribe the courses 
which would constitute a teaching major or minor. C~rtain exceptions to 
the foregoing have existed in the composite majors (~·~·· science com-
posite, communication arts composite, social studies composite) for which 
the Department of Secondary Education has had jurisdiction in prescrip-
tion of the courses to be taken under the heading of a composite major. 
The Teaching of Reading and the Teaching of English as a Second Language 
can also be majors or minors and are under the 'Department of Secondary 
Education's jurisdiction. With the passage of the recommendations men-
tioned in the foregoing, Genera 1 Seconda-ry Education wi 11 seek to move 
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in the direction of establishing majors in mathematics education, modern 
languages education, and English education, giving the department con-
trol over prescription of the courses to be taken by the student to 
qualify for certification and in those teaching majors and minors, with 
a refinement of the Communication Arts composite into -English Education 
as a major. 
2) During the year a l1 departmental members were involved in 
examining the process of screening and admission of students into any 
program in the Department of Secondary Education. What can best be 
called a desire to deal with students on a more personalized and ex-
tended basis emerged as an emphasis which department members want, more 
so than viewing admissions as a 11 one-time" matter involving looking at 
paper _data (~·il·• g.p.a.~s, spelling scores, etc.), together with a fif-
teen-minute interview of the student. The emphasis wanted can be said 
to involve a cycling and recycling process with constant possibility of 
the student exiting from the program prior to completion. What might 
be called a rather formidable flow chart (Appendix·B) represents in its 
. . 
most basic element a dynamic process of faculty and students interacting 
wherein are involved screening, admission, teaching, learning, recycle-
for-learning-if-necessary, and program-completion (or exiting of the 
student~ completion}. 
3) Further achievements by the department and significant in the 
sense of promising long term benefits: 
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a) ·It was agreed to house in the department the direc-
torship of the arinual and local Science and Humanities Symposium. The 
local and annual symposium is a part of a national network with a local. 
budget annually of approximately $10,000 for stipends and expenses for 
students, teachers, and university staff. The upgrading of science edu-
cation and the integration of secondary school educational effort are 
major objectives of the symposium. 
b) Grant money was received plus contributions from 
building trades groups to launch a local effort implementing the IACP 
(Industrial Arts Curriculum Project, ·ohio State University). The major 
purposes of the curricular project include learning through laboratory-
type activity with integration of subject matter from a variety of 
disciplines. 
c) The department unanimously endorsed continuance of 
the North Central state chairmanship at the University of NeW Mexico 
upon Professor Crawford's retirement from that position at the end of 
the 1972-73 school year, and endorsed unanimously one of its department 
members as the candidate to succeed Professor Crawford in 1973-74 as 
State Chairman of the North Central Association, New Mexico. 
d) The department invested in an instructor a modest 
amount of its small, part•time instruction fund to offer pre-student 
teaching experiences to a few students in Quito, Ecuador. 
e) The department continued its involvement in Adult 
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Basic Education via the UNM plant workers tutorial. Continuance and 
refinement of the project and "locking" the tutorial into a regular 
program of the department has led to the assurance of a grant for 
1972-73 to expand the reading-language competence effort irito arithine• 
tic, science, and social science areas with general educational develop-
ment and high school diplomas the end goal of Phase II of an envisioned 
three-phase program. 
f) The department continued to field successfully projects 
within the framework of its regular work: the kennedy Junior High 
School "Mid-School" project was successful in helping teachers to de-
velop better understanding of pre-adolescents and early adolescents 
and need for educational activity in a human1ties-type curriculum; the 
West Mesa High School-John Adams Junior High School "Reading Program-
Language Arts" project was well received by teachers and students with 
reading laboratory development on sites~ various faculty were involved 
in workshop-type offerings in vocational and career education. 
g) Curricular and instructional experiences were offered 
by several faculty to Brazilians sent to UNM for educational develop-
ment in areas of industrial education, business education, and science. 
The effort is related to the Brazilian Mid-School Development Project 
in its second year with a Department of Secondary Education staff mem-
ber based in Brazil as Director of the project. 
h) Title changes were made. In the future Program Heads 
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of Business Education and Industrial Education will be identified 'as 
Assistant Chairmen of the department. 
B. Significant..Jlan.s_and Recommendations for the Near Future 
1) With respect to the recommendations passed unanimously. by the 
department (Appendix A), obviously planning time is needed by the de-
partment for implementation. It is anticipated that quarter time each 
for each of two faculty members in General Secondary Education will be 
allotted to develop a junior "block" and a senior "block" for sfudents 
in General Secondary Education. Business Education and Industrial Edu-
cation will be free to use such aspects of the block programs ultimately 
developed as they desire. Business Education has ha:d a fifteen-credit 
"block" in each academic semester the past three years. 1973-74 is the 
target date for formal launching of the "new program" in General Sec-
ondary Education. Clearance through College and University committees 
(possibly faculties), catalog copy changes, scheduling changes, etc., 
all must be given attention. 
2) With respect to the changed emphasis in screening and admis-
sions to programs in secondary education (Appendix B), experience is 
needed. During the year 1972-73, faculty members in the department 
can be expected to discuss interview and admissions practices, perform-
ance competencies wanted as a result of learning experiences provided, 
"screening out'' of students, or non-recommendation of certain students 
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for certification should certain students "complete·'' a progra~ (tech-
nically). For greatest success in the cycling and re-cycling process 
(for student learning), probably the junior and senior block programs 
must be in exi.stence in General Secondary·Education. 
3) Projects Will continue within the framework of the depart~ 
ment's re~ular programs; the Mid-School Project will continue at Ken-
nedy Junior High School; the Reading Project will be shifted to Rio 
Grande High School; the McKinley Junior High School project to cope 
with juvenile delinquency via attempted change of teacher attitude 
toward students and student behavior will engage the time of approxi-
mately one-half of a staff member; the Adult Basic Education project 
will continue with attempt to plan Phase III, skill development in 
industrial and business subjects, while establishing in Phase II the 
development of language skills with mathematics, science and social 
studies content, leading to GED and awarding of high school diplomas. 
4) One semester (of two) during 1972-73, the Department will 
continue its investment of a modest sum out of its small, part-time 
instruction fund in an instructor at Quito to offer pre-student teach-
ing experiences to a few students. Meanwhile, the And~an Center 
budget will finance a special methods instructor in the teaching of 
modern languages, based in Quito. In effect, the preparation of sec-
ondary school teachers in Modern Languages is an expanding venture 
in Quito. 
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5) Vocational-career education emphases can be expected to con-
tinue. Current discussions with leaders of Indian peoples point 
clearly to a .demand which must be met in training para-professionals. 
6) Off-campus and on-site trainirtg and education can be expected 
to accelerate as a characteristics of the "new" professi anal education .• 
C. Appointments to staff 
Leo Macias who will be complet·ing his doctorate at Ohio State 
Universit·· this sum!'1er will be joining the Department of Secondary Edu-
cation as an Assistant Professor. His specialty is Modern Language Edu-
cation. 
Mr. Frank Field will be ao Assistant Professor in Industrial Edu~ 
cation. He is completing his doctorate at Ball State University. 
D. Separations from Staff 
Dr. Albert Giordano is resigning at the end of the summer session 
1972 to return to California. He was Program Head, Business Education, 
1970-72. The latter position is not filled as of June 9. 
Mr. Robert Esparza will be on a two-year leave of absence begin-
ning June 1972 to complete a mission for UNESCO in Quito, Ecuador. 
Mr. Gerald Cunico is on a one-year leave of absence to complete 
his doctorate at Utah State University. 
Mrs. Virginia Reva retired June 30, 1972. She was a Professor 
in Ousiness Education. 
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PART II 
Program Review 
1. Introductory Statement 
The report which follows for General Secondary Education 
has been written ·by Dr. Robert Doxtater, Chairman of the department. 
The reports which follow for Business Education and Industrial Educa-
tion were written by Dr. Albert Giordano and Dr. Milton Garrett, re-
specitvely, Assistant Chairmen each in charge of their area. 
2. The Department as a Whole 
As a whole, the department dropped in credit hours 1971-72 · 
and in numbers of students enrolled in courses and admitted to pro-
grams. However, the drop was a variable matter: for one program 
there was a drop in graduate enrollment and not in undergraduate en-
rollment (or even increase in the latter); for other programs there 
was increase in graduate enrollment with decrease in undergraduate 
enrollment; etc. 
3. General Secondary Education 
a. Distribution of students 
Figures available from college-level clerical personnel indi-
cate the following distribution of undergraduate students in 
General ·secondary Education, 1971-72: 
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Freshmen 
Sophomores 
Juniors 
Seniors 
Total 
1 
24 
102 
_ill_ 
302 
( 1 ) 
(92) 
( 159) 
il.§iL 
(436)* 
Graduates from undergraduate programs .as of May 1972 arid ss 72: 
Science 9 
Mathematics 2 
TESOL 3 
Foreign Language 6 
Social Studies 38 
English ~ 
97 
Graduate student enrollment 1971-72 
Mas ter~s 1.50 (131) 
Ed. Spec. 8 (4) 
Doctor a 1 ~ m.L 
Total 196 (156)* 
Graduates from graduate programs as of May 1972 and SS 72: 
Master's 46 
Ed. Specialist 1 
Doctoral 9 
56 
* 70-71 figures for comparison 
b. Formulas, Faculty Load and Faculty-Student Ratios 
General Secondary Education numbers twelve faculty members. 
The chairman 1s V2 time administration. Professor Crawford is 3/4 
time administration, North Central Association. Professo~ Runge is 1/4 
time administration, student teaching. Professor Tweeten is l/2 time 
Secondary Education and 1/2 time Elementary Education, science educa-
tion. There are, in other words, ten teaching faculty members in Gen-
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eral Secondary Education, in equivalency. 
Staffing has been thought of as 5 and 5. Roughly 1/2 of Gen-
eral Secondary Education's manpower has been thought to be invested in 
undergraduate education. The other 1/2 has been thought to be invested 
in graduate education. Faculty is on a 12 credit hour load basis for 
full 1 oad. 
Formulas for undergraduate instruction cai1 for 25 undergraduate 
students per course. Supervision of six student teachers equals a one-
quarter load for a faculty member, twenty-four student teachers equal-
ing a full load. Allowing 2 1/2 of 5 faculty members for undergradu-
ate students could be accounted for in one semeste~, 500 in two semes-
ters. Ten undergraduate courses could be staffed in each semester. 
The remaining 2 1/2 faculty could account for the supervision of 60 
student teachers in one semester, 120 in two semesters. 
In practice, faculty activity with undergraduates has not 
been "neat and tidy" as formulas would suggest. 71-72 undergraduate 
course enrollment in both semesters has .been under a total of 250 stu-
dents, approximately 160-180 students, duplicates included, in each 
semester. There have been more than 60 student teachers in each semes-
ter, approximately 90-110. Graduate assistants have accounted for ap-
proximately 36 of the latter in each semester. 
Formulas for graduate student instruction call for 15 stu-
dents per course. Supervision of one dissertation writer equals 2 
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credit hours or l/6 of a faculty memoer's load. 6 dissertation 
writers equals a full faculty load. 2 l/2 of 5 faculty members can 
deai with 150 graduate students in ten courses in each semester, 
total 300 in two semesters. The remainihg faculty can deai With·l·5 
dissertation writers in each semester; total 30 in two semesters. 
In practice, faculty activity with graduate students has 
not been "neat and tidy" as formulas would suggest.. 71-72 graduate 
course enrollment has exceeded a total of i50 students in each semes-
ter, close to 170. The General Secondary Education program group has 
probably "fielded" more than 15 dissertation writers in each semester, 
duplicates included. 
Though fractional time on the part of General Secondary Edu-
cation faculty members is devoted to something other than instruc-
tion, as has been mentioned before, Professors Doxtator, Crawford, 
Runge, and Tweeten do work with dissertation writers, formulas or no 
formulas, and help to accommodate an increasingly "tight graduate pro-
gram". 
On balance, General Secondary Education "leans toward" grad-
uate instruction and seems to be doing· so increasingly. 
c. Credit Hours 
Student credit hours for General Secondary Education,Jl-72, 
totalled about 5,000 hours (2340, 2600). Approximately 65% of the 
5000 hours was in undergraduate instruction (3250). The remaining 
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hours were in graduate instruction. The figure compares unfavorably 
with 5643 credit hours reported for 7b-71. 
Admissions to Genera 1 Secondary Educati o'n undergraduate 
programs totalled 247, fall-s~ring 1971-72. 51 students wefe marked 
"do not admit",. 19 students were marked "re-interview, hoid for grades, 
withdrew or no show". 70-71 the figures were reported as 318 admitted, 
and 53 marked "do not admit". A comparison of SS 71 with SS 70 indi-
cates 51 admitted and 1'5 not admitted whereas the figures for SS 71 
were 81 and 21. 27 graduate students were admitted to General Second-
dary Education prograrns summer session 1971 and fall-spring 1971,-72. 
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To: Robert Doxtater 
From: Al Giordano 
Subject: Information from Business Education for the Department of 
Secondary Education's Annual Report, 1971-72 
The Business Education clas.sroom facilities continued in their 
present location, Rooms 110 and 112 in the School of Business and 
Administrative Sciences. The faculty off'i ces were nioved from the 
School of Business to the College of Education. The present loca-
tion for faculty offices was selected instead of Me~a Vista in order 
to be closer to physical facilities in B&AS. A second, very important 
criterion was the fact that Business Education faculty would be situ-
ated adjacent to the Industrial Education Program faculty. Both pro-
grams share many commonalities and principles of Vocational Education. 
Both are in the Department of Secondary Education and have. a strong 
need for secretarial assistance. The adjacent computer room could very . 
well be utili zed for one office for the Program Head, with an adjoin-
ing office serving both Industrial Education and Business Education. 
The present qrogram Head during 1971-72 shared an office with another 
Business Education faculty member. Evaluation by the Business Educa-
tion faculty indicated that the location of faculty offices in the Col-
lege of Education has provided greater opportunity to w~rk with and 
get to know other members of the College of Education faculty. It has 
also brought the Business Education faculty closer to various services, 
such as the Instructi ona 1 Media Center and reproduction facilities .• 
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Cultural Diversity 
The cultural diversity objective st~ted in the 1970-71 Annual 
Report indicates that many Spanish-Americans have selected Business 
Teacher Education as their professional choice. Almost half of the 
29 students in· 1971-72 were of Spanish descent. 
Brazilian Group 
The Program Head and faculty devoted many hours of instructional 
research and counseling time to the five visiting professors and super-
visors in Business Education from the country of Brazil. The particu-
lar activity provided the Business Education Program the opportUnity 
to involve more and more resource people rrom the metropolitan Albu-
querque area as well as resource people from the State Department df 
Education. 
Business Education Curriculum 
Although State and community pressures were instrumental in the 
decision that the School of Business and Administrative Sciences would 
retain their undergraduate program, without notification to us or par-
ticipation by us it was learned that the School of Business in actuality 
had phased out B&AS 202, Business Data yrocessing, and also B&AS 105 
and 106, Accounting (B&AS 105 and 106 have beeh:combinE!d 4nto .one 
course for the future). This action has 1110s t definitely weakened the 
Business Education undergraduate program. To maintain a quality pro-
gram, it will be necessary that the College of Education develop new 
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courses in the Business Education Program to meet the needs of the 
prospective Business Education teachers. The University.administra-
tion should make a decision to support both in principle and financi-
ally, the fie 1 ding of these courses. A meeting of the Deans of the 
College of Education and the School of Business and Administrative 
Sciences was held with interested faculty to discuss the problems 
incurred by that decision. At this date, it has been agreed that 
the Associate Deans of the two colleges will keep in close touch on 
all contemplated curricular changes. 
New Courses 
In an attempt continuously to meet the needs for the certifica-
tion of Business Education vocational students and to cooperate more 
fully with the Director of Office Education for the State of New 
Mexico, the Business Education Program developed .a ne~ courset BE 447, 
Vocational Office Simulation. The State Director, Robert Gordon, was 
invited to team teach this class with Professor Heemstra. 
Service to the College of Education 
The new course developed last year, Vocational Office Laboratory, 
continued to improve both in quality and effectiveness of the program. 
Competent student secretaries were provided by the Business Education 
Program to a number of approved office work stations throughout the 
College of Education. Over 5,000 hours of secretarial· assistance were 
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provided members of the College of Education through this program. 
Mrs. Gayle Sampley is to be complimented fcir the development of a. 
fine program. . 
Business Education Students 
C&I doctora 1 students, strong minor in Business Ed'ucati on 4 
Business Education graduate students 55 
Business Education Majors - COE 200 
Business Education Majors - University College 45 
Two- Year Secretarial students 60 
Business Education minors and misc. 25 
Vocational Office Education students 33 
Other students enrolled in secretarial classes ..:.§£ 
Total 474 
Student Teachers 
The Business Education Program developed 29 teachers during the 
1971-1972 school ·year. One business student teacher was an exchange 
student from Minot State College in North Dakota. 
Student teachers were placed in all nine of the Albuquerque public 
high schools as well as in Los Lunas High School, Albuquerque Technical-
Vocational Institute, and Operation SER. As a result of research and. 
evaluation of previous professional Business teacher block programs, an 
experiment was inaugurated which combined many aspects of the trad.i-
tional student teaching and the Business Education professional block. 
Evaluation of the results was overwhelmingly in favor of maintaining the 
Business Education professional block based upon the experience of the 
spring 1972 semester. During that semester, each student reported to 
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his teaching assignment for the first two hours of each day, and 
then returned to the university for the professional block activi-
ties for a total of seven weeks. At the end of seven weeks, the 
student returned to the high school to teach full time, gradually 
adding one class to his teaching assignment until, during the last 
three weeks, each student teacher was teaching the full teaching 
load of his respective cooperative teacher. 
Mr. McQueen assisted very ably with the professional block and 
supervision of student teachers. In addition to this primary assign-
ment, he team taught two graduate courses, as well as a course in 
Business Data Processing. 
In May, the Business Education Program sponsored its Second An-
nual Dinner at the Mid-Town Holiday Inn. In addition to honoring 
the graduating student teachers, special recognition was given to 
Professor Reva, who is retiring at the end of the current year. Also, 
at this meeting the visiting Brazilian professors were honored. Spe-
cial recognition was bestowed upon the outstanding student teacher of 
the year, Miss Naomi Daggett, who was awarded a plaque from the National 
Business Education Association. 
Delta Pi Epsilon 
Perhaps the outstanding event of the year will prove to be the 
official petition for a chapter of Delta Pi Epsilon, the national honor-
ary graduate Business Education society. Considerable paper work and 
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effort were necessary to complete this application. Official instal-
lation will take place in the next few months, once each of the 
national chapters has ratified and approved the UNM application. This 
will be the first chapter in the state of New Mexico. 
Vocational Ed~ 
Coordination continued with both the community vocational leaders 
and the State Director of Vocational Educa·tion in both distributive 
and office education. The State Director of Office Education, Robert 
Gordon, served as a faculty member in one of our graduate offerings 
but, in addition, continued to visit each of the studeht teaching pro-
fessional blocks to provide current developments and information about 
cooperative programs, intensive programs, office simulation and, more 
specifically, career education. 
The Program Head attended the national convention for the American 
Vocational Association in Portland, Oregon, in December, 1971. The 
information ga.thered from programs was utilized in graduate courses 
and as resource material for student teachers. 
Occupational Internships for Professional Business Teachers 
An innovative program to meet one of the greatest needs in voca-
tional business education was inaugurated in the 1972 summer program 
at the University of New Mexico. The success of the program will no 
doubt provide the incentive for similar programs to provide occupa-
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tional experience for other groups of vocational teachers. 
The objectives of the program are· listed below: 
1. Update and upgrade teacher experience in a variety 
of business skills that these teachers will be using 
Jn their classrooms. 
2. Help the teacher become sensitive to the needs of 
employers and the demands of business in the distri-
butive and office areas. 
3. Modernize instructional materials and techniques in 
the schools based on current needs of employers. 
4. Promote career education. 
Three graduate students with considerable occupational experience, Sue 
Coellers, Fred Mabry, and Prospera Pine, served as program coordinators. 
Mrs. Hilda Majors served as the University coordinator for the occupa-
tional internship program. 
Resource Centers 
The Business Education resource center continu'ed to serve Business 
Education undergraduate students, student teachers, and graduate stu-
dents with additional volumes of instructional materials in the Business 
and Office Education areas. There are now three resource centers: 1) 
in the Instructional Media Center, 2) in Parish Library, B&AS, and 3) 
in the Business Education faculty area. 
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Business Education 1n~service Offering 
-...·-. < 
The Business Education Program scheduled a two-day workshop in 
touch shorthand on June 22 and 23. The workshop was sponsored by 
STENOGRAPH and is part of a regular program offered ih ma~y teacher 
education institutions throughout the country. All instructi.onal 
materials and machines were provided by STENOGRAPH. There was no 
tuition credit or fees, and Hetrick Foss of Eastern New Mexico Uni-
versity was the visiting instructor. 
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TO: Robert Doxtater 
FROM: Milt Garrett 
SUBJECT: Information from Industrial Education for the Department of 
Secondary Education's Annua 1 Report, Part II 
A. Number of students declaring Industrial Education as .a major (Source: UNM Major Listing as of 2/24/72) 
Seniors 19 
Juniors 17 
Sophomores 29 
Freshmen ~ 
Total 80 
Number of active graduate students (Source: Industrial Education 
files): 
22 
B. Selection procedures for admission of students into program: 
Industrial Education has followed the screening procedures 
as adopted in principle by the Secondary Education faculty spr·ing 1972. 
That is, all students seeking Industrial Education as their major·were 
screened first by two of the Industrial Education faculty (the third 
member was on the larger departmental screening committee). 
C. Results of internal and external review: 
Internal review indicated that production procedures in 
the woods cul"riculum would not only be an enhancement of the learner's 
knowledge but it would be somewhat more reflective of current industrial 
practices. Thus, a major unit in mass production was devised and pre-
sented which included the manufacture of the jigs and fixtures. 
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In the power mechanics area it was determined by a re-
view of the literature and a desire to improve instruction that the 
concept kit "Power: Mechanisms of Energy Control" produced by Mc-
Knight and McKnight should be purchased and placed into the cur-
riculum. The kit was purchased and the conceptual approach has 
been implemented with much approval. The measure of approval has 
been based on student comments to other faculty and praise by the 
teachers from the Los Alamos High School. 
In an attempt to broaden the concepts of drafting and 
industrial design procedures as well as the reproduction of images, 
the drafting and design curriculum came under the influence of 
Earle's curricular teaching system as reproduced by the Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company. Herein, skillfulness on the drawing 
board was not part of the adopted package. Instead; such things as 
graphical mathematics, linkage systems, cams and gears, descriptive 
geometry and true graphical problem solving were induced and utilized 
via the conceptual learning theories as espoused by Woodruff. In 
the design phase of the teaching package such things as systems de-
sign and product design are studied and developed. Flow charts, 
presentation models and mockups, and team designing practices were 
developed, all of which are components of the American industrial de-
sign sequence. The system was not only adopted for its wider scope 
in the technologies of drafting and· industrial design processes, but 
also with the intent of teaching a larger body of knowledge in a 
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shorter duration. By doing so, it then will open the advance courses 
for instruction in areas heretofore not offered, using the same staff 
and hours within the existing program. 
Regarding external review, a former .graduate of the pro-
gram and subs.equent part-time teacher for Industrial Education re-
viewed the reproduction needs of drafting and brought forth a dona-
tion of a large blueprint machine. Internal review recognized the 
need for other reproduction processes reflective of current industri-
al practices and, thus, a reclaimed offset press was obtained and 
placed on loan for classroom use. 
As a result of feedback from the electronics students 
(external aspect) and the instructor•s awareness of a lack of proper 
equipment and facilities (internal review) the second semester•s 
electronics course changed somewhat. The industrial designing con-
cept, supra, had proven to be a productive and worthwhile learning 
activity. That method of problem solving and product design was 
adopted with an application of electricity and electronics. Of the 
three electronic product devel~pments, the electrostatic precipi-
tator proved to be the most interesting and challenging. Both the 
electronics instructor and the drafting and design instructor agre~d 
that there are some "instructional bugs" to work out, but both were 
pleased with a new beginning. 
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D. Follow-up of graduates: 
In May, 1972, two Industrial Education graduate students 
completed a follow-up of Industrial Education students who graduated 
with their bachelor's degree within a seven-year span. Of the 77 
persons sampled, 54.6% (42) replied. From those returned question-
naires 59.9% (25) were teaching, 28.6% (12) were either self-em-
ployed or working in non-teaching jobs, 7.1% (3) were in the mi1i-
tary, and 4.75% (2) were working toward an advanced degree. There 
were 16.7% (7) who had completed a master's degree. No persons have 
completed a doctorate in Curriculum and Instruction, strong minor in 
Industrial Education. However, 57.4% (27) were pursUing a master's 
degree. 
E. Evidence of teaching effectiveness: 
Members of the Industria 1 Education faculty personally 
solicited self evaluation from the students with ~1hom they had con-
tact. Each graduate class was asked the strengths and weaknesses in 
that course and verbal comments regarding the program as a whole 
have been noted and acknowledged. One faculty member also solicited 
peer evaluation. 
The types of self evaluation forms ran from unsigned 
questionnaires to unsigned but handwritten responses. 
F. Class sizes: 
Undergraduate class sizes for the Industrial Education 
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program remain at near capacity and over, especially in the labora-
tory classes. A chart has been prepared representing numbers in 
attendance in each offering for the past four years. For the under-
graduate classes the following is evident: 
a. 1971-72 732 per;:;ons in 27 offerings 
b. 1970-71 731 persons in 24 offerings 
c. 1969-70 622 persons in 25 offerings 
d. 1968-69 520 persons in 23 offerings * 
Taking "a" and "b" as discrete entities, the program 
~the appearance of being static. This interpretation should not 
be permitted as the following two pdi nts will provide an antithesis. 
First, the majority of Industrial Education classes have a maximum 
personnel size limitation. The "static" condition could be broken 
very easily by exceeding the self imposed classroom maximum capacity 
as another college department does. Its self-imposed maximums are 
often exceeded by the departmental faculty to meet the demand. Where 
safety factors such as aisle clearance are involved (aisles currently 
do not meet industrial standards of 48 inches) and high turning speeds 
of equipment are involved, Industrial Education maximums, if broken, 
would pass the bounds of safe practices. Hence, restricted class 
sizes bear on safety factors. This has a relationship. to faculty load 
and the limitations impede growth figures, 
* Source: IBM printout for official UNM class enrollments 
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The second point as an antithesis to the "st.atic con-
dition" is that in the spring semester seventy plus persons were 
turned away from one course .offering alone. There are scores of 
persons turned away in all other courses simply due to a lack of ad-
ditional class accommodations. The Industrial Education.Program as 
it exists in space and equipment and scheduling could probably be 
used to satisfy service to one department alone in the College of 
Education. 
Looking at the four year figures there is a decided 
growth pattern. However, the report for the 1972~73 year will un-
doubtedly show a measurable decline. When this occurs note must be 
made that two "service courses" (courses for non-department persons) 
are being dropped effective fall semester 1972. 
The graduate program does indicate a different situa-
tion. There appears to be a decidedly sharp decline in that enroll-
ment. 
1971-72 
1970-71 
1969-70 
41 persons in 7 offerings 
47 persons in 5 offerings 
68 persons in 5 offerings 
1968-69 53 persons in 5 offerings 
G. Sources and adequacy of support (inside and outside): 
Outside support: Funds were acquired for an innovative, prevo-
cational, career awareness, industrial arts 
program, Industrial Arts Curriculum Project 
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(IACP) during the spring of 1972. The funds 
were quite adequate as well as welcomed. The 
sources and amounts were: 
l) The New Mexico Building Branch of the As-
sociated General Contractors: $1227 cash 
and $254 donated supplies. 
2) The New Mexico State Department of Educa-
tion $1500. 
3) The UNM Vocational Education Account 
$3168.30 (approximately). 
4) Secondary Education $400.bd. 
Total $6,535.74 
For the drafting and design program a large 
production blueprint machine was donated by 
Earl Main Architects which was more than ade-
quate. The cost of ins ta 11 a ti on was borne by 
the COE'Dean's account. From the Instructional 
Media Center came an operable offset press of 
early Vintage. This is on a loan basis and 
meets a need, although it is a little less than 
adequate in its performance and being up to date. 
The last outside source, $500, came to 
drafting and designing portion of the program 
as a result of commitments made during contract 
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negotiations in May of 1971 with the professor 
employed to teach the course. The money was 
spent on the purchase of drafting machines and 
accompanying scales. 
Inside support: The "inside" funds for the operation of the 
program were from two accounts -- salary account 
and expenses account. The salary account, whiie 
nearly covering all anticipated commitments, was 
not large enough to permit the hiring of a full 
time or even a part-time secretary. Nor was it 
large enough to hire a laboratory maintenance 
man. Hence the salary account was. not considered 
adequate. 
The second account, expenses, in the 
amount of $2800, caused an already austere pro-
gram to become more frugal as inflation took 
its massive toll. Without a discourse on what 
a hindrance this operational budget did to our 
program, consideration must be given to increas-
ing the amount at least fourfold because the 
program's physical aspect is rapidly becoming a 
liability to the University. 
In this age of legal suits, etc., it 
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becomes imperative to allocate funds. to safety 
devices such as master e l ec tri cal contra l s , 
safety zones (non-skid floors), color coding, 
identification of fire apparatus ahd more. The 
laboratory equipment in some instances is due 
for retirement because its physical life has 
been used. An accident related to any of these 
points would cost much more than an increase in 
the expense.account. 
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PART II I 
Supplement to Biographical Records 
l. Advanced Study 
Miss Heemstra completed all course work and co~prehensive exami-
nation toward her doctorate at Michigan State, 
Mr. McQueen completed all requirements at Arizona State Uni-
versity for his doctorate except dissertation. 
Mr. Mierzwa received his Ph. D. from Stanford University. 
Mr. Doxtater attended a three-day workshop in human relations 
in St. Louis, March 1971. 
2. Sabbaticals ,_l~aye~ of absence, travel, etc. 
Mr. Ivins was on sabbatical Semester II, 1971-72. 
Mr. Nesbitt was on sabbatical Semester II, 1971-72. 
Mr. Prigmore traveled extensively in the East, Near East and Europe 
during the 1971 summer. 
Mr. Stoumbis is on a two-year leave of absence to work with AID in 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, February 1971 to February 1973. 
Mr. Tweeten worked during the summer of 1971 with the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs in Arizona. 
Mr. Doxtater was on sabbatical Semester II 1970-71. 
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3. New scholastic honors 
Mr. Tweeten became a fellow of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
Mr. Prigmore was listed in the Dictionary of International Biog-
raphy and Outstanding Personalities in the West and Miswest, 1970, 
1971' 1972. 
Mr. McQueen was a teaching assistant in the Business Communication 
Department at Arizona State. 
Mr. Howard was selected as an Outstanding Educator of America in 
August 1971. 
4. Publications 
Mr. Giordano had a new text published in 1971: Basic Machine~­
culation. He also had submitted for publication in 1972 two articles 
concerning business machine calculation. 
Mr. Tweeten has text in progress on science methods. 
Mr. Ivins had published in the New Mexico Research and Study Coun-
cil a monograph entitled "Effectiveness of Process Teaching in High 
Schools: A Survey of Judgments by their' Graduates", in June 1971. 
Mr. Prigmore had an article published in The Humanities Horizon 
entitled "A Happening in Humanities 11 • 
Mr. Brown is continuing work and research on an unpublished book 
entitled The Slide Rule. 
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Mr. Garrett's dissertation, "The Impact of a Wage Clause and Em-
ployee Poll~ is being used as a textbook for a Texas A&M University 
labor relations course. 
Mr. Howard had. published the following articles: 
"Ph. D.'s by Mail", NCAQ.Jarterly, Winter 1971; 45:292-295; 
"The Value of Consistency and Formality"; NASSP Bulletin, 
April 1971; 55:89-97; 
"Improving Instruction in Middle Schools 11 , Middle Schoo1 
Bulietin, June 1971, 2:1-2 
"Mai 1 Order Ph.D.'s", Education bi gest, September 1971; 
37-32-33. 
Mr. White, co-author with Mr. Prouse, has a series in progress 
entitled American English Today, Junior High School Language Arts Series. 
Mr. Hirshfield had two articles accepted for publication in amateur 
radio publications. 
Mr. Crawford completed two non-published surveys for the North Cen-
tral Association entitled "New Mexico NCA School Administrator's Opin-
ions Concerning Certain NCA Policies and Practices" and "Admissions 
Officers Look at NCA High School Accreditation". 
Mr. Kline published in the New Mexico AVA an article entitled 
"UNM Approach to Media" and in the Oklahoma State Teachers Journal "Vis-
ual Literacy: A New Approach 11 • 
5. Other research ~rojects or creative work 
Dr. Giordano has a manuscript in the area of business mathematics. 
He also developed a new vocational class and initiated a new vocational 
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office 1 aboratory program, together with a plan for occupation a 1 
career internship. 
Mr. Tweeten was director of a grant from the National Science 
Foundation, Cooperative College School Science Program, $16,000. He 
has submitted a proposal to the National Science Foundation, High 
Ability Students, $14,000. He was also co-director of the Science 
and Humanities Symposium. 
Mr. Runge prepared a number of project proposals for EPDA, State 
Department of Vocational Education. He is also writing a master plan 
for vocational education development at UNM. 
Miss Heemstra is continuing research on her dissertation on of-
fice occupation programs in Area Vocational Centers in the United 
States. 
Mr. Esparza has work in progress on a chapter of a book edited 
by Dr. Arnulfo Trejo of the University of Arizona entitled The Mexican 
Americans ~ We See Ourse 1 ves. He a 1 so wrote "Co 1 ombi a: Curriculum 
Development Case Study" for the Economic Development Institute of the 
World Bank. The case study became the topic for a seminar of the 
Economic Development Institute. 
Mr. McQueen received a mini-grant from the State Department of 
Education for the compilation of dictation materials, 
Mrs. Sampley aided in the development and is coordinator of the 
Vocational Office Laboratory course, B. E. 350. 
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Mr. Mierzwa is developing a new student teaching program in 
secondary school mathematics. 
Mr. Howard has had the following articles in press: 
"The Teacher We Need", Clearing House 
"Discipline Is Caring", Today's Education 
He has four more articles submitted with no word yet as to acceptance. 
Mr. White had a mini-grant from the New Mexico State Department 
of Vocational Education for the period January .to June 1971 to develop 
an informal reading inventory for Spanish speakers in adult basic edu-
cation. He also developed a proposal and a program for teaching Eng-
lish skills to UNM plant workers with interns from Secondary Education 
which was funded by the State Department division of Adult Basic Edu-
cation. 
Mr. Doxtater wrote a proposal for and directed Semester I, 1971-72, 
tutorial for UNM plant workers 1971-72 and proposed a three-phase pro-
cess over three years to enable human development in'language, general 
education, and specialized vocational skills. 
Mr. Nesbitt is working on a revision of the Industrial Education 
undergraduate curriculum. 
Mr. Stoumbis continued as Chief of Party, UNM Technical Advisory 
Group, Rio de Janeiro. 
Mr. Crawford directed or organized secondary school evaluations 
for the New Mexico North Central Association schools. 
Mr. Kline evaluated the film loss of the Albuquerque Publi~ 
I 
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Schools Film Library. 
Mr. Prouse· is rewriting and doing some editori a 1 revision for 
the third edition of Skills in Spelling. He is also planning and 
Writing an American English Series of textbooks for grades 7,8, and 
9. 
6. Activities 
Mr. Tweeten was a committee member of the School Science and 
Mathematics Association, director of South Rock AE~S, and also on the 
Advisory Committee with the AETS Doctorate in Science Education guide-
lines. 
Mr. Cunico attended the New Mexico Industrial Arts Conference. 
Mr. Runge during the year attended meetings in Arizona and Okla-
homa in connection with vocational education. 
Mr. Ivins is a sponsor of Beta Rho chapter, Phi Delta Kappa. 
Mr. Prigmore was a discussion leader at the NCATE Conference of 
Learned Societies; NAHE president with presentations at the regional 
conferences held in various towns. He was also NCTE Chairman of the 
Committee on Supervision and chairman on Teacher Education Study. 
Mr. Brown attended the New Mexico Industrial Arts Convention in 
Albuquerque. 
Mr. Garrett is New Mexico membership chairman for the American 
Vocational Association, Industrial Arts Division. 
Miss Heemstra attended the NABTE in Chicago, February 1971, the 
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MBEA in Grand Rapids and a CPS Seminar in London, Ontario during the 
year. 
Mr. Esparza attended the national convention of the National 
Council for the Social Studies and served as chairman of one of the 
discussion assemblies. He also served on the Executive Committee of 
the New Mexico Council for the Social Studies. 
Mr. McQueen attended the Arizona Business Education· fall meeting 
and the 13th annual Business Education conference at Arizona State 
University, together with the New Mexico Business Education meeting. 
Mrs. Sampley was a member of the NBEA, Mountain-Plains Business 
Education Association, and NM Business Education Association. 
Mr. Doxtater gave a talk to a sixty-member audience of the Los 
Alamos AAUW: Predictions of Change in the Immediate Future in Teacher 
Education and Secondary Educ&tion (outline available). 
Mr. Mierzwa gave a talk at the Southwest NSTA convention. 
Mr. Howard attended the NEA Negoti ati ens Horkshop in Las Vegas~ 
Nevada, and the NCA Convention in Chicago. He was also associate state 
chairman of the NCA, New Mexico area, and a member of the state board of 
the Secondary School Principals Association. 
Mr. White attended the New Mexico IRA regional conference and 
directed secondary section meetings, activities, discussions, and stu-
dent research papers. He was appointed a member of the Bernalillo 
County IRA Advisory Council for 1971-72. 
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Mr. Doxtater spent a week in early May, 1971, consulting with 
personnel at the Social Science Consortium in Boulder, Colorado. He 
also ansulted with ERIC personnel. He was a member of the NMCSS 
Executive Committee in 1971. He attended the Ness convention in Den-
ver in November 1971 and served as recorder for the heavily attended 
section on War and Peace. He also attended the two-day NMCSS meeting 
at Taos in late April, 1972. 
Mr. Hirshfield was chairman of the New Mexico National Council 
of Teachers of English Awards. 
Mr. Nesbitt attended the Industrial Teacher Conference at Texas 
A&M and participated in the American Industrial Association convention. 
Mr. Crawford read a paper on "Evaluating Evaluations --New Con-
siderations for Second Cycle Secondary School Evaluations" at Charles-
ton, West Virginia, for the NCA. 
Mr. Kline presented papers on media, audio-visual, etc., in vari-
ous areas of the country-- Roswell, New Mexico; Asilomar, California; 
Cincinnati, Ohio; and Washington, D. C. 
7. Other professional activities 
Mr. Giordano is consulting editor for Prentice-Hall, Inc., in the 
Office Occupational Series. 
Mr. Tweeten was consultant for the American Association for Ad-
vancement in Science, National Science Foundation; and the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs. He also spoke at P-TA meetings and was a speaker at 
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the regiona1 NSTA convention. 
Mr. Runge evaluated private business and cosmetology schools; 
was on committees for the State Department of Vocati'onal.Education, 
and was on the program at the summer vocational conference in Las 
Cruces. 
Mr. Ivins was on a KNME interview in May 1971, "Process Teach-
ing in High Schools". He was a consultant for Valley High School 
Humanities Program evaluation. He also served on the visiting com-
mittee of the Moriarty NCA evaluation. 
Mr. Doxtater served on the NCATE evaluation team for North 
Texas State University in late March 1g71. 
Mr. Prigmore spoke at the Junior Science and Humanities symposia 
at the University of Georgia, and West Point. He was also a consult-
ant for Menaul High School. 
Mr. Brown was a member of the Wood Technology Advisory Committee 
of APS and was state coordinator for the "Man/Society/Technology Forum 11 
of the Rocky Mountain region. 
Mr. Garrett was a team member in the North Central Association 
evaluation of Los Alamos High School. 
Miss Heemstra was on the Workshop Program Committee of the NSA 
and was a guest speaker at the CPS study group. 
Mr. Esparza conducted a seminar on curriculum development for the 
Economic Development Institute of the World Bank in Washington, D. C. 
He also served as chairman of a sub-committee of the New Mexico State 
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Textbook Adoption Committee evaluating textbooks in the area of world 
studies. 
Mrs. Sampley condu.cted a typewriting workshop for the New Mexico 
and Colorado Community Action Program secretaries of the Indian Com-
munity Action Project. 
Mr. Mierzwa was a consultant for the Western States Small 
Schools Project and a member of the editoria.l board, "Science for 
Society Bibliography" commission on science education, American As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science. 
Mr. Howard delivered a speech at the state conference of the 
Secondary School Principals Association at Las Cruces in April; 1971, 
and also gave two radio ta 1 ks, TIAccountabi 1 i ty and Accredi tati on11 at 
Silver City in December, 1971. 
Mr. White was a lecturer-consultant in the Bernalillo Public 
Schools workshop in Cultural Awareness- Implications for teaching 
language arts to secondary students.· He directed TESOL-reading sec-
tion program in the ABE institute at UNM for ABE 'teachers of Spanish-
speaking adults in July, 1971. 
Mr. Hirshfield was Student National Education Association sponsor 
and taught a USP course. 
Mr. Nesbitt was on the Advisory Committee of Automotive Mechanics 
and on the TVI-Executive Committee of the NM Industrial Arts Associa-
tion. He also spoke to the Veteran Motor Car Club of America, Albu-
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querque chapter, on "Early History of the Automotive Industry in 
the United States. 0 
Mr. Crawford gave six service club talks, two radio talks, and 
one TV appearance in connection with New Mexico North Central Associ-
ation. 
Mr. Kline spoke at the Southwest Regional Conference for Im-
provement of Instruction and at the Institute for American Indian 
Arts, Santa Fe·. 
Mr. Prouse was a consultant-lecturer at Hawthorne school for 
faculty of various elementary schools, He taught demonstration Eng-
lish classes at McKinley Junior High School and was interviewed on 
the Rod Geer UNM show on KNME-TV. 
Dr. Doxtator hosted Dr. Edward Dozier, April, 1971. Dr. Dozier, 
Santa Clara Indian, was one of the leading anthropologists in the 
nation. His untimely death deprived the Indian peoples of an articu-
late and human spokesman. 
8. Non-teaching University service 
Mr. Giordano was chairman of Secondary Education Salary and Fi-
nancial Affairs Committee and was also a member of the COE Vocational 
Education Committee. 
Mr. Tweeten was chairman of Secondary Education Administrative 
and Policy Committee; chairman of the Environmental Edu~ation Commit-
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tee, and chairman of the COE Undergraduate Curriculum Committee. 
Mr. Cunico was a member of the COE Scholarship Committee, 
Mr. Runge was a member of the COE Vocational-Technical Study 
Committee-: 
Mr. Ivins was an a 1 terna te member of the UNM Academic Freedom 
and Tenure Committee; member of the Regents' Committee on Governance; 
Graduate Committee and Sub-Committee on Graduate Degree Requirements; 
and the COE Sub-Committee on Assistant Deanship for Students. 
Mr. Prigmore was director of the NM Junior Science and Humani-
ties Symposium and also on the Steering Committee for the Science 
Fair. 
Mr. Brown was a member of the COE Vocational Education Committee. 
Mr. Garrett was a member of the doctoral committee; Secondary 
Education Administrative and Programmatic Committee; and chairman of 
the Indus tri a.l Education Curriculum Committee. 
Miss Heemstra was a member of the COE Administrative and Program-
matic Committee and the Business Curriculum Development. 
Mr. Esparza was a member of the Graduate Curriculum Committee, COE. 
Mrs. Sampley was a member of COE Scholarship Committee and the 
COE Learning Materials Center Committee. 
Mr. Mierzwa was the director of the environmental workshop and al-
so director of the Southwest Junior Science and Humanities Symposium. 
Mr. Howard was a member of the COE Policy Committee. 
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Mr. White was a member of UNM Linguistics Program Committee and 
a member of the COE Policy Committee. 
Mr. Hirshfield was a member of COE Petition and Waivers Commit-
tee, a member of COE Study Sub"Committee, UNM Research Committee, 
and UNM Radio Board. 
Mr. Nesbitt was chairman of the UNM Safety Committ~e. 
Mr. Crawford continued as state chairman for the North Central 
Association and was a member of the UNM Committee on Scholarship,· 
Prizes and High School Relations. 
Mr. Prouse was ·chairman of UNM Faculty Policy Committee, a mem-
ber of the Campus Planning Committee; FPC Budget Review Committee; 
member of the President's Special Advisory Committee; participant in 
two special meetings with Governor King on university problems; and 
member of Regents Committee on Grievance and Disciplinary Policies and 
Procedures. 
Mr. Doxtator served on the University Registration Committee, the 
COE Administrative Committee and various departmental committees, the 
latter ex officio. 
g. Public service 
Dr. Giordano was consultant to the Albuquerque Public Schools on 
consumer education. 
Mr. Tweeten and Mr. Stoumbis were active in the Boy Scouts. 
Mr. Cunico ahd Mr. Nesbitt continued working wi~h Little League 
baseball teams. 
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Mr. Prigmore was on the Community Concerts Association Board of 
Directors. 
Mr. Brown was Marshal Emeritus of Sallut Abyad iemple (Shrine). 
Mr. White was a .member of the Board of Albuquerque Jewish Wel-
fare Fund and chairman of its Personnel Committee; he was also edu-
cational consultant to the Albuquerque Jewish kindergarten. 
Mr. Hirshfield gave a lecture on existentialism to a philosophy 
class at Highland High School. 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX A 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The faculty of the. Department of Secondary Education sha 11 de-
termine course, degree, and special requirements. of the programs of 
students preparing to teach or work in educational fields, subjects, 
and areas of secondary school instruction. 
The faculty of the Department of Secondary Education reserves 
the right to determine who sha 11 teach speci a 1 methods courses. 
Each of the study groups in our department shall write formal 
proposals for their majors in line with the guidelines proposed. 
The chairman of the department, either alone or together with 
a faculty member he shall designate, shall meet with the appropriate 
member(s) of the State Department of Education to examine the impli• 
cations and complications for certification which adoption of these 
various changes might involve. 
The basic program in secondary education consists of four con-
secutive semesters and four blocks of study divided into three phases: 
Phase One: Two blocks of one year's duration devoted to two basic 
areas of preparation: 
A. General orientational, introductory, foundational 
study of teaching, learning, and general seconda~y 
education, and 
B. An introduction to the special field of instruction 
for which the student is qualifying and which would 
have as its basic purpose to provide the first of a 
series of experiences through which students will 
ultimately be able to develop defensible rationales 
for curriculum and instruction in their fie.lds. 
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Phase Two: One semester devoted to: 
A. General and special methods of instruction, anq 
B. Involvement in detailed planning for the student 
teaching experience during the following semester. 
i 
Phase Tree: A semester during which the student will give total 
commitment to his professional training in a 15-hour 
program in·student teaching, 12 hours of·which will 
be devoted to in-school instruction and 3 hours of 
which will be devoted to daily planning, evaluative, 
and work sessions. 
The department continue, either as a part of a general col-
lege screening program, or in the absence of that on its own, .a form 
of screening of applicants whose purpose essentially would be to 
eliminate those candidates who seem obviously unqualified to pursue 
successfully the program of training for which they have' applied. 
It is further moved that subsequent screening take place some time 
before assignments to student teaching teams are made, and, indeed, 
that such assignment be made contingent upon successful screening. 
The department undertake steps which would make it possible · 
for a student to complete Blocks I and II of the program (9 credits 
under the proposed arrangement) and be given credit earned therefrom 
in any degree program to which he is admitted upon the. occasion of 
his having been removed at that point from our program. 
It wi 11 be estab 1 i shed departmental policy that in-program 
screening m~st have been completed and student teaching_ assignment 
made prior to a student's enrollment in Block III. 
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Phase Two: One semester devoted to: 
A. General and special methods of instruction, and 
B. Involvement in detailed planning for the student 
teaching experience during the following semester. 
Phase Three: A semester during which the student will give total 
commitment to his professional training in a 15-hour 
program in student teaching, 12 hours of which will 
be devoted to in-school instruction and 3 hours of 
which will be devoted to daily planning, evaluative, 
and work sessions. 
The department continue, either as a part of a gen'eral college 
screening program, or in the absence of that .on its own; a form of 
screening of applicants whose purpose essentially would be to elimi-
nate those candidates who seem obviously unqualified to pursue suc-
cessfully the program of training for which they have applied. It 
is further moved that subsequent screening take place some time be-
fore assignments to student teaching teams are made, and, indeed, 
that such assignment be made contingent upon successful screening. 
The department undertake steps which would make it possible for 
a student to complete Blocks I and II of the program (9 credits under 
the proposed arrangement) and be given credit earned therefrom in any 
degree program to which he is admitted upon the occasion of his having 
been removed at that point from our program. 
It will be established departmental policy that in-program screen-
ing must have been completed and student teaching assignment made prior 
to a student's en·rollment in Block III. 
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It will be established departmental policy that no student 
teacher will be· assigned alone to a single cooperating teacher un-
less there exists no other possibility for his assignment. 
That each study group in our department establish a quota 
representing the number of students that it believes can be effec-
tively handled under this program, the quota to be established with 
the expectation that some students who initially apply will not com-
plete the program.· 
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·INTRODUCTION 
Four years have passed since the Bureau of Educational 
Planning and Development was formally organized. Although the 
Bureau's purposes have remained unaltered, a number of process 
changes have evolved, and the publication of the fourth annual 
report seemed an appropriate occasion to review these and to 
take stock of what the Bureau has been doing and where it pro-
poses to go. Consequently, this report constitutes not only 
an "annual report", but a progress review as well. 
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PURPOSE 
The Bureau of Educational Planning and Developme~t (~OEPAD} is 
a field-service arm of the University of New Mexico's College of 
Education. Its purpose is two-fold: First, it seeks to bring improved 
educational techniques and advanced p~anning concepts to other state 
and local educational agencies and to aid these and other institutions 
in their understanding of, and interactions with, the communities they 
serve. Second, it aims to provide UNM faculty and students, especially 
in the College of Education, with broadened opportunities for school/ 
community research and for the application of academic knowledge. Bene-
fits to faculty and students include on-the-job training through direct 
participation in BOEPAD projects, access to library materials collected 
as a result of BOEPAD activities, and an increased awareness and under-
standing of problems requiring serious research and implementation 
efforts. 
The Bureau attempts to follow a flexible staffing policy, match-
ing the contracting agency's needs for specialists in a variety of 
fields with the interests and educational requirements of students and 
faculty. With the exception of the Director, no member of the College 
of Education faculty is permanently assigned to BOEPAD. Nor is BOEPAD 
project staffing limited to College Of Education personnel. When projects 
require participation by other University staff members or by specialists 
outside the University, BOEPAD secures the required personnel. 
BACKGROUND 
Historically, BOEPAD was preceded by two organizations: the 
Bureau of Educational Services and Research, and the School Plant Plan-
ning Service (SPPS). Except on paper, the former had become inoperative 
by the mid 1960's, and the l.atter, though still active, was operating 
with an unstable economic base at the time of BOEPAD's formation. 
At the outset, BOEPAD faced a number of problems. First, it had 
to complete a large number of unfinished SPPS projects. Many of the 
curriculum revision and facility planning projects shown in Table 1 
(next page). for the years 1968-69 and 1969-70 were "leftovers" from 
that organization. The SPPS had involved many of the College's curricu-
lum and administration concerned faculty members and a few graduate stu-
dent~ but viable field experience opportunities were needed for more 
faculty and students than just curricular and administrative reform. 
A new creation, the BOEPAD Advisory Board, has been appointed annually 
to assist with giving direction to the Bureau's efforts and with dissem-
ination af the opportunities available to all COE departments through 
BOEPAD. 
Administratively the location of BOEPAD has always functioned 
on a cross-college basis; the Director reported to the Dean of the College 
in the first and third years of BOEPAD's existence and to the Assistant 
Dean for Special Projects in the second and fourth years. 
In a practical sense, the involvement of more departments had to 
await contract awards for more diverse types of projects than those 
which had typified SPPS's activities, To obtain such contracts, BOEPAD 
had to acquaint school districts and other such organizations with the 
fact that the College of Education was now offering a broader range of 
services through a new central service organization. Various techniques 
were tried, Brochures were printed and mailed; as new contracts were 
received and completed, copies of the resulting reports were sent (with 
client permission) to selected "prospects". A great many proposals were 
written in response to inquiries and in response to calls•for-bids. 
2 
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TABLE I 
PROJECTED AND COMPLETED PROJECTS, 1968-1973 
Year of 
Project Summary: Dollar Value of 
Completion Project Titles and Dollar Value of Contracts Contracts by Source 
1968-69 Curriculum and Facility Planning, Deming Elem._ Sch. $1,000 L l 
Curriculum and Facility Planning, Vaughn H.S. 885 L Total $62,385 
Curriculum and Facility Planning, Espanola Federal 41,000 
Vocational-Technical School 4,500 S State 4,500 
UNM Branch College Feasibility Study (4-in-1) 15,000 UNM Local 1,885 
Los Lunas Multi-Cultural Sensivity Training 40,000 F UNM 15,000 
Title I Worksho~ ~~-- _1,000 F 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
(projected) 
Curriculum and Facility Planning, Los Lunas H.S. $4,000 L 
Curriculum and Facility Planning, Pojoaque Elem. Sch. 1,300 L 
Curriculum and Facility Planning, Carrie Tingley Hosp. 913 F 
Curriculum and Facility Planning, Las Vegas Middle Sch. 3,500 L 
Health Behavior Inventory 1,500 S 
Health Curriculum Guide 1,000 S 
Los Alamos Parent-Student Opinion Poll 3,592 L 
Review of State Board Policies 500 S 
UNM Staff Training Program 2,670 UNM 
State-wide Vocational-Technical Evaluation 15,150 S/F 
Gallup Branch, UNM Voc-Tech Feasibility Study 3,000 UNM 
Total 
Federal 
State 
Local 
UNM 
Other 
$56,188 
16,000 
19,063 
13,497 
5,670 
1,958 
Albuquerque Health Occupations Charrette 18,000 $16,000F, $1,000-L, $1,000-0 
Plant Design Awards, Am. Ass'n of Jr. Colleges 958 ·o 
Los Lunas Administrative Reorganization 105 L 
Child Care and Development Center, ISRAD $2,338 F - Total $18,638 
Curriculum Improvement, Socorro 1,500 L j Federal 12,338 
Space Study, College of Education, UNM 4,000 UNH State 
Social and Attitudinal Survey, Gallup Urban Renewal 10,000 F Local 2,300 
Los Lunas In-Service Teacher Training 800 L UNH 4,000 
Evaluation of School on Hheels, Albuquerque $1,000 F J Total $25,705 
Organizational Structure Evaluation, Pojoaque 875 L Federal 2,500 
Voc-Tech Information System 21,330 S/F State 21,330 
Evaluation of Exemplary Vqc, EQ. PrOj~c_t,_Be_J:'nalill._o_ 2, 500 F -~- ;r..ocal__ 1, 875 
Voc-Tech Information System $15,739 F 1 Total $32,739 
Evaluation of Exemplary Voc. Ed. Project, Bernalillo 16,946 F J Federal 16,946 
State 15,739 ;t 
~ 
While these procedures helped to acquaint the educational cominun-
ity at large with BOEPAD's capabilities, the results were somewhat dis-
appointing in terms of contract awards. This con~lusion may seem to con-
tradict the data presented in Table 1, which shows the value of con-
tracts completed during the initial two years to be higher than in fol-
lowing years, but it must be remembered that those were the years of the 
"federal boom".. As federal "R&D" funds declined, llOEPAD' s contracts 
dropped sharply, and it rapidly became apparent that funding for basic 
operations had to be more firm. This could be accomplished only through 
a protracted effort to develop a thorough understanding of client agen-
cies' needs and requirements. Only through the evolution of long-term 
relationships could BOEPAD both render high-quality service to its clients 
and achieve its goal of receiving enough contracts to provide an effective 
training service for College personnel. 
Fortunately, by making dual personnel assignments between the 
staffs of BOEPAD and the New Mexico Research and Study Council (an organ-
ization composed of representatives of nineteen school districts, the 
College of Education and the State Department of Education) an automatic 
liaison with one major segment of the school community was created. That 
connection, plus extensive travel by BOEPAD's director, have partially 
enabled the Bureau to achieve the goal of close, long-term cooperation 
with those agencies that cart be considered likely sources for future 
projects. 
One indication that some margin of success has been achieved is · 
the improvement in contracts during the current year, after the 1970-71 
low. Even more encouraging is BOEPAD' s success in having two current 
contracts renewed into the coming year, In fact, the dollar value of con-
tracts for 1972-73 already is higher than the current year's level, 
A final problem faced by BDEPAD at its inception was that of work-
ing out a satisfactory financial relationship with the University, Al-
though the University customarily had "picked up the tab" on SPPS 1 s yearly 
deficit, that practice clearly could not be continued indefinitely. The 
extent of the University's minimum financial commitment had to be prede-
termined and put on a regular basis. Starting with 1971-72 an arrange-
ment was made whereby the University would underwrite the salaries of a 
director and an office manager on a half-time basis and pay for certain 
other expenses of the director's office. The College also indicated 
some money would be forthcoming annually from its "R&D" funds. -Beyond 
these, BOEPAD was expected to be self-supporting. This arrangment is op~ 
erating smoothly now; during the current year, University funding amounted 
to $16,000, College of Education contributions amounted to $2,000, and 
other input~ towards operational cost totaled $1,151.94. 
BOEPAD'S SERVICE RECORD 
A variety of criteria can be used in assessing BOEPAD's degree of 
success in meeting its stated objectives. These are: (1) the scope and 
diversity of projects; (2) the breadth of participation by University 
faculty and staff, and the extent to which it has been possible to involve 
others from outside the University; {3) the success of BOEPAD recommenda• 
tions in terms of acceptance by school boards and other clients and in 
terms of follow-up requests for additio~al services; and (4) the extent 
to which BOEPAD activities have produced "spillover" effects, improving 
the overall educational climate within the College of Education, 
Scope of Projects 
A review of selected individual contracts listed on Table I reveals 
a wide variety in the type of investigations that BOEPAD has undertaken 
during the last four years. The traditional concerns of curriculum re-
vision and facilities planning continue to play a major role, of course, 
but projects such as the social and attitudinal study of residents in 
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the Gallup Urban Renewal Area (1970-71) and the Albuquerque Health Occupa-
tions Charrette (1969-70) indicate how broad the range of activity has 
become. 
A major BOEPAD "specialty" which has emerged during the four-year 
period is vocational-technical education. Beginning with a 1968 project, 
which involved the planning for an Espanola-area vocational-technical 
school, BOEPAD went on to perform two projects for the University of New 
Mexico (an inquiry into initiating a staff training program and a feasi-
bility study on establishing a branch vocational-technical school in 
Gallup), to evaluate existing post-secondary vocational-technical schools 
in New Mexico (1969-70), and finally to establish an information system 
for all technical-vocational training in New Mexico (1971-72). 
All told, BOEPAD has completed 29 projects since its inception. 
Opinion surveys, facility planning, administrative evaluations, informa-
tion systems, feasibility studies, in-service training programs--all have 
been the subjects of BOEPAD projects. All levels of education from pre-
primary to college level, have received attention. And, as indicated be-
low, BOEPAD's projects have gone beyond the school.yard, encompassing 
entire communities as well. 
Involvement of College Personnel and Others 
To some extent, the diversification of BOEPAD's projects has been 
accompanied by greater involvement of the various departments of the Col-
lege of Education. While many projects still involve relatively few 
faculty members, others have required inputs from members of a number of 
departments, both within the College of Education and from other segments 
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of the University, For example, the A~buquerque Health Occupations 
Charrette formally involved a total of 38 members of the University 
faculty, staff, and graduate student bodies; several hundred other 
students were Charrette participants. The study completed for the 
Gallup Urban Renewal Agency involved eleven graduate students repre• 
senting five different specialities and two professors of educational 
administration. These students were afforded a first-hand look at the 
social problems engendered by a deteriorating urban environment in a 
multi-cultural setting. And the UNM Branch College study (known as the 
"4-in·l" study and conducted in 1968-69) required t\le services of nine-
teen students (twelve from various departments within the College of 
Education and seven from other University colleges) and eleven faculty 
members. 
To date, most of BOEPAD's studies have involved only the educa-
tional community, But a growing trend away .from this e~Kclusive in-
volvement is discernible. Certainly, the social and attitudinal study 
conducted for the Gallup Urban Renewal Agency is an outstanding example, 
as is the Albuquerque Health Occupations Charrette, mentioned above. 
Other projects, while focusing more upon educational matters in content, 
drew heavily upon inputs from the lay community. The child care and de-
velopment center study (conducted for ISRAD in 1970-71) reflected sug-
gestions made by the representatives of neighborhood associations, and, 
in evaluating post-secondary vocation-technical training facilities in 
the State, the BOEPAD staff availed itself of the services of hospital 
and corporation officials, The "4-in-111 study, mentioned previously, 
also received a great deal of assistance from residents of the community 
involved, 
7 
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In the future, as the divis.ion between "educational needs" and 
"community needs" is broken dowp., more projects will take on this char-
acteristic of extra-College involvement. 
Usefulness of Recommendations 
In many cases it is difficult to know whether and to what extent 
staff recommendations have answered the needs of clients. Frequently, 
school boards and superintendents concur with recommendations, but lack 
the funds to carry all of them out. Howeve1:, many cases can be cited 
in which facilities have been built and curriculum are being developed 
in acco1:dance with staff proposals. Examples are found in Las Vegas, 
where the middle school, built under BOEPAD guidelines, is acknowledged 
to be one of the best planned in the Southwest, and in Los Lunas, where 
BOEPAD established specifications for a high school to be built in multi-
ple phases. The initial phase was built in accordance with the BOEPAD 
report, and subsequent additions have followed the guidelines set forth 
therein. Also, BOEPAD's recommendations to the Pojoaque school boa1:d 
resulted in the construction of a semi-open plan school at the lowest 
cost per square foot of any elementary school constructed in New Mexico 
during 1969-70, 
The Pojoaque example illustrates the type of situation in which 
satisfaction with BOEPAD's services has resulted in requests for addition-
al assistance. Here, the school curriculum and facility study was fol-
lowed by an evaluation of the system's organizational structure, which 
was carried out during the current year. Another example of an on-going 
relationship is that ~~hich has been established with the State Department 
of Education. In this instance, earlier work on the evaluation of voca-
tional-technical facilities led to a contract for establishing a state-
wide info•mation system for vocational and technical training activities, 
8 
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Such developments are particularly important because, as noted in the 
"Background" section above, it is the continuous, long-term, relation-
ship that is likely to prove most useful to both the College of Educa-
tion and the educational agency funding the project. 
S;Eillovers 
Measuring the extent to which BOEPAD has been successful in in-
fusing its activities into the educational experiences of students and 
faculty members within the College of Education is difficult. Two rela-
tively concrete examples can be cited, however, One is the frequency with 
which classes have decided to carry out projects dealing with problems 
faced by agencies cooperating with BOEPAD. For example, one class studied 
the problem of converting an abandoned school building in La Joya (now 
part of the Belen school district) into three new functions--a day camp, 
a vocational-technical center and a bilingual teacher education training 
center. The class identified the options available and specified the 
requirements for converSion in each instance. Another class worked on 
the problem of how to convert a high school building in Ganado, Arizona, 
into a community learning center. Yet a third class surveyed business-
men in the greater Rio Grande region to determine their attitudes and 
preferences reg&rding the five-year MBA program in the University's School 
of Business and Administrative Sciences. The value of such projects can-
not be overemphasized. Students like to know that what they are doing 
is useful and that they are really taking part in the decision-making 
process. As a consequence, they learn more from such projects than they 
would from textbook examples. 
A second measure of BOEPAD's success in aiding the educational 
process within the College of Education is the amount of usage received 
by its planning laboratory, a joint undertaking of BOEPAD and the New 
10 
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Mexico Research & Study Council. _It is estimated that, this year alone, 
roughly 700 visits were made to this facility, including 525 by students 
and 100 by faculty. The BOEPAD library contains many materials not 
available elsewhere on campus, including a large selection of studies 
recently conducted in the U.S., Canada and Latin America on educational 
planning, facility planning, community surveys, government publications, 
and educational periodicals. 
CURRENT YEAR ACTIVITY 
Four major projects, employing nine different faculty members and 
seven graduate students, were undertaken by BOEPAD during 1971-72. To 
some extent, the Bureau was hampered in its attempts to widen student 
and faculty participation by the tight funding situation. Federal money 
was scarce and thus established educational agencies narrowed the scope 
of their projects in order to keep costs minimized. 
Three of the four studies were involved with vocational or career 
education. They were as follows: 
1. An Evaluation of the "School on Wheels'', Albuquerque Public Schools. 
A team of three BOEPAD staff members, directed by Dr. Paul Petty (on 
loan to BOEPAD from the Department of Educational Administration) reviewed 
this pilot project, an attempt by the Albuquerque school system to meet 
the educational needs of students who have left high school by providing 
them with alternate school experience operating in an informal atmos-
phere. The "school on wheels" also helps students obtain "hands on" job 
experience and with initial job placements. The study team reviewed ad-
ministrative and classroom practices and facilities, and made recommenda-
tions regarding improvements and expansions. 
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2. An Evaluation of the Bernali1lo Exemplary Education Program, Berna-
lillo Public Schools. A team of five faculty members, guided by BOE.PAD's 
Director, and two graduate students evaluated this program, using its 
stated objectives as criteria. Where lack of historical data made eval-
uation impossible, base-line information was collected and models for 
future evaluations were developed, Subjects investigated included job 
placement, student attitudes toward work, business attitudes toward em-
ploying students, coordinating in-school vocational training programs 
with job experiences, and broadening students' occupational awareness and 
improving their knowledge of job entry skills, 
3. The Vocational-Technical Information System, State Department of 
Education. This effort to establish a computerized statewide information 
collection and dissemination system for vocational education employed 
one faculty member (Dr. James Hale) and two doctoral students during the 
current year; one of the student's thesis is closely related to this V-TIS 
project. They began work on the project by formulating a set of goals 
for vocational and technical training within New Mexico. Next, the infor-
mational requirements were determined for evaluating progress in meeting 
these goals, and data collection forms were designed. A slide show ex-
plaining the information system was shown to vocational teachers at their 
annual meeting in Las Cruces. Information on school programs was col-
lected once during the year, and information on individual students was 
collected twice. The BOEPAD team achieved 100% return on data forms 
for school programs and an 85% response from students. Various formats 
for data presentation were devised and sent to local program supervisors 
and others for suggestions, By the end of the year, the system was essen-
tially operational, awaiting only final revisions and refinements to be 
carried out during the coming year. 
11 
The BOEPAD-assisted V-TIS in New Mexico is at the forefront of 
similar information systems being developed in many other states. Dr. 
Hale is commended for this accomplishment. 
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4. A fourth project carried out by BOEPAD during the current year in-
volved the p~eviously mentioned evaluation of the organizational structure 
of the Pojoaque Valley School System. Th~s project afforded the oppor-
tunity for a diverse team of faculty and students to participate in the 
consulting operation. The entire team of three faculty members and four 
graduate students spent a day in Pojoaque observing classrooms, and talk-
ing to teachers, administrators and a board member. A provisional list 
of suggestions was drawn up, following which BOEPAD's Director, the team 
Director, made two return visits to discuss the team's suggestions with 
the Superintendent and. the Board of Education. The final set of recom-
mendations was.very broad in scope and cannot be easily summarized; the 
report, like all other BOEPAD reports, is available from the Office Mana-
ger in Room 121 of the College. 
Total dollar value of the contracts awarded to BOEPAD during the 
current year amounted to $25,705, of which $1,875 took the form of grants 
from local school systems, $21,330 was funded by the State Department of 
Education, and $2,500 represented federal funds (those underwriting the 
study of the Bernalillo program). 
An income and expenditure statement for the Bureau is shown in 
Table II. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
TABLE II 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURES 
BOEPAD 1 S OPERATIONS: 1971-72 
FUNDS AVAILABLE 
1. University Allocation 
2. College of Education 
Allocation 
3. Other 
EXPENDITURES 
1. Salaries and Wages $13,028.47 
2. Fringe Benefits 1,269.92 
3. Materials and 
Services 1,938.25 
4. Postage, Communica-
tions, Freight 
and Shipping 153.12· 
5. Equipment 956.55 
6. '!'ravel 1,329.70 
7. Other -0-
END OF YEAR BALANCE 
OUTLOOK 
$16,000 .. 00 
2,000.00 
1,151.94 
$18,676.01 
475.93 
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BOEPAD is almost assured of two contracts during the coming year, 
One is for an extension of the evaluation of the Bernalillo Exemplary 
Vocational Education Program. The $8,000 award for which the contract 
currently is programmed contains provisions for a mote extensive and a 
continuous evaluation than was possible during the past year. Potential 
for funding staff and student involvement as consultants, interns, and 
scholars is more than double that of the contract amount. 
A second grant, amounting to $15,739, will be a continuation of 
the work on the computerized vocational-technical information system. 
Although this system is practically operational at the present time, it 
is not scheduled to be turned over in tota1 to the State Department of 
Education until 1974-75; it will be carried on for two additional years 
under BOEPAD's auspices to refine and further adapt the system to New 
Mexico's characteristics. By the final year, when trouble-free operation 
is expected, BOEPAD 1s role will be reduced to computer operations. 
Another project which will involve Bureau staff during the coming 
year will be the co-sponsorship of a "Traveling Seminar" which will ob-
serve advanced educational facilities and summer education programs in 
the central Colorado area, The five-day seminar will take place in mid-
Fall and will visit programs, facilities, planners and educators in Colorado 
Springs, the Air Force Academy, Denver suburbs, Boulder and Longmont. 
Elementary, secondary and vocational levels will be included. Other co-
sponsors of the "Traveling Seminar" are the New Mexico State Department 
of Education, the Denver School Superintendents 1 Council and UNM' s Con~ 
tinuing Education and Educational Administration units. The New Mexico 
Research and Study Council is the prime sponsor. 
As still more projects are formulated and funded, every effort 
will be made to continue to search for ways to share the College's poten-
tial with other agencies and communities and to increase the impact of 
BOEPAD' s activities upon the College of Education's program. The Univer-
sity's decision to help underwrite the Bureau's operation was made in 
recognition of the fact that such an organization serves the educational 
objectives of the University itself. Our educational institutions are 
under fire today for failure to meet the real problems of the everyday 
world. Those who operate the country's colleges of education and aspire 
to train tomorrow's educators can do no less than to provide their own 
students with a first-hand knowledge of the tasks they will be required 
to accomplish. 
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The Business Education facilities continued in its present location, Rooms 110 
and 112, in the School of Business and Administrative Sciences, during the 
year. The faculty offices were moved from the School of Business to the 
College of Education. The present location for faculty offi9es was selected 
primarily because we would be closer to our physical facilities across the· 
street. A second, very important criterion, was the fact that we would be 
situated adjacent to the Industrial Education Program faculty. Both programs 
share many commonalities and principles of Vocational Education. Both are 
in the Department of Secondary Education and have a strong need for secre-
tarial assistance. The adjacent computer room could very well be utilized 
for one office for the Program Head, with an adjoining office serving both 
Industrial Education and Business Education. The present Program Head 
duri::"g 1971 - 72 shared an office with another Business Education faculty 
member. 
The physical disability of one faculty member was also a consideration in the 
selection of the Business Education offices. The Business Educatlon faculty 
i11dicat.::d that the location in the College of Education has providec! gr<eater 
opportunity to work with and get to know other members of the College of 
E:..c.cation faculty. It has also brought ns closer to various services, such 
as the Instructional Media Center and reproduction facilities. 
Cultt1ral Diversity 
The cultural diversity objective stated in the 19'10 - 71 Annual Report indicates 
that many Spanish-Americans have selected Business Teacher Education as 
their professional choice. Almost half of the 29 student teachers in 1971 - 72 
were of Spanish descent. 
Brazilian Group 
Tb~ Prog-.cam Head and faculty devoted many hours of instructional research 
;,;:~. ;;rounseling time to the five visiting professors and supervisors in Business 
----··"ez.tion . :'rom the country of Brazil. This particular activity provided the 
.u~::;i.n.•.:;s Education Program the opportunity to involve more and more re-
source people from the metropolitan Albuquerque area as well as resource 
pe(·ple from the State Department of Education. 
~ _ .i.ness Education Curriculum 
Although State and community pressures were instrumental in the decision 
that the School of Business and Administrative Sciences would retain their 
undergraduate program, without notification to us or participation by us, 
it was learned that the School of Business in actuality had phased out B&AS 202 
I 
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Business Data Processing and also B&AS 105 and 106, Accounting. B&AS 
105 and 106 were combined into one course. This action has most definitely 
weakened the Business Education undergraduate program further. To main-
tain a quality program, it will be necessary that the College of Education 
develop new courses in the Business Education Program to meet the needs 
of the prospective Business Education teachers. The University admini-
stration should make a decision to support both in principle and financially, 
the fielding of these courses. A meeting of the Dean::; of the College of 
Education and the School of Business and Administrative Sciences was held 
with interested faculty to discuss the problems incurred by that decision. 
At this date, nothing further has been resolved. 
New Courses 
In an attempt to continuously meet the needs for the certification of Business 
Education vocational students and to cooperate more fully with the Director 
of Office Education for the State of New Mexico, the Business Education Pro-
gram developed a new course, BE 1147, Vocational Office Simulation. The 
State Director, Robert Gordon, was invited to team teach this class with 
Professor Heemstra. 
Service to the College of Education 
The new course developed last year, Vocational Office Laboratory, con-
tinued to improve both in quality and effectiveness of the program. Com-
petent student secretaries were provided by the Business Education Program 
to a number of approved office work stations throughout the College of Educa-
tion. Over 5, 000 hours of secretarial assistance were provided members of 
the College of Education through this program. Mrs. Gayle Sampley is to be 
complimented for the development of a fine program. 
Business Education Students 
Business Education Doctoral Students 4 
Business Education Graduate Students 55 
Business Education i\1ajors - COE 200 
Business Education !\Iajors - University 45 
Two-Year Secretarial Students 60 
Business Education Minors and Misc. 25 
Vocational Office .Cci~;cation Students 33 
Other Students Enrolled in Secretarial Classes 62 
Total 474 
740 
.. :;: ~ ' 
Student Teachers 
The Business Education Program developed 29 teachers during the 1971-
1972 school year. ·one Business student teacher was an exchange student 
from Minot State College in North Dakota. 
Student teachers were placed in all nine of the Albuquerque public high 
schools as well as in Las Lunas High School, Albuquerque Technical-· 
Vocational Institute, and Operation SER. As a result of research and 
evaluation of previous professional Business Teacher Block programs, 
an experiment which combined many aspects of the Traditional student 
teaching and the Business Education Professional Block was inaugurated. 
Evaluation of the results was overwhelmingly in favor of maintaining the 
Business Education Professional Block based upon the experience of the 
Spring 1972 semester. During this semester, each student reported to 
their teaching assignment for the first two hours of each day, and then 
returned to the University for the Professional Block activities for a total 
of seven weeks. After this time, the student returned to the high school 
to teach full time, gradually adding one class to their teaching assignment, 
until during the last three weeks, each student teacher was teaching the 
full teaching load of their respective cooperative teacher. 
Mr. McQueen assisted very ably with the Professional Block and super-
vision of student teachers. In addition to this primary assignment, he 
team taught two graduate courses, as well as a course in Business Data 
Processing. 
In :\.Iay, the Business Education Program sponsored its Second Annual 
Dinner at the Mid-Town Holiday Inn. In addition to honoring the graduating 
student teachers, special recognition was given to Professor Reva, who is 
retiring at the end of the current year. Also at this meeting, the visiting 
Brazilian professors were honored. Special recognition was bestowed upon 
the outstanding student teacher of the year, Miss Naomi Daggett, who was 
awarded a plaque from the National Business Education Association in 
recognition of this outstanding achievement. 
Delta Pi Ji:psilon 
Perhaps the outstanding event of the year will prove to be the official petition 
for a cnapter of Delta Pi Epsilon, the national honorary graduate Business 
Eaucation society. Considerable paper work and effort were necessary to 
.~omplete this application. Official installation will take place in the next 
':ew months, once each of the national chapters has ratified and approved 
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the UN::V1 application. This will be the first chapter in the State of New Mexico. 
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Vocational Education 
Coordination with both the community Vocational leaders and the State 
Director of Vocational Education in both Distributive and Office Education 
continued. Robert Gordon served as a faculty member in one of our gra-
duate offerings, but in addition, continued to visit each of the student 
teaching Professionaf-htock's to provide current developments and informa-
tion about cooperative programs, intensive programs, Ol'fice Simulation, 
and more specifically, Career Education. 
'Ehe Program Head attended the national convention for the American 
Vocational Association in Portland, Oregon, in December, 1971. The 
information gathered from programs was utilized in graduate courses 
and as resource material for student teachers. 
Occupational Internships for Professional Business Teachers 
An innovative program to meet one of the greatest neeqs in Vocational 
Business Education was inaugurated the Summer 1972 semester at the 
University of New Mexico. The success of the program will no doubt 
provide the incentive for similar programs to provide occupational ex-
perience for other groups of Vocational teachers. 
The objectives of the program are listed below: 
1. Update and upgrade teacher experience in a variety of 
business skills that these teachers will be using in their 
classrooms. 
2. Help the teacher become sensitive to the needs of employers 
and the demands of business in the distributive and office 
areas. 
3. Modernize instructional materials and techniques in the 
schools based on current needs of employers. 
4. Promote career education. 
Th"·ee graduate students with considerable occupational experience, Sue 
Soeller;;, Fred Nlabry, and Prospera Fino, served as program coordi-
nators. ::VIrs. Hilda Majors served as the University coordinator for the 
O~..:Apational Internship program, 
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Report of the 
MINORITY GROUP CULTURAL A~'l'ARENESS CENTER 
July 1, 1971 to June 30, 1972 
Ray Rodriguez, Acting Director 
Prepared,by Bryan McOlash 
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The general objectives of the Cultural Awareness Center 
are to prqmote activities and to provide services which.will 
lead to the attainment of mutual respect and understanding among 
all of Ne\•7 Hexico' s citizens.. Seminars and technical assistance 
are made available to public school districts for the following 
general purposes: 
1. To encourage and assist school personnel in the 
identification of the specific problems and needs 
related to the implementation of programs for the 
promotion of cultural diversity. 
2. To encourage and assist public schools in the develop-
ment of programs for the perparation of personnel who 
administer or teach in schools having minority group 
children. 
3. To encourage and assist appropriate agencie~ ln Lhe 
development and utilization of instructional materials 
that t-Till include the contributions of minority groups 
to united States culture so as to present the evalua-
tion of United States civilization in a properly 
balanced perspective. 
~---
4. To provide assistance in obtaining additional funding 
for help in accomplishing the above objectives. 
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The present report ,:,ill attempt to summarize the activ-
ities of the Cultural A'1'1areness Center in relation to these 
objectives from July 1, 1971 to June 30, 1972. Data and in-
formation will be provided in terms of the number of requests 
for technical assistance, and the school districts or agencies 
served and the number of training programs and seminars. \4ith 
the number of districts and participants served. In addition, 
specific staff activities including publications or other non-
Center activities and appointments to or separations from staff 
will be included. Finally, a brief narrative summary will be 
provided concerning the plans and reco~nendations for future. 
Terms like technical assistance and training programs 
will be defined where appropriate. For the moment, it should 
be noted that the Cultural Awareness Center is moving away from 
our concept and program of general cultural a\vareness seminars 
to1vard more direct institutes for individual districts or school 
building staffs. In the past, the Center has conducted a number 
of general awareness seminars with each separate seminar in-
volving five or six people from seven or eight different school 
districts. In these seminars the Center concentrated on making 
the participants more sensitive to the issues and needs in 
minority group education. 
!liore recently, the Center has been developing a b:o-
pronged approach in 111orking 1vith public schools. One aspect 
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of the current program involves an emphasis on specific subject 
matter seminars. The intent has been to more directly assist 
schools in the development of programs and materials in single 
subject matter areas (e.g., history, language arts, and music). 
These efforts have been directed tmvard working \vith people who 
are "aware" of cultural differences and wish to put that a\vare-
ness to \'lDrk in their classrooms. 
A second approach has involved working with si~gle school 
districts or the complete sta£f of a single large school. This 
aspect of the program has developed out of the requests from 
school personnel who want to conduct a more in-depth, detailed 
examination of their school and their own problems. We then, 
jointly, attempt to work toward some resolutions of their 
problems. 
Present seminar activities, then, have follmved or 
initiated at least three trends. We have decreased, although 
not eliminated, our emphasis on general cultural a\vareness 
seminars. With less effort in this direction, we have increas-
ingly concentrated on subject matter seminars and more in-depth 
-examinations of specific sc~ools. 
~. ~eguests for Technical Assistance 
Technical assistance may, among other activities, in-
clude making available information regarding effective 
methods of coping with particular problems in minority 
group education and making available personnel specifically 
equippe~ to advise and assist schools with such peoblems. 
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Training programs for specific schools or defined subject 
matter areas are considered technical assistance in the 
present report. 
In general, requests for technical assistance reflect 
simply the requests and not the number of staff members \'lho 
fulfilled each requ.est. In other \'lords, one request could 
have included a response by only one or several members of 
the staff. In addition, the count for technical assistance 
requests reflects only those requests that envolved some 
direct and concrete activity onthe part of the Cultural 
Awareness center. Requests that were made but, for some 
reason, were not responded to are not included. 
Following is a listing of the number of technical 
assistance requests by various agencies along ;'lith a listing 
of school districts served. Table I provides a more detailed 
picture of the nature of the assistance rendered. 
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·state Requests 'for Technical Assistance 
New· Hexico 
Texas 
State Department 
Schools 
Universities 
Schools 
Universities 
Cal;i.fornia 
Schools 
Universities 
Colorado 
Schools 
universities 
Washington 
Univers'ities 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
. ' . 
-
5 
-
10 
100 
' 31 
141 
9 
4 
13 
5 
4 
9 
1 
l 
2 
1 
1 
1\ 
.. 
. e 
I 
I 
Oregon 
Universities 3 
TOTAL 3 
Nevada 
Universities l 
TOTAL .1 
Others 
National Committees, Offices, etc., 
35 
GRAND TOTAL .205 
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748 
District Requests for Technical Assistance 749 
NA!-iE OF SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Silver City 
Los Lunas 
Alamogordo 
Espa!'iola 
Artesia 
Cobre 
Taos 
Socorro 
Chama Valley 
Bernalillo 
Tucumcari 
Santa Fe 
Mora 
West Las Vegas 
Las Vegas City 
Springer 
Albuquerque 
Las Cruces 
Questa 
Gallup -·McKinley 
Hondo Valley 
San Francisco 
Visalia 
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LOCATION 
Silver City, Ne,., Hexico 
Los Lunas, N.e1>1 N.exico 
Alamogordo, Ne\'1 Mexico 
Espanola, Ne1v Mexico 
Artesia, New.Mexico 
Bayard, New Hexico 
'raos, New f1exico 
socorro, New Mexico 
Tierra Amarilla, New Hexico 
Bernalillo, New Mexico 
Tucumcari, New. l-1exico 
Santa Fe, Ne1-1 Mexico 
!-lora, Ne1>1 Mexico 
Las Ve~as, New Mexico 
Las Vegas, Ne'il J:.lexico 
Springer, Nel'l Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 
Questa, New 1-Iexico 
Gallup, Ne.;.r Hexico 
Hondo, New Mexico 
San E'rancisco, California 
Visalia, California 
Requests for Technical Assistance (continued) 
NMm OF SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Cucamonga 
Gilroy 
Austin 
El Paso 
Beeville Schools 
Edgewood District 
Antonito Regional Demonstration 
Center 
Colleges and Universities 
The University of New ~1exico 
College of Education 
Photo Services 
Library 
Foreign Language Department. 
Sociology Department 
Special Services 
Husic Departmez;tt 
Career Opportunities n------&J..V'j.Lc.\.1\\ 
t-1edical School 
The University of Albuquerque 
College of. Santa Fe. 
Highlands university 
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LOCATION 
.Cucamonga, California 
Gilroy, California 
Austin, Texas 
El Paso, Texas 
Beeville, Te~as 
San Antonio, Texas 
Antonito, Colorado 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Las Vegas, New Hexico 
7501 
I 
I 
-Colleges and Universit_ies (continued) 
University of Texas 
Sa.cremento State College 
Imperial Valley College 
Southern California Junior College 
University of California 
University of Nevada 
University of Washington 
Portland State university 
Lewis and Clark College 
Adams State College 
Others 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Austin, Texas 
sacremento, California 
Imperial, California 
San Diego, California 
Los Angeles, California 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Seattle, Washington 
P.ortland, Oregan 
Portland, Oregan 
Alamoza, Colorado 
South\'lestern cooperative .Educational Laboratory 
National Task Force de la Raza 
Hountain States Telephone Company 
New· .Hexico TESOL (teaching of English to Speakers of Other 
Languages) Association 
Ne\v t-lexico Bilingual Education Association 
Legislative School Study Committee - New t·1exico 
.Hultilingual Assessment Project - Stockton, california 
Albuquerque Human Resources Commission 
751 
International Reading Association - Southw·est Regional conference 
Teacher Corp 
Danforth Foundation 
Multilingual Assessment Project - Alhuquer.que, New Hexit:o 
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Others {continued) 
U.S. Federal Court 
HE vi 
Office for Civil Rights 
Department of Justice 
ESAP 
II. Training Proqrams 
Training programs include efforts by the Cultural 
A\'lareness Center to work with groups of educational people 
from several districts at the same time or from a single 
district in one seminar. These programs may include general 
752 
cultural a;'lareness training, specific subject matter seminars 
or in-depth examination of single school districts. Training 
programs also include activities by one or more staff members 
in teacher in-service education in various public schools 
where the Cultural Jl.'I'Tareness staff conducted some comprehen-
sive program. It does not include one-time presentation of 
papers, single speeches, etc. There is some overlap between 
technical assistance and training program activities. If a 
single school or district initiated the request for. an in-
service traini·ng program, the initiating request >'lOUld be 
classified as a request for technical assistance. The re-
sultant program will also be included in this section. 
if the Cultural A\•lareness Center initiated a program, 
seminar, or institute by sending out general invitations to 
school districts the resultant program is not classified as 
technical assistance. Table II provides a brief listing of 
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! of all traini~g programs, 
Training Programs, Participants, and Districts Served 
Number of Training Programs ~(New Hexico) 
__ 2_(Texas) Number of Districts Served 
Number of Participants 
Number of Board Members 
___ ._2_(California) 
_!Q_(Others) 
5280 
26 
Number of Superintendents 
Number of Other Central Office Personnel 535 
Number of Principals ~ 
Number of counselors 264 
Number of teachers ~ 
Number of Non-professionals 251 
Number of Other 
NAHE OF SCHOOL 
Albuquerque Public Schools 
Animas Public Schools 
Artesia Public Schools 
Belen Public Schools 
Bernalillo Public Schools 
Capitan Public Schools 
Carlsbad Pubiic Schools. 
Chama Valley Public Schools 
_E.Q_ 
LOCATION NUMBER OF 
PARTICIPANTS 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 1462 
Anil!las, New I-1exico 1 
Artesia, Ne'll Hexico 185 
Belen, New 1Iexico 2 
Bernalillo, New Hexico 1 
Capitan, ~lew Hcxico r 
Carlsbad, Ne\'1 Hexico 4 
Tierra A.tltarilla, Ne\'1 l-lexico 247 
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NM1E 01" SCHOOL LOCATION NU1'1BER OF 
PARTICIPANTS 
Clovis Public Schools Clovis, Ne,., Mexico 9 754• 
Cobre Public Schools Bayard, New Mexico 280 
Deming Public Schools Deming, New Mexico 7 
Dulce Public Schools Dulce, Ne,., Hexico 2 
Elida Public Schools Elida, New Nexico 1 
En,cino Public Schools Encino, Ne'\'7, !·lexica 3 
Espanola Public Schools Espanola, Ne\1 J;1exico 3 
Estancia Public Schools Estancia, New Mexico 2 
Farmington Public Schools Farmington, Ne\-7 Hexico 1 
Fort Summer Public Schools Fort Summer, Ne~·l Hexico 1 
Gadsen Public Schools Anthony, Ne\'1 !-lexica 20 
Gallup - McKinley County Sch. Gallup, Ne\-t .Hexico 6 
Gran.ts Public Schools Grants, Ne\~ f.lexico 2 
Hagerman ~ublic Schools 
Hatch Public Schools 
Hobbs Public Schools 
Hondo Valley Public Schools 
Jemez Valley Public Schools 
Lake Arthur Public Schools 
Las Cruces Public Schools 
Las Vegas City Schools 
Los Alamos Public Schools 
Loving Public Schools. 
l~gdelena Public Schools 
}1ora Public schoolS 
Pecos Public Schools 
Hagerman, New Mexico 2 
Hatch, New !1exico 1 
Hobbs, New Hexico 8 
Hondo, New !-texico l 
Jemez, New r-texico 5 
Lake Arthur, New Mexico 1 
Las Cruces, Ne\'1 Nexico 
Las Vegas, New r-1exico 
Los Alamos, New :r-1exico 
Loving, New t4.exico 
Magdelena, Ne\'1 l·1exico 
Mora, Ne\'1 Mexico 
·Pecos,· New l1exico 
12 -
79 
187 
10 
2 
1 
76 
3 
.. 
.I 
I 
I 
755 
NA!I1E OF SCHOOL LOCATION NU!1BER OF 
PARTICIJ;>ANTS 
Penasco Public Schools 
Pojoaque Public Schools 
Portales Public Schoo'ls 
Penasco, New Hexico 
Pojoaque, New Hexico 
Portales, New Mexico 
3 
3 
3 
Questa Public Schools Questa, New r·lexico 11 
Raton Public Schools Raton, New Mexico 1 
Ros\'lell Public Schools Ros\·lell, New Mexico 1 
Ruidoso Public Schools Ruidoso, New Hexico 2 
Santa Fe Public Schools Santa Fe, New Mexico 19 
Santa Rosa Public Schools Santa Rosa, Ne>'l Mexico 2 
Silver City Public Schools Silver City, New Nexico 5 
Socorro Public Schools Socorro, Nev; Mexico 4 
Springer Public Schools Springer, New ~1exico 1 
Taos Public Schools Taos, New Nexico 5 
Tucumcari Public Schools Tucumcari, New t.Jexico 4 
West. Las Vegas Public Schools Las Vegas, New 1>1exico 69 
Edge\vood School District San Antonio, •.rexas 150 
New Nexico State Department of 
Education, Adult Basic Education 
Institute 
Sacremento State College 
College of Santa Fe 
Cucamonza Public Schools 
Le>'lis & Clark College, 
Portland 
El Paso Publ~c Schools 
University of Texas 
Sacremento, California 
Santa Fe, Ne\'l Mexico 
Riverside, California 
Albuquerque, New l-1exico 
El Paso, Texas 
Austin, Texas 
- 13 -
100 
25 
125 
75 
35 
340 
80 
NAHE OF SCHt:lOLS 
Civil Rights Conference -
"Unfinished Education" 
San Francisco Public Schools 
Language Arts 
University of Texas 
TTT Program 
Southern California Junior 
College Administration 
Danforth Foundation 
I 
756 
.LOCA'fiON NUMBER OF 
PARTICIPANTS 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 300 
San Francisco, California 800 
The University of Net·/ Hexico 92 
El Paso, Te,:::as 
San Diego, California 
Santa Fe, Ne\'1 Hexico 
- 14 -
78 
140 
150 
Table I 757 
School District Receiving Technical Assistance 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
Name of School District 
Alamorgordo Public Schools 
Albuquerque Public Schools 
(59 requests) 
Technical Assistance 
Planning of survey'to determine 
feasibility of school .bilingual 
program. 
Assistance '"ith APS Title IV 
Civil Rights Project - Summer 
Cultural A\·lareness Institute. 
(2 requests) 
Assistance with teachers, 
principals, coordinators, and 
aides ,.,ho will' be involved in 
additional bilingual classes 
during the 1971~72 school year. 
Meeting on reading problems of 
bilingual students. 
Conducted number of sessions 
in total Chicano Immersion 
Institute for special education 
teachers. 
Workshop for high school English 
teachers. 
Seminar for Highland High school 
faculty. 
Planning \'lith personnel and 
parents of Honte Vista Elem. 
School for present programs and 
future seminar. 
In-service workshop for Techni-
cal-Vocational Institute faculty, 
( 2 ·requests) 
- 15 -
•· 
------------- --- --
Name of Schools District 
Albuquerque, New Mexico {cont.) 
Technical Assistance 
Planning of year's in-service 
program on Cultural Awareness 
for the staff at St. Francis 
School. 
Planning' of institute for h10 
elementary school faculties in 
Area South. 
r-1eeting with Assistant Super-
intendent for Instruc·tion to 
examine present programs and 
assure assistance of Cultural 
Awareness Center. 
Seminar for faculties of Monte 
Vista and A. Hontoya elementary 
schools. 
758 
Progra~ing of future institutes 
with central Office personnel. 
seminar for Albuquerque High 
School and Lincoln and washington 
Junior High Schools. 
Planning for conference on early 
childhood education. 
Planning or recommendations of 
materials usage with teachers 
and parents at ~lonte Vista Elem. 
School. {3 request) 
Assistance "''ith local Title IV 
Civil Rights Act Program. 
(2 requests) 
Assistance ~'lith programming of ,, 
Ethnic Studies at Del Norty High 
School. 
Session for teachers and prin-
cipals from four schools in high 
socioeconomic areas on the need 
for bilingual/bicultural educa-
tion. 
- 16 -
Albuquerque, New Mexico (cont.) 
759 
Cultural A\•7areness Training for 
teachers and cooperating teacher 
trainees at Ernie Pyle School. 
(2 requests) 
Joint session with Director of 
Federal Programs and Direc·tor of 
local Title IV Project. 
Assistance with Title IV Director 
on programs evaluation and 
attitude"change measures, 
Meeting "1-lith Albuquerque South, 
Area Elementary Schools' Com-
mittee to examine current educa-
tional alternatives. 
. (2 requests)· 
Discussion of current plans and 
implementation of local Title IV 
Project 111ith Director of Federal 
Programs and Title IV Director. 
( 4 requests l 
Assistance \·lith programming for 
seminar for Rio Grande High School 
faculty.(2 requests) 
Reinforcement of positive cultural 
awareness strategies in operation 
at Chel\~ood Elementary School. 
Seminar for Rio Grande High School 
staff. 
Participation in "Operation In-
volvement" in attempting to estab-
lish educational goals for the 
system. 
Selection of materials to be used 
to sensitize teachers to cultural 
differences. 
Programming of institute for.bi-
lingual teachers. 
Examination·of testing procedures 
with Pirector of local multilingual 
Assessment ~roject. (2 requests) 
.... 17 -
Albuquerque, New Mexico (cont.) 
Artesia, New Mexico 
Bernalillo, New Nexico 
Chama Valley, Tierra Amarilla, 
New Hexico 
760 
'seminar on educational alter-
natives for Area Sol.lth elementary 
school administrators. 
Cultural diversity program at 
Hoover Mid-School. 
Cultural diversity program at 
Sandia High School. 
Training program with "Cultural 
·conflict'and the Traditional 
Curriculum" and "Diploma or 
Relevant Education". 
J:.1eeting with administration on 
student teacher placement and 
culturally different children. 
Revie\'1 of state School Data with 
local teachers. 
session. concerning Cultural 
A\'lareness ,.lith Jefferson Junior 
High School student group. 
Follo\'l-up \•lith Area South Admin~ 
istrator-s on ways of incorporating 
alternatives to education into 
present programs. 
Workshop for Bilingual Education 
teachers for 1972-73 school year. 
(5 requests) 
Development of evaluation pro-
cedures for Bilingual Institute. 
Cultural Awareness Workshop for 
all elementary school personnel, 
Planning of program for local 
Cultural Awareness Project. 
(3 requests) 
Awareness Workshop for school 
personnel and parents. 
Workshop on·the benefits of bi-
cultural education for teachers, 
administrators, and parents. 
- lB -
-------
Cobre, New I-1exico 
Espanola, Ne\1' Hexico 
Gallup - HcKinley, Ne\v Hexico 
Hondo Valley, New ~1exico 
Las Cruces, Nel'l Mexicn 
Las Vegas-City, Ne\'l l1exico 
Las Lunas, Ne\v Mexico 
Hera, New l:1exico 
Questa, Ne~., Mexico 
Santa Fe, Ne\'l Mexico 
Inservice workshop for entire 
district ---- General Cultural 
Awareness. (2 requests) 
761. 
Planning of survey to determine 
feasibility of a bilingual 
programs in or particular school. 
Consultation on evaluation of 
Indian children for possible 
placeT{lent in special education. 
Included· school and community 
people. (3 requests) 
~1eeting with school personnel on 
school/community festival on bi-
cultural understanding. 
Seminar for Las Cruces schools. 
In-service or pre-service program 
for new school year on bilingual 
education. 
Follow-up evaluation of Las Lunas 
A1<1areness Project. 
Inservice-preservice program for 
entire school staff ---- Bi-
cultural Education. (2 requests) 
Participation in State Department 
of Education's Title IV Cultural 
A\'lareness Seminar. 
Discussion of curriculum modifica-
tions for 1971-72 Bilingual Project. 
Planning a three-year cultural 
A'Vlareness inservice program for 
total staff at St,, i'-15 chael' s High 
School. 
Conference on Naterial acquisition 
and development for bilingual 
'project. 
Meeting "'Tith. La Raza Teachers on 
Raza - Anglo cooperation. 
- 19 -
Santa Fe, N e\'/ Mexico (con t • ) 
Socorro, Ne;.; Mexico 
Springer, Nei'l 1-l.exico 
Silver city, Ne\'/ Hexico 
Taos, New Mexico 
Tucumcari, Ne\'/ !-lexico 
West !.as Vegas, New Hexico 
San Francisco, California 
Development of strategies for 
beginning a bilingual program 
at one school. (2 requests) 
Assistance \'lith planning of 
Cultural A\Vareness Center at 
High School. 
Planning of high school class 
relative to New Mexico Cultural 
Heritage. 
Planning of locally held State 
Bilingual Spring Conf~rence. 
Preparation of objectives and 
evaluation· guidelines for Bi-
lingual Project. (2 requests) 
Discussion of ethnic studies 
course outline, content, and 
resources. 
Inservice \vorkshop £or high 
school teachers in the language 
arts areas. 
Conducted portion of Institute 
for bilingual teacher aides. 
762 
Evahmtion assistance for teacher 
aide training project. (3 requests) 
Program evaluation suggestions for 
joint West Las Vegas - Las Vegas 
City bilingual program, 
Assistance \'lith Cultural Awareness 
Project in the high school English 
program. 
Meeting to evaluate year's program 
in local bilingual project. 
Revie\'/ of certain tests used in 
State Departments's State-Wide 
Testing Program. 
Workshop for local schools on 
cultural differences. 
Conference on Bilingual Children's 
Television. 
- 20 -
Visalia, California 
Cucamonza, California 
Gilroy, California 
Austin, Texas 
El Paso, Texas 
Edge\'?OOd District, San Antonio, 
Texas 
Antonito Regional Demonstration 
Center, Antonito, Colorado 
The univ-ersity of Ne\; l1cxico 1 
Albuquerque, Ne<tT Mexico 
Discussion of inservice programs 
for Anglo teachers working with 
Chicanos. · 
Workshop for administrators, 
parents, professors, teachers 
and paraprofessionals in local 
bilingual project. 
Outlining of evaluation procedures 
for bilingual/bicultural programs. 
Conference concerning educational 
issues facing the !-iexican-American 
Community Conference concerning a 
philosophy of education for 
Mexican-Americans. (2 requests) 
Planning meeting for in-service 
training >-?ith teachers and guide-
ness personnel. 
Development of teaching units on 
cultural diversity. 
Exploration of strategies to sen-
sitize teachers to cultural dif~ 
ferences in Project TREND, and 
school counseling. (2 requests) 
Summer in-service training program 
on cultural differences. 
Assistance in TEDTAC sponsored 
Institute for Bilingual Education. 
Assistance in finding information 
and materials for !)lexican-American 
education. 
Acsistance t'lith sum.rner Institute 
for Adult Basic Education Teachers 
on cultural differences and the 
adult learner. (2 requests) 
Assistance \1ith library on materi_als 
acquisition on Indians and Hexican-
Americans. 
Program for graduate teachers on 
English as a Second Language. 
- 21 -
The University of Nel'l Mexico 
(continued) 
College of Santa Fe, santa Fe, 
New I·lexico 
Highlands University, Las Vegas 
Nel'l .1-lexico 
University of Texas - Austin 
764 
Development assistance with 
Sociology Department on Mexican-
American Courses of Study. 
Planning assistance for Special 
Services Projects ori a regional 
conference for special education 
personnel. 
Assistance to Career Opportunities 
Program on planning of teaching 
strategies to !le used .\'lith training 
of teacher aides. 
Assistance in State Conference on 
Early Childhood Education. 
Coilege of Education discussions 
on community expectations of 
University. (2 requests) 
Planning for l,lulticultural Educa-
tion tveek for COE personnel. 
J?roposal for Doctoral _Program in 
Educational Administration for 
t,lexican-Americans and Native-
Americans. 
Meeting regarding problems en-
countered by School of Medicine 
l'lith patients of different cultural 
backgrounds. 
Discussion of possible Cultural 
Alvareness emphasis in tourist in-
dustry training. 
Cultural Awareness Program for 
evening class of future teachers. 
{2 requcct~) 
r'lonitoring of 10-day Institute for ' 
regional teachers. (2 requests) 
Discussion on sununer programs to -
meet Cultural Awareness needs of 
school personnel. 
Meeting 1'/'ith TTT Program for con-
ference planning on a Chicano 
philosophy of Education. 
- 22 -
University of Texas - Austin 
(continued) 
University of Texas - El Paso 
Sacremento State College, Cal. 
Imperial Valley College 
Southern California Junior 
College 
University of Caflfornia - Los 
Angeles 
University of Nevada 
University of Washington 
Portland State University 
Le>-tis and Clark College 
Adams State College 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Discussion of plans for Oral 
Assessment Instrument. 
Examination of a model for 
studying educational approaches 
for minority group children. 
Teacher training -- TTT Program 
for \-mrk w·ith l·1exican-American 
students. · 
765 
Consultation l'li th l-:Iexican -Amei ican 
Education Project. · 
Assistance with materials and 
techniques for Cultural Av1areness 
Development. 
Discussion on meeting the needs of 
Chicano students at the col1ege 
level. 
Student and faculty seminar on 
school administration and ethnic 
minorities. 
Materials and discussion for 
setting up a Cultural A\.,rarene$s 
Center. 
Discussion of goals, techniques, 
materials 1 etc., for cultural 
a\"lareness training. 
Explanation of center's purposes 
and activities as guide for 
cultural awareness training. 
Cultural A\"lareness Sessions for 
faculty and students ---- held in 
Albuquerque, (2 :r.ec:!m~sts) 
Assistance in initiating plans 
for a bilingual teacher training 
program. 
Exploration of concepts of cultural 
a\"lareness training in industry and 
and u.s. Government agencies. 
Conference \'lith l'.EC and Mexican-
American personnel directors on 
the basic sciences and the l-iexican-
. American. 
- 23 -
---------- -
Southwestern Cooperative 
Educational Laboratory 
National Task Force. de la Raza 
Nountain. States Telephone 
New HexicoTESOL and New Hexico 
Bilingual Education Association 
Legislative School Study Com-
mittee 
Hultilingual Assessment Project 
Albuquerque Human Resources 
Commission 
International Reading Associatio 
t 
Teacher Corp 
Danforth Foundation 
Ncrth Central hsscciation 
U.s. District Court 
HEI\7 - Office for Civil Rights 
766 
'11eeting on Indian education. 
Discussion on future funding. 
Task Force meeting. 
Cultural Awareness Training for 
vice-presidents. 
Arrang~ment of program for 
annual conference. (5 requests) 
Assistnace in hearing on bi-
lingual education. · 
Review of assessment in bilingual 
programs. 
Input into preparation of reading 
materials for Chicanos. (4 request) 
Evaluation of industrial employment 
practices and civil rights. 
(2 requests) 
Discussions on how the Mexican-
American community can influence 
schools. (2 requests) 
Discussion of curriculum mod-
ifications to meet the needs of 
Chicano students. 
Assistance with minority group 
recruitment. 
Cultural A\vareness Seminar for 
college professors. (2 requests) 
Planning for cultural awareness 
training for NLA revie\·Ters. 
Testimony on Title I operations 
in suit against Roswell schools. 
Discussion on bicultural curriculum 
Beeville, Texas suit. 
Guidelines for implementation of 
court order in San Felipe/Del Rio, 
Texas. (2 requests) 
- 24 -
HEW - Office for Civil Rights 
(continued) 
ESAP 
State Department of Education 
New r4exico 
• Program review 
Discussion of goals, techniques, 
materials, etc., ----Hartford, 
Conn. Center. 
Discussion on funding ESAP 
selection panel 
Proposal revie,.,. (2 requests) 
Information session on ethnic 
background of state teachers. 
Planning ,.,ith State Department 
and LEA Directors. 
Planning for I>1usic Seminar. 
Communicative Arts Division 
seminar for Eight Northern 
Pueblos. 
Discussion of minority group 
enrollment in special education. 
(2 request) 
Assistance with State Department 
Title IV proposal. 
Assistance with Adult Basic 
Education Institute. 
Discussion of State Wide Testing 
Program. (2 requests) 
- 25 -
767i 
768 
Table II 
Training Programs 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
.Title or Location of Pro ram 
Highland High School Faculty -
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
General Cultural Awareness 
Seminar, Albuquerque, New !>lexica 
Cultural Awareness History 
Seminar, Santa Pe, New I>lexcio 
Monte Vista Elementary School 
A. Montoya Elementary School 
Albuquerque, Nei-l Hexico 
Discription 
General Cultural Awareness 
Seminar but including personnel 
from a single school. Involved 
some research on statistics 
applicable only to this school, 
e.g., drop-out rates, ethnic 
composi·tion of student body, etc. 
The objective of this Seminar \•las 
to sensitize participants to the 
needs of Chicano, Indian, and 
Black children. Included people 
from 14 different Nei-l 14exico 
school districts. 
This Seminar \'las an attempt to 
give history teachers insights 
into hmv they might make history 
instruc·t.ion relevant to all New 
Hexico students. They were 
taught uses of the New Mexico 
Archives as \'lell as various 
historical sights in the hope 
that this educational approach 
\dll reach more students and 
create better understanding of 
all ethnic group cunLr::lLutions 
in Southwest. Included people 
from 28 different Ne\·1 Nexico 
school districts. 
Culture and Curriculum Change 
Seminar for combined staffs of 
two elementary schools. 
- 26 -
------~'··-··- -~ ----~--~..>---- . ·- -
Language Arts Seminar -
Albuquerque, New Hexico 
1'-:!usic Seminar ·-
Albuquerque, Ne>·T Mexico 
Special Education Seminar -
Albuquerque, Nevi Hexico 
Albuquerque High School 
Lincoln Junior High School 
Washington Junior High School -
Albuquerque, New Hexico 
General Cultural A\1areness 
Seminar 
Las Cruces, New Hexico 
Rio Grande High School -
Albuquerque, Ne>·l l1exico 
Albuquerque Public Schools -
Area South 
769 
English-Spanish Language Com-
parisions Seminar for elementary 
language arts teachers. An 
attempt to illustrate many simil-
arities between English and 
Spanish. for classroom use and as 
an intiation into the learning 
of Spanish •. Included people from 
six different school districts. 
Elementary i-tusic Seminar for 
teachers·fro.m 16 school districts. 
An attempt to .acquaint teachers 
\V"ith culturally varied music and 
dances, etc .• Taught·tcachers 
a number of songs and dances to 
use with elementary children. 
Cultural implications in special 
education evaluation, placement and 
programming. Included special 
education personnel from 26 school 
districts. 
General Cultural Awareness Seminar 
for principals and staffs from 
three local district schools. 
Activities centered around the 
status and needs of minority group 
students. The participants >vere 
invited to recommend specific 
subjects during the planning 
stages of the seminar but failed 
to do so.· 
This Seminar >·ms an attempt to 
increase the participation.of 
people from districts in the 
Southern part of the State. In-
cluded people from 5 different 
southern Ne\1 l'lexico districts. 
Primarily a General Cultural 
A\·Tareness Seminar for the staff 
from one school. Did include 
some planning input from the 
school and some data applicable 
only to this school. 
Seminar for Area South adminis-
trators on educational alternatives 
for the elementary school. 
- 27 -
Bilingual/Bicultural E~ucation 
Seminar -
Santa Fe, Ne\'l Mexico 
Las Cruces Public Schools 
El Paso, Texas 
High Intensity Language Institut 
Albuquerque, Ne\·T Hexico 
Edgel·;ood School District -
San Antonio, Texas 
Albuquerque Public Schools -
Albuquerque, Ne>'l Hexico 
Adult Basic Education Institute 
Albuquerque, New !1exico 
West Las Vegas Public Schools ~ 
Las Vegas, New .Nexico 
Albuquerque Public Schools -
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Las Vegas City Schools -
Las Vegas, Ne\'T Nexico 
Mora Public Schools -
!-lora, Net~ Hexico 
770 
Special seminar for personnel in-
volved in Albuquerque Public 
Schools on-going Bilingual 
Education Program. 
Regular Cultural A\'lareness 
Seminar for personnel from the 
Las Cruces Schools. 
High Intensity Spanish Language 
instruction for non-Spanish 
speakers: Attempted to concen-
trate services for monolingual 
English speakers who will be in-
volved in bilingual programs 
during the 1972-73 school year. 
Included people from 4 school 
districts. 
Teacher in-service conference on 
Cultural Conflict and the Trad-
itional Curriculum and Spanish 
Speaking Students. 
Inservice training for teachers, 
principals, coordinators, and 
aids >'lho will be involved in 
pew bilingual class during the 
1971-72 school year. 
Assisted with Institute conducted 
by the Ne\'l t•lexico Department of 
Education and the University of 
New Mexico. Concerned \'lith 
cultural differences and the adult 
learner. 
Assisted in training of teacher 
aides for West Las Vegas Bilingual 
Program. 
Discussion of reading problems of 
Bilingual students. 
Inservice or pre-service training 
for bilingual education. 
Inservice or pre-service training 
for entire staff on bicultural 
education. 
- 28 -
Chicano Immersion Institute 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Cobre Public Schools 
Bayard, New Mexico 
College of Santa Fe 
Santa Fe, Ne1'1 Hexico 
Sacremento State College 
Sacremento, California 
Cucamonga Schools -
Cucamonga, California 
Le>'lis and Clark College 
Portland, Oregan 
Albuquerque Public Schools -
Albuquerque, Ne\'T Nexico 
El Paso Public Schools 
El Palj;o, Texas 
Albuquerque Public Schools 
Albuquerque, New Hexico 
Chama Valley Public Schools 
Tierra Amarilla, New Nexico 
University of Texas 
1'~:uctin, Texas 
Chama Valley Public Schools 
Tierra Amarilla, Ne1·1 J:.1exico 
771. 
High intensity Spanish language 
and Culture Training for special 
education teache.rs of Albuquerque 
Public Schools. 
Inservice workshop on Cultural 
A1·1areness for entire staff. 
Cultural Awareness Program for 
future teachers; Attempted in-
troduction to cultural differences 
in New !'1exico. 
Inservice training of staff for 
Hexican-American Education Project. 
Workshop fpr administrators, 
parents, professors, teachers, 
and paraprofessionals from the 
Cucamonga Bilingual Project. 
Conducted Cultural Awareness 
Norkshop in Albuquerque for a 
visiting group of faculty and 
stuC!ents. 
Conducted II'Orkshop for Area 
Soutl1 high school English teachers. 
Norkshop for teachers and guidance 
personnel. 
Inservice Cultural Awareness 
1'7orkshop for faculty at Technical/ 
'vocational Institute. 
Cultural Al\'areness Training for 
school personnel and community. 
Conference on "Developing a 
1'hilo~ophy for the Education 
of the He:dcan-American" and 
bilingualism and intellectual 
development. 
\~orkshop on the benefits of bi-
cultural education. Involved 
teachers, administrators, and 
parents. 
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Civil Rights Report 
Albuquerque, Ne\~ Mexico 
Monte Vista Elementary School -
Albuquerque, Nei~ Mexico 
San Francisco Schools -
San Francisco, California 
The University of Ne\~ Mexico -
Albuquerque, Nev7 Mexico 
University of Texas -
El Paso, Texas 
Albuquerque Public Schools 
Albuquerque, Ne1~ l1exico 
Albuquerque Public Schools -
Albuquerque, New Hexico 
Southern Cal.ifornia Junior 
Administration 
San Diego, California 
West Las Vegas Public Schools -
Las Vegas, New Mexico 
Artesia Public Schools 
Artesia, Nel'l Mexico 
Albuquerque Public School -
Albuquerque, Nevr Mexico 
Danforth Foundation Regional 
Conference 
Santa Fe 1• New Hexico 
1'.1buquerque Public Schools 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
772 
Meeting with superintendents 
and other personnel from many 
school districts on the report, 
"Unfinished Education". 
Cultural Awareness Program for 
teachers and parents related to 
materials usage in school. 
Workshop on cultural differences 
for school personnel. 
Training in Language Arts area, 
especially as it relates to 
Chicanos. · 
Workshop for students, professors, 
supervisors, and El Paso Schools' 
personnel involved in TTT Program. 
Attempt to sensitize teachers 
from schools in high socio-
economic areas to the need for 
for bilingual/bicultural education. 
-Cultural Awareness Training with 
school teachers and cooperating 
teacher trainees. 
Session on "Heeting Needs of 
Spanish Surnamed Students". 
Cultural Awareness Inservice 
Workshop for high school teachers 
in the language arts area. 
Cultural A\•Tareness Inservice 
Workshop for all elementary school 
personnel. 
Involved in portion of program in 
"Operation Involvement" as related 
to effective citizenship and the 
establishment of educational goals. 
Cultural Perspectives Program for 
college professors from eleven 
states. 
Cultural Diversity Program for 
Sandia High School teachers. 
- 30 -
Albuquerque Public Schools 
Albuquerque, Ne\'l N.exico 
Albuquerque Public Schools -
Albuquerque, New Nexico 
Program on cultural conflict in 
the schools and the relevancy of 
education. 
Conducted several sessions in 
Summer Institute for Bilingual 
Program teachers, administrators, 
and aides. 
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III. Other Staff Activit.ies 
Publications 
Aragon, J.A., and Ulibarri, S.R. "Learn, Amigo, 
Learn". Personnel and Guidance journal, 
Hay 2, 1971. 
Ulibarri, s. R. Alma de la Raza. Minority 
Group Cultural Awareness Center, The 
University of New !·1exico: Albuquerque 
New Mexico, 1971. 
Ulibarri, t-1. The English Reading Component in 
~ Bicultural Program. l,linority Group 
Cultural A\>Jareness Center, The University 
774 
of Ne\v Hexico, Albuquerque, New. Hexico, 1971. 
Papers Presented 
Ulibarri, H. uHow the Teacher Can Better Relate 
to the Mexican-American Child". Albuquerque 
Public Schools, July 7, 1971. 
Ulibarri, M. "Cultural Differences and the Adult 
· Learner in the Classroom". The University 
of New Hexico, July 15, 1971. 
Ulibarri, ~L "Bilingualism and Intellectual 
Development". The University of Texas: 
Austin, Texas, November 4, 1971. 
Aragon, J, A. "Hiring Practices, Schools, and 
Industry". Human Resources Commission of 
Albuquerque Industry: Albuquerque, New 
Nexico, J-anuary 20, 197 2. 
Jaramillo, 11. "The Future of Bilingual Education". 
Southern California Conference on Bilingual-
Bicultural Education: Whittier, California, 
February 5, 1972. 
Ulibarri, H. Spanish-American: !:. St'ildy <?n 
Acculturation (2nd Pr~nting). M~nor~ty 
Group Cultural A\1areness Center, The 
University of New Mexico: Albuquerque, 
N e\v !>lexica, 19 7 2 • 
Ulibarri, s. R. Tierra Amarilla: Stories of 
Ne\·1 I-1exico. The um.versity of New I-iexiCo 
Press, •rhe University of New I-1exico: 
Albuquerque, New l\1exico, 1971. 
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Ulibarri, M. The Sociology of Language (16 rom 
film). 111Ii10rity Group Cultural A\qareness 
Center, The University of Ne\v l'lexico: 
Albuquerque, Ne" Mexico, 1972. 
Jaramillo, ~1. "Bilingualism and Intellectual 
Development". Adelante. University of 
Texas Press: Aust~n, Texas, 1972. 
Jaramillo, H. 
Education 
B~cultmsl 
1972. 
The Pros and Cons of Nulticultural 
(Video Tape}.--whittier Bilingual/ 
Center: Whittier, California, 
Jaramillo, H. "How Can The Mexican-Aine~ican 
Community Influence Our Schools?" south-
"est Regional Conference of the International 
Reading Association: Albuquerque, New Hexico, 
February, 18, 1972. 
Aragon, J. A. "School Administrators and Ethnic 
r.iinorities". The university of California 
at Los Angeles: Los Angeles, California, 
May 18, 1972. 
The Cultural Awareness Center Staff has presented well over 
seventy-five lectures and addresses in either English or Spanish 
to many different groups throughout the State and in other States. 
Many of the lectures have been given to the faculties of Colleges 
of Education, school/community groups, and community organizations. 
All of these are not reported separately but deserve mention. 
- 33 -
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Other Activities Not Elsewhere Hentioned 
John A. Aragon 
Member of the Board of Directors of the Albuquerque 
Association for Retarded Children. 
Nember of the Board of Directors of the Education 
Committee of the Colonial New J'<lexico Historical Foundation. 
Member of the Board of Directors, Hispanic Community 
Development Corporation, Nashington, D.C. 
Hember at large of the University of Net·l Nexico Policy 
Committee. 
Hember of the College of Education Policy Committee. 
l-1ember of the Board of Directors of the Albuquerque 
Child Guidance Center. 
I-1ember of the National Education Task J:'orce de de Raza .. 
Regional Chairman of the National Education Task Force 
de la Raza. 
Nari - Luci ULibarri Jaramillo 
President of New Mexico Bilingual Association 
Hember of the Socioeconomic Committee on Hinority 
Groups of the International TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages) Conference. 
- 34 -
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.t-1ember of the College of Education r·1ulticultural 
Committee. 
IV. Staff.Changes 
Appointments to Staff 
Jim Hiller, July 1,19.71 
Luz Beaty, October 21, 1971 
Viola Segura, March 20, 1972 
Separations from Staff 
Luz Beaty, February 15, 1972 
Diana Gallegos, .t-1ay 30 1 1972 
Eutemia Zubia, August 27, 1971 
V. Future Activities 
The Cultural Awareness Center, as mentioned previously, 
\'lill continue >·lith the established programmatic trends. 
This is, \1e will continue \'lith occassional general cultural 
a"ilareness seminars. Sehoul districts chang~ :;upcrintendents 
and other personnel, and we feel that it is necessary to 
repeat the general awareness seminars if o:nly to reacquaint 
the districts ''lith the Center. We also intend to concentrate 
on specific subject matter areas with current plans for 
additional music, dance, Spanish language, bilingual educa-
- ~s· -
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tion, standardized testing with minority groups, and 
language arts seminars. Finally, we intend to conduct 
more in-depth seminars for specific schools or school 
districts. Present plans include working ~.,rith Albuquerque 
Public Schools, Las Cruces Public Schools, JI'Iora Public 
Schools, Las Vegas City Public Schools, and West Las Vegas 
Schools. We, then, can zero in on problems unique to each 
location as well as the broader problems of minority groups 
education. 
In !11ay, 1972 the Cultural Awareness Center Staff 
attended a regional meeting in Dallas, Texas concerning 
Emergency School Assistance Program (ESAP II) funding for 
public schools. From this m~eting and subsequent communica~ 
tions, it appears that the Center will be involved in dis-
seminating information and providing technical assistance 
to school districts for obtaining fu11ding for equality of 
educational opportunity. On June 23, 1972 the Congress 
voted to establish the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA -
Title VII of Public Law 92-318) as continuance and further 
expansion of earlier ESAP programs. It has been suggested 
that the Center ~.·.~ill pl~~l ~ role in informing school::: of 
this Act and in providing technical assistance to school 
districts v;ho are interested in submitting proposals for 
funding under the Act. The communications of June and 
July, 1972 have not clearly established the Center's 
precise role but it is likely that our involvement with 
ESAA will increase. 
36-
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REPORT O.F THE LEARNING MATERIALS CENTER 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972 
The Learning Materials Center is a unit of the College which performs 
several major functions. It contains a curriculum library, and a graphic 
reproduction area. The services provided by these facilities have as a 
major purpose the providing of media support to various academic programs 
in the College. As a second function, the Learning Materials Center pro-
vides a setting for study and practice in the area of Educational Media. 
Staffing: The Learning Materials Center has two faculty-level positions 
associated with ,it. During this year, one position was held by Professor 
Gene Koskey, who held the position of Director of the Learning Materials 
Center. In late Spring, Mr. Koskey resigned his position for health 
reasons. He terminates his association with the University of New Mexico 
on August 4, 1972. 
The second faculty level position remained unfilled. Duties as-
sociated with this position were performed by part-time personnel. 
During this reporting period two faculty members were recruited into 
the Learning Materials Center. They are: 
Professor Guy Watson, Director, Learning Materials Center and Associate 
Professor of Secondary Education. Mr. tvatson holds a doctorate in the area 
of Instructional Technology from the University of Southern California. He 
will begin service on August 21, 1972. 
Professor Lotsee Smith, Assistant Professor of Secondary Education, 
ho1~s a Master's Degree in Library Science and is completing work on a. doc-
tor~te in Educatior.al Media at the University of Oklahoma. She will begin 
service on August 21, 1972. 
There were no otber significant staffing changes during this period. 
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Significant Developments: Because of staffing changes there has been 
little program ~evelopment brought to the stage of final approval by the 
College faculty. Program development will occupy much of the time of 
new staff members. during the next year. 
The Learning Materials Center increased greatly the amount of 
service provided to other programs during this year. The following section 
summarizes the types of uses made of the facility, materials and equipment. 
Service Provided: The following figures represent the number of items 
which were circulated and by whom they were used. 
The "estimated attendance" is taken in part from circulation figures 
and also spot counts during the day. The "processing-shelved" figure 
represents all ne•• material which has been completely catalogued, processed 
and shelved. "Zimmerman shelved" represents only books which will belong 
to the Children's Literature section. These books are catalogued and pro-
cessed by Zimmerman, then sent to the Learning Materials Center. The 
number of items put on reserve by various College of Education professors 
is also listed, 
Faculty Circulation 
Student Circulation 
Total 
865 
17,004 
17,869 
Zimmerman shelved 499 
Items placed on reserve 1300 
Orientation sessions 35 
Est. Attendance 
Proc. Shelved 
27,607 
4,421 
The Learning ~aterials Center also was the site of a number of major 
exhibits of ins.tru.:.tio<1al materials. These exhibits were sponsored by 
publishing companies, educational research laboratories, state textbooks 
for adoption, manufacturers of instructional materials and equipment 
.,,;;1 
., 
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and the like. There were in excess of 70 major exhibits held during 
this period. Detailed records of these exhibits are available. 
LIST OF EXHIBITS 
Textbooks being considered for State Adoption (2) 
Ram.dom House 
Monthly Santa Fe Traveling Children's Exhibits 
P.E. exhibit on game equipment - Moolenijzer (4) 
Southwestern Regional Laboratories - Reading 
Rand McNally (3) 
SRA (2) 
Scope and Sequence charts display 
Clarke Industries Indian Exhibit 
Barnell Loft 
Argus Communications (3) 
Bilingual textbooks 
Black Experience - Bantam Books 
Bowmar records 
3 M sound slide presentation 
Naylor Company Western Publishing Co. 
Encyclopedia Brittanica Educational 
.MacMillan 
Teacher's Exchange 
Dexter and Westbrook 
Instructional Aids 
Addison - l.Jesley Scienc:e Series 
Zaner - Blaser Handwriting 
BRL (Behavioral Research Laboratories) - Sullivan Programs (2) 
International Reading Association 
SVE (2) 
Mast Teaching Machines (3) 
Horld Book 
AV Enterprises study prints (2) 
David C. Cooke Pictures (2) 
International Culture Association 
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Early Childhood Conference - World Book, American Book, University Book Store 
Instructo 
Eygate 
Multicultural Exhibit (Serrano) 
Students' displays (musical instruments- homemade from Mr. Barrett) 
Special Education - Richards Co. 
Teaching Resources, Inc. - games 
Plays, Inc. 
~AEYC - Early Childhood 
Interact 
Children's Press 
Morrow Company 
Lathrop, Lee 
t.;ringerd 
Latin American Productions 
Economy Company - Spelling 
LIST OF STAFF PROJECTS 
Picture file 
Author and illustrator file 
Test file 
Textbook and media file of catalogs 
Taping records onto cassettes for durability 
Reserve section keeping up to date and listing all new arrivals 
Putting up new exhibits 
Organization of Scope and Sequence charts 
Organization of curriculum guide file (all subject areas) 
Set up cataloging system for: (This is in keeping with current system) 
Early childhood education 
Bilingual-Bicultural 
Art 
Industrial Arts education 
Audio-visual 
Teaching (professional) 
ERIC searches bound and referenced in card catalog 
Set up billing system to include delinquent reports 
Inventory and report during Christmas vacation 
During inventory, adjustments of many shelves which included rearrangement 
of processing area 
Re-cataloging of Dr. Tweeten's science books, which had previously been in Zimmerman 
Organization of reading resource section (IRA) 
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Hosted review time for IRA conference (Feb. 24, 7-10 p.m.) and Early Childhood Education 
Conference (Marco 11, 1:30-4:00 p.m.) 
Weekly orientations throu5tout year for college students and young students throughout 
the city 
Made available staff assistance to anyone wanting to learn how to operate media 
equipment - production and preview 
Graphic ar~ist's service to College of Education for art work and basic design for 
educational aids 
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THE NEW MEXICO RESEARCH AND STUDY COUNCIL (NMRSC) 
AN OPEN INVITATION ••••••. 
The NMRSC welcomes inquiries from school districts and other 
public educational institutions regarding membership. To become a 
member of the Council, a school district signs a formal agreement 
and designates its superintenden~ as a representative to the Council. 
Dues are assessed annually and are determined by enrollment. Dis-
tricts with fewer than 1,000 students pay $300; districts with 1,000 
to 1,499 students pay $400; and districts with 1,500 students, or 
more, pay $500, Membership'correspondence should be addressed to 
Dr. Richard F. Tonigan, New Mexico Research and Study Council, Col-
lege of Education 1 The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, 87106. 
1 
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A COOPERATIVE VENTURE ••• , •• 
YIELDING MUTUAL BENEFITS 
The New Mexico Research and Study Council 
is a cooperative venture of nineteen school 
districts located throughout the northern 
and central part of the State, the Co:Uege of 
Education (UNM), and the State Department of 
Education. 
Its purpose is to provide an organizational 
structure through which the diverse educa-
tional resources of its participants can be 
brought to bear upon current school problems, 
with the aim of identifying alternative solu-
tions. 
The Council is governed by a Board of 
Directors composed of seven school district 
representatives, a representative of the State 
Department of Education, and an Executive 
Director. The Executive Director, a faculty 
member of the College of Education, has re-
sponsibility for general management of the 
Council's business functions. 
Principal financial support for the Council 
is in the form of dues payments by member 
school districts (prorated by enrollment). In 
addition, the University of New Mexico pro-
vides the services of the Executive Director 
on a part-time basis at no charge, and con-
tributes office space, utilities, and other 
facilities, Also, in the case of workshops 
offering university credit, the University of 
New Mexico's Extension Department shares work-
shop costs. The Council operates on an annual 
budget of approximately $10,000. 
Each year the Council sponsors conferences 
and workshops, publishes special reports, and 
distributes a monthly newsletter, which cover 
recent research efforts, coming events of 
interest to school personnel, and national 
trends in educational programs and procedures, 
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Workshops Copference topics selected by the Board 
of Directors for inclusion in this year's 
program reflected salient issues in educa-
tion. Aided by a $3,500 grant from the 
State Department of Education in the form 
of Johnson-0' Malley funds, and 1~ith the 
assistance of a number of other agencies, 
the Council held a week-long workshop on 
"Holding Power" in August 1971. Its objec-
tive was to identify practices which would 
improve the attendance and retention prac-
tices of Indian students in ~ew Mexico. The 
conference was one of the most successful 
ever sponsored by the Council and at-
tracted ninety-two participants, including 
twenty-six speakers and panelists, the 
vast majority of whom were Indians, Of the 
sixty-four full-time participants, one-
half were Indians from seven .tribes (Zuni, 
Navajo, Santo Domingo, Jemez, Cochiti, Taos, 
San Ildefonso), Many of the participants 
enrolled in the workshop for college credit. 
The workshop's success prompted the Council 
to publisl1 the proceedings in the form of a 
monograph, entitled The "Holding Power" 
Workshop. 
A November 1971 conference on "Critical 
Concerns of New Mexico's Public Education 
System" covered a wide variety of topics. 
Subjects ranged from "Educational Finance" 
(Harry Wugalter) and "Vocational-Technical 
Education--with Emphasis on Rural Areas" 
(Alex Mercure) to "The Development of Educa-
tional Personnel" (Dr. Richard Lawrence). 
Forty-five participants attended. 
"Career Education", a subject which has 
received a top-priority rating from the u.s. 
Office of Education, was the focus of a day-
long conference in February. The conference 
attracted forty participants. 
3 
conferences such as those sponsored by the 
council in 1971-72 are open to staff mem-
bers of non-member as well as member schools. 
Persons attending conferences are charged 
only for food, lodging and other direct ex-
penses; persons wishing to receive college 
credit also must pay tuition and fees, 
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Publications 
Other 
ActiVities 
Intangible 
Benefits 
4 
In addition to The "Holding Power" Work-
shop, the Council published Paul V. Petty's 1 
The School Administrator and Employee Nego-
tiations, an analysis of collective bargain-
ing situations in the public schools and goals 
that can be adopted for their successful con-
clusions. Both publications received wide dis-
tribution and were made available free of 
charge to member school districts. 
As in previous years, the Council also 
carried out a number of other projects during 
1971-72, including a special meeting for 
school district business managers ~nd a series 
of informational sessions for the Board of 
Directors. Member districts also enjoyed ac-
cess to the Council's library, and took advan-
tage of consultation services. For example, 
the Council arranged for a group of university 
graduate students and professors to make a 
special analysis of the building requirements 
for the computer-assisted instruction program 
being carried on at Isleta under the auspices 
of Stanford University. 
Besides performing the vital function of 
transmitting ipformation on specific tcpics, the 
Council's activities help in generating inter-
action between university faculties and school 
personnel. These contacts, in turn, serve to 
keep school administrators up-to-date on a 
variety of emerging educational developments, 
and to keep university students and staff in-
formed about actual problems experienced by 
those operating in the field. By providing 
students and faculty with the opportunity to 
exercise their knowledge and skills in real 
situations, and by offering school personnel 
access to specialists in many educational fields, 
a mutually beneficial situation is created. 
Equally important is the opportunity the 
Council presents for information exchanges 
among school district personnel. This oppor-
tunity is particularly important in a region, 
such as that served by the Council, where dis-
tances between schooi district headquarters 
are great; and where the size of the districts 
is small, so that individual access to infor-
mational resources is limited. 
....,_ -- "'""'~-
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AND FINANCIAL SAVINGS •••••• 
Bid and· 
Purchase 
Program 
By consolidating the purchasing require-
ments of a number of school districts, the 
Council's bid·and purchase program enables 
its members to pay a lower, bulk-rate, price 
on a wide variety of items. 
Comparisons of prices paid by member and 
by non-member districts indicate that sav~ 
ings of 10% to 20% are common. Based upon 
a 10% saving, it is estimated that partici-
pating districts saved a total of $13,500 
to $27,000 this year, or $800 to $1,600 per 
district--considerably more than the annual 
expenditure fol: membel:ship dues, Figul:e 1 
histol:ically depicts s'avings paterna in two 
commonly used school supplies. 
FIGURE I 
Five-Year Cost Comparison Between NMRSC Purchasing 
and Local District Purchasing on Two Frequently 
Used School Supply Items 
DUPLICATOR FLUID (GALLON) 1.20 DUPLICATOR PAPER (REAM) 
1.00 
Local Dis.trict 
Purchase Price 
·5 
.80 .82 
.99 
District District 
,80 Purchase Price .60 Purchase Price 
Through SC 
FY 68 FY 69 FY 70 J:"Y 71 FY 72 
*Percent Savings for NMRSC Schools 
.for FY 72 is 9%. 
Thro h 
FY 68 FY 69 FY 70 FY 71 FY 72 
*Percent Savings for NMRSC Schools 
fp~ FY 72 is 11%, 
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The bid ·and purchase program includ.es soli-
citation of bids for supply items in five cate-
gories: (1) general school supplies, (2) paper, 
(3) janitorial supplies, (4) lumber, and 
(5) metal supplies. 
In addition to the savings realized on com-
modity purchases, the bid and purchase program 
allows its participants to save on the costs 
of administering a purchasing program. Many 
of the functions that would otherwise have to 
be provided by the school districts are performed 
by the Council. The Council maintains an up-to-
date bidders' list, meets with salesmen, prepares 
and advertises the "Invitations to Bid", mails 
the invitations, receives and evaluates the bids, 
and mails award announcements. In addition, it 
!liaintains contact with school districts and sup-
pliers throughout the year to ensure that the 
program operates in a trouble-free manner. 
FIGURE II 
NMRSC School Districts Save Time {Hence Money) by Participating 
in the Cooperative Bid and Purchase Program 
NMRSC Cooperative 
Bid & Purchase 
Program Other 
No. Task Council Sch.Dist. School 
Performs Performs Districts 
l. Maintain up-to-date bidders' list X X 
2. Meet with salesmen X X 
3. Review previous year's bid speci-
fications; update and modify X X 
4. Estimate quantity requirements 
for corning year X X 
5. Prepare and advertise Invitation 
to Bid X X 
6. Mail Invitation to Bid and 
product specifications X X 
7. Receive bids; time stamp X X 
8. Conduct bid opening X X 
9. Evaluate bids; resolve con-
flicts in bidding X X 
10. Mail award announcements to all 
bidders X X 
11. Prepare and mail purchase orders X X 
12. Receive, inspect, and store 
supplies X X 
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In recent years this cooperative bid and 
purchase program has stimulated school dis-
tricts in other parts of New Mexico and 
Colorado to ban together in cost saving, co• 
operative bid and purchase programs, 
FOR A MINIMAL EXPENDITURE •• ,,., 
7 
Dues and expenses are purposely kept as low 
as possible to encourage school distr.ict par-
ticipation. On a per pupil basis, membership 
in the Council costa an average of only seven 
cents. 
Membership dues are used primarily to sup-
port the Council staff. The staff is respon-
sible for maintaining records and perrorining 
services associated with conferences, publi-
cations, newsletters, and other activities,, 
It also arranges for the Board of Directors 1 
meetings, takes the minutes, and follows 
through with any action required by decisions 
of the Board of Directors. In addition to pro-
viding personnel to administer the bid and 
purchase program, secretarial and clerical as-
sistance for that operation is furnished. 
The Council shares offices with the Bureau 
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of Educational Planning and Development in the 
University of New Mexico's College of Educa-
tion. Part-time employees of the Council are 
generally also part-time employees of the Bureau. 
This arrangement provides a means by which 
both the Council and the Bureau have full-t;l.me 
coverage of business functions. Close coordi• 
nation between the Council and the Bureau im-
proves and extends the services provided by 
each organization. 
A detailed revenue and expenditure statement 
is shown below. Income sources for the current 
year consisted of $7,000 ;l.n dues and a special 
$3,500 grant of Johnson-0 1Malley funds from 
the State Department of Education for the pur-
pose of conducting the "Holding Power" work-
shop. In addition, minor income was derived 
from publications and workshops. 
Wages, salaries and fringe benefits 
accounted for 58% of total expenditures, 
The remaining expenditures, in ranges of 
one to several hundred dollars each, were 
made for such items as office supplies, 
photocopying, printing, and the like. 
Each year the Council carries forward 
a surplus which serves as cash flow for 
current expenditures until suff.icient 
annual dues are collected. 
1971-72 REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
REVENUES: 
Balance from 1970-71 
Membership Dues from 1971-72 $7,000.00 
State Department of Educa-
tion "Holding Power" Work~ 
$ 2,950. 75 
8 
shop Grant 3, 500. 00 10,500.00 $13,450.75 
EXPENDITURES: 
Wages and Salaries 
Fringe Benefits 
.Materials and Services 
Postage, Comminications 
and Freight 
Travel 
Other 
BALANCE (Funds Reserv.ed 
for 1972-73) 
$5,371.92 
350.02 
1,749.92 
166,82 
213.53 
2,050. 79 9,903.00 
3,547. 75 $13,450,75 
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WITH CUMULATIVE EFFECTS •••••• 
An organization's record over a number of 
years is often a more reliable guide for gal.lg-
ing its worth than is a recitation of current 
activities. For that reason, lists of cQn-
fe:rences held and publications issued during 
recent years is shown on the following pages. 
The lists demonstrate the Council's ability 
to provide members with information on many 
wide-ranging and important issues. 
Another way of measuring the Council's use-
fulness over the years is to examine the 
record of the graduate students who have s.e.rved 
on its paid staff, During the past five years, 
nine graduate students have gained valuable 
experience in this :role. Of these, five have 
earned their doctorates, and the other four 
are expected to soon; all now occupy positions 
of responsibility, :rangin~ from vice president 
of a technical-vocational school to univer-
sity professor and assistant dean. Most have 
remained in New Mexico. 
Intangible benefits must again be mentioned. 
Only through a continuity of experience can 
cooperative relationships be established which 
are useful in solving 1nember districts' prob~ 
lema. With the exception of Albuquerque (en• 
rollment 83,000), the districts belonging to 
the Council are relatively small (eight have 
fewer than 1,000 pupils, and the second largest 
district has only 5,350 pupils). Most serve 
:rural areas and are relatively isolated geograph-
ically. And most have a substantial number of 
students belonging to ethnic minorities--Indian 
and Chicano. Indeed, these minorities are often 
majorities within their own districts. Many of 
the school districts are located in areas with 
serious economic difficulties. That there is 
a co!l11llunality of interests and particular prob-
lems among many member districts, then is clear. 
A1so clear is that opportunities for sharing 
experiences and solutions to problems is par• 
ticularly valuable in such a setting, 
On the other hand, there are distinct differ-
ences among member districts, some of which 
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could be exploited for the purpose of improv-
ing the educational program of each. Las 
Alamos, for example, has scientific resources 
that are put at the disposal of neighboring 
districts. In return, personnel from those 
~~ighboring districts can offer advice on hand-
ling the peculiarities of minority group situ-
ations. But it is only through continuous 
association that such opportunities can be taken 
advantage of, 
Finally, the Council has facilitated a con-
tinuity of relationship between university 
staffs and school personnel which has served 
to break down distances between the two and 
to encourage school personnel to return to the 
universities for additional training and ad-
vanced degrees. 
WORKSHOPS AND CONFERENCES 
"Career Education" (a one-day workshop, Feb., 1972) 
"Critical Concerns of New Mexico 1 a Public Education System" (a one-day 
conference, Nov., 1971) 
"Holding Power" (a five-day workshop on Indian drop-out problems, Aug., 
1971) 
"Cultural Awareness" (a one-day workshop on the special problem of 
Indian children in public schools, Mar., 1971) 
"How Administrators and Counselors Talk with Students about ))ope" (a one-
day workshop, Dec., 1970) 
"PPBS Conceptualization and Application" (a one-day workshop, Oct.; 1970) 
''A Look at the Bernalillo Vocational Program with Implications for the 
State of l'!ew Mexico" (a one-day workshop, May. 1970) 
"Promoting School Bond Issues in New Mexico" (a one-day conference for 
superintendents, Apr., 1970) 
"Emerging Developments in School Business Management" (a one-day workshop, 
Dec., 1969) 
''Relevancy of New Processes and Content in Secondary Schools" (a one-day 
workshop, Oct., 1969) 
PUBLICATIONS 
.The "Holding Power Workshop, edited by Betty M. Skupaka (1972) 
The School Administrator and Employee Negotiations, by Paul V. Petty 
(1972) 
Effectiveness of Process Teaching in High Schools: a Survey of Judg-
ments by their Graduates, by Wilson H. Ivins (1971) 
Experimental Education: New Mexico, 1970-71: 12 Innovative Pro-
grams, by Jose A. Perea (1971) 
Factors Influencing the Role of Supervisors of English, by George T. 
Prigmore (1969) 
John Hersey on the Educational Malaise, by Albert w. Vogel (1968) 
Areas of Conflict Between Administrators and Teachers: a New Mexico 
Report, by John Seaberg and Horacia Ulibarri 
Textbooks are Here to Stay: a New Mexico Report, by Mildred Fitz-
patrick (1968) 
School Administration: Some Observations, by Tom Wiley 1 assisted by 
Richard L. Holeman (1967) 
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EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES AND PERSONNEL 
OF THE NEW MEXICO RESEARCH AND STUDY COUNCIL 
MEMBER SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND REPRESENTATIVES (1971-72) 
Albuquerque Public Schools 
Belen Consolidated Schools 
Bernalillo Public Schools 
Cuba Independent Schools 
Encino Municipal Schools 
Fort Sumner Municipal Schools 
Grants Municipal Schools 
Jemez Springs Municipal Schools 
Las Vegas West Schools 
Los Alamos Schools 
Los Lunas Consolidated Schools 
Magdalena Municipal Schools 
Moriarty Municipal Schools 
Ojo Caliente Public Schools 
Pecos Public Schools 
Penasco Independent Schools 
Pojoaque Valley Schools 
Questa Independent Schools 
Socorro Consolidated Schools 
Phillip Gonzales, Assoc. Supt. 
JohnS. Aragon, Supt. 
Pete Santistevan, Supt. 
Melvin Cordova, Supt. 
Frank Davila, Supt. 
James R. Fincke, Supt. 
E. V. Arvizu, Supt. 
Donald Wood, Supt. 
Ray Leger, Supt. 
Joseph M. Carroll, Supt. 
Bernard Baca, Supt. 
Ray Smith, Supt. 
J, H. Travelstead, Supt. 
Benito Duran, Supt. 
Eloy J. Blea, Supt. 
Felix L. Duran, Supt. 
Frank B. Lopez, Supt. 
Horace Martinez, Supt. 
J. Placido Garcia, Supt. 
STAFF (ALL PART-TIME EMPLOYEES) 
Richard F. Tonigan, Executive Director 
Dennis McCabe, Research Assistant 
Matilda c. Campbell, Office Manager 
COOPERATING AGENCIES 
College of Education, the 
University of New Mexico 
Richard Lawrence, Dean 
Ronald E. Blood, Chairman 
12 
Dept. of Educational Administration 
New Mexico State Department 
Education 
Leonard J, DeLayo, Superintendentof 
Publm Instruction 
James B. West, Director of 
Vocational-Technical and 
Adult Education 
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APPENDIX A 
GEOGRAPHICAL L09ATION OF MEMBER, SCHOOLS 
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1. Questa 
2. Ojo Caliente 
3; Penasco 
4~· Cuba 
5. Jeinez Spgs 
6. Los Alamos 
7. Pojoaque 
NMRSC MEHBERS 
1971-72 
8. Bernalillo 14. Grants 
9. Pecos 15. Los Lunas 
10. W. Las Vegas 16. Belen 
11. Albuquerque 17. Magdalena 
12. Moriarty 18. Socorro 
13. Encino 19. Ft.Sumner 
NEW MEXICO 
APPENDIX B 
NEW MEXICO RESEARCH AND STUDY COUNCIL 
ORGANIZATIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN NEW MEXICO 
MEMBER PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPARING THE NMRSC TO OTHER U. S. STUDY COUNCILS 
In a 1970 study, 71 U.· S. study councils were analyzed by William 
P. Danenburg. This study, Characteristics of School Study and Develop-
ment Councils in the United States, included the NMRSC. The following 
chart reveals that .the NMRSC has a profile which is quite similar to the 
typical characteristics possessed by the 71 councils. 
STUDY COUNCIL PROFILES (1969-70) 
Typical Characteristics 
1. Sponsored by a university. 
2. Associated with an Educational Admini-
stration Department. 
3. Serves a multi-country area. 
4. Membership contains rural, urban, and 
suburban school districts. 
5. Governed by a board of directors. 
6. Boards are composed primarily of: 
a) Superintendents 
b) Council staff member 
c) Representative of another university 
d) Representative of state department 
of education 
7. Council employs a part-time director. 
8. Council employs graduate students .. 
9. Council employs a secretary. 
10. Staff performs most administrative duties. 
11. Council receives most revenue from dues. 
12. Dues are based upon student enrollment. 
13. Council is incorporated. 
14. Highest priority functions are: 
a) Inservice education 
b) Sharing information and materials 
c) Newsletter 
d) Research and service projects 
e) Disseminating research 
f) Sharing employed consultants 
g) Curriculum development 
h) Cooperative Purchasing 
15. Decade council was established. 
Other Councils 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
5 
1 
1 
0 
Yes 
Several 
F.T. 
Yes 
50% t 
Yes 
50% t 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
1960's 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
6 
1 
0 
1 
No 
Two 
P.T. 
Yes 
99% 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
1950's 
(Contd) 
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Typical Characteristics 
16. Number of member school districts: 
a) Initial 
b) 1969-70 
17. Headquartered in metropolitan area. 
18. Population of membership area. 
19. Student population served. 
20. Executive director employed by either 
board or sponsor. 
21. Sponsor_ing university contributes: 
a) Office space 
b) Salary of executive director 
c) 30% of council's budget (cash) 
d) 15% of council's budget (support) 
22. Oriented to administrators. 
23. Works with other school personnel. 
24. Publishes newsletter.-
25. Repr-esentatives attend annual meeting of 
National School Development Council (the 
national association of study councils). 
Other Councils 
21 
"' 
26 
Yes 
750,000 
160,000 
Ye" 
Yes 
1/3 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
'16 801. 
~ 
19 
28 
Yes 
Less 
Less 
Yes 
Yes 
Less 
None 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
